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FROM PARACELSUS TO BUHME. Paracelsen Cosmology. influence 
later writers, its relation to the thought of Boehme 
The nature of "magia" as a religious quest: experiencing 
the forces of nature, and their dependence on the presence and 
guidance of God. Paracelsus, as a physician, needed a compre- 
hensive knowledge of "magia"; its three branches: (1) concerning 
God and the soul, (2) concerning nature, (3) black magic (with 
which no true Philosopher concerned himself). 
Correspondence of macrocosm and microcosm; within each the 
forces and components (stars, elements) are at work: these 
Paracelsus sought to apprehend. The Four Humours are too super- 
ficial. The processes of the Universe: cycles of life (separation - reintegration) arising from and returning to "mysteries"; ultimately all these move within the cycle of birth 
from and return to the "Mysterium Magnum", which is identified 
with the Spirit brooding above the Waters, the World Soul, the 
Quinta Essentia. Analogy between creative and redemptive (the 
Opus) processes. The forces at work giving rise to the Elements: 
the stars (zodiacal signs, planets); the three principles of 
Salt, Mercury, Sulphur; the three agents of Artheus, Ares, 
Master. Through these, and ultimately by the power of God (through the "Mysterium Magnum"), the Spirit expresses itself, 
speaks, through the particular character of every creature: the 
signatures, the act of "signing". To understand the signatures, 
divine illumination is necessary. 
Man, by virtue of his microcosmic status, can understand 
and control the signatures. Natural, moral, religious aspects 
interconnected, both in human and in cosmic processes. Weigel's "Studium Universale". The Opus - in nature and in man (medical, 
religious); the aevenfoldness of planets arc: metals, the tincture. 
God as the ultimate source of knowledge. Knowledge of the signa- 
tures of fundamental importance; the Adarnic language also based 
on it. All languages partake of this ability to give names, but 
especially Hebrew. 
Thus not only natural processes, but also the Fall and Regeneration, are discussed in terms of language (influence of Kabbalism in the latter). 
vii 
Paracelsan influence, supremely in Boehme and Goethe; the 
Hermetic tradition in the 16th to 18th centuries. Boehme takes 
up, but as a Theosopher reinterprets, Paracelsan teaching: it is 
made more systematic and comprehensive (especially as regards 
language). The cyclic processes are made more dramatic. 
Death and regeneration are seen as fundamental to the normal 
process of all existence, even of God. 
CHAPTER II 
BOEHME' S YO SKOLOGY. Its relation to God's Word and to human 
speech; ancestry of basic assumptions. later influence 
The background to Boehme' s thought: alchemy, Neoplatonism, 
mysticism; supremely the Bible. He is not a Pantheist; in fact, 
the doctrine of "Natursprache" (based on the biblical doctrine 
of the Word of God) makes his thought theistic in character. 
The Seven Properties of Nature. They exemplify the creative, 
dynamic character of natural forces, as taught by the alchemist. 
They are principles and pictures of God' s temporal speaking. 
Their dialectic interrelations. They are eternal, simultaneous; 
yet patterned, as if in temporal succession, dramatic. They per- 
vade the nature of God and of the whole of eternal and temporal 
creation. They correspond to metals, planets, days of the week. 
They arise from the "Ungrund". Fire is at the centre, where 
regenerative death resolves the frenzied turning of the wheel; 
this is followed by the Love Fire (tincture) of Venus, the 
Speech of Jupiter and the Sabbath Rest of Luna. Ambivalence 
of the Properties. Various possible groupings of the Properties 
to correspond to aspects of the Holy Trinity and Sophia (God's 
Glory, Wisdom, "Freudenreich", "Liebespiel"). 
How creation takes place: birth, emanation, "impressen". 
It is the realization of God's Wisdom in the dialectic interplay 
of fire and light; or: "das scharffe Fiat" and the Word of Light. 
Creation is thus a means of gaining self-knowledge through 
manifestation, communication: all things speak; this at all 
levels, from signatures to language. 
The forms which creation takes: the Threefold Birth 
(elemental, astral: "Vernunft", divine: "Verstand"); man, by 
undergoing all three, may attain communion with God, thus his 
royal status in creation. The Three Principles: (1) dark, power, 
viii 
(2) light, contemplative, (3) the union of the other two in 
actual, formed existence. They are indissolubly united, thus 
in a state of tension, but in harmony. Through the Fall the 
harmony is broken, tension degenerates into conflict. But 
God is still present, even in Hell, which becomes the mouth- 
piece of His wrath. Grace and judgment both spring from love 
and go together (e. g. the Protevangelion). Correspondences 
between the Seven Properties, the Three Principles and the 
Holy Trinity. Father: First Principle, Son: Second Principle; 
Holy Spirit: Second and/or Third Principles; at the same time 
each is ambivalent (e. g. Son: Mercury and Jupiter). 
Creation as a Hierarchy: God, the eternal "Ungrund", reali- 
zes His own nature in the Trinity of Persons and contemplates 
Himself in Sophia (Eternal Nature, "Ternarius Sanctus"). Hell 
(the fallen part of eternal creation). Temporal creation: 
the stars and elements, from which originate the metals, herbs 
and stones. Lucifer, Adam, the sun, Christ. Gods rule over 
creation: direct and through intelligent beings (angels, man), 
who have authority to speak His Word. The Fall, redemption. 
The problem of evil: why did God admit freedom when He knew 
it was to be abused? Boehme's answer: the importance of "Begierde" for creation, manifestation, existence. The all- 
pervading principle of death and regeneration. Heaven and Hell 
as states of being, not remote places. 
The vitalism of primitive peoples, of the Hermetic tradition. 
Its impact, especially on the 18th century. The "quantitative" 
and "qualitative" approaches in 18th and 19th century thought. 
Boehme's place in this development. His doctrine of language (signatures, divine Word) makes his vitalism personalist, thus 
maintains the rule of a personal God. His prophetic vocation. 
The unity of his experience and teaching. 
CHAPTER III 
NATURAL LANGUAGE. The doctrine in general outline; its rele 
to each aspect of Boehme' s thought; God. nature and man 
The Universe is an organic whole, which bas s in the 
22 
by the intercommunication of its members; everytig 
divine Word. So "Natursvrache" is the key to Boehme's thought, 
which can be entirely expressed in terms of language. 
ix 
God's self-disclosure in speaking to the children of Israel; 
His threefold birth in the Trinity, according to consuming fire 
and mercy. Sophia: contemplation ("mirror"), Spiel. Creation 
by the "ewig-sprechende Wort" out of the "Ungrund". The actual- 
ized Word is the necessary pattern resulting from the exercise 
of free choice in determining, limiting, groundless possibility. 
The Seven Properties and days of creation. Consciousness and 
freedom added to the signatures on the sixth day, with the 
creation of man, followed by the Sabbath rest on the seventh day. 
Man thus shows that he is the "imago Dei" specifically when he 
speaks. Full glory of contemplation and intimacy with God in 
Sophia. God's unutterable words in the human heart. 
The Seven Properties as God's speaking. They exemplify 
creativeness (Fiat) and regeneration (Fire, Love); necessity, 
order ("Scient and spontaneity, freedom (Venus, Christ); 
Christ's poweWeaking (Jupiter); the Sabbath rest, perfection, 
(Luna). Evil as the perversion of freedom by "Selbheit": diver- 
sity degenerates into multiplicity and enmity, the despotic rule 
of "Turba". 
Necessary structure of creation. God's speaking through 
all forms and orders of creation: the signatures, cosmic music; 
their moral import. The whole process Is "Spiel". 
Freedom in creation. Contrast: the "Uhrwerek" of nature 
and human destiny, History ("Heilsgeschichte"). The nature and 
destiny of man, centred in Christ, typified in individual men and 
in History as a whole. History is: Z 1) the community of human 
speech, (2) the intelligent part of speech of creation as a whole, 
(3) supremely, God speaking; he gives His heart in the Incarnation; 
consummation in the Last Day. Man sees the pattern as a conflict 
between good and evil. God sees it as His speaking in grace 
and wrath: 0. T. promise, N. T. fulfillment, prophec of final 
consummation. God's character expressed in man: (1) his place 
and function among the orders of creation, (2) History. This 
quite specifically in terms of language: contrast between 
signatures (lower orders of creation, necessity) and speech (man, 
freedom, God-given). Freedom: includes "Nothing" and necessity. 
Fall: loss of coherence, also specifically in language. 
The three archetypal colours, black and white; they correspond 
to: the diversities of formed creation, the elements, preceded 
by trimal unity (black) and followed by ultimate unity (white) 
after the "Proba" of fire; the five holy tongues("Naturspreche"; - 
ä 
- or "Natursprache" is just the root, black; relation between 
the three central, i. e. the classicalf tongues and the vernacular 
tongues, especially German: the five and the seventy-two tongues, 
the triad within eacli, exprecaing the Three Principles and the 
Holy Trinity); the five holy letters (vowels) IEOVA. Language 
before the Fall is thus multiple, but in harmony. After the Fall 
the seventy-two languages still show God's presence (3 times 24), 
thus the possibility of redemption. Therefore German can also 
reveal the "Natursprache". - Effect of the Fall: to separate 
inner and outward meaning, which really belong together. 
Redemption: the finding again of the inner meaning ("Natursprache'%ý 
reintegration: Adam and Christ. The Three Principles in History 
(the "Bundeslinea"), giving rise to names, manifesting the 
divine "census": the "sensualische Sprache". The Fall, Babel; 
Redemption, Pentecost: man as the mouthpiece of God. 
Language consists in the expression of meaning in an outward 
form (*sensus" - signature). Levels of -speech; conventional 
usage; symbolical images, myths, names, numbers; diagrams and 
the visual patterns of letters and words; their sound patterns. 
"Natursprache": (1) any signature; (2) human speaking: (a) the 
five holy tongues (or more specifically the three central ones, 
beim their outward expression)., (b) the first of them (their 
root); (3) underlying them all: the "sensualische Sprache" 
(communication of divine meaning on the spiritual level). 
of creativil 
CHAPTER IV 
MID IN MAN. Exists 
and rest, in time 
ial status at various levels 
in eternity: the sound patt 
The human act of speaking is strictly analogous to Goc? 's 
creative and redemptive Word; like it, (1) it'contains the Seven 
Properties of Nature; (2) it mediates between "Ungrund" and formed 
being, thought and action, eternal and temporal process; (3) it 
leads man back to the rhythm of divine grace anc: to the ineffable 
Word. Like God, man finds himself in speaking and realizes his 
divinely ordained status. 
Levels of meaning. The surface meaning is not rejected, but 
deepened according to "Verstand", pointing to the experience, first 
of the structure of all processes (Seven Properties, Three Princi- 
ples; typology in the Bible), then of the spiritual drama of death, 
regeneration and communion with God.. Visual and sound patterns 
(separately or together) are signatures of the spiritual meanings. 
The sound patterns are the most significant as bringing us closest 
to the actual process of creating the patterns of language. 
xi 
The process, the articulating of words: the fashioning of 
meaning in sound by means of twofold "Lust", the Seven Properties 
end the "Werckmeister Fiat"; ruled by the will and the "Raht der 
fänff Sinnen; the sound being finally sent forth by the speech 
organs. The meaning is first envisaged and examined before its 
sound pattern is made. Divine and human thinking fuse in the 
signatures of language; man reenacts his experience of God. There 
tend to be certain regularly recurring motifs (e. g. the differ- 
ence between vowels and consonants; the expression of gentler 
qualities by L, MN and of the Marsher ones by R, S, T) , but a complete system for interpreting the meanings of all sounds is 
not possible. All interpretations are extensions of the literal 
meaning of the text or of its meaning in the light of the Seven 
Properties and other aspects of Boehme's thought. 
Examples of Boehme's procedure, especially the Lord's 
Prayer in 3f. L. eh. 16, and the various interpretations of the 
nahe "Jehovah" with or without the H's), and its connections 
with "Jah", "Adonai", "Jesus" (or "Jhesus"). 0 is always the 
Heart, the Son. The ideas of creating and redeeming, proceeding (emanating) and of the ambivalence of the Persons of the Holy 
Trinity are usually present. The vowels and consonants; the 
fire and the seventy-two tongues; the "Tetragrammaton". 
Variety of interpretations: these are usually complementary 
and can be harmonized. But it is undesirable to force them into 
a unified system, although there is over-all consistency, because 
they are all expressions of the same underlying religious 
experience. 
CHAPTER V 
THE WORD AND SPEECH. Relevance of such terminology in Boehme's 
spiritual adventure 
Boehmets alchemistic ter, _: inology, his elaborate symbolism, 
point the way to a reliving of his thought and experience, which 
he found in himself, in nature, in God. In dealing with the 
problem of evil, he came to see creation as the emergence of 
manifest, articulate, conscious actuality out of hidden, inarti- 
culate., unconscious potentiality; the ambivalence of every being 
and the necessity of death and regeneration for all life; the 
patterning of all existence according to the Three Principles and 
xii 
the Seven Properties of Nature. God is at the basis of all 
creation, and He and all aspects of creation assert their being 
in personal action. 
Language is thus the most suitable illustration, a perfect 
microcosm of all life, all process. In fact, every event is 
a moment in the utterance of God's Word. All existence is a 
piece of God's own prose, into which He incorporates His Heart, 
thus giving man the opportunity of being reborn. 
APPENDIX I 
RULAND'S ACCOUNT OF THE OPUS 
The extracts illustrate the main stages of the Opus, more 
particularly the changes in colour which the alchemists regarded 
as of supreme importance. 
APPENDIX II 
LUTHERAN DOCTRINE CONCERNING HEAVEN AND THE ATTITUDE TO SPACE 
SYMB OLI SSM 
Heaven as a state of existence; being saved, meaning 
being glorified with Christ, who is in God's glory. It is not 
spatial. Similarly Christ's presence at Communion is like fire 
in red-hot iron; ihr refers to the meal, not merely to the 
elements as such. 





further pushed ; t4 
Hernnetism came to 
at the crossroads. 
"QUALITATIVE" THOUGHT IN THE 17th, 18th 
1TRTFA - WATTAT e'KTn larva 
these two modes of thought from about the 17th 
Alchemy came to fall into disrepute, and was 
the background through the growth of Mathematics. 
be absorbed into Idealism. Romanticism stood 
x111 
Goethe, who expressed his dilemma in Faust, wanted to steer 
his way between Mathematics and Romanticism. Faust, dissatisfied 
with the traditional logical disciplines (i. e. equivalents of 
Mathematics and the ""quantitative" approach) chooses "Magia", 
but is unable to surrender; hence he despairs of the basic 
symbol, the Logos. Not until he is able to surrender, is he in 
a position that he might be saved. Boehme's terminology is 
illuminating in illustrating the tdevelopment of Faust in many of 
its aspects. 
APPENDIX IV 
THE SYMBOL OF THE PEARL IN ALCHEMY 
The symbol of the pearl, as used in alchemy, especially by 
Paracelsus; the general tradition, especially Mt. 13,45 & 
46. 
Both these traditions come together in Boehme. 
Pearls are, first, in a class with precious metals and 
stones, later the powers of the Elixir (especially curative) are 
ascribed to them; finally they often come to symbolize the Opus, 
or the Kingdom of Heaven, more especially the idea of total 
surrender and regeneration. 
APPENDIX V 
THE HEAMETISM OF NOVALIS 
Novalis' connections with Schiller links him with Weimor 
classicism; his philosophical training with Idealism; his friend- 
ship with Tieck and the Schlegel brothers with Romanticism. He 
himself was the greatest of the early Romantic creative artists; 
he fused depth of thought with beauty of style. 
His treatment of the doctrine of the three ages: An ideal 
mediaeval period; corruption: Reformation, Enlightenment; the 
period of reintegration at hand (Die Christenheit oder Europa. 
) 
In Die Lehrlinge zu Sais he evolves a cosmology, in which 
all inter ; a- fön iä music and conversation (signatures); man's 
harmonious relation wit: the Universe, his microcosmic status; 
the dahemy of fire and water; aesthetic mysticism. This is 
recapitulated in the first part of Heinrich von OfterdinRen, more 
especially Klingsohr's Tale, and in Astralis, at the opening of 
xiv 
Part Two. But there is the promise 
part Two Heinrich finds his way to 
experience, so that God can speak t 
of something higher. In 
combining aesthetic and moral 
o him. 
Boehme helped him in his search for God. 
APPENDIX VI 
WHITEHEAD AND BOEHME'S CONCEPTION OF FREEDOM 
Whitehead's Aristotelian argument regarding the arising of 
actuality out of groundless possibility by "choice", which 
includes an irrational moment, bears a striking resemblance to 
Boehme's doctrine of the "Ungrund. ", which realizes its being 
in formed, structured existence. Choice for him has also this 
aspect of "Nothing", from which proceeds determined, necessary 
structure. 
In fact, Whitehead confines himself to the formal structure 
of existence and its Ground, leaving an account of its Quality 
to those (like Boehme) who have a definite experience which 
they describe, and which goes beyond the limits of metaphysics. 
APPENDIX VII 
IDEAS REG 
I. Heller4stic Christianity The tradition of esoteric, often 
mystical, interpretation of language among early Christian 
writers is exemplified in a Coptic-Arabic text concerning the 
Greek alphabet, which is said to be God-given. The visual 
patterns of letters are used and symbolic meanings of numbers 
are interpreted, to yield the biblical account of creation and 
redemption. 
II. Kabbala Its introduction into Christian thought in the 
Renaissance by Pico, Reuchlin and other humanists, its adoption 
by Agrippa, Paracelsus and a small number of religious thinkers; 
its influence on Boehme. 
Kabbalism; the growth of a mystical Theology of the Torah, 
its climax in the 16th and 17th centuries. God's wisdom, the 
Sefiroth; the Tetragrammaton; everything speaks, but God's more 
specific mouthpiece is the Torah: the eternal, primordial and 
xv 
the earthly Torah. Levels of interpretation. The Shekinah. 
The spiritual and the earthly T,, orah (freedom, unity - prescrip- 
tive law, discrete letters, words, sections). - The Sefiroth in 
History: separation, reintegration. - The Hebrew alphabet, the °8hin". 
(III) Boehmelmportant similarities, more especially the view of 
a personal God, which leads to a preoccupation with language 
and History, and to a Messianism typical of the period. 
Important differences: the place occupied by Christ; 
Boehme' s more dramatic approach; his preoccupation with sound 
patterns. 
APPENDIX VIII 
GOD98 INDWELLING AND "GELA, SSENHEITN 
Two extracts from the Philosophie Mystica, one by Paracelsus, 
the other by Weigel, to illustrate the concept of "Gelassenheit", 
and how it fits into Paracelsan cosmology (man as microcosm). 
APPENDIX IX 
SCHOTTEL'$ CONCEPTION OF THE FOUNDATIONS OF LANGUAGE 
The "fU 1( 11 and the 115fdl c" conceptions regarding the 
status of language. The former was favoured by German writers 
in the 16th and 17th centuries. It was developed by two separate, 
but interdependent, traditions: (a) Luther and the grammarians, 
(b) Christian mystical and Hermetic writers. 5chottel represents 
the climax of (a), but seems to have only indirect contact with (b). 
He says that God is all-pervading, all-defining; therefore 
language is also God-given. The Adamic language. The origin of 
German (Celtic) at Babel. Words are onomatopoeic pictures of the 
objects which they denote. The development of language by compound- 
ing. Thus God inspires, and nature patterns, the actual sounds in 
words; poetry a heightened form of this. Schottel stops short at 
a comprehensive doctrine of language on the scale of Boehme's "Natursprache". He is a practical philologist. 




REUCHLIN' S CHRISTIAN KABBALISM 
R., euchlin uses Greek and Hebrew sources. His Kabbalism is 
thoroughly Christian. 
God's creative and redemptive action is identified with 
the 011'etragrammaton" and the Logos. Jesus: the Incarnation, 
the "Shin". Vowels and consonants; God's speaking in biblical 
History. 
All natural processes are conversation. God delights most 
in man's conversation. Simple and sincere speaking gives access 
to intimate communion with God: Zoroaster and other prophets, 
but supremely Noses. Hebrew as the fittest instrument, also 
the oldest. But, like Boehme, Reuchlin is not interested in a 
literal solution of this question regarding the first language. 
Intimacy with the Creator in loving and joyous conversation, 
analogous to Boehme's "Freudenreich". 
JACOB BOEHME'S DOCTRINE OF A NATURAL LANGUAGE 
("NATURSPRACHE') WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO 
ITS INFLUENCE ON NOVALIS AND OTHERS) 
JACOB BOEHMEtS DOCTRINE OF A NATURAL LANGUAGE ('NATURSPRACHE') 
(WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO ITS INFLUENCE ON NOVALIS AND OTHERS) 
CHAPTER I 
FROM PARACELSUS TO BOEHME 
Paracelsan Cosmology, influence on later writers, its relation 
to the thought of Boehme. 
When Faust speaks of comprehending "alle Wirkenakraft Und 
Samen", by means of magic rather than through the disciplines 
taught at the university, he brings before the audience an adven- 
ture of the human spirit that the modern student finds difficult 
to understand. Yet it is a fact that for a thousand years there 
were men and women, who wanted not only to know "was die Welt 
im innersten zusammenhält", but even to take a leading part in 
these occult operations. They called themselves "Philosophers", 
and the "Stone" after which they sought was nothing less than the 
beginning and end of all Creation, the Universal Mother, **--the 
Spirit which brooded above the waters at the beginning of all 
time. 
In the sixteenth century, at the height of the Renaissance, 
Pico della Mirandola, Agrippa von Nettesheim, but especially 
Paracelsus and his followers synthesized all natural and mysti- 
cal knowledge, so that our knowledge of God, of man, and of nature, 
should form a harmonious whole. 
' The principles underlying their 
-2- 
science were those of alchemy. The Philosopher had to serve God 
and nature by submitting himself to an intimate encounter with 
both, for mere book-knowledge would be useless. 
( celsue as quoted b 
Bartscherer, p. 29. ) 
Dee steht geschrieben, das uns nichts nutz ist; das 
nltz ist, ist ausgeblieben. Und wes soll ich denn in 
den Geschritten verderben, dieweil des Perlin nit do ist? 
Hierauf so bin ich Zwllngen, mich an kein Schreiben zu 
kehren..., sondern allein zu leaden in das Licht der 
Natur, wie daseelbig die Alten, mich and XkUnftigen 
lehrnett dorin zu verharren Und färzufahren. 
He then had to surrender himself to the workings of nature, 
as taught by the Art. 
3 Thus he would not only save and perfect 
the metals, cure all disease, but he would himself undergo the 
same regenerative process that he had set in motion among the 
ingredients inside the retort. 
4 
We must not then be surprised, 
if one or other of the Philosophers reports that he had found 
the Stone and thus accomplished the Opus. For the experience 
which the alchemist underwent was, at its height, a mystical union, 
if not with God, at any rate with that spirit which He had put 
into the world to form and perfect all things. 
5 
But Paracelsus, as we shall see, recognised that this was not 
man to highest destiny. For alchemy only dealt with nature. Man 
also had an element of divine nature in him, by means of which it 
was his duty to have relation with God, as the 3ible taught. But 
there is a sense, as Dr. Muses points out, in which this very 
faith, this love, which the Bible teaches, is also the highest 
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Alchemy, beside which "all the vaunted glory of their former 
methods and achievements were as brassy tinsel and echoed but 
with the sound of empty casks. The two pupils of Trithemius" - 
Agrippa and Paracelsus are meant - "had travelled the same road 
and arrived at the same noble and enebling destination. So had 
Zosimos of the Poemandrist school before theme. r' 
Such is the background of Boehme's thought, and from it, 
very largely in terms of it, his doctrine of language arises. For 
B, oehmer as Dr. Gray shows, was the systematizer of Alchemy, but 
a&so the prophet, who made Alchemy in its Paracelsan form the 
handmaid of mysticism and "Theosophy" (as Boehme was to use this 
term later). We shall do well, therefore, to make a consideration 
of Paracelsan Alchemy our starting point. This should enhance 
our understanding of the vocabulary and the modes of thought which 
Boehme used to express his ideas. 
JEAN 
(Agrippa as Quoted by 
Bertscherer, p. 21. ) 
Magie neturelis est, quae rerum omnium motuum natur- 
alium atque caelestium viress'c kemplata earumdemque 
sympathiam curiosa indagine a reconditas ac latentes 
in natura potestates... in apertum producit... non tarnen 
arte qusm natura... Nem magi at naturde accuratissimi 
exploratores conducentes ea quee a nature preeparata aunt..., 
seepissime ante tempus a nature ordinatum affectum pro- 
ducunt quae vulgus putat mirecula, cum tarnen naturalia 
opera sifgt, intervenientesola temporis preeventione, ut 8 si quis in t1ense Martio roses producat et matures eves. 
"Magie" is that knowledge, that power of insight and action. 




tis", which is concerned with the soDA and God, "Magie naturalis", 
which looks to natural phenoflectt, e, including man as a physical 
being, and "Magie illicita", black magic, which no true Philosopher 
would practise. 
Paracelsus was, first and foremost, a physician. But, as a 
good physician, he says that it is necessary for him to know the 
inmost secrets of the Universe, for the principhs in the Great 
World are the some as in the Small. 
(Buch Para renum I Trectat: 
ý--- v. der Phi losophe .-I. 207C/2081) 
Dann wen ziert der Himmel/ dann seinen Doctor/ der FgxýI 
ihn erkennt? wen ziert die Erde/ dann sein Phi losophum? 9. ý ole 
werden durch den Artzt er$ffnet: Ihnen ist die heimlig- 
keit der Natur offenbar/ und den andern Gelehrten Wirt 
es durch die Artzte mitgetheilt. Also verfasst die 
Philosophey alle Glider and alle Glidmass/ gesundheit 
unnd kranckheii/ dass aKsswendig das urtheil des Uris 
gelehrnt muss werden/ der Puls wirdt irn* Firmament be- 
griffen/ die Physionomey in dem Gestirn/ die Chiromancey 
in Mineralibus, der Athen in Euro und Zephyro, die Febres 
im* B)Odpidmen/ unnd dergleichen also auff einander. So 
der Artzt die ding ausawendig von Wort zu Wort ken/ sieht 
und weiss ausserhalben dem Menschen alle krenckheiten: 
Als dann so deiMensch mit allem seinem anligen in J hme 
gebildet ligt/ so tritt in den jnnern Menschen/ und biss 
ein Artzt/ darnach besieh den Menschen seine Seich/ u 
darnach greift den Puls/ darnach judicier die Person/ 
unnd nicht ohn grosse erkenntnuss des eussern Menschen/ 
der Himmel and Erden allein ist. Biss nicht so durstig 
und hochmätig/ dass du ohne solchen grundt den Menschen 
antesttot/ und beschirm dein speculierten sandigen grund 
nicht/ der unbestgtter ist dann das Rohr im Wasser....., 
Dass ich aber den Philosophum weiter aussstreich/ 
so wisset dass er in zwen weg zuverstehen ist: Einer des 
Himmels/ der ender der Erden. Also gibt ein jegliche '"` ý*en 
Sphaer ein seiten des Artztt/ unnd sind da beid kein 71 -4 
gantzer Artzt. Der ist ein Philosophus, der die berý-"'': ' 





stand und ein ktnst/ und unter Ihnen sind die Mysteria 
der vier Elementen. ... Also ist ein Saturnus im Himmel/ ist Fewr/ also ist einer in der Erden/ der ist Riech: 
Also ist ein Sol im Wasser/ also eine im Himmel: Und also 
vierfach ein jeglich ding im Menschen: Und was im hand- 
ersten Winckel der Erden ligt/ des Schatten feet in Men- 
schen/ auch was im tieffesten der Meers lagt/ imprimiert 
den Menschen. ... Derumb nit vier/ sonder ein Arcanum, 
aber vierecket gsetzt/ wie ein Thurn cuff die vier Wind: 
Unnd als.. wenig ein Thurn ein Eck mangeln mag/ als wenig 
mag ein Artzt deren theilen eins gerethen. ... Und wie die Henn! n die figurierte Welt in der Schalen durch ,. 
hr 
bristen verwandlet in ein Hdnlin: Also durch die Alchimey 
werden gexeitiget die Arcane, so Philosophisch im Artzt 
ligend: Und wie das Fewr bereit unnd reiniget/ also werden 
die ding auff Erden gebracht. Hierinn ligt die ,. rrung/ dass der Artzt nicht recht f ärgenommen ist worden: Dann 
wissen sie das nit/ so wissen sie die Arcane nit: ... Auff solche warhafftige Philosophey solt }hr setzen die 
Artzney/ nicht auff die schwammige/ die da aussen an- 
hanget/ wie der Agericus an der Lerchen. 
The old teaching regarding the four humours, which is an 
abstraction based on commonsense experience, isj eally too super- 
ficial. There must be a kind of observation, which gives an under- 
standing of the correspondences between processes in the macro- 
and micro- cosms, and above all of the forces, or "Stars"10, which 
ru1e# these processes. 
I Bara ranum I. T acta t. 
I 206 BC 
Hierause entspringt der narnm Cholera,, der nimm Sanguis, 
welcher grundt nichts anders ist/ als ein4 fliegende specu- 
lation. Dann welcher hatt je Choleram in der Natur gesehen? 
Welcher je Melancholiam in der Philosophie fanden? Welcher 
hat je Phlegma f är ein Element erkennt? Wo ist je Sanguis 
dem Lýfft gleichmässig geworden? Wer hat sie gelehrt den 
MaterAelischen Himmel und die Globul der Erden mit sampt 
j Kren eyngefassten Elementen also im leih ausatheilen? 
Nicht mehr ist in solchem speculierten grund/ dann als viel 
krafft als in eim/ der da wiinscht/ oder der da wol wäret/ 
also stehnd sie auff den wänenden grundt gebawen/ und auff 
- (ý 
dzf`wtinschen/ das weit von uns und einem jeglichen Axtzt 
sey. Auss dem eussern setz zusammen den gantzen Menschen: 
so findestu im selbigen aller Materien augenscheinliche 
Corpora, und findest in denselbigen alle Species der Glider/ 
der Gesundtheit und der Kranckheit/ a iabey auch aller jhrer 
Essentias, wie eins gegen dem (andern) stand/ was brech/ was 
Bentz mach: In demselbigen ligt die weissheit die ein Artzt 
suchen soll: dann der Himmel gibt die weissheit des Artzts 
nicht/ er ererbet sie auch nicht/ sonder sie nimpt bey jhm 
zu/ wie Kunst bey seim fleissigen Meister/ und ist ein ge- 
gebeneweissheit durch die Parentes Microcosmi, den Micro- 
cosmum als jhren Sohn zuerkennen. ... Dardurch wirdt be- 
wiesen/ dass auss der Natur der Artzt gehet/ und nicht suss 
der Speculation: und die Natur ist sichtig/ aber die Specu- 
lation ist unsichilg: ... das sichtig gibt die werheit/ das 
unsichtig nichts. 
(De Natura Rerum Lib. I "De si natura 
rerum. naturalium. I. 9108. 
Also wissend weitter von den Zeichen der Physionomey/ 
dass dieselbigen von dem obern Gestirn jhren Ursprung 
haben. ... 
Ob schon ein Argument hereyn geflihrt miicbt werden/ und 
gesagt/ die Zeichen der Physionomey sind vom Gestirn/ und 
dz Gestirn hett niemandts zuzwingen/ zubringen/ oder ai 
nötigen/ ist nun wol Beredt/ etc. Da aber ist ein grosser 
underscheyd/ der wol zu mercken ist/ dass einen das Gestirn 
zwinget/ nättiget/ den andern nit: Da ist nnn von netten 
zu wissen/ welcher das Gestirn regieren und meystern ken/ 
und welcher von dem Gestirn regiert wirt. Darauff so 
wissend/ dass der Weiss Mann/ das Gestirn regieren und 
meystern ken/ und das Gestirn nit jhn: Das Gestirn ist jhm 
underworffen/ muss jhm nachfolgen/ und er nit dem Gestirn. 
Einen Viehischen Menschen aber regiert/ meistert/ zwinget 
und nöttiget das Gestirn/ also dass er dem Gestirn muss 
nachgeben/ ... Was ist enderst die Ursach/ dann dass der- 
selbig Mensch sich selbs nit erkennt/ und seine eygne 
krgfft/ so in jhm verborgen/ nit zugebrauchen wßisst/ dass 
dz Gestirn in jhm/ und dass er die kleine Welt ist/ und 
auch das ganz Firmament/ mit allen jhren kräfften in jhm 
hat: . 
The scope of Paracelsus' thought is of truly vast dimensions, 
and any presentation of it is therefore necessarily only a selec- 
tion. The aim of our inquiry will be to arrive at an understand- 
ing of the general character of his cosmology, and the way in which 
this is connected with his view of man as a son of God. We 
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shall then be able to appreciate the way in which Boehme used 
these ideas for his speculations regarding God, man and nature. 
Everything has its "mysterium", that is, the "Mother" which 
brought it into being and to whom it returns at the end. But all 
these more particular "mysteria" spring from one ultimate "Myst- 
erium", to whom they eventually return. 
(Philoso hia ad Athiensenses, 
Lib. I. I. Text I IC. ) 
Aller geschaffnen dingen/ die da in zergenglichem 
Wesen stehen/ ist 'gewesen ein eytiger Anfang/ in welchem 
, 
beschlossen gewesen ist alles Gescipff/ so zwischen den 
Etheren eyngefengen und begriffen seindt. Und soll ver- 
standeil werden/ dass alle Geschäp¬f auss einer Materiel, 
kommen/ unnd nicht eim je.; lichen ein eygens gegeben. 
Diese Materie aller ding/ ist Mysterium Magnum, unnd 
nicht ein begreiffeigkeit auff keinerley Wesen gesttlt/ 
noch in kein Bildtnuss geformiert: Auch mit keiner Eygen- 
schafft incliniert/ dergleichen ohn Farben unnd Elemen- 
tische Natur. ... Diss Mysterium Magnum ist ein Mutter 
gewesen aller Elementen/ unnd gllich in solchen auch ein 
Grossmutter aller$Stern/ Bäumen/ und der Creaturen dßss 
Fleischs: ... Und ist Mysterium Magnum ein eynige Mutter 
aller t'bdtlichen ding/ unnd haben ihren Ursptung in ihr 
genommen/ nicht nach einander/ sondern in einer Schöpf- 
ung/ Substentz/ Metery/ Form/ Wesen/ Natur unnd Incilnier- 
ung12, gegeben seindt. 
(Ibid. Lib. I, 3. Text, II 2A) 
Und wiewohl Mysterium Magnum ein Mutter ist aller 
Creaturef/ Entpprindtlichen unnd Unentpfindtlichen: So 
seindt doch nicht alle Gewächs in ihr geformiert gewesen/ 
noch Thier/ noch dergleichen viel anders mehr: Aber in 
solchem zuerkennen ist/ dass sie allen Generalaa Mysteria 
verlassen hatt: Den Menschen das Mysterium, unnd den 
Thieren/ sich selbst zu mehren in ihrer Foray/ den Ein- 
ft1ssigen ihr Wesen/ dergleichen andern sonderliche Mys- 
teria auff ihre Form geeygnet. 
... Also seindt zweyerley Misterie, dass gross/ als 
ein Mysterium increatum, die andern als Kindskinder/ 
Mysteria soecislie geheissen. 
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(Ibid. Lib. I. 9. Text, II. 3B. ) 
Am anfang aller gebärung ist gewesen die Gebärerin 
und Erzeugerin Sgparatio: dann Separatio der PhilSso- 
phien das gröste Wunder ist. ... Dann wie ein Tinctur dass Silbers eyngebeitzt/ also auch i das Mysterium 
Magnum durchgangen/ und ein jeglichs in sein Wesen ver- 
ordnet/ und also wunderbarlich da gescheyden hatt/ dass 
ein jegliche Form ist in seim Wesen. ... Dana da ist 
ein theil zu Elementen gescheyden/ der ander zu dem 
Unsichtbarn/ der dritt zu den Vegetabilische// das nem- 
lich ein sonder Miracul ist unnd anzeigen. 
(Ibid. Lib. I. 21. Text, II, 6 B/C) 
So nuhn also dreyerley scheydung geschehen auss 
dem Mysterio in dreyerley Form/ wie denn verstanden ist: 
So ist nun dergleichen zuerkennen die viert scheydung/ 
und ist Ne letzt/ und nach der wirt heile mehr: Es 
werden auch die andern zubrechen/ und bleinen kein 
Mysterium mehr. Dann durch die kommen alle ding wieder 
in Jhren ersten Anfang/ und bleibt allein das/ das vor 
dem Mysterio Magno gewesen ist/ und Ewig Ist. Nicht in 
solcher gestalt zuverstehen/ dass ich zu etwas komnV' oder 
dass nach der letzten scheydung etwas suss mir werd/ als 
durch den Todt: Dann zu Nichten werd ich/ auss Nichts 
bin ich/ erstes anfangs nach. Unnd wiewol alle ding 
kommen zu Ihrem Ersten/ das beschicht also: Wann sie zu 
Nichte kommen/ so seindt sie an ihrem Ersten/ dann das 
Erst ist zu suchen im. Ersten Anfang: Aber was solches 
ist das zu Nichts korr t/ seindt Arcane: Die Seel in mir 
ist au8$Ettwes geworden/ darumb sie nit zu Nichts kompt/ 
dann auss Ettwann kompt sie/ aber suss solchem Nichts/ 
wirt Nichts/ und wirds nichts mehr derauss geboren. .. 
Also werden alle Creeturen komen an ihr ersten Statt/ 
das ist/ zu nichts. Aber zu wissen/ auss was Ursachen 
sollen alle Corpora wieder zu Nichten werden/ ist allein 
von wegen dass Ewigen so sich befindt in den Unverntinff- 
tigen Corporibus, unnd solche letzte scheydung ist Ultime 
Materie: ... 
Nature is thus seen as a series of cycles within one great 
cycle, in which pure potentiality is actualised through differentia- 
tion, or "separation"; and this process continues, until the sep- 
arate existencies have abolished their own being and unceasing 
separation has lei back to ultimate unity. The nature of the 
first Mysterium is thus of fundamental importance. It is pure 
power, and at the same tj. me complete freedom. it comprehends 
both good and evil and is the image of all possible being. 
(Philosophia ad : th enienses, 
Llb. lt, , TeXt) , 
Dieweil also etwas gewesen ist/ das da zu einer 
Scheidung ist kommen/ un. nd also durch das alle ding erschaffen, 
seind: Ist anfenglich zuverstehen ein underscheid der Göttern/ 
und das also: Dieweil und das ueschöpff getheilet ist/ das 
ein in ein ewigs/ das antler in ein : rergenglichs: Ursacht 
solchs/ dass ein antler Schöpffer gewesen ist der Mysteri- 
orum, unnd nicht der höchst und rnehristef dieweil also der 
höchst und mehriste soll ein ttichter sein aller uesch8pff 
und ein Straffer derselbigen: Und erkennt dass deren Gesch8ff- 
ten erlaubt ist/ und jhnen ist guts und b8ss zuthun/ welchs 
auss ihm nicht geboren ist. Luch mehr dass das uiesehöpff 
zu bösen gereitzet/ angefochten/ geursacht und gewaltigt/ 
gefiötigt v irdt auss dem Gestirn und l, atuun, unnd Infernale. 
So jedoch das ueschöpff auss jhm dem höchsten käme/ so 
möcht nicht sein dass er uns so in Eygenschafft zw$nge/ zu 
guttem oder bösere/ sondern frey und eigen ahn alle eyntrag/ 
dieweil und auch das uesch8pff nicht genugsam verstand ist/ 
zuerkennen böss unnd guts/ zu verstehn ewigs unnd t8dýl. ichs. 
Dann ettliche seind Thoren unnd 'u'arren/ unnd der tausent 
ist kaumi ein Weiser! sondern mehr als falsch eropheten/ als 
Lügen Doctores, als unwissent Meister/ unnd jedoch von dam 
Geschöpff klärlich gehalten werden/ als die fßrnemmen/ unnd 
seinds doch nicht: Ist nemläch ein treffliche ursach/ die- 
weil wir ein solches uesehäpff seyn/ dass wir nicht kommen 
von def jeistern vollkommen gut/ sondern mehr gemacht seyn volt 
zergenglichen Göttern/ die in Mysterio Ma no haben gewalt 
gehabt/ und doch durch das ewige zu einem urtheyl jhnen und 
uns gesetzt. 
1 Ibid. Lib. I, 10. Text, II, 3C. ) 
Da nuhm das Mysteriums Ma num in solcher Essentia unnd 
Deitet voll ist gewesen/ mit einer zusatzung des meristen 
Ewigens: ist am aller ersten aller Lieschöpff'en ar ang en 
Separatios und als die Geschehen ist/ da ist erfunden worden 
ein jedes ueschöpff in seiner Maiestet/ Gewalt/ und freyeyl 
Willen: welches also bleiben wirdt biss : tin 
Endt der ding 
allen/ das ist in grossem Lrnd/ da alle dingy; werden Frucht 
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tragen/ und schneyden jhr Gewächs. Dann die Erndt ist 
das Endt seines gewächs/ und bedeut nichts anders/ dann 
die tti lache zerstörung aller dingen. Wiewol solcher 
viel seindt/ so ist doch allein ein Ernd/ in der allem 
dinge der Geschöpff geschnitten, / und in die Scheuwr ge- 
fiirt werden: und wol als wunderbarlich als Mysterium 
Magnum ist in dem anfang/ so wunderbarlich ist auch die 
Ernd aller ding ein Endt. Wiewol auch also der frey 
Will der dingen einenden anderen schadt: dann nichts 
ist ohne Freund/ nichts ohne Feind: so schwebt der frey 
Will allein in der Tugendt/ unnd der Freund oder Feind 
in den Wercken: So trifft solches die Separation nichts 
an/ *Rnn Sie ist ein ausstheilung einem jeglichen sein 
Form und Wesen zu geben. 
(Ibid. Lib. I. 4. Text, II. 2B. ) 
Dieweil und nuhn auss dem mysterio Increato alle 
andere tägliche seind gewachsen und entsprungen: Ist nuhtt 
zu verstehen dass kein Gesch8pff fräer/ spater/ oder 
sonderlichen geschaffen sey/ sonder ails mit einander. 
Dann das hochst Arcanum, und gross Gutt/ dess Creators/ 
hatt alle ding in das Increatum geschaffen/ nicht Form- 
lich/ nicht ü4esenlich/ nichtý, ualitetisch/ sondern es ist 
in dem Increato gewesen/ wie ein Bildt in eim Holtz ist: 
Wiewol dasselbige nicht ersehen wirdt/ es sey dann/ dass 
das uberig Holtz hindan geschnitten werd/ darnach so wirdt 
das Bildt erkennt. Also auch das Mysterium Increatum 
nicht anders zuverstehen ist/ dann dass das Fleischliche/ 
und das Unentp iiidtliche in seiner Scheydung/ jeglichs in 
sein Form und estalt kommen ist. Dann da ist kein Span 
abgeworffen/ sonder es ist alles zur Form und Wesen kommen/ 
und dessgleichen. Einer solchen Theilung wirdt kein 
Schnitzer zu Ewigen Zeiten mehr erfunden/ der also den 
minsten Gran, / unnd unnätzlichsten/ zu Nutz und in etwas 
Lebendigs enden ken. 
Paracelsus describes the stages of creation through separation, 
how the elements emerge one from the other, each containing its own 
"stars", i. e. regulative forces, each possessing its own complexion, 
and how from these elements end complexions particular beings 
emerge, sensitive, and endowed with a free wil113. 
We thus obtain a view of nature, according to which everything 
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is alive, active, finally returning to the "mysterium" which gave 
it birth. And all life, ell activity, is ruled by the starsl4. 
Behind all life is the "Mysterium Magnum", the beginning and the 
end, the primal as well as the ultimate matter. This has many 
names and attributes. At bottoml5 it is the "prima materia", the 
the"ercanum" of the alchemists. Containing all, it gives birth 
also to the "Lapis", which perfects matter. It is thus identified 
with the "Quinta Essentia", to whom the four elements owe their 
16 
salvation. 
(De La ide Philosophorum: Aoocaly sis 
4.4. e H2Metle - rac -, 
A/B... Dahero offtgedachter Philosophus [Aristoteles], und 
andere viel mehr/ dasselbig Einig vor allen dingen mit 
grosser Arbeit gesucht/ und haben befunden/ dass dasselbige/ 
welches dann den menschlichen Leib von seinem verderben 
enthalt/ und das leben erlengert/ In allen seinen Eigen- 
schafften/ sich wie$ der Himmel gegen den andern Elementen 
helt/ darauss sie verstanden/ dass der Himmel ein Wesen 
ist uber die vier Elementen/ und also uber die vier Quali- 
teten ist/ wird also der Himmel gegen den andern Elementen 
zu rechnen/ f Ur das Fänffte wesen gehalten/ dann er ist 
unzerstörlich/ unvergnderlich/ und leidt kein frembden ein- 
griff. ... 
B/C ... wie Morienus sagt: : Der diss hat/ der hat alles/ 
und bederff keiner andern hdlff/ dann in ihm ist alle 
zeitliche gläckseligkeit/ leibliche gesundtheit$/ und 
irrdisch gläck/ das ist der geist des Fänfften wesens/ ein 
ursprung aller Freundt unter dem Zirckel des Monscheins/ 
des Himmels auffhalter/ der Erden erhalter/... / aller ding 
und kr@fften erhalten uber alle andere Himmlische ding 
oder geister/ ein ausserlessner Geist/ ... Das ist der geist der Warheit/ den die Welt nit begreiffen kan/ ohne 
einsprechen des heiligen Geistes/ oder ohne unterricht/ 
deren die ýhr kennen. Er ist einer unerkentlichen Natur/ 
einer unerkentlichen Krafft/ eines unendlichen gewelts/ 
den haben die heiligen von anbegin der titelt begert zu 
sehen. 
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Dieser Geist wird von Alticenna genannt die Seel der 
Welt/ dann gleich wie die Seel alle glieder des Leibs 
bewegt/ also bewegt dieser geist alle Carper. Und wie 
die Seel in allen gliedern des Leibs ist/ also fingt sich 
dieser geist in allen Elementierten geschöpffen: ... 
On pages669-70 he goes on to describe the different forms 
in which it is active and manifest. The treatise concludes with 
the folloWin sentence: 
p. 67 A "lliýlser Geist aber ist ein eýptziges Numen, und Giitt- 
lich s 'dunderbarliches ein heiliges Ampt/ dann er beschleust 
die gantze Welt/ in ihm ist/ wirt wahr m. e. a. und uber- 
windt wahrhafftig die Element und die ftinffte Substantz. 17 
In SummeW Gott hatt alb ding nach rechtqýi Ord ng 
in die Natur erschaffen/ und nichts wider die Natur/ 
ausgenommen die Primam materiam: darauss he7fach alles 
erschaffen ist/ dieselbig ist suss nichts gemecht/ da- 
rumb sie auch Abyssus genannt/ das ist die Matrix mundi: 
oder das Fewr Seel/ etc. darauss hernaher alles erschaffen 
ist/ dieselbig ist suss nichts geschaffen/ oder gemacht. 
Da Gott nuhn auss dieser Materie, oder dem '. gasser/ 
darauff der Geist Gottes g-. eschwebet hatt/ etw^s wider 
die Natur hatt schaffen wollen/ so hatt er nicht b. tag 
gebraucht/ unnd eins nach dem andern nach just« Ordgung 
der Natur geschriben/ sondern hgtte v-olcdnnen früsserthglb 
dess Wassers in uno Momento alle Creaturen erschaffen/ 
aber Gott wolt nicht Geister/ sondern natürliche Creaturen 
machen/ darumb nehme er erstlich den Castt n für sich/ 
derinn der Schatz der gentzen Natur in einem Klumpen ver- 
mischt ward/ und lag: das war das ewig Fewr/ dessen an- 
fang noch Endt nicht ist/ der ist durch den obschweben- 
den Geist Gottes/ gentz weisslich von einander gescheyden/ 
das grob vom subtilen/ das Liecht von der FinsterniCss/und 
einjedes an sein orth gantz weisslich verordnet/ als da 
es biss zum endt in seiner rechten ordenlichen nattirlichen 
*i. rc}iung verbleiben/ und alles in dem Menschen zu gut/ 
und seinem Schtlpffer zur Glory sein Officium Naturale 
verrichten muss. 
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Matter of itself is impotent. imperfect in birth, corrupted 
because of original sin, it cannot save itself. The fifth substance, 
orientating its4back to its true mother, can, in the Philosophers' 
work, save matter from its corruption, and raise it to its highest 
potency. there is thus developed in that sties of tracts, collected 
under the tittle De Lapide 2hilosophorum, a complete doctrine of 
grace for metals, with the Quinta Essentia doing the work of Christ18. 
This is difficult to understand for the modern reader, unless he is 
prepared to draw the full consequences of a view of nature which is 
t1talistic, and in which, for that reason, there is an exact corres- 
pondence between the macrocosm as a whole, and the microcosm, whisk 
typifies all creation, as well as the EreatorTs thought. Thus, just 
as God creates man, and recreates hila when he is corrupted by sin, 
so the alchemist may create the Quinta issentia out of Primal Laos, 
causing the creative power to emerge from the RNothing° of undiffer- 
entiated unity - i. e. the Rprima materiarc. This power, this essence, 
or Lapis19, may then do the work of the Saviour among the metals. 
(Secretum hlagiýum. Up. cit. II, 6773/C. ) 
/ Gleich. wie nuhn der Mensch die Ohnsterbligkeit wider 
erlanget/ sampt der Ewigkeit durch Biss Mittel/ dass er 
V4 54-1 / wieder in sein Mutter Leib gehet/ und sich dardurch 
Reno- 
viert/ und Regeneriait/ Bess Fluchs entleý6get: Also muss 
uch ie antze Nib na der grossen ~velt/ damit sie vor 
Ew ge erlangen/ wiederumberegeneriert/ und Lwig gemacht / 14. 
werden/ als da alles natürlich Arcanum ein Endt haben/ 
und unser Natürlicher Schatz/ dem Allmechtigen Gott als 
dem Ursprung und Brunn aller Schätz - wiederumb heimgestelld/ 
'und die Himmlische Sonn zu leuchten anfangen wirdt..  
Dieweil nuhn Gott den iuienschen so hoch Beliebet/ dass 
/ er ihme die h6chsten zwey 
Mittel/ dardurch die Seel unnd. 
ýý,, er Leib/ widerumb in den Ewigen Spiritualischen reinen 
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Doted kommen/ reduciert werden/ gegeben/ so hatt er auch dess geringen nicht vergessen wdllen/ das ist/ less Zeit- 
lichen mühseligen Lebens/ welches der Mensch zur Straff 
mit stethem Kampff unnd Streitt in dem zerstdrlichen Leib/ jetzt mit der/ denn ballt mit einer anderen KranckJeit 
mßhseliglich zubringen muss Sondern auch alle andere natür- liche Carper under, _, worffen/ und 
dieselbigen bestendig und 
vollkommen zu machen/ doch ein jedes in seiner Natur ver- 
gonnen wellen: dann auss Metallen bestendig Metall/ und keine Menschen gemacht werden mögen/ sondern verbessert 
ein jedes in seiner eygnen Natur/ und darumb kan es mit 
allen Naturen vereiniget werden/ weil die gantze vollkom- 
mene Natur unnd Jssentz/ der gantzen grossen Welt Barinn 
verborgen ligt/... 
(Ibid. LI, 678B/C-679A. ) 
Dieweil aber noch ein kleines J nckleinn1des Ligen 
unsichtbaren . 'ewrs/ der holen Quinta Essentia von dem Patter 
ererbt/ noch bey sich haben/ aber verdunckelt/ so erbarmet 
sich der Vatter ihrer/ von wegen der Seelischen jhme ver- 
wandten fincturen/ unnd gibt. sein eygaen Sohn/ jhn zum 
Erlöser fßr sie dar: mieser Patter sampt seinem Sohn/ unnd 
Spiritus, das ist/ samt dem Sulphur, und sie ligt in 
seinem Himmel/ das ist/ der Ubrper dess Solis ligt in 
allen verderbten Metallen vershlossen/ und weil dann der 
gulden Himmel durch nichts unreins kan auffgeschlossen 
werden/ vies weniger sein guldener Sohn in ein unreins 
befleckts Corpus eyngehen: Nun muss er sich aber mit einem 
Metallischen CSrper weiblichs Geschlechts vereynigen/ so 
Fehr er die Metallen erlösen will. Derwegen weil die gemein 
Metallisch Mutter Mercury von wegen jhres Fahls/ unrein/ 
so bereit jhrý der gross `latter aller metallen die Sol, 
Sulphur, jhme durch die natürliche Bewegmng und Circula- 
tion der element/ ein reins Mercurialisch Wasser/ welches 
von der 1atur gantz schön und rein/ von aller unsaubrig- 
keit gesöndert/ Sublimatione & Circulatione propria naturali 
subtilliert und von Macula Menstruali, wie die gemein Metal- 
lisch Mutter Mercuri Vulgi bey sich liberiert unnd entbunden 
ist/ auch ehr der leben. t macW/ ftchtbare Geist der Metallen 
eyngossen/ als ist die Prima Mattria rhilosophorum in diesem 
Salischen oder schön gereinigten r-ontanam, muss der guldin 
Himmel/ das Gul$ene Buch/ Barinn der üatterl- Sohn und Geist/ 
das ist Sal, Sulphur wind Mercurius, verschlossen ligen/ 
weil er nicht mehr mit seinem jrrdischen Himmel umgeben ist/ 
sondern sich von jhme herab gelassen hatt. Dieser König ob 
er gleich von wegen d' gleichheit der 
element ewig und un- 
sterblich: Demnach aber weil er andern Metallen unreinigkeit 
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abweschen soll/ so vergeflst er sein Blutt willig fffr sie: tierhalben mustu seinen Metallischen von Mercurio angenom- 
menen Leib/ widerumm t5dten/ dz ist/du must jhn in seiner Mercurischen Mutter wider salttiren/ in seinem ordenlichen 
Wasserbad/ odt von wegen seiner hohen Essentz/ dieweil er 
die wahre ehilosophey Solls & Salis secundae seu mediae 
Personae intimatae Solis selbst ist/ so ist er in seiner 
Krafft und lugent so mechtig/ dass er seinen angenommenen 
Mercurialischen Leib nicht lang/ sondern gleich wie er d' 
Seelen jhre Irquickugg auss jhrer Mutter/ dz ist auss dem 
Geist Gottes von üben herab mitgetheilet/ sie nehret/ er- 
quicket/ und erhelt/ biss zu dem lengsten sieg/ wie Christus 
selbst sagt: d' Mensch lebet nicht allein vom jirodt/ son- 
dern von einem jeden Wort/ dz durch den Mund Gottes geht/ 
also gibt auch d'Behausung cl-Seel/ dz ist/ dem Menschlichen 
Carper reichlich uberflfissige nahrung/ dardurch er sich 
alle rag renovieren und erhalten kan/ dann der Leib den 
wir auss u, nd Natürlichen ratter der Gerechtigkeit noch 
haben/ wer in Ewigkeit bald verzehret unnd Todt/ wann wir 
jhn mit dem ueib der uarmhertzigkeit/ welchen wir von den 
Nutrimenten erlangen/ unnd in unserem Leib transmutirt wird/ 
nicht täglich ersetzen: Doch ist under allem nehrenden das 
Brodt/ darumben wir täglich bitten/ das fürs nbstt/ und jhe 
neher dem . srodt/ je besser die Gesundtheit. 
The alchemist, then, is God's delegate, his priest in the 
elemental creation. and the physician is the alchemist, regener- 
ating the human body. it is thus essential to understand, not only 
the nature of the great, as well as the small, world*, so that know- 
ledge of the one may throw light on the other, and their inter- 
action be clearly understood23; 
but it is also important, that the 
role of the creator and regenerator 
in the great world and among 
the elements be undersbood by the physician, so that 
he might apply 
the same principles to the micrososri. But as man is at once natural 
and spiritual, the physician must also understand 
the Saviour's 
work in the spiritual realm. we shall come 
back to this point and 
its 1cplications when discussing the raracelsan account of man24. 
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In any case, it is clear, that the fundamental necessity in 
nature is to grow fro4 the less to the more perfect, through the 
same process as that which brought about its birth, or creation, 
at the start: "separation"25, or differentiation, articulation. 
Everything has an autonomous stibstance, which it expresses, as it 
were, in a speech of its own. 
26 
(De Natura Rerum: Liber Oc vus: 
e epara on us Reruiq 1.903 A/B. j 
In SchBpffung der Welt hatt die erste Separati man 
den vier Elementen angefangen/ da die Prima Materiawass 
ein eygner Chaos: auss demselbigen Chaos hatt Gott gemacht 
Maiorem Munduw, gescheyden und abges5ndert in vier under- 
schiedliche Element/..... 
.. %. Sollen jr wissen/ dass nit unser fiirnemmen ist von 
scheydung der Elementen aller natürlichen dingen hie su- 
tractieren/,,,: sonder die Separation natürlicher dingen/ 
ein jedes sonderlich von andern Meta . lisch und Substan- tialisch ab.. zus8nderen und scheyden/ da zwey/ drey/ vier/ 
fünff/ ete. und noch mehr under ein, _ ander vermischt/ 
in 
einem Cgrpus sind/ und doch nur ein eynige Matery griffen 
und gesehen Wirt: ... Dann jhr sehet ein 
Lcempel an dem 
Electro, das ist kein Metall per se, aber alle Metall in 
einem Metall und Uorpus. üann es nuhn nach Alchimistischem 
Process anatomiert und gescheyden wirdt/ werden alle siben 
Metall/ darzu pur/ lauter und fein gefunden/ nemlich Gold/ 
Silber/ Kupffer/ $. titnn/ Bley/ Eisen und Argent pm viuum, etc. 
Darmit wir aber Zuverstehn geben/ was die Separation 
sey/ ist zu mercken/ dass es anderst nichts ist/ dann ein# 
abs8nderung eines von dem anderen: zweyer/ dreyer/ vierer/ 
oder noch mehr vermischten dingen der dreyen rrincipiorum, 
als da ist Mercurius, Sulphur und Sal: und ein scheydung 
Puri ab Impuro: ein ixtraction des reinen/ Edlen Geists/ 
oder 4uintae Essentiae, von seinem groben zerst8rlichen 
Elementalischen Leib: ... 
Nun sind aber der Separationen gar vil und mancherley/ 
die uns nit alle wissend sind: ... 
Die erste Separation aber die wir sagen/ gebtfrt sich 
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an dem Menschen ufahen/ dieweil er Microcosmus, das ist/ 
die kleine welt Benennt wir4/ und von seihet wegen Maior 
Mundus, das ist/ die gross welt geschaffen worden/ dass er 
soll derselbigen Separator seyn. Die scheydung aber Ii. cro- 
oosmi gehet erst im Todt an. Dann im, Todt des Mdinschens 
scheyden sich zwen Leib von einander/ der Himmlisch und Irrdisch/ dz ist/ der Sacramentalisch: der tIm fert uber 
sich ,e &'Adler/ der antler felt under sich zur Erden wie Bley. 
(De Natura Rerum: Liber Quartus: 
hx. 
Es kan nierandts leugnen/ dass der Lufft allen Cor- 
poralisehen und wesentlichen dingen das Leben gibt/ die 
da von der Erden wachsen und geboren werden. was und wie 
aber das Leben eines jeden dings in sonderheit seye/ ist 
zuwissen/ dass es anders nichts ist/ als ein Spirits lisch 
Wesen/ ein unsichtbars und unbegreifflichs ding/ und ein 
Geist/ und ein geistlichs ding. Darumb zugleicher weyss/ 
wie nuhn nichts Gorporalisch ist/ es hatt fßret einen. spiri- 
tum. in jhm verborgen: also ist auch nichts/ es hatt in jhm 
ein Leben verborgen und lebet. Dann was ist auch das Leben 
anders/ dann wie gemeldet/ ein geistlichs ding. 
Es hatt auch nicht allein Buhr das ein Leben/ was sich 
tegt und bewegt/ als die Menschen/ die Thier/ ... : sonder 
auch alle uorporalische und vesentliche ding. Dann das 
sollen wir wissen/ dass uott im anfang und Schöpffung aller 
dingen/ gar kein eyniges corpus auch ohne ein spiritum ge- 
schaffen hatt/ den es verborgen in jhm führt: ... dann im 
Cörper ist der Podt/ ...: der Spiritus aber nicht/ er 
bleibt 
allwegen ein Geist/ und lebendig/ ist auch des Lebens sub - 
iectum, erhelt dich sein eygen Corpus lebendig: aber in 
der zerstörung des CBrpers wirdt er darvon abges8ndert und 
gescheiden/ und lasset das Corpus tollt ligen/ und gehet 
wid. erumb dahin an das orth/ von dannen er her ist kommen/ 
nemlich im Lufft und Chaos des oberen und auch undern. Fir- 
maments. Auss diesem sehen wir/ dass gar viel und mancher- 
ley spiritus seind/ wie auch vielerley corpolta seind. Dann 
es sind spiritus Goelestes: Spiritus infernales, spiritus 
hominis, spiritus isee Metalli, spiritus der iaineralien/ ... 
Derhalben solt Ohr auch wiz end dass der Speritus eygenir 
lieh das Leben/ und der balsam ist/ aller Lorporalischen 
dingen. 
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(Philosophiae Sagacis, Liber Primus: 8. Capitel: 
Probatio in Scientiam Philosophise Adeptae. II 400 
Die Kräuter/ VTurtzen/ Sa juen/ Bäum/ Frucht/ etc. unä 
alles Edelgestein/ das auff Erden ist/ und in den vier Elementen/ die seindt nicht anderst dann als Buchstaben die etwas in jhnen haben unnd vermögen/ niemandts weiss 
aber nit/ was dieselbigen . uchstaben in ihnen begreiffen. Nuhn können die Rreutter und Samen mit uns nicht reden! 
also dz sie selbs sagten/ das und das ist in mir/ sondern sie 
stehen still da/ und reden und regen sie' nicht: Wie soll 
man nuhn erfahren/ was doch in jnen seys ... darzu gehört Philosophia ; Ldepta, dieselbig weiss alle verborgene ding/ 
alle Heimligkeit/ alle Arcana der Natur/ was in eAgem jeg- 
lichen Kraut/ Sahmen/ Wurtzen/ etc. befunden ist. 
Ne shall see that here, in particular, Boehme developed and 
deepened Yaracelsan teaching. Everything speaks because it is made, 
or patterned, in a particular form. It is, as if the cjreator had 
29 
pressed a seal on a piece of as yet unformed sealing wax, giving 
it particular features, a character of its own, a Rsignumn, by which 
it may be recognised. This is the doctrine of the signatures, which 
will be discussed later in this chapter. It is curious to note, that 
it was Boehme, and not 2aracelsus, who brought these two aspects of 
his teaching - the speaking of creatures and their signatures - into 
explicitAk connection. The implicit connection is, however, clear. 
For the Philosophus Adeptus must know, as Paracelsus says again and. 
again, how God has created the stirs, and, through their forces, the 
forms of the mucrocosui and the microcos..,. How this comes about, he 
shown in the course of expoundir the doctrine of the signatures. 
We saW earlier on, that Ya"celsus attac': ed the doctrine of the 
four humours, or complexions, as being far too superficial. Kea1 
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observation must penetrate to the very depth of natural processes. 
In doin6 this the thilosopher will discover something, that appears 
to be far more abstract and removed from concrete reality than the 
humours: he will discover a three--foldness of forces30, which cor- 
responds to the three oldness of the Godhead, and to the three- 
foldness of man31. he modern scientist s interpreting observation, . JI 
also arrives at abstractions, apparently fGr removed from the realities 
of everyday experience. Yet the triumphs of technology are ample 
demonstration of the relevance of these abstractions to the world 
in which we live. His abstractions constitute, in fact, a mathe- 
matical account of the bejaviour of matter. In this the scientist 
is eminently successful. But his activity is confined to that 
sphere of knowledge; for mathematics is not an appropriate language 
for thinking about, or discussing, any other attribute of matter. 
Now Renaissance science had. more lofty ambitions. Not content 
with the structure of behaviour, the philosopher sought to account 
for the quality of matter, and that by means of a language of sym- 
bolism, which would point the student's way to experiencing this 
quality for himself. For ultiGately there is no explanation o4- 
quality, there is o*ly experience - or, as Berson has said, 
"intuition"32. 
The Paracelsan account of elemental nature is also structural, 
hence *. its apparent remoteness from commonsense experience, ana- 
logous to the apparent discrepancy between the modern scientist's 
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observagion and his language. But the structure which interests 
the Philosopher is not behavioural (i. e. quantitative, in space aril 
time), but qualitative. We are invited to trace the analogies sug- 
gested by the symbols, picture them, live them ('Ter-lebenT), th*s 
acquiring an insight into what they are really like33. The four 
complexions lie much nearer the surface. In fact, they are not 
causes at all, but results of the action of the real motivating 
forces of nature, the Stars. 
Pw ý. ý mod, r aý. ý, 
(Erklärung der gantzen Astronomy 
D 
compositione humane generationis. II»r 
Also seind acht Astra, dass Obrist/.. als die Operation: 
die Undern vier/ als dassriZedium: Also wßrckt gleich in seim 
gleichen. hoch ist ein . strIum, auch ein Medium, und gleich dem Obern/ und ist Compositum, das ist der Mensch: der Mensth / 
den dass Gestirn geboren hat. Dann die zlementen machen ein 
theil am Menschen/ als den Thierischen Leib/ den andern these 
macht dass Gestirn/ als die Thierische 7eissheit. Darumb 
melt ich das hie/ das im Menschen auch ein Astrum sey/ suss 
welchen ein vergleichung und Einigkeit kompt/ der Obern und 
d@ss Undern Gestirns. Darbey auch ist der Mensch under- 
worffen den andern vieren/ dann sie hand in jhm auch zu reg- 
tern. also entspringen auss den Lstris die vier Complexiones, 
Melancholia, Phlegma, Sanguis, Cholera: nicht ill corpus, 
aber im Wesen. Llso ist der Mensch under den fünff iistris: 
und ein Kind auss jhnen.... 34 
That is why they tell us nothing about the structufe of the four 
elements in which they are embodied35. The elements are caused by 
another, more immediate set of forces, the Three Principles, which 
are a unique feature of Paracelsan alchemy. Originally, as Yrofj. essor 
rz r- 
Read has pointed out`'°, there were two principles: the masculine 
ni. 
Meraury, and the femiAne Water, or Sulphur. The latter corresponded 
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to the inertness, yet at the same time the potency, the fertility, 
of matter in its Primal C os. it was the Mother of matter, while 
MerCuty, the active masculine substance, the Sting, as Boehme was 
to call him later, corresponded to the Lapis, the power which worked 
on Sulphur and made her pregnant. varacelsus added a third force, 
which he called Salt, which drew matter together, coagulated it into 
concrete masses, or bodies. - or: Sulphur was, so to speak, the 
Father of Creatio4i, Salt the concretiser, the Mother, and mercury 
the son, the Word, who made the creative (generative), as well as 
the regenerative, forces active; finally again Sulphur, the Matrix, 
who united these two, into pregnant crime Matter37, the r'ifth Essence, 
the Mysterium Magnum, the Spirit which, as we have seen, brooded 
above the waters at the beginning of the world. 
But these three principles used a further trinity of agencies, 
Ares, Archeus, iliaster, which will be discussed later in more 
detail" bs for the actual processes of nature these are ruled over 
3$ 
by the Stars and the Planets. it seems to me, 
to this part of raracelsan teaching is, on the 
cycle symbolised by the twelve zodiacal signs, 
the more dramatic seven planets, corresponding 
of the alchemistic process. The former is the 
the latter the unmost secret of the universe: 
that the background 
one hang., the life- 
on the other hand, 
tO the seven metals, 
; eineral framework, 
regeneration. indeed, 
this is already present in the twelve zodiacal signs, as witness 
the transition from . isces to Artes39; but there it merely forms 
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part of the eternal cycle of life: birth, growth, decay, regeneration, 
rather like boehmeýs "U werckn, 1sut under the seven planets of the 
alchemistic Bpus perfection is reached40 : nature is saved, and the 
new creature, gold, or copper, the metal of venus, is born. This 
is the highest Arcanum. raracelsus uses for this a symbol, occasion- 
. ally used 
by alchemists, but a great deal by . oehme: the pearl41 
Thus he writes in the dedicatory epistle to his 'De iuatiura Herum', 
which is a complete treatise of ýlchemy in its setting in natural 
processes; - 
(L 88IA... " Wärst auch ohne zweyfel (wie ich mich dann gäntz- 
lich zu dir versehen) Biss gegenwertig werck und Buch an- 
sehen/ und. dir/ wie billich/ lassen in Schutz befohlen 
seyn/ und gar nicht weiters kommen lassen die lag deines 
Lebens/ sondern allein für dich und die deinen/ in gros- 
se= ueheim behalten/ ja für ein grossen Schatz/ wie es 
dann warlich wol ein verborgenen Schatz/ und ein 'files 
Perlin und ein kostliches Kleinet ist/ das nicht für die 
Sew geworffen soll werden/ das ist/ für die Sophisten Q" 
Verächter aller guten iuatürlichen &llnsten und heimlig- 
keiten/ die dann solchs auch nicht würdig seindt/ dass 
sie es 'lesen sollen/ ... 
Und wiewol auch dieses . 
ichlin sehr klein/ unnd gar 
mit wenig kurtzen Worten beschrieben wirdt: so ists doch 
mit vielen und grossen t mligkeiten gezieret und ange- 
ftillet. Dann hierinn will ich nicht viel auss der specu- 
lation und Theorick schreiben/ sondern Practisch suss dem 
Liecht der Statur/ und auss der Zxperientz selber ... 
And the very first sentence of . oook i indicates the scope of 
the work, and the way in which it is worked out: - 
gº .) Vie Veneration aller natürlichen 
dingen ist zweyerley: 
als fine die von Natur geschieht/ ohn alle Kunst/ die Ander 
geschieht durch tunst/ nemlich durch ilchymiam. 
The pearl, then, is the understanding of the way in which 
birth, death, regeneration and transmutation take plüce in all 
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natural processes4, and of the art of applying it to the Opus. dut 
that is not the whole story. the stars determine the general patterns 
of life, as well as particular destinies. The highest aroanum is 
the theological meaning of grace. But none of this can be grasped, 
unless particular meanings can be communicated, or "signed". 
Paracelsus tells us, hog this is done. 
The r'irmament of the Great world impresses its character, and 
therefore its fate, on every particukr mysterium. hls each crea- 
ture receives its astral rulers (its interior firmament), who charae- 
terise it, vis-a-vis itself and the outside world; it proclaims its 
essence, it manifests its signature. hctually there are three 
I'signatores"; - 
... Und also sind drey Signatores, der Mensch/ der ArcheUs 
und die astra. 
(De Natura t erun : Lib er ionus : 
Le 5 gna ura herum iua ura ium. 
1 9U8ý, 
Man's power to "sign"' concerns not only the use of language, 
signs, signals, or other pieces of everyday symbolism, as is shown 
as the argument develops, but also, by virtue of reis microcosmic 
status, the deeper aspects of his nature, which ou¬ht, perhaps, to 
be translated into modern r'reudian language as itinsttpctual drives''. 
The function of Artheus is not treated in this text. its descrip- 
tion elsewhere42 shows that it is the immediate cause to which the 
products of the elemental forces owe their 
form. 
But underlying both man's an& -rc}e%sl activities; are the 
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astral forces43. These are both external and internal, some good, 
some "monstrosisch". These latter are dangerous; in that "Imagin- 
ation" can be impregnated by them in the case of pregnant women44. 
To some extent they can be controlled by man. 
(Ibid. I 910B/C, ) 
Obschon ein Argument hereyn geführt m5cht werden/ 
und gesagt/ die Zeichen der Physic gnomey sind vom Gestirn/ 
und dz Gestirn hatt niemandts zuzw¬ngen/ zutringen/ oder 
zu nötigen/ ist nun wol Beredt/ etc. Da aber ist ein 
grosser underscheyd/ der wol zu rnercken ist/ dass einen 
das Gestirn zwinget/ nöttiget/ den andern nit: Da ist nun 
von ndtten zu wissen/ welcher das Gestirn regier 
meystern kan/ und welcher von dem Gestirn re Gier ý+ s41 
meystern kan/ und das Gestirn nit jhn: Das Gestirn sd/ 
j hm underworffen/ muss jhm nachfolgen/ und er nit dem dhar/ 
Gestirn. Einen Viehischen Menschen aber regiert/ mess- , l&4 ýLryt, ý, 1 tert/ zwinget und nöttiget das Gestirn/ also dass er dem 
Gestirn muss nachgeben/ zu gleicher weiss wie der Dieb 
dein Galgen/ der Mörder dem Had/ der Fischer dem Fischen/ kmz, 
der Vogler dem Vögeln/ und der Weydman dem Gewild. Was 
ist anderst die Ursach/ dann dass derselbig Mensch sich 
selbs nit erkennt/ und seine ey ne kräfft/ so in jhm ver- 
borgen/ nit zugebrauchen weisst/ dass dz Gestirn in jhm/ 
und dass er die kleine Welt ist/ und auch das gantz Fir- 
mament/ mit allen jhren kräfften in jhm hat: ... So jn 
doch Gott im Paradeiss Privilegiert hat/ also dass er uber 
alle andere Geschöpff soll ein Herr und kein Knecht seyn ... 
dz patt er durch den Fall suss der Hand geben/ und verlohren. 
Die Weissheit aber des Menschen ist in keiner Dienstbarkeit; / 
kein Knecht/ hat sein Freyheit nit von sich geben/ noch auss 
der Hand gelassen/ darumm muss das Gestirn jhm nachgehn trKNL 
jhm underw®rffen seyn/ und er nit dem Gestirn. Ob schon er 
Ein Kind Saturni, und Saturnus sein seendens ist: Noch mag 
er sich vom Saturno ziehen/ jhn unerwinden/ und ein Kind 
Solis werden/ und also einem andern t'laneten unterwfrfflich 
machen/ oder desselben Kind werden45..... 
We see that the act of signing involves, both, knowledge and 
power, and that the person (we are here chiefly concerned with human 
beings) who is signed may, by receiving the signature, not only as 
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a force shaping his life, but also as a sign communicated to him, 
also receive knowledge, and with it power. In the present context 
the power concerns mainly the person;, own signature; but mention 
of Adam's primordial power over the rest of animal = eation is also 
made. We see, further, that this inter#action and intercommuni- 
cation has its origin, ultimately, in God, and that it has a moral 
46 
aspect. Thus it is only one more step in one and the same argu- 
went if we think of the act of giving and receiving signature as a 
level of speech, and to go further and think of all intection 
in terms of levels of spgech, ultimately rooted in the Word of God, 
whose historical form, or signature, is the whole Heilsgeschichte 
as centred in the Incarnation. 
Now the person who is ruled by the stars and cannot control 
them, is "vieýisch", i. e. he has abdicatedýtis divinely appointed 
microcosmic status. He is a sick person, morally, theologically, 
and cosmically. He must be cured. But here we note that our earlier 
Freudian interpretation is too narrow. We are concerned not only 
with instYtActAal, but also with cosmic forces, ultimately (and, 
according to Paracelsan Mystics, in an analogous way) with divine 
modes of energy. Thus WleOgel teaches that self-knowledge also gives 
knowledge of the macrocosm and of God - that is the TfStudium Uni- 
versale", to which reference has been made; and Boehme will see 
the same seven forces of nature at work at all levels in the nature 
of Cod and of creation. nowleg, ge of signatures 
47 has thus cosmic 
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character, and through it the rhilosopher may effect the Opus, the 
physician heal the sick. 
(Das Erste Buch/ Von den Natürlichen dingen. 
Das Dritte Uapitel: Von derio Wasserblut. 1 1. Q3OB, ) 
Die Natur zeichnet ein jeglichs Gewechs so von jhr 
aussgeht/ zu dem/ darzu es gutt ist: darucnb wenn man er- fahren will/ was die Natur gezeichnet hatt/ so soll mans 
an dem Zeichen erkennen/ was Tugendt im selbigen sindt. Wann das soll ein jeglicher rtzt wissen/ dass alle Kr#ftt/ 
so in den natürlichen dingen sind/ durch die Zeichen er- kant werden: darauss dann folgt/ dass die Physionomey und Chiromancey der Natürlichen dingen zum höchsten sollendt 
durch ein jeglichen Artzt verstanden werden. Wo das nicht 
ist/ da wirdt kein Secret in dr Natur erfunden/ mit ge- 
wisser ±'rob und rechtem wesen49. 
($sklärung der gantzen hstroiloiney: Pro- 
batiot in Scieritiam Signatam. II, 495A, ) 
... Und zu gleicher weiss/ wie ein Artzt sein Kunst haft 
der Erkanntnuss: Also auch der Astronomus in dem Signato. 
Drey ding seindt durch die tdie49) Natur den Menschen 
offenbar macht/ unnd ein jeglich Gewechs: Also Chiromantia, 
dieselbig hatt in ihr die aussersten Theil der Est im 
Menschen/ als H$ndt und Füss/ darbet' auch die Adern des& 
Leibs/ Streymen/ Linien/ Runtzeln/ die eeidren zusammen. 
Weitter der ander Teil ist Physionomia, hatt in ihr die 
gestalt Bess Antzlitz: und was das gantz I3aupt begreifft. 
Zum dritten ist der habitus: Hatt in ihm die gestalt less 
gantzen leibs. . vie drey ding gehören zusammen. Darzu 
auch sollendt ihr wissen/ dass nach diesen Dreyen ein jeg- 
lichs ueseh8pff erkannt wirdt: Der Artzt die iArtzney dar- 
durch/ der Astronomus den Menschen/ der Bergmann den 
Metallen/ also ein jeglichs ding sein Subjectum: Also ist 
die mutter/ die da zuerkennen gibt/ was in e11l3jedlichen 
ding zuverstehen/ und auss ihr die tieimligkeit der Natur 
zuerkennen/ der mag kein lUaturalis seyn/ may kein Natür- 
licher Astronomus seyn/ mag kein Natürlicher Lrtzt seyn/ 
mag auch kein Natürlicher Yhilosophus seyn/ mag auch nichts 
heimlichs von der Natur wissen/ von ihren iysteriis nichts 
reden. Also kompt der grundt/ dieweil alle ding ein 
Sahmen 
haben/ und im Sahnen alle ding beschlossen se dt/ unndj 
die iatur ist der . abricator 
in die Dorm/ so gibt sie die 
Form/ wie das Wesen an jhm selbst ist/ und die Form zeigt 
das Wesen an/ dann das ; x'esen ist unsichtbar. Und darumb 
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gehren die Drey ding in die Astronomey/ dass sie in der Conception also geordnet/ gemacht und gefügt werden/ dar- 
LA jhr Ausslegung auss der Astronomey gehet/ mit sampt den andern/ so under diesem Horoscopo geboren werden., 
(Paragrani Dritter Tractat: Von 
er 1c mey. , 
... Dann die T? atur . ist so subtil unnd so scharpff in jhren . ingen/ dass sie ohn grosse kurst nicht will ge- 
braucht werden: Dann sie gibt nichts an tag/ das auff sein 
stadt vollendet sey/ sondern der Mensch muss es vollenden: Diese vollendung heisset Alohimia. ... 
I 22 B ... Bierinn ligt nuhn/ dass viel in der lehimey Quintum Esse gesgcht habe / dass dann nicht; anderst ist/ 
dann so die vier Corpora51 genommen werden von den Areanis; &2 
und als dann das uberig/ ist das Arcanum. Diss Arcanum ist 
weitter ein Chaos, und ist den stris möglich Zufüren/ wie 
ein r`ederen vom VWrindt. ... 
Das Fewr ist die Erden53/ der Mensch die ordung/ 
die ding in der arbeit/ der Sahmen. Unnd wiewol die ding 
alle in der Welt eynfach verstanden oder gemeint werden/ so 
sind sie doch mancherley in dem Endt: Mancherley also auch 
an dem orth im Endt. Wiewol durch ein Process alle Arcana o 
werden im 1'ewr geboren/ unnd das Fewr ist sein Erden/ undo 
ist die Sonn damit/ und ist Erden end iirmawent ein ding in 
dieser andern Gebärung: Hierinn kochen sich die Bream/ 
hierinn fermentieren sie. Und wie das Korn/ dass faul wirt 
in der Erden/ vor dem und es wachsst/ und darnach in seine 
frücht gehet: Also hie auch im . 'ewr 
die zerbrechung geschihet/ 
und da Fermentieren sich die Arcanen/ und geben von jhnen die 
Corpora, und gehend in ehr auffsteigen zu jhren Exaltationi- 
bus, deren zeit ist Calcinieren/ Sublimieren/ Reverberieren/ 
Solvieren/'*ete. Und zum andern mal in die ueiteration/ das 
ist/ in die 't'ransplantation. Nun geschehen diese wirekung 
alle durch den Lauff/ den die zeit gibt: Dann ein Zeit ist 
der Eussern Welt/ eine zeit des Menschen. Nun ist die wirck- 
ung im Himmlischen Lauff wunderbarlich. Wiewol der künstler 
sich selbs und sein arbeit seltzam mag schetzen: -Jedoch so 
ist das höchst darinn/ dass der Himmel gleich so wol so selt- 
zam durcheinander Kocht/, e Digeriert/ Imbibiert/ Solviert 
und Reverber°iert/ also wol der xlchimist: 
Then follows, in the course of the process, the breaking up - 
"Zerbrechung" - of the "Corporaff and of the various separate 
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narcanafi, 
(I1221B) 
... Diese zerbrechung ist alsot dass ý{ie corpora darvpn kommen/ und das Arcanum bleibt 5. .,, 
Through understanding the language of the signatures, the 
Philosopher has been able to discern the various agencies, which 
go to form, characterise and rule matter, more especially the triad, 
Salt., Mercury and Sulphur; but also - and this is particularly *mftz. 
important, where Boehme's doctrine of the Seven Properties of 
Nature is studied - the transmutation of all substances, more es- 
pecially of Salt, Mercury and Sulphur, and of the seven metals, 
into a higher, more refined quality of being, under the regenera- 
tive i8. fluence of fire. 
(De Natura tteru: a: Liber Primus: De Genera- 
ioni us erum Naturalium. , 
So ist auch nicht * der/ dass Mercurius virus ein 
Mutter ist aller sieben Metallen/ und billich soll ein 
Mutter der Metallen genennet werden. Dann er ist ein 
offens Metall: und zu gleicher weiss/ wie er in jhm patt 
alle Farben/ die er dann im Fever von jhm gibt: also hatt 
er auch in ihm alle Metall verborgen/ die er auch ausser 
dem Fewr nicht von jhm gibt/ etc. 
Aber die xegeneration unnd itenovation der Metallen 
geschieht also. Zu gleicher weiss/ wie der Mensch wider- 
umb in seiner Mutter Leib mag gehen/ das ist/ in die Erden/ 
darauss der erst Mensch kommen/ und also zum andern mal 
mag geboren werden an dem 'Jüngsten Tai;: Also _n8gen alle 
Metall widerumb in den Mercurium viuum gehen/ und mit sampt 
j hm souiert und ein Mercurius werden/ und durch aus Fewr 
zum andern mahl geboren und Clarificirt vierdez/ so sie biss 
in die viertzig Wochen in stätiger V7erme/ wie das Kind in 
Mutterleib/ Barinn verharren/ etc. 
Also werden nun nicht allein Gemeine Metall/ sonder 
tigL-fierte Metall geborn. Dann so das Silber/ wie gemeldet/ 
zum andern mahl geborn wirdt/ t 
tgierts darnach andere 
Ah ll zuhSilbei': Also auch dis Gold andere Metall zu Gold: 
gee en m 
ii: 
en andern Metallen zu verstehen ist. 
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Actually the transmutation, as the whole context shows, consists 
in brin¬in& into the open qualities, colours, which had lain hidden 
in the original substances (others are discussed later in the text). 
And this is brought about because of a tension which exists between 
Iiercury (Spiritus) and Sulphur (anima), which are held together by 
Sal (corpus) - or, as is also suggested, between Mercury and Sal, 
held together by Sulphur56. Mercuity is thus always one of the con- 
tending parties, one of the Rzwey widerwertige ding. Inner ten- 
sion, pregnant warmth, and generative heat (both these are produced 
by fire), transmute the triad, whether in their nobler form of the 
seven metals - more especially gold and silver -, or whether in 
less perfect substances, such as impure metals, precious stones, 
or ordinary mineral substances57. 
In any case, the a11-pervading triad becomes something higher, 
and the purified substance has itself the power of a tinc+tlre, i. e. 
of influencing other substances of undergoing a similar change. In 
the text the seven metals themselves have not as yet become symbols 
for the underlying seven forces, or principles of transmutation, 
nor has fire become one of these seven forces (thus one of the 
hidden qualities of the lower triad), in fact their turning point 
of catastrophic import; Paracelsus pproaehes this view 
in the 
ninth book of the "De Natura Rerum&, where fire has 
the effect of 
"ein natürlichen Blitz". 
UNIVERSITY 
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(De Natura Rerum: Liber Nonus: De Signatura Rerum 
den T,: jneralischen Zeichen. I, 91 
Damit wir aber widerumb auff unser ffrnemmen kommen/ 
was wir von Mineralischen Zeichen/ und fürnemlich von der 
Witterung der ErtzgHngen zu tractieren fU! uns genommen: 
Sollen jlt. wissen/ dass auch zu gleicher wtiss/ wie die 
Metall/ so noch in Yrimo Ente ligen/ jhr V7itterung geben/ 
das ist/ jhr Zeichen: also die ¶'inctur Physicorum, welche 
alle unvollkommene Metall in gut Silber und Gold verwandlet/ 
als die weissen Nietall in Silber/ die rohten i40, Gold/ wann 
sie &stralisch vollkommen und bereit/ auch jhre sondere 
Zeichen gibt/ gleich einer Witterung: So bald dann sein 
ein Klein wenig in das +liessend Metall geworffen wirdt/ 
und also die zwey zusajimen kommen im rewr/ gibts ein natür- 
lichen Blitz: zu gleicher weiss/ wie das fein Gold/ oder 
fein Silber/ im abtreiben auff dem rest/ oder Capellen 
seinen týlick thut/ welches auch sein gewiss Zeichen ist/ 
dass solch Gold oder Silber von allem Zusatz and der Metallen 
Ibgetrieben/ und pur lauter ist. Wie aber unser rinctur 
Physicorum Astralisch gemacht wirdt/ sollen jhr jhL. d. en4 
weg verstehen/ und wissen/ dass ein jedes Metall seine be- 
sondere astra hatt/ dieweil sie noch in rrimo Ente ligen: 
als das Gold/ hatt die astra Solis, Silber die astra Lunae, 
Kupffer die astra Veneris, &ysen die astra iiartis, Zinn die 
astra iowis, bley die astra Saturni, Quecksilber die astra 
üierourU. So bald sie aber in jhre vollkommenheit kommen/ 
unnd sich in ein fix Metallisch Corpus Coagulieren/ wsicheit 
von einem jedwedern seine astra,, und, lassen sein Corpus 
todt ligen. guff das folget nun/ das solche Corpora alle 
hernach todt und unkrefftig seyn/ und dass das unüberwindt- 
lich astrum Metallorum sie alle uberwindt/ und in sein 
Natur verwandlet/ und also zusampt jm Astralisch macht. 
Darumb unser Gold und Silber/ dass mit unserer Tinctur tin- 
girt und gemacht wirdt/ viel Idler und besser ist/ zu der 
bereytung aller Medicinischen Areanen/ dann das natürlich/ 
welches die kLatur selbst in Bergwercken generiert/ und vom 
Ertz gescheiden wirdt. Also auch der Mercurius Corporis, 
das ist/ der auss einem andern Metall gemacht/ Astralich/ 
und viel geller/ fixer/ dann der gembin Mercurius ist/ dess- 
gleichen alle andere Metall mehr. Derhalben sag ich/ dass 
ein jeglicher Alchimist/ der da hatt astrum , 0tliert alle ro fiten Metall zu Gold: mit dem astra argenti alle 
weissen Metall zu Silber: mit dem astra Cupri alle Metall 
zu Kupffer: also mit allen andern Metalle} : mit dem astro 
hrgenti viui alle Metall in Mereurium oorporis. Wie aber 
diese astra alle nach Spagyrischer Kunst bereytet werden/ 
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ist unser fünemmen nicht dasselbig hie zu declarieren/ 
sondern wird in Gien Büchern de `i'ransmutationibus Metall- 
orum erklgrt5t. 
The correspondence of metal with planet is in each case the 
same as we shall find in Boehme. But this sequence, as well as 
the whole meaning and function of the process in the cosmology as 
a whole is different. rerhaps Boehme is simpler, more consistent, 
certainly more dramatic. hut although the Paracelsan profusion of 
phenomena, images and symbols is reduceA, boehme's thought contains 
a greater wealth - or, should we say, prolixity! - with regard to 
actual ideas and to their interrelationships and spikitual rami- 
fications. If I express my opinion, to the effect that J3oehme has 
gained in clearness of vision anu in depth of philosophical and 
spiritual insight, then this must be accompanied by the admission 
that such an opinion may well be due to insufficient understanding 
of varacelsan thought. 
We now go one step further and ask, how the Vhilosopher was able 
to achiege what apparently the ordinary man was unable to accomplish. 
it is not easy to answer the question without getting involved in 
the prolixities of earacelsan formulation. Jus, as all existence 
functions at different levels, so communication, teaching and learn- 
ins, take# place among elements, stars, or in the realms of spirit, 
of which Uod alone is ruler59. 
(P ilosophiae Sagacis Liber Primus. 
Da& Acht Cap i el .b&4A. 
) 
... Der nuhn will in der Medicina Adepta ein Medicus und 
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ein Apollo seyn/ der muss sie nicht von Menscheh lernen/ 
muss auch nit nach den Elementischen und Irrdischen xati- 
onibus handlen. : wann allein/ was von dem undern redet/ 
das gebet in das under/ das da will von oben herab reden/ 
das gehört von oben zu lernen. Nuh., i ist nie kein Mensch 
gewesen/ der ob uns gewesen sey im r, irmament/ und die 
Menschen gefunden/ von denen er gelernt hab/ sondern nach 
dem und ein jeglichs ist/ also ist auch der Schulmeister. 
Ntmbt ein Exempel von Eaulo, der hat nicht von dem Irr- 
dischen gelernet/ auch nicht von dem Firmament/ sondern 
von dem Obristen/ das uber das alles ist. Wie nuhn das- 
selbig an jhm anzeigt/ so ist gut zuwissen/ und zuerkennän/ 
dass Himmlische ding suss dem Irrdischen nicht gelernt 
werden: Sondern durch die Himmlischen das Himlisch: Also 
das Irrdische durch das Irrdisch: das r'irmamentisch durch 
das Firmament. und wie ein ander Schulmeister ist im Irr- 
dischen/ also ist ein anderer im Himmlischen: Also auch 
ein anderer im firmament/ in dem ist der Schulmister/ in 
dem orth da dasselbig ist/ das ein Schulmeister hat: ... 
... Also ist es auch in der rhilosophia Adepta, sie ist kein Kunst vom Menschen/ sondern von oben herab/ auss dem 
obristen i'irmanlAent/ das ihm zu lernen nicht geben ist. -. 
The stars and elements, in and by themselves, can impgrt no 
knowledge60, it all comes from God. But whereas some types of know- 
ledge are communicated by means of the elemental or astral "school- 
masters", the highest knowledge comes from God alone, as was experi- 
enced by Saint Yaul61. More generally, therefore, we must äis- 
tinguish between natural reason in man, which is no more than a func- 
tion of his physical organism, ruled by the stars, and a deeper spiri- 
tual insight, which comes direct from trod. 
For the being of man is threefold. o2; there are three births, 
therefore also three kinds of wisdom. the first and lowest stage is 
that mf the elements. This is shared with the rest of creation. But 
man has within himself also the ruler of the elements and the stars. 
(Philosophiae Sagaeis Liber Primus. 
Das Erste Capitel. iI, 33BC-339Aj 
Wd Dänn der Leib der Elementen ist in vier Lei gestellet/ 
Leib lessder Leib der 2enschen; Aber 
Herrscher/ der die Leib regiert/ ist mein anmutung: Und 
ser Herrscher heisst dass Gestirn/ auss welchem fleusst 
gantz Astronomey. ... 
(Ibid.. Das ander Ca i- 
e. -ý end 
... Also ist der l. Iensch die kleine 7elt/ das ist/alle Eygenschafft der Welt hat der Mensch in jhme. Darumb 
ist er Iýcrocosmus, darumb ist er das fßnfft Wesen/ der 
Element / und des Gestirns oder Firmaments/ in der obern 
Sphaerae, und in der undern Globul. Also ist die gross 
Welt ein Batter der kleinen Welt. Darurnb ist in der kleinen 
Welt die arth der Drachen/ die arth der Schlangen/ unnd das 
Geschlecht der Vipern/ und Natern/ auch die Natur der Wölff/ 
der Schaffen/ etc. Euch aller Elementen/ auch Gesundthee'k, / 
und Kranckheit. Dann ein jeglichs Kind schlecht in die arth 
seines Vattern. Dass aber der Microcosmus anderst ist dann 
die gross Welt/ in seiner Substantz/ Form/ unnd Figur: das 
patt geschaffen der Schöpffer/ dass er Fleisch und Blut 
habe/ und bewegligkeit in demselben/ zu allem dem/ auss 
dem er gemacht ist/ ein jeglicher nach seiner Conception: 
Und das derselbig ein Mensch sey/ hab Hunger unnd Durst/ zu 
essen die Frachten der Elementen/ speiss suss dem Leib seib. es 
eygenen Vatters entpfahe/ auss seinem Leib esse/ und geführt 
werde/ jhn speise und trßncke. Zu gleicher weiss/ wie die 
newe Geburt auss Christo, von Christo, muss geführt werden/ 
gespeist und getr#nckt/ und in jhm vergraben werden/ in jhm 
selig: Wie der Microcosmus suss dem maiori Mundo lebet/ 
isset/ trinckt/ und stirbt in jhr/ und wird in sie vergraben. 
Also wisset/ dz der Mensch auff zwey Theil gestellt ist: der 
ein Theil ist von den Elementen/ das ist Fleisch und Blut 
worden/ der ander Theil seind die Sinn und Gedancken/ welche 
suss dem Gestirn zogen sind. Also theylen sich auch zwo 
Naturen im Menschen/ die ein Fleisch und Blut/ und von Sin- 
nen und Gecianeken: Also wi[r]dt Fleisch und Blut erhalten 
von den Elementen/ und Sinn und Gedaucken von dem Gestirn. 
Also ist der Natürlich Mensch Microcosmus der sinnlich 
Mensch. Und also hat Gott verordnet/ dass der Mensch ein 
Magneten in jhm hab: Einen nervlich von den Elementen/ da- 
rumb zeucht er sie widerumb an sich: Einen auss dem Gestirn/ 
auss dem Gestirn64/ auss dem er an sich zeucht die Micro- 
cosmische sinnligkeit widerumb vom Gestirn. 
. And, 
thirdl. *, God gives to man something of his own nature, 
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his own spirit. This comes to him without the mediation of stars 
and elements: - 
e Sa acis Liber Primus: 
FT. robe o In sere-n-TI 
ae ep ae. 
...: Hiltu lernen vom Ewigen/ so mustu denselbigen Leib in die Schul schicken/ der vom Ewigen ist/ und fähig in die- 
selbigen Schule zu gehen. Dann das Elementale Corpus 
gehet nicht in die Schul/ das Sydereum auch nicht/ allein 
in die Natürlich Schul: der eine in die Schul der Elementen/ 
der ander in die Schul Syderis. Darumb so ist ein newe 
Geburt im Menschen/ dieselbige gibt ein andern Schüler/ der- 
selbig muss in die Schul geführt werden/ in deren das Ewig 
gelernt wirdt. Dann das Elementi. sch Corpus lernt reden 
von den Elementen: Das Spdereum Corpus von Sydere: Der von 
der newen Geburt/ refit vom Himmel. ... 
Mants nature was nsignedn by God; his abilities and intellect 
derived from this divine act of "signing", in the same way in which 
the structure of the macrocosm derives from the initial "signing", 
when God's Spirit brooded above the Waters. And in both cases, 
character and structure came about through the astral forces 
650 
But man's ultimate destiny is something higher; thus the special 
acts of Divine Providence, leading to Christ, and recorded in the 
Bible, were not produced through the stars at all66; for man is 
also a supernatural being. 
(Philoso hiae S acts Liber Primus: 
asanert, aple - 
Von der . ildtnuss des ienschen zu reden befindt sich 
dass der Mensch Übernatürlich ist: was dasselbig antrifft/ 
wirt den Elementen/ unnd dem Gestirn nicht vergleichet: 
dasselbig ist Ewig/ das ander ist zergenglich/ ein Staub. 
Also sein zwey Corpora worden auss der Massa, das Syder- 
isch Corpus und das Elementisch. ünd amit jhr less under- 
richt werdet/ das nicht den Menschen allein/ wie ich 
be- 
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schreib/ sondern das melde ich darumb/ als offt beschehen 
ist/ und gedenek an das/ das Gott gesagt hat: Wir machen 
den Menschen flach unser Bildnuss/ das ist so viel/ nicht 
mit Fleisch und Blut/ sondern darumb/ dass er uns gleich 
wirt sein/ so weit die Bildtnuss antrifft/ wie dann die 
Gesehrifft sagt/ Ihr seind Götter. Das so viel ist/ 
nicht Fleisch und Blut wirt hie verstanden/ sondern d'ieevr 
das Ewig/ dasselbig Wirt gleich sein/ und die Bildtnuss 
auch: ... Darumb von der Bildnuss Gottes zu reden/ be- findt sich/ dz der Mensch ubernatttrlich ist; ... Die 
rechte weissheit des alenschen ligt in dieser Bildtnuss:.... 
Thus, just as the Fifth Essence, or Mysterium Magnum, and ulti- 
mately Clod himself, rule over the macrocosm, so the astral forces, 
and ultimately his divine soul, rule man. It is in this way, that 
we should understand the quintessential and divine epithets con- 
ferred on man. Yrom it also follow the intimate relationship with 
God and the authority, which man has in the Universe, conferred on 
him by God. For Ldam was God's regent on earth, Endowed with God's 
wisdom, he was able to give names to the creatures in the Garden, 
for67he understood their signatures. 
(De Natura Kerum: Liber Bonus: De Signatura 
Rerum riaturalium: Von ettlichen besondern 
Zeichen de'f natürlichen und. Übernatürliche 
... Da sollen jhr erstlich wissen/ dass die äunst Signata lehret/ die rechten Nammen geben allen dingen/ die hatt 
Adam unser erster hatter vollkommlich gewusst und erkannt- 
nuss gehabt. Dann gleich nach der SchöptTung/ hatt er 
aller dingen/ eis. jedwedern seinen besondern Nammen geben/ 
den Thieren einem jeden besondern Flammen: also den -Baumen seinem Jeden seinen besondern Nammen/ den . &reuttern jhre 
esondere;, irammen: also auch den Steinen/ Ertzen/ Metallen/ 
Wassern/ etc. und andern z'rüchten tier Erden/ des Wassers/ 
Luffts und Fewrs/ ei 1, jeden seinen Wammen. Und wie er sie 
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nun Taufft/ und jhen Naznmen gab/ also gefiel es Gott wol: 
dann es geschach auas dem rechten Grund/ nit auss seinem 
gut Geduncken/ sondern auss einer praedestinierten . &unst/ 
nemblich auss der Kunst Signata, darumb er der erst Sig- 
nator gewesen. Wiewol nicht minder ist/ dass auss ttebrai- 
scher Spraach auch die rechten lammen herfliessen und er- 
funden werden/ einem j edwedern nach sexer girth/ Natur unn& 
Eygenschafft. Dann was für Nammen auss riebraischer Sprach 
geben werden/ zeigen mit an desselbigen lfugent/ Krafft und 
Eygenschafft..,, 
There follow examples of natural and man-made signatures. 
But German, as well as the other languages, Also 9401n to indicate 
KTugent/ Krafft und Jygenschafft'T, as well as ttBildtnuss/ Form und 
Substantz"68, for the names are formed according to these. What 
is not at all clear in this text, is the status of Hebrew. Special 
mention of it, taken together with earacelsus' respect for the 
newly rediscovered ä. abbalism69, would indicate its special charac- 
ter, as the language of th4 orah, thus as a special vehicle for 
conveying God's Word, perhaps also the fountain-head of all other 
languages. But are we to take from the text, which we are now con- 
sidering, that Hebrew was the Adamic language? This does not seem 
to be the case, for with "wiewol nicht mind'er... auch... " a dis- 
tinetion is made between Adam's nomenclature and Hebrew. Thus it 
seems likely, that raracelsus is not thinking so much of the actual 
words (Hebrew or otherwise), as of edam's power of characterizing. 
This is also borne out by the way in which he leaves Hebrew on one 
side and goes on with "Als man spricht/ das ist ein Saw..? 
70, 
com- 
pletely ignoring the fact that this is not riebrew. And the names 
given to herbs and roots71 are not restricted to any one language. 
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Through the agency fo the devil, whose pride and folly are 
given full recognition, Adam fell. but uod, who had created man 
by His Word, recreated him also by this same Word; the biblical 
doctrine of human destiny72 thus finds its place in the earacelsan 
view of the world. 
hiae Sag*eis Liber Primus: Das 
e aaeptae. 
Also wird nuhn probiert/ dass Philosophia Adepta von 
den Menschen nicht mag gelernet werden/ allein wol der 
Buchstab von jhme genommen/ wi wir die Kreutter von der 
Erden haben. Nuhn ist von n8t , en/ 
dass wir wissen/ was 
der Philosophus Adeptus sey/ damit wir von jhm lernen: 
So wissendt/ er ist ungreifflich/ unsichtbar/ unendt- 
pfindlich/ und ist bey und/ und wohnet bey uns/ in aller 
gestalt/ wie Christus spricht: Ich bin bey euch biss zu 
endt der Welt. Und aber niemandts sieht jhn/ niemandts 
greifft jhn/ noch ist er bey uns. Also ist auch der 
Philosophus Adeptus bey uns. Unnd wie Christus sagt: das 
Reich Gottes ist under euch/ unnä, aber niemandts sichts: 
Also ist altch Philosophia Adepta unter uns/ und niemandt 
sieht sie. Unnd wie Christus sagt: lernet von mir/ also 
müssen wir auch lernen von dem Piiilosopho Adepto. Unnd 
wie Christus sagt: es wirt ein jeglicher Schreiber von 
Gott gelehret: Also wirdt auch ein jeglicher Naturalis 
vom Yhilosopho Adepto gelernet. Nuhn wiekommen wir zu- 
sammen? Da mereken also: Wie seind zusammen kommen der 
H. Geist und die ', postel? Unnd also zusammenkommen/ 
dass sie die Magnalia Gottes geredt haben/ unnd mit fewr- 
innen Zungen Beredt die Göttlichen Magnalia. Also kompt 
auch zusammen der Philosophus Terrenus unn& der Adeptus: 
Wer fügt sie zusammen? nemlich der/ der auch zusammen iw fügt seinen Geist und seine Heiligen/ das ist Paracleirum, 
und seine Apostel/ und niemandts kompt sonst dahin in die 
Verfügung/ allein er werde dann vom Höchsten und Ersten 
dahin gezogen. 
73 
In one passage of the Liber Azoth, which is the book where 
Kabbalistic influence is most strongly in evidence, the whole 
drama of Creation, the Fall and Regeneration (through the Incar- 
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nation and through Christ's Sacramental Presence) is developed in 
terms of the Word. Its importance, as giving the kabbalistic doc- 
trine of language in a Christian form - perhaps the earliest since 
its introduction to the Christian world by Reuchlin - is obvious. 
I therefore quote it in extenso. 
(Liber Azoth. II, 539C-542L) 






rt... /welcher Donner der grossen Welt/ Gottes Sprache ist/ 
darinnen Gottes Sprach war/ Verbum Fiat, das war gutt/ und 
hat der Mensche sein Leben Hinlisch dardurch empfangen. 
Dann Gott war Matrix Animae lliastri, darumb auch im Wort 
Caro & Limb. dess Himmlischen i: enschen ist zu Fleisch worden. 
Weil nun der Teuffel auch eine Sprache hat/ und die Sprache 
ist sein Donner: So merckent/ dass die Matrix Microcosmi 
auch einen Donner hatt/ und ist ihr Reden/ gleich wie less 
Menschen xeden/ der Donner Microcosmi Ist. Darumb sehent 
an/ gleich wie der Donner die Oepffel unnd Biren mit seinem 
hitzigen Hagel/ Schawer/ und elitz/ wurmstichig machet/ als 
jr sehet an den Nüssen: Also hatt der Teuffel auch mit 
seinem Donner unnd rede/ gleich einem Verbo FIAT, die Speise 
des Menschen inficirt. £rstlichen die Augen dess Weibes 
Adami hatt er Monstrosisch gemacht/ gleich wie ein unförmig 
Bildt den jetzigen Frawen ein Monstrosisch Gesicht macht/ 
dass sie jhrer Frucht ein Monstrosisch Bildt und Zeichen 
eyndr{icken. Und da diss geschehen ist/ dass Adam und Eua 
gefallen und betrogen seind worden/ das ist im Himmel und 
halb auff Erden geschehen/ dann mit dem Kopffe ist Adam im 
Himmel gewesen/ und mit dem obern theil des Leibes: Aber 
mit dem undern theil ist er/ und also auch Etna/ in der 
Matrix maioris Mundi auff dem Was er gewesen. Weil aber 
das EWige unnd auc das ZergenglicheSpeise nicht wolten 
beyeinander seyn: hatt Sathtn vom Adam gehöret/ da jhm Gott 
alle Creaturen fürstellet/ 4nen Rammen zugeben/ da war Adam 
Irrdisch und Himmlisch/ so wol die Eva. Und also gab Adam 
der Eva auch einen Nammen/ und sagte: das ist von meinem 
Bein/ darumb wirt man sie Männin heissen. Da fiel der 
Teuffel Basiliscus zu/ und dachte auch an die Sprache: dann 
das Himmlische ?T konte er nit verstehen. Da`. aber Adam 
sein iriat Microcosini ausssprach/ das was der kleinen Irr- 
dischen Welt Donner unnd Sprach/ das verstunde er/ und 
bildet sich dem Adam ffir/ doch erstlichen der Eva/ unnd 
machte auch ein r'iat. Dann er sahe wol den Hunger derejn 
beyden Menschen/ unnd durch sein Fiat und Sprach hatt er 
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Exam als eine ]'rawen/ und nicht als eine Jungfraw betrogen. 
Dann wie hatt sie sollen eine Jungfraw bleiben/ weil sie 
hate sollen Kinder g b$ren: Noch aber wann sie Kinder ge- 
boren hatte/ und weljhr die Frucht dess Baums nicht infie- 
ierter weise anzuschawen worden/ so hätte sie doch die 
Jungfrawschafft behalten. Dann sie hatte nit eine Vihisehe 
Schwängerung dörffen leiden/ sondern eine Menschliche. 
Aber jetzt ist das i'ruchtbar machen und Schwängern Monstro- 
sisch/ wider die Bildtnuss Gottes: darumb ichs Monstrosisch 
heisse. Darumb auch alle Frawen nit alleine in ! Anschawung 
der Speise/ sondern auch wann sie so hefftig daran gedeneken 
an jrgendt einer Irrdische Speise/ und sie die nicht haben 
können/ so bekompt das Kind eine solche rorgn/ das mereket. 
Nuhn hatt Gott der grossen Welt eine Sprache und. imagina- 
tion geben/ und dieselbe Imagination zu einer Irrdischen 
Matrix Bess Elementischen Leibs Allami gemacht. Da hatt sich 
Matrix unnd Anima maioris Mundi hefftig gesehnet/ den Menschen 
zugeb&ren. Nun war aber Verbum Domini Fiat zu Fleisch wor- 
den/ und war Himmlisch Fleisch. Aber Verbum Domini ursachet 
das U'iat unnd imagination Animae maioris W$ndi, da war die 
Wäg5erische Matrix unnd Anima auch schwanger/ unnd gebar 
das Irrdische Fleisch: das ist alles zu gleich geschehen: 
und der Teuffel hatt (sich) auch Vgit seinem Fiat eyngetiischt. 
Also ist Eua Monstrum worden. Nicht dass die Etta hatt vom 
Fiat etwas entpfangen Diaboli, das sagen wir nit: aber 
Anima und Matrix maioris Mundi die ist inficiert worden/ 
und das ist dem Irrdischen Limbo geschehen/ dem Baum so jhr 
Corallen heisst/ als saget man Carollium, dann Caro heist 
Fleisch: das war der Baum/ darauff Adam geschaffen war/ das 
nun gewachsen ist/ wie die Baumganss anzeiget. 
Nuhn muss die rhantasey der Eltern vorhin schwanger 
werden/ unn& entpfahen/ dass ist Phantasia$.: diese 2hantasia 
ist nuhn die/ derwegen Adam und Eua darmit begabet seyn 
gewesen/ sich damit zu mehren. Gleich wie *. in Zimmermann 
zuvor muss ein Iiauss in die Imagination und r'orm fassen/ 
wie es seyn soll/ also macht ers/ und wiry alsoL wie ers 
haben will: Also muss auch vorhin Anima Mundi, in der Imagi- 
nation und Phantasey schwanger werden/ dess Irrdischen 
rienschen. Dann beyde die Menschliche Microcos. unnd Macrocos, 
Imagination seind dem Irrdischen Aquastro nach eins/ auss 
vielen ursachen. Darumb heiss ichs nnimam Matricis maioris 
Mundi den . A4 astrum: 
Dann es ist der Mond/ darinnen ist das 
Fiat Animae :: lundi verborgen. fluff das folget ferner/ dass 
der A9ltaster maioris Iviundi alles nach imaginieret/ und 
sihet auch alles/ gleich wie ein Mensch in einem Traum alles 
sihet. ... 
(III 541Ap)... &lso hat die grosse ma$iJ2atiOn und die kleine 
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mit einander die Monstrosiche Schlangen gesehen/ und sich 
beyde an der Schlangen Gestalt vergaffet. ... Also war Eva Mons tros ich in der ! mag inat ion/ und auch ". da n. ... 
(n) 
... Weil wir aber mit dem Verbo Domiri gestDeiset vierden/ das ist/ mit Engelbrod im machtmal: So ist unser Imagina- 
tion eine matrix, und wird geschwengert mit dem Leib und 
Blut Christi, das ist/ mit dem Limbo less Eurigen Lebens/ 
und gebieret in diesem Leben einen newen Leib/ der wechset 
auff/ und gehet üuss den Lrrdischen Lcker in die Ewige 
Schewhen: Das ist/ dass iüewe scheidet sich vom Alten/ und 
gehet ein in die Ulori dess Schöpffers. iuarumb der da 
glaubet/ der ist schon schwanger/ und hat sbhon warhafftig 
empfangen den Leib Christi, das ist/ er jsset alle 'rage 
mit und bey Gott/ Engelbrodt. Also wachsen die rf lantzen 
dass Sohnes Gottes: ein solcher Saamýe"4 ist Christus. 
554` Derwegen weil wir im Vatter Unser bitten/ Herr dein 
)ill geschehe/ dein xeich zu-icomme: Da bekennen wir/ dass 
wir auch sollen mit unser Imagination jmmer aufs Christum 
sehen/ und jhnen uns fürbilden/ dann es soll auch stehts 
unser Speise sein/ und v. ir sollen dass Verbum Domini nimmer- 
mehr verliessen/ so Fleisch ist worden/ und uns nimmermehr 
für Herren achten der zeitlichen Speise/ sondern für de- 
mütige arme Diener/ die wir schuldig; seind den , Villen 
Gottes zu vollbringen. ... 
Paracelsus, though primarily a physician and an alchemist, 
also wrote devotional and theol6gical vworks, and marry more such 
worl. s, viere ascribed to him. 
A 
Modern medgcine owes him above äll a return., from the mere 
study of old texts to a study of the human body 
75. First-hand 
observation led him, however, loot always along the paths of modern 
scientific method. We Dave already seen, in discussing the Triad, 
which constitutes matter, hov; he sought after a re-living of the 
quality of things, rather than measuring their behaviour. But this 
led him further: it gave him the foundation to all his studies. 
For him the Universe was a living; organism, a body 
76with 
many and 
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diverse members. Each had its own character and significance - 
or "signature" -, stemming ultimately from uod wor'Ling through the 
medium of the Mysterium Magnum. there was thus lively intercourse 
between these characters, these signatures; in fact, object sp&ke 
with object, and this conversation was extended to man. He, the 
ruler of matter, was able, as an alchemist, to carry the salvation 
of Christ into the world of elements; as I%Sician, he could read 
the lanGuage of the stars, as well as the `praesu ia" of the earth, 
the human hand, and so on77. raraceksus made full use of these 
disciplines, and his astrological prognostications were subsequently 
included by riuser in the editions of his works78. 
Yaracelsus wa-, a restless man, in whom pride and humility 
jostled one another; he excelled at making enemies, while inspiring 
even those who attacked him with something of awe. "J'amais homme 
n' eut taut d' adversaires & ne fut si vivem. ent censur(; $amais homme 
n' eut tant de Seetateurs & ne fut tart admird. 
79 His influence on 
doctors, atthemists and Hermetic Philosophers for the next two cen- 
turies can haraly be underestimated. And the reason for this seems 
to me, not only the scope of his work, the thoroughness with which 
he treated the questions at issue, nor yet the complexity and mystery 
of the symbols and neologisms that he used; the reason is to be 
found in the honesty with which he faced the problems encountered 
by him; thus his work is not a closed system, but the re-shaping of 
old material, immediately connected with exploration of new 
fields. 
The possibilities are infinite. Paracelsus, as a 
true child of his 
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age, opened many doors, without himself providing the key, which 
would draw the many ideas toGether into a coherent pattern, and 
inform the Whole with singleness of meaning and. purpose. 
Students of his work usually concentrate on certain parts, 
especially on medicine and alchemy. Two outstandin6 men absorbed. 
his basic thought with regard to the world and to man, and re-shaped 
it entirely accordin6 to their own aims; they are Boehme8o and. 
Goethe. The former amplified and deepened it in the direction of 
Mysticism and Theosophy, exploring the nature of God and the Theo- 
logy of Histor , making; far more use of kabbalistic traditions than 
Paracelsus had done; he remained, however, within the Hermetic 
tradition, marking, i9L fact, the climax of its development. The 
latter left the Paracelsan school, and although its principles were 
applied by him in all fields of science, philosophy and literature, 
he abandoned Hermetic . anguae and his ndebtedness to this tradition 
is later no more than a part of his autobiography. 
Goethe's use of Paracelsus, and of alchemy in general, in 
Faust, Yea:, studied by Wines Bartscherer. Her account of the demon- 
strable hi&rical connection between ýo e and his occult sources81 
is valuable per se, as well as showing up the tradition of Hermetic 
thought which continued throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries. Outstanding authors and worksstudied by Goethe include 
Brucker, Welling, Morhof, the Aurea Catena Homeri, but especially 
.. rnold, Agrippa and raracelsus. Direct influence of Boehme does 
not seem to have been a major factor. Indirect influence, especially 
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through Arnold. and Welling, may certainly be supposed. To this should 
be added Goethe's acquaintance with Lavater, Saint-Martin and other 
contemporpltheosophers, who were in part influenced by Beehme82. 
But Paracelsus was apparently the main influence on Faust and this 
is the main subject of Bartscherefs work. 
Ronald Gray, in a more recent study, has shown that the basic 
thought-forms of alchemy and theosophy83 moulded Goethe's approach 
to science and literature; he ran, in fact, into difficulty, when 
scientific observation seemed to be in danger of not exemplifying 
these thought-forms84. Gray uses in the main the Aurea Catena, 
together with other eighteenth century alchemists, and Boehme, 
rasher than Paracelsus. His study of Goethe's handling of colours, 
which was as independent as that of any alchemist, is most valuable; 
so is his treatment of the ,. ay in which Goethe transposed traditional 
meanings and expressed them in new syJmbols85. Alchemy was by no 
means the only, not even necessarily the most important, influence 
on Goethe's thought; yet it does appear that it was primary. 
With regard to Paracelsus' influence on Boehme, Adolf Harless' 
older work was valuable in relating . i3oehme to the whole alchemistic 
tradition, especially as regards the writers of the sixteenth and. 
seventeenth centuries. 
Paracelsan alchemy86 is 
reliance on alchemy as 
8 
kabbalistic influence 
His account of the philosophical basis of 
brilliant. But he is too exclusive in his 
background to Boehme's thought. He Aiscounts 
which has to be admitted, at least as it 
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reached him through Paracelsus and Balthasar Walther88. Boehme's 
ideas:: with regard to God89 are not only a further development of 
alchemy, but also a synthesis with speculative mysticism, at least 
as these two trends converged in Weigel and the other "Schwdrmer". 
Ftarless says90 that Boehme is not related to Eckhart. This is 
over-stated. Bastian91 and Bornka Mlare more balanced here. Boehme 
differs from the Eckhart shhool, at least in so far as alchemy and 
the Lutheran reformation interposed themselves92. In fact, Boehme's 
starting point here is Weigel's programme of "StMium Universalen, 
rather than Paracelsan alchemy by itself. Thus the dark ground of 
93 
the soul, where it unites with God , should also be considered 
against the background of speculative mysticism. Thus Boehme's 
accounts of the Holy Trinity, and the pictures he uses, vary greatly; 
and considering the development in his thought, Harless' reference 
to the Lurora94 for an account of trod the rather is inadequate. 
it is perhaps due to Fiarless' ascribing solely to rarGcelsan alchemy 
what Boehme owed in part also to speculative mysticism, and more 
particularly to 
Kaöbalism, that is the cause, also, of his mis- 
understanding of the "NaturspracheR. 
95 
This in its turn led to an 
ignoring of Boehme's very, significant Theology of History, more 
recently studied by Benz; the latter, however, again does not do 
justice to the connection between history and language96. Harless 
writes 
97 
: "Er strich den iehristus far uns und liess nur den Christus 
in uns stehen". The danger to which ßoehme may at times have suc- 
cumbed is a very real one. what 1 think isoehme really 
intended, 
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was to show, that Christ's work had to be "interiorised", to use 
Piaget's term. It was insufficient for the Cross to remain a mere 
"Historia'T. At the same time, Christ worked both,, from the inside 
(the Christ-principle in the soul'', and from the outside (History), 
for both are aspects of the creative Word of God. We shall have 
to return to this point in later sections of this work. 
Perhaps the best study of the relationship between Paracelsus 
and Boehme is by Wyneken98. He starts with an analysis of the 
complex of prophetic movements which occur in the sixteenth cen- 
tury. Luther maintains a tension between, on the one hand, man 
the miserable sinner, in need of Godts grace (the saving work of 
Christ) 'tab extra", and on the other hand, man's growing personal, 
vital communion with God, as if he were a part of Christ. And this 
tension is set in a consciousness of a soul completely dominated by 
God. 
Humanists wanted to abolish Luther's "as if" by elevating the 
spirit to a higher level of . volition. Uod-domination of the soul 
and divine grace nabtxtra" fade out of the picture. Writers from 
Schwenekfeld to Boehme, on the other hand, take up, both the "God- 
domination" and the mutual inter-penetration of the soul and Christ. 
But Luther's 'as if", therefore also grace ttab extra", tend to be 
weakened if they do not fade out altogether99. Rebirth of the 
soul, rather than a formal imperative, is taught. 
But this rebirth 
is applied to the whole of nature, a conception which 
is, of course, 
found in the New Testament100. 
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Paracelsus and Hoehme set out to be "philosophereTT, in the 
sense of founding their 'Philosophey.... auf den Eckstein Christi"101. 
Thus all knowledge of an insi6ht into the processes of man «ed of 
nature are moments of Christian reveliation. Beehme102 carries 
this programme through, to the extent of constructing a complete 
theosophical system, in which everything stems from the creative 
and recreative Word of God, and our comprehension of it, as it is 
Ttpronouncedn and "formed". Paracelsan TPhilosopheyn regarding nat- 
ure, the biblical account of history , and the mystics' account of 
the soul's rebirth through Christts working from within, are all 
facets of one unified conception of all that is and that takes 
place. It is worth noticing, though 7yneken does not say so here 
u3, 
that the framework had been provided by Weigel's "Studium Univer- 
sale"; and the latter, as we have already seen, is itself a further 
äevelopment of raracelsus' teaching of the micro-and macrocosms. 
But Boehme makes . lfaracelsan 
thought more consistent, and. he 
deepens V7eigel's teaching, in the dialectic of the two principles 
of power and light, uniting in the act of becoming real, and who 
manifest beinLz in the Third. -Principle. With 
this conception Boehme 
attempts a solution of the proble. i of evil, which was at the time 
his Lreat sluirituül need; he also effects the construction of a 
cosmology in terms of the "Body of Godtt104. 
Paracelsus105 satisfied the Renaissance longing for freedom 
und. intimacy with nature, as well as the longing for unity of a 
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later period. His universe is nein Gewirke von Persdnlicheiý aber 
seelenlosen Krditen"106. The soul is the centre, as this comes 
from God through the prim al ,. j tcrium 
Mgnum, and is realised by 
man, more particularly by the God-inspired Philosopher, who divines 
the meanin, s, which God has written into nature, as he coiuprehends 
the significance of each symbol, or rather, of each signature. "Die 
ganze Tatur ist also eine Sprache Gottes, und so liest auch Para- 
oelsus wirklich in ihr - eine erhabene Vorstellung. übrigens ist 
der Glaube an die Natur für die ganze netere Zeit bezeichnend1? 
107 
This organic conception of nature thus necessarily leads to the 
doctrine of signatures, which in its turn finds completeness in the 
"iatursprachett; elements of the latter are already found in Paracelsus, 
but its completest and most consistent exponent is Boehme108. 
Paracelsus, the physician, investigated nature in the light of 
this general view. Boehme, the theosophist, views nature as a 
whole, directing his attention mainly. 
=--G 
A'ER'- od) history and the soul. 
Each of these mirrors the other109; thus God reco6niLes himself in 
His creation, and man as he looks at God, and both as they look at 
nature. 7ynekenll0 descriies the processes thus mirrored in some 
detail - the primal unity, the duality of principles in all creation 
and in all events, and the final return to unity; the emergence of 
the visible out of the in Visible and its final return. Boehme's 
processes are in the first instance qualitative, not spa4io-temporal 
and the 
fall 
and Qejýeneration affect the whole of nature. Boehme 
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attempts a morphology, so to speak, of God's nature, where Paracelsus 
contents himself with putting God at the beginning and end of life. 
Boehme-12 here makes use of the primal Nothing, which Paracelsus 
and Weibel had taught. In other respects (Heilsgeschichte, the 
basic principles or forces of nature, the hierachy of beings] etc. ). 
Boehme completes trends of development, which come to hit through 
Weigel and Paracelsus. 
Now, it is typica]that, where Boehme's account of the constitu- 
ents of' nature is sketchy-13, . Paracelsus has a great deal of detailed 
description; again, Paracelsan teaching regarding the astral forces 
is exact, where Boebme merely summarises. On the other ha&, Boehme's 
account of the seven planets and the seven forces of nature is far 
more detailed than the-Paracelsan equivalent. Boehm. e's grasp of the 
metaphysical: structure of God`s cre-tive Mind, and the relation of 
being to becoming is astonishingly deep. Only Eckhart, Augustin, 
and ? rofessional metaphysicians are on a comparable level; and only 
Luther cA#. compare with his grasp of the dialectic of religious 
faith and experience. 
As regards language, he completes the Paracelsan account from 
the point of view of the signatures. Varacelsus knew something of 
the kabbalistic teaching and use of language, as can be seen in the 
Li&petAzoth114, but it is only Boehme who constructs a comprehen- 
sive doctrine, making full use of its bearing on 
the Theology of 
History 
115. The necessity for doing this, but diverging from 
)(ab- 
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balists in respect of Christian teaching regard1bg Jesus the Mes- 
ý""` lln siah as the centre of history, 
sad. 
alreadyenvisaged by Reuchlin. 
Wyneken's article does not treat of this last point. But in 
all other respects, including his comparison with other, later, 
philosophers (which I have not menntioned), his study is extremely 
valLuable. 
Boehme's treatment of Paracelsan ideas must be understood as, 
not merely a further development, but a complete re-interpretation. 
He was not a physician, no* was he an alchemist, although there is 
evidence that he practised the Art at one stage in his life. Nor 
117 
was he a theologian or a natural scientist . He called himself 
a Theosophist, and indeed, however critical 
ll$ 
he might be towards 
contemporary theosophical work, he felt their influence keenly. 
For he was concerned with two practical questions: the advent of 
I19 
a New Age, for which his generation were to prepare themselves , 
and the Problem of Evil. Both can be reduced to the question of 
how Divine Providence is related to human behaviour and especially 
to human evil. But the scope, even of the question itself, is still 
wider. For the whole of nature "groaneth and travaileth"120. The 
possibility of Good and Evil, then, is alr=e. d contained in the very 
act which gave birth to creation. That 
*sterium *kgnum, as 
Paracelsus had already taught, the potentiality of all creation, 
is already both Sood and evil12l.. nd the reason 
for it is, that 
this duality is already present in the nature of God. Divine 
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existence, no less than any part of created existence122, comprises 
two principles; first, there is the dynamic, coagulating force, 
which puts limits on the Indefinite, by the mere fact that the 
potential component members strive to assert themselves as indivi- 
duals. Secondly, the principle of passive contemplation, of peace 
and unity, holds these together in a united family123 
But4it would be a mistake to think of these principles as 
Qntities: they are modes of beim;. Under the individualizing, 
dynamic mode, potential being articulates itself in multiple forms; 
there is striving for self-assertion and self-experience, the fort- 
ing of attitudes, the one over against the other. But under the 
second mode, that of passive contemplation, the individuals sur- 
render themselves to the higher ideal of unity. They are regen- 
erated, so to speak. Had they not accepted the necessity of self- 
surrender and regeneration, their striving would have become sense- 
less, frenzied movement, mere fqýy, for individuality without this 
124 
higher unity is an illusion Ls soon as individuals in the first 
principle lose sight of this necessity of self-surrender, abuse 
their freedom and sever their peaceful connections with other 
individuals, their power has become evil; necessary as members of 
a pattern, they fall into sin, when theft selfhood wants to stand 
out, and no longer desires the company of the fellow-meotbers, unless 
able to dominate them. But this situation is not only morally evil, 
it is also unnatural, absurd - the state of not wanting to be 
members of an order, when, by the very nature of its 
being, each 
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creature is, in fact, a member of an order. It is for this reason 
that the Devil is a fool. 
God's nature, the harmony, or '*Concordantz"125, as Boehme calls 
it, is never broken, but issues in the creation of the Eternal 
Nature126, the Heavens and the angelic hosts, and finally the Third 
Principle, i. e. that mode of being, where the two principles. of 
power and love unite in fording the tangible world of space and 
time127. Harmony is broken, when Lucifer, then Adam, fall, because 
they decide to be masters in the J'irst Principle, that of power, 
at the expense of love and obedience in the Second Principle. She 
interplay of forces128 in the Third Principle is thus transformed 
into ppen conflict, for the trend of their behaviour is contrary 
to the very nature of God, as well as of that of creation. God, 
in whom power regenerate rules as love, saves man, and all the 
other creatures, by leading them back to that very principle of 
regeneration, without which even His own nature would be like the 
frenzied turning of a wheel - i. e. the third. Property of Nature, 
as we shall see in the following chapter: restless, aimless, un- 
creative and painful.. Incorporating Himself in human nature, He 
undergoes, as man, that death, which is one moment of His eternal, 
Being, and which sinful marl would never have accomplished by him- 
self129. 
In Paracelsus, the basic motif is still the alchemist's per- 
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fecting of the imperfect, which, however, has assumed the form of 
death and regeneration since the Fall' 0. In Weige1131, man's sin 
is the pride of spurious equality with God, and, with it, a spur- 
ious higher knowledge (the forbidden tree). Restoration takes 
place, as man seeks true self-knowlegge in dying to this spurious, 
sinful self, to find again, what he had in his sinful state for- 
gotten: the tree of Life, or the Law of God, His Kingdom, in fact, 
His very Presence, in the inmost being. Boehme, while interpreting, 
like Weigel, human Restoration as a return t+ he root of existence, 
which is divine, has broadened and Oniversalizedk . eigel seems to 
adhere tothe generally accepted idea, that mortification is a neces- 
sary moment in the reversal of the will, away from selfhood and 
back to God. But for BOehme ti. th and regeneration are at the 
foundation of the normal process of living. Power is necessary. 
Without it self-assertion, as well as experience, are impossible, 
and existence necessarily remains inarticulate132. But this power 
has to die to itself, and be reborn in a striving for harmony, 
where each individual delights in living, oriented towards the other: 
it is the "LiebespielT of Hoehme, what mystics have called "ludus 
amorisR133. Death is then redemptive; it is also creative. The 
seed, in Christ'$ parable, dies to itself, becomes the plant. 
But, if the Self refuses to die, and wants to be a law unto itself, 
its true status is lost, the pattern of its own being gets distorted. 
It will cli'Ig to its power, follow blindly the dictates of power, 
until the superior forces opposing, as well as the conflicts arising 
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within its own discordant nature, will bring it to tts necessary 
end; this was illustrated by Boehme in the Preface to the Aurora, 
where the evil Tree is consumed, while the good Tree sings its 
glorious song of praise. We shall have occasion to refer to that 
passage again in the following chapters. 
Death is thus necessary, but in order to be redemptive, it 
must come from within, a decision of the will to surrender 
134 
the 
Self to the RBeing'of all beingsnl35. Then the individual will be 
born again into the sphere of light, where striving is for the sake 
of love, self-expression will speak the significant words of the 
Creator, and experience will be the serene contemplation of the 
wholeness of being, encompassing all things in the act of beholding: 
the true Sabbath of the Lord136. 
We must now study more closely the cosmology as conceived by 
Boehme, in the light of this fundamental conception of freedom, 
the will undergoing death, to be reborn into the love-play of 
"Freundenreich". 
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CHARTA '- II 
BOEHME' S COSMOLOGY 
Its relation to God's Word and to human speech; ancestry of basic assumptions, later influence. 
At first sight, Boehme's view of the universe ia vitalistic 
thus, like other Hermetic thinkers of his age2, he can use the 
traditional Neoplatonia3 and alchemistio4 terms and notions, which, 
we suppose, he learnt from raracelsus and from oonveraations with 
contemporary alchemists and other learned men5. He has sometimes 
been accused of being a Pantheist6, and, indeed, a number of pas- 
sages seem to justify such a view7. It will become apparent in 
the course of the argument, that it is the doctrine of nNatursprache" 
which makes his system a theistic one8. This doctrine is to be 
found in alchemy9, in mysticism, and in inquiries concerning the 
nature of languagel(); it is very prominent in the Vible11, and it 
seems to have been this latter source, which exerted the strongest 
influence on Boehme. Thus his longest work, the Mysterium Magnum, 
is a commentary on the Book of Genesis; biblical quotations are 
legion; and the way in which his view of history shapes both his 
mysticism, and his theology - where the Divine Word mediates between 
Eternity and Time - is profoundly biblical. We shall return to 
this point in the following chapter. 
The foundation of Boehme's system is his notion of the Seven 
Properties of Nature. `T Eigenschafftenn he calls them, ttKfdffte", 
"quallitfften", `Figuren"12. What do these terms denote? What is 
i4eir status? It is useless to think of them as we do of the 
lan- 
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guage of contemporary science; they are not like our atoms or 
molecules, for we cannot measure "Venus" ('clove firer), or ISaturnrr 
and "Luna", and their action is not what modern science calls 
"b ehaviourT; and, as we shall see throughout this inquiry, when 
Boehme discusses "Salt", or evenngold'', it is not the sort of 
object which we encounter in everyday life. His "gold" is not the 
gross metal, nor is the "water" of which he speaks our chemical 
HBO. His terms are, therefore, symbolic. But what do they sym- 
bolize? They are abstract, but not what we call laws of nature, 
for they are not generalisations to account for particular pheno- 
mena, i. e. statements, by means of which we can predict the behav- 
iour of objects, Nor is it satisfactory to equate these simply 
with such general properties as "contraction", "active", "passiven, 
etc., which terms can themselves be applied to the Seven natural 
Properties13, 
I shall approach the answer to this question more indirectly, 
by first examining the term ttquality'T. In the first chapter of 
the Aurora, where this term is still used in a rather confused 
way, the word "Quallität" is considered as being connected with 
TTQuellen, "quellen". 
(Auro 1,3. ) 
3o Albier mus man nun betrachten/ wass das 'g'ort uali- 
tät heist oder ist. ', ualität ist die Bewegligkeit/ quallen 
oder treiben eines Dinges/ als da ist die Hitze/ die 
brennet/ verzehret und treibet alles/ das in sie kompt/ 
das nicht ihrer Eigenschafft Ist. Hinwiederumb erleuchet 
und wärmet sie alles/ was da ist kalt/ nass und finster/ 
und machet das weiche harte. Sie hat aber noch 
2. species 
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in sich/ als emlich das Liecht und die Grimmigkeit 
davon zu mere en ist. 
We again meet this notion in a more mature work, the preface 
to the Mysterium Magnum, where "das GemfItTT is spoken of as nein 
unsichtbahr ungreiffliches Quäl-f ewerttl5. Such lanuae shows the 
futility of thinking of the Seven Natural Properties as if they were 
entities on a par with either objects of sense-experience, or simply 
abstract notions, constructed by the mind. For they are principles, 
or modes of being, as well as forces, shaping the particular forms 
of existence. Indeed, the difficulty of understanding their nature 
and function is due to the fact that they are treated as concrete 
Qntities, as forces, and as regulative principles. To the modern 
thinker words are either names, i. e. immediate indicators of an 
object, or terms denoting universal qualities (predicates). Words 
should in either case have the precision of technical terms. The 
non-precise languaäe of symbols is outside the domain of conceptual 
thought. But it is just such symbolic language that the alch"ists 
used in order to mediate between the data of sense-experience and 
thenind, which tries to interpret$ them. rlnd, further, this lan- 
guace of symbols is employed to act on matter, to kill and to regen- 
erate it. ttSdme of the principles of our art are apprehended. men- 
tally or intellectuälly, such as C 
äos, 
Alteration, Power, Operation, 
Generation and Digestion. Others are perceived by the senses, as 
wine, or the First Matter, body or form, elements, 
the perfect 
being, the forming ferment, colours, fermentation, separation. 
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Sage are apprehended both by mind a74 sense, e. g. Sky, or Heaven. " 
Thus opens the treatise by Janus Lacinius Therapus the Calabrian, 
incorporated in his digest of alchemical treatises, which he calls 
i6 
The New Pearl of Great Price. end he goes on to discussf these 
principles; each principle is designated by a letter of the alpha- 
bet. His principles are not purely abstract terms; they have all 
the complexity of Boehme's Seven Properties, and, like them, they 
really describe phases of experience. 
The modern scientist is like a judge, cross-examining a wit- 
ness, always striving to be master of the situation. The alchemist, 
on the other hand, surrenders17 himself, before he may attempt to 
transform the matter in his furnace. He is not only enlarging 
knowledge, but he is also submitting to phases of experience, which 
run parallel to the processes set afoot in the furnace. In this way 
Lacinius' 'iPrineiplesß mediatelg between the Philosopher and the 
Work, as they together undergo the mystery of death and the new 
birth. For Boehme, the ehilosopher is God Himself, the Work is the 
Universe. Mediation takes place on two levels, the personal and 
the natural; the latter takes the form of the Seven properties, 
where the way is opened for the higher level of mediation, the 
personal. Here God speaks from heart to heart, through human and 
angelic agencies, but especially through His Son and the Holy Spirit. 
The Seven Properties, then, express the character of both 
Creator and creation. But they are not the "blue-print" or 
the 
"grammar" of all being; rather do they set out 
to be its mirror, 
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or even its interlocutor. They are creatively active19, forming 
articulate entities out of shapeless chaos, and making these 
entities be20 and function in a vital and dynamic way. They are 
eternal, for when Boehme descrihes them as emerging in a temporal 
sequence, and distinguishes them one from the other, as if they 
were situated side by side in space, he says that this is only 
meant in a metaphorical way, for they are entirely simultaneous. 
(Myst. magn. 6,22. ) 
2-z. Günstiger Leser verstehe den Sinn recht und wohl: 
Es hat nicht den Verstand als wären die 7. )igenschafften 
getheilet/ und wäre eine neben der anderen/ oder lher als 
die anderen: Sie sind alle 7. nur eine/ und ist keine die 
erste/ ander% oder letzte/ denn die letzte ist wieder die 
erste: Gleich wie sich die erste in ein geistlich Wesen 
einführet/ also die letzte in ein leiblich Wesen/ die 
letzte ist der ersten Leib. Man pss nur in Stickwerk 
also reden/ dass mans kan schreiben/ und den Sinnen ent- 
werffen dem Leser nachzusinnen/ sie sind allesambt nur die 
Offenbahrung Gottes/ nach 4$b und Zorn/ nach Ewigkeit und 
Zeit. 
It is only in a fallen order, that their unity has broken up, 
involving conflict and pain; for even when one or other of the 
Seven properties predominates or tries to tyranniNe, or even expel, 
the others, they remain inseparable and indestructible 
21. the 
pattern, which thus emerges, is one of separate entities, striving, 
both, to attain greater self-assertion, even independence, yet at 
the same time longing for reunion in the eternal rest of the Primal 
Unity. They can never attain complete separation, because their 
unity is never really destroyed, while at the same 
time their very 
act of striving - towgwOO self-assertion, or 
towards unity - is 
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itself an act of self-assertion, which makes complete surrender 
of individuality in the One an impossibility. this dltama - which 
is due to the outward movement towards action, and the inward 
movement towards passive contemplation - is the basis of . Boehme's 
thought in all its phases. It is his version of the dialectic 
process 
22, 
making Lternity dynamic, creative, and, in time, giving 
rise to that most exciting, tragic, significant pattern, which we 
call History, and which rioehme calls the temporal speech of God, 
the unfolding of His utterance, His will, His meaning, within the 
fixed framework of the "Uhrwerck" of nature. 
Each rroperty is described not only in terms of its qualities 
and functions, but its character is also brought out by the par- 
ticular planet, metal, day of the week, with which it is associ- 
ated. The seed-ground of all the Seven rroperties is the IUngrundý, 
23, 
the inarticulate "'Primal c haos'r, )pt unlike the 'Prima Materia" of 
the alchemists or, to use one of their terms in one of its many 
24- 
lesignations, "water". this "Ungrund" can be further characterised 
as being unity without distinct constituent parts, obscure25, but 
full of potentiality26. 
. boebme has thus taken over the earacelsan scheme of rrimal 
Unity giving birth to multiple entities, which return to the rrimal 
Unity. ut he has made of iti a great drama, a genuine growth. 
The raracelsan process is cyclic, for the prime matter was already 
the Spirit of uod brooding over the waters. But with boehme the 
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Mysterium Magnum itself undergoes death and regeneration. rrimal 
Unity, symbolized by the black colour, gets released into the many 
"wonders" of creation, and it has to suffer the FProba" of f ire27. 
Then, and only then, can it again become Unity, but iz does so as 
a new creature, symbolized dy the White colour. 
'e have seen that the Seven Qualities were in part reali$ed 
by Paracelsus. The first triad does not constitute a closed system, 
but is open to the possibility of regeneration. Boehme reali*es t4s 
in his second triad, which is attained when the first has under- 
gone the "Proba0 of fire. The last of these Qualities is in fact 
the highest. It represents the unity, the joy of the Sabbath rest, 
and this does not only apply to the four elements. Paracelsus' 
Three Principles of Salt, Mercury and Sulphur are in a sense com- 
parable to the principles of modern science. We have seen that 
they differ Prow the latter in that theycikescribe the qualitative 
structure of matter, rather than its behaviour28. But Boehme's 
Segen Qualities go beyond that. They apply to the Three Principles 
of Power, Love and Tangible Existence, which we have described; 
thus they form the life, not only oj temporal and eternal creation, 
but even of God timself. For with Boehme there is a correspondence, 
not only between the greater and the smaller worlds, but also be- 
tween creation and Creator. Here lies for him the tremendous sig- 
nificance of the death and regeneration of the 
Mysterium, as it is 
operative b+re and after nature: it mirrors 
the death and regen- 
eration of Christ the Son, who is the Heart of 
the Godhead. The 
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Seven Qualities are thus, quite literally, the breath of God. They 
are the modes of the Divine Being, and when God has made beings 
which will manifest his nature, depict his wisdom and sing of his 
glory, they also live and move ahd have their being29 by the divine 
breath of these Seven Qualities. 
The First Quality, or Yroperty30, to emerge31 is"Salt, Saturn, 
Lead". It is dark, bitter, stern, full of desire; it is the origin 
of all being, and has a tendency to self. - contemplation; it is sen- 
sitive 
32, 
so that, when it desires, in this process of self-con- 
templation, to see a manifestation of "freye Lust", it only takes 
desire into pain, thus adding to the sensitivity of nfreye Lust". 
From it proceeds the Second Property of nature, "'Mercury", 
"Quicksi ver", the bitter, stinging, outgoing, angry "Gestalt". 
It presses on, strives towards movement, life, differentiation 
(the«Unterschiedligkeit"). This is not the place to discuss the 
Holy Trinity; but it may be noted that the relation between Salt 
and Mercury is analogous to that which holds between the Father 
33 
and the Son . The bitter, dark, stern Saturn, in combination with 
Mercury, the sting, full of light and movement, produced life in 
the course of their mutual attractions to each other. Saturn, God's 
wrath, disquiet, e*L ty, meets Mercury, the origin of the nXräffte, 
Farben, Tugendenr34, ultimately of "Freudenreichs. The sting breaks 
the hardness) and the Third Property emerges: anxiety, "BefindligkeiI 
"Qual", `? Qu&llen"36 rs'", "Iron". Here lies the origin of all ljý 
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essences37. 
Each of the Properties now gives autonomy and consciousness 
, 
r' its own self. It can smell and taste; "Lust" and freedom will 
now make possible the unfolding self-revelation and joy. or the 
power of God, which is "allwesendn38, is working in this first 
triad of Properties. But for the moment the other side of God's 
power, the natural, sensual movement and separation of forces, is 
predominant: the will to desire, the darkness, anxiety, pain, which 
originates through the tension between the resisting hardness and 
the drawing sting. They want to separate, yet are bound together 
by virtue of their belonging together in their primal unity. Thus 
their movement is like a revolving wheel. 
(Myst. magn. 3,15,16. ) 
15. Die Angst-Quaal wird also verstanden: Die herbe 
Begierde die fasset sich/ und zeucht sich in sich/ und 
macht sich voll/ hart und rauhe/ so ist das Ziehen ein 
Feind der Härte. Die Härte ist haltend/ und das Ziehen 
ist fliehend; Eins wil in sich/ und das finder wil aus sich: 
So es aber nicht voneinander weichen oder sich trennen 
kan/ so wirds inel nder/ gleich einem drAhenden Kade: 
Eins wil über sich/ das ander unter sich. 
16. Denn die Härte gibt Wesen und Gewichte/ und der 
Stachel gibt Geist/ und das fliegende Leben: Diss drAhet 
sich mit einander in sich und aus sich/ und kan doch nir- 
gends hin. Was die Begierde/ als der Magnet/ hart macht/ 
das zerbricht das Ziehen wieder/ und ist die gröste Un- 
ruhe in sich selber/ gleich einer wßttenden Unsinnigkeit/ 
und ist in sich eine erschreckliche Angst/ und wird alhier 
doch noch kein recht Emilen verstanden biss zum Feuer/ und 
bescheide den rechtverständigen Naturktindi9 alhier/ was 
das sey oder bedeute; Er mag sich besinnen/ in seinem 
natürlichen Wissen wird ers finden. 
The word "Unsinnigkeit" is significant for two reasons; 
first 
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because it brings out the magnitude of the clrama40, which is the 
keynote of Boehmets vision of the whole order of things; we shall 
see how his speculations on the sound patterns of words and sentences 
are also often extremely dramatic; and secondllf, because all this 
movement is not yet fully conscious of itself', fully, intelligently, 
aware of its sensations; for there is no proper "fühlen' without 
fire41. Now fire, as we shall see, leads this first triad of 
Properties over into the second triad where intelligence, contem- 
plation, manifestation, play their full part. We see, then, that 
the dark forces, when harnessed to the divine intelligence, provide 
the necessary dynamic for a creative scheme of things. Without it 
they are incomplete, their desire to sense and to manifest remains 
unfulfilled, they lack intelligence, and their activity is merely 
frenzied movement, without aim or purpose. 
In Myst. magn. 14,5., where the three first Properties have 
a different order of prooeeding42, Sulphur is said to give 9resen". 
Mercury "Geist", and Salt, proceeds from ift, rAcalled "das scharfge 
Fiat". God's creativity is thus characterised as speech, utter- 
ance of His will, which, in this triad, shows its stern, dynamic 
aspect. 
Ru and43, who is only concerned with elemental nature, postu- 
lates three "origins u44. He speaks, first, of n1liaster'r, the 
most general and universal "genus", the "prima materia", from which 
Sulphur, Mercury and Salt originate. The second "ori3in3 is nArcheus" 
whom he calls nispensator«, "Werckmann'T, of all 
things. "Ares". 
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the third t"oriUin" of "principium", is the spirit of nature, giv- 
iU each part of creation "ihr sonder Form, Geschlecht und Substant7L", 
its own "Natur, Form und Gestalt". 't'hus Rul and, in his account 
of Salt, Mercury and Sulphilr, lacks that vital dynamic, which is 
so prominent in Boehme's description. For itu ' . nd, they are the 
material, which "Archeus" causes to form into substances, while 
"Ares" gives them individuality and form. In Boehme's account, the 
qualities of the three "origins" inhere in the eroperties of nature 
themselves, thus making their interrelations dramatic, creative. 
Dialectic tension arises, because, in boehme's version of these 
Properties , form has the dual character of differentiation and 
synthesis. Differentiation comes about, when "Begierde" goes for- 
viara, strives to manifest itself, to taste and feel, to speak: thus 
to assert individuality. It is dark, stern, or stinging like light45; 
it is the power of Göd the creator, who says "Fiat ... t', Met there 
be ... `ý, "and it was so". 
Much nearer to ±oehme's conception, indded, more faithful to 
the religious fervour, the grandeur of vision, even of raracelsus, 
is the passage in the 'Wasserstein der r eysen46, in. which iJercury is 
described as one of the ways ii; which the Frinma Materia appears in 
tangible form. This "fiery spirit"', this "noble being", is the 
soul of nature, and as such it possesses all secrets, all powers. 
It may not be attained without "Einsprecher des H. Geistesft. It 
is the . --pirit of U-od which 
brooded above the Waters at the creation 
of the world. But the more specific interest of this passage lies 
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in the fact that here the creative dynamic in nature is equated 
with God's thought; for out of the spirit thus brooding the power- 
ful "Fiattt46 emerges. Thus Mercury is the speech of God in temp- 
oral nature, such that Prime Matter will be formed into distinct 
beings, and God's wisdom articulated in clear and definite thoughts. 
Now Mercury is the substance which the alchemist needs for his 
priestly action. It is thus inevitable, that he should have to 
surrender himself to God's Holy Spirit. 
We now come to consider the other side of God's nature, that 
aspect of His Word, which achieves synthesis. It is the Light, 
which does not dazzle47 when it shines, the Intelligence, which 
sees, joys and understands, the Contemplation, which glories in its 
playfulness 
48. 
"And God saw all that He had made, and found it very 
good. By the seventh day, God had come to an end of making, and 
rested, on the seventh day, with His r tole task accomplished. That 
is why God gave the seventh day His blessing, and hallowed it, 
because it was the day on which His divine activity of creation 
finished"49. All these aspects Boehme sees in the Seven Figures of 
Nature, and there is a unity, as well as a dramatic grandeur in them, 
which is totally absent from Ru]Jand's view. 
The latter was, of course, only summarising the meanie s of 
Paracelsan terms. This is useful up to a point, as long as it is 
remeEbered that alchemistic symbols cannot 
be systematized, other- 
wise the significance of the whole procedure is greatly 
impoverished. 
Thus, with Paracelsus, "Iliaster" is more than one of a 
trinity of 
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"origins". It is the Mysterium Magnum, the Prima Materia, which 
is all-embracing, thus comprehending also the other two "origins It. 
Yet in a sense it Is only the material, on which nArcheusn and 
"Ares" work. There is then a constant flux and reflux in the way 
in which symbols distinguish themselves the one from the other, yet 
again merge the one into the other. The highest isýa form of the 
lowest, the beginning is no other than the end. It is this ttannus"50, 
this playfulness, which Boehme took up and revolutioniRed by 'This- 
toricizingtt5l, so to speak, even Eternity52. or the "Mother", 
the beginning, tends towards the Centre, where fire caused death, 
and, in the new love-fire of Äenus, new birth: thus the striving, 
the experience is fulfilled in self-realization, in true freedom. 
Boehme`s "Spiel" also unites extremes, but only by patterning them 
according to the fiery Centre. 
We must now investiEate in more detail how this synthesi2in¬ 
aspect of divine nature asserts itself. re have discussed the 
first three vroperties, Salt, Mercury, Sulphur, emerging from the 
primal "Ungrund", and we have seen, how they form the wheel, turn- 
ing round in poisoned frenzy53, displaying to the full the dark, 
stern, stinging qualities of striving. Now this movement is of 
such intensity, that the n#ngrund" goes into the «Grund der NaturT'; 
and it is due to thg poisonous activity of Mercury that the wheel 
catches fire. 
(Myst. magn. 3,17-19. 
17. Die angst macht den Schwefel-Geist/ und der Stachel 
macht den Mercuriuln, als den ; 7erckmeister 
der Natur: Er 
ist der Natur Leben/ und die herbe Begierde macht 
den 
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scharffen Saltz-weist/ und sind alle dreg nur einer/ theilen sieh aber in drey Gest$lte/ die heissen Sulphur, 
Mercurius, Sal: Diese 3. Eigenschafften impressen in sich die freye Lust/ dass sie auch eine materialische 'lesen- 
heit gibt/ das ist ein Oel/ dieser drey Gestalten Leben 
und Freude/ welches ihre Grimmigkeit leschet und säflff- 
tiget/ und das kan kein Vern$nfftiger leugnen. .s ist in allen Dingen ein Saltz/ Schwefel und Oele/ und der Lier- 
curius, als das Gifft-Leben/ machet die Essentz in allen Dingen/ und also führet sich der Ungrund in Grund und 
Natur ein. 
18.054 Die 4te Gestalt der Natur ist des Feuers Anzünd- 
ung/ da erst das fühlende und verständige Leben auffgehet/ 
und sieh der verborgene Gott offenbahret: Denn ausser der 
Natur ist er allen Creaturen verborgen/ aber in der ewigen 
und zeitlichen Natur ist er empfindlich und offenbahr. 
19. Und diese Offenbahrung geschieht erstlich durch die 
Erweckung der Kräffte/ als durch die obermelteL 3. Eigen- 
schafften/ Sulphur, Mercurium und. Sal, darinnen das Oel/ 
in welchem das Leben brennet/ und scheint. In der 4ten 
Gestalt/ als im Feuer und Liecht/ wird erst das wahre 
Leben offenbahr; Im Feuer das natürliche/ und im Liechte 
das Shlische/ geistliche/ und in der Krafft des Liechtes 
das Göttliche verstRndliche. 
We have seen that without fire the activity of the first three 
Properties remains unfulfilled. Now fire has a dual quality, a 
description of which we already Mnd in Boehme's earliest work55; 
it was taken over by William Law56, who user it to symbolize God's 
nature and the basic pattern of the Christian life. The two quali- 
ties of fire, the burning and the giving of light and life, stand. 
for God's justice, His stern power, and His gentleness. His love 
and wisdom, His qualities of contemplation and freedoi. God in 
His stern justice burns up the chaff: the unrepentant, the godless; 
He refines57 the repentant sinner, the Christian who follows his 
Master into death, in order to rise again into the new life. The 
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prou& self - "selfhood", Boehme's "*Selhheit" - has to die. But 
the resurrected self has the full enjoyment of God's gracious love, 
majesty and wisdom. "Lust" now acquires a new aspect, called by 
that wonderful name of nFreudenreioh«. 
(M, yst. magn. 3,21,22. ) 
21. Erstlich wisset dieses: Dass sich der Göttliche 
Verstand darumb ins Feuer einführet/ dass seine ewige Lust mayestätisch und ein. Liecht werde: Denn der Gött- 
liche Verstand ntmt )Feine Quaal in sich/ er darff auch keiner zu seinem eignen Wesen/ denn das Alles darft des 
Ichtes nicht/ das Ichts58 ist nur sein Spiel/ damit das 
Alles spielet/ und damit ahme das Gantze als das Alles 
selber offenbahr werde/ so fifhrets seines Willen in 
Eigensehafften ein. So wollen wir als eine Creatur von 
den Eigenschaften schreiben/ als von dem geoffenbahrten 
Gotts (Fie sich das Alles/ als der ungrßnd. liche ewige Ver- 
stand/ offenbare. 
22. Zum andern führet sich der ungr$ndliche und GBtt- 
liche Verstand darumb in einen ängstlichen Feuerwillen 
und Leben ein/ auf dass seine grosse Liebe und Freude/ 
welche Gott heisset/ offenbar werde: Dan wenn alles nur Eines wäre/ so wäre ihm das Eines nicht selber offen- 
bahr: Aber durch die Offenbahrung wird das ewige Gut er- 
ýý 
leant und lebet eine Frei denreich: Sonsten so keine 
s' wr,, ihr die Freude selber nicht offenbar/ und wäre 
nur ein einiger Wille/ der thilte nur immer ein Ding: So 
er sich aber in Widerwertigkeit einführet/ so wird in dem 
Streit die Lust der rreuden zu einer Begierde/ und zu 
seinem Liebe-spiel/ dass sie zu wtircken und zu thun hat/ 
Menschlich geredet. 
Apart from the Godhead, it is the realization of His kingdom, 
and the various symbols of ancient origin59are applied to this state 
of being. Within the nature of God Himself, the Trinity is now 
completely and fully revealed. The power, the stern justice of the 
Father, is associated with the first three Properties of Nature. 
At the same time, within that first triad, Salt, as we have already 
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seen, is associated wits the rather, Mercury with the Son, Sulphur 
with the Spirit, though this is not invariably adhered to. The 
Fourth and the Fifth qualities, which contain theAa 
pect 
of fire - 
the natural or deadly fire, and the fire of love ("Liebeflauer") and 
graoe - are associated with the Son, His justice and mercy, His 
death and resurrection, His mediation between the elemental and 
the spiritual natures. The Sixth and the Seventh QXalities are 
mainly associated with the Holy Spirit. An alternative grouping 
is the first three Properties with the Y`ather, the Fourth as the 
transition from Father to Son (the birth of the Son, as Brinton has 
60 
so that both rather and Son, it ),, partake of this Quality, and 
to group the r`ifth, Sixth and Seventh Qualities - the second triad. - 
under the Son. The Holy Spirit is more particularly associated 
with the Seventh Q. uality, which constitutes the unity of all the 
Seven rroperties, thus their creatiite proceeding outside the nature. 
of the Godhead. It is not easy to distinguish very sharply between 
the Son and the Spirit, both being mirrored in the "Glory", the 
"Wisdom", the Virgin Sophia. But at the same time it is worth 
bearing in mind, that both Son and Spirit have stern qualities in 
the first triad, while the creative power of the rather is ever 
present in the second triad - in the fiery, dynamic of Venus, as 
well as in the harmonies of Jupiter; and Luna reunites the second 
with the first triad, by linking itself with Saturn, 
the first Of 
the Seven Properties. 
We shall now discuss these Qualities in more detail. The 
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Fourth Quality, Tire, Spirit, xeason ('Vernunft"), Desire (ttB8- 
gierden), Sun61, Gotd, also "Salnitern, sets fire to the essence, 
thus arousing sensitivity ('TEmpfindligkeitn). It it thus possible 
for Eternal Mature to reveal itself. The temporal, natural, in 
which the first three Qualities preponderate, comes into existence 
through being spoken by the eterna162 But this coming into being, 
this becoming manifest, being revealed, is only possible after 
sensitivity - and, with it, striving towards joy ("Lust") - has 
been aroused. In this striving, anxiety, terror, lightening, are 
also aroused. A conflict between "Wille" and RGeistR takes place, 
between UAngstwilleU and "freie Lust", Once again the wish to separ- 
ate must remain unfulfilled, because the . ualities belong together, 
are one within the other ("ineinander"), forming an inseparable 
unity. The cold quality goes back into itself, to fall back into 
the abyss ("Abgtund"), in order to become the domain of Hell whither 
the Devil is driven after his rall63. Boehme here speaks of the 
separation of the two worlds of burning fire and of light and_ the 
'three Principles64. He uses the word "Scheidung R, "separation'r; 
but we must not forget that before the rail there was no real separ- 
ation in the sense of severance; only a distinction of individual 
aspects, entities even, in a unity. Even temporal creation, where 
the first three vroperties were predocninAnt, the unity was not really 
broken until At= fell. . ut this distinction, in which Hell comes 
65 
into its own, marks the stage of dying, of refining, in which the 
world of love, of grace, of wisdom's is born. lifter 
the separation 
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in death comes the synthesis of the new birth. 
In the drama of purification and fulfillment, which is unfolded 
in the Seven Properties, two aspects have to be considered. On the 
one hand, "Begierde", the desire to experience and be experienced, 
to enjoy and be enjoyed ("Lust"), drives itself into the frenzied 
rotation of the wheel, finally into the catastrophic lightening 
flash, in the fourth eroperty, which brings about rebirth in the 
Fifth Property; on the other hand, the sheer enjoyment of experi- 
ence ("freye Lust") is already a form of fulfillment in the Third 
Property66, producing oil, which '"leschet und sd? 4fftiget" the 
"Grimmigkeit" of the love* triad. A heighiming of its activity is 
found in light, i. e. the mild, contemplative aspect of fire. Venus 
is thus reached, both, through catastrophic death and resurrection, 
and through growth. 
If the metal associated with Fire is gold, the metall tradi-- 
tionally assigned to the next stae; e in the alchemical process - 
the equivalent to Boehme's Fifth Property - is copper; the yellow 
gold, which has evolved from silver by repeated processes of refin- 
ing, rises to ever higher perfection as its colouring becomes more 
and more deep red67. Boehme calls this J'ifth Property 'Light, Love, 
Love-Fire, Love-Desire"; he speaks of the '*Venus, Eigenschafftn, 
Venus being the planet associated with this 2roperty; this really 
embraces all the other eroperties with their metals and planets. 
It is a fulfillment of the "Lust" anticipated in the lower 
jriaä, 
hence it is again called Oil, traditionally the substance of life68, 
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the tincture of the alchemists69, the pearl of alchemy 
70 
and of the 71 
Gospel . Hoehme says that it is "sweeter than sugar in the com- 
paction of metals''A. 
(Myst, magn. 10,18-28. ) 
I. Saturnus: Sal. 
18. Als erstiich nach der herben Begierde des d'iats3, 
als der ersten Gestalt zur Natur/ nach der finstern Welt 
Eigenschafft/ finde Ich erstlich eine Härte und Kälte; 
und, ferner nach dieser herben Eigenschafft/ ein tödlich 
stinckicht Wasser von der herben Impression; Und zum 
dritten in diesem stinckichten Wasser eine ertödtete Erde; 
Und zum vierdten eine SchArff e/ gleich dem Saltze von der 
Herbigkeit Hecht. Dieses ist der ersten Gestalt der Natur 
nach der finstern Welt ihr coaguliret Wesen/ und ist das 
steinichte Wesen/ verstehet die Grobheit des Steines und 
aller Metallen/ so wohl der Erden/ darinnen daz Tödliche 
(oder der Tod des Einschliessens) verstanden wir&. 
II, IvLercurius. 
19. Zum 2ten nach der andern Gestalt und Eigenschafft, 
der finstern Natur und Welt-wesen/finde ich in der Com- 
paction der Metalle und Steine 4g% bitter/ stachlicht/ irjittend, Wesen/ als eine Gifft/ welche in der Erden und 
demý, wachsens Ursack ist/ als das rägende Leben: säte 
eigenschafft heisset Mercurius, und der herben in der 
ersten Gestalt heisset Sal. 
III. Sulphur. 
20. Zum 3ten finde ich die dritte Ei enschafft/ als die 
Angst/ welcher ist der Schwefel-quaal/ in welcher die 
Theilung der Eigenschafften/ als der Essentz/ stehet. 
IV. Salni t er. 
21. Zum 4ten finde ich das Feuer oder die Hitze/ welche 
den Salniter in dem Schwefel-qual erwecket/ der die CoMMa<Ä*ar- 
scheidet/ als den Feuer-schrackt4: der ist der Urstand 
des Salnitri aus der Schwef12£, hen Wässrischen und Irr- 
dischen Eigenschafft: Denn er ist der Auffwecker des Tods/ 
als in der tödlichen Eigenschafft; und der erste Urstand 
des Lebens im Feuer/ und biss allhieher aKs Feuer greiýTt 
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ein der finstlrn Welt Eigenschafft/ weiter ken sie nicht. 
V. Oele. 
22. Zum 5ten finden wir in der Compaction der Metalle 
und Steine ein Oele/ das ist süsset' als kein Zucket seyn 
mag/ sofern es von den andern Eigenschafften mag gescuieden 
werden; das Ist das erste hiiiimlische heilige ; lesen/ welches 
von der freyen Lust seinen Urstand genommen hat: Es ist 
schöne und durchleuchtende/ so aber der Feuer-quaal von 
ihme entschieden werden *$ag/ (wiewohl es nicht möglich ist 
gantz zu scheiden: denn das Band der grossen Freudenreich 
stehet darinnen: ) so ist es weisser als kein Ding in, der 
Natur seyn mag: Aber wegen des f»euers bleibet es xosen- 
roht/ welches das Liecht in gelbe/ nach ruht und weiss ver- 
wandelt/ wegen der irrdischen Eigenschafft und der Sonnen 
Gewalt. 
23. So aber der Künstler es auflösen mag/ und vom Feuer 
des Grimmes und den andern Eigenschafften frey machen/ so 
hat er das ! erlein der gantzen Welt/ verstehet die T inctur: 
denn Frau Venus hat ihren Schatz-kasten allda liegen: Es 
ist die Jungfrau mit ihrem schönen KrälKtzlein. 
24.0 &u irrdischer Mensch hättestu das noch! allhie 
hats Lucifer und ; dam verschertzt. 0 Mensch w{istestu/ 
was allhie läge/ wie soltestu darnach trachten: Zoer es 
gehöret nur den jenigen/ so Gott darzu erkohren hat. 0 
"cile Yerle/ wie sass bistu in der neuen Wdiedergebuhrt/ wie 
schön ist dein Glantz! 
VI. Der lebendige Mercurius, der Thou. 
25. Zum fiten finden wir in dieser öhlischen Eigenschafft 
eine Herrliche Krafft vom Urstande 
des geoffenbahrten 
kr$fftigen Göttlichen Worts/ das in der himmlischen Eigen- 
schafft wohnet; in welcher Krafft der Schall oder Klang in 
Metallen unterschiedlich wird/ darinnen ihr wachsen stehet: 
Denn es ist allhier der heilige Mercurius, der in der 
andern Gestalt der Natur in der Finsternfss stachlicht/ 
feindig/ und ein (kifft ist; der ist allhier nachdehme das 
Feuer im Salnitrischen Schracke/ Liebe und Zorn getheilet 
hat/ in der freyen Lust Eigenschafft ein fr81 her Mercuritts,, 
darinnen die Freuden-reich der Creatur stehet. 
26. Und allhier/ ihr Philosophi, lieget die Krafft und 
Wtlrckung euers edlen Steines/ allhier heisset er Tinotur. 
Diese Würckung kan tingiren das verbliebene Wasser in Luna: 
Denn allhier ist Jupiter ein Fürst/ und Sol ein König/ und 
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Frau Venus des Königs süsseste Gemahlinf. Aber Mars soll 
den Scepter vonehe niederlegen/ so muss auch von ehe der 
Teuffel in die H811e fahren; denn Christus muss ihn binden/ 
und die einfältige Lunam, welche er besudelt hat/ mit seinem 
Oehle des himmlischen Bluts tingiren/ auff dass der Zorn 
in der Freude verwandelt werde. Also ist der Artisten 




27. Zum 7ten finden wir in der Scheidung der Corniaction 
der Metallen/ ein weisses Crystallinisc}es Wasssr/ das 
ist himmlisches "7asser/ alss das Wrasserr5 über deh veste 
des Himmels/ welches vom Oehle geschieden wird/ als ein 
Leib des Uehles. ZU den Metallen und Steinen gibt es 
einen weissen Crjst ilinischen Glast; und venus mit seiner 
E1&enschafft muchts Lantz weiss/ und ist ein Silberne Art/ 
und venus in Sol eine Güldene/ und Mars in Venus eine 
Kupferne/ und hinwider Venus in Mars eine Eyserne/ Qupiter 
in Venus eine Zinnerne: Saturnus in Venus eine Bleyerne: 
Mercurius in Venus Quecksilber; und ohne Venus ist kein 
Metall/ weder der fixen noch der Mineralien. 
28. also verstehet mit der Venus himmlische Wesenheit/ 
welche in einem Oehle und Crystallinischen Wasser stehet/ 
die gibt allen Metallen Leib/ verstehet den geistlichen 
schönen Leib/ ihr selbst eisen Wesen/ ohne der andern Ein- 
" fliisse/ ist die grosse Sagi ti4uht und. Süssigkeit. Ihr 
recht eigen Wesen ist ein süsses klares Wasser: aber die 
Krafft des geoffenbahrten worts scheidet das Heiligste 
durchs Feuer in ein Oehle/ clan in dem Oehle gibt das Feuer 
einen Glantz oder Schein; wenn das Feuer das ; gasser in 
sich kostet/ so gibts aus4 dem Geschmack ein Oehle/ also 
ist das Oehle geistlich und das 'gasser leiblich: Das Oehle 
ist ein Corpus der Krafft/ und das 'Nasser ein Corpus der 
Eigenschafften/ welche IM Oehle lebendig sind/ und das 
Wasser zu einem Gehäuse machen oder brauchen. Im Wasser 
stehet das elementische Lebern/ und im Oehle das geistliche 
Leben; und in der Krafft des Oehies das Göttliche Leben/ 
als des ausgesprochenen Worts Leben/ als eine Offenbaktrung 
der Gottheit. 
We notice that in this beautiful passage Boehme contemplates 
death and resurrection in the heavenly kingdom. Chile he uses all 
the tradional images 
76, he deviates from the colour sbheme of the 
Rý 
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alchemists77, giving us instead an infinitely complex, finely- 
woven texture of colour-movement, such as can only be conceived 
76 in the throes of poetic inspiration and religious enthusiasm. 
he powers of light, the angelic world of God's love, His 
kingdom of pure joy, utter manifestation, have been born; out of 
struggle, equilibrium and harmony - "Gleichheit", "Temp. erat1ATT - 
have emerged, out of darkness and anxiety, light and love. A syn- 
thesis of desire and contemplation 79, will and spirit, have been 
achieved, and the Sixth duality is really the form, the virtue of 
this manifestation. It is called ffSohall, Hall, Wort, des Lebens 
Urstand"; jjoehme also cý, alls it "der lebendige ltiriercurius, der Ton" 80. 
Its planet is Jupiter, its metal tin. It is the revealed Word of 
God in the - i. e. the Fifth - quality, the revelation of the 
divine Intelligence, as it proceeds out of the "Ungrund" or God 
81. 
This manifestation acquires substantiality, it receive& form, becom- 
ing music, playful activity (nSpiel'r), the spoken word. Everything 
is light, mild, joyful, subtle. Sound is the interplay of thoughts, 
the full display of Divine Wisdom. 
(M, yst. magn. 5,12-19. ) 
12. Jin jeder Geist begehret Wesen nach seiner Gleich- 
heit. Nun gehet aber aus dem Feuer nicht mehr als ein 
Geist aus (das ist ein Geistlicher Verstand/ es ist die 
Offenbahrung des Verstandes des Ungrun&es oder Gottes) 
der fasset sich in der Liebe-Begierde wieder/ und formet 
sich in die Eigenschafften der Kräffte/ und dasselbe in- 
einander eingehen/ in einander inqualiren, ist der 
kold- 
selige Schnack der Liebe. 
13. Das Gefassete aber in der Liebe-Begierde/ da die 
Begierde die Kräffte wieder coaguliren und in Formen 
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einfuhren/ als in einen substantialischen Geist/ da die 
Krärften sich können lautbar bewegen/ das ist nun der 
nattliche und creatürliche Verstand welcher im Worte war. Wie Joh. 1. saget: In ihme war das Leben/ und das Leben 
war das Liecht der Menschen. 
14. Dieser Schall des Hörens/ Sehens/ Fühlens/ Schmeckens82 
und Riechens/ ist das Wahre verständliche Leben/ denn so 
eine Krafft in die andere eingehet/ so ertpfähet sie die 
andere im Schalle/ wenn sie ineinander dringen/ so er- 
wecket eine die andere/ und erkennt eine die andere. IÄ 
dieser Erk$ntntfss stehet der wahre Verstand/ welcher ohne 
Zahl/ Maass und Grund ist/ nach Art der ewigen Weissheit/ 
als des Einen welches Alles ist. 
15. Darumb mag ein einiger Wille in diesem Quellbrunn 
schöpffen/ so er Göttlich Liecht in sich hat/ und die Un- 
endlichkeit schauen/ aus welchem Schauen diese r'eder Ge- 
schrieben hat. 
16. Zu dem lautbaren Leben oder SQhalle der isrAffte ge- 
höret Härte und ? eiche/ Dicke und Dünne/ und ein Bewegen; 
denn ohne Bewegen ist alles stille/ und mag doch auch kein 
lauten seyn ohne Feuers Essentz. Denn das Feuer macht 
erst in der n$rte und weiche den Klang. 
17. Nun wäre es auch kein Klang ohne eine Fassung/ darumb 
gehören alle Gestalten zum Schalle: 1. Begierde macht 
harte/ 2. Der Stachel bewegt/ 3. Die Angst Passets in 
Essentz zum Unterscheid/ 4. Das Feuer verwandelt die Grob- 
heit des ersten gefasseten Wesens in seinem verzehren/ in 
einen Geist oder Klang/ 5. Welchen die Liebe-Begierde in 
ihrer Weiche und Sa%fftmuth wieder fasset/ und zu einem 
Hall nach den Kräfften formiret/ 6. Und das Gefasste oder 
Geformirte ist der Lebens-Schall oder verstand aller Unter- 
schiedligkeit. 
18. Dieses ist nun das geoffenbahrte Wort/ welches in 
sich nur eine Krafft ist/ da alle Lräffte innen liegen: 
Offenbahret sich also durch c3e ewige und auch zeitliche 
Natur/ und führet sich also in r'ormen zum Busssprechen. 
Dann das aussgeformte wort hat wieder eine solche Macht in 
sich die Gleichheit zu gebähren/ als ein solch Wesen wie 
die Gebuhrt des Geistes ist. 
19. im Liechte Gottes/ welches das ximmelreich heist/ ist 
der Schall alles gantz salkff$e/ lieblich und subtile/ gegen 
unserer äusserlichen Grobheit in unsern Schallen und xeden/ 
7? 
auch Klange und saltge/ gleich wie eine Stille/ da das 
Gemüthe in sich nur etwan als in einer r-reudenreich 
spielete/ und auff innerliche ; rt einen solchen lieblichen 
süssen 'hon hörte/ und äusserlich nicht hörte oder ver- 
stttndt/ denn in des isiechtes Essentz ist alles subtil auff 
eine Art/ gleich wie die Gedancken ineinander spielen/ 
und da doch wahrhafftig ein verständlich unterschiedlicher 
Thon und . cede im neiche der Herrligkeit gebrauchet/ und 
von den Engeln gehdret wird/ aber nach ihrer Welt igen- 
schafft. 
The seventh rroperty of Eternal Nature is that which gives the 
whole of the Segen Froptrties their form, their shape83 and their 
character through the indwelling power and spirit of God, striving 
to manifest itself. it is this striving, which has led the "Ungrund" 
to manifest itself in the 'tGrundU84, to coagulate, or `tfashiontt85 
itself into the first triad of rroperties, characterized by the 
frenzied turning of the wheel. this resulted in the flash of light- 
ning, and the birth of Fire, the r'ourth rroperty. In the Fire, 
the Properties received a new "fashioningn (Fassung«), that of 
mildness and love, tempering the intense striving and movement. 
Manifestation and experience, the dual purpose and principle of the 
Segen Properties, the lkwo aspects of all mature existence, the two 
poles between which the very texture of God's nature, and of Ais 
creation comes into being, both these are now possible, in a life, 
in which action and repose are simultaneously present to give sub- 
stance and meaning to the whole pattern, the 9'reudenr$tch'". Here 
the mutual recognition of the rroperties amongst each other, their 
i 
striving and wrestling, their fierjy torture, is transformed - 
reborn - into 
"Liebespielil# And this "Liebespiel«, itself azbtts- 
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ing desire, is 'like a lovely song or pregnant harmony o 'Irreuden- 
reich' i86. The fire of death, transformed into the love-fire of 
Venus, has become the harmonious splendour of Jupiter. and this 
manifestation also takes the form of the spoken word, this being 
the clearest articulation of the power, the wisdom, the intelli- 
gence of mod. Harmonious sound is still only an outward garment, 
as it were, the signature, painting beyond itself. but the word 
is pure knowledge, pure expression, fully conscious, undisguised 
being: the very heart and mind of Go&.. 
(Myst. magn. 8,1-2. ) 
1. Die rcrsch8pffung der r; ngel hat einen Anfang: aber 
die är&ffte daraus sie sind erschaffen worden/ haben keinen 
Anfang jemahl gehabt/ sondern sind mitte in der Gebuhrt 
des ewigen Anfangs: Nicht dass sie die heilige ureyfal- 
tigkeit/ oder in derselben sind/ sondern sie sind aus 
dem geoffenbahrten Worte/ aus der ewigen finstern feur- 
ischen und Aiiechts-. Natur/ von der Begierde Li8ttlicher 
Offenbahrung gefasset/ und in CreatUrliche Bilder ein- 
geftihret worden. 
2. Gott/ der ein Leist ist/ hat sich durdk und aus seiner 
off enbahrung in unterschiedliche Geister eingeffihret/ 
weiche$ sind die Stimmen seiner ewigen geblihrenden nar- 
money/ in seinem geoffenbahrten Urorte seiner grossen 
r`reuden-reich/ sie sind u-ottes instrumente/ in welchem 
dez eist Bottes in seiner ireuden-reich spielet/ sie sind 
r'euer und l. iecht-flammen: aber in einem lebendigen ver- 
ständigen i. egiment. 
Now the seventh ercxperty, whose metal is Silver87, is the outer 
shell, in which 
"Freudenreich" dwells; it is therefore called 
"Wesen, Gehäuse, Anfang und Enden. It is associated with the Moon, 
Wit the Moon, in order to emphasize the idea of its or with Saturn; 
being Beginning and End, summing up, giving wholejiess and perfeo- 
tion to all the Seven Properties. The Eternal Nature, 
that is, 
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God's own dwelling place, the image of His very own nature", there- 
by acquires character, shape, essence: it becomes a formed, living 
entity. 
Such is the nature of God; and the creation, which is His 
spoken Word and . Plaything89, bears the same character90. The Seven 
91 
Figures of Nature constitute Heaven , the dwelling of the heavenly 
hierarchies, as well as the dark aspect of spiritual nature, Hell. 
God has moved, uttered, breathed ("bewegt", "ausgesprochen", "aus- 
gehaucht") the eternal world of stars and elements out of the inner 
spiritual world. Thus the temporal world is a figure92 of the eter- 
nal world, it is fashioned ("gefasst"), coagulated, through divine 
"Begierde", frort the forces of the eternal world93. First the stars, 
then the Four Elements, are born in time. The simu'taneity of the 
Qualities, which we emphasized in respect of the Eternal Nature, 
still holds, in that they are still inseparably united, as they 
appear in all parts of temporal creation. But at the same time there 
is a sense, in which they appear separated from each other, one 
dominating over the other, contiguous in space, and succe4ding f . - 
each other in temporal sequence. 
(Myst. magn. 6,3-4 & 23 & 24. ) 
3. Wenn wir aber wollen von himmlischer oder Göttlicher 
Wesenheit reden/ darinnen sich die Göttlichen Kr$ffte wieder 
in eine Formirung/ in einen äusserlichen Grad einführen/ 
so müssen wir sagen/ dass sich die Kräffte des geformten 
und geoffenbahrten Worts in ihrer Liebe-Begierde/ wieder 
in ein äusserliches Wesen einführen/ nach aller Kräffte 
Eigenschafft/ darinnen sie ihr Liebe-Spiel als in einem 
Gehäuse verbringen können/ dass sie etwas haben/ damit und 
darinnen sie mit ihrem ringenden Liebe-Spiel mit sich 
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spielen/ und dasselbe wird nub. also verstanden. 
4. Gleich wie eine mineralische Krafft snider Erden 
lieget/ und wird von der Sonnen angezündet/ davon sie an- 
hebet zu quallen/ und wird begehrende der Sonnen Kräffte/ 
und zeucht dieselben in sich: Fasset sich aber in solchem 
Begehren s*lber/ und formet sich zu einem Corpus, als eine 
Wurtzel oder dergleichen/ aus welcher in derselben Hunger- 
Begierde/ ein solch Leib oder Kraut ausswächset/ wie die 
erste Krafft war: Also auch imgleichen formiren sich die 
geoffenbahrten K. räffte Gottes in einen äusserlichen Grad/ 
als in ein Wesen oder Leibligkeit/ gegen dem Geist zu 
achten/ da doch auch nur ein geistlich Wesen soll ver- 
standen seyn/ aber doch gegen dem Geist der Kräffte leib- 
lich oder wesentlich/ gleich wie das Wasser ein dicker 
Wesen ist als die Lufft. Denn die Lufft durchdringst das 
Wasser/ also auch imgleichen zu verstehen von den UBttlichen 
Kräfften und Wesen. 
23. Aber dieses ist wohl zu mercken/ dass eine jede Eigen- 
schafft auch wesentlich sey: Im Himmelreich ist dasselbe 
Wesen tnter(einander als ein Wesen/ und ist ein Mysterium, 
daraus himmlische Gewächse aus jeder Krafft Eigenschafft 
ausswachsen. Gleich wie die Erde ein iysterium aller 
Bäume und Kräuter/ so wohl des Grases und der WIßrme ist/ 
und die 4. Elements ein Mysterium aller lebhalten/ und das 
Gestirne ein Mysterium aller ', 7ürckligkeit in den lebhafften 
und wachsenden. 
24. Eine jede Eigenschafft ist für sich selber wesentlich/ 
und hat in ihre* Wesen auch der andern 6. Gestälte Wesen/ 
und macht der andern Gestälte Wesen/ in ihrem eigenen 
Wesen/ wesentlich/wie wir Biss an Erde und Steine sehen/ 
sonderlich an Metallen/ da offt in einer Compaction alle 
7. Metallen ineinander innen liegen/ und nur eine Eigen- 
schafft die Oberste ist; welche die andere alle in sich 
coaguliret und gefangen hält/ und ist je eine mehr offen- 
bahr als die andere/ nach deine eine jede Eigenschafft in 
einem Dinge starek ist/ also auch in den wachsenden zu- 
verssehen: da ist offte in einem . &raute oder Holtze herbe 
oder sauer/ bitter/ Angst oder schweflische . 'eurische/ 
Süsse und latsche/ oder wässerisch. 
We malst now inquire, how such creation takes place, and what 
its basic forms are94. All that exists was created by God oust of 
nothing. But how could it in fact come 
into bei: hg? Here Boehme 
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postulates a realm of pure ideas95; "Mysterium magnum", he calls 
it, taking up Paracelsan doctrine regarding the Prime Mystery, which 
is "Nothing", that is, pure potency, thus perfect freedom. But 
96 
Boehme develocs this idea further, as becomes evident when we 
consider another name for this "Mystery", namely "Wisdom'. For 
this is where God sees what the intends to create, as it were 4ta 
mirror. Here, in undifferentiated unity, the Will realises his 
97 
desire to see himself The result is a process of nimpressentt, 
that is, of stamping partiattlar character onto general, as yet 
potential, being. This «impressenn is the Mother, the Revelation, 
of nature and being. The differences thus arise, which means, that 
the two: centres of fire and light, then the Seven Properties of 
Nature, are created, or born, From this eternal, Rfixedr198, Wiä4onm, 
men and angels, wnan share in eternal wisdom, derive their being, 
as well as the ever-moving, impermanent nature of the Four Elements 
in the Third Principle. The "Centre", the "Roch ; of everything is 
the Fiery VTord, "das scharffe Yiat"I, But with "Verstand", the 
Word of Light comes to be supreme over mere desirifg. 
Thus we must think about creation in terms of the dialectic 
interplay between desire and insight. This produces "I*pressen", 
that is, the growth of differences between many kinds of being, 
each haying its unique character, its signature. We shall discuss 
Boehme's doctrine of signatures later in the course of the argu- 
ment. Now this cesss of r*Impressen" is the very act of creation, tx 
such as "mother", "matrix", "giving birth,, 
" in this connection; 
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elsewhere, especially in the "Clavisn, he speaks of "emanation"; 
("Ausfluss"). But this "Impressen", this "giving birth", or "out- 
flowingu, is at the same time a process of self manifestation, and 
of gaining knowledge 
99 
. And for that reason Creator and creation 
need the means, whereby they might make their being known, and in 
their turn see everything in unity and in difference. They need 
communication - the Word. All things speak, at least by means of 
their signatures. And that takes us to the very heart of Boehme's 
cosmology, for here we learn that creation and communication are 
indissolubly united. 
(Aur. 12,2. ) 
2. Das Wort SCHUF mustu verstehen/ als wan man spräche/ 
zusammen ziehen oder zusammen treiben/ gleich wie die 
Erde zusammen getrieben ist/ also auch/ als sich der 
gantze Gott bewegte/ so zog die Herbe , ualitgt den 
Salitter 
der Natur zusammen und vertrocknets/ da wurden die Engel; 
wie nun die , ualität an iedem orthe war in ihrer beweg- / so ward auch der Engel. 
But before discussing this in more, detail, we must consider 
the second part of our question, concerliin the basic forms of 
creation. Boehme speaks of a 
Threefold Life, or Three Principles; 
he also speaks ofý_Threefold Birthl°0. The latter has to do with 
the body-spirit# dualiso, which it overcomes. In fact, it corres- 
ponds exactly to 
the Threefold Nature of Man as taught by Paracelsus. 
Boehme does not, however, stress to the same extent the difference 
between the natural part of man, which comes from the stars and 
the elements, and the spiritual, which comes straiL-ht 
from God, 
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in accordance with Gen. 2,7, probaoid because he rather took it 
101 
for granted. God created. man in order to have a regent on earth. 
It follows, that man's powers of knowing and actin;, in fact, the 
very quality of his life (the "living soul"), would transcefld the 
elements and stars, and the purpose of man's life would be accom- 
plished, as he lived in most intimate communion with God. 
The First Birth, the lowest, is purely material or elemental. 
It carries with it the status of a creattire devoid of will or intel- 
ligence, lacking; all freedom102. It is powerful and active, a slave 
to the dark Properties of fire. It #ay, however, ascend to the 
Second, the astral, Birth. Now, the stars are still temporal 
creatures, endowed with intelligence, but not with spiritual in- 
sight (the lower Vernunft", as aLainst the higher, the divine "Ver- 
standn103), such as has been given to men and to angelsl04. The 
stars are creative, more refined than the elements, in fact, the 
stars are anterior to them, are the suferior creatures. They main- 
tain a better balance of the whose of the Seven Properties than do 
the eieinents. But they are subject to time, and they are not God's 
ºo5 free, responsible agents. The Third Birth emancipates the creature 
from the limitations and bonds of time. It is the birth into 
Eternal Nature, into holy water, . paradise, where the ? first Three 
qualities, tempered by Fire, are ruled completely by Venus, Jupiter 
and Luna: where 'Freudenreich" prevails. It is the 
ewelling place 
of the blessed and of the angels, and. God's presence, 
His wisdom, 
is immediately manifest. Boehme calls this level of existence 
the 
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Ternarlus Sanctus106 
The Three Principlesl07 bring together two dualisms; first 
there is the distinction between good and evil, or light and dark- 
ness, together with the qualities associated with each of these 
two aspects of existence; the second distinction is between the 
temporal and the eternal. In comparing the Three Principles with 
the Three Births, it has been noted, that the stars and the elemints 
are grouped together as temporal, while the Third, or spiritual, 
Birth, is only associated with one of the spiritual principles. l'or 
the first Two Principles, the one dark, the other light, are both 
spiritual, and it is from the co-operation of the two, that the 
Third erinciple, that of temporal, or creaturely, existence proceedq,. 
Now, until the Fall, there was tension, as well as harmony, toth, 
between the Three Principles and within each of the Three Principles. 
But with the `all, and the consequent breaking-up of the unity of 
the Seven rroperties, a complex situation arose. The Devil108 
wanted to appropriate for himself alone the mastery and the power 
belonging to God. But he became master only within the Dark Proper- 
ties of Nature. He broke loose with these, and, in Hell, turned 
into himself. Having vacated Heaven, he yet could never deprive 
the heavenly unity of the Seven Qualities - this unity essentially 
belonging to God's nature- of its dark, dynamic qualities. Thus, 
although there is a sphere of 
being, which is both spiritual and 
dark, yet within "Freu4enreich", the Dark Properties of Salt, Mer- 
cury and Sulphur, and the 
lighting flash of fire, have their proper 
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place. On the other hand, although Hell vacated Heaven, their es- 
sential unity is maintained here also, in that Hell becomes the 
proper expression of God's wrath and His judgement. Lt is where 
the rather is chiefly active 
109, 
while Heaven, the sphere and ex- 
pression of God's mercy and love, is the dwelling-place of the Holy 
Spirit,. The Son, the heart and love of the rather - just as the 
sun is the heart of the starry firmament 110 - mediates 
the 
fallen 
world and its Creator. Love is really the heart of judgement, and 
God's curse on Adam and Eve after their Fall already carries with 
ill 
it His promise of salvation ror in God power eternally sur- 
renders itself, in order to rise again as love. Thus the Son, the 
Sting of Mercury in the dark triad of the first rrinciple, becomes, 
through death and regeneration, the grace, the intelligible Speech 
of Jupiter in the triad of light in the 6econd rrinciple and is thus 
able to be the mediator between Hell and raradise, and when associ- 
ated with the qualities of mercy and lote, it is hardly possible to 
distinguish Him from the third Person of the Holy Trinity, the Holy 
Spirit, or, again, from a more general conception of God's spirit 
112 
, or disposition of mercy , or from the VIr$in Sophia, who is the 
mirror and the embodiment of (rod's wisdom and gentleness, and who 
acts as the mediator, leading fallen man from the bath of thistles 
113 
to the freedom, the blessedness of Paradise. 
The Third Principle, temporal creation, proceeds from the first 
two rrinciples - the first rrinciple, as we have seen, being associ- 
ated with judgement and riell, the Second with grace and 
rieaven; and 
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in this Third rrinciple the other two work V'*wirkenn114; and are 
bound together in an extricable unity. Out since the break of this 
harmonious unity, which was caused by the fall, conflict has broken 
out between them and that conflict is really the expression of the 
arocx, 
w w6-1 between the Devil and Christ 
ll5. 
the Devil seems to hold sway, 
an omnipotent tyrant; the poor heavenly ins is almost dead116. dut 
we have already noted, that the vevil, whilst trying to assert his 
own will, is really expressing and carrying out uodis judgement, 
His wrath. with the coming of .. brist death is overcome117, the 
Devil is defeated, and after the final judgement raradise is restoreä? 
We now come to the second aspect, under which this question of 
the form, which creation takes, has to be viewed. We have seen, 
that the universe is the product of the interaction of the Seven 
Basic rroperties or r'orces, qualities, figures, and that its life, 
as well as its structure, is threefold. We must now consider this 
C. 
further stateli, ent, that the Universe is conceived as an hierarchiemal 
order 
119. 
the Highest, the Ultixate, the Beginning and End of all 
things, is the 'tUngrund-', "das iin't, the Unity of the Godhead, from 
which proceed the Three rersons, these being the articulation of 
the one. the first activiey of God is to contemplate Himself, as 
it were in a mirror, in His Glory, or Wisdom120. This Glory or 
Wisdom is the same as Sophia, the tioly V4rgin, and it is connected 
with Paradise, the 1ernarlus Sanctus or Eternal 
Mature, the Holy 
water, the il of the eternal kingdom which is God's immediate pres- 
ence121. The spiritual counterpart of Heaven is Hell, which, while 
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turning away from God's presence by centring the will upon its own 
essence - its own deich der Phantaseyn122 -, yet in this very act 
is the mouthpiece of God's wrath123, the Devil is thus, not only 
evil, but a fool124, for he attempts the impossible. By the very 
fact of his existence he asserts God's creative power and Wisdom. 
Milton's Devil expresses this very foolishness when he says: "Evil, 
be thou my good", and C. S. Lewis has not failed to comment on this 
important feature of the nature of evil125 . Now, the spiritual 
world gives birth to the tomporal, first to the Stars, then to the 
four Elements, and these give rise to the world of metals, herbs 
and stones126. 
God dwells in his creation, acts in it, contemplates Himself 
in it; and he does so in to ways: by His immediate A11-iresence127, 
and also indirectly. for He has created beings in His own image, 
with a soul, intelligent beings, capable of free and responsible 
action128. They have been appointed to do God's work in His creation, 
to will creatively, to contemplate lovingly. They have sovertign 
power over the particular sphere of creation over which they have 
been placed by the Creator and they fare to exercise this power in 
the loving way, in which God Himself treats His Universe. They 
have thus the function of speaking G&d's sovereign word129. But, 
invested as they are with such authority, they are also bound in a 
relationship of love and obedience totheir Heavenly Father, who is 
the source of their authority. 
The Eternal Nature130 is thus ruled by the angels, who were 
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once ruled by Lucifer, the prince or monarch. But he fell, and with 
him went a whole regiment of angels. Lucifer and his host now rule 
over Hell, in the same way in which the rest of the angels, who did 
not fall, still rule over Heaven. The reason for Lucifer's Fall 
has already been discussed. He wanted the divine prerogative for 
himself, and, like an artist, or a magician, he dlsired to create 
and to contemplate his own worke, above all to rejoice in the exer- 
oise of his power. The result of his pride was his severance from 
the Second Principle, that is, from the Fifth, Sixth and Seventh 
Properties of Nature. His creative power and knowledge is thus con- 
ftned to the first ]'our Properties, that is, the revolving wheel, 
and the lightning flash of fire, but without the resurrection into 
the Love-Fire of Venus; and although he is able to work great wonders, 
these are ubtimately disastrous; for we have already seen, that 
without love the dynamic of the earlier Properties is merely poison- 
ous, while its sensitivity leads it round the wheel's frenzied motion. 
Intelligence breaks the nUnsinnigkeit" of this motion: there is the 
flash of lightning, and the death in the Fourth Property, Fire. 
But without love, there can be no resurrection, no "Freu4enreich". 
fBegierde't continues to burn without hope of fulfillment, without 
the finality, the repose, of the Eternal Sabbath. 
(Tabula Princ. 35-36. ) 
35. Also Urständen zwey Wesen im begierlichen auss- 
geflossenen Willen Gottes: Als das Ziehen der magnetischen 
Krafft gibt Bewegnilss und Empfindligkeit/ und das ange- 
zogene gibet Wesen/ darinnen man die Ursach zu Geist und 
Leib verstehet; Als im Ziehen der Empfindligkeit den Geist/ 
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und im Angezogenen den Leib/ oder die Ursach zur Leiblig- 
keit. 
36, So nun solch Einziehen und Nesen nicht mab das Liecht 
der Einheit Gottes erreichen/ dadurch es gesffn iget wird/ 
so bleibets in sich eine eitele Feindschafft/ nd ist eine 
Quelle des W*tens/ Auffsteigens/ daraus eigen nnehmlig- 
keit und Hoffarth urständet/ denn der Wille eigener . n- 
nehlnligkeit ist falsch/ und ein stäter Zerbrecher seiner 
selbst/ als seines Wesens/ und. verstehet man in diesen 
zweyen Gestalten/ als Begierde und Einziehen/ in ihren 
aussfliesiiden Eigenschafften Gottes Zorn: Und ob sie wohl 
der Grid des empfindlichen Lebens seynd/ so aber das 
Liecht darein scheinet/ so seynd die der Grund der Freuden- 
reich/ als eine innere Bewegnuss in der Einheit Gottes/ 
und ein Grund der fflnff Sinnen/ daraus auch das creattfr- 
liche Leben seinen Anfang genommen hat/ darinnen auch seine 
Verderbnüss stehet/ so ferne es das Liecht Verleuret/ denn 
es ist der Quaal der höllischen Angst/ als Ale Ursach der 
Peinligkeit/ und ist doch die Wurtzel des natürlichen 
Lebens. 
Lucifer's had indeed been a very high dignity. For, as ruler 
over the angelic hosts, he had really had charge 
oreation, for temporal creation emanates from the 
dent upon it. This high office was not conferrer 
Instead, God put an inanimate creature, the sun, 
to rule over eternal Nature and the stars, until 
should Himself come to redeem the world and take 
of Heaven &Ad earth1310 
over the whole of 
eternal, is depen- 
i on another angel. 
in Lucifer's place, 
the Son of God 
immediate charge 
Temporal creation is ruled by man, just as Eternal Nature is 
ruled by the angels, and, like them, he 
bears office as the viceroy 
of God132. Adam is the earthly counterpart of 
Lucifer, and, like 
Lucifer, he fell. His harmony was first disturbed, when 
the female 
element, Eve, was separated 
from his body. This may be regarded 
as in some sense a prelude 
to the original sin, but Boehme is not 
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clear on this 
133. The motives behind the eating of the forbidden 
fruit are the same as in the case of Lucifer: it is pride and "Selb- 
heit", man's attempt to be his own master, and the accounts given 
are sim&lar to those which describe the fall of Lucifer134" In 
numerous passages, Boehme describes in great detail the disruption 
of the Seven Properties of Mature, how, prompted by the Devil, the 
heavenly -Ens was conquered by harsh TBegierdetTl35. Ultimately the 
Fall of man is no more explicable than the Fall of Lucifer, for it 
is the action of a free agent, and in that sense it is not possible, 
either to accuse God of being unjust, or to meet such an accusation 
bJ an explanation of why God permitted evil to enter the world. 
Boehme takes great pains over this accusation136, but his answer 
does ultimately consist in just giving an account of how a free agent 
made use of his prerogative, and how he chose to sever his relation- 
ship of obedience to God137, d we have already seen, how God's 
justice is Vindicated by the promise of ultimate redemption at the 
very moment of the pronouncement of the curse138. 
It might be objected that God's justice is by no means Vindi- 
cated because, knowing what use man would make of his freedom of 
choice, He yet put man in such a situation, where a wrong choice 
was possible, if not higYly probable; He gave to man the power to 
break the bond of love and obedience, first, by showing, in the 
taking of woman out of his body, that his own unity was not neces- 
sary, but that 
$Xs humanity could undergo separation into two dis- 
tinct entities; secondly, He did so by allowing him 
to let the dark 
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Properties of the First Principle dominate over those of the Second; 
for Adam saw before him the e*ample of Lucifer, the embodiment of 
the tyranny of dark "Begierde"" over love, of "Selbheit't over "Tem- 
peratur". His choice in favour of evil was thus facilitated. Why 
give 1Begierdett to Adam at all? Why, in fact, make it such an im- 
portant part of creation-t 
The answer, wFtich Boeýme gives, is of such fundamental importance 
that we must consider it with great care. He says, that without the 
dynamic of "Begierde" there could be no manifestation, and without 
manifestation there could be no creation. "Begierde" is only evil 
when severed from love and wisdom139. It istself an important 
aspect of God's own nature 
14U, 
and thus it also has its place in 
creation, which is an im a, _, e or mirror of 
the nature and mind of the 
Creator14l. ior, after all, manifestation and contemplation lead 
to that joy, which is the crown of wisdom, and in this dynamic inter- 
play of activity, beholding and knowing, the very texture of the 
creation hab its subsistence142. It was Adam's destiny to rule and 
to love like God; he was also to know and to rejoice like God143. 
The harmony of "Freudenreich", which is the ground of GO&'s nature, 
is also to be exemplified in the vice-reg , 
wiz 
14e hus placed 
in Kis creation, and, finally, we note that the whole Universe is 
to exemplify this harmony of "Freudenreich"144, in Christ this 
of creation is fulfilled. But just as mod Himself has 
to 
destiny 
die, both in riffs early Incarnation, and in His Sternal 
Nature 145 9 so 
man - and, indeed, 
the whole created order - have to undergo 
death 
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and a new "fashioning" in the spiritual rebifth146. Boehme here 
follows the Bible and the teaching of . is own church. After death, 
the disembodied souls do not travel to some remote place in the 
cosmos, called respectively "Heaven" and "Hell". Indeed, Heaven 
and Hell are everywhere 
147, 
for resell is the creature's unredeemed 
death, after the pattern of Lucifer, which we have been discussing 
earlier in this chapter, while the victory in Heaven consists in 
the Resurrection, after judgement and death, of the newly-fashioned 
creation148 
Thus the whole Universe tells of its destiny: for all things 
manifest, by their external shape and their behaviour, their inmost 
being and meaning. , edam, like Uod, knew this being and meaning of 
things, and he was thus able to call them by their proper name s149 j 
and it is this insight, which edam lest after the Fall and is to 
regain in Christ. This showing of meaning in external appearance 
is called "signature', and Boehme derived this doctrine from Paracel- 
sus, as is almost certain from internal evidence150. 
We may ask, how it is possible, that things could $e 
"speakrc of their own essence, and to what audience they would appeal, 
The answer to this question shows the fundamental way in which Boehme's 
conception of the Universe differs from other, non-personalist, vital-. 
ýistic scheles. 
The conception of the Universe as alive - so alive, in fact, 
that its forces and components could be typified 
in animal and. 
human shapes 
15l, 
could be addressed by speech and acted on by ritual 
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and magic - is the most primitive of all conceptions. , -rom it 
spring the 'Impºthopoeic" religions, and without it, both Old Testa- 
ment religion and the trresocratic thinkers' Search for the 'farche« 
cannot be understood152. mediaeval rationalism and the empirical 
method of scientific investigation constitute the background to 
that modern conception of the Universe, which may be compared to 
a clock, --work mechanism. Descartes set out to understand the whole 
Universe in terms of mathematics, and physical science must neces- 
sarily follow this method of investigation. But already since the 
rise of nomanticism it has been felt, that the idea of a super- 
Mechanic winding up the clock does not do justice to the creative, 
vital qualities of the natural processes, as we experience these. 
In this the ttomantic, #s made use of rtenaissance science, which is 
vitalistic in character, more particularly of raracelsus, boehme, 
and a series of Hermetic texts, which formed a steady undercurrent 
441 
throughout eighteenth century thought. But, reaction$ also came 
from the empiricist camp. o understand this, we must ask, what 
mathematical reasonrefers to. In the seventeenth century it went 
together with an atomistto view of knowledge. The difficulties 
of such a position are only too apparent, when we notice how Locke, 
in addition to the qualities of objects, has to posit« the mode 
which brings then together into unique patterns. He calls this 
"substance", Whitehead calls it by the more neutral term "together- 
ness". but what is the status of this "patterning mode"? 
If it 
is in aay sense egLvalent to a quality, Berkeley 
is right and it 
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Ought to be perceptible, as the :; ualities are. If it is something 
else, which somehow inheres in qualities, it needs further explana- 
tion: it led .; ierIIeley to overthrow the atomistic view of knowledge. 
His Universe is more than the medium of communication between 
minds. ßoä is the source, the supremely active mind, and finally 
ýerkeley153 
speaks of nature as being "the language of its Author" 
designed for our guidance. In this he was presumably influenced 
by Neo-Platonism, perhaps also by the Logos-4octrine and by Augustine. 
$ut the transition from empiricism to a personalist view arises 
Ilecessarily from the way in which he rejects Lockets substance, as 
well as from his general treatment of the doctrine of "ideas. " 
Rye, like Berkeley, dispenses with Locke's substance, but carries 
the atomistic position as far as it could be taken. His difficul- 
ties in connection with the question of causality lead him into 
Ps 
with which even he was not satisfied. as associationis'6 gflýcholot; y, 
With the rise of tue Romantic movement in the eighteenth e4ý44ta-y- 
and nineteenth centuriW there has been a resurgence of vitalism, 
aid atomism has gradually come to be abandon ed154. We tend to 
think 
of the Universe more as an organism, whose: unity and whose 
Separate parts hav; to be co*nsidered at one and the same time. 
144thematical 
reasoning builds models to facilitate our understand- 
i of certain specialized aspects of the structure of the processes 
We observe. Thus its practical, technological, value is great; 
but 
fror& the point of view of understanding the Universe, its 
junction 
18 limited. 
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The influence of isoehme, either directly, or as used by 
Hermetic authors, was very great throughout the seventeenth, ei$ht- 
eenth and nineteenth centuries; and even today we find, again and 
again, authors, such as Berdyaeff155, expressing their indebtedness 
to one or other aspect of his work. 
Boehme systematized 
156 
the concepts and symbols of Faracelsan 
alchemy and of speculative and kabbalistic mysticism. He gave them 
metaphysical depth, without depriving them of their Christian, 
. devotional orientation. In 
this he was followed, by Baader157 
Other writers, other than those properly within the Hermetic tradi- 
tion, selected the aspects which interested them most, even if the 
general framework of Christian theology and devotion was broken. 
In the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries $oehme's 
influence was perhaps greatest in Germany158 and in England159, and 
it is mainly religious. Romantic Idealist philosophers160 are more 
interested in Boehme's metaphysical teaching, more particularly 
with regard to Divinity as a dialectic process of becoming, and its 
concrete exemplification in time, in History. The world of space 
and time, of objects and events, is regarded by these thinkers as 
realt*ing the polarities inherent in the Eternal Process of spirit. 
But God as a transcendent person does not enter these metaphysical 
syst&ms" The Universe is self-unfolding 
Spirit, assuming the 
concrete forms of events according 
to the "logical" necessity of 
the inner contradictions of its being. There is consciousness 
in 
so far as there is experience. 
Thus Marxist thought, continuing 
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directly from Hegel, reaching into our own day, is vitalist and 
voluntarist; but the utterly personal will of a (od who could speak 
is absent. It recognises "emergent qualities" 
161, 
a concept, which 
would, of course, be entirely out of place ih a clock-work Universe. 
More recently Haldane 
162 
conceives God as the Soul or Spirit of the 
world, working within it, and growing and evolving with it. Shaw's 
Life . 'orte strives to know itself, as we learn from the following 
passage#, which occurs in the Interlude in tct III of Man and Super- 
man - 
Don Juan: ... has the colossal mechanism no purposes 
Devil: None, my friend. You think, becduse you have a purpose, 
Nature must have one, You might as well expect it to 
have fingers and toes because you have them. 
Don Juan: But I should not have them if th.: y served no purpose. 
And I, my friend, am as much a part of nature as my own 
finger is a part of me. if ms,, - finger is the organ by 
which I grasp. the sword and the mandoline, my brain is 
the organ by which la, ture strives to understand itself. 
... Were I not possessed with a purpose beyond my own I had better be a ploughman than a philosopher; ... the 
philosopher is in the grip of the Life Force. l: iais Life 
Force says to him "I have done a thousand wonderful things 
unconsciously by merely willing; to live and following the 
line of least resistance: now 1 want to snow myself and 
my destination, and choose my path; so I have made a 
special brain -a philosopher: brain - to grasp this 
knowledge for me as the husban's hand grasps the 
plough for me. And this" says the I3fe rorce to the 
philosopher 4must thou strive to do for me until thou 
Biest, when i will malte another brain and another philo- 
sopher to carry on the work"163. 
Now, for Shaw, such a human Life Force is only a convenient 
myth. For Paracelsus, for the al-hemists, the Hermetic rhilosophers, 
it was a very real entity. They called it "anima", "mysteriumn, 
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RMercurius noster,, 
164; but ultimately it was God, creating the 
Universe and being in constant intercourse with it. Saint raul's 
statement, that the whole of nature, as we know, groans in a 
common travail all the while 
J65, 
was to these men no mere meta- 
phor, but what was actually considered to take place; for, as 
Sherwood Taylor 166 rightly shows, that is what the alchemist actu- 
ally saw, as he waiched the movements and processes of substances 
in nature, and which he then transferred to his laboratory, in 
order that matter might, through his priestly agency, evolve to 
that perfection, the seeds of which it had received from the Creator 
at birth. It was, indeed., the alchemist's prerogative to carry that 
salvation, which Christ had brought to man, into the world of phy- 
sical objects167. 
Now, the alchemiste's Opus represented a development in metals, 
which was also applied to the macrocosm and to man, it is, in 
fact, the division of History into three stages - primal unity, 
intermediate division and confusion, final reintegration - such as 
we have been considering in connection with raracelsus and Boehme. 
But each of these successive stages does not occur simultaneously 
in the three worlds, the macrocosm, the microcosm and the opus. 
Thus the alchemist takes his metal from a world of sin, confusion 
and imperfection. His first stage in the process 
is thus during 
the second stage in the macrocosm; and his second stage, in which 
the impure metal is reduced to the confusion of the rrima Materia, 
is, in the macrocosm, on the one hand a return to the ivlysterium 
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Magnum (the macrocosmic first stage), on the other ha c1 an inten- 
sification of the second stage of confusion, but to the point of 
death, so that the third stage, that of reintegration (which the 
macrocosm has not )tet reached) may be attained. but actually this 
death is also an anticipation of what the macrocosm will have to 
undergo. And in the Opus, just as in the macrocosm, and in human 
development, this regenerative second death is first undergone by 
a Saviour, who then draws the rest of creation after Him. In the 
Opus, as we have seen, it is the Quinta issentia, in History it is 
Christ. 
This view of human development, together with its cosmological 
assumptions, became common coin among the writers of the late 
168 
eighteenth century, more particularly among the xomantics. And 
in this they were strongly influenced by the Hermetic tradition, 
more particularly by raracelsus and Boehme - at first had, or 
indirectly through such writers as Welling, Eckhartshausen or 
169 
KircnWger Lodges of Ikuminates flourished throughout Europe, " 
and riermetio thought (even if not always at its best and purest) 
spread, under the influence of Lavater, Martinez de Yasqually, 
Saint martin and Mme de Stob - to name only the most illustrious 
and widely-travelled among them170. The guiding star 
in the earlier 
stages was, without doubt Swedenborg 
171, 
who claimed to have con- 
tact witk the Supernatural, and whose doctrine was said to owe 
nothing to earlier writers. 
Later - and this shift in emphasisf 
is very clearly seen in meint-biartln -. oehme claimed 
more and more 
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attention172. Nine de Stee1173 devoted a whole chapter in De 
Ltdllemagne to his doctrine, which shows very clearly how widely 
discussed he was. And Romantic poets acknowledged their indebted- 
ness to him174. In Blake Swedenborgian influence still predomi- 
nates; but Ballanche, Novalis, and the rena oircle have already 
turned primarily to Boehme for inspiration1750 
Theo -*be reason for this may be tWc old: firstly, Swedenborg's 
visions were under continuous attack, and he, together with other 
contemporary Illuminates, often came into disrepute; it was not 
easy to distinguish the true Illuminate from the imposter176. 
Secondly, Boehme not only provided a depth of thought and experience, 
which could be applied to all spheres of life, 4qs well as to relig- 
ion; but he also expressed his insights, and the intensity of his 
feelings, in a most poetic manner177. HoW could a sensitive poet 
like Novalis fail to be struck by such exquisite prose as we find, 
for example, in the rrefaee of the Aurora; or by suchst striking imag- 
ery as occurs especially in the Aurora, but also throughout all 
Boehme's writings, and to which wem; have had occasion to refer again 
and again in the presej* work? Of course, Novalis' view of life 
underwent other influences 
178, 
as well as those of Hermetic writers, 
as is well known. But t think that the development of his thought 
gravitated more and more towards the Hermetics, finally to Boehme179' 
where he could satisfy his need, not only for a coherent cosmology 
and view of man, but al6o for a guide in his devotional 
life, just 
as intense, yet far more enlightened, than the pietism of 
his child- 
- goo - 
hood. 
His view of History. as expressed in Die Christenheit oder 
Europa, and of cosmology., as expressed in Die Mehrlinge zu Sais, 
though possibly under influence of certain alchemistic writings, 
were yet written befdre he undertook an intensive study of Boehme. 
Mystical experience aid influence is much more clearly in evidence 
in the Hymnen an die Nacht, and the full impact of Boeme's influence 
occurs in Heinrich Yon Ofterdingen. His mysticallove for Sophie is 
also decisive in the shaping of his thoughts and of his powers of 
poetic expression. His work shows a very clear development, from 
prophetic statements of what Nature says, to a seWeh of what God 
says180. 
Nature is not a true person, and the attempt to ascribe lan- 
gunge, or Spirit, to her is absurd, unless it is based on an experi- 
ence of life, which points beyond itself, beyond, even, the Spirit 
that brooded 
dove the Waters, to the Creator. And it is due to 
the fact that this Creator is not an impersonal entity, but a being 
with will and intelligence, that the conception of a universe, which 
strives to manifest itself, makes sense. The term "signature", which 
is used by Varacelsus and Boehme, is not 
just 
a metaphor; rather it 
denotes the expression of God's intelligence and creative will in 
every part of creation. It becomes directly articulate in the 
ale 
angelic and human creation, where beings exist, which actually ft" 
God's own tool, speech, for daily intercourse; and this both among 
each other and with the world around 
them. Man thinks and wills, 
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he contemplates and acts, he reacts emotionally to his environ- 
ment, feeling joy or sorrow, love or dislike, even hatre&. All 
these happenings, relations, states of being181, belong to the very 
nature of things. Already the Seven Properties, or "Figures" (we 
now see why that name is an important clue to our understanding of 
Boehme's cosmology) have been shown to flspeakm, when they give rise 
to the Four Elements. There is singingl82 in the heavenly aspect 
of fire. The Virgin Sophia and the soul, which, to the modern 
reader, appear like mythological figures, constructed out of abstract 
oonoeption, S183, hold dialogues184. A wants face "speaks" by its very 
185 
appearance. And human speech is the exact counterpart of angelic 
and of God's speech186. Man was created in God's image; thus man's 
intelligence, will and emotions, his intuitive insight, his creative 
work - all these qualities are directly derived from God, and they 
receive their completest form in speech187. The sound pattern of 
a wor& - i. e. its eternal appearance, in fact, its signature "w 
carries a meaning; by it an action is accomplished, a state of 
things contemplated. Communication is more than mere assertion of 
being in the interplay of forces: it is consciously, intelligently 
contrived; it has creative power: it is divine. Speech is the merror 
and the soul, the centre and the ground188, of God Himself, and of 
everything that He has created. 
The story goes189, that Boehme, who was ignorant of all lan- 
guages, exsept his mother tongue, could understand 
them intuitively, 
when he heard them spoken, and he 
is said to have expressed regret 
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at his ignorance at least of Latin. Whether such was, in fact, the 
case, cannot be proved; but it certainly illustrates the basic röte 
which language plays in Boehme's conception of the Universe. For 
Boehme was primarily concerned, not with achieving artistic effects, 
nor with speculating on philosophic or mystical visions of the true 
nature of things. He enjoyed beauty, and the significance of 
aesthetic experience did not escape him; thus we have already wit- 
nessed his rapture over the beauty of the tincture (i. e. in the 
Fifth . Property), and we shall have occasion, in the following chap- 
ter, to study the place of music in his thought, in connection 
especially with the sixteenth chapter of the De Signatura Rerull; 
on his deathbed, r'ranckenberg records19u, Boehme listened enrap- 
tured to heavenly music. But aesthetic experience is not self- 
sufficient; It has a place in his thought, pointing to a signifi- 
eance beyond itself. . ', nd this thought, though interesting in 
itself for Boehme, is yet only the basis for a real understanding 
of Beehme's primary concern, the problem of evil in the world and 
man's need for salvation 
191. Such practical concern necessarily 
presupposes understanding, "Verstand"192; but this must be total. 
Thus thought must range over God, Heaven, Eternity, and Time, if 
man's status, and therefore his predicament, is to be understood. 
But ultimately Boehme sees his task in preaching judgement and sal- 
vation to his generation. He is a prophet 
193, 
reading the very 
Heart of God, thus also understanding the language of the book of 
nature, of History, and of the human 
heart. When God grants him 
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illumination, he can thus immediately transcribe into human litera- 
ture the words God speaks to him194. 'When not thus illumined, he 
said that he was unable to understand even what he himself had 
written195.1Lnd the reader must likewise be illumined through 
God's grace, if he is to understand the deep, the vital truths, 
196 
which Boehme communicates at the command of God 
That is, why the doctrine of 4Natursprachen is that aspect of 
his thought, which makes his vision of the Universe a theistic one, 
in fact a Christo-centric one. all events are, in the last instance, 
communications between personalities - are thus translatable into 
197 
speech, into GodTs speech . First the Holy Trinity speaks, and 
thus is made possible the speaking of the angels and of man. Finally, 
the whole of nature is enabled to speak through its signatures, prais- 
ing the Creator, manifesting character, life, being. 
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CHAPTER III 
NATURAL LANGUAGE 
The doctrine in general outline; its relevance to 
each aspect of BoehmeTs thought; God, nature and man. 
Our survey so far of the cosmologies of ! aracelsus and of 
Boehme has shown us, that the doctrine of sNatursprache't cannot 
simply be regarded as an abd7ionf nor is it an incidental addition, 
without further significance, to the already rich symbolism that 
we find in those two writers. In the case of Boehme's thought in 
particular this doctrine marks the decisive step from a vitalism, 
which does not need a personal Creator and Ruler, to a view of 
nature and of History, in which the action of the God of Adam and 
of Christ is essential. For all speech manifests the unity of a will 
and of a thought, which is far more explicitly personal than the 
Universal Soul such as we find in Die Lehrlinge zu Sais, to quote 
only one example. Nor is this doctrine one single feature among 
many others, which, however important in itself, could yet be treated 
in isolation. : father does it pervade the whole of his writings in 
a most crucial manner, covering the same ground as the other ideas 
and symbols, and giving them their specifically theistic characteD. 
The Universe is more than the movement of various elect*nts, which 
arise from the primal "Ungrund, n and, in articulating their striv- 
ing, assert their individual being. And a view of the whole is 
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more than the sum of relationships between these elements, as they 
calash or harmonise. X: 11 existence arises from the speaking of the 
Divine Word. - L supreme Will and Intelligence articulatesHis own 
Nature, as well as the nature of the whole of His creation, in. a 
specific way; and the resulting pattern is thus, and not otherwise, 
in accordance with the Divine Will, which creates and forms, and 
the Divine Intelligence, which contemplates. 
(Sign. 9,1-3 and 161,3,5. ) ä2ý 
1. Die gantze äussere ichtbahre Welt mit all ihrem 
Wesen/ ist eine »ü f oder Figur der inneren gl6st- 
lichen ýa 1t; alles was im inneren ist/ und wie es in derf 
WÜrckung ist/ also hats auch seinen Character äusserliche 
Gleich wie der Geist jeder Ureatur seine innerliche Ge- 
4 
buhrts-Gestaltnuss mit seinealL"eibe darstellet und offen- 
bahret: Also auch das ewige ; 'resen. 
2. Das Wesen aller Wesen ist eine ringende xrafft/ dann 
das Reich Lottes stehet in der Krafft/ und auch die &Us- 
sere Welt/ und stehet ftirnemlich in sieben Gestalten/ da 
eine jede die andere ursachet und machet/ keine ist die 
erste noch letzte/ sondern es ist das ewige Band: Darumb 
hat auch Gott sechs Tage zum ? dercken dem Menschen geordnet/ 
und der silbeude'cag ist die Vollkommenheit/ darinnen die 
sechs ruhen: Er ist das Centrum, da OUt sechs mit ihrer 
Begierde hinlauffen: Darumb hiess ihn Gott den Sabbath 
oder ', uhe+tag: Dann darinnen ruhen die sechs Gestalten 
der wfirokenden (rafft. Er ist der Göttliche Hall in der 
Krafft/ oder die Freuden-reich/ darinnen die andern Ge- 
stalten alle offenbahr werden/ dann er ist das gefasste 
Wort/ oder die Göttliche Leibligkeit/ durch welches alle 
Ding seynd zum Wesen erbohren und ankommen. 
3. Dasselbe gefassete Wort hat sich mit Bewegung aller 
Gestalten mit dieser sichtbahren Vielt/ als mit einem 
Sichtbahren Gleichnuss off enbahret/ dass das geistliche 
Wesen in einem leiblichen begreifflichen offenbahr stur : 
. Lis 
der innern Gestalt : egierdeihat sich dAsserlich gemacht/ 
und stehet das innere im älßsseren/ das Innere 
hält das 
-jßssere far sich als eigen äpiegel/ darinnen es sich in 
der Eigenschafft der Ge ährung aller Gest#enüss besiehet; 
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das äussere ist seine Signatur. 
(Sign. 16,1,3,5. ) 
1. Lie zjchöpffung oder gantze creation ist anders nichts 
als eine Offenbahrung des allwesenden ungriindlichen Gottes/ 
alles was er in seiner ewigen unanfdnglichen Qebährung und 
Regiment ist/ dessen ist auch die Schöpffung/ aber nicht in 
der Allmacht und xrafft/ sondern gleich als ein Apffel auff 
dem $aum wäehset/ der ist nicht der Baum selber/ sondern wdehset 
aus Krafft des J3aums: Also sind alle )singe aus Qdttlicher 
Begierde entsprungen und in ein Wesen geschaffen worden/ da 
am Anfange kein kiesen darzu vorhanden war/ sondern nur dasselbe 
Mysterium der ewigen Gebdhrung/ in welchem eine ewige Voll- 
kommenheit ist gewesen. 
3. Dann das ewige ayort oder Cdttlic e lull oder Stimme/ welche 
ein weist ist/ das hat sich in Formungen als in ein aussge- 
sprochen Wort oder Hall mit der Gebährung des grossen blysterii 
eingeftihret/, und wie das Freuden-spiel im Geiste der ewigen 
Gebahrung in sich selber ist/ also ist auch der Werckzeug/ als 
die gussgesprochene Form in sich selber/ welches der lebendige 
Hall führet/ und mit seinem eigenen ewigen Willenleist schlöget/ 
russ es lautet und hallet/gleich wie eine Orgel on vielen 
Stimmen mit einer einigen Lufft getrieben wird/ dass eine jede 
Stimme/ ja eine 4ede Pfeiffe ihren Thon gibt/ und ist doch /fur 
einerley Lufft in allen Stimmen welche in jeder Stimme hallet 
nach dehme das Instrument oder 'Orgel gemacht ist. 
-------------------- 
5. olle Englische Königreiche sind als ein zugerichtet Werck/ 
als eine Offenbahrung des ewigen 
#alles der Stimmen Gottes/ und 
sind als ein Particular aus dem grossen Mysterio, und sind im 
GEtttiehen ewig-sprechenden Wort/ Halle oder Stimme Gottes doch 
nur Eines/ dann ein einiger Geist regieret das: Ein jeder Eng- 
lischer I'ßrst ist eine Eigenschafft aus der Stimme Gottes/ und 
träget den grossen Namen Gottes/ gleich wie wir dessen ein Bild 
an den Sternen am firmament haben/ und an den Königreichen und 
Herrschafften auff Irden unter allen Geschlechten/ da ein jeder 
Herr seines Obern Titttl und Untern Namen und Ambt traget/ also 
auch die Sternen am 
firmament/ die sind allesambt nur ein einig 
Regiment/ und haben ihr Fürstlich Regiment in Krafft unter sich/ 
da die grossen Sternen den 
{amen und das 6mbt der -estaltnüssen 
im Mysterio der sieben Eigenschafften tragen/ und die andern 
nach ihnen/ als ein 
eartieular der Häuser oder Lbtheilung/ da 
ein jedes ist als eine sonderliche 
Harmoney oder Wßrc)(uni; gleich 
einem nigreich/ und gehet doch alles 
in einer narmoney/ gleich 
einem hrwerc)ke/ das ineinander gerichtet 
ist/ da alles inein- 
ander wfreket/ und 
behalten doch die grossen rixsterne Ihre 
sonderliche Eigensohafften 
in dem Wesen der ürckung/ fßremlieh 
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die sieben Planeten nach den sieben Eigenschafften der Natur/ 
als eine Naoh-gebährerin des ewigen viysterii, oder als ein Vierckzeug des Ueistes aus dem ewigen L4ysterio. 
(Myst. Magn. 16,24-27. ) 
24. Verstehets alihie recht: Gott hat mit seinem geformten 
Worte/ welches er erstlich in rinsternüss und newer einfßhrete/ 
als in das erste Principium darnach er sich ein verzehrend 
Feuer nennet in dem andern 
Principio, da er sich durchs r'ewer 
im Liechte in der Liebe-begierde/ als im heiligen . 'iat ausfi1hret/ 
als im geformten heiligen Worte geruhet/ und ruhet ewig4mit 
seinem geoffenbahrten Worte darinnen. Seine Muhe darinnen ist 
eine u'reuden-reich/ da die Angst-quas l des Lrrimmes Liottes der 
ewigen ßatur/ in ein göttlich Freuden-reich verwandelt wird. 
25. Und dieselbe Ruhe ist der heilige )iimmel in dem Natfir- 
lichen }iimmei% da die feit in sich wßrcket/ und ihr GewQrcjte 
zum Ruhe-tage/ als zum Scheide-tage/ darstellet/ da alsde am 
Ende der Tage dieser weit soll das Böse vom Guten geschie n 
werden/ und ein jedes Ding seinen eigenen Himmel/ als seines 
Quaal-geistes (; igenschafft/ daraus es ist erbobren worden/ 
besitzen. 
26. Diese Geit aber muss uzottes Liebe und Zorn in einander 
wiircken/ u rd die wunder u-ottes offenbahren beyd, es nach der reuer- 
und Liecht-Welt/ und ruhet das Verbum Domani in der siebenden 
Offenbahrung der tigenschafften/ und scheinet mit seiner ! rafft 
in das W{Irclßen der seb)is luge/ als in die sechs Eigenschafften/ 
` und komt allen Leben zu )t tlffe. , st 
27. In der siebenden Ligenschafft werden alle Dinge an ihr e. ' 
Ende gebracht/ als in den ersten Tag des A4angs aller Wesen: 
Dean der siebende Tag/ als die siebende figenschafft der Stuhl 
des nlten in Apocalypsi, daraus diese 
Welt/ als aus dem Mysterio 
Lrlagno, ist in sondere Himmel und nestalten geschaffen/ und im 
Verbo fiat geformet worden: Der siebende 'Tag ist von Ewigkeit 
ausser aller zeit gewesen/ denn er ist das geformte Wort des 
Göttlichen verstandes/ in ihme stehet die ewige WBissheit Lxottes 
off enbahr/ als die 
)CrAffte und Wunder des Göttlichen Verstandes/ 
in welchen die uottheit würcket. 
Accordingly, we might expect every aspect of Boehme's teaching, 
which we have touched on, to be expressible 
in terms of the speaking 
of the Divine Word. This was, 
in fact, what Boehme carried out in 
a later work, Von 
der Gnaden-Wahl, which, though shorter, covers 
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the same ground as My sterium Magnum, bot with this difference, that 
here every aspect is viewed primarily as an element in God. 's speech. l 
The purpose of this, as of all his works, is religious. In 
the Preface he already stresses God's nearness to His creation, and 
true "RuheT'2is designated as that mode of being, 'Tda allila alle 
Dinge in Wort und Lrafft Gottes inneruhentt. It is the fulfilment 
of human destiny, as willed by God and revealed to man, and the 
author's object is to prese7lt the human race at a critical stage 
of its History with the jud; erent and the mercy of God. Accordingly 
he takes as his starting point the speaking of God to the Children 
of Israel through Moses3, in which God is said to disclose His 
hidden nature by entering the world of sense-perception, where He 
could be audible, and thus comprehended by the creatures. 
( Gnadw. 1L1. ) 
L Gott spricht in IJose/ in einer offenbahrten Stimme 
zu dem Volcke IsraEl/ (unter welcher Stimme er sich aus 
seiner verborgenheit in einen offenbahren Schall/ cuff 
förmliche creaturliche Arth einführte13 hören liess/ cuff 
A 
ihn die Creatur möchte fassen) Ich dez Eerr dein Gott/bin 
ein Einiger Gott/ du solt keine andere Götter neben mir 
ehren. Exod. 20. v. 2/3. Deut. 6. vtu. 4. Item Moses saget: 
Der Herr unser Gott/ ist ein zorniEer eyferiger Gott/ und 
ein verzehrend Feuer. Item/ am andern Ohrt/ Gott ist ein 
Barmhertziger Gott. Item/ sein Geist ist eine J1amme der 
Liebe. i)eut. 4. vets. 24,31. 
L11 creation is such a meaningful disclosure of God's nature4; 
its dual character of "consuming fire" and "mercy"5 arises from 
God's self-recognition and self-contemplation6. Lod _Jinds 
Himself 
in the threefold birth of the Holy Trinity. first, the Father, 
the Beginning and Ground of all beings7; secondly, His 
Son, the 
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Heart and Intelligence of the Father's Will; through the Son the 
Father becomes articulate and thus is really able to find 4imself8; 
thirdly, the Holy Spirit, who is the Life, the Power9, proceeding 
from the lather and the Son. 
(Gnadw. 1,14, ) 
lit Die Vierdte Wt rckung geschieht nun in der gussge- hauchten Kraffi/ als in der Göttlichen Beschawligkeit 
oder Weissheit/ da der Geist Gottes/ (welcher aus* der Krafft urständet) mit den aussgehauchten xr&fften/ als 
mit einer einigen Krafft/ mit sich selber spulet/ da er 
sich in der Krafft in Formungen in der Göttlichen Lust 
einführet/ gleich als wolte Er ein Bilde dieser uebähr- 
ung der Dreyheit/ in einen besonderen Willen und Leben/ 
einführen/ als eine . 'ttrmodelung der einigen Dreyheit/ und dasselbe eingemodelte Bilde/ ist die Lust der Göttlichen 
Beschauligkeit/ und da man doch nicht soll ein fasslich 
creatürlich Bilde einer Umbschrißbenheit verstehen: Son- 
dern die Göttliche Imagination, als den ersten urund der Magiae, daraus die Creation Ihren Anfang und Urstand ge- 
nommen hat. 
We are here at the peak of all being. Power and intelligence, 
will and wisdom, activity and contemplation, together form a pattern 
whose ultimate and sole object is "Spiel": the Spirit of God plays 
with His own powerslu. It is "eine Fßrmodelung der einigen Drey- 
heit", it is the beginning of creation ("Grund der Magiae, daraus 
die Creation ihren Anfang und Urstand genommen hat"). r'or God's 
active wisdom is not content with mere self-contemplation; God's 
self-assertion arouses His creativity. tie does not merely look 
into riimself, lie also creates the world, which is His mirror" and 
especially man, the exact counterpart of the Creator within creation12 
How do we know anything of Uod and of our relation to Him? 
For God does not 
dwell in a definite place, but is tin sich selber, 
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ausser Urln&, Stätte und Zeit`. 
(Gnadw. 1,27. ) 
27 Wir aber sagen Euch in der Sage de$ Einen: dass Uottes 
Wesen (so viel das der Jinige uott heisset) ausser Urund/ Stätte/ d Zeit/ in sich selber wohnend/ verstanden werde#/ 
und an k em urthe sonderlich betrachtet werde mit einer 
sonderlichen Wohne/ oder Whnung: Wilstu aber wissen wo Gott wohnet/ so nimm weg $atur und Creatur/ als denn ist 
Gott alles: Nimm weg das anssgesprochene geformte Wort/ so 
siehestu das £wig-sprechende YO'ort/ das der Vatter im Sohne 
aussspricht/ so siehestu die verborgene ti, -reissheit Bottes. 
We have here the distinction drawn between the "ewig-sprechende 
Wort, `' i. e. Qod speaking, or showing, Himself to himself only, and 
the "aussgesprochene geformte Wort, " that is uiod's Y'+ord in creation, 
His hidden Wisdom manifest13. And man can know God by looking into 
his own heart in faith, where he will find God's formed '+ ord of 
love. God is all in all; "Er ist das Auge alles Sehens und der urund 
aller Wesenn 
14 
; completely sufficient to Himself, for if He were 
not satisfied with Himself, his omnipotence would thereby be limited15. 
But in uod articulation does not imply limitation, for it must be 
understood as the actualiZir force wWIch brings the world into 
being, and is thus absolutely free. Creation, on the other hand, 
is the outcome of this activity, and its freedom is accordingly 
limited. Boehme here16 uses very misleading vocabulary, because 
he is struggling with the paradox of freedom and necessity, but 1 
think that he tries to bring out the contrast between the absolute 
freedom of the creative mind and Force - the Eternal Word - and the 
necessity of the structure of what the Word forms. The 
Eternal 
Word may form what it will; but, once formed, its being is defined, 
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and it cannot transcend its limits. In the uflity of God's Wisdom 
there is absolute freedom17. But once the Tord has entered the 
world of many forms, its temporal structure has been defined. There 
is separation1s of the forces of his creativity, and the tension 
between them provides the dialectic19 for what is called npeinlich 
fohlendes Leben. ' 
(Gnadw. 2,16 & 2,9-10, ) 
2,16. Also ist uns auch von Uott zusinnen/ dass er seinen 
Willen darumb in eine ScEentz zur Natur einführet/ damit 
seine rafft in ,. iecht und Niajestat offenbahr/ und ein Frewdenreich werde; denn wenn in dem ewigen Einen keine 
Natur entstünde/ so wäre alles stille/ aber die Natur führet 
sich in Reinligkeit/ Empfindligkeit/ und . indligkeit ein/ 
auff dae5die ewige Stille/ beweglich werde/ und die xräfften 
zum Vort lautbahr werden. Nicht dass daruxnb das Ewige pein- 
lich werde/ (so wenig als das Liecht vom Fewer peinlich 
wird) sondern dass die fewrende Eigenschafft in der Peinlig- 
keit/ die stille Lust bewege. 
2,9 . Der Wille ist der Anfa / der heisset Gott der 
Patter/ der fasset sich in Krafft/ und heist der Sohn/ und 
das Ens der afft/ ist die Scientz und Ursache des Sprechens/ 
als der Esse z oder der Schiedligkeit der Einigen Krafft/ 
als die Ausstheilung des Gemähtes/ welches der Geist/ mit 
seinem ilussgehen aus der Krafft/ schiedlich macht. 
10. Nun möchte aber kein Lussprechen/ oder Schallen ge- 
schehen/ denn die Kräfften stehen alle in einer einigen 
Krafft in grosser Stille: Wenn sich nicht dieselbe einige 
Lust in der Krafft/ in eine Begierde/ als in eine Scientz/ 
oder Einziehen fassete; das ist/ die freye Lust fasset sich. 
in eine Scientz seiner selber/ zu einer Formunge der Kräfften/ 
auff dass die Kräfften in eine Compaction zu einem lautbahren 
Halle/ eingehen/ davon die sensualische Zunge der 5. ýensuum 
entstehet/ als eine innigliche Beschawung/ Fühlung/ Hörung/ 
Richung/ und Schmäckung/ welches doch allhie nicht Creatür- 
lichex sondern nur auff Lrth der ersten F, mpfindligkeit und- 
Findligkeit sensualischeV Arth/ sol verstanden werden. 
In these two passages 3oehme expresses that arousing of desire 
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and sensitivity, that union of force and contemplation in creation, 
in terms of the speaking of the Word, and he goes on 
20 to quote 
John 1: 'tdas Tort (als die geformbte . rafft) war im Anfange bey 
Gott, " and to exemplify the forming of the Word into definite objects 
of sense by analyzing the human sentence "das Wort war im Anfange 
bey Gott. " It is the mirror of Divine Speech, for it reflects the 
duality of God's being. On the one hand we see (in the word "IN") 
the unformed power, the "Stille. " "Und die geformte . rafft/ die 
heist das BEY` denn sie ist in das Etwas zur Bewedligkeit getrettenJ... 
das BEY ist gefast/ und au dieser Fassung und Sc. pitz/urstffJdet 
Natur und Creatur/ samtý*m Wesen. " 
We must now ask21 why the spoken word in particular should be 
able to portray God and His working in the world. Let us approach 
the answer to this question by considering a passage in Der Weg zu 
22 
Christo , in which Boehme reviews the Seven Properties of Nature 
in purely abstract terms. 
He is meditating on the Third Command- 
ment, which is the "Figur .... darinnen ich deine Ordnung und Willen 
sehe. " The first 
three Ivoperties of Nature, which, as we have seen 
in the preceding chapter, form a wheel, turning round in frenzied 
movement, are here called: I Die Begierligkeit, il Die Beweglig- 
keit, lII Die Empfindligkeit. They are saved frolk the futility of 
their movement by IV Das Feuer oder 
Leben. But activity by itself 
is doomed to death, and its u ar destruction is only prevented by 
the addition of V Das Liecht oder Liebe. On the sixth day of 
creation God's thought was made explicit, activity and 
intelligence 
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were completely united: man was created. This corresponds to the 
Sixth rroperty of Nature, which is here called "Die Verständnfiss 
und Erkänýtnftss der Krffffte. '" Other forms of divine manifestation 
are only partially articulate. They carry within them their meaning, 
but cannot really utter it. They show it inevitably23, by the mere 
assertion of the particular form which has been given to their exis- 
tence. But in the spoken word24 the meaning finds complete expres- 
sion, or outward form. Its particular form is voluntary, but the 
components which it uses are inevitable. Thus God's divine Word is 
free, and fully conscious of its character and purpose. But the 
creation, the formed word in temporal nature, has a necessary struc- 
ture, and it can do no more than point the way to a knowledge of God. 
This it does by virtue of its signature. Man, standing in creation, 
has also an outward signature, given him by his Creator, But he has 
a free will, a heart to love and worship, and an intelligence to con- 
template the world and to control and direct, both himself and - to 
a more limited extent - his environment. tie is thus the exact counter- 
part of God on earth, with power to put into speech what he wishes 
to express, although, by virit+e of the sounds, the vocabulary, and 
the names and facts of which he makes use, once uttered, his wort 
assumes an inevitable signature, whose mode of appearance k"Porm, « 
"Gesti[ltn$ss't) indicate the hidden meaning, as well as the openly 
expressed import of what is being said. Man is thus made 
in the image 
of the creator. In his language he imitates 
God by adding meaning, 
voluntarily expressed, to the inevitable signature which 
results from 
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the mere assertion of his existence. And by looking into his hiart 
he can hear the Unutterable Words of God25, that is, he can immedi- 
ately encounter Christ26, who is the Heart of God. That is the 
climax of all being, the Sabbath rest of the seventh day, corres- 
ponding to the Seventh rroperty of Nature, in which God has the first 
Six Properties "in die siebende Sigenschafft/ als inSeine wesent- 
liche Linheit und Weissheit/zur Ruhe eingeführ^t j darinnen alle deine 
Werake/in deiner würokenden Liebe ruhen solten/ dariflnen du mit deiner 
Liebe woltest würcken. "27 
The active love and the contemplative wisdom of Christ are joined 
together in the figure of the Virgin Sophia28, which appears again 
and again in Boehme's works. The two most significant passages, 
however, are the two dialogues between Sophia and the soul, the one 
in Der Weg zu Christo29, in which the redeemed soul speaks with 
Sophia as with a bride; the other, before the Fall, in von den dreyen 
rrinoipien göttlichen Lebens3U, to which we have already referred 
in the preceding chapter. 
Thus, in order to arrive at a clearer understanding of the doctrine 
of "Natursprache", and the way in which it is used, we must approach 
it from two angles, first, from the necessary structure of its signa- 
ture, then from the free creativeness of the divine Mind-and-Heart 
("Gemüht"), which uses signature to express its designs. And as the 
Seven Properties of Nature form the basis of both approaches, we 
must pleface these 
two angles of approach by a consideration of the 
description of the Seven Properties of 
Nature, which is consistently 
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carried out in terms of the speaking of the Divine Word31. 
(Gnadw. 3,1-2. ) 
1. Als der theure Moses die Schöpffung der gelt beschreibd / 
spricht , fir: Gott habe gesprochen 5g Werde/ so sey es worden; und denn spricht er: Im Anfang schuft Gott Himmel und Erden; 
und lob, am 1. stehet; u-ott habe alle Dinge aus seinem Worte 
gemacht. 
2. In diesem lieget nun der Grund und tieffe verstand: 
denn von Ewigkeit ist nichts als nur Gott in seiner Drey- 
faltigkeit/ In sein« Weissh it gewesen/ wie forte gemeldet/ 
und darinnen die Seientz/ eXs das Sprechen/ aus sich auss- 
hauchen/ fassen/ formen/ und in Eigenschafften führen. Das 
Fassen ist das Schuff: und die Scientz (als die Begierde) 
ist der Anfang aus der Temperatur zur unterschiedligkeit; 
denn der gantze irrund liget in dehme da gesaget wird/ Gott 
schuff durchs Wort. Das fort bleibet in (., ott/ und gehet 
mit der Scientz/(als mit der Begierde) aus sich aus in eine 
¶heilung/ die is also zuverstehen: die Scientz ist Ewig 
im Worte/ denn sie urständet im willen/ im Worte ist sie 
Gott/ und in der Thellung/ als in der Fassung/ ist sie der 
Anfang zu der Natur. 
There follows a description of the seven Properties of Nature, 
which closes as follows: 
(Gnadw. 3,40, ) 
40. Dieses seind also die sieben Fsigenschaften der Ewigen 
und. Zeitlichen lýatur/ als nach der Ewigkeit Geistlich/ und 
in heller Crystalinischer durchscheinender Wesenheit/ also 
zugleicnen: und nach der äussern geschaffnen Welt/ in : Böse 
und Gut untereinander im 5trddte/ zu dem linde also worden/ 
d. ass sich die inneren/ geistlichen Kräfften/ durch die 
streitende Scientz/ in ureaturliche Formen und i. *ebuhrten 
einführten/ dass die Gdttlicne Weissheit/ in Plundern der 
formtngen/ in mancherley Leben offenbahr wurde; denn in 
der 'Cemperatur mag keine Creatur gebohren werden/ denn sie 
ist der Einige Gott/ aber im Bussgange der Scientz des 
einigen Willens/ in de#ne er sich in ? articular scheidet/ 
so mag eine ureatur/ als ein Bilde des geformten Wortes 
urständen. 
uod, then, speaxs in all Seven Properties of Tature, for God 
has made all things by His Mord. Boehme here invokes 
the authority 
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of Uenesis, Chapter land the Gospel of St. John)Chapter I, and he 
the expression or articulation of his Wisdom (Scientz") 
With speaking or exhaling ('Ausshaucilen"), fashioning ("Passen"), 
forming and putting into properties or qualities ("formen und in 
Eigensohafften führen) 32. But the emphasis shifts in the different 
properties. Thus 
33 
the first three are dynamic; they are speci- 
fically concerned with the fashioning, that is, the First 2rinciple34 
the power of the Father, the word "schuf TT. This is the "Fiatuf35 
or "das scharffe Fiat". The will to create and to feel ("Findlig- 
keit, " KEmpfindligkeit'p6: the English word ato sense" is perhaps 
a more accurate reproduction of the German wording, but it is too 
abstract, and therefore not true to the spirit of the text) here 
predominate. There is pain lnPeinligkeit") and the birth of death. 
The Four Elements, nature - with its semi4-articulate diversity of 
herbs, metals and stones, its colours, forces and virtues ("Farben, 
Kr&ffte und Tugenden") - all these are predominai4ly the work and 
the domain of the first Three Properties of Nature. There is 
inevitable growth ("W hen", "grünen") and orderliness ("Uhrwerek"), 
because God has thus willed to make natural things and not other- 
wise . The cojours37 point to 
the diversity of cod's manifestation 
in the lower orders of creation and the signatures which they thus 
receive. The "Uhrwercktt is the symbol for the necessary orderliness 
of objects, their contiguity in space, theirs«. ccession 
in time, all 
according to certain definite and 
fixed patterns. This spa io- 
temporal framework is Boehme's equivalent to the mechanical 
laws 
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of nature in classical physics; within it all processes take place. 
The fact that Boheme uses the term uUhrwerck" is significant. 
He does not, of course, wish to say that natural processes are 
merely mechanical; the lower orders of creation are as alive to him 
as they are to raracelsus, or to any alchemist or nenaissance 
scientist. But God is a uod of order 
38; thus, whatever he creates, 
or causes to be and function, is likewise orderly. His Word there- 
fore partakes of this nature of orderliness, dependability, pattern. 
And the elemental world communicates the Creator's Mind by virtue 
of the regularity with which it performs its functions. Thus the 
term "Ubrwerck" signifies this regularity, which we again encounter 
on the higher levels of being, where the imparting of meaning relies 
on a dependable instrument, the patterns of sounds and symbols in 
language. But these also, like the world of elements and stars, 
are rooted, physically and spiritually, in the dramatic interplay, 
the pattern of the Seven figures of . sternal Nature, which express 
the quality and the direction of the Creator's thought, and are the 
means whereby the world can come into being and conform to this 
divine nature 
39 
. Hence it comes that the whole hierarchy of creation, 
made in God's image, also speaks his name. 
With the rourth rroperty of Nature a revolution takes place. 
We have already discussed the dual aspect of fire in the previous 
chapter, and we saw how it burns and gives light, how 
it leads 
through death into new life. We saW that it brings salvation to 
the senseless, frenzied turning of the wheel. The reason 
for this 
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now becomes clear: it brings life and freedom, because it comes 
within the power which is the birth of the creative Word. 
(Gnadw. 3,12-13) 
12. Die vierfite Gestalt in der Selentz/ aus dem Ein- 
igen Willen/ ist nun des (euers Anzfindung/ da sich Liecht 
und Finsternüss scheiden/ ein jedes in ein rrineipium, 
fief allhie ist des Liechtes Urstand/ so wohl des rechten 
Lebens in der Empfindligkeit der drey ersten/ auch der 
rechten Scheidung zwischen der Angst und teude/ und diss 
geschieht also: 
13. Der erste Pille in Dreyfaltigkeit/ welcher Gott 
(ausser der Natur und vreatur) heisset/ fasset sich in 
sich selber/ zu seinem eigenen Sitz in der CTebährung der 
Dreyheit mit der Soientz/ und führet sich in Krafft; und 
in der Krafft/ in das geb&hrende Wart/ als in einen essen- 
tialischen Schall/ zur Offenbahrung der Kräfften; und 
weiter in eine Begierde zur Empfindligkeit und iindlig- 
keit der Kräfften/ als in die drey ersten zur Natur/ wie 
oben gemeldet worden. 
The Fifth, Sixth and Seventh Natural Properties - i. e. the 
Second Principle - fully express Goä's love and the creative use of 
His Reason. The sensation of colour, the production of sound, the 
expression and the enjoyment of feeling or smell - all these are 
factors for expression and understanding; their efficacy is, however, 
limited, and they lack freedom. But when the Spirit of Uod becomes 
active, when Wisdom, fashioned in the Spoken Woad, flows into 
creative Reason 
Aen 
the fullness of God's manifestation is attained 
gis freedom, His power, His love are clearly and intelligently 
enunciated. 
(Clavis 24. ) 
2'f. Mit dem Worte Centrum verstehet man den ersten Anfang 
zur Natur/ als den innersten Grund/ da sich der eigene 
entstandene Wille in eine Annemligkeit zur iahtheit ein- 
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führet/ als in ein natürliches Würcken/ denn die natur 
Ist nur ein Werekzeug uottes/ damit Gottes Krafft würcket/ 
und hat doch eigene Bewegligkeit vom audge4lossenen 
Willen Gottes: Sie ist das uentrum, der runct oder Grund 
der eigenen Annemligkeit zur Ichtheit/ davon etwas wird/ 
als daraus die sieben Eigenschafften urst$nden. 
This takes place in two stages, the Oternal, followed by the 
40 
temporal , and both have the character of suffering, with its striv- 
ing, so that love might have sensible and effective being, and suffer- 
inglbe reborn in joy. 
(Clavis 36-37. ) 
36. In diesen sieben Eigenschafften muss man allemahl 
zwey Wesen verstehen. Als erstlich nach dem Abgrund. 
Durch solche Eigenschafften verstehet man das Göttliche 
Wesen/ als den Göttlichen Willen/ mit der ausfliessend*n 
Einheit Gottes/ welche mit durch die Natur ausfleust/ 
und sich in Annemligkeit zur Schärffe einführet/ dadurch 
die ewige Liebe empfindlich und würcklich sey/ und dass 
sie etwas habe/ das da leydende ist/ darinnen sie sich 
möge offenbahren/ und darinnen sie erkannt werde/ davon 
sie wieder geliebet und begehret werde/ als die peinlich 
leydende Natur/ welche in der Liebe in eine ewige Freuden- 
reich gewandelt wird: Wenn sich die Liebe im euer im 
Liecht offenbahret/ so tiberflammet sie die Natur/ und 
durchdrin&et sie wie die Sonne ein Kraut/ und das Feuer 
das Lisen. 
370 Das antler Wesen ist der Natur ei` en Wesen/ welches 
peinlich und leydende ist/ ufld ist der Werckzeug des 
Würckers/ denn wo keine Leydenheit ist/ da ist auch keine 
Begierde nach der Erlösung oder etwas Bessers/ und wo nun 
keine Begierde nach Oj'as Bessers ist/ ailda innen ruhet 
ein Ding in sich se1U-r/ und darumb fahret sich die ewige 
Einheit durch ihren Ausfluss und Schiedligkeit in Natur/ 
auff dass sie einen Gegenwurff hube/ darinnen sie sich 
offenbahret/ auff das sie etwas liebe/ und wiederumb von 
dem Etwas beliebet v. erde/ dass also ein e: n, ýfinälich 
Würcken und [ollen sey. 
And both eternal and tein_poräl nature, are defined as the spe ul: 
izn 
of the SeVen rroperties of 
Nature. 
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(Clavis 25-28. ) 
25. Di Natur ist anders nichts/ als Eigenschafften Är; : inn ligkeit der eigenen entstandenen Begierde/ 
welche egierde in der Schiedligkeit des hauchenden 
Worts/ als der hauchenden Krafft entstehet/ da sich die 
Eigenschafften ins "'; esen einführen: So heisset dasselbe 
Wesen ein natürlich , ': esen/ uni ist nicht uott selber/ 
denn Gott durchwO . net wohl die Natur/ aber die Natur begreiffet ihn nur so weit/ als sich die einheit uottes 
mit in das natürliche Wesen eingiebet/ und auch wesent- 
lich machet/ als ein Liecht-Wesen/ welches in der Natur 
in sich selber würcket/ und die Natur durchdringet und 
penetriret/ sonst ist aie Einheit Gottes der Natur/ als 
der begierlichen Anneligkeit unbegreifflich. 
26. Die 1! atur entstehet in dem aussgeflossenen Wort Gött- 
licher Ernpfindligkeit und Wissenschafften/ und ist eine 
stätswärende Bildung und roan ung der Nissenschafften 
und npfindtnüss: Was das Wort durch die 4, ssheit würcket/ 
das bildet und formiret die Natur in Eigenschafften. 
27. Sie ist wie der Zimmermann/ welcher das Haus bawet/ 
welches das Gemüth hat zuvorhin in sich gemodelt; also 
auch alliier zuverstehen/ was das ewige Gemüth in der Weiss- C, Gottes in der Göttlichen Krafft modelt/ und in eine 
Ideam führet/ das bildet die Natur eine Eigenschafft. 
28. Die Natur stehet in ihrem ersten Grund in sieben 
Eigenschafften/ und theilen sich die Sieben in unendlich 
aus. 
This is followed, first, by a brief sumnary4l, then by a more 
42 
detailed account , of each of the Seven Properties. Articulation 
actually takes ; -ýLace in the Sixth Pro. perty, for - 
(Clavis 09, up to "lautbuhr'T. ) 
0" Die sechste Eigegscharrt der ewigen Natur ist cler 
Schall/ Hall oder die Verständtnüss/ denn im Feuer-blitz 
werden d. ie Eigenschafften alle 
lautbahr: ...... 
Thete follOws a definition of how this divine actually 
takes 
p1ace. 
I, The rest of Clavis 69. ) 
Das ýe-jer ist der M., und der Essentz/ und 
däs Liecht ist 
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der Geist/ und der Schall ist der Verstand/ darinnen die 
Eigenschafften einander alle verstehen. 
Thus - 
Clavis 70-71. ) 
70. Nach der Offenbahrung der H. Dreyfaltigkeit/ mit 
dem Aussfluss der Einheit ist dieser%Scha11 oder Hall 
das Göttliche würckende Wort/ als der Verstand in der 
ewigen Natur/ dadurch sich die Ubernatüliche issenschafft 
offenbahret/ und nach der Natur und Creatur ist er die 
Erkäntnifs 4 Ottes/ darinnen der natürliche Verstand Gott 
erkennet. Dan der natürliche Verstand ist ein Gegen- 
wurff und Aussfluss auss Qöttlicher verständtnüss. 
71. In dem natürlichen Verstünde liefen die ftinff Sinnen 
geistlicher Lrt: Und in der andern Eigenschai'f t/ als in 
der Bewegnuss/ als im r'eurischen Mercurio liegen sie 
natürlicher Art. Die sechste Eigenschafft gibt die Ver- 
ständtnüss im Hall/ als ill der Rede des ; sorts/ und die 
andere Eigenschafft ist der Fahrer/ is das Gehäuse oder 
Werckzeuge der Rede oder des Halles4 . 
We must now study Properties Five to Seven more closely. The 
Fifth rroperty expresses the qualities of Christ: the fire of His 
love, His Wisdom and His power to impart life and growth. His 
speaking - i. e. the working of His Spirit in the world of the five 
senses44, the dynamic in the sound of His voice45 - is all connected 
with the Sixth Property of Nature. The diversity of creation has 
unity, and the active -i, orkinE, of God's ß'; i11 finds harmony ("Gleich- 
heat, " "Temperaturh") in the complete utterance of the Word in the 
Sixth Property of Nature; for it contains all the other Six Proper- 
ties46. Of the Sabbath, the perfection in the Seventh Prope ty417, 
the unity which is the fulfilment of the exercising of God's active 
48 
Intelligence , we need say no more. 
Nor need we reconsider the 
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origin of evil, which consists in the perversion of free will 
("Freiheit") into self will («Selbheitn), so that the unity of the 
pattern gets broken up and diversity degenerates into mere multi- 
plicity, enmity and the despotic rule of nTurbalt. 
The Seven Properties of Nature are thus shown to be Go& dis- 
closing His, 
fnature by uttering speech, expressing the fire of wrath, 
or the light of mercy, and according to the predominating principle - 
(Sign. 16,16. ) 
/6.... gleich wie im peinlichen . euer ein Zittern der kigst- 
quaal ist/ also ist auch Iisgleiehen im Liebe- und Liecht- 
feuer ein Zittern der freuden-reich/ als eine grosse Er- 
hebung der Stimme Uottes/ welche also in den Engeln und 
dergleichen Creaturen/ als in Seelen der Menschen eine grosse 
Off enbahrung der Göttlichen Freudenreich machet. 
And the whole of that divine activity is pure "Spiel" - 
(Sign. 16,2 & 17. ) 
2. Dann Gott hat nicht die Creation erbohren/ dass er 
dadurch vollkommen würde/ sondern zu seiner selbst-Offen- 
bahrung/ als zur grossen Freude und Herrligkeit: Nicht 
dass solche J'reude erst mit der Creation habe angefangen; 
Nein/ dann sie ist von Ewigkeit im grossen Mysterio e- 
wesen/ aber nur als ein geistlich Spiel in sich selber. 
Die Creation oder Schöpffung ist dasselbe Spiel aus sich 
selber/ als ein Modell oder Werckzeug des ewigen Geistes/ 
mit welchem er spielet/ und ist eben als eine grosse Har- 
money vielerley 1eaXten-spill/ welche alle in Eine Harmoney 
gerichtet seynd. 
....... 6........... 
17. Die Stimme Gottes führet ihre Freude durch die Creatur/ 
als durch ein Instrument immer und ewig aus: Die ureatur 
ist die Offenbahrung der Stimme Gottes/ was Gott in der 
ewigen Gebährung ewigen Worts aus dem grossen Mysterto 
des Vatters Eigenschafft ist/ das ist die Creatur in einem 
Bilde/ als ein Freuden-spiel/ damit der ewige Geist spielet. 
The whole of the sixteenth chapter of De Signatura Rerum, from 
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Which the above quotations are taken, is devoted to showing how the 
'voice of God gives rise to the different orders of creation49: the 
engelic hosts in Eternal Nature, the stars in seven divisions, accord- 
ing to the Seven Properties of #ature, the Your Elements, and how 
Lucifer's Fall caused the outbreak of war between the two eternal 
principles where they come to interact in the Third, the temporal, 
? rinciple. The picture which we get from this description is there- 
tore that of a creation conceived as a vast musical *difice; each 
Individual creature contributes to the harmony of the whole, that 
is, to the sound of God' s uttered Word. The texture of the harmony 
is conceiv ed, sometimes as the chorus of voices, sometimes as the 
pipes of an organ, or, again, the strings of a lute. Evil is des- 
wil 
cribed as "ein ungleiches Spiel oder Klang in der grosse8nch8nen 
Gleich-stimmenden tiarmoney. R50 
This idea of music recurs with great frequency throughout Boehme's 
'works. its earliest expression may be found in the ereface to &Urora5l 
but it constantly recurs, especially in connection with Mercury and 
with the Sixth eroperty52. it is, indeed, a familiar motif in 
Christian literature; inspired by many passages in the Bible 
53. 
in 
the works of Boehme its completest and most majestic expression is 
Pound in De Signatura herum (especially chapter 16), where it is 
consistently linked with the doctrine of signatures. Everything has 
aýcertainksignature, because Liod 
has articulated riis speech in a 
particular way in respect to each particular creature. it 
has thus 
a divinely- given function, and, corresponding to this - 
indeed, 
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identical with it -a definite name. it is therefore also one 
element in the harmony of sounds which compose cod's speech. 
(Myst. Magn. 6,31-34. ) 
31. Und ist uns mit der Schöp-Oung der Engel und aller 
anderer Geister anderst nicht zu verstehen/ als dass sich 
der ungründliche Gott in seinen geoffenbahrten Eigen- 
schafften/ hat aus den iigenschafften in lebendige ureaturen 
eingeführet/ mit welchen er die Gradus besetzet/ und in 
den iigenschafften damit spielet/ sie sind seine 5eyten 
in dem allwesenden sprechenden Worte/ und sind allesamt in 
die grosse iiarinoney seines ewig-sprechenden Worts gerichtet. 
Also dass in allen LTradibus und Eigenschafften die Stimme 
des unerforschlichen Uottes offenbahr und erkandt werde/ 
sie sind alle ins Lob %ottes erschaffen. 
32. Denn alles was lebet/ das lebet in dem sprechenden 
Worte: Die Engel in dem ewigen Dprechen/ und der zeit Leisten 
in dem Sdiederaussprechen aus der Zeit Yormungen/ aus dem 
Halle der Zeit; und die Engel aus denn Halle der Ewigkeit/ 
als aus der Stimme des geoffenbahrten worts uottes. 
33. Darumb tragen sie die £amen der unterschiedlichen 
Graduum in der geoffenbahrten Stimme uottes/ und ist ein 
Gradus je heiliger in der Krafft als der andere: Digrumb sind 
auch die ingel in ihren uhoren in der Krafft der Göttlichen 
Macht unterschf eilen/ und hat einer viel ein heiliger Ambt 
zu verrichten als der ander: Wie wir dessen ein Exempel an 
den Triestern des alten Testaments haben in ihren Ordnungen/ 
welches cuff eine Englische art gerichtet ward. 
34. ub\wohl Lrrdisch: so wqr doch eben ein solch Englischer 
Verstand darunter verborgen/ welchen ihme u-ott auff den zu- 
künfftigen Jesum in menschliche iigenschafft fürstellte: und 
im vorbilde also mit Israel spielete auff das zukünfftige 
Ewige/ welches der Jesus aus . iehova wiederbrachte/ und in 
nenschliche figenschafft einführte/ welches die irrdische 
ernun nickt egr ffen -aber nlolppehr weil die Zeit ge- 
bohren ist/ und der Lnfang das Ende wiederf*nden hat/ offen- 
bahr seyn soll zu einem Zeugnüss aller Vö&ker/ deutet der 
Geist der 'Wunder. 
Thus, in order to understand the doctrine of signatures54, the 
following ideas must be regarded as closely interwoven: - 
(1) The appearance of an object is the inevitable result5b of the 
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particular way in which it asserts its being. in other words, 
every sort of character Yt'Gest$ltnttsstt of a thing) manifests itself 
in a particular haT*ony, everything emits musical (harmonious) 
strains, everything speaks. 
t2) This being, and this emitting of sounds, or speaking, both 
proceed from cuo4, for God has characterized (Bezeichnet"), or 
impressed the stamp of His thought on every part of His creation. 
(3) The signature is not itself the Spirit of cod, it is only the 
container - or, as we would say, the 'Vehicle, or the framework - 
within which the spirit moves freely. 
(4) In order to understand the signatures of creatures, their being, 
their function in the whole pattern of the Universe, it is there- 
fore necessary to know the blind of God, whence all signatures have 
sprung, and that is only possible when one is oneself TTsigned, i by 
the Spirit of God. Man must himself be a character in the speech 
of God, but with this difference, that the signature, or "Gestdlt- 
nüssn, of every other creature, as well as of the elemental part 
of man's riature, has of necessity become what it is: this necessity 
may be compared with the mathematical and musical laws of the 
Pythagorean cosmos; but the human mind has a spark of the divine 
YVGemüjhn, for it is able of itself to : Hake decisions and to speak 
creatively and with insi ht5'. 
k5) To both iod ýi- man signature is the source of self-recogni- 
tion, "als das zila der grössten Tugend" (Sign. 1, lo). 
(6) Since all creatures have a common origin (`Y Wurzel", 'T:, utter't 
)57, 
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there is the possibility of communication, that means that signa- 
tures can affect each other, change each other*s characteristics, 
through the creative agency of the spirit of which they partake. 
(7) Since the Fall the moral consequences of these events, in 
which signatures affect each other, are of great significance. For 
the i'irst and Second rrinciples are in a state of mutual conflict, 
and if the . 
irst rrinciple gains the upper hand, the ])evil will 
have won another victory. Men can be turned away fron, or be con- 
verted to, c-od by precept and e; ample, both forms of signature on 
the co-Ative level. it is here that ,: e arrive at a higher sphere 
of manifestation and of being, for such communication is nothing 
1: -Ss than the e<ercisc; or man's royal power of speech. 
.,: e ; aýýr ., iocE. at Unis 
$u:: ctui e, that Boehme, as he adopts the 
raracelsan doctrine of si` mature, rather takes the details regarding 
their genesis for ; raiited. Yet he transcends his master, in that 
he links u, od's speech much more closely to the speech of creation. 
This is due to the fact that Boehm e stir is his s2 eculat ions by con- 
si., e: irinlL; God's nature, to which he the}-, likens the nature of creation. 
For Paracelsus, God is entirely above, and. other than, creation. 
The fink is established only through the Yrima Materia and. the 
monarchical rule of man with his divine soul. ! here cannot there- 
fore be this immediate presonce of the divine Mind and "i11 (i. e. 
the Word), even when God acts indirectly through the orders of 
the 
etc-rnal and temporal hierarch;; , that :: t: find in ýoely'e. -LL 
=rom 
this there follows also the greater stress which Loeiue la" on 
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Interaction as inter-co. a.:: unicat ion. . or 
the latter is flot co, --, fined 
to comizive moles. If we think of existence of any kind - üivine 
or creaturely - as the constant dialectic interplay between fest 
end iaotion, and if we then think of this process as the emergence 
ýf ever new patterns of relations, interactiolls, then ,; e shall have 
, -ýade a beginning towards thinking : joehme's thoughts i_i modern terms. 
-ut ye will come to the very heart of this body of ideas, if we 
think of this process as an organic one, in which creating; and being 
created, activity and -passivity, constafltly 'tvweave the deityf's 
livins -ar_nent'T58; but we must o even further, and underst; nd. this 
? brocess as the "Spielft of God's Mind, His mirror, so that "activity 
Find passivityi1 must be re-interpreted as striving and action on the 
ane ha t, contem--lation on the otaor; ; slat ',. e have just called 'tinter- 
`' Älay", 'tint eraction", is "e. _perience't, "corm: unication"T . 
(Si6n. 1, 
15, Und ist lein Ding in der 11atur das öesehaffe_1 oder 
Rebohren ist/ es offenbahret seine innerliche Gestalt auch 
äusserlich/ denn das innerliche arbeitet stets zur Offen- 
bahrung/ als wir solches an der Krafft und Gestaltni. 1ss 
dieser VIelt erkennen/ wie sich das einige Wesen mit der 
.. ussLebdhrung in der Begierde hat in einem Gleichnuss 
offenbahrct/ vie es sich hat in so viel Formen und Gestalt- 
ntiss offenbahret/ als , %ir solches an Sternen und E1enenten/ 
so wohl an den Creaturen/ auch ýN1, _ucr und 
Kräutern sehen 
und erkennen. 
16. Darwnb ist in der Signatur der ýrýýtc Verstand/ da- 
rinnen sich der ; Mensch (als das Bild dei-1rostel Tugend1 
nicht allein £er"net selber kennen/ sondern er au? ch't 
darinnen lasen aller '; pesen lernen erkennen/ dann an 
der äusserlichen Gestaltnuss aller Creaturen/ an ihrem. 
Trieb und Begierde/ . tte; n, an ihrem aussgehenden Hall/ Stimm 
und Iprache/ kennet nun den verborgenen Geist/ dann die 
1Tatur hat jedem Dinge seine Spreche (nach seiner ; ssentz 
und Gestaltnuss) gegeben/ dann aus der Essentz urständet 
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die Sprache oder der Hali/ urcý_ erseiben Essentz Fiat formet 
der Essentz , ualit$t/ in deg `ehe Hall oder Krafft/ den lebhafften im Hall/ und de-, i essentialischen im Ruch/ 
Krafft$und Gestaltnuss : Ein jedes Ding hat seinen Mund zur Offerioahrung. 
17. Und das ist die Natur-Sprache/ dar--us jedes Ding aus 
seiner Eigenschafft redet/ unI sich immer selber offen- 
bahret/ und darstellet wrorzu es gut und nütz sey/ dann ein 
jedes Ding offenbahret seine Mutter/ die die Essentz und 
den Gillen zur Gestaltnuss also gibt. 
So far, we have considered the necessary, the mechanical, 
aspcct of God's speech, the *Uhrwerek': We , iiust now ascend into the 
higher levels of creation, where even the freedom, the conscious 
willing, the intelligent insight of God's Word is revealed: in man. 
lind the analogy which Boehme uses is that of an organ_ismbu. 771ithin 
the framework of the Universe of elements, the"Uhrwerck", and of 
the lower orders of nature, man moves with freedom, power and 
authority. He grows, develops, changes; he has a History, an object, 
a destiny. His existence is not a series of circles which resemble 
each other exactly; such is the life of nature, the'Uhrwerck; except 
that the latter participates in man's Fall and restoration. Human 
existence develops significantly, it moves forward, it is dramatic. 
This is, again and again, referred to as the growing of a tree. 
Evil and GoOd - thistles and flowers - both grow up through the 
power of the Sun - Christ, the Heart of God. The pattern of human 
life, as it unfolds in the historical process, testifies to the 
spontaneity of the Spittt working in man, which, like the wind, 
'Tkloweth where it listeth't. And the lives of individual men, not 
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only affect the whole course which History will take, they also 
typify the character of that human nature, which lies behind the 
whole series of events. 
But human History is more than the community of human speech 
613 
it is more even than the intelligent element in that speech, which 
is uttered by the whole Universe (i. e. the "Natursprache" as defined 
in Sign. 1,17). It is, in fact, God Himself speaking. ünd the 
most crucial moment in that speech is when lie pours His Heart out 
into human life, to bind man to Himself with the closest of ties; 
in the incarnation. Human History is made meaningful by the 1TBundes- 
linearc, that line of descent from madam to the chosen people, whklh 
carries forward both the judgement and the love - the curse and 
the promised grace - of a loving Creator, whose concern for man is 
so deep, that He identifies Himself with man62. God has embodied 
("eingeleibt'T) Himself in man, He dwells in human nature - this in 
the tractional sense of i,. stical language. The IncarnatioVL, the 
climax of this process, points to the last day, which, Boehme 
believed, was close at hun -The pattern of History is based on 
the paradox which we have: already been considering in connection 
with the symbol of fire and with the idea of God's presence in Hell 
in Chapter 11. From the human standpoint, there is a war between 
good and evil. The First erinciple, separated from the Second, 
and yet indissolubly united with it, is evil., owing to its perverted 
activity. It has taken possession of elemental nature and has 
very largely enslaved man. But the Second r'rinejple, the divine 
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spark 
63, 
or the divine : Ins ("das göttliche Ens"), is not entirely 
dead. By following Uhrist's way of death and rebirth, by wholly 
giving himself over to Him64Goa can save man, if only man is willing 
to turn away from self-centredness (tSelbheitn), henceforth to 
love 
65 
and obey God. When that happens, cod breaks into human life 
and transforms it. Thus it appears from the human point of view. 
From cod's point of view, on the other hand, the domingnt fact is 
that Uod has never been absent from human life. His grace, as well 
as His wrath, express His concern for creation, and in this con- 
cern the two rrinciples find their unity. God works in the line of 
patriarchs and of His chosen people: sometimes His wrath speaks, as 
with Uain67 (but the mark on Gain's forehead, be it noted, signifies 
both jutgement, and the promise of mercy); sometimes it is tiis lave 
that speaks, as with Abel. in Seth, as originally in Adam, the two 
reunite, only to be divided once again in the descendants of Seth. 
Abraham is another example of the union of the two Principles, which 
divide again in Ismael and Isaac. , '; e shall have occasion to study 
some of the details of this pattern rather more closely further on68. 
In the "Bundeslinea" of the uld Testament, the disclosure of 
the full import of God's speech is no more than a promise"9. lt is, 
as if we were looking among the lower orders of nature, studyi)2g 
their signatures, in order. to elicit the full meaning of what cod 
is saying. irhe fullness of revelation is only complete in Christ 
7u 
the !, lord of iod in the highest and most complete sense. in Him we 
are confronted with the utterance of the Heart of rod. r'rom 
the 
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love of the on proceeds the Wisdom of the Spirit. from uhrist 
originates the Church, in which the ýnoly Spirit works71. kt the 
end uhrist will come again to destroy the false, external, proud 
churchmen, the hypocrites, who pretend that they teach the Word of 
God, but only aim at satisfying the lusts of the flesh. The true 
children of the Spirit follow, not the mere external trappings of 
religion, but the true inner meaning of love and humility72; they 
are clothed in the garments of obedience73, and will give all for 
the Heavenly rearl74, they will find blessedness in eternal life. 
rassages using such prophetic language and biblical imagery are 
legion. vor . oehme regarded himself as a prophet, with 
the mission 
of warning an evil world of the early second coming of Christ as 
Judge75" The end of all is the heavenly banquet, the hymn of praise - 
Freudenreich76. 
''hus history reflects the qualities of clod, quite specifically 
on account of man's crucial position among the orders of creation. 
The human mind corresponds to, and is linked with, the divine Mind, 
and the same may be said, not only of the character and the behaviour 
of uod and man, but also of divine and human speech. ::; an has royal 
authority on earth, and he has the privilege, as weft as the duty, 
to use language for understanding and for action. Thus, when Adam, 
who Knew the character of creation, called each thing by its proper 
name, he wag disclosing the signature of each creature; in other 
words, he was manifesting the thought of the creator, which is 
the 
object and end of all creation. It is this giving of games which 
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is the supreme assertion of the royalty of kdam 1. 
And this brings us to the discussion of "Natursprachen in the 
narrower sense of the word. We saw how God spoke, His word gigging 
rise to the speech of the whole of creation. in the first chapter 
of . ve Signatura Rerum, Boehme calls this speaking of everything, 
which is due to the received signatures, "Natursprachej'9 We 4is- 
tinguished the lack of freedom, the only partial indication of the 
divine meaning, Which is found in elemental creation, from the 
divinely endowed freedom of w1, ing and understanding in man. We 
considered is destiny in terms of the polarity of human and divine 
speaking. We must turn Ato 
that form of language which receives its 
impetus from the human mind, and which is uttered by the human mouth 
78 
In all language there is an element of freedom79 and an element 
of necessity. In "NaturspracheT" in that wider sense, in which we 
have discussed it so far, the e-lem$nt of freedom rests with cod and 
His Spirit, as it emiates in the creative act. Lod is free to 
articulate or not to articulate. He is also free to choose the 
particular form which this articulation is to take. But, following 
from that, the actual birth of the "Gestliltnflss", the 'Signatur'. 
Bu 
is inevitable Now, in the "Natursprache'' which is human, freedom 
rests with man. he may speak or not speak, he is free to choose 
between forms of speech, and he even has unlimited freedom of invent- 
ing new forms of speech. But once he has determined what to say, 
and how to say it, the assertion . "Signatur", "GestAltnfiss") of 
his 
thought, the incarnation of the spirit in sound and in writii, 
is 
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inevitable. We have already seen how 1Idam abused his royal privi- 
leges, and how the coherence, not only of human life in general, 
but also quite specifically of human speech, was lost. Two passages 
in tsoehme- s works are of special significance in this conlection. 
We will first consider the seventh text of the Mysterium Panao icum, 
then the longer and more difficult passage which occurs in Mysterium 
magnum, 35,1-37,15, and which is quite central in the study of 
our theme. 
T4A, seventh text of the Mysterium Pansophioum starts with a 
discussion of Uod as the penetrating Mind 
al, 
seeking the good, striv- 
ing for revelation. Boehme then discusses the many colours of the 
one ffMysterium" - i. e. the diversity of creation arising out of the 
unity a the divine Being. The colours are, first of all, the four 
archetypal colours82, blue, red, ereen, yellow, which correspond to 
the Four Elements. There are also the two supernatural colours, 
black and white, which correspond to the primal unity of God in the 
rtVngrundtt, and the final unity-of His wisdom manifest in the glory 
of "Freudenreich", respectively. all colours are tested by the 
refining fire - ttdan das Feuer ist aller r'arben Proba83, darinnen 
clan keine besteht/als die Weisse/ dieweil sie ein Glast von Qottes 
Majestät ist84". 
Speech, in its various 1 orms of sound and alphabet, is the 
expression of the colours. There are, first of all, five main 
languages or alphabets. The first, corresponding to the black 
colour, is the "Natursprache". Like black, like the primal unity 
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of the divine " Iysteriumn, it is hidden, and it =S the source of all 
the other languages. rerhpps we might interpret this as meaning 
that it is the Eternal , d`ord, anterior to, and behind the finished 
realization of all being. it is, so to speak, iod's mind at work; 
we can perceive the many ideas which spring from it, but the mind 
itself remains nidden85. the second, third and fourth are the tradi- 







J, ati2.89 , typi- 
fying the languages spoken in elemental creation in a world still 
uncorrupted by sin, when diversity had not yet degenerated into strife. 
Boehme here regards the three classical tongues as on a higher 
plane, closer to cod's creative thought, than his own mother tongue. 
Elsewhere90, he says that man can only return to primal unity of 
being and of speech through each nation using its own mother tongue - 
ienoe 13oehme through German - and he attacks scholars who, with their 
Latin and Hebrew, by-pass German. The reason for this apparent con- 
tradiction is that Latin and Hebrew thus used are "Zank- und Streit- 
sprachen", their true "sensgs" being lost. Xll languages haveýýe g 
91 
"devalued" , from the living resonance to mere conventional coinage, 
dead designation 
92 
. But through one's owrl mother tongue it is pos- 
sible to reach back to one's own "matrix" 
93 
, thus back to the uni- 
versality, unity and 
fullness of the "Natursprache". 
Three lari¬uares, then, like the Three rrinciples, pervade 
temporal creation, natural mars, made up of four eleminns, here 
represented by 
the four archetypal colours, blue, red, green and 
yellow. The fifth alphabet, like 
the white colour, is God's spirit 
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manifest, known, if - and only if - it reveals itself in the keart. 
it is the unutterable Word of iod, shown to man when he looks for 
it in his own heart. 
(Myst. eansoph. 7,10. 
10. Und das lfinffte ist Gottes Geist/ er aller Alphabeten 
Er8ffner ist/ und dasselbe Alphabet maggMensch erlernen/ 
es eröffne sich dan selber im Menschen-Geiste. 
There is thus one tree t the "Natursprachen, the black colour), 
the primal unity of unformed creation, fron which spring the diverse 
creatures when the Wisdom of Uod has unfolded the different facets 
of the pattern, the result of the agency of "Scientz"; this is here 
represented by the four archetypal colours (the four ements) and 
the three languages (the Three rrinciples . The crown of this creative 
activity, the ultimate unity of the pattern, is represented by the 
white colour. But human sin94 has been alienated from that diversity, 
that freedom, which acknosled; es the rule of the One Godhead. Týe 
story of the Tower of . babgI shows how "Turba't - confusion, the 
power of evil - came into the world and Lave rise to a multitude of 
languages. We shall return to this point later in the course of the 
ar ; ument. 
tl4yst. ransoph. 7,13. ) 
13" Also wuchsen viel Tiprachen/ als 72 aus der verwirreten 
;;; bbl/ und giengen eine jegliche in sich selber ein/ und 
sucht( ,i Witze: Eine jeLliche in ihrer eigenen Vernunfft 
und jossheit. an sie hatten Gott verlassen/ und wurden 
Heyden/ und. er liess sie gehen in ihren Wundern/ dan sie 
wolten ilune Nicht anhaii en/ so: l,. >ln wolten ein eigen 
Gewächse seyn/ und ihre welche doch mit 
allen Farben vermischet war/ cl tc regieren. 
one remarkable feature iiiust not ýp -ss unnoticed: 
it -is that in 
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this passarme diversity o `' Zünd u ues _s such is not evil. :: here 
are the five main lan ý_zu`;, s belog : he lall. three natural languages 
are embedded in the two aspects of God's ord, and they are there- 
fore sacred. -fiese five holy tongues, $oebme tells us in 
_Lsý 
Magnum 35,16-17, springy; from the unity of the cioähe:; d. -ire triad 
which they contain seems to stand for the Holy trinity (i. e. the 
unity of the Liodheau articulated in diversity), _ýct for the 'three 
principles, which are the ex)ression of the holy Trinity in nature. 
'T'ie sacredness of the number five is due to the ru_., e of cod, ti; 'eich 
consists of the five vowels iEOVL - or seven letters, , ^rhen the two 
ii's are acs aed-; IEHOVAH - \rhich will be considered later on in con- 
nection with U' a ter 35 of Mysterium Ma, num. it is oni vilhen this 
diversity of the holy Live is s: rvertec by self-centredness - in 
the additional 72 vernaculars - that the sense of unity is lost, 
and that loss is the real tragedy of sin. Being and manifestation, 
with God and with -, iman, cannot be separated from each other, in fact, 
they are two ways of regarding one and the same thine. 
(. 3f. L. 5,90. ) 
O. un gleich wie der Geist der E igkeit hat ä11e Dir. ý; 4 
yeti ii et/ also bildets auch O-er : ei sehen Geist in seine i 
Worte/ denn es urständet sich alles u nem Centro: 
Denn der menschliche Geist ist eine for*e `estalt und 
Gleichsüss der Dreyzahl der Cot, ýiieit: 'ott in seiner 
Natur ist/ d.., > Ist der :,: enschen geist i; :i ;hs elL . U: 
Darumb debt erýallen Dingen Tyahmen/ nach eines jeden 
Dirges , ei: t un: Form/ dan das Innere spricht aus .: -> 
Eussere. 
But we have alrý; udy see i that in"Zreudenreicb' the fulfilment 
of the divine activity is the manifestation of 
the one Wisdom in 
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seven fi¬ures, and, flown ; from these, of the manylforms of creation 
in eternal and. tcm porgy 1n tore. The Fall does not 
iii 
create diversity, 
but only tries to pervert and exaggerate it. -but God is ev ;n 
present in evil an because of His omnipresence He is able to redeem 
the whole of creation in its many forms - not by abolishing them, 
but by re-awaaiening in them the sense of unity, of the one Creator 
and Ruler. Exactly the same must, then, be true of language. 
(3f. L. 5,71-73. ) 
71. Kein ei ;e1 ''itz erlanget die Crone des Geheimnüsses 
Gottes: sie ist :, oh1 in den Schrifften der Heiligen offen- 
bahr/ aber deriGeist dieser Zielt ergf eifft das nicht: 
Hierin: ien hats reine Doctores, ; pie ; enuc studiret haben. 
72. iEs hat keiner eigene idacht in der 
etwas zu er ri en/ unü andere solche 
sind alle nur Ki der/ und- ABC-Scheier. 
hoch davon schreiben und reden/ so ist 
nicht unser eigen/ sondern des üe*stes 
redet aus seinen ic. indern was er wil. 
Tieffe Gottes 
s zu lehre-: sondern 
So wir bleich 
doch der VerSt-nd 
der i.. -utter, / der 
73. Er offenbahret sich in vielen Gestalten/ in einem 
anderst als im andern: Dann seine Viunder-'; '. 'eissheit ist 
eine '2ieffe ohne Zahl; und ddrffet euch : ichts wundern/ 
dass die Kinder Gottes nicht einerley Sprache und Wort 
führen/ dann ein jeder redet aus der ''7eisshrit der Mutter/ 
welcher Zahl ohne Grund undlEnd$ ist: Lber das Zielmass 
ist das Hertze Gottes/ sie l; uffen alle dahin/ und das 
ist die grobe/ da ihr solt e---kennen/ ob der Ceist aus Gott 
rede/ oder aus dem Teuffel. 
Evil consists, not in the creation of many languages out of 
one95, but in 
forgetting God's 'lord, the "Natursprachen, and of 
aband0Y , 
in6 the measure set by God in the five main languages. Thus 
confusion arises; 
hovlcvczr, iJe shall see when considering Chapters 
35-37 of i,: Ivsterith L=a nurn, though an infinite number of 
dialects 
sprin s even from 
the 72 secondary languages, that God's ordering 
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hand is yet behind this very confusion of tongues; for the number 
72 is three times 24, and thi4riad, Boehme tells us, is a 'ýdrey- 
each sensualisch : ýlphabetn96, 
teach 
alphabet being one of the Three 
Principles. thus the 72 1an`: u: E; es are a new version of that same 
triad97, which we saw was contained in the five sacred tongues. 
Now the Three Principles are completely present in every creature, 
even though the r'irst Principle may hold the other two in subjection. 
But this subjection need not be permanent. The Second Principle, 
however weak, may yet lead the soul& through death to eternal life; 
98 
for "das Zielmass ist das Eertze Gottes, sie lauffen alle dahinm, 
Thus the presence of the 't'hree . erinciples in the 72 languages is 
the guarantee that anybody may, by the use of his particular ver- 
nacular, regain an understanding of the "Natursprache". And this 
is what Boehme claimed to do through the U-erman tongue, and especially 
through the text of Luther's German version of the Bible99, which, 
according to one text at any rate100, is equal in status to the 
Latin and Hebrew versions. 
We are now in a position to distinguish 'Naturspracheff from 
language in general. Lan, created is the i$Lage of God, has received 
the gift of language as a powerful instruriment, both for thought and 
for action. 'Thus 
he uses words and sentencec for purposes of com- 
munication. Výords 
the i have a standard in,, eaning, such as is learnt 
and practised 
in everyday usage1° . Again, they may be used sym- 
bolically, by the more indirect method of indicating the meaning 
through an image, through the use of mytholoc-y, of archetypal 
images, 
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colours, numbers, etc. Examples of this symbolic use of language can 
be found on every page of . oehme's works. The Seven rroperties of 
Nature, and their association with metals, planets, colours1u2, all 
these are used symbolically; the virgin, the tree, the pearl, the 
thistle, the fountain, the paradise garden, the clockwork are all 
examples of archetypal imagery; we have already referred to some of 
the symbolically used numbers. 
. But 
both these uses of language do no more than exploit its 
external signs. in fact, the diagram (one of several), the "Philo- 
sophische Kugel" to the first of the 40 Fragen von der )ies?, or, 
again, the parable in the ? reface to Aurora - both expressing; the 
whole of noehme's cosmology - are expressly stated to be only of 
limited value, designed to aid the limited Kinderstanding of his 
readers' earthbound vision. Then, ßoehmE: frequently contrasts those 
who use language (and religion - indeed, the whole of life; only 
externally with the true children of mod who penetrate to the heart, 
the inner essence, of languagelv4, who have true insight, not mere 
, Buchstabenweisheit105. This doe9 not ::, ean that boehme wishes to 
divorce lner meaning from external appearance, for the latter is 
the necessary result of the former. Existence and manifestation 
are inseparablelub. But 
the tragedy of the call is, that, just as 
multiplicity has been perverted, so that unity was abandord, in 
the same manner was the external appearance of language abusedlu7, 
its inner, God-centred meaning wass forgotten, and the outward forms - 
as also the outward forms of religion - were put 
to uses in accor4- 
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4ance with the blind and proud nature of falle: - man. jýeder!. ption 
means a return to a God-centred state of existence, in v'hich language 
IOYL must once more be not merely a matter of coaventi lly-accepted 
meanings of words, or, at least, a semi-articulate pointing at 
hidden truths by means of symbols, but rather the signature of a 
creative ..! inü, which is in communication with the "Wesen aller Wesen. " 
:, nci that is the "ý; atýlr6 r; ýche' is le letters, syllables, cords, 
whole sentences, have ; :_ý, u_itory pattern, v. hen pronounced, a visual 
pattern, when i; ritten dov; nlA. hat is th>ir outward form and this 
outward form is the signLtUre, the figure ('1Geste, lt: ttss") , of ;, hat 
Uod Himself, or reis royal Je, puty on earth, man1108 intends to ex)ress; 
for it is ü.... incatliation of the ii-it i_ tý he f1:.: ent :1 ýý"l _, mini- 
ature editions, so to s yeas, Of tiic l:: car. anion of chttst, tu'e very 
Heart of u-oü. Himself. 
uhristAthe climax, Ehe su ýý c: _: e re elation of id's 311J of mans 
l,,: nr-uage. In Ulis p.. rson ne reunites the _ýivine and the human 'Word. 
/:,: y st.. Za n. 35ý -5 1 
4. ier 1.. 'c .: in s¬i cr C. 2walt in . dams Leben/ biss ihn aer irr i sehe äuss re 1. lr: t? trliche 
durch des reufiels vert, ifftc. flbei-traff: ; _. o schv. an. ' sich 
der natttrl c'i in (; c- äer . ": under der Tatur herfür/ 
L1;, LL f'tlhrete seine : teste und Zweige pus der Lssentz der 
.; at*r 'jerfihr. 
b. Uni ob v ohl fier 'cielli e -ns and der hir, mulischen Welt 
aýesen in Adam durch Lie der ifftu v er'klich/ so ergab 
sich aber da ., ort 
Göttlicher Krafft v; iLier mit einem 
Bunde darein; ä ss' also dersýtlbe Ens von der himmlischen 
Uelt i. 11 dies. - -wamme snit fors epflantzet ward/ biss auff 
di Zeit seines.. le l ýý lss,; acl s z! i' nte T.; a jia c da der 
r,, ;i Ziel stund 
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Human history thus moves accordinL to the actioil of Gods Word 
in its dual aspect of wrath ("Fiat") and brace. The aim i man's 
redemption, so that 
cate directly with 
whole of e:. istence, 
Word of God113, or, 
he may once again be in a position to co1mmuni- 
God112, to know the 'Natursprachett. For the 
temporal as well as eternal, is pervaded by the 
to out it in more precise t:.; rms, everything that 
is carries a name of God, and each name, each creature, is a tool 
enabling uod to rule in His "Regiment und Liebespiel"114. 
R4rst. Magn. 3 , 15,7-10. ) 
7. Die Kräf to d rinýLen Ei. e. :: 4ams äusserl. Stamm - cf. 
j 
hatten sich aber noch nicht ausscevaicitielt/ dann alle 
Menschen hätte.: mir einerle` Sprachen; die Sprachen aus 
den Ei`e c-La_ ý... äüß ,., vor el tl .c 'luth nicht offen- bahr. 
8. Sie verstullder: wohl der TTatur Sprache/ als das e- 
formte Wort in seine... Unterscheide: i... ber derselbe Unter- 
scheid rwa2C noch nicht Üeformet und in Zungen formiret/ 
biss dass der Stamm des menschlichen Baumes nach der Sünd- 
fluth/ tin -raffte in die Zweite führete/ davon der 
menschliche# baum aus de_ Ei enschafiten der Kräffte des 
geformten natürlichen , 'ortes anfteng zu blühen/ als axis 
der}Be3tedeyun`; / ita Gote c#P. ý6%ýoah und seine Kinder/ als äie 
feste des Bau s t-' u, _Lý_ hiess sie fruchtbar seyn, / 
und sich auff 1jrden rägen und mehren/ und ihnen den Genaden- 
Bund gab. 
g. Denn in Cain wird dieser Baum verfluchet/ aber bey 
Noah wieder esý^e ; net/ dass sich die Eigenschafften des ge- 
formten natürlichen Wortes durch der Latur Eigenschafft 
solten mit den Zungen herfür 
thun/ als ein ender vieler 
Worte/ Oder Götter in dem einiger: lebelldiG; en '. ': orte. 
10. Das Bilde Gottes im geformten Worte sol e die 'orl4ýung 
des einiger: 'Torts aus dem ersten Ente in vie Formun`: en der 
Sprüchen herfür bringen/ nach Lrth und ': leise der Fürstlichen 
Regimente/ der 
'oben (aeister/ so auch im geformten `, "; orte 
il Unterscheiden sind/ '. lnd in der Tieffe dieser 't in 
derv igenschafi'tr: _ der 
Watu? r über die efý°schen/ 
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auch über das nrcken der Sternen in der Seelen der grossen Welt/ welche auch die lumen Gottes im geformten Worte der 
Natur tragen/ als ein Werckzeug Gottes/ damit er förmlicher 
Weise in seinem xegiment und Liebe-Spiel regieret. 
Names are identifiable with what is peing na! 1ed, and. this by 
virtue of the divine origin of both115. The name of God, or of a 
man, is thus as pov; ý; rful as God, (or the man) Himself. boehLne again 
and again speaks of the saving action of His holy name116. This 
vital connection between names and persons and their function in 
the divinely ordained pattern is the basis for the many instances, 
in which the meaning of the saving action of Liod through the Coven- 
ants is typified in the partiarchs of the'üld Testament, in their 
names and in their actions117 
Names are thus a genuine way of using the "Natursprache", and 
they affect objects, as well as persons - as for example "Mount 
AraratttAnd there are many instances in which the sound patterns 
of these names are used to explain the meaning of the person or 
object in the History of the Uovenant. We shall have occasion to 
investigate these more closely later. 
But this connection between man and language is exemplified 
in another way too: - 
St. Magn. 35,11-13. -i 
11. Dass die . ltvatter vor der Sündfä th haben also lange 
gelebet/ ist das die Ursache gewesen/ dass die xräffte des 
geformten Vorts aus gdttlicher Eigenschafft bey ihnen noch 
unzertheilet/ und unausgebohren gewesen sind: Gleich wie 
ein junger Baum der voller 
4rafft und 5afft ist/ sich in 
. &esten 
und wachsen schöne erzeiget/ wann er aber anhebet 
zu blähen/ so gehet die gute Jsrafft in die . slüth und Frucht. 
12. nlso ist uns auch mit dem ersten . r': 
1ter der r4ienschen 
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zuverstehen; als die Kräffte in . ±iner Ligenschafft im Stamme lagen/ so verstunden die Menschen die Natur-Sprache/ 
denn es lagen alle Sprachen darinnen: Als sich aber der- 
selbe Baum der einigen Zungen in seinen Fei enschafften und 
Kr@tfften zertheilete bey den Lindern Ot*roth/ so hdrete 
die Natur-sprachef daraus Ldam allen Dingen Namen gegeben/ 
einem jeder aus seiner Eigenschafft/ auf f/ und ward aer 
Stamm der 
Jatur 
wegen der zertheileten Eigenschafften im 
Worte des kräfftigen Verstandes matt und schwach. 
13. Also lebeten sie nicht mehr so lange/ denn die rechte 
Krafft menschliches Lebens/ daraus d_er verstand quillet/ 
ist aus d,. e, m Worte Gottes kommen: Weil sich aber der Ver- 
stand in viel Lungen und Eigenschafften zertheilete/ so 
ward die Natur schwÄcher/ und fiel der hohe verstand der 
Eigenschafften der ueister der buchstaben/ denn das inner- 
liche fiihrete sich in ein erliches: also blieb der 
Verstand derselben Geister in jeder Zungen & sserlich/ auff 
firth/ wie roan von einem Dinge redet/ davon man höret sagen/ 
und dessen keinen rechten Verstand hat/ auch nicht sehen mag. 
The splitting off of, the/many 
building of the tower of BabSido, 
the qualities, of the languages119 
languages takes place at the 
but a dividing and weakeniA of 
)is already present in the name 
ofivoah, and it goes hand in hand with the spreading and the split- 
ting up of lvoah's family. ßoehme here speaks of the 72 tongues of 
divine revelation, within which lie concealed the five holy tongues, 
the prpvenance of the Eternal Word of Lod; through these five holy 
tongues uod speaks to His children. 
t i4 st . i, iagn. 35,15-18 , 35. ) 
15. renn der tame der hinder i'oah/ und ihrer Kinder/ 
davon die ander tdonarchia auff Erden entsprungen/ sind 
72. welche der Geist im iviose andeutet; und hierunter lieget 
das grosse u-eheimnUss des Thurns zu Babel/. als die Zer- 
theilung der Zungen. 
16. Denn 77, ist die gantze Zahl Göttlicher uffenbahru 
durchs geformte wort/ 72. sind Babel/ als die Zungen der 
Wunder; die andern 5. sind heilig/ und ligen unter den 72. 
verborgen/ und urständen aus dem 
JOTH12U, und das TOTH 
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stehet in dem ß/ als in dem einen/ das ist das Auge der 
Ewigkeit ohne (rund und Zahl. 
17. Durch die 5. hlilige sprachen aus dem JOTH redet der Geist im geformten ; orte der lyatur tieilige 4öttliche g orte in den kindern der Heiligen/ und durch die 72. Zungen redet 
er durch die l'4atur der y+ under aus jösen und Guten/ wie 
sich das gort in einem Ente fasset. 
18. Die fünff Sprachen stehen dem ueiste Uottes zu/ welcher 
durch seine &inder redet/ wenn und wie er wil/ aber die 
zwey und siebentzig stehender Menschlichen 5elbheit und 
Eigenheit zu/ daraus der menschliche eigen '/erstand/ lügen 
und Wahrheit redet: Darum sollen die zwey und siebentzig 
Sprachen/ als Babel/ durchs uerichte uottes gelten/ und das 
Reine vom unreinen geschieden/ und im newer bewähret werden. 
35. ällhie mag ihr die Welt einen Spiegel nehmen/ es ist 
der wahre Grund des urstandes der weltlichen ). errschaft/ 
ob wohl derselbe irrund des Regiments Linen innern geist- 
lichen Urstand hat/ so ists aber doch in der äussern form 
vor Gott nur als ein thierisch Jäger-artbt bey den ýhier- 
menschen/ welche man also bändigen und zähmen muss. 
lt is thus not one single language (as we noted earlier in the 
argument), which preceded the breaking up of the "Natursprache" into 
77 vernacular tongues) but the "Natursprache" - used here in a wider 
sense-than in sterium gansophicum, where it is the first of the 
five holy tongues ki. e. the primal unity, associated wich the colour 
black! - here designate& 
the five holy tongues, which manifest the 
divine pattern of diversity and unity, of differentiation without 
confusion, of articulation without conflict. 
fhe 72 languages, on 
the other hand, are the debasement of this diversity, due to sjIg. 
(Myst. Iviagn. 35,57-b3. ) 
1. Welcher Mensch nun den verstand hat der Sensuum, 
als der Meister der jsuchstaben/ dass er verstehet/ wie 
sich die Sensus in der just haben componiret/ der ver- 
stehets in der Fassung des Wortes/ wenn sich das zur 
Substantz fasset/ der lean die 5ensuai1sche Sprache der 
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gantzen Creation, und verstehet voraus Adam nat allen ringen Namen gegeben/ und woraus der Leist nottes hat ge- deutet in den Alten. 
58. Dieses ist der Lrrund der liaubt-sprachen/ J. Ct alle 
völcker haben in einer Sprache geredet/ da haben sie ein- 
ander verstanden: Als sie sich aber der sensualischen 
Sprache nicht wollen gebrauchen/ so ist ihnen der rechte verstand erloschen/ denn sie ftlhreten die Geister der 
sensualischen Sprachen in eineäusserliche grobe Yorm/ und fasseten den subti'en Geist des vers-Tandes in eine grobe form/ und lerneien aus der Jormjreden/ wie denn heutiges Tages alle Völcker nur aus derselben r'orm ihrer gefasseten 
se4aalischen Sprachen reden. 
59. Kein Volck verstehet mehr die sensualisehe Sprache/ 
und die v gel in Lüfften uncý cýie Thier8 im Walde verstehen 
sie nach ihrer Eigenschafft121. 
60. Darumb mag der Mensch dencken wess 
und was ea in der r7iedergebuhrt soll wi, 
wohl%*cht alhier auff Erden/ jedoch in 
Welt; denn in der Sensualischen Sprache 
mit einander/ sie brauchen keine andere 
ist die natur-sprache. 
er beraubet ist/ 
oder bekommen/ ob- 
der geistlichen 
reden alle Geister 
Sprache/ denn es 
61. Unsere Gelehrten lassen sich Doctores und Magistros 
nennen/ und keiner verstehet seiner Mutter Sprache: Sie 
verstehen nichts mehr Vom Geiste als der Bauer von seinem 
Werckzeuge zum Acker-werck/ sie brauchen bloss allein der 
gefasseten form der groben componirten Wörter/ und verstehen 
nicht was das Wort in seine:, Sensu ist; daher entstehet 
der Zanck und Streit/ dass man umb Gott und seinen Willen 
streitet: Man wil lehren was Uott sey/ und verstehen nicht 
das wenigste von Gott. 
62. Die fflnff heilige Sprachen in der sensualischen Sprache 
sind Gottes ': iort/ es ist seine Würc jung durch die Sensua- 
lische Zune/ als durch die iigenschafften; wie man dan 
nicht 1äu gn kan/ dass Gott allen Ureaturen und uewAchsen 
Krafft und Leben gibet: denn sein heiliger Name ist durch 
alles; und denselben 
heiligen Namen hatte damn zur Haab - 
hafftigkeit in seinen 5ensibus, inwürckende/ regierende und 
fühlende: Und eben dieses 1(leynod verlohr er/ das wird nun 
in dem heiligen Namen Jesu herwieder gebracht und angeziind4 
63. Darumb kan sich keiner mit Rechte einen Gelehrten der 
A. Schrifft nennen/ vielweniger einen lloctor derselben/ er 
verstehe dean a&e Sensualische Zunge% düs er wisse wie der 
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H. Geist durch die Sensualische Sprache in den Heiligen der 
Schrifft geredet habe: So er nicht den uxöttlichen Sensum in 
der H. Schrifft verstehet/ so lass er die nur ungem$istert/ 
er ist darinnen nicht gelehret/ er ist nur ein buchstaben- 
wechsler/ und verstehet doch keinen einigen Buchstaben in 
seinem Sensu. 
The identification of the asensualische Sprache" with "Natur- 
sprache" in the above passage ýýa üg:: .h 60) is more than a passing 
thought; in fact, we fin4, again and again, that Boehme uses the 
two expressions quite interchangeably. the expressions i"sensus'T, 
"sensualisoh", denote in general the realization of uod's active 
Spirit in terms of temporal events. The intuition, the striving 
of the will is thus realized in actual meaning, which is now able, 
by means of its inherent dynamic122 to acquire the signet 'e of 
external sound, tsoehme thus uses the term "Natursprache" in the 
sense of being (1) the speaking of each being by means of its "Gestdlt- 
nlss,,, or 'tSignaturn; (2) Human speaking: (a) the five holy vowels, 
(b) the first of these, as in the seventh text of the mgsterium 
Pansophicum; (3) synonymous with "sensualische Sprache", Which is 
really basic to both the other meanings. it signifies a state of 
being, in which the mind is in complete harmony with uod's mind, an& 
can thus comprehend this meaning, iiis concretized i'ltention. Jay means 
of this language spirits hold converse 
(supra paragraph 60). Adam, 
knowing this "sensualisohe Sprachei, was able to re-live the divine 
act of creation and arrive at a proper understanding of 
the qualities, 
therefore also of the signatures, of all things123. Vor in language, 
as in all other phenomena, 
the Divine Word, is active through the 
properties, achieving outward form, character, signature. 
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We are not told whether Adam actually spoke Hebrew, or one of 
the other five holy tongues, or the "'sensualische Sprache", which 
is anterior to them all. This is hardly likely, since "sensus" is 
that realization of meaning which leads to the acquisition of a 
sound pattern, but is not, in and by# itself, so externally "signed" 
("b ezeichnett')124. Once that stage is reached, we are in the realm 
of the five holy tongues, Ultimately in the fifth, which is the 
consummation of the others. Perhaps that is the language of spirits 
and of regenerate man (sppra paragraph 60), and possibly also of 
Adam 1 cannot then agree with Schulze 
126, 
who thinks that Adam's 
language XHebrew. in the meantime man has to overcome the debase- 
ment of external appearance(i. e. temporal creation in general, and 
external language, human wisdom in particular), whf4h was caused 
by the separation of inner, senCe and outer appear$nce. 
The rest of this thirty-fifth chapter of 1t1ysterium miagnum 
(paragraphs 64-75) deals with the effect of man's estrangement from 
God, which is traced back to the children of ivoah, and how recon- 
oiliation with Uod is closely linked with a return to a true know- 
ledge of the TMsensualische Sprache". 
The descendants of i£oah only spoke "im geformten veort127, they 
had lost understanding of the in*er "sensus", the tioly Spirit, the 
"Natursprache" and the "mentalische Gunge der ftlnff Vokalien 
28. 
Hence cod was hidden to them. "rhey 
looked for him in creation, as 
129 
if He were of like substance with 
it, only high up above the stars. 
Blindness (the vain attempt to find clod in this way) and pride 
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("um sich einen grossen ££amen zu macheng) thus moved them when they 
l3u built a high tower, The estrangement from (god has now become 
manifest in terms of it temporal event; thus confusion - the loss of 
the "Natursprache" as the temporal event, corresponding to a cutting 
off of human from divine speaking, resulting in the loss of unity 
and pattern - is the inevitable sequel to the building of the tower. 
Man no longer speaks the five sacred tongues: the 72 vernacular 
tongts are profane, they are an expression of the loss of man's 
royal office, which, as we saw, was exercised, when Adam gave names 
to creatures. 
Like God's curse131, however, this 'inevitable sequtl'T is not 
merely a part of a deterministic chain of cause and effect, but a 
moment in the eternal exercise of God's personal Ifule as Judge and 
Saviour. God's love is present in His wrath, as well as in His 
grate; for both wrath and grace express iiis concern for man, which 
is itself the very root of his love. We have already discussed 
mood's presence in hell; we must now note the expression of this idea 
in biblical terms; as Boehme comes to interpret the description of 
the . all 
in uen. 3, lff, especially with reference to the so-called 
"PrOtevangel ion" (Gen. 3,15). Boehme never tires of stressing that 
God's judgement already contatxts tiis promise of grace. in consider- 
ing the seven rroperties of Tvature, we saw that the dynamic of the 
dark properties was indissolubly linked with the contemplation of 
the gentle lieht properties. "Begierde" strives to . manifest itself; 
it is sensitive; it wants to taste and feel itself; 
it wants to 
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see; thus it carries within itself right from the beginning that 
refining f ire, without w ich its ooveý: oent would be mere frenzy. the 
Properties of light, on the other hadA, i: ould never have come into 
being without the dynamic of Salt, t. iercury and Sulphur; the love- 
fire of Venus, the music t "Hall") of ýu , fiter geed ti-e ::: ovemei t of 
the first three Troperties, a. - at t 1e centre of the whole pattern - 
of Lunas of "Freutenreich" - stands the r'ourth eroperty, the Sun 
(elsewhere the heart of the starry Heavens, at uhrist, the Heart 
of uod), the ambivalent r'ire, wherein there is the eternal :: movemOnt 
through veath into jebirth. now, this dialectic process is trans- 
lated into terms of temporal succession, into History. And after 
the Fall, this dialectic is one, 11o t Only of activity and contem- 
plation, but of judgement and grace. -rhe devil hi-1: self, the great 
132 
magician, as Hoehme calls him again and again cannot cyuench 
uod`s concern for His creatioh, LTo(l's presence, even in äell: he 
becomes himself the mouthpiece of uod -s Woris o-' wrath. unity 
of CreAtioný the pattern of history, are not 
&estroYed. 133 The 
nature of human ant divine action, as e:: empli. ied in the building 
of the tower of iabotea, is the same throughout human History. Now 
that the doctors of merge external wisdom still look for God in the 
same vain manner, Uod 
has sent His watchman134 to tell of God's 
presence in amongst 
the very letters, where, searching, they cannot 
135 
see Him. The spirit 
("Geist c: c r '; 'und-er ) bears witness to the 
-so* tt-ot, 
vanity of their el: ýtcr, )rise, aiiýi a tithe 
Time of Reconciliation has 
come 136 . 
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(Myst. 35,66-67. ) 
66. Eine solche Wissenschafft hat der geformte Verstand 
/n Gott/ als man denn heutiges Tages solche Doctores findet/ die nichts mehr Von Gottes Wohnunc; und ; fiesen wissen/ 
als diese Thurn-bauer/ und bauen in ihrer Kunst allesamt (ausser dem Sensualisehen Wissen) an diesem hohen Thurn/ 
1g8nnen nirgend hinaus zu Gott kommen/ düru#q zaneken sie 
am Bau/ ein jeder sa et wie er eher und b _:. ser zu bauen 
sey/ und können äociimmerým ehr eines werden/ denn sie haben 
sich alle zu tole daran gebauet/ biss der Herr einen 17ächter 
schicket/ und ihren weiset/ dass es vergebens ist/ dass sie 
ihn nicht in der Höhe finden werden/ sondern dass er mitten 
unter den Buchstaben ist/ dass sie ihn nicht gekannt haben. 
67, Dessen wir uns freuell/ dass die Zeit gebohren ist/ das 
wir Vom Thurn zu Babel sind abgeführet worden/ und den heil- 
igen Gott in der sensualischen Sprache sehen mögen/ Hal- 
leluja! Der Thurn ist zerbrochen und umbgefallen/ daran 
sich unsere Vatter haben zu tode Bebauet/ und dehn nicht 
aussgebauet haben; dessen Grund i----cht mehr geleoet 
werden weil die Erde stehet: Sa; et 4£K, --, eist der Wunder. 
This is the "mystery of the tower of the divided ton-uestt, the 
provenance of the 72. ton%ues. 
(ý st. Llqgn. 35,68-71. ) 
68. Die verborgene Geheimnuss des Thurns und der 2er- 
theileten Sprachen ist dieses: Die Menschen hatten die 
Sensualische Sprache des Heil. CT*istes in eine stumuiie Form 
Befasset/ und brauchten das geformte Wort menschliches 
Verstandes nur in einer For.;  als in einem Gefässe/ sie 
redeten nur mit dem Gefässe/ und verstunden nicht das 
Wort Gottes in ihrer eigenen sensualischen Zungen/ dass 
Gott selber im redenden Worte des Verstandes wäre/ wie 
auch noch cuff heute dergleichen geschiehet und ist. 
69. Nun aber hatte sich Gott Mit seinem Worte in das 
menschliche Bilde im Anfange der Schgpffunt; einverleibet/ 
als in die Eigenschafften der Sensuum, und polte nicht 
stumm oder in einer einigen gefasten corm seyn: Weil aber 
alle Dinge im Wachsen/ Saamen und Ernde stehen/ so wa» 
jetzt die Zeit der Blüthe des menschlichen Baumes/ da sich 
der deist der Sensuum in seinen Eigenschafften mit der 
Bläthe herfflr thäte/ und die Eigenschafften durch die 
Bl&th aussführete/ und auss der Bluth im Fruchte; und wie 
nun ein jede Bluth am alleräussersten und 
hachsten des 
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Halms oder Zweiges am baume oder Hari sich auffthut und herfür gehet: Also auch trieb der Geist die Menschen 
Kinder dahin/ dass sie auch einen solchen hohen churn 
gleich einem hbher3 baum oder Halme machten/ denn er wolte 
seine . sloth und . rächte auch in der Höhe des Halms offen- 
bahren/ und eben auff dem 'hurne den sie wolten an den 
Himmel bauen/ thäte sich der sexsualische Geist mit der 
Blüthe auff. 
7u. Denn der Menschen Wille war/ dass sie wolten zu ciott 
steigen/ und in derselben tsegierde und Willen thäte sich 
der sensualische u-ott herftir/ denn Arie sucheten ihn nur 
auff eine umbsehriebene weise; also entegnete er ihnen 
auch nur auff eine gefassete sensualische vieise aus ge- 
fasseten ZunEen und Sprachen/ daran sie doch stumm waren/ 
und ihn nicht erkannten. 
71. Sie waren mit dem heliiý. en Sensu in die Agtur einge- 
Lan en/ als mit dem Mentalischen u-eiste/ und die Natur 
hatte sie im verstande Befangen: Darumb ofieji'o-hrete sich 
auch ihnen uott mit dem sensualiscnen ueistejin gefasseter 
Form der Zungen/ aus den 72. Eigenschafften/ arch die 3. 
rrincipia, als durch ein dreyfach sensualiscii , '. lphabeth/ 
nach der dreg Welten Ligenschafft/ als dutch dreymahl vier 
und zwCtntzig uchstab en in gefast--r form 4urch die -ungen/ 
aus einten jeden Buchstaben durch Jie Jry Vrincipia, als in 
dr'ey ; i`e_-ischafften der Zungen und Sprach :/ nach EiJen- 
schafftjgy der Dreyheit der Gottheit. 
Sven the perverted 
£. 
nguages of fallcri Mdgný thenýo Iare a, sfgn of 
Q, od the holy lrrihity, manifesting Himself in thel'hree 
Trinciples 
of His creationo the 
eternal Word of trod is the root of' all human 
speaking; hence, h6 _: man. was scattered 
Into many lands, and when, 
accordingly, the 
languages came to correspond to the essential char- 
aoter of each of 
the countr*es, the Spirit of God also formed: Him- 
self into 
the natural character of each country and of its language. 
T lpus the 72 main lan6uages, adaptin 
themselves to thereat diversity 
which exists on 
this earth, came to be split up into many ses0iiu ary 
tongues, such that the dialect of a 
locality is changed even at a 
distance of five or six miles 
1370 
- 152. - 
(LIyst. Macn. 35,72-75. ) 
72. Und daher urständen 72. Sprachen aus der einigen 
sensualischen Zungen/ darinnen alle Sprachen liegen/ 
und gieng eine jede Zunge und Sprache auff sein Volck/ 
nach dehme ein jedes Geschlechte einer Eigenschafft aus dem Stamme menschliches Baumes aus dem geformten Worte 
war: Eine solche Sprache entstund auch aus ihnen/ aus 
ihrem Sensu, als aus derselben Eigenschafft des geform- 
ten Worts. 
73r Denn der Sensus der menschlichen Rede/ dass er 
reden kan/ korst ihme ursprünglich aus dem Göttlichen 
Worte/ das $ich im Verbo Fiat in eine Cre& tion einführete: 
Jetzt führete sich dasselbe Wort dutch die compactirte 
Eigenschafften aus/ nach ihrer Compaction, brth/ Form 
und Eigenschafften/ denn also unterschiedlich sind auch 
die Sensus in der 7ualität im Loco dieser Welt/ über 
einem Lande immer anderst als fiber dem andern: Also hat 
auch Gott die Sprachen nach jedes Landes Zigenschafft 
formiret. 
74. Dann weil sich die vÖleker in alle Lande zerstreuen 
solten/ so hatte er jedem Volck eine Sprache eröffnet/ 
wie es in einem Lande wohnen würde/ die sich unter die- 
selbe sensualische lualitat schickete und damit concor- 
dirte/ dass nicht die Qualitgt des Landes die Turbam 
in sich einftthrete/ so\sie\mit dem Y orte ihrer Stimme 
dem geformten Geiste in der Seelen der grossen Welt des- 
selben Orts ihrer Stimme einführeten. 
75. Wie die Offenbahrung des Beformten Wortes in dem 
Geiste der Welt an jedem orte warf also formete ihme 
auch der Geist Gottes durch d'c Eatur der Eigenschafften 
die Sprachen in jedes Land: Erstiich die 72. iiaubt- 
Sprachen aus der Natur/ hernach die An-Enckel aus den 
Sensibus jeder ttaubt-Sprache/ wie man das vor Augen 
stehet/ dass man an keinem Orte der Welt unter allen 
Raubt-Sprachen. auff 5. oder 6. Meilen einerley Sensus 
in einer Raubt-Sprache findet/ sie verdrähen sich fast 
alle 5. oder 6. Meilen/ alles nach den Eigenschafften 
desselben Poll oder Höhe/ was für eine Eigenschafft 
die Lufft hat in ihrem inherrscher., den Uestirne: Eine 
solche Ligefschafft hat auch das gemeine volck in der 
Sprache. 
- 158- 
In chapter36 of Mysterium I agnuxn there is a more detailed account 
of J-rye Fall: the godlessness which iS the root of pride, conflict 
3 co __'ulsion, the redemption wich consists in the return into 
Christ through the power of His Spirit (death and rebirth); all 
this is worked out in terms of historic, events and of la_aua6e. 
Pride, conflict and conflLsion are displayed in Xinrod and. 
Babylon, as is borne out by their names 
138 
, and indegd, every 
detail of the biblical account has its meaning in the jattern of 
judC, ement and grace, and it can be seen in the signatures of the 
names. For both History and laný.; ua-e, are fasko-sin`s ('TEinfassung en", 
"Formungen", rrCompactiruz1Lenn, etc. ) of the three principles, ulti- 
mately of the Mind and the 
Will of God. In language, just as in 
every other Sphere of exist(-, wee, onecan see the Eternal Unformed 
Word, forming; Itself creatively, en_t,. rin ; the v; orld of elements. 
Man before the Fall exemplified the harmonious co-existence of the 
-fL ee 
principles and thus he stood in a right relationship to God 
and to the rest of cre tion. Hence the five holy lan uaves also 
subsisted in and man therefore spo':. e the three 
holy alphabets riLhtl. ý, for he had the first and thr, fift'. alpha ct 
in him. The triad in the five holy alphabets, unexplained i__ 
_ýVJ ýwcWM. 
steriLUný , here obviously corresponds to the 
1hrce 1rinciples, 
Y, hich, as we h vc seer, urn. or }lically connected with the Holy 
l 
Trinity. :. s they are also in the 72 TMmentalische Zungen 'ý9n, the 
connection between the ttsensualische" and the ttmentalische Zungen' 
is established, and that in a way which stresses the presence of 
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God in both. tut man's closeness to God, before the r'all took place, 
is even more strongly borne out by the fact that Boehme equates the 
five holy alphabets with the five holy vowels in cod's name. Their 
loss, on account of the Fall, spells death; when the Word re-enters 
Creation - i. e. when Chri$t becomes flesh - life once more returns: 
at Pentecost the five holy vowels are once again revealed14u. 
But the building of the tower of Babsot, is not entirely value- 
less 
141, 
for, even in the conflict and confusion which originate 
from it, u-od reveals the many wonders of His wisdom142. . VheyIall 
stem from the one root, the eternal Word of God; all the many 
"Geister der Buchstaben" stem from the one "Sensualische Zunge". 
The five holy vowels stand for the promise of God in the covenant, 
the paradise143. Nimrod and 3abjlon represent sin: ''das Euren- 
kind", preening itself in its s len,:. iJ rments144. Similarly the 
external form of the Vord145, when separated from its proper divine 
content, is in a state of confusion and conflict. But the many 
spirits of the letters, -JvinL rise to a profusion of images, only 
hide the One Eternal Spirit of Uod, revealing Hi:: Iself in an infinite 
number of ways. Finally, God is all in all. This comes out very 
clearly, when we compare the above-quoted passage, Unudw. 1,27) 
with the following: - 
(Yst. Ida , ', ii. 36,39-40. 
) 
39. Die compactirtc: sensualische Zunge/ welche sich in 
den Geistern der Buchstaben hat getheilet/ machet uns 
irre/ dass wir vermeynen/ wir seynd einander freinbde/ und 
seynd doch alle nur ein einiger Baum/ welchen der i'euffel 
In edam mit seiner Begierde vergifftet hat/ dass sich 
die Gleichheit hat in eine Ungleichheit ausgeft1hret/ 
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davon die Geister der Buchstaben offe-býhr seynd worden/ 
dass wir aus vielen Sprachen reden; ' cias ist/ dass wir das kräfftige , 'Tort uottes haben in die viele der zertheilten 
Eigenschafften eint efAAhret/ und im j eý cr Zug-gen Iý_igen- 
schafft ein ; elb' (; i 
gemacht. 
4u. Daraus ents tc he i iüý. r\' e ti`_ ei un . 13"1 (cý, ' ss wir das ungeformte Tort haben ins Bilde eingeffhhret: 
Jetzt streite:. -, _ir nun um dieselben Bilder/ da ein jeder 
meynet er ha-.. o% ein bessers/ und, wenn man dieselben 
Bilder alle i der i.: eine Sprache einführet/ und die 
Bilder tödtet/ so ist einig lebendig:, achende Wort 
Gottes/ welches c. lle: ýi eýý Leben und rafft 'ibt/ offen- 
bah / nd, hat üer freit ein _ýnde/ und ist trot : Ales in 
alle. 
LZB `mole drama of tiic uhx istian view of lifel4b is seen in 
terms of sae five holy vowels anL,. the many confused, corrupt tongues 
of men, and, behin. the:.:, Go-', whose holy name L^ives life and intel- 
ligence ligence 
147 
to all letters, -Just as the sun gives liL. ht and power 
to the i-.; orld. j esus, the divine Sun, dies and is reborn the five -Ji 
holy vowels. LikCT-; ise Jo we receive deathiand ne,, -, r life frei the 
holy name of üod. Lnd the teacher, truly sent from mod, speaks 
divine words, becausE I, has recd. _, the divine tincture. The 
false teacher "lehru Ü 4ur aus der jfo m der co a_3actirten Buchstaben. " 
1 'ý 
h' S t. i.. J n. 36, "5 0 n ri a) (i4y L& 
55. Ist er aber ein BaLu eister des Thurfts zu Babel/ aus 
cic; Geist der Buchstaben enonren/ al:: z-; us der UnEleich- 
c itj so ist er ein HeuchleX/ ein Lie: --kese: r : rer so iii-ii 
s-'__ntckeii/ welche ihme heiffe., ehe .... 
Ma® iý 9/ seinen 
Euchstaben-Gott/ in den zertheiltc_ M tter 
de:,. -er so ihr_ in seiner Form ., licht ... 
[:: 
-ey e 
follows a list of attributes r ei aruiu his pride 
anü. 1(iciousncss] ..... ein ; emahlter Christ/ -r . 
il ändere 
lehren/ und ist c. oc'- s aber un , elehret von GcW: r 
lehret 
nur aus der Form de Compactirten Geister der chstaben/ 
welche sich in B8ss Cut compaetiret haben/ dieselbe 
ni: ýý. mt er in ei5ene Gev, alt/ und con pactiret die Forte zu- 
sa=imen in eine Meynuns. 
56. Und ciiesclbe Meynzur ist der i"hurn z7, Ba 4V ý: die 
jeni()en vrelchc u zulauffen/ un -, i er iueynui verbinden/ sei, ', die 5t-tu $ahel/ als gi _der 
lýimroä u/ welche auff mies .T aý 1e_ß ilý ý' ý= ! 
l:: rilel 
steigen/ und stei f.. immerw ytiu.. tzes Leben/ vko en doch in der ideynunL nic: i. t i_;: iel/ solders wenn dieleit der äussern buchsta'ýise ie. Co : s--3e1iation urn ist/ so fC1let der L ebauete 1'-hur-. -i uin/ als der &'_, ssere iuensch/ mit 1st der Meyntu /u zerbricht ullc s ... iteirander/ biss cuff die einige Seele/ die stehet alsun nackend und bloss vor Gott. 
57. Hier ist kei. a4t; sie iube dun derv c. i i. .,. eist der lautenden Buchst; : -is das ungefor: 7te , ior 
in sich/ 
dass sie mar inI ihrer , rde dasselbe a sich . e' _. 1/und sich da. nit bekleiden/ dass dasselbe die efassete co pac- 
tirte Zunge und. Bilde der Buchsta ei alle zerspreng. et/ und in eine einige Zunge und , rillen einführen/ vielcher ist Gott 
alles in allem: alles muss wieder in das ei::. e/ als in das Gantze Eehen/ der Vielheit ist nur Strei -Lici Unruhe/ 
aber in dem einen ist eine ewie Ruhe/ uni gn öder-will: . 
66. Das lebendige Wort ist darumb Mensch -e-; orden/ cuff 
dass das buchstabische Bild sterbe/ und der er: te i: enzsch/ 
v/elcher aus crem lcbenäi en '. orte in Gottes Jude lformiret 
viard in Christi Geýsýe/ als i^ deer lea i : 'ort 
/ nieder 
neM Rebohren werde. ' II- ..... . 
The five holy vowels are the rave of Christ152, and the ieails 
of' disclosure of the treasures of heavenly '. `Fisdo-, a after the Resur- 
rection. If Christ is not present in the forming of speech, nti- 
Christ will speai. insteadl53, and the reader is exhorted to spe«k, 
will and act accorJ in to Godl5`1" 
C. yst. 36,85. ) 
85 , Dan ä_ass der l. ie isch redet und vers-u6het/ das kor.: t 
Licht uus den Sternen urle: ne: _ten/ sonst k8.1tens aude °e 
Cr eaturexl, auch: Es komt dem Menschen aus uea ein El 
fü t en 
geformten orte Gottes her/ es ist der ITame Gottes/ dehn 




dasselbe einlgeleibte 7ort hat der 1ýlenn. sch aus allen dreyen 
rrincipie nn i. l. sich/ und hat eigenen 
Willen zur ildun' der 
+` 
-i c- r - 
Substantz/ aus welchem rrinci-Dio er c il/ und darauff folget auch die ti 1, _ } ii : er . 1. ei: ies ede-i in es in seinen Stalle. 
Chapter 37 of Mýyy steriua : c-la -1uin opens Výith a cons ideratiol, of 
the `f'ree. Until the ti : _e of Z: oah, the story of the Covenant is eon- 
°erned V; ith a family which is one and undivided - one "sensualische 
Zun eTT" Then the Covenant is :ý hewed, and the national divisio is 
eome into being, uod's "repe4ting"155 is here called "Reuendes 
Geformten r, orts 
56 
; and it dives rise to the many nations, and. thus 
also to multiplicity in einer Compaction der Geister der Buchstaben. 'f 
(Myst. Magn. 37,7a. 
: -Ott sprech zu ýo111: hie Menschen sind r'leisch/ darzu ar- von tugenü auff: 1so wolte sich der H. Geist hernach nicht mehr in der aren gefasten seý_sualischen Zungen offenbahrn/ sondern liess sie doch machen wie sie 
Wolter,: ....... 
As a result, the , nano "W Linder" of God's revelation came to be 
unifest in nature "aus$ öee und U-ut ... nach Liebe und Zorn" (ibid. k 
pawn religions thus came into bein`. 
(Myst. %""an" 
c:, +a , 
8. 
Dan der Urstand der Geister der ý3uch Böen fflhrete sich in Formungen vieler Sprachen/ und in orm1ngen der Selbheit wurden die Bilde im Verstande C eäö, ýen% darinnen 
sich die äussere Natur beschauete/ und auch der Teufel 
aus Gottes Grimm seine imagination und Begierde darein fehrete; die :. enschen also vom 
Verstande in Bilde ein- 
zufilhren/ dass sie nicht den wahren Gott erkenneten. 
God allowed this to happen, "... dass sich auch die Tatur Ihnen 
ZU einem Uott in deli Oraculis 
4firbildete/und durch die Bilde redeten 
ibid., 
para. 1j). The children of Ham and. Ja; Dhet157 reveal in their 
lmany kingdoms, their arts, their pagan cults, their oracles158' 
the 
15,11- 
evil rule of "Turba"159. But from this temporal revelation also 
springs the revelation of the fire of love, the holy "sensualische 
Spracheit190. The Second Principle161 reveals itself ii the disclosure 
of the five holy vowels - i. e. Of üod's naiae - i., i the ý-iistory of 
the children o4 Sem, for Sem had five children - 
(TVly st. Magn. 35,460 ) 
45 Der Geist Mosis setzet 5. iJamen der Kinder Seins/ welche 
aus Sems tenden kommen seynd: Und ob er wohl mehr gezeuget 
hat/denn vioses saget/ er habe Söhne und Achter Bezeuget) 
so deutet doch der Geist nur auff die iEigenschafften des 
geformten 'ortes im Bunde menschlicher . igenschafft. Diese 
5. amen figuriren und stellen dar/ als in einem bilde die 
5. Raubt-sprachen der geistlichen Zungen durchs geformte 
gort aus dem hohen kamen Uottes/ aus welche: - Lungen der 
Prophetische und '. postolis-, he Geist redet. 
It is the History of the covenant, with its climax ih the incarna- 
tion of uhrist, when the nature of man, and of the word he speaks, 
is fully united to the nature of Uod and His Word. 
Now if we add up the 'tmentalische" and the "compactirte sensu- 
alische`t tongues, we arrive at the number'77. Tie have already seen 
that this represents the two disclosures of the triune U-odhead, 
through the Three Principles, before and after the . E'all 
(i. e. the 
five holy tongues: one-three-one, and the seventy-two, that is three 
times twenty-four, vernacular tongues). Another explanation is 
Liven in myst. 1a6n. 29,63-66 
162 
. he number seven occurs twice, 
that is to say, ioehme adopts here, as in other connections163 the 
practice of doubling symbolic numbers or figures; this is meant to 
brin¬ out the dual character of cod's disclosure of His nature; first 
He manifests his judgement in wrath, and thereby He is enabled to 
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reis love, the perfectioi, of the number seven, the proceed to 
unf'o1141 
Sabbath, where there is rest, "'Freudenreich", Paradise, rneaven: 
Where (od is indeed all in all164. 
We have seen that language, when it has not degenerateu as a 
result of sin, is "Natursprachei", i. e. the utterance of uod, and 
of Wan, who is ciod's viceroy on earth. Meaning and creative action 
become manifest in sound and writing; in other words, language comes 
into being, when Spirit is "formed" in the etemental world, when it 
appears in the world of senses, by conferring sib. Aure on the objects 
of temporal nature. We have considered the close connection between 
signature and speech, when we commented on Boehme's use of music, 
especially in chapter 16 of De Signatura : serum, and also with the 
term "sensualische 'Lunge", and we found that the two were, first the 
wider and more general, then the narrower and more specific forms 
of "Natursprache", the latter being a species of the former, and 
both originating in the Eternal 'Mord of cod. 1 therefore feel my- 
Self justified 
165 
in calling the sound. a visual patterns of single 
letters, words and sentences their signatures; that . oehme never 
di6_ so himself, as Kayser166 contends, is not strictly true167. 
This is further borne out by the way in which, after explain- 
ing signature in chapter 1 of Be Signatura . terum, he immediately 
goes on in chapter 2 to use the two syllables of "Sul-phur« as 
carriers for aspects of the first 
khree vroperties of Tature. Every- 
thing has its own moUth to speakl6a - and that includes of necessity 
the letters, syllables ana words, of which language is composed. 
- löü - 
For intelligence discernment, comprehension) CWA6 ins and proceeds 
Prom, uod. it is communicated to the world through the Seven . 'roper- 
ties of Nature, especially where Mercury is active in Jupiter. 
(Sign. 9,20-23, ) 
2u. 11hie lieget das Mysterium lieben 13räder/ Mercurius 
machet im Jove den verstand/ dann er tanterscheidet die 
Sinnen/ dass sie fliegende seynd/ er fasset die Unendig- 
keit der sinnen in seine egierde/ und machet sie wesent- 
lich/ das thut er im Sulphur, und sein 'hesen ist die mal%ch- 
erley Krafft des ci1ruches und Lzeschmaekes/ und Saturnas 
gibet seine Schärfe darein/ dass es ein La1tz ist. ich 
verstehe aber all ie das rrafft-saltz in dem vegetabilischen 
Leben: Das Stein-saltz machet Saturnus im Wasser/ er ist 
ein himmlischer und irrdischer Lrbeiter/ und arbeitet in 
jeder festalt nach der Gestalt Eigenschafft/ wie geschrieben 
stehet: Bey den rieiligen bist du heilig/ uni. bey den ver- 
kehrten bist du verkehrt. 
21. in den heiligen Engeln ist der himalische iaercurius 
heilig und uöttlich/ und in den Teufeln ist er die Liifft 
und der urimm der ewigen i'atur nach der finstern impres- 
sion Ligenschafft/ und also fort durch alle-Ding; wie eill, 
ging einer Eigenschafft ist/ also ist auch sein Merc*z ius, 
als%sein Leben/ in den Eiigeln ist er das Lob-gesang u-ottes/ 
und in den Teufeln ist er das r'luchen und erwecken des 
Widerwillens der bittern difft&$en . eindschafft. 
22. Also auch im Menschen urea allen ureaturen zu verstehen 
ist/ in aller dehne was lebet und ýv, ebet : dann der äussere 
iuerc*rius *st ib, der äussern Welt das äussere Wort/ er ist 
das äussere Vel. -bum, und der baturnus mit der impression 
ist sein fiat, der ihm sein Wort leib. Llch m chet. Undim 
t=ern Reiche der göttlichen &rafft ist er s ewige Wort 
des Vatters/ dadurch er alle Ding im äussern/(verstehet 
mit dem Werck-Zeuge des äussern Mercuric) gemachet hat: 
Der äussere Mercurius ist das zeltiiche , ort/ das aussge- 
sprochene -'ort/ und der innere ist das ewige .: ort/ das 
sprechende Vort. 
23. Das innere 'iVort wohnet im äussern/ und machet durch 
das äussere alle äussere Dinge/ und mit dem innern die 
innere Dinge. Der innere Mercurius Ist das Leben der Gotta 
heit/ und aller Göttlichen Creaturen; Und der äussere 
Llercurius ist das Leben der äussern Welt/ und aller äusser- 
lichen Leibligkeit in Menschen und Tieren/ in Wachsenden 
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und Gebdhrenden/ und macht ein eigen Frincipium, als eine Gleichnass der Gottlichen ; 7elt/ und das ist die uffenbahrung der Göttlichen Weissheit. 
We have also seen that man is the mouthpiece of God's creative 
intelligence by articulating it in human language, and that, in4a 
general way, language may be explained as the "fashioning" of the 
spirits of the letters in sound, incarnations of spirit, tools, 
manifestations of mind 
169, 
prefiguring, and reflecting, the incar- 
nation of uod Himself in Jesus t; hrist. Bitt Boehme goes into some 
detail to show how this takes place; he does this, when he analy1. es170 
the sound patterbsA Single letters, of syllables, words, names and 
sentences; but there are also passages which indicate the process in 
a more general way. We have already considere& the passages171 in 
which external letters are the fashionings, the images., of their inner 
essence or spirit - as e. g. the five vowels of the name of Uod, or 
the letters of the 72 languages, which, like the multitude of crea- 
tures in mature hide the, unit y, ^all-in-allnessof mod. 




(Myst. Macn. 35,47-48v ) 
47. Nicht dass mehr als ein Gott sey/ allein man verstehet 
darunter die Göttliche uffenbahrung/ wie sich Gott also 
nach aller Völcker Eigenschafft in seiner uff@nbahrung im 
geformten Worte allen Völckern ergiebet/ dass ein jedes 
Volck dasselbige einige Wort nach seiner Eigenschafftfführet/ 
dessen äusserliche Yorm und Zertheilung ist Babel; denn a1108 
Voick hatte einerley Zungen und Sprachen/ und wohneten unter-- 
einalider. 
48. Die einige Zunge war die Naltur-sprache/ daraus redeten 
sie alle/ denn sie hatten sie in einer Form/ und verstunden 
in der Sprache den Sensum, als das Ens, wie der Wille den 
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Ens formete/ denn also war auch der Geist im Ente, dessen 
wir eine kurtze Andeutung geben wollen dem verständigen 
und erleuchteten Gemähte nachzusinnen/ und in s. ch selber 
in der iroba zu versuchen/ und zu üben; nicht das$ mans 
aussprechen könte/ und in eine gewisse Yorm bringen: Nein/ 
das kan nicht seyn/ denn es ist der Geist der Yeissheit 
Gottes seiner üffenbahrung. 
The TNatursprache", Boehme goes on to say173, is the forming 
k"Form") of the one Spirit into the letters of the alphabet. The 
Holy Spirit speaks out of the five holy tongues, the vowels of the 
na*e of God. 
(Myst. Magn, 35,49. ) 
19. Die Geister der Buchstaben im iLlphabeth seynd die 
Form des einigen Geistes in der Natur-sprache/ die 5. 
Vocales führen die heilige Zunge der 5. heiligen Sprachen 
aus dem Namen Jehovah, daraus der heilige Geist redet/ 
denn die 5. Vocales sind der heilige Name Gottes nach 
seiner Heiligkeit: Denn der Larne Jehovah hat nichts in 
sich/ als nur die 5. Vocales, A, E, I, 0, U. Die andere Buchstaben deuten an/ und sprechen aus di& Natur/ was der 
Name Gottes im geformten Worte in pier Natw/ in Liebe und 
Zorn/ in i'insternfss und Liecht zugleich sey: Die 5. 
Vocales aber deuten an einig allein was er im Liechte der 
Heiligkeit sey/ denn mit den 5. vocalibus wird die Natur 
tingiret, dass sie ein Freudenreich seynýrnag. 
He then gives a more detailed account of the five vowels, and Of the 
174 175 letter "HT' when added to God's name. The other letters signify 
the forming, tke differentiating capacity of the Eternal Word, which 
Boehme consistently calls tScientzn throughout his *Von der Gnarl- 
wahl'v. The process of "Fashioning" through the dialectic interplay 
of "Begierde". "Lust der Begierde" ("das viat", Erdas schafffe Fiat") 
on the one hand, and "Beschauligkeit des freien Willens" ("das ge- 
formte Wort der Weissheit") on the other, is the same as has been 
considered in connection with the seven 
? ro»erties of 
Nature. 
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Corrpftion ki. e. alienation from God, and all that this entails) 
is again due to the degenerating of "Begierde" into crude exter-- 
nality179. Sin thus enters the sound. patterns of words, 5ust as 
much as is the case with any other part of creation. At the build- 
ing of the Tower of Babel the unity of language is broken up; in 
Christ and through the Holy Spirit it is reborn at eentecost. To 
understand this we must determine the place which language has in 
creation as a whole. 
-164- 
CHAPTER IV 
SPEECH IN GOD AND IN MAN 
Existential status at various levels of creativity and rest, in 
time and in eternity; the sound patterns. 
When God manifested the nature of His own being to Himself, 
the possibility of creation was already present. God wanted to 
make meaningful beings, according to the principles of His own 
nature, and by the same process of separation and birth, whereby 
His own being had become determined, articulate, manifest. Creation 
was therefore going to represent, not only the lower, purely struc- 
tural principles of existence, but it was to exemplify the designs 
produced by the divine mind, enact the thoughts of the Creator in 
the lives and the actions of beings, who would themselves be able 
to articulate the contents of their own minds, who would, in fact, 
be able to sneak within the larger stream of the Creator's speech. 
Thus man was potentially present, already at the moment at which God, 
the Groundless Possibility, the Infinite Will, became a formed exis- 
tence, the Holy Trinity. 
(Apol. Stief. 143=14,2-) 
143. Der Mensch ist nicht von Ewigkeit gewesen/allein 
ein Schatten eines Bildes/auf Art/wie Gott alle Dinge 
von Ewigkeit in seiner Weissheft erkannt hat/ist er in 
der Weissbelt ohne Bildung gewesen/nicht particular, an 
einem Ort Allein/sondern tlberall vom Geiste Gottes in 
der Weissheit erkannt. 
144. Des Menschen Leben war auch nicht in einer Form/ 
- l6v 
sondern war im Mysterio der u-ebähru, >i: der i eilioeii )rey- 
falti Ykeit/ als in der ausgehauchten tust/ welche sic} 
von wig ei in be$ierde zur ewigen ý: ütur impresset/ 
welche nestalt das ewige Fiat im aussprechen oder 1'ýus- 
hauchen der freyen Lust/ als des nichts ist. 
145. Das bit s ist Uott/ der führet sich mit Jcr freyen 
Lust des i ichts in Begierde ein; Den im .r is . 
4s ist ein 
ewiger Wille zur uffenbahrung/ welchen keine rf¬atur/ 
Engel noch Lienschen gründen mag. Derselbige .. ille offen- bahret £iCh mit der ewigen Lust/ durch die Begierde in 
Dreyfaltigkeit. Der Wille in der freyen Lust heisset 
Gott/ denn er ist von der Begierde frey. 
As God vlilled, so He spoke, so, amain, man at thr% ape:: of crea- 
tion was bound also to express his :, ill through hiE- voice, to create 
and make known forms; 'TGestdltnüsse'T, nSiý ütur i'ý. 
( pol. Stief. 146-148. ) 
146. Ln der 'e, ierde erbiehret der Wille/ als in der im- 
pression de " 3c ierde/ drey EiLenschafften/ als finster/ 
Feiger/ Liecht; in welcher Uebährun& die ewige Stimme 
entstehet/ c; !.,; heýder ryiille der freyen Lust ftlhret : . fiese 
Stimme ist rotes Wort/ als der st e'c; ne ausser und vor 
allen G:,: reatthen/ durch welche . 'ill, e in 
der 
impression Finsternüss und hegst/ so wohl rindligkeit 
und E=ýLýfinu. LL eit/ als die eta ie ldatur ethic L ctj c the 
stehet in eine..; Cater ý_ici cn Sulphure, iercurii o, 
ein . vleichntiss und ausSehaucht :: esen_ der Stimme üc ýr: i en 
: i17_(. ns des Urgrundes/ als uottes. 
147 " Die Stimme ist i: ý ;,,: i; _en r ille-, i/ welcher ein 
Gýj t 
ist/ hutbar/ als e ire Xl ligkeit ýes i-ialles/ a- JJc i: 
sich selber ist s _c, s 
11: ; Und Cie Ei enschafft: -- ur 
Impression, als der katur/ sind der . itinune des Willens 
Instrument, durch : el: he sich Gottes Stimme of ' __ hr et: 
denn sie die Ei ensei ten hauen auch die Eivcnschafften 
der-Stimme/ wie eine Laute oder Ender Seite: -s_, iel den 
Klang ir_ s ich hat: Doc1 : us -c-, e one Bewegun`- se ru/ sonst 
klingte ich t 
swL e 
i en rül1 __L lsc er ow_ý 
C-ffenbalire1f aes 
ý er,, hüf., e 
der ewigen Tatur/ =- - 
i_u ý: ch vom dr ..;; .. t eil 
Le ixen/ auch i: n Buch der Si . iaýur und andern Lantz ausführ- 
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dich geschrieben vorden. 
he birth of clan and of angels, as, indeed, of all s _)irits, 
thus stems from the very centre of the Leitirr, it is an intrinsic 
part of the creative nature of uod. 
__nol. Stief. 149. ý 
ºf9. inn aus dieser $ti-miie der ev.; iLen Natur/ welche der 
', weist Bottes Lit dem ev , ige i Galle Oder Worte des ewigen 
willens b :; werfet/ und geb9hrende oder hallende macht/ sind 
alle ewige Geist r/ als E. nel und Seelen der Menschen/ 
-uc°st redet/ als aus dem e tyro der e'.: i;, eN tur/ daraus 4ie finster - euer - uýý, - 
Liecht-vrc, l ihr e=n Urstand von 
EvAL"-eit nehmen/ aus w lchen Freud u_ ie d/ Poi: l und 
Uaal urst näet/ ", ewes in seiner ie'=ä fft/ *n der 
Geb 
. hrun 
der siebe. Eigenschafften aller Wese i. 
For God, in His though nd will, aid not only mirror 
the bevc. i fountain spirits, according to which the eternal process 
o° His o beire : takes palace; . _or did 
Re stop :t creating a panorama 
Of 1{ is : Novi:. _ :; it it -the eternal Mord translated into temporal 
succession, the _)riý_ciple; of creation and redemption released in 
the typolo; ical characters, actions, objects, in particular those 
o' 'bbiblical history; clod eve_ý went further, me actuc, ll re-enacted 
His thinkin; _ , tAs willilý.. , 
Hiy ver:; - s_,:, eech, through the mouth of His 
terrestrial agerts. Loä ý1_{ý, st ith fii: ': isdom - its freedom as well 
us its necessity - not only 
in eternal speech, but also in speech 
weich has temIlDora1 form, and i_. parts itself thzrou h the ::: cnses. 
Divine freedo: lm, divine wisdom, is come plated on the levels both of 
eternity and of ? History. 
( 
1. Ir. Christo vic? kliebte lemc-n unit Ireder. inii uns 
Gott durch seine Genode dus rechte Ver ständntls eröffnet/ 
dass : ; be ibilde Gottes/ ý Menschen/ mögen recht 
der each Leib/ e- und Geist sey; so erkennen 
wie/ dass er die sichtbs'^re ,, ich die unsicht': afire geist- liche `. 7elt sey/ als ein Extr; ct 11 :r : _re en Principien 
Göttliches 7esens; mit dehne Jsie c-rbor ene Gott durch 
Lushaucr. un, und Infassur¬ seiner sc'. = .: ^. iichen Krafft und eyri e:: issenschafft/ hat ein sicht. oa r Bilde hat dargestellt/ 
durch Welchen er die 7under des ausgesprochenen -'. -ortes/ in 
dehiae das Wort seiner Krafft wesentlich machet/ in dem- 
selben , pesen formet und bildet: und hat also mit dem Menschen 
ein Bild seines s-)rechenden und ausgesprochenen v. esentlichen 
Wortes dargestellet/ in dehme die Göttliche Scientz ::. it der 
Schieciligkeit des ewigen Sprechens in _e lieget. 
2. Daher ihme auch der Verstand und die ; issenschafft aller 
Dinge kommet/ dass er ma-; der i atur Zusammen-setzui g/ so wohl 
auch ihre LufflösunL vcr. _. tehen: Dü-n kein Geist forschet tieffer als in seine Matter/ dürüus'er ist entstanden/ und 
in derer Grunde er in soi ne: ý Centro inne stehet; wie %, ir das 
an den Cre; turen der Elementen und Gestirne sehen/ dass ihr 
Verstand und : issensehafft nicht höher ist/ als ihr Mutter/ 
darinnen sie leben; Ein jedE en nach rrt seiner Mutter/ 
darinnen es in der Schiedli i:: >f ;: _es ; ausgesprochenen -, °ortes 
stehet. 
'3 Derov eVo die menschlich. Scientz in seinem Centro ihres 
Verstu des/ Böses und Gutes ;_ . ni: mcet/ und sich in Böses und. Gutes asset/ und dari.. Wesentlich n'achet/ sich also mit 
der Scientz in willen/ Bc icrae und , lesen einfilhret/ dass 
der uil rundliche sill äc_: ß Ewigen Worte der Schiedlig- 
keit/ sich in dem ý, . qt rlichen -:, 'orte/ als in der Creatür- 
lic'neL seelischen in einen Ens und Wesen einff! hret/ 
auff Art und weise/ sich das aushauchen Gottes mit der 
ic; keit des e;; i e_: . "iillens mit der sichtbahren "'. 'elt/ 
hat in mancherley Eige: nschafft4n eingeftihret/ als in BBee 
und Gut/ in Liebe u: _J Feir chafft/ dass in solchem Uontrario 
das Wesen schiedlich/ förmlich/ empfindlich/ und findlich 
sey/ dass itune ein jedes i)ing in seinem uontrario selber 
findlic? i , výerde. 
4. uzut: n_ in u-ott seynd alle 7iesen nur Ein 1Pesen/ als ein 
evri rig: / das ev. ige einige Gute: welches ev. ige Eine ihme 
ohne Jchiedligkeit nicht offenbahr wäre. Bartumb hat sich 
da: selýe aus sich selber ausgehauchet/ dass eine Vielheit 
und SchiedliLkeit ursttinde: welche Schiedligkeit sich in 
eigenen '1ýillen eingeführet hat/ Lind in Eigenschafften: die 
Eigenschafften aber in c: gierýe/ und die Begierde in Wesen. 
Lllso dass alle ýinee der S&bhtbahren/ beydes der Lebhafften 
und der Stummen/ aus der Schied. ligkeit und Infassligkeit des 
ausspec e_-per. : Ortes/ aus der ci- ntz des : -,; sterii :. _ý zi 
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urständen/ ein jedes Ding auss der Experientz des gescheide en 
fortes. 
5. . in jeAes Ding hat seine Separation in sich. Las Cen*, aum jedes uinges ist deist/ vom Urstände des Wortes. uie Separation 
in dem Dinge ist eigener Wille/ seiner selbst Infassung: Da 
sich ein jeder Geist in Wesen einführet/ nach seiner essen- 
tialischen . Legierde. Die Fgrmligkeit der Corportur, entstehet 
aus der . xperientz des W$llens/ da sich eines j eczeiDinges Centrum, als ein Stücke vor: Ausgesprochenen Worte w±eter aus- 
spricht/ und in Schiedligkeit führet/ auff nrt unu. +ýise des 
Göttlichen Sprechens. 
God goes forth, speaking through the orders of creation, down 
to the lowest elemental signature. creation ascends to mod, part- 
iaipating in, speaking with, dis own creative wisdom, thus uniting 
with riim through the medium of speech, which is of the very essence 
of divine self-manifestation. 
1 
kSendbr. 47,6-8. ) 
0. So nun in solchem aussprechen kein Dreyer irille 
wäre/ so hätte das Sprechen ein uest$ze/ und st{Inde im 
ZWange/ und möchte keine begierde oder Lust entstehen: 
so ware das Sprechen endlich und anfänglich. Welches nicht 
ist; sondern es ist ein bauchen des Ungrundes/ und eine 
Schttdligkeit/ der ewigen Stille/ eine Lustheilung seiner 
selber; da die heiligkeit wieder in seiner selbst 5ckied- 
ligkeit in eigenem Willen stehet/ und ist wieder ein . us- 
sprechen seiner selber/ aus welchem £Jatur und das (reattir- 
liehe Leben seinen Urstand angenommen hat; und daher in 
jedem dinge/ eigener Wille ist entstandenf dass sich ein 
jedes Di aus seiner eigenen Lxperientz in Form und 6e- 
staltnüss/ so wohl in ein Leben und Wßrcken einführet/ wie 
es in seinem Celitrm in der algem@inen Experientz/ als im 
Mysterio Magno, in der Mutter aller lesen inne stehet. 
7. Wie wir das an der brden sehen: welche im Anfang ihrer 
Materien/ ist aus der ý3chiedligkeit des Göttlichen rlauchens 
spiritua1iJdrher Art entstanden: da sich die 5chiedligkeit 
des vyortes r, it dem eigenen tivillen hat in Lns und Wesen Be- 
fasset/ und mit der infassligkeit oder impression in Ltnpfincl- 
ligkeit der . ssentz eingeführet: In welcher Empfindligkeit 
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die magnetische Begierde ist entstanden/ dass sich die 
Eigenschafften des schiedlichen Willens mit der iegierde 
in Uorpora haben eingeftihret nach und aus art der 3 irin- 
cipien (x8ttlicher uffenbahrung. 
8. Aus welchem Urstande die Erde so vielerley corpora 
hat/ gut und böse: als Erde/ Saltz/ Steine und Metalle: 
und liegen solche Corpora in der Erden vermischet/ aus 
Ursachen/ dass die drey erineipia in einander stehen/ als 
Ein esen/ und stehen nur in drey Unterschieden der uen- 
trorum, als 1-8ttlicher uffenbahrung/ da ein jedes Centrum 
sein eigen "ushauchen/ Natur und üesen aus sich machet/ 
und doch alle aus dem ewigen Einen urständen. 
The forces which bring all articulating processes into existence, 
the Seven Fountain Spirits (Figures, Propertiesl, contain moments, 
where the action of' speech as such is particularly prevalent2: 
Mercury, Sulphur, and finally Jupiter 
3. 
(Sendbr. 47,10-11. ) 
10. Das II. Centrum oder : aussprechen ist das ausgesprochene 
'. Pesen der Göttlichen Krafft/ und heisset Gottes Weissheit: 
durch dasselbe hauchet sich das Ewige c. ort aus in ; ''issen- 
schafft als in die Unendligkeit der vielheit/ und führet 
die vielheit der Wissenschafft in Lust/ und die Lust in 
Begierde/ und die zegierde in Natur und Streit/ biss zum 
r'euer/ alldar inne der Streit in der eeinligkeit/ in der 
verzehrligkeit des reuers/ seines eigenen Naturrechtes 
erstirbet: und doch kein Sterben verstanden wird/ sondern 
also führet sich die Klafft im npfindligkeit/ und durch 
die Töcillung der eigenen zegierde der riigenschafften/ durch 
das Sterben der Selbheit/ durch das teuer im Liecht aus: 
lillda im Liechte ein ander : Principiuzn/, als das wahre Myst- 
erium Maenutn göttlicher uffenbahrung verstanden wird: und 
im Feuer wird das I Principium als die ewige Tatur ver- 
standen/ und sind zwey in einem/ wie Feuer und Liecht: gas 
r'euer gibet Seel/ una des j, iechtes Krafft gibet Geist. Und 
wird in dieser Liechtes-krafft Göttliches &uspprechens/durch 
die , j, eissheit/ durch uffenbahrung des (euers/ verstehet u-eiS - 
Feuer/ die Mutter der ewigen Meister/ als Engel und Seelen 
der Menschen verstanden: so wohl die geistliche englische 
Welt/ als die verborgene innere rafftwelt/ welche eine 
flutter des Himmels/ der Sternen und Elementen ist/ als der 
äussern Welt. 
rliche 11. Las LII. Centrum ist das Verbum . 
Fiat4, als das natü11 
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Wort uottes/ aus Krafft des lsten und 2ten rrincipii, als 
ein Separator, Schöpfer und. Mapher aller Creaturen/ in der 
innern und äussern Igelt/ eine3, " 
Welt nach ihrer Eigen- 
schafft. Derselbe Se gyrator, oder Sprecher der zjchiedlig- 
keit göttlicher Kräffte/ hat sich aus sich selber aus dem lsten und 2ten frincipio, als aus der feurischen und Liecht- 
ischen/ so wohl aus der impression und Infassligkeit der 
. eschauunF, / als aus der 
f insterntiss/ ausgesprochen/ und mit 
der Schiecdligkeit des .: ussprechens eingefasset/ und material- 
isch/ dazu Webende und empfindlich gemacht. daraus ist ent- 
standen das 3te Prineipium, als die sichtbahre Weit mit ihrem 
Wesen und Leben/ auch die ganze creation der sichtbLtlren 
Trielt/ welcher Leben und Wesen ist aus dreyen in Ein Wesen 
und Llben gegangen: aus der ewigen Natur/ aus dem Mysterio 
Magno, dass ist I aus Finsternflss/ 2 Feuer/ und 3 kiecht/ 
als aus Liebe und Zorn. 
ESign. 14,62. ) 
6 Z. So ist nun die sechste uestalt der Natur/ das gussge- 
sprochene geistliche Wort/ und das sprechende Wort darinnen 
ist das ewige Wort; in der ersten impression in de Finster- 
,2 nüss ists das gort Gottes Zorns/ und in der äusser 'V', elt 
der gifftige Mercurius, als eine Ursach alles Lebens und 
Rägens/ alles Thons und Halles: So isset nun eine jede 
Eigenschafft von ihrer Gleichheit in seinem Uradit, als der 
Zeit Hunger von der Zeit/ und der Ewigkeit Hunger von der 
Ewigkeit/ beydes der Geist des 'ercurii und der Geist des 
Suiphuris, da ihr doch nicht Zween seynd sondern zwo Eigen- 
schafften. 
(Sendbr. 47,16. ) 
l6" Darumb soll der Mensch. als das Bilde Gottes/ die 
Lugen des verstandes/ darinnen ihme Gottes Liecht entgegen 
stehet/ und begehret einzuscheinen/ auffheben/ und nicht 
als ein Viehe seyn/ welches nicht mit seinem Separator im 
inwendigen Grunde in der Lwigkeit stehet/ sondern nur in 
der Lach-forme/ im ausgesprochenen Worte/ welches nur ein 
zeitlich i, iecht/ in einem anfänglichen und endlichen Separ- 
atore hat/ darinflen sich der ewige Separator in ein 
Spiel 
einführet/ und die Gdttliche cientz im Bildnils/ gleich 
eine Lach-modelun&; des hlysterii Mani der geistlichen 
Celt 
einfiihret/ da die ewigen Principien nach . euer und Liecht 
in einer iür-modelung mitte spielen; und der Mensch aber 
nur nach dem äussern begreiflichen Leibe in solcher 
Für- 
modelung stehet/ und mit seinem geistlichen Leibe 
das wahre 
wesentliche '; 'gort föttlicher Eigenschafft ist/ in 
deine Gott 
sein Wort spricht und gebiehret/ dass sich die 
Gittliche 
Scientz austheilet/ infasset/ und in ein Ebenbild. 
Gottes 
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gebiehret/ in welchem bilde tiott nach Art der hnpfindlig- 
keit und ureatur offenbahr ist/ und selber wohnet und wil. 
So soll der Mensch sein eigen ':; eilen brechen/ und sich dem 
wollen Gottes eingeben. 
Tý speech, then, cxod and creation unite in the act of mani- 
festation as such. Here man - and creation through him - erstwhile 
blind, really finds himself, just as Uod found Himself in becoming 
manifest form, in the Holy 'Trinity. -Thus not only the act of causing 
something to be that had not previously existed, but manifestation, 
finding his own being, realizing his character - thought, will, power- 
is also creative; language it creative5, as we saw, when we considered. 
the use made by &dam of his power of speech. But it is also redemp- 
tive. 
(Sendbr. 47,23 (first sentence only), 24-25. ) 
23. So mag auch in diesem irrdischen Willen keine Äfrweck- 
ung geschehen/ dan sie können nicht die Genade erreichen/ 
viel weniger erwecken; ... 
24. Soll nun eine solche Wissenschafft wieder ixem MenschM 
entstehen/ so muss der göttliche Separator in einem Wesen 
seiner Gleichheit stehen/ als in einem göttlichen ente, da 
das göttlich dort darinnen ausspricht/ und das göttliche 
Liecht im selben Sprechen scheinet; so mag alsdan die mensch- 
liche Seientz, welche anfänglich vom Sprechen des Wortes ist 
entstanden im selben i4echte/ nicht allein sich selber/ son- 
dern auch alle andere natürliche Dinge/ nach der Schiedlig- 
keit des Wortes/ schauen/ auch $aýischer . rt/ in und mit 
allen gingen w rcken/ auff göttliche drt und 
Eigenschafft. 
25. Dan der £,. iensch ist in allen Wercken Uo tes blind/ und 
hat keine wahre : rkäntnttss/ es sey dan das 
tauchen 
oder 
Sprechen Gottes in seinem inwendigen Grunde/ nach ürt des 
Sprechens/ daraus alle Wesen urständen/ offenbahr. : Ales 
Suchen der ! enschen/ damit man wil eines Dinges Grund finden/ 
ist blind/ und geschiehet nur in einer ".; chale/ damit die 
Essentz des . baumes verdecket ist. Soll ein wahres finden 
seyn/ so muss die menschliche Scientz in des 'Pinges 
Eigen- 
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schafft eingehen/ und denselben Separator können schauen. 
Language reintegrates man, leads him back to uod's unity, and 
to that moment of existence, where, behind language, behind all arti- 
culation, there is that most potent silence of the Unutterable Words 
of God, which man only hears if he turns his mind inv; ard, attends to 
God in his own heart6o (See insertion on p. 172ä-b) 
'Regenerate man, once he has attuned his will to the r,. Tthm of 
divine grace, is able to bridge the apparent gap between the "Wunder", 
the diversities of formed creation, of separate existences, and the 
silence of the divine unity, the Vngrund", where the will is still 
utter potentiality, anterior to the molNent of actual, concrete willing,. 
(Sandbr. 2ü, 3. ) 
3. Dan4 das buch da alle leimligkeit innen lieget/ ist 
der idensch selber: Er ist selber das Buch des Lesens aller 
esen/ dievweiln er die c-leichheit der Gottheit ist/ das 
grosse Arcanum liefet in ihrne/ allein das offenbahren ge- 
höret dem Geiste Gottes. 
The bridging of the gap is accomplished by a re-enactment of 
God's eternal action throuL, h the word in tire: History; the. 1 by a 
WA4t 
restating of Uod's creativity, i. e. of the 
Word itself, 1-R 
ýk 
u1story: 
la_ýguage; and finally bjf a realization, within the shell of outer 
existence, of the etern. _1. Nilente; of 
the "Un rund". 
Lalic ua e thus mediates between the tu: 'ý ^:: ýed ,,, ill and the multi- 
elicit r of signed beings, just as the Son Incuiates between the eternal 
fountainhez-4, the father, and the active c lii :, ý1°t'rý of the Holy 
Spirits it mediýte er, between the sei- -- ri. ing 
thought of 
the creator and the striving, the sensitivity, of the temporal creat- 
1?, 7=I T1011 
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,. , -L Od in his own heart°. 
(W. z. chr., V. fibers. L. 1-8o ) 
1. Ler junger sprach Zum Meister: Wie mag ich kommen 
Au dem fiber-Sinnliche;:; Leben/ dass ich uott sehe und höre 
reden? 
Der Meister Sprach: ;In du dich magst einen Augenblick 
in das Schwingen/ da keine Cre&tur wohnet/ so störest du was 
Gott redet. 
2. Der Jünger sprach: Ist das nahe oder ferne? 
Der Meister Sprach: , Ls ist in dir/ und so du magst eine Stunde schweigen von allem deinem Wollen und Sinnen/ so wir4 
du unausrechliche horte Gottes hören. 
3. Der Jünger sprach: Wie mag ich hören/ so ich von Sinnen 
und Wollen stille stehe? 
Der Meister sprach: Wan du von Sinnen und willen deiner 
Selbheit stiL9e stehest/ so wird in dir das ewige Hören/ Sehen 
und Sprechen offenbahr/ und höret und sibet sott durch dich: 
Dein eigen Hören/ Wollen und Sehen verhindert dich/ dass du 
Gott nicht siehest noch hörest. 
4. Der Jünger sprach: Womit soll ich Gott hören und sehen/ 
so er über-Natur und ureatur istY 
Der Meister spra6h: : fan du stille schweigest/ so bist 
du das/ was Gott vor Natur und Ureatur war/ äarauss er deine 
l; atur und Ureatur machete: So hdrest und sihest du es mit OOme/ damit Gott in dir sahe und hörete/ ehe dein eigen 
wollen/ Sehen und Hören anfing. 
5. Der Jünger spaach: Was hält mich clan auff/ dass ich 
nicht dahin kommen mag? 
Der Meister sprach: Dein eigen Wollen/ Horen und Sehen/ 
und dass du wider das strebest/ darauss du kommen bist: Mit 
deinem eignem Wollen brichst du dich von uottes Wollen ab/ 
und mit deinem eignen Sehen/ siehest du nur in dein P1oll n: 
Und dein Wollen verstopffet dir das uehör mit . igen-sinn g- 
keit irrdischer/ natürlicher Dinge/ und 1Ihret dich in eines, 
Grund ein/ und überschattet dich mit dehne das du wilst/ auff 
dass du nicht magst zu dem Uber-natü . ichen/ Ufer-sinnlichen 
kommen. 
6. Der jünger sprach: So ich in äatur stehe/ wie mad ich 
aber durch die Natur in den über inri1iche:: Grund kommen/ 
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ohne Zerbrechung der L. aturl 
Der Meister sprach: Darzu gehören drey Dinge. Das 
erste ist/ dass du deinen -vrillen uott ergebest/ und dich 
zu Grund in seine Barmhertzigýýeit erseflckest. Das ander 
ist/ dass du deinen eigenen Willen hassest/ und nicht thuest 
Wozu dich dein Wille treibet. Das dritte ist/ nass du dich 
de... Creutze unterwerffest/ cuff dass du die Anfechtung der 
: Tatur und Creatur ertragen mögest: Und so du das thust/ so 
wird dir Gott einsprechen/ und deinen gelassenen . rillen in 
sich/ in den übernatürlichen Grund einführen/ so wirst du 
hören was der Herr in dir redet. 
7. Der Jünger sprach: So fiste ich die Welt und mein Leben 
verlassen/ so ich das thi[te. 
Der Meister sprÜch: So du die 's`ielt verlässest/ so kommest 
du in das/ daraus die Welt Gemacht ist: Und so du dein Leben 
verleurest/ und in uhnmacht deines vermögens kommest/ so 
stehet es in dehne/ umb deewillen du es verlässest/ als in 
Gott/ daraus es in Leib kam. 
8. Der Jünger sprach: Gott hat den Menschen in das natur- 
liche Leben ges:; haffen/ dass er herrsche über alle ureatur 
auff irden/ und ein Herr sey über alles in dieser Welt/ da- 
rUmiso muss er es ja eigentühmlich besitzen. 
Der Meister sprach: Ists dass du allein aüsserlich über* 
alle ureL. turen herrschest/ so bist du : pit deinem '. illen und 
Herrschung in Thierischer art/ und stehest nur in bildlicher 
vergänglicher Herrschung: Buch führest du deine BeE; ierde in 
thierische Essentz/ davon du i*gficiret und gefa gr e: wirst/ 
und auch thierische Art bekommest: Ists aber/ dass du die 
bildlicheýrt verlassen hast/ so stehest du in der uber-bild- 
ligkeit/ und herrschest in de=_ý aru ie fiber alle ureaturen/ 
aus dehne sie geschaffen sind/ 11n3 :, ý, -ir auff irden nichts 
schaden/ ä, _ du bist mit allem dint ei; leich/ und ist dir 
nichts u_ Teich. 
Regenerate man, once he huts ......... 
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ures. -'o_, igns : iis ov: nature i thi_: the medium of elemental sou_unf . 
And this Includes not only the qualities of His own being, but also 
the modes of the whole of his creative though.. a letter, a 
syllable, a word, a sentence, each carries, cco_ Ji to its ie . >>ing 
in the "Natursprache", God: as rye is thinking about His ovin being, 
as well a , -about the whole of creation in the Da e principles and 
in the types within the historic process, of which Christ incarnate 
is the centre. 
is this rneaninE, of language accorrI_ing to the Trtüatursprache" 
reache.? it never occurs entirely apart from, or contradictory to, 
the obvioý1. ý, conver_tional, meaning of the ti-ords in question; indeed, 
we shall sec. that this obvious meaning of lai uage according to its 
conventional use, together with the ideas suggested by the whole 
context, provide the general rramewor; , which is then 
deepened, extended, finally transformed7. f'r? us the X.: osition of 
the Lord's Prayer in the sixteenth chat' ter of the Tarc-_fcl_ Life 
gÖes far bc and the literal sense of the i-. ords used; but _"toste me 
moves within a framework set by the attitude of faith, , orship, 
contemplation, as suL ; estcd in the opening clauses of the prayer: 
the dr . ma of sill, 
temptation and salvation suggested in the middle 
part (and the way in v .. Ach this follows the prayer for nourishment) ; 
finally, the in the last the in the 
"Anen1T. 
Or, . he v; oý got 
lay casiae 
its literal meý. L_, ý? rnisi 
fit ly 
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understood, how Goats creativity comes about, taking; the form of 
the three Prineipics, enfolding the eyes" und the "no"9, ,., At! -. An 
whose togetherness all 'tleben und weber. " 
10 
must needs arise. 
Thus also in explaining the names occurring; in the early chapters 
of Genesis Boehme's typological framework is already fixed. Indeed, 
accounts of such nines as "Ararat", 'Edomn, etc. , arc not very dif- 
ferent in kind, or in function, from such visual s, *f: )ols as the 
serpent or the sword. lind this not surprise u-, for in both 
types of explanation we are concerned with si`natur(_c - 7: sual in 
one set of instances, auditory in the other. 
The difference lies in the heightened status of far. uA,, e itself, 
therefore of its own tools (articulating and hearing), as acainst 
the visual i: ýaaS: e, which is taken from the outside. T=: orld, and arises 
more indirectly from the more intimate si, natu-:. s, of vonnels and con- 
sonants. And Boehme was extraordinarily sensitiv;, not only to the 
sensations caused by the outside : on t sou h the five senses, but 
more particularly to the sound of : ordsll, as these took up the 
sensations into their own medium, and thus helped to give for,, and 
co_ cret life to t', ý:: thou"hts con: i n frog:. ., ithin the mind. 
AWL 10 1 34-39. ) 
s 34. Zti_ý(le ein -_oltz an/ so ýi, irtu lie C ehcý-:: Mus sehen/ 
clas Feur zündet sich an in der 
hartigkeit des Holtzes/ 
düs ist nun der Herbe/ harte Quell/ der Saturnus quell/ 
der macht das Holtz hart und derbe. Nun aber bestehet 
nicht das Liecht/ das ist/ der Plitz in der hartigkeit/ 
sonst brennete ein Stein auch/ sondern das Liecht bestehet 
in dem safft des liolbzes/ das ist/ in dem ; Lsser. ' eil 
safft in dein rioltze ist/ so leuchtet das Peur als ein 
scheinend Liecht/ wan aber der safft im12dertm i-ioltze ver * 
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zehret ist/ so verlischt cias ur11 ist 
das Holtz ein ; lüend Kohl. 
35. Nun siehe/ die Grjnigkeit/ die in dem Liechte auf 
fähret/ die bestehet nicht in dem , asser des Holtzes/ 
sondern wan die ritze in der Hartigkeit auffgehet/ so wird 
der flitz gebohren/ den fänget zu erst der safft im äoltze/ 
davon wird das Wasser scheinende. Die Grimmigkeit oder 
Bitterkeit aber tird geboren in mitten der harti keit und 
der Hitze im dem' Plitze/ und darinnen bestehet sie auch: 
und so viel.. t als der Plitz reicht/ das ist/ des Feurs lohe/ 
so weit reicht auch die Grimmigkeit der Bitterkeit/ welche 
der Harti&keit und Hitze Sohn ist. 
36. uieses Geheymnüs aber soltu wissen/ dass die Bitter- 
keit vorhin schon in dem tloltze ist/ sonst öebähre sich 
die grimme Bitterkeit nicht also plötzlich im Lattrlichen 
ur ii` 
cý,,, ý 37. Dan gleich wie sich der Uorpus des Burs gebähret/ wan 
OMA, man Mio It- ""n der Erden und über der Erden gebohren. 
das' 
'z 38. So aber die ri. nmigkeit in dem scheinenden Liechte ge- 
bohren w{Irde/ so würde sie freilich auch also weit reichen/ 
als des liechtes Glantz/ so aber geschieht das nicht. Das 
ists aber/ der i'litz ist des Liechtes Mutter/ clan der : Ülitz 
geb ähret das Liecht von sich/ und ist der Grimmigkeit Vatter/ 
clan die Griznznigkeit bgeibet im Flitze/ als eine sahme im 
Vatter/ und derselbe glitz gebähret auch den" hon oder Schall. 
39. Wan er von der hartigkeit und hitze ausgehet/ so pocht 
Fý die hartigkeit im 'plitze/ und die Hitze klinget/ und das 
Liecht in dem plitze macht den klang helle und das wasser 
macht ihn sanfte und in der herbigkeit oder hartigkeit wird 
er efangen und vertrocknet/ dass es ein corporlicher Geist 
istfaller 7. u-eister Uottes schwanger/ und seind alle in 
einander wie ein Geist/ keiner ist ausser dem andern: Allein 
eine solche Greburth hat es darinnen/ und also gebähret einer 
den andern/ in und durch sich selber/ und die uebtrth w ret 
von\EwigkeitýzuýS igkeit also. 
In this passage sensation and thought meet in language, and the 
result is a highly poetic version of 
the Seven Yroperties13. 
At times Boehme makes use of the visual shapes of letters. 
(40 Fr. 1,105. ) 
pos., ... Sihe/ nimm 
das A als den nfang des r ges mit dem Y, 
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ddKs ist des ueistes Zeichen/ und gehe mit durchs u, so wirstu einen Strich und Zeichen durchs (U machen. Nun theile die 
zwey Prineipia von einander/ dieweil sie sich selber scheiden/ 
und setze die an einander/ ein jedes mit einem halben 0 gleich einem Regenbogen>, dan also stehen sie in der Figur ), C. Setze 
den Grimm zur Linken), und das Liecht zur siechten C. Darf 
anderst kan mans nicht mahlen: Aber es ist eine xugel. IIný, 
nimb den Geist/ der in dem Fewer erbohren wird/ und gehe mit ihm aus dem Grimme in das ineken/ durch den 'Tod in das andere halbe : äuge/ als in das andere erineipium, so wirstu diese 
Figur sehen/ die stehet also: 
(There follows the 'tErkldrung deb' Philosophischen Kugel 
oder nuges/ beydeg dreyfachen Circkelen/ welche fürnervlich 
die zwey ewige erineipia bedeuten/ da doch das Dritte auch 
darinnen klar verstanden wird/ wie an sie verstehen soll". 
The explanation refers to the diagrau tic representation of 
the "Phil. Kugeln on the plate opposite the text, and con- 
tinues right through the answer to the first 7ýuestion. ) 
A little earlier in the text from which this passage is quoted, 
the letter T14 suggested God's omnipotence, not only by its nearly 
cross-like shape15, but also - as is suggested by the resurgence in 
the letter I in the rest of para. 103 - by itsýsound16. R as the 
nFeuer-quall" 
17, 
on the other hand, is obviously auditory. 
Most of the interpretations given by Boehme are, in fact, audi- 
tory18, for the obvious reason that the written shape of letters and 
words is already at one stage removed 
from the creative process 
itself, which ajises in the mind and soul10, takes shape in the mouth, 
and comes to birth in the uttered sounds20. We see then that 
the 
relation between the sound of a litter and its visual shape is the 
same as that which holds in the more general relation between language 
and archetypal imagery (*. g. :. dam, 
Abel, Cain, Seth, etc. on the one 
hand, the snake, the sword, the pearl, etc., on the other) which we 
have already considered. 
Moved by God's formell Viord, the two principles of power and. 
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freedom, desire and contenplütion, fuse in an active mood - is 
why Boehme calls both "Last" - so that wisdom may b ing desire to 
the $taLze of willing, and desire may use wisdom as it mirror. `'Thus 
: aan acts and contemplates himself. ß_nä ultimately ho sees also God, 
and his creativity is a form of cod's cr -ativity2l. . rith the two- 
fold "Lustre he draws out the scita1,1e letters which may be put to- 
; ether, the fashioned thought in t'e f ashioned word. 
k:. yst. i. c ; n. 35, -4. 
) 
54. 'denn sich die Lust C as Menschen in eine . egierde fasset/ als(der freye Wille des Menschen/ so russet er das gantze 
Alphabeth/ dan die JeLierde ist .:..; _: ni. t, und die Lust L BeLicrde ist die BeschL, uligkeit des freý, -e : Willens/ al-ls 
geformte wort der Wtkssheit/ darinnen bejchauet sich der 
freye ville/ worein er die Lust der ", eissheit wil ei führen 
in Böses oder uutes : u. _1 nun sich der f eye Wille hat be- 
schauet/ so s chöpfl et e mit der Lust in den auchstaben/ 
als in de: Sensu der Nat-2/ und componiret die Sensus der 
Buchstaben zusai: men/ und Csset die Lust in ein Wort/ das- 
selbe stehet in eincr" innerlichen Worin/ uls in einen je- 
frsjete-: _ erred: h. 
The seco.. ti :tci. - e re_ lig. ýtio - oý e ý'_ýioncý_ 0 rs . _. :i 
02 
sound pattern in the outside wort: --. The signatures have been con- 
ceived; they must now be sent forth into the world of stars and 
e1ewents. ýa this is aLuin accomplished by the speech organs. 
First the will h- -s ., _ w. -oiJe on the particular thought to 
be utterca. 
The spirit of utt t', e tý u ", t t_ . gis formed before the 
"Raht der f{L-. ff Sin-i: ne which performs a mediatinL-; function between 
the abstract conceutio__ its concrete expression, just as tie 
five senses themselves meaiate betr: een the : -. orld of thoughts and 
emotions, and the world of concrete objects; and 
just -s, further, 
the five holy vowels meth ate between the eternal Godlleý 
a -Ad His 
tou 
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lh T- - __t J'. r+ fl 
it has agreed that the thou LA should be `riven utterance, asses it 
on to the speech orn : _, _. t , . -here the " derck-meiszer als das r iat'T can 
see to it that the sbun0s _oo_ ucoJ ll be in accordance with the 
qualities, as these : ere conei:: d, ti hen the thou: 'nt vLs originally 
forced by the , ill. 
(Lyst. Magn. 35, '4- ü. ) 
55. -_lsde ,n nimt der freye Wille das H. als den Geist des Aushauchens/ und fßhret den cefo ý teýý Geda ecken/ fflr 
den Raht der fünff Sinnen/ die das gefassete 
;, 'fort/ und prob i-: ei d--; ss elb e/ ob st-, K i. oder nicht: so es ihme nun gefLrllet/ so ,i . ': t das H. 1:. der hauchende Geist das Wort/ und f hr et: wie Zur in L u: d/ alda ist der 
Werck-meister -1 das :; elches der Göttliche 7rerck-zeug ist/ und fiÜui'iret di_ `--s der Eigennschüfften aus dem 
Buchstaben/ vii, -- .. ie Tlille hat compo-niret in eine 
Substa:.: tz zum Lauten oder Schallen/ zur Offenibahrung oder 
Aussprechung. 
56, ; 'i,,: _ :: rcket uns gar eben allhier/ wie sich : gun ein es Wort i: Munde zur Substantz fasset/ als zun, Aussprechen/ vii, - 
es der eý k-feister bildet der in den Sensibus ist/ als dc 
Fiat, und v, ie die Zunge mitte th_it/ wenn sie das fasset/und 
durch welchen Teeg sie das ausfChret/ entweder durch die 1hn9/ 
oiler über sich/ oder mit offenem Munde. Item/ wie sich J ie 
, "$u; e sch . eY .t im r'iigen drys 
Worts/ welchen Sensuim sie wieder 
zur ecke ze c . t/ und nicht ýwil gantz ausstossen/ vvie denn 
muncher Sensus kaum 'halb ausgestossen wird/ mancher aber L--Ur/ 
mancher aber wiOderlhulb gegen dem Hertz(- : _-ezogen; und wie gain 
das `, tort gebilý-; _et word/ also ist auch ;; i- in seiner Form 
und Eigenschafft/ dn: s das ; fort damit nen xät/ (so ferne ihme 
der freye Wille auch einen rechte- ? a: ne L bet/ dass er ihme 
nicht aus Bossheit oder Unverstand einer freLmbaen ZTamen an- 
h8ng; et1) also ists ewsýcrlic bezeichnet/ und innerlich in 
der Corn nn. etion der Se sua ., einer solchen WWugend oder Untugend 
ist es. 
The sounds of language are thus the s1 natures, at once of divine 
üýid of human thinking. 
(Sign, 12,1: -5,1^. -15. ) 
II . lso verstehet uns/ als Christus gestý cen i Creutz/ 
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so ist nicht Jeer J' sus _iit : storben, ý v.; elcher den To__ er und mit der Liebe ds nussgesprochene Wort/ als die Forme 4er Gottheit/ als dag eformte Wort/ als die Seele tiligirete: in/ das kan nicht die Ewigkeit stirbet nicht/ allei: -! e düs . ussgesproche --/ .,. -elches wieder in der Begierde des ='prechen8/ als im Fiat stehet/ das verwandelt sich in seinem c eil /o,, Qs ec Sprechen/ als in der eiJenen Be L' erde/ und führet en eigegen 
S Hall in eine andere Form und Quaah'esprochen/ und -iiit dem verbo iit in ei. ,e i'orm/ Gestaltn1ss und , illen Bestellet/ als Lucifer 
mit seiner:: t6-iiglichen Throne/ und auch darn solches gethan 
hupen/ da sie beyde aus der uelassenheit ii die Selbheit ein- 
eieiigen: das gerckzeug wolte der Meister s*yn. 
5. Das $ussere *&ckende und fühlende Leben/ darinnen der 
Zorn Gottes brannte/ das starb gantz ab/ nicht dass es sey ein 
Nichts worden/ sondern es fiel ins Nichts/ als in Gottes Willen/ 
in Gottes '+ürcken und Ftlhlen/ gantz von der äusseren r elt Willen/ 
welcher bess und gut ist/ ab/ also , c-iss es nicht mehr der Welt/ 
als dem Gestirne im Sude der Vier Eiegtenten lebete/ sondern des 
ewigen Vatters Natur im Sude des reinen Göttlichen Elements: 
das Leben der äusseren melt starb. 
14. Und darumb ist Gott Mensch i, -oýý4en/ dass Or sein herrlich 
Instrument/ welches er zu seinen Lobe machete/ und ihme ver- 
darb/ und : -: ficht : ich seiner rreuden- und Liebe-Begierde wolte 
klingen/ wieder zu recht brgchte/ und den rechten Liebe-Hall 
wieder in äieeSeiten einführte/ jq, der Hall%der für ihm klinget/ 
den hat er wieder in uns/ als stin; In$trument eingeftlhret/ er 
ist der worden/ der ich bin/ und hat mich% zu dehrne gemacht 
das er ist/ also mag ich sagen/ dass ich in meiner Gelassenheit 
in ihm seine Posaune und Stimme seines Instruments und Gött- 
lichen Halles bin/ desselt erfreue ich mich nun in allen meinen 
Mit-seiten und Stimmen/ welche neben mir/ als ein ewiges Werrk 
ins Lob Gottes gerichtet seynd. 
15. ; Ilso wissets nun meine liebe Mit-stimmen im Lobe Gottes., 
auff und in eurem Hall schalle ich mit meiner im Geist ge- 
schlagenen Seiten/ und halle also in euch/ dass alles was 
Jesus durch den Uhristum/ als durch seine und meine MIensch- 
heit gethan hat/ das thut er noch heute in mir/ und in allen 
meinen Mitgliedern: Er ist meiner Ichheft in seinem Tode ab'e- 
sto: 'ben/ uni ich sterbe auch meiner Ichheit in seinem Tode b/ 
er ist seiner Gelassenheit in Gott seinem Vatter einergeben 
und Gott sein Vatter hat ihn mit dem Geist seines Mundes in 
ihme aufferwecket/ und zum königlichen Bilde nach der heil. 
Dreyheit dargestellet/ durch und mit welchem Gott alle Ding 
im Loco dieser Welt Sichten wil. 
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(xur. 13 105-110. ) 
105. Als nun König Lucifer also schöne/ herrlich/ hoch. und heilig erbauet war/ so solte er nun aangen und Gott seinen 
Schöpffer loben/ preisen und ehren/ uni solte das thun/ das 
Gott sein Schdpffer thRte. 
106. Als nemblich Gott sein Schöpffer der qualificirte fein 
sanffte/ lieblich und freudenreich/ und ein Zuell-Geist in 
Gott liebet immer den andern und inficiret sich mit dem 
andern/ und hilfft dem andern in der Himmlischen pomp immer bilden und formen. 
107. Dadurch in der himmlischen pomp i. Lmer schöne Figuren 
und Uewächse auffgehen/ darzu vielerley Darben und r'rucht/ 
das thun die , uell-geister Gottes/ das ist in Gott wie ein Heiliges Spiel. 
09. Wan der H. Geist die Himmlische Frucht bildete/ so 
solle d Thon/ welcher im Lobe u-ottes solle auffgehen auss 
den Enge/ mit in der Bildung der . rucht seyn/ hinwieder olte die Frucht der Engel Speise se. #n. s 
c 
108. Weil dan nun itzo Gott hatte ewige Creaturen auss sich 
selber zusammen corporiret/ so solten dieselben nicht in der 
Himmlischen pomp auff eine solche Weise qualificiren gleich- 
wie Gott. Nein/ dan zu dein Ende waren sie nicht also ge- 
bildet worden/ dan der Sch8pffer hatte auss den Ursachen 
den Leib eines Engels trockner zusammen corporiret/ als er 
in seiner Gottheit war und blieb/ dass die Qualitäten solten 
härter und derber werden/ auf dass der Ton oder Schall solte 
lautbar werden/ auf dass/ wan die 7. Q. ualit8ten im Engel/ 
im centro des Hertzens das Liecht und den weist oder Verstand 
geb8hren/ dass derselbe weist/ welcher im Liechte des Hertzen8 
zum Munde des Engels aussfähret in die u8ttliche Krafft/ solte 
alb ein lautbarer Schall ii aller Qualitäten Krafft in Uott/ 
als eine liebliche Musica, singen/ klingen/ und in der Bild- 
ung oder qualificirung uottes als eine liebliche hertzlieb- 
4ende 
Stimme in der Formung Gottes duffgehen. 
110. Und darumb beten wir auch im eater Unter: Gib uns unser 
täglich gbgiDýl. Matt. 6.11. Dass also derselbe Thon oder . tort 
Vii/ welches wir auss unserm centro des Liechts durch ' 
4.. n an. imalischen (Sehlischen) Geist aüss dem Munde von uns 
stossen in die Göttliche lKrafft/ sol in der Göttlichen iý_rafft 
als eine Mit-formung oder Mit-gebährung helffen unser tägli(iBrod 
bilden/ welches uns hernach der Vater zur Speise gi'ebet. 
Now, if the sounds of language carry such deep meanings, 
we 
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must not expect a rigid system. 
(4yst,. Magn. 35,46. ) 
46, Nun ist aus dem Sensualischen Ueiste der andern Buch- 
staben/ ein eigenwilliges Thier der Ichheit und Selbheit 
worden/ das nur tödtet und todte Frucht wCreket: Denn Paulus 
saget/ der Buchstabe t8dtet/ aber der Geist macht lebendig/.... 
The function23 of a sound may vary accorain¬ to the other sounds 
with which it is joined on any one occasion, and we have already 
seen24, how the meanings of sounds complement, then deepen, the more 
obvious conventional meaning of the words in which they appear. For 
the sounds are uttered, a4'ter all, to express the meaning conceived 
by the mind, and this meaning arises, both from natural reason (ttVer- 
nunftr'), and from spiritual insight ('Verstand"). Boehme does not 
want to abolish the surface meaning, any more than he wishes to oppose 
the panorama of outward elemental nature; but the two Qhould harmonize, 
the one opening the door to the other, and both, finally, indicating 
the pregnant silence of the divine nUngrundn25. 
Thus certain words and sentences are interpreted again and again 
in a variety of contexts. But althouLh we must follow Boehme's 
eXample of not looking for a system, into which otll phonetic inter- 
pretations can be fitted, it is yet possible to find certain consis- 
tently recurring motifs26; and if a sound, or a word, is interpreted 
in several different ways, these usually complement one another and 
indicate the same basic attitude and meaning. 
We must be quite clear on this point if we are to understand the 
interpretations Boehme gives of the sound patterns of words: sounds 
are signatures. That means that the two sensations ofIprbducing and 
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of hearing a complex of sounds cause the mind to see the truth regard- 
ing God and creation, and to share in its reality by reliving it, as 
the sound pattern is uttered and heard, conceived and understood. In 
other works, the sensation is ilatimately bound up with the meaning. 
Thus, as Moulton points out27, whenever 3oehne says that "die 
Silbe gehet aus dem herzen", this usually means that we are dealing 
viit ,a vowel. And the reason for this is not difficult to understand. 
For just as God actualizes His Own nature - in Uhrist, His Love, His 
creative Yower - from out of the depths of His own heart; just as the 
image of uhrist, the sun, is the heart of the starry firmalfent: so 
man produces the creator's image - the five holy vowels - from out of 
the depths of his own heart. In speech, then, man realizes his divine 
status, at well as his community with fellowmen. There is therefore 
close unity between experience of cod, of self, and of other men, in 
the act of speaking28. 
ain, R. is mminous, thunderous sound, suggesting the persis- 
tence and the power of fire. It rolls forth, dark, but also pregnant; 
29 
und that is why Boehx`ne calls it "Feuer-qualltt. 
(3f, L. 5,88: lower third; parenthesis on R. ) 
... (Das x 
ist der uharacter de$ i*euer-qualles/ dann ein 
jeder Buchst, ý, be ist ein u-eist/ und eine nestalt des Uentri: 
wiewohl sie durch die Umbwendung und Verwechselung das Wort 
verändern/ noch hat ein jeder Buchstabe einen Urstand am 
Centro: aber es ist wunderlich/ und wired doch im Sinn er- 
eriffen/ S0 (=«s Liecht im Uentro chcinend ist. ) 
Indeed, ü1 _. .. ly in 
the nurora do we find the letter R ü: sociated 
with those nlz zlities, which -re 
later ciesiL, nated by the r"irst Princiýfle. 
In the follo*in text this 
function is carried jointly by S und R. 
(&ur. 
. 20, 
9? . giS .: ort Hertzen und Wicht die Zähne zu/ und gehet fiber die herbe und bitter 
11 i ität/ und rfi et sie nicht/ und f! hrt durch die ""ähne 
rLuss/ und die rafft sich mit zum Meiste/ und hilft 
zischen und i _nMuL liret mit dem Meiste/ und der L-'-eist gehet 
gantz mächtig Ju ch die Zähne rauss. 
93. -; t'an aber der U-eist zum meisten Theil räuss ist/ so 
rafft sich erst der herbe und bitte-- : eist auff/ und in- 
qualiret erst hinten nach ::; it ý 
Worts! 
/ er bleibet aber in 
z ; rret ?! c lt i` in der gilbe ,/ he - 
9<. D_: --s sich nun der :: eist f-sset und fL*, hA her- 
vor/ : -. i : cht die Zähne zu/ und zischet mit der Zungen durch 
die Lh. ie/ bedeut/ dass sich das ertze iiottes habe beweget/ 
u- -seinem Leiste einen 3ehluss umb sich ge. nac' -., etches 
ist üie Feste des Himmels/ gleich wie sich die Zäh zuXachen/ 
und der Geist gehet durch die Zäh. -1e/ also auch c'_ r Geist 
auss dem i: Lertzeii in die Siderische uebuihrt. 
95. Und gleichwie sich die 'undo bildet/ und 
incyualiret mit dem Geiste und also bildet 
sich die Seele des Menschen mit der =o... _ _und inqualiret Init J. emselben/ und driiiE; et mit in Kz°üi' t es; selbe_i durch de-1 
Li:: mel/ und herrschet mit im ý-S'orte nottes. 
96. Dass sich ,, 
ber erst hinten nach die herbe und. bitter 
:; ualität aush t/ und bildet sich hinten nach zum '. `'orte/ 
bedeut/ das:. L', r alles ein Leib ist/ aber der Timmel und 
der Heilire et. ./s:. ýn t dem Hertzen Gottes hat seinen Sedem 
vor sich/ u_-_. u- - -' :; 'ffel samt dem Zorne neder den Heil- igen Geist noch der_[ _mmel ergreiffen; sondern es hänget der Te' ffel mit ai em tor: _ ;; _or eusserstea Ge : orte/ 
hilIfft der Zorn i r- wer Bussersten Gebuhrt i__ ý_- 
bilden/ was in der ýe reiffli keiý stehet/ lttch, vie die iý. -l-be 
ur_d bitter ualit t sich hinten nach zu.  1-e n/ und 
inqualiren mit demselben. 
97. L ss aber : r" Geist erstlich also Über die herbe und 
_: rnerc': t/ bedieut/ dass die dorten bitter unlit t gehet u1v, 
Gottes über-: l1 in -i . 'c-lt ist/ da der 
Heilige Geist herrd 
sehet/ und d, ss _er '"ir lý ,. über-üll offen stehet/ auch mitt--- Erden. Und `er Teuffel den Himmel nir`ends kan 
sehen poch be rci_ifen/ sondern er ist ein murrender und 
-der iT llen-ýý ý1; 
&er erst hinten nach komt/ wan der H. 
Geist ihm hat eine Kirche und Tempel gebawet/ und. denselben 
im Zorne zers göret/ :, ý h nv et hinten nach a.: ; Torte/ als ein 
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feind/ der nicht v: i 1/ dass ihm iii seinem iýande soil ein Tempel fxott s geba%Vet werden/ darmitte sein reich mdchte 
eschi Lert ,; erden. 
Here the i: oiyy Spirit proceeds from the depths of Eternc i Bein , 
and proceeds triumphantly through the Harsh rrinciple - the SS - into 
the outer world, creating It, and altihouLh the D, '=vif - in the A, - 
holds on to the end of the word, thus evil .. itli `'ood in the 
created world, yet uodIs Spirit is omnipresenu, on Both sides of the 
Lividine Waters. 
In most texts there tends to be a certain difference in function 
between vowels and consonants, the vowels embodying the `entler, the 
consonants he h-arsher , ý, ualitieso ut this difference is not _I, -ays 
present; and there are also varying degrees in intensity and purity 
for the expression of any one quality by a, sou- lü .l Lus the labials 
are consistently Lentle. 1', ße N ', olds the fierceness of the R Iaa 
check, while the spirit of this ,,, orld uses its power to create its 
many (elemental) ,. onders. 
tlErclen i 
33. pit di >r Sylbe bringet sie ihr We^, _ in Geist 
iic: ser FL"u en/ da soll der Wille W: 1 1±r . en/ 
wie in der Götti e. 1 nrafft ir, ý El lische,  Re*bhe: der 
Wille soll ott s u-eheimnttss offeiibahren. Dc it i ser 
Symbe zeiLet sie an/ dass es soll nicht iLl :.:, ö. __'. of 
schehen/ pro der 'euffel Inne Dröhnet: mann 1 S1öe t 
icht das ý; entrim es soll in der sa". ff tcnl Liebt, ge, chehen/ 
und doch aus £, `Z_ o'.:.. en viergell. 
Dis ee1¬: 
chtig herrsche t.. en 
Tc u fcl 
ficht einl s: _e ý: Lý ursyviel/ del scr,. c; c- e x_11 
drucket uns 0l tt 1el ýl. it latje 
seyn holte zu nnn Got-t; : Wille soil -<; eschehen/ 
ficht ...:. li und ctc. j 
Teurfels6 sind wir 
i --, ebetc so ei: elhüffti/ i;, i1ý 
des 
L sci- es unaJd "teuffels willen l Ec $1 in der 




und. vSre kein Zweiffel in unserem ue- sonder:, : :- ein Thun und vollbringen: sir schwi: =e; i recht i YA E'--de, / 
zeiget uns der Geist Cer Wunder. 
. uin sind again we find IT, V or L representini, love, the an elic 
regions, thus ülso 1;. ez o the Y Oý. S 
levels. `'U 
nw 
3t?.... ' an rvix sýLe _ 'ire/ so v: 1- tche;. . it J ie Sc', ý# cr : _', -elen. Die Selbe rile / ist dig y,: lishe Seele 
. . lche das T ertze auf Creutze im Centro wen Muttern hat gef.,: set/ .:. _ mit cem forte Eim zu einer Creatur geschaffen/ als zum mel: iin ist es mels 7,1ohnunge: 
Darumb ist äie Seele 
- 
immý - csch ffenf s ist/ in 
der Liebe 
When, in ttko.: me", the occurs in the :., ie_d le of the . orcl, it 
expresses pol,: er, radier t' _-_... ý., _ _ ý; t tr. J 
as, indeed, the prayerful E jnctivc - opens to the soul its own 
Heaven, so that the plant mL.: ý1: oi; in God Ts kin¬dom. 
t'. i,. loß X2.1 
32,. 1 _/ _ er ibt siez ý: ber: nal i.. ,., roc e ý, _. r: l_e : it ihre i: -, Gottes ^Jillen/ als Gott.. Ki,. ld. neich/ hie ünei ýLt 
Hie . rafft der n ls;, elt v. ýe ret der ¶ielfe des W_ss¬rs in Gottes is '. '. 'i,. Komme: In dieser 
Sylbe ýiom/ Lehet sie im die n. r i gin: / und gas et die/ und 
mit t. er" 5; yýlbe lie ` machet sie i' Hi -ael eu`f/ und ge t 
r F, exr.. f t , ius y sei e/ als ein GeýrH__ AO. 
y --äs me et die Lipper i f/ und 
12 --set das Ge. üý__ e 
U- i1len: äjs_ehen/ und lar su sanffte wachsen. 
Thus the soul is able once u -aiu to coi, um1t itself to ^od is ; rill, 
with fruitful results. 
; f. L. 1,3'. 'D ta 
33, c- i} : Lhi I. t '_ut , Lie N c1 @ it ihr c. "illen/ vile 
in 
am ten : _! ern Bitte`: . iirffet sich 
in Gottes 
'Nillc ýiý . "li1 ist ihr Be ehrern .:: it &em 
T-T_" Geiste zu 
ti: ý: 7.1. rý r/ it tiit scr Sjlbe nimt sie de_ :: eist 
: nit Ccm 
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Willen ins Centrum ein/ als ins Hetze/ und das ihr 
Wille im H. Geiste soll i: L Hutzen wallen: Ge/ it dieser Sylbe gehet sie in Willen/ sehe/ mit dieser Sylbe- wd'ifrcket 
sie Gottes Darm da t iFut sie/ was des Vaters ± ath 
st/ was da- . "ertze Gottes aril/ als da sich ehristi Seele giess ans Jreutz htr, en/ und wir in Trübsal unters Creutz 
. ii °iechie, , He/ in dieser Sylbe nimmet sie es edi lti was Gott ; 1tEc7. et/ sie bfip et sich ý:, ls ein 
But keepin; harmony is, as everything in Boehme? s thouLht, ambi- 
valent. it may be -entle, as in the examples just considered; it may 
also be very forceful indeed, for if the creative forces of the First 
Principle have been aroused, are to be allowed to be active intthe 
world, much force is required to keep them on their course, allowing 
them to go forv; ard, yet at the same time preventing the outbreak of 
a conflagration. This is achieved when the tongue is lowered and the 
lips are closed. They are forced open by the spirit - the V -, but 
the coming together of the teeth and the lower lip sublimates the 
fietceness into the word of separation. The mother is not aroused, 
and the word of separation remains faithful to the heart. Thus all 
three Yri=iples are born. 
(3f. L. 5,88 (excluding parenthesis on K), 96-1C)ä 
88. Wann du sagest Schuff33/ so fasset sich der Ueist im 
Munde/ und machet die Z. ghne zusammen/ und zischet durch die 
Zähne als ein angezündetes reuer/ das da brennet/ und machet 
aber die Lippen auff/ hält sie offen/ alsdan gehet der Druck 
untern Lippen/ und die Zunge verkreucht sich/ und schmieget 
sich in untern t-aumen/ und der deist stässet die Sylbe Sches 
durch die Zähne aus/ und das Wort des Unterscheides/ vie c 
die Sylbe/ Schuff/von sich stosset/ bleibet in seinem sitz 
im gertzen: Es weckt die herbe Mutter in der Strengen Llgcht 
nicht auff% dass sich kein Feuer entzündet. ... ý"" ý sc. ýºriaä 
----------------- sývk 
ý.; e vQrexn ý ;, x dýý 
96. . lso verstehet 
der Sinn das iýort/ und die Formung des 
Worts. Mereke: Wan der Dreyfache Gtist des Menschen sprickt/ 
Schuf f/ so mercket der Sinn auff die . Form und Geburt des 
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Worts. 
97.1rstlich asset der üeist das dort im Munde/ und nicht im Hertzen/ und machet die wähne zusammen/ und zischet durch 
die Zähne/ als ein angezündetes Feuer/ das bedeutet den 
Begriff/ denn die Lippen s erren sich auff/ und das Zischen 
ist neuer/ sind daraus die 
sperren 
Das verstehet also: 
98. In Gott ist die Uelt gewesen vor der Zeit/ aber ohne 
Wesen. liun hat Lucifer/ der Tross-Ehrst aussm Centro der 
Natur den, Grimm und das Feuer erwecket und entz4kndet/ welcher 
in der wigkeit nie erkant ward: Dann er wolte in ieuers- 
macht über uott herrschen; darumb ward der reuerqual seine 
Wohnung. 
99. Und verstehen alliier das strenge , riat, als die 
ltier 
der Natur/ die herbigkeit und Närtigkeit: die ist in ihrer 
strengen MaCht entzündet worden/ und hat im uentro der 
Natur aus den unzahlbaren g'ssentien zusammen gezogen die 
Wesenheit der c _-rammen Matricis, daraus sind worden ade und Steine/ auch . «etallen/ denn das Centrum war Sulphur, 
Mercuries und Sal, und war nur ein Lieistg: Aber im strengen 
Fiat wards im strengen 'iimi, igen Anziehen also hart zu 
Steinen/ Metallen und Erden/ alles nach den Essentien jeder 
Gestalt. 
100. Es ist alles materialisch worden/ was vor den Zeiten 
in der rnatur der finstern grimmigen Wesenheit nur ein ae- 
stib e war/ das ward alles in dem nnnziehen grob/ d'arb und 
harte/ und das wolte uott also particular vor der Mayestät 
(aus creatürlich also Beredt) nicht haben/ und ist also bald 
im selben punct zusammen geschaffen worden/ zu einem eigenen 
uentro. 
1Ül. Und uhrständen sich lkier die drey Prineipia, im Un- 
terscheid/ welche vorhin nicht erka_: t ww: waren: dann die waren 
in einem Wesen/ und wurden nur in der Weissheit mit ihrem 
unterscheid. erkant im Liechte vor der Mayest&t. Verstehet 
den Sinn recht= 
1u2. `Jie der i, iund ýs 
?Jt behuff/ formet/ also ist die 
Schöpfung auch geforrnet worden: Dann die Lippen thun sich 
auff/'und der Obergaumen mit den Zähnen fasset sich mit der 
unterjl Lippe/ und zischet del' meist durch ale JAhne: Das 
ist also/ wie sich die Lippen/ als der eussere ümbfan., --/ 
auffthun: Llso hat sich auffgethan die Matrix der uebährerdn/ 
verstehe Li der . ntzündung: Das gischeil ist tins -feuer/ und 
aus dein teuer die i ufft/ als ein Geist/ der v: atrix, welcher 
jetzt erwecket ward/ und zuvor im Centro nicht erkant ward/ 
sondern alleine in d er ? 7eissheit vor der ureyzahl. 
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'Ih. e letters which tý: o to make up a vord are thus very powerful. 
But the meaning, which comes from the 'Verstand', does ultimately 
control their function. The theoretical truth of this became apparent,, 
when we saw, how the formed thought34 had to come before the 'council 
of the five senses* 
35, before the H was allowed to hand it over to the 
'"Werck-. neister als das Fiattt, so that the word might reach the stage 
of actual pronunciation. In practice this may be seen, when, for 
example, the consonants show a aifferent degree of force before ant 
after the emergence of the will from the process of differentiation. 
(3f. L. 16,3u: 'unser vater) 
30. Wan wir sagen: Unser vater fm Himmel: So erhebet sich 
die Seele in allen dreyen Principien, und aneignet sich in 
das/ darauss sie ist geschaffen Worden: Das verstehen wir 
in der . stur Sprache gar scharff' und eigentiish: Dan Uni 
ist der ewige 'Wille uottes zur Latur: Ser/ hält inne Te 
ersten vier Q. estälte der 1atur/ darinnen das erste erinci- 
pium stehet. ater/ gibt zweene Unterscheid zweyer rrinci- 
pien, Clan a lgwl' st tie matrix auffm Creutze: Ter/ ist 
Maercurius 'fin Centro $aturae: Und sind die zwey fiter im 
ewigen Wilien/ darauss alle Ling Sind worden/ da sich eine 
ins fewer scheidet/ und die tinder ins Liecht der Sanfft- 
muth/ und ins Wasser: Dan Va ist die 1iutter aussm Liechte/ 
welcne +esenheit gibt: Under ist die Mutter des i'evwers- 
Tinctur, welche das grosse un stareke Leben gibet/ u4l der 
Vater ist beydes. .... 
This process is intensified as one prayer succeeds another, until,, 
in the seventh prayer, the soul asks for deliverance from evil. 
The word "vom" lends itself to an interpretation of its component 
letters, according to which V would stand for the First, 0 for the 
Second., M for the Third Principle. The M would here have re4cked 
"Temperatur", thus anticipating the answer to this prayer in the word 
"II-b el"37, and the grand summing-up 
in the ? A-men"38. It would be in 
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accordance with the meaninn which is here given to the word, and with 
its function in the whole context. It would, further, agree with the 
interpretation of the single letters in other texts, to which we have 
already had occasion to refer. The actual evaluation of the sounds 
would agree with Boehme's plan of procedure, in th(spassa e as well 
as in other instances. The evaluation given in the text is in fact 
altogether different. 
(3f. L. 16,39. ) 
39, So nun die arme See1P im schvý:, eren all . dams ist von 
4n 
avieyen i ewern gefangen worden/ als dass sie der Geist diese% 
. "felt hat in sich gefasset/ d2runter das . 'ewer des Urstandes 
1st/ so wil sie wieder frey $eyn mit ihrem Geist-Leben/ in 
welchem sie ein Engel und Gottes Bild ist/ und gehet mit 
ihrem Willen vom/ das ist/ als ein Gewächse aus der Natur/ 
und auch aus dem Geiste dieser -pelt/ aus den wundern Gottes 
aus/ und stehet recht vom; Das ist/ sie hat letzt der Natur 
Krafft/ und Mercurium ii Krafft der Mayestät/ das ist ein 
ander Frincipium, und hat doch auch das erste Fewrige/ aber 
es wird nicht offenbar/ dann Idas H. Principium in der Mayes- 
tät verwandelt den Grimm in Liebe; Und so das erste wieder 
erwecket würde/ so wire es y'ewer/ und quöllen die erste vier 
Gestälte der Natur herfür/ darumb ist Gott Pdensch worden/ 
dass der Liebe-Geist habe/ das ist der Seelen-GEtst. Da- 
rumb flehet sie/ so . Sie noch unwiedergebohren ist/ und noch A 
uns vom übel. Sie be3ehret vom Zorn ledig zu seyn. 
But Boehme does not sLy everything that is in his mind. Thus, 
39 
in analyzing the word "glau-berm , at the end of this whole discussion 
of the Lord's Prayer, he suddenly aks the reader, 'Tverstehestu es in 
der Natursprache": hinting, perhaps, that the hidden meaning of the 
words used only becomes apparent, 
40 
signatures 
when the Sounds are understood as 
Perhaps the most important of the many sound patterns to be inter- 
preted in Boehme's writings is the name Jehova41. 
It is always con- 
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neeted with the triad of rrinciples in the Godhead, as wti1 as in 
creation42, or with the name 'esus43, or, as in the second of the 
l: heosophical , uestions, with "Adonai"', the Seven properties, and con- 
sequently also with the seven days of creation44. The letters making 
up "-Jehova-' are there interpreted ad follows: - 
(Theos. r r, 2,7-8) 
7. Denn die Einheit/ als das J, gehet in sich selber in 
ein dreyfaches Wesen/ das heisset )E, und das E ist der 
Vatter/ der führet sich mit seinem hauchenden Willen ins 
HO9 als in eine rassung der i. iebe/ und im HO wird das Wort 
aller 1. räfften verstanden/ denn es macht eine uircumferentz 
oder Umschluss seiner selber/ als das ewige btwas/ oder 
Ichts/ davon gehet die Liebe-lust aus/ welcher Ausgang ist 
der weist/ der fasset und formiret sich ins V.; ',. Dann das 
V ist der geist/ als der Ausgang/ und A ist die Wtissheit/ 
darein sich der Ueist fasset zu einem würkender_ Leben. 
8. So heisset alsdann dieses dreyfache hauchende Leben 
in sich selber u. JAH. Dann die eingefaste Lust ist das 
u als ein uge des einigen Sehens/ ein lauterlich Sehen/ 
und das JAH ist der dreyfache Eingang sorrier selber/ als 
zur E[npfindligkeit des Wollens/ welcher sich selber auff- 
thut durch das ewige Hauchen. 
In Clav. 16, IE is still the fountainhead, the unity of God, HO 
is the creative outflowing of the Son, and VA the fashioning. 
tClav. 16. ) 
IG- Jeder Suchstab in diesem lbamen45 deutet an eine Krafft 
und sonderliche Würckung/ als eine . orm in der wtlrckenden 
K'afft. Das I ist der Ausfluss der ; en unzertrep, nlichen 
Einheit/ als die süsse rieiligkeit/ der _, rund , ',. 
öMtlicher 
Ichtheit. E ist ein dreyfaches I-6, sich : iie Einheit 
in eine Dreyheit schleusst/ denn Lias I het ins E, und 
heisset IE, als ein Hauchen der Einheit in sich selber. H 
ist das Wort oder Hauchen der jureT!, eit uottes. 0 
ist die 
Circumferentz/ als der Sohn Uottesi dadurch das IE mit dem 
H oder tauchen aussspricht/ verstehet aus der gefasseten 
Lust der Krafft. V ist der freu c : reiche ý. usfluss vom 
Hauchen/als der ausgehende Geist Gottes. A ist das «uss- 
gegangene von der Krafft/ als die ; eissheit/ ein 
Subjectum 
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der Dreyheit% darin len Lie i; l cyh it ý; tarc, cet/ dýri _ er_ üie 
Dreyheit offenbahr ist. Dieser Liane ist anders nichts als 
ein 'Busssprechen der dreyerley i'VTr . rckun, in der H. Brey- faltigkeit in der Einheit Gottes/ .......... 
I and E ate sharp, penetrütitt 5 vowels, representing the %, ora as 
going through all the depths of the Godhead. 
(Lur. 6,2-3. ) 
2. Die ý; antze c gttliche kraft des Vat, rs sý)richt pus/ 
auss lien wualitý[ten das ': `-ort/ is en Sohn : rotes; 
nun gehet derselbe Schall oder ý__, U: lbe Wort/ Büss -c: r Vater sz l i_ ht/ aus des Vaters u1qi er o, er Kräfft ud 
cuss des º/ýt:: is Llarcurio, Schall oder T: o. iun s 
spricht Jer rater aus in ihm selber/ u aasselbe, Wort 
ist ja der glantz aus allen seinen xrüf.: 'ten: mid es 
cuss esprochen ist/ so steckt as nicht mehr in de V.. ters 
SO- .. ern es schallct t? tl eý ir, 
1 
läe o- t/ A e_ cl :: 1 
eine solche 5eh rff'e/ , gis ;ý ho: des or, _ e_iclick- lich &eschv illd durch die S: t: ( °fe des v-, - l. gehet/ 
u is dieselbe sch rf-c ist der T'. '. ist. Dan d-s Worte/ 
ausgesprochen ist/ das bleibet als ein ýluritz oiler 
ýcrrlich ... ._t für derv Köx, i c; der SchLll aber/ der 
_. ': ch 
das ý', ort :.. usgehet/ de2 verrichtet des vatiers P. ±ancirxt, 
das er uurcii -, -: s viort hat ausgesprochen/ u:, -d ls ist die 
c. burt der :;. Zreyfaltigkeit. 
then and the V are cone errieä with she firs & mo !E. enz towards 
self-manifestation and creý zion, the rather, or r; it. Au timate out- 
flowing; of the ? olti Spirit`1-7o 
( pol. tief. 1Fý-1;. 2J 
150. Und all diesem urte/ da der elide null oder adttliehe 
Stimme uurch den freyen willen aes Urgrundes immer erbohren 
" al urst 
Lidet der hochtLcure tgame Jehova, als eire A. O. V. 
Sgt Oharaeter tier rieiligen i. reyfaltigkeit/ welcher .:: it der 
r y' ! en form also stehet i'T1. ý' '. c sA ist der er: ir fü g 
und Urfenuuarun ; ties nichts ms aes Usk; rundes/ uni nacht 
in sich ein M das ist infa_ _ und Ueist/ und rric 
der Lust 
schleust er sich in U, das c uý_: s c :. arum der , of ii. eit/ 
und steilet zwischen und v; De ,nV ist wes welstes uharuu- 
- 1ý; - 
ter, in der use eýlul vom __ und u ein S, 1ýý rin A (Feuer j der Liechtsflamine ist/ und stehet mit 
rucüten uiiaracter una eiurt also ZL] ? das iss; Lsc; h , welches die tlebreer mit solchem '; tort/ i: ie aü stehet/ verstehe i: 
151. is d. er vers cändige . feist/ uer sich auE- .. und 0 erui6 i ,, t/ und ewig ausgehet/ uni: in sic', c_ c r; r und 
Liet v `at/ als der freien Lus i, Fi _ schafft oh: Quaal/ 
und c ei- ! atur . igenschafft in u1.1 : 7. t esta-L wer t e- beihrung/ als eine . euer - unu LiF Cýýs- laiu net" weicher in allen uingerii es sey it in Kälte der 
impression, oder in bul o_ er im *euer/ in 
jedem sir e der ie er wil. 
152. >. n diesem Ort der ev; i_en . o sich dý , ý`. uer 
in der ewigen . ce 
ierae Auld das 
der freyen Lust/ als im willed zur of `'eflb Uhrur / durcns 
euer ewig erblenret/ uý°sti lc et der theure ..: ame jesus/ 
una ist die ueiuuiit odes iie, e/ u1,1-, -! ie Liechts-. tee` ierde 
oder ßi erschafft in der _jttli, ýe$, ýtimýue im eWieri 
uali/ alb eine er; i_e Lu:; u uaer ý. ra fu der uotthei L. 
u is always the he-{rt of God, the So ,, i. This is obvious, on 
üccou u of the way in r: lýicn uhe sounu i,:: roduced. is uatL. y iu is 
ü eirýie, aid it becomes, ti; e ve already seen, the ph1losomnc&f 
sphere, which contains both rrinciples of vivine r: sture, ds exempli- 
fieu. iii all five vOWeis, G5 wzi-i us compreheudir :, eile cres-, the 
neart, and tneir application in the third Principle 
U. 
The £ ia, lavis has the iunetiori oT uniolair the oly li-inity51 
accordin6 to izs visual pattern. in riisterium Ia fluor only ii, s 
i., updct on the ear is taxen into account; there it takes the outgoing 
functioýq of the ia stage fur, cner, 6 Uo the centre or the lrl 
trie v the opiri u roes forth, ii-; us completinL-; the na e of 
I&e- sUs 
and as liod. is -01'1 iilanifest, 1-u s 
Wisdom 
_nd. "Lust" 
formed, he total 
Paýýýiýiilr rev ais t! 'ie ýtiuiier, tine u, the b( eiauain` . na 0he end. 
. 35,51, ) 
S11, Der ir_nerlicne Verst; na in Jeri ti fi VuL;. aLluuS isL 
-- 12 ý) - 
a. ieser: 
(I1 issuer.: :; e J. zuo 
(L+') Ist der ruame EnW; ei 
(U) Ist die geformte V`issheit oder Lust des (I) 
a15 des IE u, uni ist uas uentrum oder 
Leri; ze Uottes. 
Ist der geist/ als das SUS an dem iHE SUS welcher 
aus der Lust ausgehet. 
(Li ist caer Anfang una uu5 xxide/ mis der Wille tier 
gantizerl f&ssurg/ und ist tier natter. 
Ve 
note, that this diverges from other interpretations alreL. d7 
yuo lued, where -LE repre.. c-ltea. he . 'a-L; her, us in Lheos. cr. 2,7-6, or 
the unify of the 'odhead, as in ulav. 16: . -lthourh, in the lauter 
text, the "Lirunu Attlic iel" Lcl, tnei-, ll of' the I, cakel. L uo , ether 4vitii 
ttie y ("ein dreyI e,. Le:. 1, (iL s-ich die Lir_hei v in eine reyheit 
schleusst"), is very near the father, lookint back, as it does, to,,,. -&r4 
the rriU l wlity (the'THaucdeu der sieh selber" i, and for- 
v, ar"6L wo the Triune Manifestation t i. e. as it 1e ds on to the n, the 
"Wort otter riauchen der ureyheit ý-Tot'es"-, and one u, cite "uireuw er- 
ont2 a 15 aer Dohn ý-otuesýI j. Thus God the father, uod the erirnal 
Unity, are stressec in those two texts, whereas in i. jyst. Maen. 35,51, 
Just quoted, 1 strands for Jesus. Buti then the previous two texts 
envisage the Trinity as a whole52, whereas the next now under con- 
sidera ion s resses uoa in His s-oriDinb, uucgOii! g capdci ty; hence Uiie 
predomi. nariU place V--- Jesus occupies here. xet grantir : 
this d iver- 
Ce. ýce, the co mon basis of all these texts is the disclosure of the 
holy Trinity in tie five vowels. 
i; 4 - 
(iviyst " viagn, 35,5e,, ) 
52.. und diese funff schliessen sich ein ml -u der Fassung 
in drey/ als in ein solches viort p, / das ist/ ,. tO, U. Vaster/ oohn/ H. Geisti: aer i)reyuxiL-1 deutet at aie Drey- 
heit der Eigenschafften car versonen/ And das V. t. m Tri- 
anr el deuteti un den u cis t im ri, ass ii:: Hauchen, aL sich 
der bann. uze sott in Dreistes Weise mit seinem aus sich selber 
rausgehen offenba4ret, 
When the ri is added to the vowels, it has the runcl., ion or -eveal- 
1ng to the outside, world the hidden wisdom of uod, just as the H moves 
the formed thought on into the mouth, where he fiat may aucoiwwplish 
ý I fie work uz pronum ciation 
5 
. 
iu. y s li " 141aoju. JJý vü. 
ý 
5O. 'nqss aber ale alten Weisere dieser Lungen Verständige/ 
haben dem .i amen IEvVL ein (E) eingesetzetii und ihq, 1r. TONAR 
beheisse. V das ist aus erussei, j ers iuý. Lue - escnernen/ dean 
das (l) machet aen heili6en Wiawen mit den 5. Vocalibus in 
der äussern i atur offenbahr. Es zeigen an wie sicii der 
heili¬e lame Gottes in das Teschbpire uushduche und of en- 
bahre; die 5. Vocales sind der veruurgene Name uotues/ der 
allein in sich selber wohnet: -: ber das (H) deutet an die 
,,, öttlicrie Lust oaer 
Weissheit/ wie Sic iii die Gtittliciie Lust 
aus 51cii selber ausiiauciie. 
the jive uioly vowels of the name of Lod represent also the five 
holy tongues ; for we have already seen tha u it is through these vowels 
'tila i, the .. oly spirit spuaxs uod Is name i., luo the jive 
holy toi. uesýý. 
'They represent, therefore, in general way, the five archetypal colours 
t i. e. when we include blacx and 'WILL e; . But it is iiidu. -uly yu icle to 
ufr e any one vuwei represent axly wie colour or ton6ueU. -xiie 
ý of the 
rr her certainly seems to be closest to the beads colour and the root- 
language preceýainc Latin, ureex and Hebrew; and tree V, of the holy 
Spirit mi6nlu cOrl'espoild uo he ui,, i-ty aster tine Urrobd" of fire in 
the 
final tongue and the white colour. dut are we to identify U. 
the heart 
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of LTod, with any one of the thiddle tongues or colours-: it seems as 
impossiüie uo do this with any jusvice, as to identify the 1, or the 
i!;, with i atiin, or creek, or rnebrewr, or to represent ei Lher vowel by 
greed, yeilOvi, or L"uu. It mu, -, T be granted trat uhe middle uor: Lues 
and coloul: s, are, like the on, outgoing; and that, further, the on 
is the Centre of creation, of nistory, and of all speech. peu we 
shouiu Ei-o't overloux une difference between uhrist, the HeaE ur Uod, 
and the world which rie enters, sages, sums up. The analop be i, ween 
u and the miadle tongues and co. Lours shoul. a not, unere ure, be presdcu.. 
. &ltogeýiier, the anaiugy between the live vowels, and he rive 6ongues 
and colours should thus only be taken to apply in its Denerai import, 
the details being unique to eaci, pattern, uiid not lieu -"i'Dy corres- 
ponciing, excep u, perhaps, La oer ictiil U1 uiie 1! O . 'C gene ai i uric t ions. 
This is also Lrue when we &o beyond the five holy vowels and the 
five holy tongues. fiere the forming, the dit'llrentiating power of the 
Wora is shown In iahe ; iz toi ues, which, tnough hos pile to each ouher" 
1_, a faller. oraer, yep reveal the oraeý"eu c ive: ý"sity of i. he lýoly trinity 
in tha they really present an enlür6ea verslun of the i, riaa originally 
inherent in tue five holy to, ý es " uoa s5 iia1Ie is thus again spoxea, 
even of ý, er une confusion or babel. Siijilari t tihe dame "Tetragrammaton" 
56 is an enlargea version of uod- s nail e, w! iic*a includes the consona116s, 
of nr. uurai crea Lion. 
A, -ain it is impossiule to say c e, uhan that, ixe 
b sexletal way, 
both vowels and con wwhk are pr"esenC, represeii ing the 
natural as well as 
ttQ eternal aspeCts of temporal creatjion. 
l lkT s t. Idag L- : )5,50-) 
53. Lic anaern Ruchs uaueLi ausser ä(,. n : D, vocdliuus sehen aus 
*L 7b - 
clew 1VtwIetl '1'r, ix1 ýlýtýi'": 1. r. 1 V11 , als aus dem ventro der exit; j n xatur/ aus dem t'rincipio, und deuten an/ und sprec;;. lerI aus die Untierscniede aer gei'ornten Weissheia/ ais ueo etiorrateii Voris in uen die 25, ücitze urea uion. liege t, / sie se na die Senaus aer Crea i, ion, als die Eigen- 
scharft aer rr fte/ und der wahre geofi enbahrte uzott im Worte der Natur. 
in the secorlu ui ý: e itieusu i. iv l u(e uicrls the ýý c iL iu1 Üi1 
ire wween the "tieilovah" ( ad '4v ah« )67 on tue one 4,; nd, and the ' Tetra- 
grammation" on the other, is et'fectied by the , s. donai", i. Ll which ui-te 
six yeti ve groper Gies, u4 the Seventh unitive groper ty , r(_-ýD iue, in 
a manner analogous to i. he . ternai Mature or the L'ernarius Sanctus 
v; hich iSlthe sphere of codas self-disclosure, anterior to the orders 
bb 
of actumlizeu creabion. 
(Theos. rr. a, y-11. ) 
9. was iLufi, Guhn/ ais ale bigenschaffte--, im :; ensu des 
empi"irld. lichen uiý' Huhns/ heisset . DO 4I, und sind sechs 
nräfften/ daraus das nysterium riagnum, als der hohe Name 
IETt ýttýiiv, ýrL Oiü entspringet/' daraus ä11e , iesel:, aer z: icht- 
bahren uurld unsiciiGbanren eutisprussen/ una in formen und 
nildung kommen seyna. 
u;. in dem 6'orte als in4diesen Seers Kr$fftei. L/ 
1legeii uie secrýs iý zlschaffteil del iiatur/ u1.5 es 
natLU-'iiciieii Lebens/ &araus die ri; Ei .U Seeien nach aer 
inuwendi ; kein ihrer IDE1ý sind geflossen; und auch die 
secus Tage der Schöpffung dieser hielte ,, eiche miIj dem 
sehenden , eceii/ ads sich als aas ü mitt iris äiesen oildet/ 
einýesc;. ýlusäeri w, 'er"uc-L1/ zur Ruhe/ dari _aaen uie secas £ýreffte 
in der swillen Liebe/ als in der ewigen Einheit stehen und 
ruhen/ und aber mit ihrer selber-Würckung ohne Unterlass 
wu l lexi und ausg eii e u. 
11.4 und ti ist uLs le., ' bieL cllae lag/ wuriniien u-o iu von 
allE: n seined Werw ez. hat crXiiet/ uüa ewig ruxle la; a; s is L/ 
die secros &r lfftien (als 1. ale begieriigkeiz/ 2. beweblig; 
keit/ 3. fir: ,f iridligkei / 4. 
Feuer oder Leueii/ L,. Liecht 
oaer uiit. erscilieuli eiu / Quer versttind- 
uüss } runen iii deli 
4 on sie erltspru 4ený ais in dew ü, 
als in cLer Stätte uottes/ darinnen die ewige Liebe ange- 
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deute6 wrird, 4als ale J'jinilei-i/ Oder aas icats aer i, inh*it/ 
welches is i, uer ewige Dabbath miler iii. ee acs guten Wcsu: s. 
r'e again llo 6e a aiver6ence or interpre uat1on, especially as 
re6ar is the u. yeti i. ivuulcl naraly be appropriuze to consider this 
interpretation as contradc cti_ Chose already discussed. for line 
Heart of uod, like ve: - s ii, the seven Properties, unites the active, 
outlowing with the unitive, contemplative, res6tul aspects of uod48 
nature. Indeed, it is the love-fire or : enus, throu6h wi ich the lower 
triaa, arcer vne ca4a5urophic lighienil fiasn, passes on, iukfo , he 
blisb ul music oi' wupiter, and This co-operation or forces constitutes 
the Sabbath res -6 of tuna, because it taxes place in the "Gehetuse" of 
unity. 6i,,, ilarly the , in Mys 6. Man. ou, bi came at tree junc U-ure of 
tine activity of Im ana. tine outflowing of the noly opirit in tine v, 
this totality revealing the complete rashioning, the beginning and the 
e. au, the rather. Bu-U the picture becomes even wore complex, if we 
move oil to ohe uhird of the . heosophical ,, ues , ions, where the oeven 
r1loperties are discussed. tiere The second rroperty, mercury, corres- 
ponds to the "keuerf'1wilme1T of the naive frdahTt; but, being in -jUoncsor- 
dantz s, the fire is oiie of love, and "der i, eure name Jesus" appears 
in the r'ifth k'roperty. 
T heos. r; r. ýD , 419946. ) 
21,2ýj 11(i das ue. LuLr uiýi devLiebe ist uas Jah/ als das 
Feueri'lsrrmende rlaucnen/ weiches Got ues tisort 
gent rý 
als as rnaucaen der ninheit Bottes/ 
Jas 
. fundament der rafft/ 
darinnen wird aer wanre heilige ueis t vers uanderi/ gin aem 
täus 'lusýie aes LieüE: -kc -ý reis/ als 
die bctivc; ý: lüss oder das 
Leuen der i lebe. ý_ucLi wird uer 
ýr 11_ssjý@/ so wohl des Seel- 
ische eis u darinn il v erstuncief/ in wetch. ew ý, ott off enbahr 
ist und wohnet. 
----------------------- 
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261 und aus aieselm rieilit; en teuer isu austerlossei uas jah/' äis ein o; jGrahl. uer ei iiiai. icilen Linhei ý/ caer ist; der 
tiieu e . ewe welcher diedrre Seele wieder vom zorn- feuer erlösete/ und sich selber/ in , ünnehmung der iviensch- 
helt/ in das abgewichene 'entirailscüe z. orn-feuer toties 
Zornes in die 5ee1e eii: äU/ un. u sie v'ieaer luic aer:: Liebe- 
reuer anzündete/ und nii G Uott ve eirýiý;; e. 
yut the 'r'ye -uraLramina Uo_ý ippears in he Sixth Property, i. e. in 
the upper triad. 
(Theos e _j! 
-r. 3,31-34. ) 
31. Lie sechs we riigenseh ii ümia sgeriosseneb. killen 
ist uer Ha&I/' Schall/ versuänclnüss/ siede/ oder unterscheiden/ 
als LLCl' ý+ähre versta££d/ una stehet in bev, den . entralischen 
. 'euren zubleicii/ im Centro aer eigenen anuehmligxelt iLes 
natÜrli cnen 2 euers/ omie ,:, Ai t-ivUrckeii ues Ylei1i ei ý'eue s (so f'erlie AM ae; 'ce teure ýeýeýýiecie ý vye17czeýl1 uvie bf:,,; y atii 
ý: euf ein uiiu ez m. eýý ;; eele ; zu v er"s veiieli is c) ists nicht 
v erb uaý. Ldi sonden- nur Listi und. ccharfrsinnigkeit/ als eine 
Vrobirur 4es r'unaamezus aer ýatur; ein eitel r.. issbrauch der 
ra , ur-nräfl i, e/ davon betrug/ . rgviohrý/ 'lbhriiei u ýlerrheit und 
i, eiuhti'erbigkeit ursT rdet. 
: 52. In uieser seeLt ter: Eigenscýý. ttt stehen die heiliLeil 
taaýlieýý% als die "ttlichen zLräfrte im auftuhn der finheit/ 
iie Wurcxen und ollen/ und stehen in beyclen teuren zugleich; 
als im teuer aer fatürlicilen rsevýeýli ei ýý wind iii: Euere ciez" 
Liebe--ilämLýe. 
1_lhier stuheý uus , runder"cuneriue ý, oru in seiner Würcxung/ 
denn tier krosse 1e ue uottes Eý tluý3l suýuýýON ist das uentrum 
der blunder uottes/alEtier/ weicher in oeyaen . entirai1scnen 
Eeuren würcket/ vvelcnen die bösen Geister/ in Ihrer Verwan- 
deluriE; nach uiem uen ro des . euers zerr-uur u; issora {c:! eiL. 
b4. Lnd is u tier urarid der F, 8ntzer- lu und u. agia in diesem 
uru iae äeýri fer_; dann es sind die warcxlicYhe nräff to/" 
da 
das unempfindliche in dem Empfindilerlen mir; -warckeb. 
Und an 
dieseiu vrze lieget das xese Gz µosis dý iý ueu nicht zu 
äLi ssbL auoiýý. ý vey Wie iicu dnclern Geuot der zehen 
ý, eCoteu zu se, ieki ist/ 4e. u Ulýservt aliiier cnub ý, es&L ü/ und. 
cic C:: -oi, closen ein bchloss darttir. 
If' ive wish to hurtonize tris text - more purticuLuriy para. 
36 
with uhe 35th cnapter or iviystierium maenum, we must say 
mat; here jýoe6e 
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er_visrige t7, ,, guy ,; i order, free from une nos-; ilit ies uuubeu by sin, 
i. e. be ore the ra11, or af'tier the final consummation. 
Bui,, eiVeu une over-ail consisIency or . oehwe's 6 ugkt, together 
with his general meihod or uniting opposites, of whicil uliis is surely 
a typicui example, is it necessary thus to sl-s bema uize tike various 
iriterpve; auions-r is it eveil possiele, vizhouý uuix_ violence Lo the 
fu: iu-. 1jentul uU ui uUae of our mystic? 
Row, for exew, ple, would. one set about hai oi. Lizinb the texas wiiicii 
we have beeil consiaws-iü6 wish the discussion of "Jacob., and 'Jehova" 
in Myer. rzuE#uc. bz, 40 ff- T ziiilarizies wich the Obth euapter Ze 
or Uys 4eriuL, ila&Iiluu are cet i aliily pi-esef_T,. Vn the o Leer 1lal! a, brie 
vrüy in Z'rili(: li Nullsoli lU S und vowels are inuerpreted tiogether, instead. 
Leiria 58paratea, ans us than we are on a c. itrerenu plane of pro- 
ceaure. 
it is, 'Lnen, bet per do accept tue diversity in meanings and 
levels of iueanin, 6, in . 11 its richness and compl. exii. y. 4o spear of 
inconsistencies or confusions is irýappiopiiate, £o1" sýc: 1 language 
tvoulci presuppose the iotic of uiscui"sive reu6oil. nether are we 
re1ainued of the coiLplexit -Les of ii: ytiloloey, ana more pürticui. tirly of 
lcc! emV, were meariin Enu sywüuis cons canntty overlap, soiuetimes 
corntiij, inL;, au other i, im.. s apf: earinb sepÜrai, ely; often a6reeing, or 
at least complementiing one ano-uner, linen rt; ain aiverging, or eveu con- 
tra. u. ictiji6 one aIloulier. It is taus iwpossible to iu6roalicc clear-cub 
categories aZiü ciis 4iiLOVi0119" Ehere is . 
i. _ su I <<i as onE: 
£er, sf-tdor. vi11 suLLest ors ýýverr, l oc: ctjs -ones; 
but uivca 
51,,, is ýossibic, ý. lreauy 6ecriuse uiLe meenir s su61 
es Lea may very , 
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as , ire concexL, cnan es, or as a varietiy of aspects uo any one coA- 
cepyion becomes apparen6. 
-101 - 
Uru 't' itt v 
1'nr, i Otw hiýL aeELýc ri 
Relevance of suc;, l ýe; ýi ono ;y in A. ICGJM6'S spiri-LuLl 1v; A_ýýý e1 
; nderlying ail uria6 deuilueriii6 variety iii toerminology ana sym- 
bolisml, there is a aeptn, an inuensi uy of thoubh, and experience, viiii fil 
has aurae cea or irrita iced, Out iri any case as i. onisnea, mystics and 
tneologiaus, philosophers and poets, iroi loin; "Uo he preseui, day. 
Boenme seized the heart of cthe reality he had rouilci, and trieze in 
every paragraph he ti rote to express i 6s i'ullness. üence the compleit- 
icy inl his manner of viritin ; hence also the insufficiency of any one 
system of symoolism. 
if, there ore, we wish to unaersi; ana tine rationale of his aoc'trine 
of lank uage, ana or the way in which he incerpre us i cs visual and 
sound pa Vterns, iti is gain to sys ueiiaýize irre relevant passaEes, uJ, , 
worse still, to loox iur a Llys Lique, in The v, ay in wiiicii some uiis- 
guined alchemists ýeýý"ciýea his Wýriti. L,, 6s or a rormula4 ti: -nicil would 
aelp tne: u uo pruauce title Stone 
2. We mus u, from the totality of nis 
symbols aua conceptions, arrive at cüe generai pa 4Lierning of üis taught 
relive with the deatii aliu e6 trat foal ýriziciý he cris cov ereii in his 
oWü li'r'e, 1T- the 
being; of (od., in the eveilt of i. Lwjui: ll. le ulia leis". orb, `, 
as welj_ as in pile pxocesses of natUre. If we cd . thus see aria gas i, e - 
1. 
or rtaller, aedr ualä eompreherla - "crie lü4e. L". piuy of will ana uucxers i, a. 21ci- 
frig, which leads to ac Lion (speech, crea uiv i ty , then the aptness of 
ail tine mani1, oic1 aicnemisiic 
symbols, and especially or brie doctrine 
- zu2 - 
of language, rill Qecome upparciLt ; the huueiius evoked by une pic i, u -es 
of' the wri 6 ueu symbols, and by uile sounds uti-uereu speeca, will heu 
Ue Sewn -LO iiLus Vra Iie u 1! c G Tt[iE. c rti of toll" , 4,! _j Cis i 'o- L L; cu $oeinu, - Ts 
Tý 
J 
Boehwe 5 Ldr Ueu iiis Spiritual adv eii6ure, becüuse he as troubied. 
by vne problem of evil. tie founa tine answer in the clot c-rines or uiie 
oeven rroperties or luature ana tie Three rrinciples4, which centre 
rourla une experieace uY 4caur_ and reýeli sJ. oýl. phis Ili up 1. o1` iaiii 
the eveni, s Alu voce e ,, ich he cbsevvcu i1! human life ancL rrxtiure, 
arld ultiui rely iu lea nine to bile principle Y, Liicii mace ßoä active: the 
urge Lo unsold. bis own being to the ruilesi, possible measure of acuu- 
ality. Ana twat implies also the aLutiluin, ana he irparuix of seii'- 
consciousnes , of self--&nowleage. Or aCcivl uy revea. L5; but, it is 
also aesirous, otherwise L,. o eLcz, of' revelc.: 1, ion cuulu uaxe f, laee. Ehere 
is ur1uS till uCu of v illinL, , üriCt LTi ac? or uilüei'3 üt, i. Cti. ý,, cý i, uiie basis 
of tue acü of revelucio. i. Unis is U. tirsu unconscious, -Paneil us it 
rises i11 O consciousnes$, he airrerent coruponent parts of une pa u uern 
also become a S1,111ci,, aila Vvüa( was au firs6 inward, hiaden, now yens 
to become outvara, manifest. where is au ener6y, a power, rvnicn drove 
Lne action i'Orýrat'u intro sell-r SallztLi+ion_, are. an unael S 
üctllL. ii1F wiliuh 
gave LO his SCLll'ýctlýGc; Li. on a rortu, i ilat iS, cl shape txnu cl t iillvvion 
Or uýEstalýll " 
.: Iwo 
basic assuuip, uioý., s are here made; ri vs ý, tiie presence of mod, 
wIlic; la is a7i0tuer", dy of say i, the till and. one wa. ae1°s u u1ainL;. 
vinicii were tue basis of action, are Lne auzribu6es UI personaLiu . 
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Wherever -where is being, 6nere is action; wherever action, where is 
uod.. Seeunaly, the exercise of t. lese ai, tribu6es of personality issue 
in eornwunieatioii, v tticýi s more than an interplay of forces, for vve 
are conceriiea with1conscious, responsible action. ýht -t ore he 
I) crl'ec i; il. LuS G2[, -U'LC_: 
icr: _ i5 UULLLAAII LCU wive, creü"4ibe, 
is f'ouna in the uu uerance of speech. a6 u., -e- process aescri eci in 
the previous paragraph is s-cructuraliy iaenticau viitn the operation 
or spearring, as descrioea in xysti. fin. 6o, ou. in faci, everything 
that is Laxes place in exact, iy true saw, e way as awes . ar ua e. Thus, 
it is Oily tiYý üü.: 'cil o Ciýit Siu .ci, rl- F holi c crew ion in teri[l5 OI lxUa iS 
spea. ci. nb. : ence the ITÜhrweluxll or nature, human iir'e, disu iiiore parti- 
cularly man's 1arßuaLe, Lozents in wie occurrence of uOuls own 
Word. 
It 4, ý ue. j relive tr_is inxir vliuh i oenwe, we snail also unaer-r 
s uarid how the vowels rna cousonan s couia oe eomposea inuo pictres 
or uod. 'Iherl we shall also uaaersvana vihy Lise universe is ratifier Lt e 
a weciaailisr, or a zi-ee, or a worx or- art, or the ypus. yet iL is 
Bone of these trii. LJs. is is much lore lixe a piece oz' -oars ovaji 
prose; anä tnat taet; xi5 utluu in it Yc have the opjJor''Vuldty of Ueiiit born 
again, and, as . od incorporates nis heart in rnuman nature, we may in- 
corporute our near is In nis. 
(t riceaw. , 
oEX'. 
, last, parae ) 
Und veriuahie aeii liebhabencten i., ebeL-/ sicii its Gdtt, - 
1ic; her yeluuGn in uobui' wia seine Miti-äste Oder iriýaer Zu 
ersericxe. Ll/ so mrii. 5 er unsern e1ýi far ; ener tiei'reii Sinn und. 
, 
Begriff wohl ergreirren/ unct von alieii Lrrungeii in die 
vyal,. r, e f(une (da aida alle Lange im Dior t/ una nrarf t uxottes/ 
- Lu4 - 
iwie vWieii) eingelkenreti v eraen; uiid. eLipfenleri ihii u ttr 
würckend eri Liebe im i ire c; rlrls cif una unser" wo1 eiiei6ten 
ýýillerý urd egiercae/ iii seinen N'tilien1 ieu. 
- Z, oS - 
lit'r. P. Lvjj: U I 
aül. rsxr1), S xuuuu. L, -. L Jr' rrit ürUS1 
LaQiuis sublimBetio. inxuoldus: unser äo. ul hass Yoll der Lrä ern6tiet 
WerLet_L/ anýaý. s reui60z in öle Lurft/ aass er euren le icaezl herrlich 
werae...... 
Ks ist aber dreyerlei suDiiiuatio. 
1. ja cLer ,, elo r. Luentig wirat/ una vereiniget anti aeiü i.. ereurio, 
oä er sorlon ijiui. L auri's L eiget1. 
. 
W&tnn tier ercurius vereiniget wirdt/ iý deg: lebendigen rýalci / 
wira. t eu. ler unu v ei"ö es s ert . 
n tier rarb uridl riiirul , ý; txGGYlý. Duren aie su 
1. ul? ýýpion v: erOen 
auffgelÖ et/ uýci geöffnet :, eel uii . Gust/ in äeß soluirtelz Leib fier 
onnen, / Und. aas is L: i. a 
LapiaiS rui; edo, Roue. 3)ie weisse/ is u ein faro Bess Leoens/ die Ko e der Uns ijerolltice1T/ uaa nun uerscue ý aas fewer und icmiji L ule 
perfection, vans ao u cerbelb wir-a W so v. irdL-Os erudi et/ dt :w uncL subtil; 
una hefs 6 Lui" v r06 üii/ uaQ alle ,. uiae. Ll fier i dEe1 urea ueister. 
y, ans rot wird' so Heist es üimrýel/ cola/ rot z; ciecci C-L fLu eI/ 
q. u hat alte , gmef was y" rot ulld i 5stlich ist/ zwiscue_i üi rimel 
acid Erden/ aiss ruu v01d/', zo-Lablum/ aer beburne König/ der rote Sohn/ Ethelia ruura, rote Eraen/ tiigirelut iii'-/ .... 
L iais ioeao, aie 
Wr1JiDe. WWfn das yýlýbseý" ale £rcLe beaecxu/ so 
stýuiee v, Fj., se uc, er uei sc: -ý"ý? rýýe: Yýaz. rl &: uer aie . urIt oben rompt` 
ý Gi ý/ Lýl_a r: ý. __x_ asl ear: r titer diet/ so rýirdts so V'ir& es ýýif I. 
RL so nur_ die Lufr"u e: ur sciltebet/ una aie E"üd zuýoueýi se ý: xet/ 
dý. s nerr_en sie den. oat r : onnen/ alssaanii ruhret aer niercurius die 
Seei der Sonnen quiz sicu in ale i ohe, u. E'd cias corpus ligti i_il Grab/ 
alss ein "boa ber. )arutnu wird. 
t ale weisse &enenne t/ aqua 
besti inäid permanens, weis t/ Seei/ uiLu is b ein roli; r ce . ýr-a/ oder 
wie eire romueeriaub/ iieisi auch -ley/ Lrecmich, weiss 
,,., aruecn/ 
1'veiSS -ruz/ v. eisser : tCiil/ ý: Eiý: Huld/ der wulle 
rr, u: ci: u: )ar era/ 
ieuenaig ocn edel/ iE-uenai. t6 J; 1"o. erl/ rein sadber 
Y, eiss . ý. a1ck/ der ualciidrte 
o 3rper/ metallisch Sa. Lta/ unnnna mit 
alien Namen aller weissen 
3iii6/ Saliz/ Alaun/ , aariuor/ 
E,, nej. la alba, t. eiss Sliuer, ý, l. etti arsenic, 
diner. 
yapiclis r-i recto ale 
Senwarcze ties Stieiils. uuaj du das newer- zu-- 
psi so wiraL ale tierii zu oaia 1-u V/ wgmä Verairbt/ es rEr=e, 
erscýý`ýi=- aver erstiiici: :: _% 
otej eint Brunei mid asp alle r'arben, 
CCIe es recd, weiss wird. coa i'11rL urid 
soititirL Lýic. j,. oift/ wirat 
zweyAA i6 c'L Lr Jz unc weiss . 
- zob - 
Die scuwgr tze is ü emn# zeictle., l aer f in / Ver*ählunp/ oder 1&ppz' - 
fuss/ as erscn. elnet, ein Znsul. i,,, i. eer/ aie alt elii eu . reiner wirst/ 
biss aie weisse ubernariau nimnc, / unä fieis-c cLer Raueilxopri`/ $ecn/ 
Xonlen/ Ehe ei schwarz : -üz/ urlßei ... L: c, _, LIZ, cJ; c. er scir. erl 
ýcýýwaxitz z`ri cý ab.. s isc/ sein ; 'usser/ üucI tleyl suln! warüz 
. Dchwenel; äeß- Kati alle , amen aller SCuvvar uveLI uin ; txul' ýraeil. 
i, arnacii kompt caer rf'rarýeýýseiýwariizi Dehwarc-rL r`eae. L"rl/ bisswel. len sciý. ý ir. e sý 
u1s6 wer- das . lass mit u-old. uuerzoLen. 
. Lapiais ciiges civ, 
1(ucuen/ zeig; l`eiý/ ihe: ilei. L/ usiu wiaer zu; : illmeil i'tlgen. 
yigeriren niacn. ca die iiumores di. nn una iücx/ zeiuigeG/ unnti macnu ge- 
s(jnicxc zu iu_rer separucaioi.. hiervon reden sie ý, unaerudrlicii und 
muýlvýl cri ý/ ýý h \, ie v oi_ mo du der ,., a vur rlic t tr nach. ties u/ 
machen sie aicn irr. Sie isaciien viererley zých*tuu uel' ýJ-eiaenuen/ 
aess 01i/ less Geistes/ der Eraez. L/' ul. Lcci der una is c ai. Les ti'. hr 
urea u iics eills, 6 ... 
-4 07 - 
ý'rtýurLlb li 
LU'1'tlf1LUU . iUýitLliVl'+ týlýlYliLt(1Y11VU uý;. ýVL'! 
r 81YL Y't1I+ 
1"Til'uyL iG L-. ): e"UZ ýiLUývLiS 
iioehL! ie, s t. eacrii i; on this poiu 6 iu-, 0i er ýci. iizea. aireaa ' in 
ý. urora 
1. Luzheran teaChir racy uF i'ouin iu r. , ýraiiw s vworx on 
Lutiier `s .L geology`". 
' ºe ueacinir or the l, ormüia of uoncora on this po1riI occurs in 
tree iiiscusslun z'e az'CL111ý, y tine i,; ocLe or uiliui, or tine u. ivlne a. ua numuu 
natiures iu We person or hrist, ana his presence in one wacraieuz 
on ; he i16ar'ý. 
l ne vword. , eav en, - is useä 1, o cteuu 1, e Lne ul ci:; natie Glory or L., -, )a °s 
e iszexice, ct u vvrýeii ,, I-isz cscenLIs to reeaven, it means tiiati re e iiers 
traft Llorc ous st -we os Thus It me fight haxiu 01 uüa" is 
. _oý d SkuLiL. i CGIIUE pt. -l_c 
he Far ult. of Concord further ab. --ex--us person 
unites irlaissoluu1 cne divine and tlwhau aa6ures; &his is, of course, 
in lime wiIii tine orunoaox ý, hris6iajl 6racalblujL. Thus i. uan is nuti unly 
savea uarout5n une ui5 toricai act of sa1v& U ion ana une e berzl. l auvo- 
c&ey; iu6 he is uiso L; iorillea, uecause Lhrl. su is in Heaven, &ua 
is, in une uitüniate 6. Lcsseanes. 5 uY xoa, His numtn na ure suiil j*Afs-r- 
sulu,, iy, euernally urLitea wi-un His 4iviiie iUtiureo iL kri s WL iiuwan 
ria t ure, uý/ U elti , iil varis 
-G, Is in ., eb v exi. 
Iurcher 
,L 
llr lst 16 Lire 
u1Sp eI1at1ý 01 lýt. ý: vý"; ý ý.:. -Cý ii C; J_1. ý 1. G. t; 
ý GýýC: G. _. ýý_L r_Lt U2]. ß 
ror 
- jog .. 
ulic: u 
ib 
trne zueL7(_lllL 01 
; tne r. i ni 11au . uI puvier" in au. . O'± -i-Lie 
u1cbbeane55 or ueavei, is aLVaiiaole do man, Decause Christ,, aaa Taus 
Heaven, is omnipreseiis; Lk-, =u ne is pr"eseu-u a i, ne Lora's oupper, nou 
spatially, conf'inea to the elemenis, oub at tir. e weal. -rue *o .e of 
His presence there - as of i tie aivine in the numua rº -uure iii uiie 
lncarna ýlori - is a, iý. io ous to ii: e prcwcr. ce of li e in Lne reu-Lot 
irote. 
finally it is asst"-L ueu` chi u, -,, hoL_t, j_ we cu.. xrrorv tree i:. eaning for 
us of vnris 61s action, it is useles 
to Si eculü e on Lrre L: a jur e 
neuven diva iieit, for tree oru5 wri. iA n our t'aitii üisu point to 
a wys fi ery beyona. our cornprerrerrsion6. 
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hPPE1LIX III 
'r U =i, 'TIT.. TI vr; 'r .D rr; U. LLIT. IVEýr T'riU : GHT 
ii THE 17th, 18th AND 19th CENTURIES -- 
FAUST ý.: D BOEHXIE 
Modern "quantitative" Science seeks to analyze, a: ik then to 
describe, in an exact technical (i. e. mathematical) language, the 
structure and the behaviour of matter - i. e. what one phenomenon is 
in relation to another, as well as to the observer, and the extent 
to which events can be grouped in patterns (similarity, probable 
regular recurrence). -xhe "qualitative" view of matter also involves 
two aims. un the one hand, there is the intuitively grasped "quid- 
dity" of processes and things, and the enjoyment of such an expezi- 
ence; on the other, the Philosopher seeks to obtain practical mastery 
over the forces which govern the behaviour of the universe. these 
forces are in part spiritual, for they embody the creativity of God - 
hence xsoehme's false etymology of "Quallität", "quellen". "quallen"1. 
The attempt to understand nature is pursued alone both"quaAti- 
tative" aLld "qualitative, ' lines throughout the 17th and the greater 
part of the 18th centuries2. The "quantitative", mathematical., method 
gave rise to modern physical Science, linked up with rationalism and 
empiricism in IJhilosophy, while its relationships with other dis- 
ciplines k "%ualitative" - the tiumanities, Theolo&y* etc. ) has been 
extr: uely varied. 
r 
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The "qualitative" method continued largely within the Hermetic 
IX7 
tradition, connecting the older mysticism and alchemy of the Kenais- 
sance and Middle iiges with pietism and the other religious ti"ei: cis 
of that period3, and with nomantic idealism and the vitalist and 
organic philosophies of the later 19th century4. 
rsychology continues both the "quantitative" (experimental, still. 
largely behaviourist, except for the westalt school, and eclectics) 
and the "qualitative" (analytical and social) approaches. . she former 
comes down to our age through tiume and the associationlists, the latter 
through nomantic and vitalist philosophies and in connection with 
. biology. is with earcucelsus, so with Freud and dun, V, 
"qualitative" 
knov-: ledge is not only valuable per se, it is also essential for thera- 
py; and both doctor ai: L pati¬iit have to experience it. Dig: :. iosis, in 
other words, is not sufficient; tiran4? rence and guidance (here the 
schools diver e) must prepare to set the patient on a new paths. 
The separation of tht two approaches goes back to the 17th cen- 
tury, when alchemy came to fall into disrepute6 and the 18th century, 
when rrathematics began to conquer the greater part of scientific 
thou-ht 
l, 
and tiermetism got absorbed in idealist rhilosophy8. a! he 
Ro: imantics9 stood at the crossroads. 
Goethe10 wanted to steer his v ay between Mathematics and Rom; n- 
ticism. The dilemma - and, incidentally, the whole position of 
7. 'crmctism - is very clearly formulated in r'aýý°t's great 
first mono- 
logue. Nc abarüo n folfiaal (logical, mathematical) knov: led , e, 
for it 
is purely "qý!. antitütivr. ", and only sho"v: s up his i ; _lor nce of iiat he 
- 211 - 
really vaunts to knov - 
(L'rf` "ist'l1) p. 9, ß 
D-ss ich. -nicht mehr nit suure:: 3c'ß : eis Pede von dem, -2 ic', ficht cis, 
But 11qu 1it; tiveT' insi_ht eni ns °rE. « :: r, 
üffirr; - 
Drum hab ich :;. ich der Iý ie ergeben, 
, -, ad. comes from the outside by inspiration: - 
Ob mir irch ueistes Krafft und Mund 
l icr! -t Malich ueheinniss werde kund12, 
11. l«Thi ii:: +ý 
(ibid. ) 
(ibid. ) 
which involves, ac., uisition of the knov-ledge of the ultimate forces: - 
( ibid. pp. 9/lu. ) 
Lass ich erkenne, was die 7ie1t 
im innersten zusammenhält, 
a-Ld its conte : platze ±= its totalitýý, 4ui±c iýl t: - L" to ýýic sense 
of "synhoran'!, thou`h the object contemplated is Ihr. 1,:, n n"ture: - 
(ibis ., a. 1U. ) 
Sch-, It :, --le Wtirckun : skrafft und Saamen 
Und. tug mehr in Y: orten kramen. 
- as does the lo. ici n, a_la, by e: --tension, the mathematician, the 
physical scientist. 
But the effectiveness of SliLüL l : 't, even to rC-. 1tYc it ov1 n cIC-ims, 
ý. r. ioubtf i. 1 , a'_iii SO 
Yai. st des _1rs E'J". i of 




th'. c too 
or TraCödie rster Teil, _lU. 
j 
Ich kann das Wort so hoch unmö : 1ich sc}ý tzc::, 
_. Id. in 
',, is rejection of "Kraft" and. "Sim-" 
Zý) 
, decidin ; in 
favour of 
- 4ý, 1z - 
rr i. ýr. ? 1. '-" ". 1ý. w 
Tatrrý ýr101'; S X17`. f ility to to 
wnd nature ct1o cü book to Imo 
This illustr : tes" the ; o-L-u m _, , iah of the Lobo ,- 't-c 
`otal problem of F'aust's perLeoa-'. i ;, r _. n1" , sti}, _-: unable to surrer. d-r, 
he rests a stranr, er to nature - 
(Urýý-ust, . 1"". 
uý leiehst ; i: Ucist, _. e:: .u 
üe`reiffst, 
i obt_ mir: 
to the world, r; `ZO _zor3S iÄo ` unierst-"I 
.. 
1... 
(Der Try. Bdie erster feil, r. 1i5. ) 
Der 3eifall tönt : uir -, nur ý. ie TTo: -_:.. 
0 k6_ rat _ du in meiner Innern lesen, 
i_ _i vat er und Sohn 
. 1-' :: eines Ruhmes wert de1. esene 
- Ord to hi-.. ;e1', m4o, "Ebenbild der Gottheit" as he knows hi: self 
to be, cannot even eommunicAe with the "Erdgeist«, , sort of Jc ii- 
urge14, in chvrje of the `ener, tion of element;,! -r_f of anic nature, 
while the P'acrocý)^,, - t., rhether its . ccount 
be Pýracc1: 
_. o. - 
'`:.. tor. iý - 
rests 'Ein nur' . 
Faust groyý ý among a t? orlü of mute slzaäo-..:. ý, y, ) oj ý-ct ions of 
self which he does not underst:: nk, 01' dark hints out of a fog, 
drive: him to cesp;:, ir. Unable to surrender, he makes a desperate bi& 
foL" "-LeaV cn" ',, 'e should note that this is still on his oval. term--; the 
flames of 1(-11 are not, therefore, the efiernal fire, . which refii: us or 
punishes, ý.: =y aaioi-e than the new life is a11ythinL of which 
r': ust has 
16 
as yet the faintest concetion. 
- : ýi3 - 
(Der TraZMie Erst or Pull, p. 2. u,;. ) 
Ein r, euerýr: G. en. schwebt auf leichten chi: i: _en 
mich heran: Ic'i fühle mich bereit, 
. auf neuer Bahn den ether zu durchdrin er. 
Zu neuen SphCtre-, reiner ti , keit. Diem 
_ohe Le' D" e_ ,_t ýioc' h/ y. r: i räienest 'u? Kiln Cy1 GITu, 
Entschlossen dei << :i _J ck¬ zu: Vermesse dich, dic Pforte-, 1 uufzu "itsen, 
Vor dc jeJLer gern vorüberschleichtI 
Hi .r ist e it, durch Taten zu bereise-, i, 
Dass Mannes; ýfýri , nicht der Götterhöhe Vor jener ciu. kein I18hle nicht zu bebe: -,., 
In der sich Phantasie zu einer _; uuül 
Nach jenem DurchLang hinzustreben, 
Urn dessen enL"en Mund die ganze Hölle flamunt, 
Faust is, as the Lord had told Mephisto in the ProloLue in ?? caved 
". icuter M('. 1SCh , w10, 
"in seinem dU2. Kleri Dr nC, IS U Sieh ewes 
17 
t_, -; 
fiten 71'eLes wohl bewusst". Or, use Boehme would have put it, his 
! Iheüvenly Ens" is r.; ti11, ho: ever obscurely, alive. He therefore 
speaks of the new life in terms of "new spheres of being, where sheer 
creative action is para7ount n, is it :i iLht be paraphrased in Fn ; lish. 
'vlrt}iermove, he realizes, tA '-'::: toitur-, s of Hell are due to "Imu- 
itlatio: l", as Boehnme and. Pýýu c18ris bad taught. It is the result of 
"sich ver¬affenT', of building uL , ad illusions in one's ov: n "Reich 
der rhantasey". : gut these words of Faust's also sho; how little 
"Verstand" 1i ß hellind these expressions. : gis entry i.: tn the next 
world should be a prouc, courageous act of a man who i equal 
to the 
Gods- the classical hybris: 'Vermesse dich, die Pforten . ufzureisger. ýý 
he, "erstti Illile ' Ors ", ný-. ect .: Lot 
"deserve" this Olympian bliss (tötter- 
Wonnen , Ä1C"E, 
a trot S 1i 1? "i baeýC fro -! i "G8t 
tcA8I1eT!. He is, in fact, 
preparin6 to Larnble: Hell, he says, is an illusion - so even 
here, 
2f - 
correct vocabul. ry ("PLntasien) hqs ä false emotional unäertonp! - 
Or, ili ternative is "Wtterhöhert - unless it be annihilation! 
(ibid. ) 
Zu diesem Schritt sich heitEl u entschliessen, 
Und wqr es mit Gefahr, ins I'ic dahinzufliessen: 
Should we add tint, whichever alternative might prevail, . Faust 
is in any case set on escaping from the present world? I hesitate 
to ascribe all the talk about deter-inAion to mere rhetoric. He is 
"rein guter Mensch", and though he is fti, htened and desperate, though 
he gropes among shadows, the "heave. ly Ensrclis not dead. It may be 
obscure, even disfigu-"ed; but it holds hip. back from committing sui- 
cide. 
However, his exclamation - 
(ibid. p. 167. ) 
Die Träne quillt, die ade hat mich wieder. ' 
far from being the end of his predicament, o: lly leads on to the mot 
two statements of it: his Sunday excursion, and the consideration of 
the opening of St. John's Gospel, which we have already discussed. 
He is thus vulnerable enough to be attacked by M$phistopheles. 
But surrender, the nstirb und werdet, is really the basic law of 
all being. Ls soon as i' ; ust ý;, Llovs himself, according to the text of 
their agreeme it , to be ce 
f eat eä by Mephistopheles, thus offering up 
his death to 
de infernal forces, divine grace is able, if it would, 
to take charL-e of the situation: for just L, s lieht and fire combine 
in the "Schrank" of the li`htenir flash in Boehre's Fourth quality, 
raust unites the tThtjchsten -. ugenblick"1ý with his downfall. The 
- ý-, 1s- 
necessity of death is proper to all existence; s«gvütion belonis to 
the inner necessity of grace, ý;. ris1n6 from the quality of its prime 
impulse, love - just as the Love Fire of Venus emerges from the ii hte& 
ing flash in BoehpgTs Qualities. Existence is thus necessary and free 
at the same time. . ad if there is truth in Prof. Demant's assertion 
20 
that "im : mfang war die Tat" reveals the basic irrationality of Fausts 
view of the Universe, then this must be seen in the light of the 
voluntarism21 of German speclilative mysticism, whose supreme repre- 
sentative is Boehine. In other words, it is the dark will of the "Un- 
grund", striving to know, as well as to act, powerful, but ultimately 
gracious. The will finds the goal of its striving in grace: the 
pearl or Paradise, as Boehme would say; and its desire to kiioti; finds 
satisfaction in the beatific vision of Sophia. It issues in songs of 
pZatse, supremely in the holy name Jesus. Both these aspects are 
present in the scene of the holy anchorites and the blessed spirits, 
carrying iaAst's soul to God. Everythii praises the Creator, just 
as the archan6els had done in the proloLue in Heaven, just as all 
signatures, in the sixteenth chapter of Deg Sig iatura Rerum uttered 
a symphony of praise. tend following the ueath 
in Sol, the Love Fire 
of venus issues in the speech of Jupiter - 
(Der 2ragÖ4ie Zweiter teil, J" -fit: 




Dein 1jntlitz gnädig meinem Glück! 
Thj6is addressed to the Mater gloriosa, 
but the presence of Christ, 
-2 H0 - 
the Sun of Highteousness, the Heart of God, is anticipated by the 
other women. Faust is now addressed, by the 'TSeliee Knabenn22, for 
he is owing in strength, and he will soon arrive at the power of 
speech in Jupiter (in oe lane's terminology) - 
(ibid., p. 525. ) 
Doc ii (. icser hui gelernt: 
Er wird uns lehren. 
he stages of s_., ifitual gro%vth, which Boehrrne calls Sol, Venus, Jupiter, 
but on a higher plane, are now foreshadowed by the penitent Gretchen 
and by Doctor Marianus. That is why the Mater gloriosa answers with - 
(ibid. ) 
Komm, hebe dich zu höh ºn S lhären: 
Wenn er dich ahnet, folget et nach. 
The literary parallel is, surely, Beatrice. tut is is interesting 
to note that, where Dante's final vision emerges from ,a rose of light, 
Goethe, who has previously spoken of T'jene Rosen, aus den Händen 
Liebend-heiliger Büsserinnen, " now lets everything speax parables, 
which ultimately, in the Sabbath 
Rest, in the ulory of Sophia, becomes 
actuality. Beyond Jupiter there is Luna, or Saturn and Luna, the 
beginning; and the end, where everything unites in "Freud enreitht" 
But if Sophia is the fulfilment of uod's process of self-recognition, 
she Logos in the Tesnarius Sanctus, man, asca8ding from elemental 
nature, must be led by Sophia to the Pri_: -al Silence, which 
is, after 
all, the wellsprin of the Logos. The Chorus mysticus also 
marks 
these two stages. First the siLnat res become actuality; 
then the 
unutterable is manifest. , Ind it is Sophia who dr 'Aft us upwara: - 
- 21-7- 
(ibid. p. 526. ) 
. lies vergännliche 
ist nur eis: uleichnis; 
Das Unzuläriglighe, 
flier wird's . frei ; nis; Jus Unöeschreilbliche, 
$ier ist's Getan; 
Das Ewigweibliche 
: Zieht uns hinan. 
Uoethe certainly recapitulates Hermetic teaching; and its clarity 
points to the mature phase of üoehme, rather than to earlier vriterso 
So does the centrality of surrender, and the way in which its demand 
reYolves round the Logos. 
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sir yZrDIX IV 
THE Sn, t30L OF THE PERL II; 1 . LCIiIIY 
The meaning of this symbol is suimmarized by rernetyl as follows: - 
p"374 
(2ernety: srticle "Perle" 
., 
A. ) 
Perle des Chymistes. xosie du printes, ainsi ilommge 
e ce qu' eile se r6tiiiit en gouttes qul ressemblent IA de$ 
perles. ý, uelques font reg dge comme la vLCri- 
table matieýre de l' oeuvre hermitique; & comme les Philof- 
sophes disent qu'i1 faut deu matieres, 1'une male, et 1' 
autre femelle, ils ont uonn le nom de male 1 la rosee d' 
automte ou du mois de Sei jembre, & celui de femelle ä celle 
du mois de Mai; parce, disent--ils, que celle au ýrintems 
participe plus du froid Cie l'hiver qui l'a prdfc(die, & 1' 
autre de la chaleur & du chaud de l'Etg. 
From the Earliest clays pearls were reLardeä as bei_-L in the same 
category as precious metals and stones, and early alchemists strove 
to produce, not only bold (or coppery and silver (or mercury), but 
also precious stones and pearls. Thus 
Lippmann 
quotes hlmasTudi, in 
the 10th century, as saying: "Alkimija ist das Werk tier Herstellung 
von Gold, Silber, Edelsteinen, Perlen und Elixir". 
The pearl, then, shares with Lolä, silber and precious stones 
the properties of sanctity and purit; j, and, like them, it possesses 
medicinal poweres3. dung4 gives a Uhinese instance of the pearl as 
the symbol of the Most Holy, the creative force of the Divine. 
These associations form the background 
41o Christ's parable of 
the Kingdom of Heaven being likened unto a pear15, where life itself 
attains its complete fulfilment in the totality of surrender, of losing 
all for God, and finding more than all. But the experience of death 
-'19 - 
and regeneration is the inmost secret, not only of the spiritual life, 
but also of the processes of nature as taught b-; the :., asters of lchema 
"It is my admiration for his fi. e. Bonus' of . r'erraraJ enius". v., -rites 
Janus Lacinius the ualabrian6, "that has induced me to describe his 
discourse as a "Pearl of treat Price"* The pearls which we find here 
are indeed precious ...... , dlcne, jists sought to operate divinely in 
matter, but they also claimed that "the York« had power to east out 
"cruel disease from the human body .... 'T, in fact, to confer youth 
and beauty, health and good fortune7. 
Paracelsus, .s we have seeng, thought'of both a? ýhemy and medicine, 
in cosmic terms, and he uses the symbol of the pearl to jg*1fy the 
principle of death and regeneration, as well as the Art in general9 
In line with other alchemists, he also praises the pearl for its curä- 
tive powers 
lu 
, and for its : duality as a precious substance", at times 
even on a par with gold. 
In Boehme'a tou ht Yaracelsan and biblical teaching converGe*, 
and whereas the pearl is for Boehme the symbol for the Kingdom of 
Heaven, for Paradise, where the soul' is the4pouse of Christ (God's 
Spirit, the Virgin Sophia), this is understood chiefly in terms of 
death and regeneration as exemplified in the Seven Properties. In 
this way Yaracelsan alchemy complements religious experience, while 
the language used in all such passages which talk of natural or human 
regeneration (the pearl, the tincture, Venus, Sophia are some of 
the 
syiubols mOst commonly used) becomes pure pletry. 
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. PPENDI', V 
THE' =R:. ' TISIVI OF :0L. LIS 
Anon imomautic writers itiovalis his a unique pläce. iha. influ- 
. nee which Schill ;r exerted over him, as well as his very th: or- uý; h 
training in Philosophy, link his t}iou ; ht with that of Wutar c 
sai- 
cism, as well as with contemporary trends in Idealist ehilosopl_yl. 
His friendship with rieck and with the Schlegel brothers certainly 
acted as a stimulus, and it is especially to riech that he owes his 
2 
acquaintance with 13oehtie. . ut L.. s a cre-tive artist he surpassed all 
the earlier Romantic writ: rs. -, n d the perfection of style is m-. ohed 
by real depth of thought. tie took up such conte::; 
0 
rry doctrines as 
the evolution of the world in three stages, and the essential unity 
Of all 4pocts of nature; he intensified, then fused, and finally 
transmuted them in his own alchemy, the alchemy of the priest-poet, 
in which the old riermetism is replaced by a poetic view of nature. 
This aesthetic mysticism, as it night be c ! 11ed, is to unite with. 
man's moral ue:.., reness of himself and of the world; and where aesthetic 
and moral ex ; erienýce unite, there Lrod speaks. 
This development in the poet's t; hiou`; ht, from blütenstuub and Die 
Lehrlinc; e zu Buis in 1798 to the second part of Heinrich von ufter- 
gý, his CL: --th in 1301 des ýr"vcs careful study. It will bt: cc-m--- 
v. i(;, It to c onsider Die Christenheit oABr Europa first, :. o that 
i le 
üoci--i ne of the three st .,:; es 
in the develop: i: ent of Fero : e: _; c vili- 
- `: 21- 
zation, and th_. ir connection with cosmolo`Jy, ca: -: provide a r. me:, ork 
for the rest of the argument. this will also facilitnte continuity 
in the development of the cosýology from the Hermetisrn of Lie Lehr- 
liege zu Sais to the search for nod in tart Two of Heinrich von ufter- 
dingen, Die Irfffllunf. 
Die uhristenheit oder Europa opens v. ith an account of an ideal 
Europe, at Sol. -,: ti.;. e in the earlier L idäle -Les. Society 2_Zd all 
human activity --tool under the aegis of religion; u-. ity of endeavour, 
and a se se of joy end pe--. ce, ;, s upheld by a society of holy and 
benevolent rulers: the Hierarchy of the uhurch3. But corruptioil, due 
to selfishness arýci greed, led to a breacing up of these ttsehöne 1xiýz- 
ende Zeiten:: - It occurro- 1 t'o Sta, es: f1--St tr., Reior ar'`on , 
in 
ich roll ion ca: ie to be dominated by PhiloloL77, ; _, tl c ý? i, ole to 
exercise universe 1, tyrannous svay. 
(17ovalis, 1, uhristenh«il, ,. 286. ) 
Ind-, s tiez"t : Ie: j k' otestantismus bei V. _t' -i,; ht bloss jener rr Ine Begriff zurr tirunde, sonä- r_ Lauther bei 
haaüelte dis u', h-ristentu: ij überhaupt t' 
seinen ücist, und führte einen an--er und eine 
andere io__ ein, ngmlich ; tie h, --* '. i 11 en 
keit der _; ibel, und dl: nit :: erde lc -; -. ine ande:: fremde irdische 7issensch. } in di, R_ ýgionsanr- -t- fl eit 
gemischt - die Yhilologic - : fieren render Ei 
vor: da a=_ ýr _- - -, nbar w; ia».. Er tr. urke selbst us l; _e in Gefühl bý i einem , ros. _en teil der rotes- tanten zur: xa $ ines vä. elister_ Erhoben und sein- 'naer- 
setZUn k,,. -c -nt. 
11 De::: 1--liI icsSi n v. r niese r. 1 höchst verderblio'_, 
IrritaöilitEt so vernichtet ie der Buc1- 
stabe. .... 
ýiº eý ý ýý ýLis_. , t', e ýc_: oi 
i ti c i: _ 
trc breakil p of the 
Goläo; i -e - 
-- z), - 
(Ibid. 
elt- alls zum ei <i1Gppe 
vom Strom d_. _' ý. etrie a_ _ üuf ihm sehr i. ý ae2, eine Bühle sich -IM ei 1.; {Illcr un ei`er_tlieh 
ein echtes Pecuýau_. iobi1_ , eine slob. selbst mz. ýiýlerde rýihle sei. 
r c. mäthe orsams 
nd. seiner 1 ." it ihr Liebling getvorde "i. Sie freute_? 
sich, dass es sigh eher zerbrechen liess, als dass - :. i Farben es_r, isIt hatte, und so be_-. a;, rtensie nach ihm ib 
Eros ses Ges c eft, _ufkl ru 'ý . ... . 
But the ti: of restor, -it _ Lt hand, or 311 r t'-_i _t 
to be achieved by means of "aesthetische Fsziehu; n`'n, in icy art, 
more particularly drama ('"Spielft) should constitute the p; r äi matie 
preseil cation of rpa. r is dilemma, and through it the path to rcinte ; ra- 
tion and psycholOSical and moral equilibriums. For Novalis reinter: - 
tion vas also the  ýT to salvation, and art is also the me ns of 
achievi n it. But the 
'Ohnmacht n6 Of the ace of disunity . Wust it c sl_r 
become the seed, out of , ý: hich the new life was to [jov,; in other goris, 
death must becc ri- : ptive, just as dead, t:, pur°e: matter _: ust 
reduced to cO" icf7 
b)_-c''ncs (n_^i_redoll j, berm:; ?? -^ La'p1s can be 
bar 1; -1 





life, reason to the new 
er st -_. Iity of Eurofit, the_i of the :. orld . The So'-,. l, or Spirit, of .tJ 
natu } of _ ,. an 
life - the v irýin - mould Öc o'f t in 
cohere-^-t, h, ar-o-Aobs sores , or the -veil of the Virgin. 
(Iý ich. , pp. 29 9. 
) 
.... Der Ichleier ist ftlr ü. ie Juncfr uý =r U"ei für u .. , 
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den Leib ist, ihr unentbehrliches Oran, . '. nf1ten die Buchstäben ihrer süssen Verkündi , ur 
ý. u ýe:: gliche 
Faltenspiel ist eiere Chiffernrusik, d. suche ist 
der Jungfrau zu ýelzern und zu frech, .. -e .. 1; Öffnen iah ihre Lippen . T. it ist er nichts -15 -er feier- the 'ßuf zu einer neuen Urvers:; . nluzz ;, der ltige t'ý ü . chla 
e -nee' vor erzieheriden_? _erolds. laS s3-1-d-. ýi e ersten -ehen, 
setze 19 1i. ch jeder in Bereitschaft zur ': . t: 
ý; ; dust as the alchemist effects the opus by means of the ipis, 
so the pmet, in his priestly office of meiiatir_,, bet, ,, --, en the L? _-ivcrs ý 
Spirit an mankind, makes this MChiffernmusik" avaiLbic to =n, as 
yet k rdly aware at all of his high calling. The poet8 is thus not 
a ciiýuaý_tist, rehearsinL' hu^man destiny in microeos_-Ac play k"Spiel", 
"Schauspiel") , but a magician, whose use of 1u, i uage seizes the ima i 
tion, moves the he art, persuL: aes the ':. -And. He sin; ''s songs, tells 
stories, es eciaily "Iul. IIrchen" ;: nd myths9. : owalis himself wrote lyri- 
cal poetry and extended prose worksl0' His c rümatic projects occupy 
only a very sm"ll part of his various -projected works, and were never 
realized. 
But the relationship between the alchemist and. the poet is a more 
specific one. ':; e see this in Die Lehrlin. e zu S&ais, where man's cosmic 
status is more fully vvorked out. 
'This vark opens With a contrast beiwcen the "Chif 'ernschrift" 
of the whole Cosmos, which can also be seen in human life, and our 
inability - except in short flLshes - to read it. It is a sublime 
mystery; and we might note already at this stave, how close vovalis 
gets - but for the experience of i-iod's Word, which 
is not fully realized 
until the second part of Heinric' von Ofterdin ; en - 
to such texts as 
the sixteenth chapter of oehane tS ? fie SiLn tura Lerur, ]. 
2L4' - 
lNovalis I, "Lehxrlinöe, p. 234. ) 
i einer Lrkl [rýýr. bedarf die heilige schr"ift. Wer 
wa)irhaft spricht, ist des ewige. Lebens voll, und wunder- bar verwandt mit echten Geheimnissen dünkt uns seine Schrift, denn sie ist ein _Jk, kord aus des 
Weltalls Symphonies 
The teacher describes his OWr: development, how he had recognized 
correspondences, one part of creation being interchangeable with 
another; finally he "griff so selbst in deli Saiten nach r8nen und 
11 Gängen umher' . The "Lehrling", however, who is also the narrator, 
would always search for the reality underlying this outer garb of 
nature's life, what the "second voice" tells him, when he directs 
his gaze inward. tie longs for the place, "o in tiefe!: Echlüf die 
Jungfrau steh'Ö1'12. 
't'his reality is, hove er, no more than the mystery of life it- 
self, as it embraces at existeilcý, eridwring each being with distinct 
character, thus also with a power of co:, "nuilicction of its own; at 
the same ti-. e - and this is the second prerequisite of communication - 
the Universe of beings is a coherent whole, and. differences and dis- 
tinctions exist only within a higher unity. ran is not only at one 
with other beings, he is a picture of the totality of natura], existence 
he is a microeosLu, v; hose structure and whose develop-e, t iLý trietly 
analogous to the structure k "ü-eog raphie"') and developu _it k "Geschichte9 
of nature13. That is why the ulti: ]ate secret of life may be found 
within one4s ow: life and comprehended in the normal everyday living 
of one's owe? circle. The full human expression of the harmonious 
intercourse of beings, the music of the Universe, is love, and that 
is why iiyazinth reaches the end of his journey in the arms of xosen- 
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bltite, returning with her to his home and family, himself becoming 
14 the father of a large family. 
But that tale does not contain the whole truth. It is no more 
than a warning against being a "Grüblerfr16, that is, against trying 
to force one's mind to *ransgress the boundaries of the realities of 
human life, and forgetting that all life, on whatever plane it is 
Considered, ultimately consists in "Spiel". That, as Boehme had 
already told us, is the ultimate purpose even of God's self-disclosure: - 
k Gnadvý. 2,28. ) 
.... und führet sich ... aus dem ewigen Eine-, / *i einen 
ewigen Anfang zur Natur/ ... dass seine xrafft mÖg e in 
Majestät/als in Schiedligkeit und +Spfindligkeit kommen/ 
und dass ein Bewe en und Spiel in ihme sey/ da die Krfften 
m einander sp ee nfinden/ und empfiiden/ davon das 
grosse unmessliche Liebe-. r'euer/ im B de und in der Gebuhrt 
der heiligen 1'reyfaltigkeit wtirckende sey. 
oehme's use of "Spiel", especially in connection with the Word. 
, of God, has been considered in chapter three. Novalis recognizes the 
importance of r' piel". ! or, going beyond the homely love of Hyazinth 
and Rosenblüte, he envisages a higher, all-comprehending harmony, 
where "Spiel" is ecstatic, and consists in the merging of human and 
macrocosmic rythms of livirit . of course, surrender to selfhood 
I' 
jdLying to ttgrübeln, as well as to mere, base, materiality) is require.. 
We live in a fallen order, and this inclusion in the cosmic harmony 
is by way of re4emption. biers reason is not enough; 
iNevalis 1, Lehrlinge, p. 257. ) 
.... das 1,1ý.... ,t des ciefßhls 
ist ein i-.: neres Licht, was 
sich in sci ßr1, kräftigern r'arbe : 
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- thus comprehe-nding the world in its wholeness. He who lets himself 
be guided by it - 
Ibid. ) 
... würde Meister eines uneridlich. eni Ielc u-. I :r sse 
alle törichten bestrebun`: e' in einem e:, i4, e;., sic. selbst 
ndhrenden und immer wachse-, -iden uenusse. 
But that Is by no means the whole stoy°v. iceason a'nd e Lotion 
must co perate, and just as 5chil1er's higher naivity includes the 
knowledL-e of the T'sentimentalische" stage of development 
16, just as 
06ist's perfect nature also marks the perfection of art17, so ; the ;:: 
restored humanity will bring with it the scie--ce, as Fell as the 
inspiration, gathered on its cr6 uo _ls 
jo rne`; . lohe ai. n is the ability 
to contemplate the world creatively, <ý», ci that is a very hard thins to 
dol`"" But it is possible, due to our microcosmic status, and the end 
is sublime. 
(Noalis 1, Lehrlinge, p, 263. ) 
.... ireckt «icht di e tanze J atur , so but s:; ie das ý, esilht 
ui. d pie ebürde_., der Puls und die narben, den Zust---. -)d 
eirieS j : _e 
der höheren, -wunderbaren Wesen aus, die v it ? Wird nicht der eels ein eigentümliches 
Du, eb c_, ý er. n ich ihn anredet Und was bin i cr. un'. er s als 
der Strom, wenn ich wehmütig in seine i: Lell: _i 
tschaue, 
und die üedunken in seinem u-leiten verliere? .... 
Novalis hüs thus compounded the doctrine of Cign,: Ltures, of man 
the microcosm (but pürtakinnot of God's, but of ný; ttuyrets divinity - 
or rather, that of the I«ys terfum i, iagnum), und of 
the : l damic 1a: ; uage. 
But his han . ling - 
bct t:, r, his r ecreati. -1L; s of these trý-ditional the_: iet 
is as free as BoebEe's treüti-, ient of P-: L"; (; olsan and mystical materiul 
had been. 
- ...: 7f 
(Ibi^., pp. 
... _ cr ,: -; ende Mensch kehrt -u-' u sir n i;; '-c Furxtion 
seines ýý seins, zur sci. uffen s: T 2--tr-chtung, zý J--em 
Punkte Zurück, pro Hervorbrin`'e. _ '-risse: i in der , ccnker- 
vo11S en "#, echselverbindung stane. e 1, zu j el. em sc ý pferischen 
ý4pme t'c: s e i, `"entlichen -enusses, des `-' , bstempf, 2__, -- nisses. `, 'denn er nun ganz in die Besch-- : -r Urer- 
scheinung versinkt, so entfaltet sich vo & c.: _'ý- 
stehe__r_e -; eitere und itäurnen, brie ein uni _- i-_! -_i :: -Cha, _, - spiel, 1-o Erzeugungsgeschichte der Natur, u-j ''_ _ ýI, ' Pun', -±, *"er sich in der unendlichen r'Itssigic setzt, ßc1 
ihm -. eue Offenbarun!; J es c+enius der Liebe, ein neues 
Ban; d. o Du und des Ich. .... 
;. complete account of the contours of the Universe, its i'formu? 'A 
is-. terms of man's own conceptual 1antuage, is th ^ rezu_t1t ; but 
the hu. i n ::, i :d. i11 be in ev r -.: ore i__ti_:: ýtc ni , 
ti cn with 'ý _ 
"niverse. 
(I i a, 2.3 e) 
.... u: ßä cie ýe 1o hnung wirf ... eine "issens 
ulii V. -achens, eine innig ere Berührung des Uriyersu, ms seine 
We see, tile. -, that Yovalis adopts the Hermeti-, tc' vie-,,, of e, -: i2- 
tence, in which everythir-; is alive, and x: 11 life is the search ü_; - or 
self-knovile. I. -c c: self-expression, as .- ell as knowin ;, e. r rrie :c rý, 
then týýt_ 1th the oullsi, lfe . -orld?; i^ other v? ordis, like BocAý.:: Tý 
"Lust", it is rc 11y conversation. .ý.. , being 
the microcosm, 
can retain his lost intimacy with the t of nature by IcLrnlir to 
understand the roots of his o. ; rv1Q. ' ', _i: y3F culiarly 
human 
ýüii inö i_, si ht _. 
i "` - Ii . -: t -cl tioný?, i o: " tihcý activity of 
self to the lower orders is creative, like the 
L: n ugge, i- 
Luc, ý, like 0o :. __o 
t io 
but -: o-v .I 
1 i, e i: is o., 1, o -. "d that 
in a very specific vray. The trLt' , : ý,, '-, 
bolized by the v onderful child 
and the unique stone20, is merel;; ýint*A _t, suggested; and, as in 
the case with the L: -is, the symbol ý. i: o 'aides the reality which it 
represents. alchemy can be viev. ed as the alter. _. te , isclosins au. 
hiding of the insights dained21. But such playful-. "s is frivolous, 
irresponsible. nd what is more, it misses the point of the search. 
The alche. 7ists '2Cvo. '. ce the spectacle of creative nature - yet, instead 
of love, they comprehe- d. crude spirits: Thus spo . ks the youth, 
the counticr_I. -. ~'T, i tae it, ui' the divine, nc., t obscure, child towards 
the begin=_irý of the work. Lad he goes on to develop as jjiritual 
alchemy based on the my t is of the li yt i 1c_ the reminis- 
cent, I thi_Lk, less of Boehme'sAti. o 
TL- 
i: ci r, 1:: , Au .. re, after all, 
far more abstr et; and they are, furtýer:, ore, incomplete without the 
Third Principle; rather do they re--And us of the duality of male and 
female of » e-Paracelsan alche! y, although the substit*tion of fire 
for mercury is scmethin8 of a d. epa-rt#rc. '1rc haA been the 
agent which released the creative fozc-: s of . aale e. nJ female; here it 
is itself the opposite partner of water. 
'. d then Novalis goes on to say that only poets should hu_idle 
this ho]Jj, this all-embracing mystery of fire and water; they are, 
in fact, the true priestly successors of the Philosopher--, and their 
domain is the whole depth and expa sion of life. 
(Ibid. , pp. '369-71: the 
1; attcýr part 
of the youth's seco.: d speech. ) 
,.. wie seltsam, dass ; eraüe 
die h. eili ste_i um- reizendsten 
Erscheinungen der NatUr in den Händen so toter Menschen 
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sind, als '. i c, Schein ekt stierzu sei ,ý pfle .i Sie, die den schöpferischen 3n der i'-tur mit nur ein Gehei*is der Lie e_. e ý, 'T sterien der }(öiiern TIensch- 
zeit sein sollten, werden cilamlosigkeit und sinnlos Von roher, Geistern hervor er$en, die nie : issen ierden, 
welche Wunder ihre Llllser u ; sc_, liessen. Nur Dichter 
sollten mit dem Flüssigen uwgelhe 1 und von ihm der glühenden Jugend erz! hlen dtirfen; die F erkstItten wIren Tempel, und 
mit neuer Liebe würden die Mensche, 'n ih: ý e Flamme und ihre XIZ-g(ex e+ Flüsse verehren und sich ihrer rü e_. Wie glücklich 
würden die Städte sich wieder dünkkeni, die dass .. eer oder 
ein grosser Strom besp{ 
, 
lt, und jede ; uelle vide-ue wieder 
4+ 
die r'reistltte der Liebe u__d der ý. ufenthalt^die Kinder 
nichts mehr als Feuer und 4' Passer, und jeder Strom verspric) ° cf, ihnen, in die bunte Ferne, in sc'h! 8nere Gegenden sie zu füh re Es ist 'nicht bloss Widerschein, dass der Himmel im Wasser 
liegt, es ist eine zarte Befreundung, ein Zeichen der Nach- 
barschaft, und wenn der unerfüllte Trieb in die unermessliche 
Höhe will, so versinkt die glückliche Liebe gern in die end- lose Tiefe. über es ist umso; nstý die Natur lehren und predi &IL 
zu wollen. ... So wird auchcdiLner die Natur begreifen, der kein Naturorgan, kein innres n. turerzeugendes und absondernd9S 
Werkzeug hat, der nItht, wie von selbst, überall die Natur an 
allem erkennt und unterscheidet und mit angeborner -Xeu -Xrigs- 
lust, in inniger mannigfaltiger Verwandtschaft mit allen 
Körpern, durch das Medium der Empfindung sich mit aalen Natur- 
wesen vermischt, sich gleichsam in sie hineinfiihlt. : per aber 
einen richtigen und geübten Natursinn hat, tier `e liesst die 
Mttur, indem er sie studiert, ulnd freut sich ihrer unendlichen 
Ma_! ni4falti ; keit, ihrer Unerschöpflichkeit im uenusse, und 
bedarf nItht, dass man ihn mit unnützen Worten in seinen Ge- 
nüssen störe. Ihm dünkt vielmehr, dass man nicht heimlich 
genug mit der Natur umgehen, nicht zart genug von ihr reden, 
nicht ungestört und aufmerksam genug sie beschauen kann. r 
fühlt sich in ihr wie am $usen seiner züchtigen Braut und ver- 
traut auch nur dieser seine erlangten Einsichten in s! ssen ver- 
traulichen St'"den. Glücklich preis ich diesen Sohn, diesen 
Liebling der Natur, dein sie verstattet, sie in ihrer Zweiheit, 
als erzeugende u, id gebärende Macht, und in ihrer Einheit, als 
eine unendliche, ewigdauernde Ehe, zu betrachten. Sein Leben 
wird eine Fülle aller Genüsse, eine Kette der Wollust und 
Seine heligion der eigentliche, echte Naturalismus sein. 
From this View of the Universe, in which everything is alive, 
so that action and experience are equivalent to speaking, it follows 
that natural forces are also psychic forces, rund cosmic alchemy is 
also the alchemy of the soul. 
The full consequences of this view are 
- ýI0 - 
intensified, since man is the microco:: _, and for that reason the 
childls interest in fire and water is evidence of the prOfound 
affinity that exists between man and nature at the Very root of being. 
lt also facilitates the devolvement of the alchemist's priestly 
office onto the poet which we have been considering. Thus, also, the 
key to being and generation, to the fullness of enjoyment, is love - 
a cos-, Ac, as well as a personal love. And in this, Len are c l1e i 
" sometimes poets 
25 
; so-me, who have chosen the best part , the 'Ulazic-t" 
of them all, simply live out this life of love and ecstatic intimucjt 
with nature without taking further thought. 
the search for harmony with the Universe is a journey into the 
inmost recesses of the soul; it is a journey into the future; it is 
also a journey into he past. 
tIbid., rp. 271-2. ) 
.... 
Voll aehnsucht und Wissbegierde hatten sie sich auf- 
ge: ii cht, um die Spuren äenes verloren egange_Zen urvolks 
zu suchen, dessen entartete und verwilderte"aeste die 
heutige men -chheit zu sein schiene, dessen hoher ýsildung 
sie noch die wichtigsten und unentbehrlichsten rien_ntnisse 
und Weri: zelige zu danken hat, vorztt lach hatte sie jene 
heilige Sprache L; elockt, die das glänzende band jener 
königlichen Menschen mit oberirdischen liegenden und ße- 
wohnern gewesen und von der einige Worte, nach dem 
verlaut mannigfaltiger sagen, noch im . Besitz einiger 
glücklichen 'eisen unter unsern vorfahren gewesen sein 
mögen. ihre Liussprache \. ar ein wunderbarer uesang, dessen 
unwiderstehliche 't'öne tief in das innere jeder igatur ein- 
drangen und sie zerlegten-. jeder ihrer 1Vamen schien das 
Losungswort für die Seele jedes Naturkörpers. Imit schöpfer- 
ischer uetiwalt erregten diese Schwingungen alle Bild(: r aer 
Welterscheinungen, und von ihnen konnte man mit Recht 
sagen, dass us Leben des Universums ein ewiges tausenAi- 
sti: umiges ucsich sei; denn ihrem Sprechen 11e 
Kräfte, alit rtcn der räti` ; eft auf das unbegreiflichste 
vereinigt zu sein. Die dieser Sprache, wenir'stens 
- 2: -j 1- 
alle iJachrichten von ihr, aufzusuchen, war ein tiaupt4- 
ZWeCk ihrer Aeise gewesen, und der xuf des ltertums }-latte 
sie auch nach S. ais gezogen. .... 
The complete community of all beings results in that universal 
language, in human terms 11jene heilige Sprache", which, above all 
other things, the -travell-rc wish to uncover. r or i--, lan,,, , , 
uý3 E, 
will and interaction:., :: ro le s nd com:.: au_'1icatiorr, find their supreme 
embodiment. I'ovalis is thus faithful to a Hermetic tradition, which 
found its fullest expressio-ni, when Boehme synthesized the e. octrine 
of signatures and those of the _. daraic 
1-n. 
-II e and 
the divine ''ord in 
? VI 'Ai s doctr i re of , 
; -t uiw ,- : Drache Te 
The te:, t of Dii ýehý1i :e zu 5ais, such s we have it, ends with 
an exposition, by the teacher 
97, how to bring out, hov, to educate, 
in men, the TTwah-: e 1Taturverständ_zis'T, for - 
ýIbid ., 275. ) 
.... : ur diesen wird an mit recht einen Lehrer der I: atur 
nennen lßä: r_c , da jeder andre 
blosse lvaturalist nur zu- 
f111iLý un. s :: pathetisch, wie ein katurerzeugl: is selbst, 
den f'. t: r . ie l atur erwecken v irdo 
The reit ton of nature, so far eý-pounded esoteric body of 
ture-myst i. 1: here becomes a universal 'here -.. re gxades 
of initi tio--ý, ý- s the abovcc cyuotatioli suL,; ests, . nd the u rue tie eher 
is one, "der de i. i_i: ý_er-, i , eruf fiihlt, düs NaturverstNndnis mehreren 
eschen em einzu ac h en 
28; but, his skill of tieachir g, o:: ce perfected 
should be universally a , ýa! _icucle, 
haviýi` been triea 'bei jedem ge- 
,, eber 
lt fact, the same -, s with L. zy other 
-Lly, -nd ,. t various periods 
of their liv s30 , some . re 
savoured by t'... i. 1. i-vironment - 'T a, ti-o 
1+ "; - 
He Iienýeh .. _ iu vielfUlti_ y. T'm` . _ý u.. _ treit L. , ºr1ýZ _ 
but ultimately he , bo is 11cw to t c__c , sG-s j. all ..: c .. _ e, t.: li_ ,t 
pupils. 
t. i-' is not s az°pi isi for the clue to natur :: _-i is in. 
reco ; nizi-_.,,, that each man is a n: icrocos::, _ 1U. that s:. i : '- ,: o le3ge 
is, therefo °e, universal knov,, le ,_e. 
7,2 
We do not know how Novalis ti: ou. l1d have co_n ; lete1 this orrk. Tý- e 
notes which- r: e h-ve, ho-,. ever, suggest that, just as the search for 
reinte,. -i%-tion had not only envisaged in the course of discussion, 
but carried out in concrete life, so the fulfilment vias to bL r, ;Z 
in actual -'-1. its b_, is p.. tterr would be the same as that 
envisa ed for i -, -i Die Christenheit oder Europa, only on a 
cosmic plane: - Transformation an: death: '? Vervzandlung des Tempels 
zu Sais. 'Trscheinu: _Isis. Tod des Lehrers "3' . S-viour- 
3 figure: "iDas Kind u: '-, - S An Johannes. -Der Messias - er ZTatur" (i. e. 
the two stages analo.; ous to those of the alchemist and the poet con- 
sic'ereil above. ). The comic. ; together of power ('*Werkstatt des 
ýýrch eUS") and freedon (ýt ? Tonft der griechischen Götter" )35, leading 
to wisdom ("Einweihung. Geheimnisse" 
36) 
, and as unto of Heaven 
and earth - or of fire and water/earth - or . gain, of d.,::. nts visi- 
on Haan t; k. 1,78): Me"., . ncýýýs" tatio1 " 
'T' jý_ s 
? 7. 
38 
den ihrr 'nidenId may, pocZib Lý ,f_ tO ,^ ýý c. n 
1maeval 
wisdom of Mail, such as he had. 
bee_,, taught by the gods - i. e. the goal 
of the journey of the travellers. - 
Finally, there is to be a new 
cope--ant, inl, hieh olivine man irýäs 
his place in ýý urine nit. re: 
_ X33 - 
"'cues neue N-tur "1s neues Jerusalemtl"9. -T -Le ýote, 
__lten. Inciis :; he Gottheiten'rAO, refers perhaps to the 
complete community of all natural bei-,. Lc, their 2utual interchange- 
ability, c_ue to the correspondences bet., ceý theA. In that case the 
41 teacher's skill mentioned at the be ; i__ 1M would now become a part 
of man's cosmic his creative conterplatio: _, his true n::; turü1 
42 
religion . 
It is sionifica-lt, that this wir : remäi_ ed a fragment, and that 
the natural religion there propounded not really worked out in 
detaile Novalis was not satisfied r ith it. His vast re-di_iL had 
helped him in discovering an a pi--ouch to the under stý: n ink; of the 
world and of man's place i it. 1116 alchemists had even providef, 
him with a morphology of cgjvutio_l: reintegration throu. `h redemptive 
de&Ith and under the 1eaAerchip of ü saviour. 
Nzý 
But if the Universe v., -s alive, where was the ww; ellsprin of life? 
I divine, where the Divinity? If the poet ti; as a prophet, how could 
he obtain the requisite -.: o: -cs of prophecy, the key to the : aystery 
of fire and water? - _: ov 4is was really searching for God. In thtS 
*e 
was rewarded, whe his own Sophie became a symbol of the Heat/only 
'Tirgin, Herself a figure of Christ and the Holy Spirit; human passion 
and eternal love fused.. . '. aid this experience, together with his poetic 
aspirations, joined toget. ier with his search 
for truth, gained depth 
Gs he discovered religion: for he found - 
(from the poem ý', n Tieck, ITovalis 
T, 
., uote. pp. 499-501. E: tracts here u 
are on pp. 5C0 & 501. ) 
4 :? -, 4 - 
Einfaltes buch nit told verschlossen 
Und nie-ehörte Worte drin; 




l^i.. L ei 1... 
_. 
1 er (. i_ 
_ _" 
Und 
.. itzt, -- 1i -t, t in den nxistall tier neuen Welt, 
Ä: nn uras und Sternen sich erbauet, Und dankbar auf die ALnie fffllt; 
So hebt sich sacht aus Uras una ý<<'{ut er>>. 
. edächti 
jich ein alter I. ann, 
Im schlichten 'dock, una . o., unt mit heiterm 
ues acht ayts f't. onl ýe ii ind heran.. 
bekannt u;. och heimlich siýýýý ci ie 
) J(i1.. d r sst bebend sei_ie iiände, 
. i, s 
ist des . ruches hoher Leist, 
uer ihm der sauern `, lallfahrt i, nde 
Und seines voters 77ohnui weist. 
"DDu kniest auf meinem öden urabeti, 
o offnet sich der heil'ge Mund, 
4Du ist der zrpe meiner Habe 
Dir ti-; erde uottes tiefe kund. 
"Verktindt$er der Morgenröte, 
ues rriý__c -. - , 
Bote sollst du sein. 
Sanft is :I Luft in Harf i und v, löte 
tiauch + ich dir meinen item ein. 
"Du hilfst ci .s xeicl :s Lcbc-rs rýiýýäen Wenn du voll Demut o emühst 
? 7o du wirst i1 Bbe finden 
Und j a. kob BÖh:: ý 
Heinricu von ufteräir eil, like . oeh.: ie ,s _-uror:, 1:; si . 
tier: t 
to find iod t'_x"o': Lh hu; ai. life, thi ou .l nature, through sense-experi- 
ence and ima , inatioll, through the u: -'yersal Spirit, ý,, hich pervades 
Die Lehrlinr,; e zu Sais . -. ithout ever bei: properly define . if 
LOVaiis -üs acqu---l-! ted v ith such ;s;, e rind in i", tea. 
Paracelsus, rrhilosophia ad -_theýli`es, , it ü. id not meet his need. 
^ 
But boehme -s seven eroperti c ;: off' the ft ernal Nature, the 
virCir_ Sophia, and the "rý: ý,; _t also pos, essed a high poetic 
t; vale e, -nd they presented to the h,, mgn !:: ind the divine quality of 
n. Ax 
Tijus, when he note:. - 
, ---. cob 8h: De -gei _ße. 1 ert ülý dichter. 
X31 er cii.: ý. ýche . _ý-isichteý_ er _--tur Iberhaupt. Ansicht "er L1', en __rz eiku: _dF. _L'zr lchterischer '"ert. .... 
- this ..: _ý =. y'ead 
in terms of Vic pro, -'ramme of poetic regeneration:, 
as outli _-_, 
'- _ -; lie Leha 
iinre zu Sais, . yoehme, hovever, ans,, ereil 
an even dee-ner Need, so that he cou16_ fuel himself c-: 11c . to 
be his 
poF tic suc. essor. Tor w it'- Toehme, the Seven euc 1itic -, 
--, -it bei o 1d 
themselve s, to the the V irýi .., _ysteriuýn all poi 
Creator; : -ý sccec'h, ý: rhether that of the signature:,, or that of the 
prophet (_ovalis' poet), is ulti: a4tely the of Go-i. "' _ licht, 
which 'E. 1i&hten1-nent had c , ^raced as its o-.. n"*6, had 
to be renounced. 
in favour of iiiöht; in _o@' : e's 1,: n`uu e, the ": 'lunder" of : -unlane 
livi z, of "thless, u1, thc-- point be y nd t` 
to ttVer tuli; itt, further, t- the etýý "UiY; rtu_ätt of -T^ e 
Tie spears . -. ". utter. -blg. : ords, and speaks 
t e--- i--to 
of t. _ soul. 
'ithi:. - its li-Ats, ho "e. r, 
n rer- 
nunft ' }fag -ts proper functio..:, t" -: li t of c' 
its 
ý 










-' ..: JO - 
e nor -o "T_lis :. ver v; ished to afro= ate them. 
Their is the aim, ivil life:, its proper perspective, 
and then it is the ulti_ýiate step, where true lift is ai ec? , v,.: hen 
present life is -voluntarily su--x°enc. ex°c . 
This implies grovrth, ,. nd i_ vo_i Ufterdi. iLen ý"ovalis 
exemplifies it. Orly the first part of t, ýis pork is co m, 'Iete. enCj 
us its title, Die sug csts, we should expect little more 
than an evocation of a visio=- of nature, such "s could Aready be 
found in Die Lehrlinge zu Sais, i or er to clear the ro-. ; hich 
7-ei-_jric', h. h-s to t: -v;. 1 before he reg-, ', fulfillment. That is, in 
fact, what we find. rain and. aga - H-, -ich I's Diven r-timpses of 
The rca'-i"ty uncýorlylr, aLL phe: omer , ýi, , °, rcu s su estions regard- 
ing his priestly-ý, oetic call, bevi :., ling v; ith his own dream47 and end- 
A8 ing with KlildzIohr's tüle 11-As t?, it .t is and 
tales of the merchants-, t, _e of 
i_ liý; und 
recapitulations, in ever new guises, of the characters thus presented. 
- Einsiedler, crgrnann, der Graf vo__ the old doctor in 
the merchants' second tale the kings i: the merchants T 
second tale, ZulL:. Jc.; cell those occurring after Heinrich's father and 
mother and his old tca_ch,. er, mid finding their fulfillment iy., 7e$ arich's 
father-in-la , Tiliugsohr, a_ic in IIatilcie respectively52. Restate- 
melilts of pvalis t kermetis_:;, as e-,, -pounded in Die L hrli:, Le z i-,, 
ate lesion. He traces with clarity fir-i.,. ess the spaces their 
relationships - i. c. the caves and palaces -, the principles of 
fire and. u; uatcr, li-ht and darkness - su ; gesti ;, perhaps, the tv: o- 
r7n; 
- .,:, 7- 
foldness of Boehme's Properties of : T,, turc5`ý - the correspondences 
between the priestly and the Sop'7jiý;, -ij s- ; -. itnessi:., _ _Z 
to 
his study of Boehme and of G-oethe the growth c----, ; nZich's 
stature under tt. e i... pact of these ever-recurrinL., yet ever- iet. experi- 
ences. While Lie Le: ýýrlii e zu Sais is still essentially lyrical, 
Heinrich von Ofterdij ; en is a true "Entwicklungsroman", althou"h the 
lyrical note is not absent54. 
The first part, then does not, apart from prophetic hints, ; et 
beyond the Fiermetism of Die Lehrl int; e zu Sais. It is su!, imed up in 
the tale of Klingsohr55. 
This tale moves in t'_-hree, intercon_aect" d, sp-ces: '2':::. e 7: t her 
region of Lrctur, his castle and city, encompassed by the sea; the 
middle region, which centres round the house of Eros, Fabel, with 
their parents, friends and opponents; and the nether region, guarded 
by the sphinx and inhabited by the old sisters. It is the precise 
counterpart of the middle region, for a blick l ip illumines every- 
thing with blackness, and all shadows are v 1Ate56 . 
ýýt the beginning of the story there is Gi-nu a rr iiaL, in the 
higher region. We should note that the colour s_cheme there is blue 
[water), red (fire), or multi-coloured (e. g. the trees, flowers and 
fruits in the Larden of the palace; the bird's plumage, which is trans- 
lated into his movements and his song: "wie mit tausend Stimmen"57), 
the latter corresponding to the "Wunderft in Boehme's schere. "rotur 
reads the stars and puts them in their proper places58. He is not, 
however, a tree agent, merely an interpreter and an executive atitthorit-t,, 
- 236 - 
In the middle region Eros is equipped for his journey. The magnetic 
needle, turned ouroboros, shows him the way59. "Spiel" thus finds 
its due function. 
As the story develops, separation of functions turns into enmity; 
the Schreiber - proud, selfish, this-worldly reason - and the sisters 
of the nether region - the demonic roots of "Selbheit" - undertake a 
large-scale attack on the parents of Eros - the active will and the 
motherhood of common humanity - and succeed in slaying them. However, 
their plans are foiled, because these deaths acquire a sacrificial, 
and therefore a regenerative quality. they now purSue Eros and Ginnis- 
tan - "Begierden and "Imagination", in Boehme's terminology - and seek 
to enslave, then to destroy Fabel - the active, poetic being, who 
turns all si(natures into song60 . The dance of the sisters61 reminds 
one of the "Unsinnigkeit" of Boehne's revolving wheel of the first 
three Properties; their own poisonous "Lust" ensnares them, and the 
Taranteln suck all life out of them; for power outside "Concordantz't 
is illusory, just as it is nonsensical for Milton's Lucifer to call 
on evil to be his good.. 
The sisters are finally overcome by the shield of Perseus, which 
I take to be a mirror-sy. rnol, i. e. the Eye, or the Mirror of Sophia, 
being as sharp as the scissors among the lower Peaperties, in the 
domain of the First Principle, if this breaks away from its proper 
place62" Having been overcome, they are banned into 
the chessboard, 
which I take to be the equivalent of Boehme's "UhrwercktT63_ 
Towards the end the father of Eros is revived, the mother lives 
- 239 - 
on as a force of mothr: rhood and love in all who have drunk of her 
ashes (turned liquid, accordinL to Novalis' doctrine of the sovereign- 
ity of the liquid, as well as the usual alche! nistis conception of the 
correspondence between water/sulphir, earth and femiii^ty/motherhood); 
Eros and Freya/Ginnistan unite An eternal love, and _sctur blesses 
their marriage64. 
Love is thus all-victorious; r'ab el - crea4ive poetry - has van- 
quished evklb, '=. ind the central figure of all actors, taue counter- 
part of the sphißxis Sophia. Eros and Ginnistan attain union, but 
they do not get beyond the many-coloured khoenix67; r'abel, equally, 
does not transcend the here and now, which she serves, turning the 
threads of the sisters and of the Taranteln into cire4tive song, 
restoring love between Eros and Uinnistan, joining the three regions, 
mediating between Lrctur and the other characters, utilizing such 
links as Perseus, the Taranteln, or the "Schauspiel" 
68 for xjros. She 
is thus the means, the method, not an end in itself. knd ürcturj 
does not transcend the stars. In Boehme's lan; _ uage, then, Klingsohr's 
tale gets no further than the Second, the Astral, Birth. 
But the promise of a higher destiny is not absent. 't'hus Fabel 
(in the nSchauspie-') sits on the leaf of a lily 
69 
- BoIhme's regular 
symbol for divine promise. And here we may note that, by implication, 
iovalis breaks his usual colour scheme, for the lily is white, and 
white, in the Seventh 'next of Boehme's ýlysterium ? ansophicum, is the 
colour attained, when the Proba of fire has b-en overcome, this is 
parallelled, more explicitly, when the "shinin T jiame7ý detaches 
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itself from the stalle (the mother's sacrificial death), eclipses the 
sun kWere the profane selfish light of day, the counterpart to the 
black lamp of the nether region)71, and, under cover of Sophia's 
blue veil, travels northwards to the court of Arctur2 . 
On the elemental and astral planes, then, the strife is over, 
"5elbheit" has been vanggished, and the foundation of the eternal king- 
done has been 1 iä, as l'abel's song at the end of the tale, and, 
incidentally, also of Part One of the novel, proclaims: "Sophia ist 
ewig Triesterin der Herzen. "'73 The Third Birth, that of eternity, 
can now take place. We were to learn of ,, einrich's achievement of 
this in Part Two of the work, Die hrffU11tn6. 
The opening poem of kart Two, .. -stralis, sums up again the outcome 
of Klingsohrls tale. 
t Novalis IL Ofterdingen II, p. 18U. ) 
Und was vordem alltäglich war, 
Scheint jetzo fremd und wunderbar. 
Der Liebe iteich ist aufgetan, 
Die d, abel fängt zu spinnen an. 
Das Urspiel jeder 1i? atur beginnt, 
. &uf kräftige 
Worte b$des sinnt, 
Und so das grosse : 'eltVemfý,,,. 
Überall sich regt und unendlich blüht. 
But this time it is reality, not iayth; it comes from the lips of 
Heinrich, himself now a poet, r*o has to experience the bitter death 
of Bros' mother. 
(Ibid., p. 181. ) 
Der Leib wird auföelöst in 'ränen, 
Zum zweiten Lirabe wird die 5`Welt, 
In das, verzehrt von bangem Sehnen. 
Das ter z, als ,. sehe, niederfillt. 
We should note the recapitulation of %Ische"; the word "Herz" 
- 241 - 
is significant, and underlines the contrast between rasche,, and the 
"schwarze -. usgebrannte ichlecke" of the sun74. 
Heinrich, a weary pilgriyi, comes to rest on his journey, as he 
is coming up a mountain path. He has a wonderful vision with Matildie 
as its c4kntre, just as Eros had seen . abet on 
the leaf of a lily in 
his 'Schauspiel'. Eros had afterwýaräs fallen into the embrace of 
75 Ginnistan. But Heinrich becomes aware of the presence of a Girl. 
She is the consummation of all poetry and feminine beauty, of all he 
had loved. Higher than Idatilde, yet identical with her, she is the 
daughter of Hohenzollern and of the Mother of uod. She is also his 
sister, for klohenzollern is also tieiiirich's father; after ail76 - "Du 
hast mehr Jltern'T -a sentence typical, both of Novalis' 
Aoctrine of 
correspondences, and of his technique as a story-teller. ý'7o gehn 
wir denn hint" he asks herzt; "Immer nach Hausee, is the reply. 
They meet Sylvest-r, who sums up Heinrich's father-figures, and 
their conversation turns on the uttimate oneness of meaning of the 
h e'`'in 
universe. But first a synthesis of ca, science and cre4tiveAin free- 
dom must be found, before Heinrich can comprehend this oneness77. 
Conscience is the moral will of man, where, in love, a person commits 
himself to moral choice and action. it is man's iLvost being, his 
ultimate reality and unity, representative of tiod, one and undivided78 
And r'ab el (creative art) is its outward expression, mediating between 
the Divinity 
79 
and man, by evoking in man this inmost, original, 
nature, his utter humanity. And thus8° "Tugend" is the true ruler, 
not only of man, but also of all nature. It provides the clue to 
- 242 - 
the "Naturgeschichte", whose secrets were to be unravelled already 
by the travellers in yie Lehrlinge zu Üais. rind nowLieinrich has at 
last found God. 
(Ibid., pp. 199-2u0. ) 
j u, und Ihr vorher so schön für mich die Tugend - 
an die '&eliEion 
an6eschlossen. 
.. lles, was die Erfahrung 
uIld dt kft&ische '. '. 'irksamkeit begreift, macht den'$ezirk 
des . ie; i. se-. is aus, welches diese Welt mit höher ; zelten 
verbindet. . ei 
höhern Sinnen entsteht ýeligion und was 
vorher unbegreifliche 14ot%7endigkeit unserer innersten 
Natur schien, ein "'1lgesetz ohne bestimmten Inhalt, wird 
nun zu einer wunderbaren, einheimischen, unendlich manniß- 
faltigen und. durchaus befriedigenden Welt, zu einer un- 
begreiflich innren ueineinschaft aller Seligen in Uott 
und zur verflehmlichenx, ver; ötternden uegenwart des aller- 
persönlichsten Y iesens oder seines ', 'iillens, seiner Liebe 
in unserm tiefsten Selbst. 
Uod is now spearing to him, for "die , -, e1t und ihre Geschichte", 
Sylvester answers tieinrich, "verwandelt sich Euch in die .. eilige 
Schrift"81, where simple words can reveal the whole universe. yid 
£'ovat. is realize, how close he had come to ioethe, whose ideal of 
simplicity and clarity, at once popular and sublime, aimed at con- 
fronting man wit! the essential, moral, nature of his status as a 
man, where even the mighty drama of deatth and regeneration is 
expressed i-^ the iiaLe of thy:; candle aria the cutterflyi 
Novalis also sought after simplicity and c1ý2. rit7T. 
(quoted by Beck in his $erJ, -, )*W; oer 
e or se zu%', 1 ia. - .b 
'; Denn dann sich wieder Licht und Schatten 
Zu echter K1"rheit vier-'Len Witten. 
Und man in :, Archen und ec11chten 
Erkennt cri e ew'gen T: elt eschicht e,, , 
................... 
't'his cl rit`-, resultin` fror the synthesis of licht . nä darkness 
ý'Lý 
still takes place, ccordin to Tieck's account re, -`: r? iz1; the con- 
tinuation of the work, in the domain of poetry, having bee., in 
the embrace of Hei-irich and, ' still in the in 2. 
Heinrich is sent to a: i°t r_t monastery , -hci i'n c ver j-Th is 
"vie eine mystische, mar; ische Logeli. ieinrich has a vision and con- 
verses with U. ý o' : nonJý about death and magic; "er hat 2. hndungen von 
rode und de. n Steg der E eisen'i83; and the poem 'T'obt doch unsre 
stillen r'este; ' directs him to the necessity in order to 
find `ijlas Wort c. es Lebens" 
85. 
The biblical this phrase 
suggests that the "rhird, s p_-iritual, Birth is meant, and the "E: 2ü. geistt 
is indeed told: "Erdgeist, deine zeit ist um"86. 
charter, iä. "ova: gis here67 seers to have inteacled to start a new 
which y-i-_lrich undergoes a great variety of experiences, traverses 
man`r rediolls cf history and of culture, , -, rs, in which ,,:. ' s mutual 
killiia: s would have a sacrificial qualit:, ; the lütter e-.: s spirit 
ualized in the '. <1 'sohr and symbol- 
1izi11Lý t1, c strý". _ . 
ý_E 1 
Ft i n2ich then arrive in t' land o' :o '11i ere .t nd 
present, , 'uh and fact, fall to, __ 
which htuna, _ -7 nature, vh12 lsti;.. _i -nd paganism are 
is 
achieved a"ýý , 1:: of the ue f? _oti-ýer, 'oo.: cd 
by 
a .: cries Of '0; ý LiesE__ Vt. lun en hat er 
u: ýderl ache uesprNc The marri of the seasons, ages 
bf all e-)ochs of time bri_ti ý us to the end of ^'ieek has to 
i j)olt' ý-t tiri: ýýs to : quote, .. ith rev -. to the -.:: --y ? in V'"icy Txcirrich 
yoi Ofterüirnr-en was to have been completed. 
It see: -: s to me, that in those 1 ist sections of tüte work Novlis 
. 
ti to tocer his cos--c >-, rsticism and hic morý1- 




Boehn: eTs far -: a - 
T Leienl': t. 
Zeit Ist wie Etiiekeit/ 
,: ii`keit wie die Zeit/ 
e st befreyt 
lle:: Streit. 
I thi :k that '-ovalis really carne to an experience and an under- 
st; -ndi. of Bochrii s _', 
that the '. ''or: of God perv acs 11 si ,, a- 
tunes, i. s .:, 11 . 
T: o- , %-l 
He hý:. L. 1--o :a_. .. 
it his o,,:. in 
his creativity as a poet. His attitude durinL; his last illness had 
the same harmonious, s:; l e-ie ose 
tyyle, as well as in his verse. But i_t&tto. _ 
Of Al ýlife's endeavour under tic 'Mord of Go a. fracment ; 
4;;. r., ß the religion which 
he -; shc., t0 'ound only s. vtvcs in that torso, 
s well as in the üeistliche Liýccr. 
In uhapter xI of Science aiid the Mo-_pr: ,4, Thitehead devel- 
ops an argument, in :T ich c. od functions .s oatternin fore:;. 2, ýis 
conception of patt :2 lo_-_stitutes such a stri'ýir ; pareiir _ 
*c 
Boehme Is i' ea of deter i do bTt? ýe Tilt, it s'noulcz not 
pass tuanloticcd. 
S'ýýzi e u. its th-: Uhaite., 
1 
_iselý »istotu l_e':: need to 
'T "ýcomple ue hiS Mul- )hysics by the intro4uction o" : i: e T, 'ov :L- God. 
_sistotl :'ä ýk is ,. iot as such -- 
(Science ä_ýýý ottr . %or11,20 .) 
.... available for religious purpoýý ý: L ý 
It any be doubt c ý. 
whether any properly Leneral Metaphysics can evcr., ýit': on'., 
the illicit introduction of other consideraticý ,t:. - c)t further than -ristotle. But his conclusion . mooes e_ 
a first step without which no evidence on a n=o o ej ;.: i- 
ential basis can be of much avail in sh pir 14. t' co cr-tio- n. 
For _-_othin`;, r 
ithi: any Mite. type of exi =: rience, 
dive intelliý to shape our ides of any entity at t 
base of all t T_. l thinks, unless the gener&l cY-roctcv c'' 
thirds re,; ui :. - 
there be, such -. n entity. 
Cristo-'-1e saw v the for _. - 
tit . -' ýý VJ 7 
but alrea L: -- 
(Ib ici. ,. 202/3 . 
The phrase, Prime lover, er, ,: urns us, .. ristc l 
Tg 
ht vas enmeshed in the tom? is o" _ erroneous tilou Lol 
physics and an erroneous cosy olo ,4.... To-day ". 
repudiate the Aristotelian physics and the . '>ristoteli-Ln 
cosmology, so that the enact form of the above arSument 
manifestly faUs. But if our generü1 metaphysics is in 
any Way si.: il:.. r to that o, it' i }ed in the previous chaptcr, 
o 
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an an loLýous riet: -, l problem . iC 4 which can be solved only in a- o nus fashion. Iý. _ the pl; ace of i: ýtotlets God .ý 
ýi. e I,. over, wer ýýii_-e God as the 
-°i ., ciple of Uonclrction. This posit;. o _ an be substanti- onl; r by the :. i-. cussion of the --'_1 i'»; lic-: tion of the course o-' actual occasions - that is to of the 
process of 
11! hitehC? C. a Toes -- .. - 
CICJ 
jl1" :. ZV J" 
) 
L. l-: essential x'elat? O. - to 
an unfathomable possibil t--. Eternal objects inform actual 
occasions with hierarci .; _ttteras, included and excluded in every variety of discr _ tio-.. Another view of the 
_, wre truth is that ever`' '. a1 occasion is a limitation im--ýosed on possinil it; T, and. that by virtue of this limi- 
tBetion the particular value of that shaped tofetherness 
of thi 1Zs emerges. In this way we express hog, " si.: ' , le 
occasion is to be viewed in terms of possibility, aýc- ho,, LL s&nsi possibility is to be viewed in terms of a si 1e actual ºý 
occasion. But there are no s i_lrle occasio ctu lit;, eý 
is through and throuvh togetherness - toget ncr:, ess of 
otherwise isolated eternal objects, and toý; eth: ; rness of 
ý. 
49 Tctual occasions. It is my task in this chapter to des- A" 
tribe the unity of actual occasions. The previous chapter 
centred its interest in the abstr-: ct: the present chapter 
deals with the concrete, i. e. that which has room together. 
This tttogetherness" - not in - random manner, but ::. ccozrdir,. ` to 
"dependable' patterns - must alv: ays puzzle empiricist philosophers. 
Left unexplained by Locke, Hume's association by habit is clearly 
inade _uäte. 
Výhiteheaä. choose: as the startirr point of his her ht 
the analla-sis of t11is "togetherness"' in actual occasio i .. 3e analyzes 
their structure in the most L cal ter-is, so that all e:: perience, 
as ,, yell as all non-coggitive interactions of factors, are comprehe: ä. e4. 
Thus it is possible for him to overcome problems in epistemology and 
in modern physics, which arise in connection with the relation 
btt, reen observer -: id observed object. He leans very heavily on 
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Plato2, as is particularly c. yparent in the chapter here under discus- 
sion, where his analysis is concerned with the relation between 
"unfathomable possibility" and the coherent patterns of "actual 
occasions". Especially the sentence: "Eternal objects inform actual 
occasions with hierarchic patterns, included ü_-id excluded in every 
variety of discrimination" 
3. 
reminds us of his comments on the 
iimaeus in a later work, the second part of : adventures of Ideas, where 
4 
he shows how forms interlock, forming actual objects 
This conception of actualization by differentiation is as old as 
Anaximander 
5, 
and its application to God is an i. -,, iportant factor in 
the History of Mysticism6. But what is very striking is the fact that 
Whitehead, who develops his metaphysics in the most general terms7, 
should come so close to specific ''ottrines of philosophers and theolo- 
gians, even using terms which are the exact equivalents of those used 
by our baroque mystic. 
'Thiteheadts starting point is at realm of infinite possibility8, 
which Lives rise to actuality, that is, a process which may be 
regarded as a pattern of singular events. This pattern, though it 
might have been different, is thus. The creative process, then, is 
one of choice in the sense of excluding, negating, as well as includ- 
ing, asserts n. His concept of "value' 
4emalzds Ttlimitation't or nret- 
Strict ion". .,. s 
he puts it: - 
(Ibid., p. 207. ) 
,... Restriction is the price of value. There cannot be 
value without antecedent standards of value, to d*Acrnate 
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the acceptance or rejection of what is before the envisag- ing mode of activity. Thus there is an antecedent limi- tation among values, introducing contraries, grades, and oppositions. 
according to this argument the fact that there is a 
process of actual occasions, and the fact that the occa- 
sions are the emergence of values which require such limitation, both require that the course of events should have developed amid an antecede*t limitation composed cLf 
conditions, particularisation, and standards of value. 
This is precisely what Paracel calla "separation", what Boehme 
calls "Scheidung", "Scientz". But to the German mystic there is a 
paradox in the fact that the final "Ungrund"9, ante-rational, and 
therefore also in t48elf non-rat ionallO, is potentially that Eternal 
Nature, in which is unfolded both the dynamic of blind "Begierde", 
and 'das .. adert, contemplative, knowing W*sdom. Now, Whitehead is 
limited by the v ay in which his terms are defined. Thus we have 
seen that he uses the term "Value" in a far less intensive manner 
than the religious and the mystical enquirer. To him it is that 
quality of actual existence, which justifies him in viewing the pat- 
tern of occasions as a rational process, which entitles him to ask: 
KWhy this particular pattern, rather than any of the others which 
might have been? " He then postulates a limiting factor. 
(Ibid., p. 208. ) 
.... we must provide a ground 
for limitation which stands 
among the attributes of the substantial activity. Th*8 
attribute provides the limitation for which no reason can 
be given: for all reason flows from it. God is the ultimate 
limitation, and His existence is the ultimate irrationality. 
For no reason can be given for just that limitation which 
it stands in His nature to impose. God is not concrete, 
but He is the ground for concrete acý; uality. No reason can 
be given for the nature of God, because that nature is the 
ground of rationality 
11. 
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Thus God is prior to reason, and although He is also the ground 
for rationality, this does not constitute a paradox. Again we are 
struck by the way in which he uses the word "ground" - it is, as if 
he were emptying mystical speculation of all experience, and confin- 
ing himself to a treatment of its rational structure, its form. This 
is true to such an extent, that he does not even elucidate the onto- 
logical status of "God", but confines himself to considering His 
function in the structure of the relationship between potentiality 
and actuality. He rejects a simple theory of transcendence - 't ... 
we must look for reality behind the scenen12. But I am not clear 
about the exact meaniing of what follows: - 
(Ibid., p. 208. ) 
.... If we reject this alternative behind the scene, we 
must provide a ground for limitation which stands among 
the attributes of the substantial activity..... 
If this were simply a new form of Ideus side naturafl, what would 
be the point of calling this quality "43odrf - except to confuse the 
issue? It is true that he compares his "general activitylt with 
Spinoza's "general Substance"13. But be it noted, that 'Whitehead 
speaks of "activity", where Spinoza has "substance". n .... Thus 
this first limitation is a limitation of antecedent selection"14, 
which even . oebme calls "TScientz", an impersonal term; "choicer, is 
only a valid term, when it refers to a process on the cognitive 
level. but I think that this formal anaio; y between "selection" 
(Whitehead), or "NScieiltz`t (Boehme), and "choice" is significant. 
But this parallelism between mystical and metaphysical thought- 
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structVres goes even further. or Boel we, the concept of limitation 
involved a moment of choice, of a will asserting itself, being free 
to say "no" to a host of possibilities, "yesT" to one of them15. The 
structure of the realized possibility is then its rational, its neces- 
sary law. in the paragraph below the passage just quoted. `. 'hitehead 
speaks of "determination", which has, within his iiiet a physics, the 
formal function of providing the assertion of the possibility to be 
realized, and the exclusion of all the other, unrealized, potentia- 
lities. It dOes the limiting. But we are not told what is nature 
might be, as this does not fall within the scope of metaphysical 
speculation. 
(Ibid. p. 2U8. ) 
i, 
In this argument the point to notice is, that what 
is metaphysically indeterminate has nevertheless to be 
categorically determinate. We have come to the limit of 
rationality. . 'or 
there is a categorical limitation which 
does not spring from any metaphysical reason. There is a 
metaphysical need for a principle of determination, but 
there can be no metaphysical reason for what is determined. 
If there were such a reason, there would be no need for 
any further principle: for metaphysics would already have 
provided the determination. The general principle of 
empiricism depends upon the doctrine that there is a 
principle of concretion which is not discoverable by ab $- 
$tract reason. What further can be known 
gout God must be 
sought in the region of particular experiences, and there- 
fore rests on an empirical basis. In respect to the inter- 
pretation of these experiences, mankind has differed pro- 
foundly. He has been ned respectively, Jehovah, Allah, 
ra a, rat er in Heaven, ^rirst ýajýse, Supreme being, Chanae. 
Each name corresponds to a system of thought derived from 
the experiences of those who have used it. 
Thus, whenoekMe calls this determination "will'T, the limitation 
"$cientz", etc., he uses precisely what in Vhitehead's view 
"must 
be sought in the region of particular experiences". 
The formal stru 
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ture is the same in both cases; both mystic and metaphysician, have 
used the same scaffolding as regards the function of pure abstract 
reasoning. But it needed the experience of the mystic to determine 
the nature of reality, over and above this formal structure, and thus 
to arrive at a definite notion of freedom and necessity, which trans- 
oeAds a purely logical analysis of the language we use when we talk 
about this problem and thetjlou ht-forms we employ. Boehme uses, 
sometthes abstract terms, sometimes alchemistic or other hermetic 
symbols. 
We does not simply erect a formal system of concepts, but 
he refers us back to that world of experience, which the terms "tree- 
dom" and. "necessity" seek to describe, and, in doing so, he gives us 
an insight into the dialectic tensions, which give rise, both to the 
nature of our experience, and to the manner in which we ask questions 
about it. Boehme's treatment of 
the poabLem is thus logically untidy; 
but the insight which we are given, the sense of mystery, in the best 
sense of that term, which we gain, especially when this question 
is, 
very properly, treated in connection with 
the problem of evil, these 
are infinitely rewarding. 
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APPENDIX VII 
Some , -spects of Hellenistic and xabbalistic Ideas 
R egard in. g the Alphabet and Language 
(I) Hellenistic uhristianity. 
The interpretation of the symbols of language in a--, i esoteric, 
often mystical, ma,: ner was practised by some Christian viriters already 
in very early times. Examples of this are cited by riebbelynck1, in 
the introduction of his edition of a voptic-lxabic text, which will 
be considered in this section of the lppendix. The author of this 
treatise is concerned with finding a deeper interprethtion of the 
letters of the Greek alphabet, their visual shape as -; ell as their 
function and arrangement; he explains the rationale of his procedure 
as follows2: - 
tHebbel nck, p. 21-25-) 
On donne ýk ces lettres le nom d' 614ments, .... parce 
ue, clans leur tract se trouve figure la forme des j1 
ments du monde cri. 
L'une cue ces lettres renferiie 1' image du ciel et de 
la terre; une. autre est Grite pour figurer la terre et 
le ciel, une autre pour figurer la terre et lleau, ..., 
[there follows a further list of items of cteatior3. 
Voice Ce m st're. D$eu a voulu, dazes sa provillnce, 
se servir de 1"teriture des lettres grecciues, ayait 1'idola- 
trie des peuples, pour les force. t ma1Gr(eux, £. se sot- 
mettre a son culte et en faire la co_ifession. 
Car le 
C-rec, lI athfe et 11 idolätre, lorsqu, il trace de sa main 
la figure de ces lettr, - meme sans le vouloir et sans 
y consentirV, - reconnait et 
Grit de fait clue le monde 
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n' existe pus ind(pendameet .' un Dieu et dun cý.: '-ateur, comme l' ont pense et prgtendu les athýes ae la Lrýce; macs 
que 1ýieu existe et quill est äks le pritteipe, auteur ciu 
diel, et ue la terre, et de la mer, et de toutes les crKa- 
tures 1viübles et invisibles; .... 
Mais .... 
Cif s' agit) aussi die celui qui les a toutes 
crgges, du Lhrist 4ui a dit: Je suiS l'alpha et l'oxn ga. 
T Ü8 mysteries of ereltion, of the "HeilsgeschichteTT, of the two 
natures of Christ, of the doctrine of the 't'rinity, of U-od's provide , 
and human destiny, are contained3 in eý; cii letter of the alphabet: 
'Ile mystere cash depuis le comrae, rce_:: eilt CLu m&nde"a -- nce tresor ren- 
5n ferjge dins chacune des lettres, 
The cheek alphabet is the_i treated in re;, t detail. 22 letters 
(g andlt are later additions) correspond to 22 works of isod in creatio-i, 
22 books of the Uld Testament, 22, u00 oxen sacrificed bfr Solomon for 
the dedication of the Temple, and 22 works "ans le mustere de 1 
economie duIsalut par le uhrist"7. 
There are seven vowtls. 
(Ibid., p. : 34. ) 
On appelle ces lettres äes vayelles parce que cnacune 
d' elles repr6sente, dans 1' (criture, unemission de voix. 
They stand for sever kinds of creatures: the angels, the Reason- 
/ 
able Soul (e\rXy, 
%oýik ) ti Lich has a spiritual (VolyOv) voice, apart 
from the body; and throe'j) these tv. o Good the Invisible/rathier, and 
the tioly Spirit, ., -ho 
is immaterial, can find utterance. 'hirdly man, 
"en tant que c. oui dune voix corporeller'8, fourthly t,, e ';: irds, fifthly 
the anjillals Which produce sounds, sixthly those which actually 
have 
a voice, and lastly the wild animals which 
have a voice. 
9 
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There are fifteen cc eonajlt vet, ic! t' E=ý i 
of cre-tion without voicetO. 
The letters are arra_: `ed i six rov s_ : -u four colvý,. s, a :d (Ire 
interpreted mainly accordin, to teir vis-, i-1 patter :. The tdi ý_: ma1Tl 
comprehOnds the ;, hole of the Christology; the "delta r is a figure 
of the ütio _ the way in vtiich the Holy Trinity pervades all 
14 
thin. -S ; and so on. 
The whole alphabet is worked through in this manner, . nd each 
letter r°ive_i a tI,. (-. oloc: ical neanin.. The letters are also L)ut alo : 4L)'- 
16 
side the Hebrew alphttbet 
5 
and numerical values Biblical History 
is de_a: olistr tell ; itti1, with thee -ome ; an18, v, e arrive . -, t the con- 
su:: jmütio21 of th, _ wOr1k, . ': 'gis t_je_tis "10--s. 
(II) The ýcübbu1a. 
19 
Jewish _: uysticism w certainly influenced by hellelii;, ic i-, -, ýU2 
but its doctrines and practices are an autono.: ious growth, rooted in 
the Torah, and informed b; - a monotheism so aosolute -31n transcendental 
that no 7ica+ e or incarnation, such as . re used 
by Christian m., ' ti 
could 
'ever be toler. ted. Yet the mystic needs something; on which to 
ur" 
base, L", ich to centre, his thoiL hts and feeli -, :.. Until he comes to 
; tý t, ' v ý, iere he is- the POi'lts here he is face to face üte e 
;, 1 co :m _i en with the "othii s 
need a ui e -. d a goal. i'ýe C pl i sti 
1ý 
_ ýf the 
Saviour, . '' he feels hi:, self in the company of tht- s_; inte. The 
Jewish mystic only has the -torah. &c cord iiiLly, whole mystical 
't'heology of the Torah Was developed, 7, "1h_ich 
then constituted he basis 
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for thý. c r ystical mater ; -: -t: tion of the letter. ', 1 co--tai ed 
i Torah, in the taccorair_` to the three main ý<<:, vic ", cýAled 
n Tot ýri'_o: ý' and T"Temurah 1. 'i'ris °T'heolo-"y 
for ester _ 
Christendom by 7- -_in and Ii c__ Mi 
the time when Platonism e0 ere re . 
by l' ico, 
. N'icil: _o, and a -roving bar. success of Kabb li 
and especially of he mystical in_terpretatio_. 'n. of 1::. _ ; urge, as only 
1: U. c 
±''_ as s 
well :s throng frie: ___, _ , espt ci ý'_l T 
1t ý sa Ater, that Boeh. me 
seeins to h; ve obtained his Y. d of Kabbalistic thou', t21 , rai_: ly 
t1u'ou h theta, as we .1 as throu, Ii Lo. ýýme, these tC:. Ch_i!. 
became very 
popular in the seventeenth a--. - ei-hteenth_ centuries, at 
time when 
n 
b rogue n: nr it ers strove to ° . rds a -_"ofound conceptio! of lar uage 
_ insi 
ht into Kabbalistic the Torah is t'ý! ls 
illu. inatinv. t'hoi ou`, h stur o__ä c: city, 
t -o Most valu-bl sh-11 thcrefo"e summarize 1t_ of ü 
}- a 
t ivon by r-rofes ^_ SCRC'_ ITI in sen te -OUE"C, ? Tnivc-l! it T Of' 
?o_ Oe n _1th e- '_ 19E7, under the title 
C) T 
iýEl sU02icthis mystical Theology of the toi, -1%_ 
roots i, - 'HE llenistic perio~ , i1 the ', TidrLs--i the 
there 
seems to be some co: -_,. ct -o_Z with some 
Ckm°isti -. e'. os of ce esis, 
it0 thin pý: ,o also coý. sider ed 
tc 'oran as hývi_ 
It s: gis ,v 
_. T 
ýrü y " the twelfth and. thirt c. ll .= : -1turies, 
, 
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more 17, - by T`oses de Leon (main author 1230-86 of the Zohar 
and of the r cý j) -y of doctrine was th, e : further developed 
by later Lc --- r tio-. s of . 1' ters, especially it the sixteenth 
seventeenth centuries, s; '-en a great rave of i. Tessiarism swept "_: rp 
and the Your East. 
The KaLbalists t-uGht th"t G-od e: cpresses His bein creutively, 
in the fort: of concentrations of eher;;; , periods 
(staves, degrees, 
cycles) of enuii. "tion. These emanations of divine spirit or enerj y- 
the "Sefirotkh" - retain their unity with their root. 'Tcnc8 there is 
an immediacy of divine communication, ww'dch can only be li' ened to 
speech. . 
There is, then, an activity of creating, or speal-LinG, rooted 
III trat aspect of God, His Mind or Wisdom, which, thouGh below ing 
to God's ern beine, yet is alrcaty ý-, n articulation of it, and may 
thus be considered as it were a distinct entity: His name, the Tetra- 
grammaton. 
But God's name, while existing eternally, absolutely, causing 
creation to take place, pervadir it and ma". -ing every part of the 
created order to be a mouthpiece of God's mind, has yet cofc: °etized 
itself within creation, clothed itself in a mat.. rial Garnent, where- 
by the illLL7inate may und. erstanä God and the world. This name of 
God. is, first the primordial, eternal, then the earthly Torah, the 
latter having a; _ inner mystical significance and an outer shell. 
This conception provided the Kabbalists with a fra. nevv; ork for both 
their mystical experience, and. the more literal, theological, use 
of the Pentdteuch. They now had their concrete centre, 
towards 
which the,,,. could orient their mystical life. 
The outer meaning of 
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the words and sections only pointed to ever deeper levels Of inter- 
pretation; the next level of interpretation below the literal being 
the haggadic (moralizing, allegorizing), the-Mird the philosophical, 
and finally there came the theosophical, where divine energy itself 
was seen symbolized, God's own naje and attributes revealed in the 
letter combinations. Their r: Jeaning was accessible to the illuminate, 
who made use of 'TG#omantian, RTemurah" and "1otarikonn. 
God had revealed His presence in the world, more especiülly to 
the children of Israel: supremely in the Shekinah; and Israel hat 
become, according to its iiLrier meaning, something more than a historic 
community; it had, in fact, itself become a symbol of the Shekkinah. 
Now, the Torah also exemplified the Shekinah, if all four 
20 levels 
of interpretation were fully known and understoo7l, since the Torah 
is the absolute exemplification within creation of God, who is in 
Himself in eternity, but also exteriorizes His being by expressing 
it in the Name. 
Once the primordial Torah had been manifested in its fullness, 
when Moses had brought the first tablet of the Law down from Mount 
Sinai. But thß world had already become evil and had in no wise 
been able to accommodate itself to such spiritual purity. This first 
tablet of the Law had been broken, and a new Torah been given, which 
revealed God's Word, even in a sinful situation. The unity, the 
spirituality, the freedom, was there hidden under a garment of dis- 
crete letters, iorc s, sections, prescribi3 a harsh law as the only 
way of gettinjback to God, since the Fall had made integration and 
freedom impossible. future redemption will make this outer layer 
p 
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of stern law ank sepäration of elements, more particularly of Eood 
and evil, unnecessary. Already now the illuminate and the holy man 
may dispense with it. 
Now, creation implies separation in time as tell as in space. 
And so the book Themurah sees the "Sefirothtr as cycles of History. 
This is analogous to the three ages of Joachim da i`lore, but there 
seems to be no historical connection between his teaching and that 
of the Kaöbalah. 
Each period of History actualizes one 'Sefira. Three higher 
Sefiroth are hidden, therefore unknown, seven lower ones correspoxa. 
to thfl seven days of creation, and to the seven periods of a thousand 
(or seven thousand) years. 
Each Sefira, as each letter of the Hebrew alphabet, represents 
some facet of the image, the p°lwer, of God. The number of aspects is 
infinite. Each word, each Utter, in the Torah has seventy aspects. 
The number seven symbolizes fullness, perfection. It stands for the 
number of people inhabiting the earth. But the number of holy 
Israelite souls is 6,000,000, each being connected with one letter, 
one meaning, in the Torah, yet at the same time participating 
in 
the whole, as that soul reads the whole 
torah. God's presence is 
thus manifest in the emanating Torah (in the written, absolute 
form, through the oral tradition, which safeguards correct inter- 
pretation), as this derives from the eternal 
Torah, where the Word is 
hidden in the Chaos which precedes the seven Sefiroth of histotic 
actuality. 
The seventh Sefira is the Mi11enniumý in v. rlic'h the cos :, ic 3b t': ý 
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occurs. These seven cycles of cosmic history are embedded in a chaos, 
which seems to be analogous to the"Mysterium Magnum" at the beginning 
and at the end of the Paracelsan cosmic process. All the Sefiroth 
express all aspects of the primordial Torah. 
only the first three Sefiroth are partially known. In the first 
Sefira creation by grace takes place; men and aidmals are spiritual, 
and they have a free, pure Torah. This golden age is succeeded by 
the second Sefira, the era of sin, limitation, materiNlization. One 
writer, Rabbi Mordecai ? affe, in the sixteenth century, says that the 
turning point is the breaking of the tablet on . r1ount Sinai, when the 
spiritual, integratßaýforah is replaced by the Torah of discrete 
letters and words sý d of prohibitive Law. Other writers emphasize 
the differelice between the loftiness of the first and the harshness, 
the materiality, of the second Torah. In the second the letters 
refused to combine, until Uod himself made a covenant with them, 
including Hl is own name in the texture of this Torah. `ihe third age 
is a return to the beatific vision of the first. 
We are living in the second Sefira, and one of its characteris- 
tics is its incompleteness on the linguistic level. Thus, the perfect 
Torah really has seven books; their full number will only be known 
with the fullness of the seven Sefiroth. But even the Hebrew alphAbet 
is incomplete. _. ccording to one school of thought, one letter 
is com- 
pletely missing, only twenty-two out of twenty-three letters being 
known. mother school would limit the incompleteness to the letter 
,, Shin,,, which at present has three prongs (1-13). lt will regain the 
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lost fourth prong (Ufl) in the third äetira. LIecording to Uhelbio 
of Jerusalem, writing in the eighteenth century, this fourth prong is 
Satan, who will return to God in the Last Day24. 
(It) Boehme 
The similarities between the general shape of Kabbalist teaching 
and the Hermetism elaborated by Paracelsus and his followers, but 
especially by Boehme, is indeed striking enough. , ie have already 
noted analogy between the Kabbalist "En Sofft and Boehme's "Ungrundif, 
the Kabbalist seven Sefiroth and Boehrne's Seven Properties of itiature. 
There are other parallelisus, and, obviously, some important differ- 
ences, due to differences in orientation, as well as in intention, 
by the writers in question. But, what is more important, in both 
systems a personalist view of God and creation has a direct bearing 
on a preoccupation with language and History, and in bot%lcases the 
outcome is a Messianism, which had. repercW sions in the same period. 
But in Boehme's case, the gulf between the figure of the Saviour 
(whether the Jesus of History or the Christ-principle in the soul) 
on the one hand, and the monotheist preoccupation with sacred language 
on, the other, is bridged by the Logos-doctrine; the '. ', `ord became flesh, 
and the names of God, of Christ, are an organic part of Scripture. 
Boehme uses one of the iiabbalistic devices, °"Notarikon'T, for inter- 
pretation, in such passages as Myst. Magn. 35,51. 
Yet, taken as a whole, there is a marked shift in method, as 
well as in emphasis25. doehme, like the KabbiLlists, 
like the Uoptic 
work treated above, sometimes uses the visual patterns of 
letters 
and wcids. But his main concern is with 
the production and the 
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quality of sounds and sound patterns. Language is thus for him, not 
a static fait accompli, nor even a panorama, of which we t-ain pro- 
gressive insight with the passing 6efiroth. it is, each time it is 
used, a creative, a saving act, whose origin and effect has eternal, 
then temporal thistoric) import. ioehme asks us to pay close attention 
to the creative act26, for in it thß -miracles of creation, of regenera- 
tion, and the "Liebespielt1 of earadise are enacted. And the dynamic, 
the rythm of divine speaking is participated in ýy man. 
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3? PENDIX VIII 
God's Indwelling and 'tGelassenhtit0 
The two extracts which follow are taken from the collection of 
Paracelsan and Weigelian tracts which appeared in 1618, under the 
title Philosophia Mystica. We do not know whether Boehme was acquain- 
ted with this worn. I quote from it nevertheless, as the teaching 
it contains certainly belongs to that body of alchemistic and mystical 
tradition to which Boehme was indebted, whether he praised or attacked 
it, and to which he referred, sometimes in general terms, sometimes 
with particular authors or works in view1. 
The extracts quoted are particularly valuable, not only because 
they give clear and full accounts of God's indwelling in man's soul 
and mants self-abandon::: ent in God ("Gelassenheit"), but also because 
they show how these mystical doctrines were joined together with the 
concept of the microcosm, as well as with the Paracelsan cosmology 
as a whole. From the point of view of the present work, the first 
extract complements our study of Paracelsan thought in chapter I, 
where Paracelsus' devotional writings have had. to be passed over com- 
pletely; yet they form an integral part of his work, and their influ- 
ence in the Hermetic tradition was as far-reaching as that of his 
alchemistic and medical writings. 
(Philoso hia I4ystica Pt. I: Paracelsus, 
Theo og a Ua alis ica e her ec o 
Homine in Christo Jesu, . pp. 50-53. 
I s3rtter: ist zu wissen von ndt&eii/ auss wem/ oder 
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woher diese 2. Geister de& ::; enschen herkommen. Der erste 
Geist ist ga en auss dem Limbo oder Erdenkloss/ der ander 
suss dem Wort Fiat: Es werde. üer die zween Geister wol 
kegaet/ der ist ein vollkommener Iheologus, "stronomus, 
unnd Medicus, der a,. l. le Kranckheiten curirt. 
Dann einernAPhilosopho ist in der gantzen Natur nichts 
verborgen/ das er nicht anwendet zu seines SchMpffers Preiss 
und Ehr/ und zu seines Itebenme_: zschens 3tilff und l, utz/ dess- 
gleichen wissen wir jetzt zu diesen unsern 'eitten nicht 
einen/ der dem nochthewren Monarchen möchte Teiche,: in 
solchen Gaben und Jagnalien dess ueistes Gottes. Darumb ist 
einem solchen geistlichen Mann nicht mßglich/ das er machte 
weichen von dem wege Gottes: Denn Gott ist nein Lehrer/ 
nicht der Himmel/ nicht die geLma)ierten : schulen/ das ist/ 
nicht das ungfinsti inclinirende Gestirn/ noch die viehische 
geyye . Schulmeister! sondern Gott der n, Geist/ der in ýhm 
ist/ nicht Luna, nicht Venus, nicht Mars, nicht SaturnuS, 
mac. Lann er ist der aller ein herrscher gewesen: . ".. 
buss diesen ist und wirdt nun leichtlich verstauten Vie 
nun einseliger vernünfftiber uhristglaubi ; er a1enschýzu se n. 
Lebt er air uber solches nach sein viehischen versýandt und 
Stern/ so kan er für kein weisen v eteiidi. 4 e Gottl&iebende 
Menschen erkennet werden: .... _ ,,, 
;, ý 
Solchen aber von jhrer x. ranckheit zuhelffen ist kein 
nähers mittel vorhanden/ als das sie mit gewalt jhrem un- 
günstigen ni_mel widerstehen/ unnd sich in das leben C} is*i/ 
laut seiner Exangelien/ begeben: Dann sie sollen gedencken 
unnd wissen/ dass sie nicht Narren oder Z$rtlin. e/ sondern 
zu einem . ildnuss oder issheit erschtffen sein auff Orden/ nicht nach wollust reyem willen/ sondern in dein 
`7ef der uebott Uottes zu wandeln/ sich selbst/w4wÄ uo« jhren 
ch8pffer cuss allen seine _ .. ereken unnd Geschöpffen zuer- keiV2en/ weil kein Mensch selig soll werden/ wie bernhardus 
ir. u.: anticis sagt/ der sich selbsten nicht erkeýý. net nach dem 
Geist uottes zu leben. varumb sollen wir bitten/ suchen unnd 
anlslopffen/ das Heich Lottes in uns zu finden. Jas Reich ist 
nichts anders/ als der weist uottes/ der mehr ist als tlirmel 
unnd Erden mit jhrem meichtumb vermögen/ wie dann hierauff 
dess lieben Lauids sententz zuverstehen/ da er spricht: Wann 
ich nur dich hab (versteh in meinem 'pertzen unnd L+eist) so 
frag ich nichts nach Himmel urrd frie111 etc. .... i, urumnb 
seind wir so unsinnig/ sagt Lire orius/ dass wir auch nicht 
diesen ü-eist suchen/ auss viehisclieil Verstandt den Himmlischen 
zu machen? ... c, _eroti, -ec: ell so 
lasset uns selbst erkennen/ wie 
hristus (:;. er u-eist/ oäerý. em ht zu ihm setzen/ so mag uns 
roch root ubcr, eltiýen! ýrýen. er ý; estir l/ euffel/ F-- 11/ Co, 





(Philosophi: : jstica, rt. II: 'ei el 
Kui'tzer Bericht und n4lcitunC zur 
'eutsc?: en l: l o1o ; eJ 
Der iiensch soll sel: i '; eissloss/ ', 7i11enlos: ý' 
liebloss/ begierdloss/ etc. oder vie Zeeci. _ ý: 
Der Mensch soll Nichts ;; rissen/ nichts 
nichts wollen. 
Diese Rede h, -t einen zweyfachen Verstand. sol 
uer niensch nichts -rissen/ wollen/ begeren/ v ircken/ l@6'een/ Ä; abeu/ eta. ý emblich/ er sol sich less alles gar nichts an- 
solches zuschreiben/ es were sonst de: _ 
Naiüerý aU, ff i Erde: -- klecken/ welcher solte i. . Himmel Ee- 
schriebc-.: bleiben. «fit Gott soll unnd -; il alles im Menschen 
wissen/ liebe ,/ bejeren% rwircken/ haben/ etc. 
Unnd also ist nichts s r: enschen eygen/ als ein liebliches 
Bisses sanfftes befinden unnd ev ie Seligkeit. 
Zum an-er 1 wird es auch verstanden vom Sabbat/ da der 
Mensch in solche uielassenheit kommt it einen solcher- odt/ 
dass er nichts weiss/ wil/ beer/ etc. "'ie sonst ein 
oder ea er nicht war/ da -_ -" M:. _. -Lsch " ;. _r von jay 1'. ýcn noch von ý: oit Huch von ei--i- :, vrc. u eta^a r, -iss 
o beeret. Und solcher tiefi'erüb: t i: t -not-, eý=_i% 
sonst kerne man nimmermehr zu gründlich, -w_ 2 at. In solchem 
Sabbct w"! ircket und leuchtet u"ott oh,. tl :_ i-se-i und be- 
-s ! %? enschen. . eh Nerr .: sich rI: _: ne1i/ 
dass 
-, ben muss/ so i, er e is rden/ das ist mei lieb/ und mich und klebe an mý er 
eisshe _t/ etc. ý_beý 1 mich dass ich muss 
bat halten und in de ''f, i -gehen/ so werde ich ii sold. 
locate er juicket/ erl. , -"c' 
't^t/ und komme zur e"; i_ en "eissheit. 
i So large du c' '". mich, / icr t 
So beko: pmestuZ re --z s nicht. 
; denn du in Wicto UM m leben/ 
So 2ustu di'.. ý- 'G ' 
Die Telbheii i c'iheiu l_ _ 
to er_/ 
Deines , `i Hens gantz t--7d 2s'-ýe11 eri/ Da wires et das ewige Gut 
Dass a. Lle iJinF. ; erden Lotc L Und drin. 
niche Kunst in ice '3uch .ti ehrt, 
/ 
Darurnb offt er ,. ice scy Wusch. o 
°iltu i it Gott verei , i-t seyn/ 
So lebe seizes vTillers ; 1-1ein/ 
Lass weinen e-., - '77illen sterber_/ 
So v: irstu das höchste Gut ervrerben/ 
Vliewol s Lýr sawar ; gehet eyr. / 
So muss S _'_och endlich gelassen 
sey-. D 
2y': '_ TI=: T_: 
Schottel's Co :c -sic== off' -')c: Of L ý, uý 
V 
v_IOLwi s {Joo 
end basis of l nýuý e, they revived t'-. 
,: hach had pcrvaýi_ed :: riti r; s of thy, ancients, at least the tiie 
1 
-7 of Plato's Cr t Zus. ý_ ,oä irk to the one - adopted by D::: . 1.1_. ý" 
for instant. e ., s . _Yqý--y' a means of comnui_i- - 4- ý, -- ýto, --, 
of symbols c tablished by cý. -Trc_: tior_. The opposite doctrine, 
was favoured by German ewriters3, is that lanZua e mirrors in sonco 
way the true nature of thins, ä"-d that man was ablo, in the first 
instance, to create it, because he had been endov; ed r ith divine 
so that he understood t! i, ý essence of each object and the 
str. cture of the Universe as a '. '_ole. His means for cr: ati :` such 
a mi coeosm tY sound vv ere onoma to_ Cei- etymology. Such ins iGht , 
s, ich cl tivg -o:: ers, were wielded, hov ever, not by ='-, an: in General, 
b#tby a taircured individual - Plato's L i>; giver, ýý in Christian 
, A_ li terä. tlre . It is ecyually evi: e, -1t, that lanyu-2e has un, _er one 
changes, to that it is no 1=`; er the untarnished mirror of the Uni- 
verse, t: ` it t al A the time of its creation. rhat doüti not 
^aesn that its divine origin has been lost completely, for its rfc o- 
cosmic cuality can still be discerned5. 
This doctrine, as it pear e. Zcraiss )jce ritir ^, h; ýd its 
roots in the tradition stemmiz from the Cratylus, s sell as in 
the 
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biblical doctrine of the "Word- of Ooa" - and the whole body of 
thought connected with t'h Lo'os -, and in the Adamic l nc.; uace. 
Schotte]'s vork is the ctownin achievement of a lo-n< line of German 
. 'rw:: marfans of the 16th anl 17th centuries; 
6 
he, -; ith they, _ ii_)ports 
-_is ar ui: 1 t by reference to the ancients who follo-,. ed t :eý, I, _tylus% 
The theolo`ical side of his arrgtr-, ent is sun-ported b: r refere:. ýce to 
89 
the Bible, and to Luthe . 
The other line of descent, throuch Reuchlin, Paracelsus, -ieiEel, 
Schwenckfeld, Fra lck and Boel e10, cir . ws on alchemy and specul, tivc 
mysticism, on the --ib1e, the Logos, and L bbalis. m. as Schottel 
familiar with this tradition of writers? - Ee does not, so far as 
I can see, refer to any of the Hermetic authors, except in one placell, 
'where the title pace of the nureum vellus, ü collection I alchernistic 
treatises, is quoted without further coi iuent. However, it Shows 
that he could have had some acquaintance with ýIer;, ýctic liter . 
tore; 
und his comments on Tauler12show that he certainly knc:: son t Lind of 
speculative mysticism. His knowledge of writers of the 16th and 17th 
centuries13 and of the 'Sprachgesellschaften"14 make at least an 
indirect knowledge of mystical and Hermetic authors, and especially 
of Keuchlin and of Boehme, possible, if not very likely. Reference 
to their doctrine of lan uage is, however, entirely absent. Is this 
due to lack of knowledge? Or did Schottel simply take it for granted, 
as being the most fashionable doctrine among German , ', riters of 
his 
t i. ne? 
In arj case, his search for the foundations of language in 
the 
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true nature of the world and of man, as ordained by God, answered 
a need which most writers of his century felt, and both the search 
and the answer belonged to a coherent tradition, which stretched from 
the Kenaissance to the time of the Romantics. 
The oriin of the Ger: aaan language is threefold: - C., 
(Der Teutschen Sprach Einleitung, 
Heimschluss 12, p. 3. ) 
Es irret sich gar weit mein linfreund und Errahter/ 
Mislegend. meinen Star.: m. Gott selbst/ der ist mein Vater; 
Die Mutter/ die Naturff- der Ort/ die Babbelstat; 
Da War es als man mi4t4 Zuerst gehöret hat. 
The original language, the one spoken by : Ld amý w .s 
Hebrew. 
When languages divided at the Tower of Babel, one of the languages 
which were thus born was German. And German, or Celtic, became the 
loot lanöuage of all the European languages15. Yet, despite the 
confusion, in which merman came into being, marks of its divine 
origin persisted. 
(iusführliche ý beit von der . eutschen 
Haubt Sprache. Die andere Lobrede. p. 20. ) 
18. Levinus Torrentius16 gedenket unter anderen 
Bew$istühmen und Lob Sprüchen der Teutschen Sprache 
also: Divinitatem in ea, etiam in literis & vocabulis 
sparsam c& c. in praef. ad Hermathenarn: Etwas U-8ttliches 
hette die Weutsche Sprache in sich/ ja es were auc1 Eleich- 
sam solche Göttli keit in üen, Buchstaben und einze4v ýl W8rteren zusp{iren/ de quibus pleniüs infra. 
God created language, and through it His Divinity defines and 
pervades all things. Thus it is neither a matter of chance, nor 
mere human convention, that language has arisen, and that it 
has 
evolved the particular forms now in use. 
(Der `deutschen Sprach Einleitung. Kurtze 
T 4% - 
Eklürur: von Teutscher Sprache. 
r eeimseh sse-4p. 73. ) 
Es ist eine alte Strei±fraýge/ ob die [, "8rter von Natur 
oder Chur/ oder/ ob sie wilktt ich nattf'1ich weren ihrem 
Uhrsprunge nach. Die meisten Philosophi haben geschlossen/ 
was die Griechische und Lateinische Worter betrifft/ dass OAW selbige nicht aus einer ungefehrlicheii/ sonder6ft SrLder- barer Krafft und tieffer vernunff't einer Natur e_-ltstanden 
weren/ davon Gellius sib. jo. cap. 4. zusehen/ und Plato 
hat gesagt/ dass selbiges -geschehen were per potentlam 
aliquam quae humanam superat, durch ein übermenschliches 
Vermögen. Wir müssen auch ein solches gleichmessig von 
unserer Muttersprache halten/ die auch an diese Probe zu- 
heben/ und g eg ritt zuhalten vermögen möchte. .... 
(Ibid. Zu Reirnschlflsse 
60.61. pp. -82-64. ) 
Lass zihn i iigidium cc. ) Es wird auf dasselbe gedeutet/ 
was Gellius lib. 1U. cap. 4. vermeldet/ woselbst P. , Tligidius eltläret/ dass die Lateinischen . 
8rter nicht 
sonder@R Yr'i , nicht aus Chur/ sonderte aus Natur wwaeren/ 
und unter anderen einen solchen Beweisthun einführet: Vos, 
cum diolmus, motu quodam oris conveniente cum ipsius ve 6i 
demonstratinne utimur, &, labý'es sensim prLiores emovemus, 
ac spiritum atque animam porrb versum & ad eos, quibus con- 
sermoeinamur, intendimus. Lt contra, cum dicimus, Nos, 
neque profuso, intentoque, oris flatu, nec, ue projects labris 
pronunciamus, sed ä spirituim & labias qua$i intra nosmet 
ipsos coercemus. Hoc fit idem in eo, quoll dicimus 2u Ego 
Tibi & Mihi: Nam sicuti cum adn*im; s auf abnuimus, motus 
qu ein e vel capitis vel oculorum a natura rei, quarr 
significat, non abhorret; ita in his vocibus, quasi gestus 
quidam oris & spiritus naturalis est. 'wenn nun nach ge- 
dachtes iLuthoris anzeige/ eine natürliche verwantschafft 
unter den Wörteren und der Natur selbst/ vermöge des ge- 
setzten und gleichmessiger anderer Bev; eisungen/ befindlich 
sein muss/ Wollan lasset uns unsere Teutsche Stamme%, Örtlr 
alhie ein wenig; auf den Yrobirstein streichen/ und die inner- 
liche Gleichhe., ides gleichsam natürlichen '; esens des Dinges 
in denselbigen recht abmercken. Liewislich wie die harte 
oder gelinde/ die eile oder verzug/ das hohe oder niedrige/ 
ja gleichsam das Sterben oder das Leben/ die Lust oder Un- 
lust/ in und an den Dingen in der Natur befindlich ist/ 
also ist ein solches von der rNutur in die Teutsche 
Arter 
gepflantzet/ welches aber ein jeder abzumercxen nicht so 
leichtlich vermögen wird. Zum Exempel: prallen/ brechen/ 
ru . tzen/ schlafen/ 
brummen/ fliehen/ fliessen/ eilen/ 
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lauffen/ süsse/ hart/ satyr/ bit-cer/ halten/ prangen/ stoltz/ 
nieder/ hoch/ tief/ blitz/ lustig/. eid/ trawren etc. davon 
anderswo ein mehrers. 
l usführliche xbelt von der 
lreutschen riaubt Sprache. 6. Lobrede. p. 74. ) 
1. 
Was ist nebenst andern Ueheimnnzissen der G$ttlichen 
Gaben/ weiche das Menschliche Gemüht besitzet/ wol herr- 
licher/ als die innerste Irkentniss der Lp? achenY worin 
kan ein gelahrter Sinn, / ja die ausgeübte -iuÜend selbst/ 
eine mehr-erquikkende Ergetzlichktit antreffen/ als in 
den sässen Ueheimntissen der 2praehenY alles jrrdische 
gehet wie ein uewitter dahin/ und verleurt sich der Genoss 
desselben/ in seinem Ekkel selbst: Aber in den Sprachen/ 
in deroselrien rechter ü Ündigkeit/ und fol, -ends 
in dero 
genoss/ stekket ein weit angers/ und ein gantz überjrräisches 
verborgen/ welches nicht unseren Leib/ sOndern die Seele 
einnimt/ und belustiget. ja mit den Seelen/ in dersaeligen 
Ewigkeit sich verewigen/ und unaussägliche Gegenfreude mit- 
erwekken wird. 
2. 
Also lest auch Gott der Herr seinen '. allen/ die grossen 
Geheimnissen aus der Ewigkeit/ wie auch das wundersamste 
wesen der natürlichen uinge/ und sonst alles/ was man Kunst 
und W+' Wissenschaft nennet/ und durch Menschlichen : itz er- funden worden/ oder erfunden werden kan/ un$ 1. lenschen so 
reichlich wissen und verstehen/ nur durch Hfilfe und Hand- 
bietung der Sgzchen. uie Sprachen sind die Scheiden/ sagt 
Herr Lutherus/ darin die bchwerter des Lreistes verborgen 
stekken. 
3. 
Gleich wie das grosse Weltmeer seine Lrentze um/ und 
durch den Erdboden gezogen/ und von den starken Winden bald 
hie/ bald dort kräftiglich erreget und fortgetrieben wird/ 
dass die L. ensche i die Üafttze erde umschiffen/ die ent- 
fernesten Länder durchsuchen/ und dasselbige/ was nur an 
einem Orte der Welt verhanden/ durch die gantze VVºelt be- 
kantlich machen/ und dessen geniessen lassen könne: i: . lso 
hat Gott leichfals alle Natur durch die Kunst der SpYachen 
ümgräntzcet/ ja die Sprachen sind durch alle Geheimnissen 
der Natur bezogen; also dass/ wer aer Sprachen recht kündig 
wird/ zugleich dadurch die Natt1. r 
&urchwanderen/ die Künsten 
jhm recht entdekken/ die Wissenschaften offenbaren/ mit allen 
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berühmten Leuten/ so vormals eewesel_/ und annoch seyn/ 
ja mit iott selbst reden/ und sich besprechen kan. 
Theodorus Biblianuer nennet daher die Sprachen aerarium 
& sacrarium eruditionis a. instrumentum societatis humanae, 
eine : schatzkammer aller uelahrtheit/ aller i insten und 
Wi3SSenschaften/ ein 13unc, und Wer ,. zeUg lylexschlicher Einig- keit. 
4. 
In was für eire Stand der vortrefjlichkeit auch 
unsere -ieutsche Haubtsprache gesetzet/ und nebenst anderen 
erhaben sein kari/ solches (wie in anderen prachstükken) 
sol absonderlich in dieser Lobrede kartzlich eröfnet 
werden/ so viel neml&ch die Verdoppelung/ als das vor- 
nemste 5tUk einer jeden 5praciie/ betreffen wird. 
5. 
Denn dieses muss gestanden werden/ dass eine jede 
Sprache eine gewisse/ und nur eine wenige uizaL Stamm- 
wörter habe/ gegen der grossen Giene derer Lis e/ so da 
unterschiedlich zubenahmen son. 1, aturä eltim rerum conditum 
est, ut plura sint negotia, quain vocabula. zu dem/ weil die 
Stammwörter durch und in sich allein fast keine/ oder gar 
eine geri_ e Rede machen kfinnen/ als muss jhnen die li$fliche 
Hand stets ebohten werden von jhren abgeleiteten und ver- 
doppelten Wörteren. 
The growth and evolution of language by means of compounding 
is considered at some length in the fifth panegyric of the usfü}lr- 
liche Lrbeit Von der Teutschen Haubt Sprache. Schottel praises 
German as ýeing particularly beautiful, because of its purity and 
expressiveness. 
(. Ibid. 5. Lobrede. p. 68. para. 6. ) 
Gleich wie aber unsere T eutsche Letteren und die 
Teutsche Stammwgrter einsilbig/ festes Grundes/ reines 
Ursprunges/ und eines lieblichen Geläutes sind: Also 
sind gleicher weise an diesem Sprachbaume die ausge- 
vwachsene Reiser -7 und liebensprösleinJ die durch und durch 
in dem gantzen Baume von oben bis unten tebenwachsen/ 
flebenstehen/ und durch solchen jhren #eben. * oder öeystand/ 
eine absonderliche schöne westalt und 
Wirkung dem/ dabey 
Sie stehen/ geben/ einsilbig- oder einlautend.. --- 
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This has two implications. rirstly, that the prime factor in 
the way in which a lan uage expresses meaning is its sound pattern, 
from which it follows that God and nature worked towards the creation 
of the actual component parts of language by means of onomatopoe ; 
secondly, that aesthetic beauty is of crucial significance, that 
poetry is divinely inspired. The former is an important aspect of 
Boehme's conception of language, more particularly of his inter- 
pretation of letters, words and, sentences according to the meaning 
of "Natursprache"18. It is ýýiso a typical attitude of baroque poets19 
The latter recapitulates renaissance and baroque iueopiatonism20 and 
foreshadows the priestly Ale of the poet and his work given him b 
21 
the Romantics 
(Ibid. 4. Lobrede. p. 57. ) 
21. Es ist zwar nichts gemeinem/ auch den minderen nichts 
gebräuchlichers/ als den willen mit Worten auszusprechen/ 
und solchen Laut mit zeichen oder Letteren/ auf ein stummes/ 
doch stets- redendes eapier zubringen: Aber es ist eines 
der höchsten viunderwerJke der i atur/ dass unser ýMMun(1 so 
mancherley Thone und Liussprt the in sich so kfirtzlich formen/ 
und mit einem deutlichen stets-untere>chigýenem Ueklange 
hervorzugeben verltag. uicero lib. 1. Tusc. schleust eine 
Göttlichkeit des :: enschlichen verstandes hieraus/ .... 
Schottel quotes this passage from uicero, then adduces other 
authors23 who praise the divine quality inherent in the creation of 
language. German is particularly "admirable" in its manner of confer- 
ring names. The use of reason, rund sonderlich die xede" are "die 
grdsseste und vory. ehmste cabe24/ welche die .. lweisheit des höchsten 
Gottes denen ilensehen/ ... gegeben/ ... r. 
Para. 2Z. treats of the Indians of reru, para. 24. expands the 
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platonic argument from Der Teutschen Sprach Einleit* ng25 which is 
quoted, earlier in this : appendix. Para. 25 speaks of the deep mystery 
hidden under every letter and word of the German language. The 
authority for this statement is Ickelsamer26. 'nd he cuotes uoropius, 
Those later works are edited and prefaced by his f±jend Levinus 
Torrentius27, to show how admirably the "Linguae nostr2 pri: ius archi- 
tectus earn dedit literarum reutonicarum pronunciationem'T, so that all 
violence With regard to the speech-organs is diligently avoided. The 
argument then continues in the following ara. 
Ibid. 4. tb%,,, °ede, pp. 59-61. ) 
26. Lurch die natürlich-bekandte Unmöglichkeit ist es 
schlecht Al* unmüglich eine leichtere/ Grtindlichere und 
wundersamere: _irt der Letteren oder Buchstaben und , '18rter/ 
als die to utschen sind/ eufzubrincen: Sie sind nicht allein 
einlautend/ die durch einen natürlichen Zufall den gehör ijln 
Laut veruhrsachen/ so--,. _ern 
jhr einstimmi"er Laut ist so 
wunderreich/ und jhre : eýusarraenstimmur so oberkünstlich/ 
dass die natur sich hierin völlig und aller diýý es ausgL 
arbeitet hat. Denn/ ein jedes Ding/ wie Sc L :, c Eigenschaft 
und ist/ also muss es vermittelst unterer Letteren 
und k----ft derer/ also zusammeiigefügten reut: c' en "'örter/ aus 
eines y olredenden Munde daher fliessen/ und nicht ,: riders/ 
als ob es gegeni ' wwHrti ý da preie . arch des Zuhörers 
: inn und 
Hert-e 'rin ; ei^. $ßt-2 Exempel. einer nur diese örter: 
Wasser/ fliesse,. / `e: säusel/ stille/ etc. -wie künst- 
lich i. -t es/ wie 61c r; ese-: tlich fleust das 'Vasser 
mit stillem U-es, use !_ Von unser Zungen? Vas kan das Ger usch 
des rliessenden esentlicher abbiln. eza, '? Was kan 
stiller/ sanfter un. liJölicher uns zu Ue_ ý_'t sehen/ als 
diese geordnete L-' ý: eren stille/ sanft uni £i : 'glich? '"+olen/ 
Lt fva Impel nehmen/ last un :a au Donner/ 
ý. itz/ etc. Man ülurchsill.:. _. Oc.. LLer 
L ýý a -; rt U ý1., 'yU, ý 1 ,, örter/ 
uni : 
ý'1 es Dinges/ ze; eiiSC.;. ý. ý ,. 
so Lieber/ was bricht m? ichti er ., ---s herein 
aLs a_. s on und krachen und brausen't u_lcht : 
it 
einer me' chrekke: ... c'ýnellig? seit 
der 
Blitz? also wenn üpit2. sagt: da eine siede 
F_ i.; )e pit 
solche i Krachen und sei :: ü_ ichem Uetöhn hei 
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. Veutscher ver_, ir: t r1hhie ficht .__i ri f1 rl; _es endes uemthir/ r, die fo1 °ende hartbrec'hc ,c5t 
ein k. achen am' tL, _ tcht. .. Lutherus sag von Wort Liebe aisr,: !e -gicht/ ob man auch das Tort __. i : ;e 
so hertzlicn teinisher / oder einiger 
and, -: rel i '; he reds fite/ dass a1Fo drin. -e un 'tlinge 
in düi - : _ýt-c/ und durch )le vie es t,: ut týcher 
Sprach ' 'Tom. 5. pan. L12. : clche Kunst st(- . k¬t wý r< h und durc ý in den "reu eschen velche :.; us de_ýe _! i5o 
von der i_i__erst en TI' tur und u11, c-! i. Vorfahren Üeord_iut : 
Letteren/ so 1ebhafti_ý1-ich E. ebc_-,., _ erden. 
11 "U. ..... Daher er29 :a ; t/ -s kein -: ' ort i, z tier 
ý_. r S: resche sey/ düs nicht s von seinen 41 
--, 
~bte/ 
us einer sonderliche ft$ss 
l '''ý -. '71elchcs auch von uns -_'. tz chgn '7181 teren Il. lus- 
tris s. _ ±-_cr Gustavus Selenu:. _, _o : üý 
t: h 1tens 
daffir/ .- -- (ýe-: , C: --- ._--I IN-tur und eise :.. "", L C_ :_ ýý 
Illy li. ca 
cu j us c. G_ tur . gis e: 1anant. -; ua1eu:. u oredi i tuisse si ulis rebus nomina imposui ': ;.,,. 
The io pu pp -i- occurs in the scvei:,. t'ý. pLnc- is 
The spo'- u- such tir, the t 
they demand osition into sorb; their souping into 
1-tý 
patterns is Jue to a "'zü1-1loare gewissnässi e II-aft" -,, i_th i .' 
is like:: r iEe naturally endowed. Natural Lifts, as WC11 
rýi. ssi e Lehrsuttze/ oder KunstreLulc: w und Haupt ; r? lm' clT, . _:: 'o2ý :, 
needed for the ipropcr art of c-, eat1n poetrý, T. 3ut it is divine; 
týroi it the gods have co. --caned with e ., ýL KinL David and the 
V. 






Schottel's theoloüy is too conventional to permit him to take 
the ne, t stet, fro::: tiie , _. st 
to t'-i ireffable o-cl, as 'woe ame 
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hunaiý y)o 4- -r wry to cos: -' ie .: u =, 11_ cS had done, o. r°c; ;C, _oý, - 
: -. sere to do. The proph, ýts ": ire for him the bi')1i __f: 
ke,,,, I-cs, 
contemporary mystics or poets, ." ose 'o, ttle-cry - 
Nos "lours et not_°e c_. __C scnt IThuilo L., li 1_, c 
ue Dteu nous fait porter aevant le ; cn- u =ai_. Z 
would have -been quite alien to the E: ralnarian's thouht. `'cý_ottel 
was Christian, an, - thou _, ssumDtions 
iý h guc ct v `t_irous thinkers as C'-, Levinus 
t, roe .h them ind it ectJ Vh Kabalist an . iTeo- 
' ajo-.. ist thou`--t of 't , ai3sance - he was essentially a scholar, 
;; hose practical ai_: ý it s to üiscover the found ; tions ; -nd the struc- 
ture of the Genn, an. lard ,:,. fie, to e: tol its virtues, I, --fine the prod, r 
rules of its morphology, syntü : .c proso --, sl to 'All recoil, 
for it, on a pL, r ý: %ith Lr-ti_-, -reek or F`re1 c'_. 11 the more rc,:: rk ble, 
therefo-°e, üre those featu_, es in which he resembles Hermetic ý, iriters 
or iiticip . tes 
Romantic roots. 
In the 
the v; v ii hieb iaealti (_L ession _rc 
Ido 
I that he uses Doe!,! e or any other authority here. For not . {ot t1.1i7li, 
only does he :. ot '1. e is usually careful to refer the rcäder 
to his aut, '., orit _es; but he handles 
the ideas and concepts in un 
entirely different manner. Boeh:: e to use lanCua e to find his 
; ay to the heart of God. c' ottel. S yes at the outset the God-ºgiven- 
Hess of proverbs, -ýs of -11 othor Tct. "_. c, ý ^ of sý., ^oliý , *{. o--.; and 
the 
ITF 
analysis which roll o-. -. i-1 njed to 13 r the foun ütio l to a proper 
unüerstandin`; of +; rc-. -erba. ''_t resemblances with aspects of Boeh. me's 
thouCht are striking. 
The Third Treatise, then, opens : -ritte the Assc tion that not only 
God, nature -ason are responsible for proverbs, but that the 
appropriate images and idioms are also discovered and develop--,! Jr- 
experience, i .i the discharge of business, the exercise of the arts 
,. i. the other common hur an actiVities`ý5. I fý: ct"6, mur_ýs status as 
t'-, e %oblest of creatures, which, iim.; kes him, their overlord, consists in 
h; ý. vin ; an i.: -mortal soul, aJ: ä, -further in expressing his reasonable 
willig; or }pof! -VdiIling, 'welches dan allezeit Le chiehet eýlt1 ed^r 
durch die Rede/ oder durch ZeichenT. For comprehension p it'-o 4 cut- 
ward expression is r-. 'yossible. 
( usf{! hrliche -ri eit. :;. -2rjict. t) 
pari. 1109. ) 
Dan e cr ':. 'er_schlichen ivütur ancier:: eit ;n cti 
ýr ur. b-kant ist/ die innerlichen T3eigunßeri °k- 
ungcr, des C c. Ates zuerkenne- ,/ 4s nur durch e*sser. 
i_ichc ýnzei un welche/ wie berührt/ geschehen l. il_ ý dc 
'forte/ oder durch ein ''.. ortG1cic»es: Dahero auch] je klüger/ 
blosser uY_d ei c_: ý'_icher solche -fusserliche : -nzeigung ist/ 
je naher rinn ztu. ý ('ern is Meynung elai en kan. 
Xn o; hý-; r r: cr Ls, lä_. ß ýaoe is the signature of inner movements 
of mina and sensibility. There is thus a very close connection, if 
not identity, between inner usEence and outward manifestation, betwee 
articulate being and the me nin ful assertion of its own existence. 
How close to Boehme this thou` ht is, yet how utterly different in 
intention! 
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Par .# 437 speaks of the possi'Ditities of truthful or deceitful 
speech, and the conse. ue_nt ability to illuminate or to mislead the 
thought of those who are liste inr; . He goes on as follows: - 
(Ibid. paras. b-6, p. 1103. ) 
5. Nüt also die Menschliche Vernunft jhreý_ (lo ppelten Dolmetscher/ nervlich die Rede und dero gleichgeltendes/ 
al. skl ein jedes anderes anzeigendes Ding/ welches in sich 
eine gewisse gemein-beliebte Deutung hat. Die Rede demnach 
als tier allerköstlichste Schatz/ und höchstkünstliche 
-tlGrerirn der Vernunft/ ist nur des Menschen Eigentuhm: 
und sie ist eine geordnete/ sich fügende und deutende 
St ünm/ darin/ wie in einem Spiegel das Gesichte/ also 
unser Ge.: 2üht und Gertz kan erkant werden: Die Rede auch/ 
wan sie svol geordnet/ und nach rechter Kraft daher gehet/ 
führet sie zugleich mit sich eine anreitzende Bewegung; 
dan/ý: ie sie aus er Vernunft entspringet/ also vermag sie 
hinwieder des hörers Vernunft einzunehmen. Und hierum/ 
weil die Rede eine Lbbildung unser selbst ist/ muss ein 
jeder/ so oft er redet/ auch einem jeden Zuhörer ein Uhr- 
theil/ der geschehenen Rede halber/ on sich 1berl, ssen. 
6. Die Rede bestehet in deutenden St : men: Eine Stimme 
ist das Gethön einer bekantlic'ien ; ýnüeutun . Denn ein 
unfgrmlicher Schall/ wie das uele&t und : ýeschrey des Viehcs/ 
das Qelächer/ das . chtzen/ 
Gepfeiffe etc. können eige4ich4 
keine Stimme genennet \: erden. Die 4kilichen StiLmen aber 
bilden zulernen/ und fp . fiends eine Tiede zumachen/ dazu hat 
der alweise Schöpfer allein den Menschen geformet/ und 
neben eingepflantzter Vernunft/ aus wunderkfnstlicher '+Wleis- 
heit einen solchen Mund gebildet/ der mit dem nötigen Werk- 
zeuge/ dl. s Kehle/ 
Rache/ Zähnen/ Lippe und Zunge/ und dero 
mannigfaltigen wunderarti`en Bewegungen aufs a1lQrschick- 
lichste befestiget und durch Übung gewohnet wird/ seinen 
vernünftlichen Nachsinnen und Einfällen bedachtlich und 
mit Zier an Hand zugehen: Und solches auf u. ausenterley Weise/ 
und in so vielen Sprachen. Dadurch dan billig der Mensch 
wird Verbunden und anbehalten zu dem/ was er verbundlich 
redet: L. ldieweil sich die sonst freye unkennlic of und unbe- 
greifliche Gedanken zu demselben vcrbßndlich m was sie 
also andeuten. 
Speech organs are thus the primary means, not only for expressing 
thoughts, but more specifically for giving concrete 
form to what 
would otherwise be free nd incomprehensible, 
committing it, tying 
it 
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down to a definite, intended meaning. 
Visual symbols38 and man's moral obligation in the right use 
of the power of speech39 are then treated; certain types of symbolism 
40 
are reserved for sacred use only. In para. 10 there starts a 
lengthy discussion41 of the "Sinnbildtt, which is then taken into 
other types of symbolism, such as "Denkspruch", coats of arms, 
pictures, etc., aid finally the proverb, which is the main topic of 
the Third Treatise. I conclude this discussion with Schottel's exposi- 
tion of synaesthesia, full of typically baroque paradoxes; the common 
underlying thought is, of course, that everything has its voice with 
which to speak - the doctrine of signatures, in fact. it is n 
explanation of the symbolism of portraits. 
(Ibid. para. 14, p. 1109. ) 
... welche als eine schweiLende roeterey/ wie dan die 
Yoesis als ein redendes Gemählte/ außen und Sinnen füllen/ 
und. Red- und Sprachlos/ dennoch aufs beweglichste und mit 
Lust von sich reden: Also was der rund durch die Stimme/ 
vermag gleichfals der Pinsel durch sein kttnstliches mahlen/ 
aufs beste anzuzeigen/ und in solcher Stummheit unaufhdr- 
lich beredt zu seyn. 
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PPEITDIX I 
Reuchlin's Christian Kabbalism 
ReU, ehlinTs De Yerbo i,. iirifico is among the earliest and most 
monumental of the works, which introduced Trestern Uhristendom to 
Kabbalistic mysticism of language. it the same time it is completely 
rounded off, for already in the first book t. ireek and Hebrew sources 
are welded together and throughout the work ±Yeuchlin refers to the 
Bible 
1, to Christian authors2, as well as to flato3, to kseudo- 
Dionysius4 and other Neo-P1ato authors; these authorities are com- 
5 
pleme nted by Kabbalistic teaching , which is then christianized. 
This chzistianization is complete and thorough-boing, and Book lII is 
more particularly devoted to it. he explains that such is his pur- 
pose, in the preface to that book6. 
He opens the discussion? with the creative 7+ord of God, the 
wonderful way in which the eternal Viord of cod has created everything 
and disclosed HIS power and constancy. This leads(t an identifica- 
tion of the Creator with riffs Word, hence to a consideration of the 
Logos. biblical aad ýireex thought agree that it is the highest IMI 
mystery, above the speech of man; yet it is a force, operating from 
inside the divine as well as the human mind, proceeding from initial 
unity, to multiplicity, from initial idea to articulate speech. 
(De verbo i: Arifico. Lib. III. foi. 11 vr12r. ) 
.... 
LLogosý Est e*tim .. 
ii-alrcanum 
iterbum saplentiae; sanctum 
sanctitsolius domini omnium praeinteilecti: quoll effari 
supra hominem est. ... , uod si utique 
fragilia sempiternis: 
terrena supercaeltstibus: humana di%inis compardre 
opportea4; 
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saltem tterburn hominis internu. m: quam supreman in nobis 
rationem appellatis: ex mente progredientem: neque cum 
mente omnino idem: neque omnifarigm ab ea dixersum illuc 
conferri patiendum est. Humana etenim ratio ex mente 
p4f'luens: haud ab re a suo intelLectus Jonte aliena cense- 
bitur: sed cum mentem secum in propatulum elicit: aliu& 
quicquam nequit a : Heilte -otacieri. £iatura itaque me_ltal is 
substantiae cum sit eadem: ex subiectis officiis e: äistima- 
tur dit+tersa. riuius instar adumbratae imaginis in augus- 
tissimae d. eitatis penetralibus arbitrari licet: ipsum 
paternae mentis i erbu: m: sitte ratione n quia per se queat 
subsistere: Iccirco a patre alterarit a quo sir:, ul exis- 
tentiam habet. tqui cum unisersa quae in deo Xel circa 
deum esse contemplamur: in seipso plane ostendit: tum 
illudipsum cýJm substantia me tis paternae ide:; i affirmamus 
unumque. 1Vec ! st aliud u, scý u-m quod inter deum dicentem 
ýc d. eum ', erbum distantiamkt4. cat nisi sola plationis natura. 
limn paria: ammo eadem in utrijue caetera sunt. uterque 
deus: uterque aeternus: uterque igitur ante omne tempus. Hie 
semper protulit: hoc semper prolatum est: aequipotens pro- 
ferenti Serbum: & proferens tierbi pater. --- 
He gols on to discuss the Tetragrammaton. lt is exalted high 
above all languages, and only trod Himself can interpret it. God's 
name, as the Logos, is manifest in the flesh, thus fulfilling the 
prophecies8. Thence he sets on to a discussion of the 
Incarnation, 
and of the hol*y name of j esus9: - 
(De Verbo Mirifico. 
__Lib. 
III. fol. 9 lv: e2r. ) 
... 
Wen miraeulosum c mirificum: Loznen sono *ocis enun- 
ciabile: non ultra ineffabile: non retra6rammaton sed 
pentaLraanmaton. Iiee est ulla Yirtus in caelo in terra 
quae nomini IHSUH resistere auüeat. Nee est ulluin aliud 
nomen quoä sanctius & religiosius constat: CUILs litterae 
deus: euius syllabae sl: iritus: cuius dictio aeus &: homo 
est. . 66 quoll prius tanto tempore: imo tot süeoulis 
fuit 
ineffabile: iuncta nunc' on sonante sell cotisondnte littera: 
effabile factum est. ... quanrco v*erbum descenlit 
in carnem: 
tune litterae transierunt in uocem. 
The whole of Biblical History is to be understood as divine 
speech, composed of vowels and consonants 
("vox" - "forma"'), just as 
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the Tetragrammaton, "IHZTH", can be read as four vowels or four con- 
sonants. kie: 1ce, quoting erome as his authotfty, . Ceuchlin sees the 
significance of language in its sound patter :; s. And when u-od dis- 
closed His nature to man, In the Incarnation, the sound of the Tetra- 
grammaton was amended -; ehova to Jeshuva - by adding, another sound, 
the symbol of which is the letter hShi_z't. l° God wasi f est, then, 
appears in the Pentagrammaton, the name of Jesus; and this also con- 
tains the holy number seven, the number of the sacraments. Through 
Jesus, it is possible to enter into God's hidden mysteries. I take 
it that the`Shin is counted, as usual. in kabbalistic tradition, as 
a trinity of numbers, according to its three prongs. This could then 
be understood as a symbol for the holy Trinity, in accordance with 
the passage just quoted; "cuius litterae deus: cuiiis syllabae spirituS: 
cltius dictio deus & homon. For the Shin is the mediating letter. it 
has a central position* and through it trod is made manifest, the 
Tetragrammaton becomes the Pentagrammaton, the ineffable name of 
Jehova becomes the spoken word Jesus. iahe ineffable name of u-od - 
the Tetragrammaton - is thus made a name which can be pronounced 
through the "Shin'; i. e. diWine spirit is combined with flesh, four 
vowels receive a consonant and thus become the name of the Saviour, 
"tui exit supra te: caput tuum & dominus tuus. " May God, who has 
Liven us a true understanding of his and the äaviour's name, be blessA 
(De Verbo Mirifico, Lib. III, fol. g3v. ) 
. ita deus 
& homo unus est christus. Et ita CHSUH nomen 
Tetragrammatis Vocalibus & una Sin consonante pronunciatur: 
ut eum denunciet qui est lah: id est deus: c sauah: 
id est 
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velatus: Ld. quern sic Lsaias loquitur: Vere tu es deus 
absconditus: deus Israel saluator. 
I take this to mean that, just as clod before His triune manf- 
festation - more particularly as historically centred in the Incarna- 
tion - was hidden Deity - the "En Sof" of the Kübbalists, the "Urgrund 
Gottes" of Boehme - so the primal Tetragrammutto21 only came to be com- 
prehended when it could be pronounced in the Pentagrammaton. For in 
it its divine personality ("Iah: id est deus") and its hiddenness 
(nsauah: id est velatus") found expression. Instrumental in this act 
of divine self-disclosure is the "Shin, which, as we have already seen, 
not only points to the Incarnation, but is also in itself a trinit- 
arian synp01. This latter is now further borne out12 by the fact 
that the three prongs of the written symbol each issue in the letter 
'Iod; which, if I understand this _passage correctly, signifies, not 
only the threefold initial of the TetragrsmnJon, but also the oil in 
the Temple, signifying the splendour of cod's name. This leads into 
a further discussion of the name "JesusRl3, based on the xabbalistic 
14 
device of "TNotarikon" , but complicated by an inclusion in the dis- 
Gussion of the Latin and Greek versions of the name. 
R euchlin does not discuss his cosmology to any extent, yet it is 
clear from his remarks that man is the Microcosm, and from his desiÜ- 
nation of natur processes as ndigestio`i 
(as 114i estio'T is known bye 
heart, so 
`God'seresence in man by words), that he took over the 
vitalist conception of nature and the idea of analogies 
between dif- 
ferent spheres of being, which were current throughout ancient and 
mediaeval times15" He even says that trod delirhts more 
in man's than 
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in nature's conversation16. 
This lest statement, however, leads 
17 
the ex- 
Theology of human transformation, and particfrpation in divine co: n- 
rnunity through God's indwelling in human nature. God's action on 
man, as we .1 as 
lis community with him, is direct, no intermediary 
being necessary. Uod does, however, use the voluntary participation 
in His acts of angels and other spirits, because He loves them and 
rejoices in theit company. i'}ße means of maki1 God's indv, elling, as 
well as His action ko : n, in fact the mediix, 'i, which lna, ies co reunion 
of God with man possible, is His speech. But man is : tore than the 
dwelling place of Lxod's presence, he is the actual instrument used 
by u-od for the utterance of His speech. 
( Ie verbo G1irifico, lila. II, fol. c5v. ) 
... Morro sicut i -., i i turali 3iuestio e uirtus c"loris est 
quam co Enosci: i us: && adhuc 7t-irtus transcorporationis re- 
condita i`noramus: Ito in hoc divinissim-o in (z_eum 
transitu: U rbý Lunt nuýe co : iosci-., us : 
uý. e iýýior; e Lo.: ue_: it u. ro ut 'ique parti hoc u'.: _ . . 
1um 
titcrborun: De .; c_ i_,: iri Y in iratio: .o .0 
r ýs locos dicituu. r. Verbuýim c, -. wtDC-; bulo nominatur: 
nu ana ratio dictione siýniIi Deus mentc nost-ýru 
concipitur: . uerbo p .r tu_: rit', : qu rc sicut 
ipse me tis 
seders insensih ler.: ita eA it=rborum sensibilern ele it mün_- 
sionem: . """ 
Trot ail wprds, hov; ever, bear the ch;.. racter of divinity; o" r 
those which comro-ed 1 God an a i`els: 
(Ibid. ) 
, .. aeternit tis harmoizia: n resonantia: üi .: 
it tis 6enacia: 
beneficae dis ": ni -do-is compsgine 
tan-iue insen- 
sibilis deifi atý_oni: i'.: i1ia monunentu yuae litterarum 
immobili stabi', -t-te *ot-liuw membroru., sempitF: rn 
firmi- 
I 
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tate a: si . ul äd lt ,: is inconcussiam: & a`ilitatem ýDror' gis non e it;:.: m 
auf fictar '_ _ tiuam simplice_-. U andam. ... 
re note t', 'R I -T _ st _ ". ý^ sýýýý act of cL. of 
the _'C-. Li ions of the divine act 
of speaking. city, antiq,,: it (-L. 'ti e ink. next to eter iit.. 
moral o. o_ ict it ion - thc.. - C Lire the 
marks of 1_. ,ý lod' :. 'Tvirtus n and 
Man's mortality . It may be barbarous, is sincere, or true: 
itrectütt; ==ý it is ý: )_. cise and to ti, _p'. 
t: `lbl"cvis". To special 
interpreter ý- t oracle is needc., .. -en God spewz:: .. 
i. th an 
"facie ad fac-em: .". sed sicut solet amicus log "_ii cum amico"l8. 
Such 1 the speech of Zoroastcr ,' rimus ethnycorum 
rod But the supreme example of such eure, Zar_-- 
¬ýaýe, 2t`ý of et of them all, is Hebrew, 
t_ 
=- ; el neminel omnium s cr"iptoru.; i qui 
This last statement renamed u: _:, _ _ýed until 
the mid-si_ tee:. `_ 
certur, uS 3ccanus expressed 
the opinion, that "Cynric" 
the ;; V? 
i, u- r20. But hit qu stion, , pith Reuchlii!, as Was ý7 
is only of secondary importance. with the Kübba ists , as l 
purity of the ,., r- is sro'. eof 
hi o uttf: ;. ý is The - 
of su re :. e i : portanc e; for in 
this act of seealt i the unsla fist 
comes into a concrete sL je, and 
the eualous carnmunioä c'e or 
with Greatre, a 
"conversation of 107C ý_. __ ' os "ý `i'1= 
"' _iý i. hot- 
Reuchlin syýeäks of that 'Ira euaenreichtt:.. 
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i olle/ .r quasi 
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NOTES TO CHAP T EF I 
P age 1 
(1) The `rot", ing to-: e u-her of o2c lemy cnd speculative m-rrtici m 
mace possible owing to the esoteric aspect of the former (cf. 
PIOLI', YARD, Alcliy. , p. 1L). It tool. place durin7 the 
Renaisý7Bence, and 
gave rise to the Hermetic tradition of the 1 ; th to 13th centuries; 
its most illustrious representptive is, surely, Boemme (cf. GRAY, 
GAst., P. 38). 
On the basis of t'__e ancient doctrine concerning. the Great and 
the Small ? WI"orlcs, and the three spheres of existence, ruled. over 
respectively by the elements, the stars, end. God., Paracelsus ms-oped 
out an iAmmosing; cosmology, mostly in sichemistic terms. It was 
taken up by his followers - cf. eso. WEIGEL, StudUniv., chapters 1 
& 2, an d.,, EIGEL, Gnothi, parts 2&3. But the whole complex of 
cosmological, r ysticsl and religious ideas, together with a strong 
sense for the tradition in which it stands, rerva. d. es all the writings 
of Weigel (or those ascribed to l: im). 
The meeting place between the alchemical (cosmological) and 
religious (mystical) spheres of thou, -. ht end experience is the Word 
of Gory, active in nature and in man. Kabbalism is to form the . ink between cosmological speculation and a Christ-centred faith; cf. 
METZGER, SkAgr., esp. pp. L12 & '15-19; also Appendices VIII &X 
to the present work. ? ith Boel e tl is method does so far, that he 
uses aichemistic t`h. ough_t-forms for e<: nlzining even divine nature. 
He is attacked on this ^ccount in HARLESS, JBAlc'_:. , pp. 
66/67. 
pp ýýe 2 
(2) This is P., theme which recurs frequently; ^ee e. g. I, 608B-C. 
(3) cf. BART3DCHEFFP., P . racFý. uEt. , )n. 
30-31. 
(4) cf. I, 601-2; DORRT, DictP rcc. , -rtic-"e "c+uint^ ec-rentir"; ý'ýAý FERS` EI'', pp. ° -? ; but this fusion of relic i on &nO, elchemy per- 
vades the whole of timt work. 
(5) This distinction between God_ end Nis Spirit acting in the world 
was soL: etinies i _: orec. in later t.? or r. Ar an e cf. PrFctLeonVir. 
-_, p. 121-' ff. 
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P ag e 
(6) quoted from MUSES, PE_rý. cJBAlch, , 11,17. 
(7) cf. GRAY, GAEt. , T)n. 36 ff. 
(8) cf. also the Pare. ce1 ri c9. efinition °iven in BARTSCHERER, 
Para, cF&u $t ., , 3.45. 
(9) of. BABTCIERER, Parr. cFaut. , p. 
3°. 
(10) cf. KOYPf , 
'EIGEL, pp. 36/'37; 1e^ astra (ru' il ne faut 
p,, s confoncre svec 1ec p1anetee, coi visibles. d-es puiseances 
invisibles) sont des forces Oui cons-tituent 1,. nature et diri ent le 
tours de ses evenements, aui determinent na. r conseauen t dane 1' homme 
ce qu4 en lui estna Lure; son corns, son me vitale, see qualites et 
see defauts, ses a. ptit7es, etc. On astral re,,:.. ---son in man cf. 
Ibid., p. 36, footnote" 2.. 
page 
(11) cf. cdeo I, 219. - For 11 ct ýrc'1 P-. r., celouc uses variouc term:; 
"Iterne", "Gestirn", I? ideral' , 
"astra", or simrrly t'Himmel U, 
"Firmament", without dratvinc. cny distinction between their use. cf. 
also D0R', ComArchPo. rý c.: Enistols. pz. *3a_/b; also 
DOPT, DictParoc. , F. rticles . strum once coeli, , enete. rum. 
r Pýý"e ýý. 
(12) This is, surely, c misprint; the word. intended is obviously 
"Irlclinierungt". 
pv_gý e 10 
(? 3) cz .i i'. 7-21. Te:. - : II, 3A-0B. 
pý e11 
(1 ) Such was t .e view comllonly held in mediaeval 
287 
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(14) coatd. exanm1e, DAME, Per. II, 127 ff X, 1? ff (pp. 
llö/117 Conv. IV, cap. 21, Il. 8 ff (P-323). cf, a? ýo Gilde` Ord' $ 
view, t: '.. icl diverges somewi at from ti, _at of D, nte: SI1 GER >`toSc. , -. 205 ff. For Perace1 en teEc ing cf. I) 332; II, 2I /15, 
ß'Q6,502 ff. 
cf. also JrnTG, Parac' ö. 
.9 
pn. 49 , 
67 ff. 
(15) In De i'etura Rerun, Liber Oct-vuE: De Senrr, tione Rerum (I, 
901, of ter describing 'now Goc_ h d. created the greater world "mc. ior 
mundus") out of primal chia. os ("prime, materiell) by seoaretion (i. e. 
the Four Elements and Humours out of the three princiles, Salt, 
Mercury, Sulphur), Paracelsus . goes on to say that, according to the Kabbalists, everything returns to its origin of ter fleet.:: the body 
to earth ("prime. materis. elerientorum") , the spirit to air 
( "prima 
materie des luftigen Chaos" :e soul to He ý ), ti ven ("prime me. teria 
sa. crementorum" ). Accord. in . to this text (I, 90213), life (of the 
macrocosm, es well ce of the microcosm) is only an intermediate state 
of separation. The final, supreme separation only occurs in death, 
for the elements then putrefy and start a new cycle of life. ? LIan ' 
spirit returns to the stars, "oti: ever, E'oes back to God, 
thus accomplishing his destin r. 
This doctrine has an imnor'; pnt 'ýe,, ri n" on -l'. e 
of "Geltsssenheitll: cf. l: OvR ,.,. v.. , ý. 13,22 (note 42), 230. 
(lc) of. I, 27 Yf, 220-2 ,3 ff (different f or.: L? rtion in teriLc 
of tue different 'I arceanall) , II, 13 & 14. 
Page 12 
(i7) Here a distinction between the Spirit and tý, e Qqi nta Essentia 
is assumed, while the rest of the treatise i6entif iec t; _em. Such 
complications are typical of alchemistic writings. 
pý e1 
(13) See beio :c _c-pter II, o-). 9c-97, - nA note 161- thereto. On the 
mE. S1C 1, even personal, properties of matter in alchemy cf. BESSET Noy 
PT: yst. , p. 25. On the Christ-Lapis parallel cf. JUNG, PsAlch. , p. 169 end c .V (es . nß. 
481 ff); also note 164 to ch. II below. 
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(19) cf. 1WOLFRAi"4': 235,20 ff; 452,2'7) ff; 
of the life-giving essence is good alchemy; 
direct, but above all, it has a religious s 
cation and perfection are the basic motifs. 
pp. 250,629: the Christ-Lapis par lle1 is 
eucharistic. 
-k9,1 ff. His account 
it is complex end in- 
e ttin_f', in which purifi- 
cf. JUNG, PsAlc a. 
only ob-, liaue, i. e. 
(20) The parellel between the operation of grace among metals, and 
in the human soul, respectively, is thus based on the enelogy 
between the macrocosm and the microcosm. 
P a^ eJ i4 
(21) For t :e mýstic^1 doctrine of t ., -, e divine pýý. r1_ cf. c1 . III, 
pp. 12.9/30 ( especially note 63 thereto), 
Pare 1 
(22) Note the close cna1o`y be M%, een the world. of nature (tue msacro- 
cosm) &iid the human body (the microcosr), and the easy transition 
from one to the other. The dui lism ("in beyden theylen im Leib der 
Barmhertzigkeit/und der Gerec'. ti ý: eit" - precisely Boelime's dualism) 
is then furnier elaborated.. 
(23) cf. I, 215A, 2190/220A, which shoulc? be compered with the 
second chapter of Aurora (also Ilyst. magn. 15,27ff, 3f. L. 6,43 ff). 
An excellent c. iccussion of t'-, his point is in KOYI , Ph-hJB. , p. 113. Of. 
also SCHULZE, JBKab., p. 451; R005, MystPi: il. , p. 
55 (for influence 
on Bl^'_e). 
(24) Thin exact correspondence, between the divine, the microcosmic, 
and t hle macrocosmic natures, repnectively, is due to the onene of 
creation in tl_e Lod , os, a conception as old ar- Heraclitus: cf. 
DIELS, 
FragmiVorEolLr. vol. I, ecp. frp. m. Mop. 1 (p. 77), 2(p. 77), 8(7). 79), 
31(p. 84). 
It wes also very prevalent emonE" tie Hermetic tilinkerF of the 
16th-13th centuries, vroöably largely cue to Pa-bbeliptiC and Para- 
celsan influences. At the same time, the original Greek texts, as 
well. as the biblical doctrine, were well known. The med_leevel 
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(24) contd. striving for unity har, I take it, the same biblical 
and Neoplatonic (thus, indirectly, clý. ^cical Greek) sources. On 
the 16th century cf. especially METZGE?, SkA r. , esp. pp. 
-18-19, 
and BE55ET, "ovPi. yst. , Win. 2 
/25 (but the w ole of this first chapter 
- La Tradition, p!, D. 11 ff - is a most valuable survey of the Hermetic 
tradition as a whole, its roots, and Boehme' s p1 ce in it). For 
the 18th century of. VIATTE, SOccRom., I, P-39. 
Boehme, c. we shall see, too', - up this doctrine snCý cevelopee I_t. 
But cf. BENZ, GesciiMetJB. , n. 
425. So fsr as t'_lis was not liis own 
independent discovery, 'l-j-0" immediate source was nrobs_bly ?,. 'eigel: 
4TE of. KOYF 
,' IGEL, pß. 25 ff, 36 ff; t'MIGEL, StudýTTniv. , 
fol. B lb, 
where we learn, teat the doctrine of °Studium Universale" is the 
same as those called "Theologin Theolo izeta" and "Erkenne dich seThrt"; 
for "Gott hat nichts geschaffen/denn das er selber ist/Das ist/ 
alle dinge hat Gott gesc raffen/A1so lernet der Mensch nichts/ denn 
das er selber ist/das ist alle dinge kan er lehrnen/so er tail/er ist 
alle dinge/Gott in Gott/in seiner ^rinitet beschleust ä11e dinge/ 
Ewig/diese ? JTelt begreifft alle since/der Mensch ist ein Bilcýnusz 
Gottes/er begreifft c? ac/darauss er ist. " (quoted from Book III of 
WEIGEL, Gnothi: P1. ilosor iiz. Anticuicei ., ^., ý. ?5b. 
) cf. also 
WEIGEL, Anw., Pert II: Sce1^. Jacob 
, ID, o. 15_l6; 
, EIGEL, StudUniv. , 
esp. fols. A3-B2 and c: z. 2 yore os. rticale:. rly fol. C2b) for divine 
crew. Live cpeec i and omnipotence cns und_erlving t it P-).? r2,11elis i. 
Page le 
(25) Of course t-ere is this funddien te. 1 difference beten first 
creating, end then recreetin ý (oerfectinc, purifyin^-, regenerating) 
matter: that the latter t arou. urý'i rutrefac tion, to return to its 
first ori- ins; cf. De 'a. ture. Rerur_:. =, iber Prix u^: De enerý., tione 
rerum 7'310: "... dass von Tatur slle din w rden Buss 
der Erden taeboren/ mit hAlff der Putrel -ction ... H This nrocess is then also used by "Kunst/nembli c=i durcc plc imiar: _", as every text 
on trat subject affirms. ?,? ore precisely, there are seven stages 
in the alcnemistic -process (I, 8923-P00) . This sc well as ?- eige1' s, g ub ernatores undi" (KOVR , , 'S'IGEL, may well also have seven 
" 
influenced Boe hme' s sevenfo1dne; cr of^Natur2l Propertie`. On the 
other lianc_, the use of t'_e number seven, more particularly on account 
of tulle necessary function of the seven planets, is common alcliemietic 
tradition: cf. PEF TET`_', DictT. -Verm. , 
450, col. l_ (a. rticle Sa turne) , 
where, Flo, ever, the or . er in which alle -n) lýrs' s aýýer, 
is different 
from that usually adopted. by Boer me. 
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Pe e lo co. ti_ýued 
(20) cf. KOYPf, FtRX"CI , pý. 1L!, 
21/22. It is in this more mysticti 
eng tý: eolo4ieal form thet it entered. Boe'zme' s system. of. also 
BARTSCHERER, ParacFaus t. ,,. 25-27. `^ he relationship 
between honen 
speaking, God' s authority, - an. the signatures of nature are discussed 
later in this chapter, pp, 35 ff. , more particularly v. 
38 (tie 
important passage from the LiberAzot<ä). The historical background 
is further traced in Appendices VII, VII, X. 
P age 1 
(27) ci. a1^o I, 42 B/C. 
Pae 13 
(2u) cf. P -LSO II, 3L'L-L5. 
(29) cf. I 909A, where, among other examples of human acts of 
''signing", the mintinü of coins and the sealin- of letters are quoted. 
Pace 1 
(30) cf'. I, 266 ,L, 1097, aýrnd rc:?. ny other places. 
(31) cf. I, II, 72 & 71. Dote how the terns can be inter- 
chsn eý: Sle. It Is his which agree ý1chemyr so complex. 
( 32) cf. BERG3O', Intrlaet. , p. 
6. But see the whole of this in tro 
ductory section (pp. 1-3), where he draws the distinction between 
"absolute' m6. "relative" . noi,. Tled e. Alt'hough this fundamental distinction is or. real one, it is difficult to see, Low even the 
feelin- of an experience can become conscious and distinct, unless 
it is expressed in P. set of symbols. A similar problem confronts 
us on another level, when we distinguish between the symbols which 
aim at depth (i. e. evocative, anme,, linr' to tie intuition), and those 
which aim at precision (descriptive). 
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Pate 20 
( 33) Cf . ADre: l tix 
III. 
o TI, D (3L) Cz ad 0 Q. 
(35) cf. a1$o II, 5 A/B. 
i30 ) cf, c:, ý>>ter TI, . o. (?, es-). note L3 thereto. 
Page 21 
(37) The complexity in the use of a. lchemistic symbols is here 
perhaps at its ; regtest. Mercury ýc e_ male ("srýiritus" in I. 884B; "root of the metals" in II, 6850; the sun in If 631A) is very 
frequent. In t äa. t case (I) 33LB), as will be shiotiwwn, Sul hur is the "aniraa_ , or the lire, end Sa1t tire- lcorT)usIt" Sul hur then unites the opposite, e, force; ', Salt and ercury. Cf. a -o GRAY, 
GAst. , Q. 
LL1 v 
But the very s, e texts which refer to mercury ar "sol" (II, 661A) 
, call ýýim 
"S? ercurius vivus" (I , 
834B) 
, Immediately o on 
to 
compare him to the Virgin Mary (II)6 i) 
, co. -Ii him - or rather, 
leer; 
-a "mo teer of tine seven metals" (I, 38 C), into whom the latter (like human beings und_ergoin deat_, end re`eneration) have to return, 
as into their mother's womb. Are we to take this apparent contra- 
diction to im-01y that Paracelsus, not aiming at consistency at all, 
simply regarded the symbols es. having functions which could vary 
according to the use to which he chose to put them? - Or are we, 
on the other hand, to say, that 'Mercury tiýa. s both male and female, 
i. e. a hermaphrodite? In JUNG, L. , top of p. 2, Parecelsus is taken to have tau,,:, -*, --t that Sulphur m e, 
Salt femf71e, end Mercury 
hermaphrodite. 
In DOR 7, Dic tPerEo. , f. rtic1e Horauncizlus (b . 
48 ff), on the 
other 11anC., we reg 0_(p. _5): 
"Tertium hoc e; Pn. racelei nrincipium 
& sal, mý-. lrix in our -prior? cuo ^nermate. viri & mulienis paren turn 
homunculi, mercuri j videlicet, ý>tcue eul-phuri^, inö. endc.. cunt... " 
(38) cf. chapter II (pýý. 63114) and, notes thereto. For the sake of 
convenience I am there using Ruled. ' s summary; ý, ut m, e. rr-urcent could. 
Aso be illustrated from the writin of P^r Cep sus, or from other 
Paracelsan literature, e. , c,,, DOP', DictPar Fc. `"ut s fill 1 of this tonic would be beyond t. ýe cope of t' ý_re en ;., or . 
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(39) cf. SA-PSO ?, ZODIAC. ,c_. II, 'op. 11 
ff (Aries c the symbol 
of regeneration), anf?, eh. XXV, pp. 359 ff. 
Page 22 
( 0) Paracelsus, true to the - .ý yful spirit of ale" , em- r, 
h^ otii 
the cyclic and the dramatic aspects of life. ',. with Boehm e the 
cyclic asneet is no more than the "Uhrwerck", whereas creation as 
a whole is meaninE7fully directed, like the utterance of speech, 
and is therefore essenti al' y dramatic. Here cycles woule.. be 
meaningless, would remain on the 
v-purely 
elemental ? Manne. In fact, 
they would have to remain within the First Principle, c. e °eneratin ° 
into "Unsinnigkeit". or the descent into t '-e final death of Hell 
(cf. c II, 62/63,70,84/85; c III, pp. 116/117,149 and 
notes thereto. ). T'. --e Devil, wishing to out himself off fror signi- 
ficant ( hence dra.: , tic) progrecs, trour, 1- death, into the Second 
Principle, is a fool. Thus even the "Uhrwerck° of creation contains 
the seed of drama. It carries, further, the History of speai, ing 
man. Ane the Heart of History is Goa. ' c Uttered Word, Christ. 
( 41 ) ef. ApDend1 IV. 
'a_ e2 
(42) cf. note to c':.. I : cove. 
Page 24 
(43) c f. also I) 220. 




It is too 
on ý truly 
the whole of ninth book should be studied 
long to quote in exteneo. The most complete 
Mrend P. ca e is, i owever, in the Philoso-ohia 
(L5) The "Gestirne stau&. s ; sere for the more ), rticularly 
Sýturn - because, e the folloT, inm pr rauh slow , ýý1zmm destiny, not merely the genere-I structure of life, is involved. 
29 
Page 25 
(46) of. II, LLL ,9A. 
(47) cf. el so DORIT, ComArc iParac.: Compendium A tronoaia: e 14. , 
cap. XV, pp. 521 ff. 
Page 26 
(48) This is ^ central tenet of Paracelsan teechinc end t nerefore 
finds expression in many other passages as well. 
(49) "die" is here -printed twice, obviously in error. 
Page 2 
(50) Paracelsus tre^tc here of the cicheümy of nature, as tliir iR 
to be used by the physician. But Its general alchemical validity 
is obvious. I hsve only selected for quotation those _pa^sý es which are of general alchemical import. 
( 51) 1 tare lt the Four E' ement e are here meant. 
(52) cf. I, 80). 
(53) I take it trat here the contr, = t it 'ret, "-ee_n be iniin , me end: 
fire and earth are both or-Jr inrtorF. 
(54) i. e. tue seven steve of tr,. nsmut ^. tion (1,893 ff); but note 
the dif erences! 
Page 28 
(55) of. a]so I, 917B-913B. 
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Page 29 
(56) cf. note 37 to c 'i- I above. 
i57) cf. I, 335A. 
Pe 1 
(58) cf. I. 393 ff (i. e. Liber Sentimus: De TrCnnmuto, tionibuc 
Rerum r'aturclium, in De Natura Rerum , more esneciolly n, ). 
9Ob-9O1 
in that boo... If I underst nd these pascares correctly, the ? potent 
( i. e. 'having power of tincture) subetence must hove undergone the 
seven steps of trance utntion, end becoiiie under the influ- 
ence of fire. 
(59) Tills ide2 L"J Su ec by I eige1 iven riyT, ti ccI nt: 
cf. KOVP ', '. ': EIGEL, o. 19. 
Page 32 
(00) cf. II, 213-15,223-24. 
( 61) T 1e w1iole context, from ti mich the passages just quoted in the 
text of the present chanter use trken, repays ct reful study. The 
"Philosoohia Aderte. ", then, is still an astral science. This, text 
seems to stand in direct contradiction to the other texts, to which 
reference is made in the previous note (60 above). 1-Iowwever, there 
is an underlying unity of thought, as is seen in s, further discussion. 
of the doctrine of signatures in the Liber Azoth (II, 520 ff). God 
is the source of all knowledge, that is, of all signatures. These 
are brought about by the patterning and ru in - forces of the stars 
and among the elements. But the highest knowledce is not of the 
kind wich msses sense of -man' c or nature' s book. 
(II, 400A) , but it is the vision of God's own Life and Word, above and beyond creation. 
(62) for A : rip, a' s view of. aJ o BARTSCHERER, Para. cFeuct. , p. 
55. 
e. 33 
(6 ) typicý-? instance of the wey in wL ic_ ternp -nc? ir1 - ea 
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(63) contd. are used in alchemy. They are not like technical 
terms, which can be defined with precision, but analogies, func- 
tioning rather like myths or parables. In the present instance 
we are concerned, not with a thin, but with a quality, a power 
(mediative, regenerative), which is often attached to the 
"mysterium magnum", the Lapis, Christ, and here with man, as he (by virtue of beint the microcosm) typifies the macrocosm, informs 
it with mea. nin , gives it new life. The relation between man and 
nature is thus analogous to that which subsists between the Son of 
Man, Christ, and man; hence also the Christ-Lapis parallel (cf, 
notes 18 & 19 to the present ch. above). The PEracelsan programme 
of an alchemy of nature and of man - the nrincioles of which can be applied to cosruolot-y, to everyday life, as well as to medicine 
and alchemy proper (cf. HOL;.. YARD, Alc iy. , ? gyp. 166 ff.. more especially pn. 169/69) - thus finds its extension in this doctrine 
of the salvation of men by Christ and. of n2. ture by the "filius 
philosoniiorum". Cf. JUNG, AI ON. , nom. 226,309,36 
(the latter 
for the effect of the Opus on the alchemist). 
(64) T : is is, surely, 2. misprint; "auss dem Gestirn" should 
only occur once. 
Pa,, e 
(65) cf. II, 520-21. 
(66) cf. II, 341-4, , where the relationship between natural and 
supernatural knowledge is discussed as a whole. 
p arge 35 
(67) Tile nystica' conception of language, as found in BoeJ rn s 
teaching, and to some extent also in trat of Paracelsus (of. I, 
913 C, quoted below), has a long' tradition behind it (cf. Ap endi ces 
VII & X), w iicl)- can be traced back, tllrou 1i T-elleni stic and ? i^bbal- 
ictic sources (cf. KAYSER JBNa. tSr. 528 ff. ) , throu ,: Plato (cf. PLATO, Ornat. , 333A-84c; 423E-L=24; 
426C ff. Socrates, however, 
ends on , in agnostic note! ) and his followers (Cl. rysibnus, Gelliur, 
Cicero, I'igidius anc_ the Iiumani^t ýrar_1: arians ^:: c theori'ts, Sue` __ 
Bibliand. er, Goroniu . canus etc. ; ruotec. or referred Stl to e's ý' of ýe_ in the wor ýs consic'. er,. 6. in Appenc'ix IX; for present -)urno^F. c, cf. en 
2g(ß 
Page 35 continued 
(67) contd. SCHOTTELITJS, TSEin1., pp. 73,32-8 SC iOTTELIrTS, AusfArb 
THSpr. , pp. 20,57-60); ultimately to Heraclitus 
(for references 
see note 24 to the ? resent chapter above), on the one han6, Cnd to 
the Bible (Gen. 2,19 & 20: Adam analoE'ous to the Platonic Law- 
giver), as well as to the whole Theology of Language, and the mystical 
conception 2 Cor. 12,44 (to which reference will be Mee in succeed- 
ing chs., esp. ch. III) on the other. 
It is, in feet, t: _e Heraclite-n Lo os-doctrine, which reached 
Christian authors throu ;i Stoicism, and which is to a considerable 
extent responsible for this aspect of Christian Hermetism. 
Page b 
(68) cf. I, 919, enct of A. 
(09) cl. Appendices VII & X. 
(70) cf. I, 913 C, near bottom of p ýr e, ire edir tely followin~ the 
pascaCe Quoted in tliie chapter, -9n, 35/30. 
( 71) ci . also note 
63 to tie present ch. above. 
Pa-'e. 
-32 
(72) of. PMosonhic Saw ci$, Liher Secunjus: II, 432 ff; Li ¬r 
Azot'z: II, 523 ff; E1co JtnG, Parac a.., V. 93. Further: c h. II, 
p. -87 and notes 122-25 thereto; ch. III, p. 143 end note 131 thereto. 
The pas s2r, e from Lioer Azot i: II, 400 B, cuoted in the ? present 
chapter (p. 37) is of p. -rticular interest in t"^t it shov-s un the 
connection between cosnoloc y ena_ religion (cf. Viso Atiyýx. VIII). 
(73) S&J_of f considers the Liber Azoth as snurioup, Jung, does not: 
cf . 




.:, ird von Sudhoff zu den Spuria gerec:: ne-, ohne Anr abe von Grtlnd_en - d_. h. unberechti tercý, ei^e. 
'eXt (Helvetismen! ) und T nh it rinn 
,., ;. e der Meister selber. " 
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(73) cond. 
Strong; kac, 'belis ; ic i:. _ue nce ; 'roul, ý. in itself be Euf fic; eft 
to account for any strangeness in len uage enc content. But it 
is in any case risky to assess Peracelsan authorship on internal 
evidence, without -.. very careful analysis of vocabulary _na syntax; 
for the range in lenou, -a e, as well as in content, from tine Liber 
Pý. r iru. to tlýe Philoso _iý.. Se-"s_cis, ond, again, to the P -ilosopi: i a 
ad A-: , enienses, 1,7 truly vast; end t l--ere Pre, in addition, <. -ree. t 
number of other works - tro nosticE Lions, devotionel end t'_eoloV°ical 
works, etc. , publis-'. ec elsewhere under 1: is name 
(e. g. Part I of 
WEIGEL, Pl " yst. ). Suc: -i an une_ertel: in. v is o . viously beyond the 
scope of the present work. 
I have, t1_erefore, for our present urýoseG, aeEumed Paracelsan 
authorship for the Liber Azoth, the De Laýid. e P , il. osophorum, and 
all other works a-»earin_. in t .e user editions encl. in ZWEIGEL, 
Pb iyst. under his name. They are certainly within the Paracelsan 
tradition and made their ': Istoric2l im-oect as Pe. racelcan works. 
And that is really. the cr iciel point for our T? urUO$ec here. 
For sir ile. r reasons I hove tP1; en a _er_ ed authorship of Teige1 
in the old editions at its face-value. 
Reference 1 1oi: -ever, been made in tie Bib" io`rr ily to 
SUD: GFF, P&rEcSc'__r. for Per'celsus, anc to ZELLER, , ci-. r V. for 
Yv eiEe1. 
Pý. e 4O 
(74) The printed te;: '; _lee _Zere "Seemd: "; ""Spane", v., -.: icll i take to be the correct version, iG printed in the -rrE. Ln c. c a, variant re^d_in . 
(75) He also anticipated modern psychosomatic medicine, in v'---ich 
he based himself on tonte: Dcrary cosmolocic"1 assumptions. of. the 
next note (76 below). On the other hand, his view of the c . eLlicsl 
basis of nhyciolo-icel processes (and his chemicel approaclhh to 
pharmecology) had far-reaching effects. But here again, t1lough 
opposin. the "psper" approach to medicine (as seen in the ritual 
curnin_2 of the works of Galen and Avicenna), his revo? ution'-ry 
attitude is based on older tradition, more especially Hippocrates. 
Van Helmont, Boerhaave, Sydenh&r, and an ever- roving number of 
doctors followed him in the succeedinc° centuries: - cf. , iE'rER- SI_I?? t, ü :. SUD: OFF, r ; ed.. , nn. 271-30,293,313-20,322,371; GARRISO17, IntrHi.; ec. , pp. 20b-7,261,287. SI! TG= HistBiol., rý. 357/ , 
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( 75) contd. ', 92; for the inýebtedmecF!, o_ modern c' e iý. trýT to 
Paracelsus: HOLIYAFD, A? c. iy. , p. 172. 
(76) In fact, the unity of vý rtr is the moet contemporE. ry topic 
in medical, psycýhologica- and sociological di scussions. But I 
do not know ,,,! 1-. ether there Is a hil storical connection - other than 
indirect? y, t'lrou lý lgt _ century vitalism, 
Goethe and. the Romantic 
writers, Which would have influenced the oder pioneers in Depth 
Peychology - between 16th and 20th century psychosomatic medicine. 
cf. S. _; 
GEPIST, GrAe. , ý~ . 
30 a 84. 
Paffe 41 
(77) cf. tie fourth chapter of the first book of the Pl'hilooop iis. 
Sa acis, where all brmches of natural knowledc'e are eummarized_ in 
three table^: II, 353 if. 
ice (II, ( 73) cf. II, 574 ff; clco Seýteu Li cri Archicioxie I1, a 
544" ff) , which is a treatise on magic. host of it is 
devoted to 
the setting out and explaining of m^_L°ica1 figures (these) of 
course, unter t _e rule of the signs of the Zocl_i&. c). 
(79) LE 'GLET DU FRES'? OY, HistP ? '_erm. 3 vol. I, pp. 279/30. 
peZ!, 2 
(80) In HARLESS, JBAlch., p. 84, it is maintained that BoelimeI co, 
thour'ilt, w hhicii Harletakes to be entirely alchemi^tic in charac- 
ter, is irreconcil^. ble t"Titia Chrieticn orthodoxy. This very one- 
sided view is no longer acceptable to- . ay, ', 'e shall 
h1-ve occasion 
to comment on t _is topic later on, esT)eci_ . 1'1_y in c'hý. 
II mc in 
App::. H. 
( 81) Cf. . BAPTSC '_ERER, Par : cFnuýt. ' p', 
ü --f; sO Ar? ý: ý. TII. 
Pere 
(32) c f. VIA''I"'TE , 





Page 43 continued 
(82) con-Ad. 57,01 ff, 119. The questions of tracir ; influences, 
however, is conblicateC by the fact th&'t interreletione and mutual 
influences between the illuminates and Hermetic auf , vors - most of them men of wide reading and experience - rre very close. Contact (direct or by corree_oondence) was kept u-; between individuals and 
lodges. i ulti-ole influences (from o' cCer or con üem--'. )orc rr sources) 
were thus very frequent. 
(83) cf. GF. AY, GASt. , esp. 54 ff. Schulze, however, tiiinks that tie concept of 11 aiastoIe-systo1e" ' urfte auf B6h=e s7 elbc. t 
zurtick eben (SCHULZE, JBKab. , p. 
454). 
(84) cf. GRAY, GAst. , np. 73 ff (? Trf?. 7 nze 'i , q0 
if (colo,, r 
135 ff (Geology), 146 ff (Meteorolog T) , 16 'f: c c. 7-10 
(liter. tore ). 
(85) cf. GRAY, GAet., PP- 221 ff (the hermrohrodite End opposition 
of sexee), 231 ff (I4aignon), 233 ff (ým. ý. zons Enc' hor'er ), 2! O ff (mbiva1ence and union of on-oosites). 
(86) cf . HARLESS, JBAlci. , pp. 
47 ff. 
(37) cf. HARNESS, JBAic i,. , p. 
49. 
PsF. e 4 
( 3) cf. STOTJD , SunrEtS tJB. , p. 96; alo SCROLEI+;, AMTrJl, ym. , pp. 
237/3$ 
for the ci ose n rai1e? whic. a I r; _ve e. weys been noticed by both followers of Boelu.: e, me K bb8_yist . 
(89) cf. HARLESS, JBA c , -. , n-,. 
65 ff. 
(90) cf. ? -IARLESS, JBAI c'_.. , ,? - 108/9. 
(91) BA3T IA. ', Z, 1,, irk. JB. , tli 0u ,. not ,. e t' nrnu- F ew u : er HARLE3S JBAlch. , or LJB. , is very comprehensive nc_ balcnced. 
cf. pp. 170 ff (Boehme's friends); pp. 176 f° (T; olý_Pr); p . 178ff (Pss. racelsus); pp. 132. , '1 (TTeit''e1 ý"ýCh'enckfelý', tlap Ilä t. icS). 
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(92) cf. BOR11KA: "5 :, LJB. , pp. 101/2; - but this theme is developed tlirouc; liout the wor?:. Bornkami, confines himßelf to mysticism and 
Theolo ; y, in viiicli fiel: -'^. liir.. comparisons are maeterly. 
(93) of. HARLESS, JBA1ch., p. 35. 
(94) cf. HAPLESS, JBAlch. , pp. 30/1. 
(95) cf. HARLESS, JBAlch., pp. 89 ff. 
(96) cf. BET'Z, Gesc.: IietJB. , p. 
427. This ir, <^ý_1 the more 
surprisinc, a. c, in BENZ, MetBeCrSnrJB. , lie has given us an 
astonic Tingly profound account of the metaphysical foundations of 
speakin[.,. In the 1, tter work, 1 wev,, r, t': e Tl,. eolo; -fir of Hir. tory 
is left out of consideration. 
(97) cf. HARLESS, JBAlc1., p. 101. - See Also c:. III, p. 11Li., 
eep. note 26 thereto. 
ace 
(93) WYNEKEP1, ParacJB.: full details in the BiblioCraphy. 
(99) I do not entirely sub-cribe to tie strtement. For thout°h 
t: je tendency towards greater "Verinnerlichuns" it r. marked one, 
not only witli the Sclawn. rmer, but riready in 1L; th-century mysticism, 
one must yet never forget tine extent, to w)-Ach the Bible as V. whole, 
the Passion story in particular, as a textbook of N tural and 
Humen History, was part und parcel of Christian tradition, and was 
therefore taken for granted. The interpenetration of spirituel 
and mpterial, of religion and work, vors in rnO rlny, war co 
spontaneous, ro complete, often so intense, thrt a. merely spiritual 
Theology (in wiiacli the material e. enecte of religion re actur) 11y 
negated) is, so it seems to me, 1 rdi. - conceivable before the 17th 
century. On the other hrn(f,., it is also true, that -m undue stress 
on "t: ie inner Christ" m<^y give rir, e to inconsistencies. 
With reE rd to Boehme' r writing r, the two G Ppectc . -re synthesized, 
- in that 
)01 
Page 145 continued 
(99) contd. (1) no event can take plece witl-hout mEnifesting; itself; 
(2) inner rebirth of man, whether in individual 
life or in _? istory, shows itself necessarily in 
external events, end is in each case a moment in 
the recreative action of the Word of God.. - This 
point ie. again considered in ch. III of t_e re- 
6 ti-Torf;., p. 1.14 , esp. note 
2thereto. 
(100) cf. Rom. ") , 19-22. 
Page 46 
(101) quoted in ý'JYNEKE'I, Pý. recJLý. , ý, 
50. 
(102) cf. ýý, YNEKE ', ParacJB. , p. 
gl. 
(103) of. vJYi; EIiET', ParccJS. , but further on in he ,. -, ork: pp. 93/4. 
(104) cf. KCY? ,P iJB. , p. 1' . 
(105) cf. : NYi KE , Para. cJB. , p. 
35. 
Page ýj 
(10S) cf. ,, '`ri,; EKE: T, Par, -1cJB. , p. 106. 
(107) of. 'V1YNEKEN, Pcra. cJB. , ? ý. 
37. 
(108) cf. °ýri'Iý'EIýEIT, Pe. racJB. n... ein '_'e^treben rich in 
Böiunes Suchen nach c. er i? a t rscra. clie forteetzt. " 
(109) cf. 






(110) cf. Sý'YNEICE. `ý, PP-re-CJB., pp. ý8if. 
V2 
I- 
Page +7 continued 
(111) ci. WYNEMT, P&. rý.. cJP. , P. 90. 
Page 48 
(112) Cf. 717Y TEKEL!, PEracJB. , p_p. 9? ff. 
(113) e. ;. the spirits d. wellinL i_-, he different element ^, ef. 
WYNEYEII, Pp. racJB., p. 100. 
As a natter of fact, Boehne' use of the Seven Properties of 
Nature and of the Three Princi_oles, fro, the point of view of God' C 
Word, amounts to a coma ete rearrangement of cosmological terminology 
( as can be seen e. g. in Tilyst. nagn. 13,7 ff); it is a revaluation, 
the status of nature being con sistenn tl y reM,: _rded as 
Golf 's creative 
speech in time. 
(11 4) of. ee eeic'. y U'n e -o cr^`e fror:. s won: ctluoten on 3S-L1 
in tue present c ýe-o per. 
(I15) This aspect call receive on in c 7ter III 
of the present work. 
P^ _e 
L 
(110) Of. REU? CHLI'', ArtC sb. , fol. XX' , anc elsewhere. 
(1 7) This is ý. _)? )arent 
Ares y in e. Aur. Vorr. , 95; 22,3-2.3 & 105/ 06; teen, for an exe ri--)le in mE ture z. -or? -, cf. GuE+ew. 3,19; cf. 
1so t he quo';, -ion from ý, 'il? i, ^m Lý 7w in BRT_T? ^Cý??, t; y^tT`; JB, , 1). 91 
(foot- E, 
note). 
For Hoene' ;: opinion of lc zemIC ,e cf. 'f. L. 
4, end compt. re 
V is with footnote 4. - For '-is use of '"rrolc.. '1: Aur. 22, ' ; Menschw. I. 
S; 1, -7; Sign. 3,19 P ch. In Senc?: or. l0,20 (, -, n6. elsewhere) the 
Lz. is itself is used entirely ý. ' spiritual symbol. 
For orou^i, _ study of the wole of this question cf. PETTCIIH'I', LJB. ,7.. 
'! f f, 161. 
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(113) Boer, e' e ap- recir. tion of E`01. eL sr-s in6_eec? _ of 7, 
1 
literature to wich he refers in the works. knar,; n to us - is 
critical, but not neg Live, often, indeed, full of the w arm est 
admiration, e. g. the ? Wasserstein c_er 7eycen is praised and recom- 
mended in Sendbr. 23,14, (but see the whole of t1: is epistle); of. 
further Sendbr. 3, esn. nara. e 16 rnc, 2cß ff, 59 ff, 64" ff; Senebr. l3, 70: he iOio lice; ý. ý 
_on , eve^i cc re. = _rCýr rli revel&- tion s. 
He seems concerned , pith tie author's attituc.. e, euite &S riuch 
as with the subject muter weich he criticizes: Bed. Stief. , 
11 ff, 
19 ff; pol. Stief. Vorr.; (but note the tone of r'_l his s ologetic 
works) .T gis pe rtorpl trp_it, to be sEen thron gout Boelune' s wore, 
as well as in his person l relations, is very clearly d. emonstrý. ted 
by GRUNSKY, JB., op. 46 if. The cell-system was, indeed, of con- 
siderable iiuportence s on¬; pietists, ill_ instes, freeme: sons, snd 
mcny other movements of the 17t_. Inc 13 h centuries (ef . evol. I of TT ,,, VIAýlE) S OccRom., ý1co RCS, ý; T, ^tP_-ail., P-. 22. ff). 
In `enera? Boe me ir 1t, ays cnnctructive; thus ? ae attt-. cks and defends Weigel In Sendbr. 12,59-62. He will prefer to digress 
and to write about . gis oa r: conception of the to>ic in cuestion, 
rather thin simply to comment on or to c tttck L, --e ,u t_ or vr nom he discusces; and e ty -ica1 instance of this is Send_br. 12, '; 9 ff. 
(119) T --is is particularly clear in tine 8th Enist' e, to V --ich refer- 
ence is m e_e in the previous note (113) , It s _ov. zldro? ""ever, , 
be 
noted that teere the lý t t'-ýin, r are exit tential, Where nn ct rovýý - 
necescities for any individual in his s' iritual life. 
(120) of. no le 100 to the present c_-:. a ter Pbove. - Of all the books 
of he Bic, 1e, Genei , Sý Jo' :' ,^ Go e? -, 
the E? )i^t'e to the RoLsns 
seem to have exerted the strongest influence on BoeLme throughout hic c&. reer. 
(121) This is, c . -urre ,a corar: onýpl r. ce o ^: l c'ler1i stic li ter . 
cure. 
ae begin . -in 11c. he eng the Prime _ tirrterSýýýýc_ t .eLie ire ambivalent. cf. Prc-. ctLeonVIr., p-ý. 20-22. 
Pare 50 
(122) This extension of cosmo1oP'icäl concepts to the , xnderct. nein; 
--_ 
3o4 
Pate 50 continued 
(122) contd. of the nature of God transcends the scope of P2 racelsen 
science. 1ý- Pence it is the ca. rryin: 7 out of 7: 'eirel' c proý: rc . _r_e of 
tl5tudium Universale'", as we have seen, as Well se dx, -i-_n On such, 
NNeopla. tonic enc_ mystics: 1 traditions s the emenation of ue -olurd: lity 
of tef,., )oral existence out of Pr1mal Unit, ', or the dialectic tension 
between stý. ^1-ýic oel:: -ýý,. d n the :: ovinc_ stree. Lof concrete life, between 
power and _ etttiee- 'ý--e o sic -t_ý¬ Lo 'os 
and its realization in 
But the 4cýý e anL. c'_ept _. of Beo' ae' e `'. ýUý _ti, sure? -, quite 
unpreceeented. The ell ementc of ', --l -, te. sc -ink, as well as a treat deal 
0 he VOCc^. ý'UZc^<ry, are tradit? nn-1. TUt the edifice in totality 
l 1'ý 7.. _ f' Fý_^ti __. 
r, re' . _1'_'. 
'_. F ^_ 7'. =ý O'; 1" is new, 
own C_ay. 
oT 3n (123) For of iie c=. pie fo _ 71 ,' 
ehý; yo ý. er, o, `_ý. 34-36. 
(12k cf. 1'_e folloti, i ýi -'3; _l1 o GRAY, GA, -t. , pb. 1'ý/ 
15,40 fi; for to y__". _ aence of t1-. is ice;., n Goeth,, e: p. 8O 2f, 
132 ff. 
ýý Fý`ýe ý_ 
(125) "Concorc. caitz", "G1e1c_he; tn, 
P-7555, Ci. cý0 er 






(: 2 ) of. c 'T, 78/9. 
(127) For tI e if i cul tyr i-ih reEarc? to ul-_e ; econc Princi?:? ' e cf. 
l1r iter ret ion ý1P ree Pr? ncý' eE ill Evelyn 77n, -, er-i' 
UPTDE TILL, C onfJB. , :.,,:: vi . 
15 cl Aur. -, 
64 Il, r,, aEn" oý ý, 
1^'ý" 
(quoted on p. 105); uaet "l, 12; 1STOLTDT, SunrEt3tJB. , P. 
243. 
ýyý 
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(130) IL iý, of cure, less racicý e. s.. in I, 334B end other 
pasea ee, to we have mache reference; of. also the quotation 
c11. II, pp. 72 ff and es . notes 73 & 74+- hereto; also c . III, p. 149 and rote 133 thereto. 
(131) cý . 
"IEIGEL Gnu-'-; ., P, -. r, "I, 2 s 
(132) cl ,c_. IIy -no. 
'/11//92 nc_ notes 1'9-L6 theretc. 
(133) cz " C, -,!. Ii , Pp. 03 75; c'ý. III, 
P 
(13k) 'rei el cnc_ Boe' e tali about 'IGelc^_c ej'. i1e1ty II Ile in er ; even 
etc.: e. , c-, '-. III, 1). note 6L thereto, A i. <t VIII; ,o 
;ýý. , 
eý. d' G:. ý,. ý GRUT1 JB. , p. log., But t? _is ýter-7i noiogy can be found throu , hout lei`elIss Pnc-_ Boe? -,. me Ird. evotionrl Tri ti n, r ; it ;c o'wlnuc' y connected 
with the contact of t'b. ese t: riterr he c. evotionel 2nd mysticel 
cl, 7 dice, more especic-_ly the TheoloM1a Gern: rnic2: an exeanple 
of t is i: : 'ei el's Eynz'4ý? zr? _zný in teizirC le -eo 0 icy `n 1SýTGEL, Pi yst. 
(135) III, p. 126 (r, zotý=t on lo- er down the pr e); e1eo uGaund. Ier F; esenft; --i; A. , p. 11- 0. 
(13b) of. chi. III , pp . 
105 ff; end. of ch. V, 1)p. 202-4. 
5Q6 
NOTFES TO CHAPTER. II 
Page-5b- 
(1) Boe. 'yr: eV; ,e __ no e clo ^ely knit ors niz, -. tion of a deductive system in sore academic P'-_tlosonhy. But it is -. coherent, 
adequately expressed view of t Le nature said meaning of existence. 
Boebiue is an undisciplined , Triter. He works under the stress of 
living, in an evil, yet sod-rul ec_ world. He is driven on by the 
impulse of c. reli`- ou: '. E--n('_ met Fie el genius and by its sense 
g ht r., att? res, 'is conceptual of divine mission. Ar c_ even as thou 
equipment crystallizes, lie never ceases to discover new s. ^"ects to 
already complex conceptions, and, wit,, these, new ima. `es, new 
vocabulary. Thus his language i r, o ten oi_--cure , even confused, but certainly not incomprehensible. 
On vit2lisra and its 1_ins i. O with ysticis_s cf. TJTTDERHILL, iayrr.. 
p. 2b ff (for Boelarie pp. 39/L07); a po end for Boerne 
, )n. 2.55-ü0. BRIT-4. O , ystW`JB. , op. 
31 ff, distinguishes between 
the mechanistic tendency of meth, -. evr1 rationalism Inc 17th century 
` ricis,: a, and the vitelism which -Inder-lies, both alchemy and 
modern i: ). ilo so, -K-. ies of "or. ni mi'" ; on pro. 19 ff Boe'-. me is cherac- 
terized as syntlzesizir_. r: the two ty7)eý, - - the Ilnaturefl end the 
"reliLious" type,,, - of mysticism Boelurne' s r: trc ýici cr_1 ^r. c. ilia 
cor; r_iolo`; y t ýu^ form -n organic unit;. 
(2) cf. TAYLOR, Alcixu; ., c 1ý! , for description of T: er1:. tic tllAn': ers. 
Au -11 'n C' c^V1;;, !? -19,9C-132. cf. further in 
tie )resent ch. and es-o. note 99 Hereto. of. _L . FL, 
5st 
ff, where 'eoiDlatonic me. o tiler Hellenistic cosmologies, 
Laytils end symbol' are described. Aß_1 elements of the cosrsolo y, 
enc_ most of the eymbo1ism used by Boeiune can be found. in Hellenistic 
reli"; ions, p__iloso, D'; ier and cosmologies. An interesting comparison 
would constitute Boe im '-el s conception of the "Un run O,. " tw it? 1 that of 
the divine pririz1 dar? Lnes- as tau-ht in DIO_NSIUS AFEOPAGITA (Pseud. ) 
CI. coll. 1037-39, which is lur inou^; but tiiis would be 
beyond, the scope of the -oresent t: orh.. also aprlies to the 
hierarchic structure of Creation , ,. E t, -. u, -: '. it by 
Pseudo-Dionysi -: 
of. also esp. JOA: r7TES ici6_. , e^ ;. c':. ^.. VI & VII: col' . 10,, -53. SCO"LlUS EPLIGEIIA, Exp. CI. , Coll . 127. 'Est enim fons non 
deficiene 
et in or_ai. iý , cuee sun i ýf inits _ýu , erosita to profluene. 
' TIn 
type of hierarchic structuring t: sae tpl. en un by med_iaevr l triter, , 
as ti": ell as by Pn. racelsus and the Hermetic irriterr, as i^ s1 oWW, 7n in 
of he present wor--.. And the '-'ord. of Gö came to be seen 
more and more to be the foundation of tile hierarchic systel_:. 't'his 
597 
Pagre 54 conti_:, ued 
rote 3 con ö. lo even t'_ e case with minor Hermetic writers (e. L. 
P. Fel` enhauer, e ii0r: this work jr fiscussed _n PEUC RT, LJB. 
pare.. 2: p. K, 1 77T. - '. But a comparison with such writers shows, 
at once, BoehmeIo depth 8nd his oriMinslity. 
In _ener-. l we may note that Boelime uses the traditions-1 
hierarchic systems, superimposing one on the other, as will be 
shown in the present 011. , cup r1^ýcin ; the w'-lc? e4 co Brent org nism, 
at once eternal and dynamic. Is Boehme' S approach i the first 
instance his o, -. n, or does he depend on of der+ tr . cation 
from the 
s tart? Unfortuns tely no evidence is available for the time before 
his first illumination in 1600. After that dr to we know that he 
belonged to the _, 'oller-circle, where lie would - for the first ti : e? - have come in contact with the devotional and mystics classics, 
and with conten Dor"ary trends, not least i,; ith 'Moller' s own worn: 
of. PEUCPERý', LJB. 22 ff , p. 159 
(note to arg.. 9) ; STOLIDT, 
SunrEt StJB. , ?, D. 
50 ff. At leert after V. -ri tiny the Aurore , lie got in touch with Ps. racelsan doctors end s.? c e. ai^ts end other learned 
men; sloo he hin pelf studied Schwenckfeld, ý. 'eigel, French, Rulsnd, 
; 'TASSSER5T I: ', and other a-' c emistic end ermet1 c -cut : orfi en worh ": 
cf. 11,0'f FT Pi JB. ,p 26 ff, 39,7 ff (p 13 ff for critique of 
Frenc}. ienberg); on p. 72 t: here Is a misprint: not I'D-). 27,1Lu, 
but the correct ref. cf. further I AF. LECS , JBA1 clhL. , p ýI 7 ff BO? TTTRý 'TX, HistPlh_il JB. 214 ff; BOPJTKA :, LJB. , v. 
76 l; 
STOLID"-`, SunrEtStJB. , pp. 93 ff. Did? lie know any Paracelsen writings 
at first hand? Had he read ý^TEIGEL, Pl-: ", yst. ? : Tag lie accuý. inted 
with the Theologie. Gerrýenica? - Through Baltlia: s. a_r ý'e: -itlier (if not 
through Parý. celsan writin`s, or in some other i,: cay) lie. got to know 
Y, abbslis ti c mys ticI sm: cf. PEUCKERT, LJB., -on. 100 ff, 17r1/7ä 
(notes);; STOUDT, SunrEtSt'JB. , p' . 90" ff. - HAR. LE SS, JBA1cl-h. , p. 
49, 
where an opposite view is lie? 0, can no longer be re: _; rrrC'. ee. as reliable. 
11eon, lc ton ic ini? uence mutt . lý v; been indirect tlarou`b t)leee 
other sources: c°. SCI-IOLE' , IMITrJ%iyi. , -p, - . 
20q, 224; SOHT. TLZE, JBI; '.. , 
p-; " 
447/ 3, L52; Ui1DEF ILI_,, ConfJB. , XXVI; BAcTIAI, (Zj''IR. JB. 
135; fur her in t ,e -resent eh--,. , p. 5? . no no yes there o. 
In c'.. I, pp. 43 ff (P-ne, notes thereto) Ih ve set out some 
con serc. tion s. with rEiý'c. r0, to the torice1 r, °. c,: C ro!. Jne, _m '. 
inl y in 
the form of co=ents on some of the moat -1w; ortant works that have 
a, ýýe rec on t -_is subject, 
In any ccce, ns is riE,. tly ctreeced by every author on Boel e, 
leis or without roureer, it independent m? origina1. 
cf. BOR : A;::, LJ'?, . 92 if. 
. cf. ro note ?g to t'-,, e. -resent cI, c: -DYer e_ow 
3001 
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(L) of. c? III, . 
133, eir. note thereto; oleo rT DERF? ILL, 
=5rs., ý. 1-I1 ff. 
(5) see note to 1. e present cý_. ebove. 
() f017 eri-ýý . e^ cl, OYR , P',. J?. , Ir, roduction, ; ý. IX. 
(7) e. 
. i. y: 
ü. im ý"' , 
1-mai Sign. c'_i n ct t is cf. iay ti't. 
2,7; J f. S. 5,90; Clavis 25, Apol. 7il'. 172-75; etc. 
Also HAI,: BEP. GER, Ld-tP::. JB. , ýý " 
4'9/50. BO? ITROTr,,, Hi ^tPh: i1JB. , APP. 211-83, a, ml ^ terly e-ýuc_y ofý Boehme' s thou. -, ht, is particularly 
relevant to the question hero rt ie! ue; after stating the °eneral 
terms of Boelime' s tuest (pp. 21Lý , 
219-26) 
, there follow cn account of fot"., from tine fir^t beirr---, i'_aic i is 111e rien fterne_ infini, 
I' ao me, le rays sere" (p. 226) , there arises God_ manifest: 
"Dieu 
s' en ve C-, -. n^ une tiff rentirtion non plu ic, eule, m, -. is reell r, 
et -o, -,. r la concuiert 1r personn^.? itg effective celle cd_e 1p. trinite 
c}1r@'tienne. 11 (p. 2,,, 9). Goa realizes, sees Himself in Eternal Nature, 
his Glory, or Lmc s Goc_ eng Eternal nature Inter, ct, one 
must not cone ounc_ They then cooperate in the creation 
of the world.. (op. 253 ff ). Boeizne is not cr. ^ntiiei^t: "... leauel 
se --rCe du psnt=: 4isme -pluc fner °icuement encore cue Cm tile 
(p. 230 ); "Je ne cony onc: s pas le nature extgri eure -vec ls. nature 
intLerieure, Ce _le-ci ect vr^. iment vivente, r -t eile est pý rf si te. 
L'Autre n' a cu' une vie d rivee et c_emeure r. pi te. Non, le 
monde exterieur n' et ?o Dieu, .. " 
(p. 20'1) 
,- 
Boeh:. ie te_2ýec this 
, en: pe. ro. +o) . line from the s `. _rt, cl . 
Aur. , c... I 
( 
(3) ,, Ie e., all see in the , -D reeent c zE,: oter - end tT_i il'_ be tie 
basis for ill subsequent consid_erEtions - th^t at t;. ýe heart of 
Boe une's Cosmos is the ? Ford spoken by e. transcendent Will and. 
_ý{ ýe_ liMence I 
(ii in GRý, ý ''I', LS. 2`, T) JB. , ? )v 
3ö ff, t his idea is developed 
from the c! ur., 1 _2eýni_. r of "Bi l cni, s P, F, the ect of forrainc°("BildunE" ) 
, and of the formed object ( "Bild"), c^s ^risin- from the 
"Geist-Wesen- 
Bezie gun¬" (p. 86); from this the w ole ohiloco'Dozy of lrncua. ge is 
developed) . can one y : aeon person el God (even if he f inc_s the usual doctrine of their insufficient: cf. BOTJTROLrL, HistP i1IJB. 
p. 259). Yet Boelime's tirritinms ý--. ve hrd post intense, yet suite 
divergent criticism, the preise accorded. being c nisg iý_ec_ :^t: e 
Tie reason for such dj ver : encie; ir_ interýre+ý tý. on -. r"e c. ue to 
the ý.. ct th, t Boe ime : "^_s e_ very ? oroi if ic, s very uneisc ined_ 
writer, __ic- t_Le great tree tIý of ýi^, 
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(R) conta_. exact ev .u . lion of 
the t"., ei`i, t of ec -I per.: ver ;. r di fic".: _' rust erg bitterest enemy ? rns the c'_, e' -ý^. ^ gor of 
Görlitz, Gre -orius Richter (on whose attack ei. ILOYF , Pi-JB. , pp. 55 z ). An import an _Doi 1t ,o bear in 'inc? in t*_ý s connection 
is the f . =_ct that the t_: ou` , t-forms, t-*-ich arise ii: __edi ately from 
mystical ex>>erience and contem-)l ati on, lend themselves to a number 
of interoretations. Thus, t, --e idea of differentiation, Which arises 
as äein: _, emerges from primal unity, be foi. nd i_: Er stern re-1-=on, 
as well as- in Presocratic thoug t, in Pexace? _s'.. s, in Böhme, 
in 
Schopenhauer - to name only a few examples, In ec,. c'. of ?:. fi ich the 
nature and function of this emergence is dif_'erent. Then the 
vitalism, the dialectic, t_ _e voluant`riem, wiii c?: we find in Boel-ine' s 
thought, have been taken over by many thinkers in the 19th century, 
wlose t , -eolo: ica1 outlook varies a great ee, 71. It is thus easy to 
select certain features of Boehme's t: h_ou: V:,. t, rrC,. interpret them in 
the light of C ýristienity, Budd. ilism, I: ssxis_ , P^ntheis:: etc. 
But 
ultimately we cannot overlook the ? ay In Boehme treated History 
and the doctrine of the ? '; orcý. 
CC the older : -oý, -ever, t'. e me st serious one concerned 
his doctrine of Go--: ttAeternitate-, cquod pa_tri aeterno erinit 
c? uaternita-tera et ore L. iasphemo astruit" (Jud_. Ie in Apol. Ricizt. 
j. 
This is tr ; ice1 ex<<2-7l e of one-sided re^c, tn '. For -. com-oc. rloon 
between the uses to which Boeiune guts 'gis exposit inne of the Holy 
Trinity, t nd of the Fourth term (Glory, SO-01A _) will slow, tii- t they are not on the safte plane. The triune God s'i eo-Ts through 
the Three Princi-ýlec, and in th<:, -t way He i. , present in the 72 
vernacular, as well o' In tie 5 h_oly4 ton`ues. The Holy Trinity, 
as explained in Aul:. does not need the Fourth term for com- 
pletion. he latter is ^1 abstraction (more v ronerly a mod-us, 
operandi), issuing in e. Gr; 'iere, a locu^, of divine existence 
(Eternal Nature, 'U'-, -e Ternarius Sanctus), fina. 7. ly cooperating in tine 
creation of the world (more properly: bla ring its ---, -rt, complement- 
in the divine Will as suc_i) : cf . BO TROLTX, Hi' tPhilJB. , pp. 
2'3 ff, 
259 ff. It iG not an entity, ; _ý it often a, )nes. rs in the myt]: o- 
SO")11iF.. It 
, ^_ 
the action f God contem- 10cICFF gu se -f --e Virgin 
platinl Him, se _f; 
it is also the -rinc _-, _F: 
f mediation (cre^. ti ve, 
recreative) betT., een Creator snd ore, -tai-e. Sonhis- herself may some- 
times be internreted as the action Spirit, sometimes os 
: ia t of C: rist, so. __etitaes of ; oti_; cr. HAi: PERGER, Lc? 
tP? 1JB. , -p. 22/23. 
Bogi e is not -n cýcýenic t_: inker, me. It !: I fir ke ros°= ,F to 
c_. tci, L him out, because his manner of ex'osition is untidy. But we 
s: _ou C never 
forget ca "t he t. T°s U i? to submit to lengthy pro- 
cess 
ý.. T 
cess of being catechized on iii s dee t., beä, in orc. er to receive the 
last Sacr, Llent, iahen he i-, 7- h, rdly :. ale to sie^1ý or to rove (cf. 
Leöene -, u- , in Kober' 7eric t to Schv einici-ien, p. 2**12 , cný. in 
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(ü) contd. addenc h. tLereto: LI t. B '). **** ; i, _-t. F, ir. r=ee. tely 
followin- the Textur Conci onie, p. 
L *# 12g. A Pantheist, 
f reetlzin >er or heretic wou1c. h^. rc-! y h ve coneidereO_ t. ---e necessary. 
9) of. cl-1.1,23-25,3L-4, ), nnc rotes thereto, i,., here I have 
tried to show how this ariree from a persone'__ist cosmology in 
Pý. rC celcen - ci emy. For verj, o'_cý cf. re Zoý--; rnos-teNt quo- ed i: Tr7'G, PsAI c'__. ,r. 
L'9O 1. 
(10) cz. Ch. I, 7-). 35, es7. note 67 thereto; wrlous rs7ec t e. of 
this tonic are Jo cons. iclered in Apnenc. ices VII, IX, X. 
(11) `': ie ibl icc. -ýi^ Boelz e' r c_oc trine, 
of crucirar)ortance, especially in tint. III 
work. Perim-ps the mn aspects are: (a) t lie 
(b) t? ie Tower of Babel, (c) the 01cß_ Testament 
of God, (r_) Christ the Lo` os, (e) Per_teco t, 
11 unutterc ale wor(fs" (II Cor. 12, ý ). 
f7ee n be T' _--- MP, 
? recent I`"r of ne 
Ac. rsic npne-givin`, 
c9. octrine of the word. 
(f) the Pauline 
(12) Descriptions of the Seven Properties of nnture occur in every 
work Boerne ever wrote. For the sake of convenience the present 
discussion is ha sed mainly on chs. 3-6 of Ihn- r teriu. m Tarnur. 
The Seven Pro-Der" ies of nature are 1300-limey own cre^ti on. re 
can see them evolviinn_n to the course of the Aurora end tue earlier 
Works. iTevertilelesri, ti, e:. r -: re base. on earl-ier tr, '6_itions. Thus 
tigere ý re ^tri: in par, 7leis in Pcr nce-1. aue, esnecic, l_ly the De Ln_nie_e 
Philosovhoru-,, II, 685A; ciso I, 917B/c; I, 900-3; I, 3 B ff; I, ý" 
Indirect influence tllrout1= ', °lei el i suý`e^ted by YOý'P , ? 'EIGEL. 41 ; on t: is cf. c1 so 7. '7EIGEL, Gnotai. , 2. Teil: Astrolo^iu, 'lie olo izat, a, eý ). cii. 6, ýý. 14 if. Other f1chleraistic ecpecielly 
Par ce_son, writers m, c -lro live influenced- Boer me, per -, r, - 
indirectly: cf. ":, -, rnFBAlc ,, GYründtlUnterr. , p1D. 
14 ff; ClavSap. 
P"9.57/5 "- On the -, even sefirot_ in Iiabbsli rra of. Appendix VII 
of the DDrerent work. 
BASTIAPT, ;. irkJB. ,I, p. 1"31, i thus beeide the point; - after 
aß_1, r Bastian admits, the Four Element[ cor_te fror. the Seven 
Properties of Nature. 
T'L_e iý_ea of sevenfolemess is, of course, very nopul^r. Tl ip is 
cri: c ^, ec'_ trig re'erence to the Seven Properties, of ! "c`' ture in 7<7 
KOYRE, PlZB. ,oo. 1ý 6ff. - The main re- eon for this is, Purely, that 
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P<,,, r-e JL, con-'ui., ued 
Vol. (12) contet. t'. -ere are seven r)la ney ^, In THEA`'RL? ýi CH'E iICTT:, II, t ?e table facing -p . 109, the order is e !7, me t-h<- ,-lh ved by Boe -, me, e_. ce--) t for the reversal of ý'., e respective -ol ace, 
of Ju? iter and T ercury. Sol (etzru !, tor, etc.: - tr^n^_ ute. tio ) Is in the cent--L-c. '. 1 -ooFiti oci nec_ to it by Boelune, follot". -ec by 
Venus (cunru::: - coa : u1atIo ); the enere _1 conception of 
the processes 
tIiu3 a. n a. 1oý, ou: ' B, trr not cz z t'i of te_ý not e ca. ... One or? ýer alýic i i^ entirely different may ýe found 
1). 450,0 o =. 1 ( article SF turne) . 
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1J) Aý r: a uer of i ?. ct Boe'% e 1-o-. v1meF rsyr 
uc _ ins-. ar1ce w v,:; ec ii mule rot i owin- chanter ,ý li 2; 1ý. - In ýT I. ARTE'_'ÜE'. , JB. , lýý. 
46, t'h-ýe-- ý-, re. c llec'_ nýund entý: l forces, or 
nntursl f or;: _; `, or ro' e: ti e^ý11 - w_, ca tever t'_ a' " ý: ýr me-`-n; in f'roý_, 
I finc_ the wýhoi e c_ Vhi c' Jler ve ý ýn r tj f For oý e 
ý. ä_eauzte ý_ecoL: nt c±. BRI_? 'G", I'+ýýt',. "JB. gip. ýý, ý' ý0 ý, 1ý 1. 
Pare l7 
(iL) This is perllcnc the earliest instance where Hoehme uses tu e picture of fire and ? iE,; I. t to express t'ýe amb vrience of rurlitiec; it is , er, er.,, ýl i'"ec. into a bi_c tu. re of the destiny of .; F, world in Aur. , Vorr. 75 If, which we t'.: in ,wac written I ater, though the date of it coL--)o sition is uncertý in (c° . GRUNSI Y JB. p. X09 ). "". Ze t lerne is teen c. evelo jed in more detail in c., n. -9' of 
Aurora. On 
itc , ncestr , hic;... roes 'Jac _ very f or cC ý. '_ro SA: ý' Z DIAS. , 2'; 3 ff. " It ie Aý , of course, one of they rinci -lo- lc for co arti. e present anc_ ul,. r f o? lo i: 
X15) "Q, ua1i t .t 
l', ' cuelIen", n(y, ý;, II (or t: _. i s, lat ter ter _ -. n6? -)ocPlble lip k it : Tov^? ie cf. RC CS) iiystP': il. these terms E. re, 
accorain to Boe ime, `el y connecter-. - ,s co alre -. dy in te fi. 1, Lt c« yýter of or They denote force, 
wlýi cn is sensitive, tirri tiles unc'er the c'erir"e and 
striving'; it iý, it fc. c t, tt w', ic'ý Tr eP nP. i-,., re e_s; --. Ic An ex cel I en ti of e on b ný? ' lt occur to I arx ls esSc^`. I'Frenc', 
cf. iARX, sell e. , p. 
1 3J ), where, Sve, -ý? _ O 
Baconian 
science, itc C_crive. tion fro::. Az .,, r. or s pa, d De! ocr tu , 
ýitc "rý-iionýlu 
ie il c_uc Live t, ruP, ý: OC ono. m ueric-lirtýic otatlool- ne ýý ^. "Aron: 
A2 
PF. e5 co -- - iiiue 
(15) the c _itie^ inherent, 
firct, nnc, zore_. lost, not o_niy in the fora 
matt er_2E^. ticC? movement out even more Ps 
c'3. tension, ca 2 au, -i 
lo -7 ^e 
Boe. i, le' E- of nat E r. 
rar. tter, moverient the 
o± rnec is^iý is and 
, a vita? spirit 
^n exrrec Vio. r J^eob 
- It i^ &. lso inters tin- to cor a. re t _^ wit" 
; mau er' ý. terpre 
t 
tlo of "raec'-itig" , auotecl 
in BOR' ., LJB. , p., 
1n47. Ato`Tetlier, 
Lý? c _er c 
lß_e4ct_. 
ýin- c 
r- "ý pct i1 Pr-iI c 
(o 1. Allene. - 
I!, 
ý. 
r.., roýtýlý, di 1 
no e eieto), -: 1cß '_iý r^r _ý_ ?). (cf. BOR iLAi ;, LJB. , P. i 
LLIL '' 
'E PEARL GtPr. , p. 
21. 
lL -ý (1? ) cf. -? -D 
111-: in?.. ioiion II .; p`? ^, yi_^11, corn'rel. eno. three -oroceerer: 
(i )creation 
conception), (2) sF1ve, -, -l_on 
( j) communication (unc. _er^tr. ndi. -f', 
in'ýerncGiOn, ieiýotehiý). 
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"dyn I is (19) DOR i' , A. , 'o e 
OA : I11JB. , ý. ey -re ed. 
arc-, el,;; r, )eE. 
" 
(20) The of he Seven Properties of I? e... ture i^, In f, _ýct, not 
. 
ý1ikecýýenati,, t_of 
such notions II_: FrcUryII' II Su ý : Urll &5 UI Fý- unl 
. . 
-, ':. ýri.., ße1-, ,. irýT cf. er, ). Sign. S. For Boe aye of lý erc 
19 in t. -iis connection. 
How it i!, to exD? rv. in the coven prorperties in purely 
l_ 
_l-ti 
r in. ýZr^" ilc r'i1. 
cnceptua L ICnruE, Ee r,,. -. y be see eerec:, ., o1ý ý 
2ý-Yý %7iiere it j er! '0: 1 ^i Zen ti' -= ce 
("C"c^ t LinF JEce 
1. Eicýenscl, _-_ff t ^ucI1 wesentlich se,.,, " 
( -rý ) cf. 155 ý" 15; 




(22) "The n, _ilosopl". ers in=or--, ue :=. o---)o^-i tes to t le come 
caatetory, cnc tlierefore they on e^ch other by beine 
Lrou : Lt into juxt5 )o ition. " (NE'' PEARL GtPr., D. 4). The Uphiloso-phers" s. r, -, of course, the e1claenicts, or those writers 
whose works ziere E'1so re. ý. rcýec_ E auf ýorit ýi ve by the ^ý l chemists. "... sondern sie L. e. "die erste : e. ter1P' i't eine Zuc^mr enretzun 
von Stoffen contr! ýrer Art (contraric. e )... 11 (? IARLESS, JBAlc: _., p. 5 L 
cf. also BOR: 'ICA:::, LJB. , op. 7 ff. 
(23) Ti-is word seems to eve been Boe'. 1, e' own cre: ntion; it shoW: ^ 
,,, ow Boeiime, though influenced by c-peculr. tiye my ticisu, is vet 
cn indenend. ent t, '-,, -in'-,: er inker In gis ot-n 
ri~l, t, cý . BORTlAl, S,., LJ3. , ? )? ). 79 ff. 
(2L) RULAITD, Dict., under " . cqua" 
( ~). 46 ff. )) sorie of which jr., ' 
quoted. in note 75 to tine present o. below. One of tae names 
given there is "Prirficterislisch/Cetholisch ! 'nsser" (p. 46 - it dir, 
solves all metals . -nc- is "vart gleich einem sches rtzlichtem Oli° ). 
'A. ýSERSTEIT?, vom. 20 ff , where tine Laois i- ixen tý - omnare 
this wi ý -11 fie. with the "prima m trrirn of cýý. r e, -n < c. co_ cý ce 
wit. 
i: JLCýi " CI 'ý' -a `ý)"14 y `' ., r. - 1. 'ý2 ,5.:... -.,, 
; [l V ii: Jt ^vOL1T1C_ 




(26) Boel, me' - divine primel unite co bineo tTw, wo conceptions, the 
me. teri,.. " of the alchemists - or, more nronerizr, its cosmolog- 
icel form in t_le Pf--r celssn 11 ysteriu ? 7ý. tnum° - ^ne the primal 
unity, which is, both hidden and luminous (cf. notes 3 2nd 41 to 
the present ciLe. ier for Pseudo-Dionyeius), of the God. heac, which 
occurs i Neo-Ple. tonism and the ': lystica_l trPd_iti ons deriving there- 
from. For the Unity of the Godhead is bot'l1 the beginnin`., the 
source for articulation (giving rise to the Trinity -nd rfterwa, rds, 
to creation), and also the end., t' e find consummation of the many 
in tie One. This can be seen very clearly in the seventh text of 
i. yeterium Paneo-ohicum, where °P? e. turs-or, c'. le" includes black, then the 
-. rcliety l colours, finally w'-Ate; cf, c', -,. III, ? )? ). 133-38" 
Similarity with teaching of the Kabbele, end. of EcitIlý rt i:,. very Ctrikint. In Kabbalistic teacl inc- there is a diElectic relationship 
between the En Sof (Notlýing, God. ) -and the seven Sefirotll, emanating 
from it, because of itc need for self-mar.. ifestntion, then returning 
again to its fullness of 11"othin`, or of God.. Thus the world. is God 
(i. e. His self-disclosure, is thou`: Lt) , yet it is also emsný. ted_ fron, 
5M 
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(26) con d. t"erefore other ti ^-n, God. A^ Cordovero ^4y s: tiGod 
is x: 11 relit; , "o t not 211 reali 
ty i God. " cf . SCHOLEiä, 
ZTrTäyn'-. , pes. 
217/13,252/7*3. 
cf. ECITAR', IT: alte 1--t., (a) at-, vol. 
note on p. 363: it ein ver of er ces verc^ eT yes 1-in("'- ein 
verlougen des verlo` _m e ", which i very e r°. ry ýr to iý^`' :! or i: ýe^' 
"negc. tio_-, of ne ation °: cf . SCHOLEN., T ? 'r3 yrs. ) p. 
li . 
Page b0 
(27) cf . b? -Pf in the present ch-o ter, P, nc_ 1ýi ci . 
III. 
(28) c'. c'.. I, j, ? _I'-2O, -. nd ncteý. 
hereto; ec .A ? enü. - 
III. 
Page ö1. 
(29) This., point Z? i1 receive ^peci ^, Z coldC-er-ti on in the earlier 
p: ý. rt of the followinE. chapter: cf. er-o. 115 ff, 127. 
(30) The follotiti- inE, description is bated m^. ini ,y on 
the account Eiven 
of the Seven Pro? pertiee in t y^t. nign. 
J1-) Boe'=e cr: 11s this procee. of ^; -sen", infe. s, cef", ncoý. Euliren"; 
in 70?? DT, Wzaiir, , these terr:. s are ý; r^nsl . 
tech by "f: ^ l: iionin 
"coarule. tin"". 
(ý2) ýýfincai i ý' , 
"Find! i keitn , 
"Be-, Emp- finc. lif''Leit, " Boekime 
uses these terns to denote en, 7itivity, _n O_ the 
desire to experience 
&nd. to be experienced. This strivin`.. is stern, hoetile, unless 
tempered by the fire of love - nc'. the li`, ýt of t. °! sdom; in wi-ac case 
it becomes t1-, e joyous music of J'. t it, er. This mesnin ° of "fincýli " 
is a further c_eveloti; ý. ent of the Parate? saaz connotst of : "^1: erte 
"mm an ifeste", or "fe_nc! _iic', 
" (Grimm' ^ Diction^ry). 
( 33) '_"-'_P enEiog Ti not, of course, co : 'o1 e to , 
for it 1" only 'v'i til 
re`° rd to tie )otentiv2it-,. -, the cre Live energy of the Froher, and 
the life-givin7,, ?; otier of t ie on. Tie F,. ther-Son relationship is 
, 
%5 
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(33) contd.. used, in fact, to symbolize purely -I chemistic processes. 
This produces the dynsmic which gives rise to the v'. rier? ted forms 
of life. The first triad, with its sternness and power, is comple- 
mented by the second triad, in which the dual 1 ties of love, joy and 
wisdom are prominent. Boehme a=lso identifies the first triad 
(t Ze 
First Principle) wit., the Father, and the second tried (the SeconCL 
Principle) with the Son. The Holy Spirit (tile Third Principle -but 
here identification is hardly -possible, a the Third Principle is the 
formed actuelit r, thou h therev is a measure of analogy) is the 
Seventh Property, or the fourth divine entity, Glory, Sophia; Z'isd_om. 
However, as is shown in BASTIATT, Q? ý, irhJB., II, p-). 
'33/34, the Third 
Principle is really revelation, or manifestation, whether in ima, gina- 
tion or concretely. But this question need- more thorough h study than 
is possible wit in the scope of the -present work. 
(3%) 11 - but t '-Is phre. ce is often Used by Boshme. 
(35) of. note 32 to the present cis ý-pter «cove. 




(37) The di _ff erence between the accounts of Eercury and Sulphur given by Paracelsus End Boe ue respectively lies in the 
stronger seneu--l spPeý1 a : r_ the `: re--. ter wealth of ims. `ery ti-Ich we 
find in Boe rue's account. Thus they are based. on, but herdly fit 
into, Par"acelscn science. For Paracelsus detaches himself from what 
he observes, for, as alchemist and n iysician, he wants to understand 
and have mastery over the forces he sees at work in the g'reat and 
the small worlds. Boehme, on the other hancý.., experiences nature 
and man as 2. preliminary to e, ^oeriencing God. He surrenders himself 
to Goo,, nc he las no interest in gs. ininc" mastery over natural forces. 
He also wants to underst^n, ; but er^tý,. ncý_in` is more broadly 
ba_sec_, being metaphysical and religious. 'Tense the e: oanslon of the 
first t --ree into the Seven Properties of nature, hence oleo their 




., ý^rý__ Tr"ec ý, :: t urFCý 'ott '=Koý''. G;:. c, yý . 
''ý 
,ý 
re -en+, connýc- 
tion ef. ancý 1 '?. 
Page 62 con 1nuecL 
C J') of course reference ; to E tern.? ' re - c.. Roe ..:. e 
11 
specific sT,. rzin in Tavet. npn. 3,4 0. 
Pa-'e 6ý 
'-e C. Uü CI , 
Bt'ýI_"i'ýi1 ýu1, yetT; 'vB. , 0.105. 
Fire Gv"i col i Z£L t U. L 
activity of -trivin ýne_ exDerienc= - of action rr, c- kmo 1ecý. `e, 
con ernp1a. i, ion - wI_icii c hErý. c terize; E11 exneriAnce. At t? e heart 
of the~ drama is the freeeor of the divine 
(41) cl "ý. 19. Accoiý .ý. :o 
BRi^'TO. T, 1`1 , "nJ ) 
a1cý-1eýay - ý: r. c. eF eciýlIýT in t-'--e way in tý' is li; w-r- ueec c; y Boelmle - 
is evolutionary. "'Le etc neruist is the imitator of the Ore-, -,. tor, 
He set to work in Genesis 1. 
Bi. a , the a cl_ei. ist is surely a eo the priec t, e Jun` pointed. 
out (JUNG, PsA' c.. , 
41b ff. brin-inc eß. 1 v, ýtioI1 to roýlýing -n try-vE. ilin- nature. rire not on'. -,,,,, perfect-p, it elco eves, trt. kin` 
matter tlirou-_ c. eath into e. new crep do ý-t. rnt Ln" '' , ff 
(esp. 12 &. 15). 
-J^ P, -_euc. o-Diony 
iuc h or he :,? "ßi0 p^_irc o, 7ri em: n1 . C_en e 
self-reveelin , fire; Illumining end Purging ire; cf. DICYYSIUS 
AREOPAGITA (Peeuc. ) , Ch, coll. 1 0,50,1052,1065 (here also the 
wheels! ). 
(42) A ercury proceec ^. from Sulphur, Salt from Mercur r. "'lic is no 
inconsistency, for it only rin s out the simuitaneitýr of the forces 
and t1lLe metcYol. orical ciu meter of t'-is wsy of cue^cribinT tu e 
Properties "proceed. one from the ol-.,, c--r i- r- -: -e 
cf. Aur. l-- , also BRINTCIT, l yet`17J3. , p. i3 . 
Acco rdin to LIPPI"19.77.7, EntAus'orAlch. , vol. snc_ more 
recently READ, AA? c lists. ,'. 761, t ic. tri^0_ of Srl ercury cnc. Sulonur is cn innovation, introc. uced by Parnceleus, into the con- 
ventio na 1 dualism of active (mole) Mercury Gnd -pa. srive (femo le) 
Sulphur of tradition-r. 1 alc heiriy. In t _is ie -ee-mr , i_oý'ever, to '_,, t tire h: o e irneelI on on e_orl . ieY tr? _a JY 
Isaac le Holl L"ýý1'TGLE 
DU FEES ? C', HietPhHerr_:. , vol. I, p. 230; KOPP, Alcl,. , 
Pt. 2, p. 17 . 
Does it ultimately e tem from Razi? c_ H0L 2{ARD, Aichyr. , P. 
86 (for 
Ra zi ); r. 170 (for Parccel eus) . 0_ h triac. of 
"P Eilale the" cf. 
LEITGLEý' DT FpWý' ,H., Ii, TS MY HictP err vo eFrL oro t"Phlilc. let. _e" is reg 1 -1 y mi Or1 -. Vr? U }_ý'n (LET Tr, r DTt FI' 'a7.7GY 
zistPl erm. , vol. I, p" 
403, , OPP, Al ci.. , Pt. 1, ). 
200) , then thic 
would have been after ParC_celsu^, 0 ui to r0 e blyr influence(" by him. 
W 
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(42) contd. Boe ýý_e, by u= ir.. = _he E1 c: emic ' er_ s for a_oetrac t 
speculation, tr s e. b? e to use bot' the old_ cuality Inc? the 
Par . celsen triad in d_evelo-? in his Seven Properties of Nature. he first triad SeI+u , Iiercurv, Sjulp ur) -nd.. the secone 
triad 
(Venu^ Jupiter Luna) are each en exo. res for of the Holy 't'rinity 
on two successive planes of manifesta_ti on, wit T the Fourth Property (Fire) as transition from the lower to the nigher. The lower 
triad is necessary, semi-articulate, w1--ere. -^, t ",. -e higher 
triad 
is the comnle to and free disclosure of Godd' s ",; inc.. tliroug'i the 
fully consciou utterance of His "Tord of ýýTif. c. o and. love. 'NTe 
shall return to this coint in c lapter III. Now, the introduction 
of this sense of drays, into t1 e con te-,: cle. tion of GoO. , nay 
ture and. 
man seems to be Boe. ume' s unique contribution to T err. etic ti? oug lt. 
The account given by Dr Siier rood Taylor of the 'Merz ietic thinkers, 
especially of T . omae. Vaughan (cf of. c'h. 1L of TAYLOR, Alchets. 
sows how Boebrne differed in imnortaant respects fror. taxe t oý _ Tt 
of Hermetic philosopihers. The latter presented ,a perm vent struc- 
ture to the eye of the spectator, in which single acts ^. re mere 
incidents. in F.. timeless tattern. Bo e' e' t ou`ht is full of tension; 
and when this is tr, rnslr ted_ _n to tern of -, ctuc-l it become,, draua. 
It is si nifica_ j, tuet the c. ivi: -ie "Selbsts iel" becomes 
iien it is -me ^ in P. created pettern, first as e sort of oc radigms- tic interDl, -v ( "S ie-l_") between the Properties in Eternal . Tature 
(roc s "mirrors) , 
rv ti, -en in t'.,. e events of history, moving 
within the stable f ra_mewor': of the "TM-i Tare-" , i. e. lower orders of nature. e sha l 1I SEC 
in G_ IT? , 
how History is itself the meal ing 
of the divine wTorc7-, tip , t-1"" y is age, n n. T nur, u, _ u.. ýý. =auel. it i, ý. ý,, in S?, iel Lnue wools? be true to say that Boeýmle, without cýiverg nE from the funda- 
mentpl s of Hermetic thous ýýt, has deerened its wi d. enec? Its 
scope, cnc_ given it 'morel ur¬. ency, h' including' boi I etm l`y oics 
<<nd History. 
(43) c. RULA: 'D Dic ,. 1i,, -,. e Biclio« rao' .. 
Sec F ^fl. &rticlee 
under: Are! eu^ Aree (ýP. x /55) , Ilia rtes 
( 263/4 / 
PE. rts Of tile article 11Ares Ere quoted- in note 1a3 to t116 present o1 
eloty. 
4 4) "A t _e meaning of gern, is not unlike that of the "0r"cl_e" of Prc . ocr r. tic thou. Bey . re n-D'; 
to be confuced 
with pr"inci-pir chyr:: ico" 33ic1. are Salt, 
ercury -nd _ Sui phur. 
50 
F f, e 6L 
T (5) ý. ,r". tn ins , vl en 
"" 2ný, e zandet"" . of . Lt i v. 2-so ß_1e of BRT the 
rI ýý r c; y'P O4 C-, 'JS 
(rT, Jjerii, 11 Fi gý' _Jo 
e_irae ) 
_ie tiý: _: _iý 
occurs in Pýý_rý ceý. ýu4 to O. eno to GocJ. t o 
1 672 ,ec. ; 7o 
in TyA SERSTEI , 
JBAJ.. c1l. 
£_re. ^c_y 
creative -Dowcr: I, 10u3/9; 
2,3-244. cl. -i^o ? ARL SS, "J 
Pt, s, e 65 
?)L, ''-ingu in Boe ie's terrainolo`', y. 
( 3) nS iý+l" : c°. the fo' loi-Tiny chEpte r, 1ý0,109 ,i 1- 3. 
C, u O't; EC :i0_.. _; _ý ^ý ^1 ý': ý- ßc_ 1" 
^l ^Ci 
for ov in : l! iG 1 1. "" . ý. _ "1L. 
" 
P&E_e 56 
(5o) ei. Pý ilo oýDi1i Ec_ 13-2- . "_'e1, t 
(II, 22). 
( 5ý ý, ý. 1rist t : _in of. eile Pe. rr_Ce, -n C5_1^t1. nCti on 
beti^: een the "-rime, 
cnd. the "intim,. ria,. teriý. º': 7/S. P , racelcu$ 
U. ius. . nti 
cipate-, poehme. Vert I- 
j- °: true th .t 
tide si nificance u -L 
of 0006 IC, as we-11-1 as o 7. Uri n, Vii] 
try was onI Vf ully ¬; I'2. rped by 
Boeiime. cf . 
33T OTUDT , SunrEtS tJB. , -9.2VO: 
"T Iis is drama., cosmic 
d, r az E, 'T'ile 
formml eess see'-is form but In ,, '. le r, over. ent 
to form there 
comes s. moment zww yen it is confrontec"I. with deute. 
Then it strug`les 
to a. voic? dea. tl by recor. ci? in. M form (rýersons-1_ty) triff _cc, ^th. 
But in 
Ciýrist, we s1 1_V later le _ýr , life i v_ctoriou '. 
" 
(52) ¶: e note tue pc radox here: 
procer^; (h) there is a. R=enee in w ic. ý 
yet ti--ý uccession ic only a oic Lure, 
tv . Lip ac tu 
1, s% occurs, yet it eiiul tone 
e ern&-i nroces^ w'., ic, h we ci. nnot really 
(a) "' ýerna1 nature is true 
'ornces" imv>? i ep quccession; 
so tb. t Our minC ° ! 'iia rs r 
L7 
DuSl y -)reg-nt: timte 
imag. ine. 
X29 
Page 66 continued 
(53) "trifft-Leben": of. Myst. magn. 3,17, quoted p. 66, below 
the present para. 
Page 67 
(54) This is the usual alchemical symbol for "Sol". 
(55) of. Aur. Vorr. 75 ft. 
(56) of. LAW, SelMystWr., pp. 11 ff, 348/49., 368 ff; also notes 
3, l4,41 to the present chapter. 
(57) of. Deut. 4,24; Mal. 3,2 & 3, etc.: it is an ever-recurring 
motif in the Bible. With regard to Boehme, Myst. Pausoph. 7,5 (quoted 
in the following chapter) should be compared with I Cor. 3,11-15. 
It is, of course, traditional teaching in alchemy; an example is 
Warn FBAlohGrf idt1Unterr. , pp. 36/37; a Paracel san example is 
Is 
25B. of. also BORNKAMM, LJB., pp. 145 ff. 
Page 68 
(58) Boehme here takes for granted, and builds further on Paracelean 
teaching: of. It 926/7. 
(59) of. W. zu Chr.: l. Büchl. Vonwahrer Busse: throughout this work; 
also the Sophia-dialogues; of. also p. 139 in the following chapter. 
All these symbols are discussed by Jung in Psvcholog9 and Alchemy, 
Aion, etc. 
For an example of similar alchemistie teaching of. PraotLeonVir. 
Appx., Dies Z, pp. 73 ff: note the religious tone, pp. 125 ff. 
Harmony and joy do not come until the "Gegenspiel", "Gegenwurf", have 
been overcome (pp. 49 ff. ). These terms, so frequently used by 
Boehme, have acquired a profounder meaning in his writings; they 
are not new (Grimm' s Dictionary). 
It is again typical of Boehme, that he uses current religious 
and alchemistio teaching, but gives it metaphysical depth and coher- 
ence on an unprecedented scale. What Paracelsus did with Salt, 
Mercury and Sulphur, as well as other traditional terms, in his 
account of cosmological processes, Boehme did for all process, all 
320 
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(59) contd. manifestation, that Is, all existence. Cosmology 
and religion have been welded together in his metaphysics. Goethe 
some 160 years later, undertook a similarly amt8. tious project, 
which he completed in his own w at the end of Faust II (of. 
Appendix III to the present work ). 
6 page 
(60) of. BBJNTON, MystWJB. 2 p. 145. 
p®0 
(61) The sun symbolizes Christ. This is common tradition as may 
be seen, e. g. in ANGELUS SILESIUS, CherWand., I, 113 (P. 361, or II, 
9J (p. 73). Boehme's symbolism is more profound. He says that, just 
as the sun is the heart of the firmament, so Christ, the Son, is 
the heart of the Father: of. Aur. 3,19. Similarly, the Fourth 
property is at the heart of the Seven Properties, where separation 
and synthesis, darkness and light, death and rebirth, converge. 
According to Myst. magn. 12,3-5 the inanimate sun, prefiguring 
Christ, replaced Lucifer after his dethronement, for the interim 
period, before Christ's final victory and assumption of power. 
But in Myst. magn. 12,15 & 16 the inanimate sun, as well as Lucifer, 
prefigure Adam, ultimately the Second Adam, Christ. The Fall of 
Lucifer, then that of Adam, will be considered further on in the 
present chapter and in the following chapter. The regenerative 
action of fire, as envisaged by Paracelsus (of. oh. I, pp. 29/30) is 
still entirely within the sphere of alchemy and of natural processes. 
On the sun as a symbol of Christ of. further note 110 to the 
present ch. below. 
(62) of. Myst. magn. 13,9-11; Sign., 1,16: This point will be 
discussed in more detail in ch. III. 
(63) of. Myst. magn. 3,20-26 & ch. 4; in myst. magn. 10,8-16 
this is called "Mutter", while in Guadw. 4,29 he calls it "Reich 
der Phantasey". of. GRUNSKY, JB., pp. 235 ff (but see the whole of 
this section pp. 212 ff, for a masterly account of the moral impli- 
cations of the drama of the Seven Properties). 
(64) The Three Principles are described in every work after the 
3'21 
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(61+) contd. Aurora; examples of typical passages are: 3 Princ. 7, 
24; 5,1-; Sign. 2,11; Myst. magn. 4,12; brief summary in Clayes; 
table at the end of Clavis; etc. The Threefold Birth appears 
already in Aur. 20,90-97. Both these doctrines are discussed later 
in the present ch. , pp. 
82 ff. On the Paracelsan basis of the 
latter of. ch. I, pp. 32 ff and notes thereto; for the mediaeval 
background: note 14 (to p. 11) to oh. I. The Three Principles 
are touched on in ch. It pp. 49/50. With regard to the latter, it 
is worthwhile to remember, that each of them is ambivalent; thus 
the First Principle is self-assertive (positive) and hostile to the 
community (negative); the Second Principle is unitive (positive) 
and self-surrendering (negative); the Third Principle, combining 
the previous two Principles, aims at Communit , in which the 
striving, the individualism (tension, process) of the First Principle 
should cooperate with the stability, the harmony (permanent being) 
of the Second Principle, to produce actuality, formed existence. 
(65) The Fall of Adam is usually described in terms of a breaking 
up of the unity, the harmony ("Temperatur", "Concordantz") of the 
Seven Properties of Nature in man. A typical example is Guadw. 
6,49-54. 
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(66) of. Myst. magn. 3,17-19. 
(67) of. SCHOLEM, AlohKab., p. 25, especially the table. Agrippa 
von Nettesheim, the author of the table, was perhaps the most 
eminent alchemist of the 16th oentury, next to Paracelsus; of. 
BRINTON, MystWJB. , p. 
85 (the story, that Agrippa and Paracelaus 
were fellow-students under Trithemius is now thought to be improb- 
able: HOLMYARD, Alchy., p. 161). 
In Myst. magn. 13,18, Boehme does not assign a metal to Venue, 
but he does so ibid. 10,27, where he characteristically remarks, 
that all the others are "der Venus Eigenschafft". In Sign. 4,35; 
8,32, copper is called the metal of Venus, close to gold, though 
it has not got the tincture. However, in Myst. magn. 18,18 ff he 
definitely associates Venus with the tincture. 
On the association of metals with planets of. LIPPMANN, EntAus- 
brAl ch. , vol. I, p. 
217. 
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(68) of. Exod. 30,22-33; 
in TAYLOR, Alehsts., p. L$4, 
alchemical process, perhaps 
Magn. 10,21. 
page 72 
Ps. 45,7; 92,10; etc. In the account 
oil comes rather earlier in the 
where Boehme puts Salniter in Myst. 
(69) This would agree with the accounts of other alchemists, if 
Venus corresponds to Ripley's "Red Stone" in stages 7-12: TAYLOR, 
£lohsts., p. 142. 
(70) of. ch. I, p. 22 and Appendix IV. 
( 71) of. Mt. 13,45 & 46. 
(72) Myat, magn. 10,22. 
(73) I take this opportunity of quoting this summary of the Seven 
Properties of Nature in full. It may be noted, that the Paraoelsan 
alternation of drawing in and going out (of. HAIRLESS, JBAloh. 9 
pp. 51 ff) pervades Boehme's Seven Properties (of. GRAY, GAst., 
pp. 38 ff). 
As a matter of fact, the Paracelsan rhythms are threefold: 
(1) Everything comes from God and goes back to God: II, 212 ff; 
(2) Death and Regeneration: I. 8810; 884B; II, 339B; 430; 671B; 
(3) the three stages of Solution, Coagulation, Fixation: I, 221A. 
All three were again used by Boehme, albeit in his own independent 
manner. 
This idea of alternate drawing in and going out seems to have 
come down from Neoplatonism and Kabbalism: SCHOLEM, MTrJMym., p. 20. 
For Goethe' s manifold uses of it of. GRAY, GAst. 9 pp. 
61 (plants), 
109 (colours), 146 (weather), etc. 
It should be further noted, 
properties run over the one into 
alive, sensitive and desirous of 
different accounts Boehme gives, 
necessarily correspond with each 
there is over-all consistency any 
that attributes of the different 
the other, since they are all 
seeing and sensing. Further, the 
even in his mature works, do not 
other in every detail, though 
ia basic unity of outlook. 
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(74) Death and rebirth, as well as the sudden appearance of the 
tincture, can be found elsewhere in alohemistic literature. But 
this catastrophic violence, with its dramatic impact, is Boehme's 
unique contribution. It is, of course, a well-known experience in 
religious and poetic inspiration; of. CRAY, GAst. , pp. 144/45. 
Pe 7k 
(75) It is thus the final, refined and most potent form of the 
"Mysterium Magnum"; of. the Paracelsan passages (II, 668) quoted in 
oh. I, PP. 11/12. 
The term "water" has a complex of connotations in alchemy. 
quote from RULAND, Diet., pp. /49: - 
Aqua coelestis ... Himmels Wasser/ist sublimirter 
Wein 
Aqua coelestina, id est, aqua Mercurialis 
Aclua_.. Mercuric, ist der lapis zerlassen/mit seinem eignen 
aVsser dass in dem Stein fix ist/ und läufft weiss wie Wasser 
Aqua »ermanens, eat ea quae ex duobus perfeotissimie corporibus 
metallicis fit per philosophicam solutionem. Est Sol, & Luna 
soluta in aqua, simulque iuncta; 
Dicitur etiam aqua coelestina, & Merourius philosophorum. 
Das bleiblich Wasser/oder der Philosophen Merourius ist/so 
beyde Metall/Sonn und Mond mit Wasser zusammen hafft/ 
Zerlassen worden. Vel. Aqua permanens, ist das unverbrennlich 
011/dass allen herbeste Essig/ Ein scharff durohdringendt 
Wasser/ dass die C8rper auffl8set/und die eistlich Macht. 
Wirdt Mercurius genennet/dieweil es hitzig/und klar 
Mercurialische Krafft und Eigenschafft hat. Es wirdt 
genennet Mas oder Mann/tumus albus, weisser Rauch/ 
dieweil es auffeteiget/auch Trachenschwantz/der 
fliegende Vogel. 
(76) Note how fire, water and oil are used as symbols of regenera- 
tion especially in the last part of the quotation (paras. 27 & 28, 
p. 743. Oil is Christ's blood, the tincture which regenerates the 
metals. The wreath and the pearl symbolize the new life of joy. 
The whole process is divine alchemy, and the divine life is the 
life in the uttered Word, the revelation of the Godhead (paras. 
18,23,26,28). 
page 75 
(77) In the Seventh Text of Mysterium Paueophicum (cf. ch.. III) 
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(77)contd. Pp. 133-36) Hoehme places a transparent or crystal 
whiteness at the extreme stage of heavenly purity, after the 
refining process of fire, while red is associated with the 
burning of fire. Thus the redness of "Feuerquaal" and the 
whiteness of heavenly light result in "rosenrohy", and in yellow, 
"wegen der irdischen Eigenschafft und der Sonnen Gewalt" (Myst. 
magn. 10,22). For alchemists, on the other hand, white is the 
first colour of the regenerated substance, i1. e, silver (or mercury), 
which later turns into gold; the colour of the latter is, first, 
yellow, then, as its perfection and purity reaches an ever higher 
degree, it turns into an ever deeper red; of. Appendix I; also: 
JUNG PsAlch., pp. 316-18; LIPPMANN, int, AusbrAloh., vol. I, pp. 275- 
306 lEgyptian origins - though historians diverge on this point: 
READ, Pre1Ch., pp. 4-9); for the mystical interpretation of the 
three stages of regeneration of. RIAD, Prel. Ch., p. 115. 
This emphasis on colours, thus on the red colour, accounts for 
the esteem in which copper was held (see note 67 to the present 
eh, above). Boebme sometimes follows this more traditional colour 
scheme, and when he does so, he calls copper the metal of Venus. 
At the same time we must remember, that neither Boehme, nor the 
alchemists, show rigorous consistency in t he use of colours and 
symbols. And this also applies to later Hermetic thought, and 
those writers who were under its influence, Thus Goethe follows 
various alchemistic traditions, and places red and white at the 
summit, either together, or alternating, according to the specific 
meaning intended at the time: of. GRAY, GAst. , pp. 
115 ff, 124 ff. 
As regards Boehme himself, he is not interested in transmutation 
as an end in itself, nor even in natural processes as such. To 
him these are only a part of the whole process of divine creation 
and redemption; more specifically they supply him with symbols for 
his spiritual art. Thus he says (Myst. magn. l0,27 & 28,13,18-20) 
that without Venus no metal can exist; and that is the heavenly 
power (i. e. the love-fire of Venue, the tincture of regeneration 
after the death in the Fourth Property, the fire of wrath), which 
gives to each metal its proper Dolour. 
(78) An example of how alchemistic symbols and modes of thought 
may inspire poetry may be found in TAYLOR, Alchsts. , pp. 223 ff. Thomas Vaughan was a hermetic philosopher (probably "Philalethe": 
of, note 42 to the present ch. above), as well as a poet of distinc- 
tion. Boehme's poetic powers remained unconscious and unexplored. 
With no thought for rhythm or form, he yet produced such passages 
of matchless beauty as the one under discussion, while the power 
of his vision and the force and charm of his imagery had a strong 
impact on the Romantic poets. 
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(79) The symbol for this is the eye: of. Myst. magn. 1,6-8; 
Sign. 3,2 & 39; 40Fr. 1,12,29,105; etc. 
(80) of. ch. III, the argument pp. 115 (bottom) ff, more especi- 
ally,, 120-24, and notes thereto. The distinction referred to in 
KOYRZ, PhJB., p. 116, footnote 3 ("Mer-curius" = the frenzied wheel; 
"Mar-curius" = heavenly music) found its place in the more mature 
phases of Boehme's thought; for, as we have seen, the sting of 
Mercury in the lower triad becomes the more refined, heavenly out- 
going mot; on of music, speech in the higher triad. On Mercury of. 
el so KOYBI, PhJB. , p. 117. 
(81) The "Ungrund" is the eternal Godhead, in which beginning and 
end, "will" and "mirror", find complete unity. The personal, 
triune God, who creates everything according to the Seven Properties 
of Nature, finds Himself, as the Will emerges from the eternal 
"ungrund", desiring, creative. In the ultimate harmony, after 
death, will and wisdom can rest in self-contemplation and self- 
knowledge, for there they are once again, as they have been from 
eternity, outside the sphere of articulate existence, in the 
stillness of the "Ungrund"; of. Menschw. I, 1,12; II, 1,3,4 & 7-12. 
Beehme distinguishes between the root, the creative "Begierde", 
and the ultimate fulfillment, as for instance with black and white 
in Myst. Pausoph. (of. note 77 to the present ch. above; of. also 
note 51 to the present ch. above). As a rule he applies the term 
"Ungrund" to the unity prior to the beginning, rather than to the 
culmination of the creative process in the unity of "Temperatur" 
(cf. Guadw. 1,3-13). Yet Boehme does not exclude the cyclic 
nature of processes altogether; there is a sameness about the 
beginning and the end - hence the expression "Spiel". Processes 
arise by growing away from, denying their root; and so it is that 
we can only talk about the "Ungrundl in negative terms; and their 
culmination point is a complete self-denial. The beginning has 
f3Peshadowed the end, as the end is the mirror of the beginning - 
indeed, of the whole process of creative nature: of. Clavis 17-19; 
Myst. magn. ch. l; 6 Punota 1,7 ff; Myst. Pausoph. texts 1-4 &5 1-5. 
Unless we grasp the true nature of the cycle, we shall miss altoge- 
ther the point of Boehme's "historic" approach to eternal, as well 
as to temporal events. These, he wants to tell us, correspond to, 
recall, one another; and although there is diversity, the many items 
fit together into one complete unity of pattern. And whether the 
different parts of this pattern occur simultaneously, or in succes- 
sion; whether their unity or their diversity is emphasized: they 
are the expression of a creative and a moral will. It is this latter 
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(81) continued aspect as it seems to me, that makes all the 
difference between the iSpiel" of Boehme and that of the alchemists; 
and it is with the implications of this that Goethe was struggling 
throughout his life. 
Dr Gray writes (see Bibliography under GRAY, L. ): "There is 
in fact no end to the Opus and no beginning, it all takes place 
"Now", i. e. in eternity ... I don't know whether Paracelsus meant ... 
anything more than what you suggest - that the process of perfection 
is palingenesis. I should think that was probably quite enough 
for him to say, although of course it's a commonplace of alchemy. 
(You know Goethe's poem "Selige Sehnsucht"? ) How can you get any 
further than that? - Well, as a matter of fact you can, and Goethe 
did, see his passage on Filippo Neri at the end of Ital. Peise - "sperne te. Sperne to apernere. " Despising self, purifying the 
base matter, is only the first step in the Opus, and still a selfish 
one, because it aims at perfecting self. The next stage is to 
despise despising one's self, which is known as the Higher Selfish- 
ness,... And so on, back again and round and round. It was a game 
which passed the time away, and maybe that was why the work was 
called ' lud. us puerorum'. " 
page 76 
(82) In the printed text this word occurs at the end of the line 
and has therefore been divided up: "Schmek-kens. " 
pe 77 
(83) of. Sign. 3,1-7; Menschw. I, 2,1-6. Augustine also has 
seven stages of purification for the human soul. They differ from 
those of Boehme, except for the seventh, which Eckhart either 
includes (ECKHART, W: dt & lat.., (a) dt. , vol. V, p. 124 
(note 20) : 
"Septima enim jam quies aeterna est... ") or posits as the eternal 
state, outside six stages (ibid., p. 1I2ý: "Vürbaz noch hoeher enist 
enkein grät, und da ist 6wigin ruowe und saelicheit, wan das ende 
des innern menschen und des niuwen menschen Ist e ilo leben, " 
(84) of. Test. I, 1,1-7. 
(85) of. Myst. magn. 3,5 ff. 
page 8 
(86) Myst. magn. 6,2. 
, SGG-rtaýe 
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(87) Traditionally, however, silver (or mercury) precedes gold; 
of. note 77 to the present chapter above; further: LIPPMANN, 
£ntAusbrAlch., vol. I. pp. 302/3. 
page 79 
(88) Thus Sophia, the divine Wisdom, is the beginning and the 
end of the Properties. For the two kinds of Wisdom of. HAMBiRGER, 
LdtPhJB., pp. 55/56, Anm. to para. 51. Sophia is source and mirror, 
oore as well as outer shell. of. BRINTON, MystWJB., pp. 232-35. 
(89) for the importance of "Spiel" of. note 81 to the present ch. 
above; also ch. III, pp. 109-110, and notes thereto. 
(90) of. oh. 7 of Myst. magn. 
(91) of. Myst. magn. 6, L-7. 
(92) of. Sign. 3,41; 9,1-3; Guadw. 3,38-40. 
(93) or. Myst. magn. 6,8-12. 
page 80 
(94) see esp. Sign., ah. 7; HAMBTRGER, LdtPhJB., pp. 52-60. 
page 81 
(95) «Geist": Sign. 14,8ý 
(96) of. Appendix VI. 
(97) We have here a typical instance of the way in which Paracelsan 
alchemy is transformed into Metaphysics. The Paracelsan concept 
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(97) contd. is something which corresponds to natural reality, 
as this was understood in alchemy. It could be seen exemplified 
in the "nigredo", when matter had been reduced to primal chaotic 
unity. Ultimately it was, simply, the Spirit of God brooding above 
the waters. Of course that was not the whole story. The Mysterium 
Magnum was the beginning of all life, the goal of all striving, 
and thus it was the answer of all answers. It was thus the name 
for all Metaphysics, and its possibilities were exploited by Boehme. 
All being is rooted in God. God is personal, and reflects this 
characteristic of His being in His creation. But there are aspects 
of a person which can be considered in non-personal terms; thus 
his personality has a structure, which arises from his powers of 
will, of thought, of apprehension. These are the person's Mysterium. 
To put it in Boehme' s terms: All formed being is fundamentally, 
and to a certain degree personal. But the power which gave rise 
to the particular for 
(e. 
g. the desire to burn with love in Venus, 
or the urge to speak in a joyous, harmonious manner in Jupiter, etc. ) 
is the person's mysterium, striving for, and realizing, the 
desired goal. And the Mysterium which supports all being, the 
Mysterium of God, is the Mysterium Magnum. It is free, and therefore 
it encompasses the indeterminate and the determinate, will and 
realization, as well as all the other polarities of personality; 
for it is the meeting-place of the Nothing and the Something. 
(98) of. Sign. 14,3. 
P. 
82 
(99) All these pictures of creativity may be found in Paracelsus; 
of. esp. I, 27; 880 ff; 903; 908; II, 430 ff; 486; 674; for 
Philosophia ad Athenienses of. ch. It pp. 7 ff. These pictures are 
taken over or developed from biblical, alchemistic or Neoplatonio 
sources (the latter perhaps usually indirectly, through Kabbalism). 
"Aussfluss" (of. note 3 to the present chapter above), so frequently 
used by Boehme, is rare in Paracelsus. I only know of one passage, 
quoted in BARTSCHICRZ , ParacFaust., p. 57: "Was in die erkantnuss 
natßrliches Lebens geburt, dasselbig fleuset aus dem Gestirn"; and 
it is highly doubtful whether "fleusst" refers in any sense to 
"emanation" ("Aussfluss") as used by Boehme. It may be presumed 
that he got this concept, not from Paracelsus, but from Balthasar 
Walter, or other friends, who had some knowledge of Kabbalism (on 
"emanation" there of. SCHOLEM, MTrJN7m., pp. 250 209) - unless he 
himself recreated the term spontaneously. For possible influence 
of speculative mysticism, possibly through the Theologia Germanica 
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(99) contd. and Weigel, of. BORNKAMM, LJB, pp. 171 ff. I have 
found only one brief passage in Weigel, in the Scholasterium 
Christianum: of. WEIGEL, PhMyst., p. 158. 
(100) of. Aur. 20,51-55 (but see the whole ch. ); Test. I, 1,14. 
Page 83 
(101) of. note 64 to the present chapter above. 
(102) Actually elemental creation is already related to God's 
creative Mind and thus participates, to however limited an extent, 
in His perfect Will, Intelligence and Freedom. By the sheer 
assertion of its existence it has signature, that is, a mouth to 
speak. This, and the question of freedom, together with the use 
Boehme makes of the picture of the "Uhrwerok", is considered in 
more detail in chapter III. 
I cannot agree with BRINTON, MystWJB., p. 110, that nature, 
at first a living organism, became an "Uhrwerek" on account of 
the Fall. Boehme never regarded even the fallen order as mere 
mechanism. This is already clear in the earliest chapters of 
Aurora (of. esp. Aur. 1,9; of. also 3 Prino. 8,31-35, where 
creation is regarded as a mirror of God's Wisdom). But on the 
other hand, alive though it may be, its function in the whole of 
creation is to provide a framework, regular and dependable, within 
which the more spontaneous battles of the spirit can be fought; 
where man's will and intelligence, prompted by the Creator, may 
unfold its being in action and contemplation, and where God may 
shape the History of man, as it moves towards the promised fulfill- 
aaent in Christ. Again and again Boehme stresses the orderly 
character of the Creator's thought, and therefore also of His 
creation (of. already Aur. 12,20). He distinguishes between the 
supra-temporal sphere, where the angels have their being, the 
stare, the elements, and, within this "Uhrwerok", man, the divine 
agent on earth. Man is thus different from, higher than, elemental 
nature, yet at the same time he is bound to it with bonds of close 
fellowship; of. Guadw. S. 19. Brinton's interpretation of the 
"Uhrwerok is based on Guadw. 7,51, a difficult and ambiguous 
passage, which may indeed be understood in this way, if taken in 
isolation. The difficulty is due to the fact that, since the Fall, 
elemental creation is estranged from God, but that this estrange- 
ment is made the occasion for the operation of grace in Christ's 
redemptive death. Further, there is a connection between the Fall 
of Lucifer and the creation of the world, which was destined 
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(102) o`, to be the place used by Christ for His historic and 
cosmic act of regeneration. Death is necessary, even to God 
Himself, for the attainment of the full life, and we are tempted 
to think, either that creation was fallen("constricted": p. 150 
in ZVANS, ML. ) right from the beginning, or that the Fall was the 
prelude, indispensably necessary, to the new life in Christ. I 
do not think that Boehme would have subscribed to either view, as 
both would have made nonsense of his idea of freedom. It is, how- 
ever, posyible to interpret Boehme in some instances as implying, 
that Adam s original sin was an ante-temporal act: of. BASTIAN, 
QWirkJB., II, pp. 37 ff, for this view and the whole complex of 
problems in connection with this tonic. An alternative interpreta- 
tion is stated in BENZ, GeschMetJB. , pp. 
433 ff (but the whole argu- 
ment starts on p. 429); according to this Adam's sin takes place 
in two stages: (1) his sleep and separation of Eve; (2) the eating 
of the fruit. 
(103 On Boehme' s use of the terms "Vernunft" and "Verstand" of. 
KO , PhJB. , pp. 
41/2 (footnote 4); BRINTON, MystWJB. , pp. 96, 100-103. 
(1 0l+) For the whole of this argument of. 3f. L. 6,47-68; for man 
of. the present chapter, pp. 91/2, and esp. Myst. magn. 15,10-12; 
for angels of. Aur. oh. 12 and HAMBERGE R, LdtPhJB. , pp. 60 ff. 
(105) of. note 42 to the present chapter above and our considera- 
tions regarding creation in the present chapter, pp. 80-82. 
page 84 
(106) of. 3 Princ. 22,69-83. The "ternarius sanctus" is a mode 
of being, an element, as it were, a "holy earth"; it is also called 
the "inner Heaven": Of. GRLINSKY, JB. p. 331. Thus it has the 
sanctifying quality of God's love in Christ (i. e. God's holy three- 
fold being; the Trinity of Persons, the Three Principles). It is 
not, therefore, confined to the supernatural sphere, but is all- 
pervading, the result of God's redemptive work, the outflow of His 
eternal Love. It is thus the blessedness inherent in the Second 
principle of Eternal Nature. Its beauty is ineffable (cf. MARTENSEN, 
JB., P' 50) coming, as it does, to fruition in the Sabbath of the 
Seventh Property of Nature. 
The derivation is somewhat uncertain. This term, or such a 
variant as e. g. "divinus Tern arius", can be found to denote any 
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(106) contd. sacred threefoldness. It also occurs in Paracelsan 
literature, and elsewhere, referring mainly to Mercury, or Salt, 
Mercury and Sulphur (e. g. in the Liber Azoth: II, 532-33. of. JUNG, 
symb. G. ) p. 121); Dorn speaks of it as one of the sacred Pythagorean 
numbers, being made up of nunitas" and "binarium" (thus complete, 
therefore redibible to ultimate unity: of. THEATRUM CHZMICUM, 
vol. I, pp. 424,129,503,509,522; on pp. 521 & 3,595/6 the 
Ternarius is more specifically God's way of manifesting Himself, 
hence it is the ground of Magia (the quaternity - the Kabbala 
of the Hebrews). Boehme' s use, although apparently a further 
development of a Paracelsan term, is thus really unique, as far 
as I can see, being, so to speak, holy threefoldness, par excellence, 
the quality, the locus, in which the threefoldness of Persons 
and Principles comes to fruition and attains full effectiveness. 
(107) of. HAMBERGICR, Ldt. PhJH. , pp. 
40-42. 
(108) of. Myst. magn. 9,13 ff; ! AMBERGER, LdtPhJB., pp. 67-74; 
also later in the present chapter pp. 86-87. 
page 8. 
(109) or. Myst. magn. 8,10 (but see the whole ch. ); also ch. III 
of the present work, pp. 14$/9. 
(110) Primitive ideas regarding the sun are not difficult to trace 
in the Bible. It ruled by day, as;, the moon ruled by night. Hance 
the sun was looked upon as a regent appointed by God, and also 
as the preserver of order and of time: Ps. 121,6; 136,8; 
Song 1,6; Josh. 10,12; etc. But its greater brightness, its 
giving of warmth, light, generation, growth, as well as all the 
other associations with day, as against the more passive night, 
gave it obvious priority over the moon: Eccles. 1,14; 2,11; 
it. 5,45; Eph. 4,26; Rev. 1,16; 10,1. Its course was like 
that of a great hero, its eclipse foreboded disaster: Judg. 5,31; 
Lk. 23,45; Mt. 24,29. The qualities of eternity, of fertility, 
of royalty, came to be associated with it, and finally it could 
be used to illustrate the power and majesty of God: Ps. 72,17; 8L., 11; Mt. 13,43. In pagan religions the sun-god or -goddess 
was held in great awe. Thus the Egypt the sun-god Ra was held to be 
the most important of all gods; in fact, Amenophis IV tried to 
make him the only god: of. FRAZER, GB., vol. 6 (i. e. P t. IV, vol . 2) , 
p. 123; of. also BEFORE PHILOSOPHY, pp. 27-30,43,57/8,62ff, 81ff. 
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(110) contd. Even among the Jews there was great veneration 
for the sungoddess Astarte (Jer. 144,17; II Ki. 22,4 ff), and 
Psalm 19 (esp. vv. 4 ff) may have been originally a hymn to 
Shamesh (= Helios), whose tent was in the Heavens. The Jews then 
made the sun the principal worshipper of God (of. BRIGGS, Commps., 
vol. I, pp. 966/67). e ,,, 
pt ; sý. PRVtKoil, Sp. cn ,., p. zs 
Finally the sun was associated, not only with the majestyof 
God, but also with His holiness and wisdom, His promise of salvation: 
with the advent of the Messiah: Lk. 1,78 (based on Isa. 60,1-4, 
but esp, on Mal. 3,20); II Cor. 4,6 (the reference is to Gen. 1,3). 
Mal. 3,20 is then quoted by Augustineý . AUGUSTINL, CIVD., 0o1.702: 
. XX ch. 27), J-sreatt it isýäýcömmonplace of Christian traditi n; as examples from older German hymnology the following 
might be 
fuoted: Luther's "Gelobet seist du, Jesu Christ", verse 4 
(EKG., No. 15); Luther's "Mit Fried und Freud ich fahr dalim", verse 4 (based on the Nunc Dimittis: EKB., No. 310); two versions of the 
Latin 6th century hymn, "Christe, qui lux es et dies": "Christe, 
der du bist Tag und Licht", perhaps by Wolfgang Meuslin (EKG, No. 353), 
and "Christe, du bist der helle Tag", by Erasmus Alber (EKG, No. 354); 
finally and very close to Boehme, Moll er' s version of "Yens Sancte 
Spiritus" (Whitsun sequence, attributed to Innocent III) "Heilger 
Geist, du Tröstermein", verse 3 ("Oder selfe Guadensonn: 
""EKG., No. 10l). 
Christ as the "Sun of Righteousness" often occurs, e. g. in Wesley's 
well-known Christmas hymn, "Hark the Herald Angels Sing. " In alchemy, 
the sun is the symbol for gold: of. RULAND, Diet., articles: aurum 
(pp. 90ff) , cor 
(p. 170) col (p. 438); of. also Appendix I; further 
GRAY, GAst., p. 116. For Boehme's use of the sun, the heart of the 
firmament, as Christ is the Heart of the Father, of. Aur.  15 & 19 - 11 (of. I Cor. 2,9); 3f. L. 13,19-21; Myet. magn. 12,3-5. See further 
pp. 70 (esp. note 61 thereto) 2 
89 (esp. note 131 thereto) of the 
present chapter. It is, incidentally, for this reason that Boehme re- 
jects the geocentric view of the world; of. Aur. 25,60 & 61. 
(111) of. Myst. magn. 25,31 ff. 
(112) Boehme finds no difficulty in reconciling the historical Christ 
with the Christ-principle in the soul: of. note 26 to chapter III. 
(113) of. 3 Princ. 12,41 ff: in this passage Sophia stands for the 
principle of divine mediation par excellence. She is the divine 
spark in the human soul, as well as God's light, giving the soul a 
gtwlý 
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(113) contd. vision of Paradise and offering to 
BRINTON, MystWJB., pp. 184 ff; further note 8 to 
The picture of the bath of thorns and thistles is 
gether with the idea of Wisdom, shining like the 
p. 15 . 
"Derhalben sie offt mit uberdrues 
In Dorn und Disteln baden muss. M 
The author is speaking of - 
"Die wahrhafftige Alchimey/ 
Und die rechte Theosophey/... n 
who - 
..... treget gunst Gross lieb/zur Edlen treyen Kunst/ 
So wol auch zu der Weisheit rein 
Die da leucht wie der Sonnenschein. 
Page 86 
lead him thither; of 
the present chapter. 
also used, to- 
sun, in WASSERSTEIN, 
(114) of. oh. III, p. 127; also Myst. magn. 6,1-12 (but esp. 
parae. 7,8,11). 
(115) of. Menachw. I, 7,1-10. 
(116) of. Myst. magn. 74,12-50 (but esp. paras. 12,27); W. zu 
Chr.: 8. Buchl. , 
Gespr. einer erlaucht. a. unerleucht. Seele (the whole 
book). The subject of freedom as such is discussed in ch. III, pp. 
110/111,132/33, and in Appendix VI. We may note here that, at a 
level of discussion deeper than that of the problems regarding 
freedom and necessity, there is the moral choice of man, as he is 
challenged by the judgment and the mercy of God, which the Creator 
makes known, both by speaking into the heart of man and by incorporat- ing this twofold challenge in the historical Word Made Flesh. God 
loves man; He wishes to save, to regenerate him. Man may either 
reject the divine offer, or surrender to it and thus incorporate himself ("sich einleiben", "sich einergebeni) into divine life. 
Rejection brings with it the isolation, the pain and folly of the First Principle (the "Unsiningkeit" of the revolving wheel - pp. 62/3 of the present chapter); surrender, on the other hand, results in a 
transformation of man's nature, a renewal of his will: once more a 
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(116) contd. divine being, he is now able to make real creative 
decisions; these originate spontaneously and unfold according to 
the necessity of their peculiar form. Their mystery is hidden 
in the divine Will: of. Sign. 11,92-96. 
(117) This religious consideration, especially under the aspect 
of rebirth, is perhaps Boehme' s main preoccupation. Here he 
finds the clue to the problem of evil and of conflicting forces, 
both in human life and in the macrocosm. Evil is seen from two 
opposite points of view (of. further in ch. III2 pp. 129/30), the 
human and the divine. From God's point of view there are vessels 
"unto honour" and "unto dishonour", made by the same potter out 
of the same lump of clay (Rom. 9,21 - the reference is to Jer. l8, 
5 ff, which - while not excluding the element of ultimate mystery, 
as Paul admits in v. 20 - makes nonsense of the theory of arbitrary 
predestination); from the human point of view there are two "minds". 
that "of the spirit" and that "of the flesh"which is at "enmity 
against God" (Rom. 8,6 & 7: Revised Version'). The transforming 
factor is here the interplay of the driving power of the Spirit 
(v. 14), and the human spirit which can pray "Abba" (v. 15), and 
which therefore longs and hopes for complete disclosure and freedom 
(vv. 17 ff )& 
(118) of. Bed. Stief. 14,26-31 & 36-52. 
(119) of. note 3 to the present chapter above; also EVANS, M. L. , pp. 126-28. 
(120) Myst. magn. ch. 1-3; 10,39ff; Myst. Pausoph., Teats. 1-3; 
ko Fr. l, 15-22; Clav. 1,2,15-25,63,118; Sign. 3,1-7; 6 Puncta 1, 
1-24; W. z. Chr. , 7. Bucht. V. gottl. Besoh. ?, 
44. 
(121) of. note 106 to the present 
to which reference is made several 
p. 11k, in ch. III, are to be found 
Magn. 25,1-14 and beg. ch. 52 (esp. 4 
- of. further the references given 
below. 
chapter above. The Virgin Sophia 
times in the present work, esp. 
in W. z. Chr. Wiedght. , oh. 
1; Myst. 
& 6); 3 Princ. 22,67-77; 23,26_3L4. 
in notes 29 & 30 to p. 114 in ch. III 
Page 8 
(122) of. Guadw. 4,27-31. According to Paracelsus the will is also 
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(122) contd. turned away from Clod by vain "Imagination". It is a 
kind of imagining, which is the exact contrary to true "Imagination" 
'Whereby the soul may once more find its true centre in God. Vain 
"Imagination" ("vergaffen") turned Lucifer, then Adam, into a 
monster: they became "monstrosisch" caricatures of their true 
liature: of. the Liber Azoth: II, 540-53 (the passage II, 541A may 
well have had a bearing on the scene Auerbach Keller In Leipzig in 
Faust I, especially as it already occurs in both Urfaust and Faust, 
, ein 
Fragment. of. also BARTSC! IR, ParacFaust. , p. 220. 
(123) We may note in this connection the interesting phrase from the 
Zckhart passage, quoted in note 63 to chapter III: "noohdenne in der 
helle dä ist ez geneiget ze guote. " 
(124) of. Myst. magn. 9,19. This grotesque aspect can also be noted 
in the passage from the Liber Azoth, to which reference is made in 
note 122 of the present chapter above. Goethe seems to have been 
inspired by Paracelsus, rather than Boehme; but Mephistopheles is 
rather a composite of spirits, not the Paracelsan devil: of. BARTBCRZR« 
TAR, ParacFaust., pp. 446,105 ff, 117/18. On the other hand, he is the 
devil of Job 1,6-12, as is obvious, not only from the general setting 
of the Prolog im Himmel, but also from very close parallels: cf. esp. 
GOETHE, Faust., pp. 150-51. 
(125) of. LEWIS, PrefParL., oh. XIII(pp, 92-100). This is also recog- 
nized by Grunsky: of, GRUNSKY, JB., pp. 24Off(esp. p. 2L 3). 
(126) of. Myst. magn. 2,8-U; 10,32-35. 
(127) On the way in which the eternal and temporal aspects inter- 
penetrate of. note 106 to the present chapter above. 
(128) of. Myst. magn. , Vorr,, oh. 8 (esp, paras. 32_31 ) 
(129) The root of all speaking is the expression of God's mind in 
the Holy Trinity; of. 3 Princ. 18,23& 24. This is considered in 
greater detail in ch. III. 
(130) These topics occur again and again throughout Boehme' s writings. 
For present purposes of. esp. Myst. magn. , ohs. 
8 & 9. 
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(131) of. note 110 to the present chapter above; esp. Myst. magn. 
12,4: "Weil denn der Furst -der Hierarchien, als er im Himmlischen 
Wesen in der Ruhe aase/fiel/und sich umbe lentrum der ewigen Natur 
erhub/so ward er in die Finsternüss gestossen; und schuff ahme Gott 
aus diesem Orth durch seine Bewegung einen andern Fürsten/aber ohne 
göttlichen Verstand/zu einem Regirer der Essentz/das ist die Sonne. " 
However, if the sun is a prefiguring of Christ, so is Adam: 
Menachw. I, 2,9 & 10. Man is also Lucifer's successor: Myst. magn. 
1701; 25,29; and, like him, he is an analogue of the divine nature, 
in that he synthesizes the First and Second Principles. In fact, 
man's gignity is so high, that even the angels appear as a more 
primitive creation, for man stands between them and the Christ who has 
become flesh: Menschw. I, 5,23 & 27. Is Boehme to be charged with 
being inconsistent, because he makes both Adam and the sun successors 
of Lucifer and figures of Christ, or are we to understand that the Sun 
is Lucifer's elemental successor, man his spiritual? The two are 
never, as far as I am aware, brought together by Boehme. The question 
cannot, therefore, be answered. 
(132) Thus man is able to give utterance to the divine Intelligence, 
both in the naming of everything and in the whole pattern of History. 
of. ch. III, pp. 129-32. 
pe0 
(1 33) of. ch. 19 of Myst. magn. But in Guadw. 9,18 & 19 it seems 
that Sve gave him knowledge of evil, thus compelling him to be ,, a con- 
scious agent. This was presumably necessary, in order that he might 
prefigure Christ. But against this of. Myst. magn. 20,23. 
According to the passage from the Liber Azoth quoted in oh. I, 
pp. 38-40, Eve was at first as innocent as Adam. In fact, Adam, while 
still in full possession of his divine prerogative, gave Eve her name, 
just as he had given names to the other creatures. Eve was later 
infected by the Devil's Fiat through temporal creation. 
(134) In both cases "Begierde" became "monstrosisch" and overthrew 
all "Temperatur". Indeed, the two events are very closely bound 
together; of. Myst, magn. 20,24: ".., allhie hat sich der Even 
Begierde und des Teuffele Begierde in dieser Contnnction vermählet. " 
But this is really due to Adam: "Evam ltlsterte jetzt nach der Frucht 
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(134) contd. des Baumes der Erkäntnüss Gutes und Böses, denn Adam 
hatte diese Lust in sein Ens eingeführt daraus Eva geschaffen ward" 
(ibid.., para. 22). "Even Essentz war himmlisch, aber schon von Adams 
Imagination etwas vergifftet und böse" (ibid. , para. 23). Eve was 
accordingly persuaded, when she saw that the serpent was not harmed. 
Adam was moved to sin in the same way (ibid., paras. 24-30). Adam, 
like Lucifer, was a mighty ruler, but he fell from his dignity, and 
he became "ein Thier aller Thiere" (ibid. , para. 34). 
(135) of. 3 Prino. 11,15-21; Sign-7,4; W. z. Chr.: 7. Buehl. V. gottl. 
Besoh. 2,2; Apol. Stief. 373; Myst. magn. 22,5 ff. 
(136) As the passages, referred to in the previous note (135) show, 
Boehme constantly returns to the problem of evil, and we may see how, 
in the endless complications of his questions and answers, he is 
struggling with the mystery of freedom. It is this very question of 
the misuse of freedom, and God's answer to it, which has moved 
Christian thinkers from Paul onwards to develop their theologies of 
History. Paul was tortured by the sufferings of Israel, not an 
abstract type, but the people to whom he belonged. This direct 
experience of evil and suffering made the dialectic of Crucifixion 
and resurrection real to him. Prof. McKinnon pointed this out in the 
Hobhouse Memorial Lecture, On the Notion of a Philosophy of History 
(held at King's College, London, on May 5th 1953). Paul, like Jesus, 
being moved with compassion, wept. Prof. McKinnon concluded that 
philosophizing on History has its roots in experience and religion. 
(137) of. AUGUSTINE, CivD. , lib. XII, cap. 9,1 (MIGNE, Patr., 001-356): "Cum ergo malae voluntatis efficiens naturalis, vel, si dici potest, 
essentialis nulla sit causa;... " of. further Appx. VI in the present 
work. 
(138) of. Myst. magn. 25,31fr, to which reference has already been 
made. 
(P e 91 
(139) of. pp. 135 ff in the following chapter; also ApolTilk. I, 131- 219; Clav. 36 & 37 (quoted in ch. III, on p. 119); compare also Aur. 2, 
1-7 with the Prolog Im Himmel, e. g. GOETHE, Faust., pp. 149/50: the 
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(139) contd. antithesis "herrlich wie am ersten Tag" and "wunderlich 
als wie am ersten Tag" (including the phrasing and rhythm); or the 
Lord's speech (ibid.., p. 152),, where the r6'? e of the "Schalk" ("Der 
reizt und wirkt und muss als Teufel schaffen. - ") is contrasted with 
the activity of "ihr, die echten G8ttersohne" (who are addressed in 
the second person), who joy in being embraced in love by "Das 
Werdende, das ewig wirkt und lebt". Goethe, like Blake, adopts 
Boehme's method of putting the dark and the light principles side by 
side, showing how they are in mutual conflict, yet at the same time 
complement one another. An example of this in older tradition may 
be found in the Scholasterium Christianum: of. WEIGEL, PhMyst., p. 
158: "In die aeternitatis seu in nunc aeternitatis... composita 
simpliciter... contraria sine oppositione sine sine contrarietate. " 
p. 160 "Dieweil the Zeit herkommet auss der Ewigket/unnd begehret 
wider zu derselben... " (although, as the rest of the passage shows, 
time, the intermediate, mundane, succession of events is as such dis- 
tinct from eternity. Hence the longing for the ideal state of 
harmony, so well expressed in Boehme's UWehm Zeit ist wie Ewigkeit... ", 
quoted by Franekenberg (Lebenbt., 26), together with an analogous verse 
by T aul e r. ) 
(1-0) of. Apol. Tilk. I, 141 (but see the whole context). 
(141) of. Aur., ch. 2; Menschw. I, 1,6ff; but compare Menechw. I, 5, 
23 & 24. The spectacle of division presented to Adam in Lucifer 
and in his relationship to Eve magnifies the conflict, or rather 
(Guadw. 9,18), without them he was ignorant of the choice itself. 
God translates Lucifer's spiritual conflict into History, Adam opens 
the way to Christ, whose victory, taking place in History, also has 
cosmic and eternal import. For Kabbalistic parallels relevant in 
this connection of. note 26 to the present chapter above. 
(1 42) of. ch. III, pp. 126/127; also pp. 108/9 for "Spiel. N 
(143) of .3 Princ. 17.12-14. 
(144) In ch. III the whole hierarchy is considered in terms of speech, 
from the signatures of the mere elements upwards to the free expansion 
of intelligence in man, then in Christ. 
(145) of. Menschw. II, L, ll (but see the whole ch. ); Guadw. 9, esp. parae. 
15-20; then in 21ff he translates the existential relationship between 
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ýI- I- 40 
(1 45) aont d and evil into History. On the other hand we should 
not forge (Guadw. 2,12) that God is also quite different from 
creation. 
But I cannot altogether agree with STOÜDT, SunrLt5tJB., pp. 
197/98, when he interprets the First Table appended to Sendbr. 47 as 
seven stages of theogony and then equates these with the theogony 
in Guadw. 2,7-11. He is, of course, right in distinguishing the 
theogony from the Seven Properties. But on the other hand, as the 
above references show, and as I endeavour to show in the text, God 
is also analogous to His creation. The link between Creator and 
creation (i. e. their organic connection, as well as their isomorphism) 
consists in the urge to manifest and to experience, in other words, to 
speak and to contemplate (Logos - Sophia: "Naturepraohe" in signa- 
ture); and the activity to which this gives takes place according 
to quite definite patterns, in a threefoldness and a sevenfoldness, 
both of which may be seen in God and in creation. This emerges very 
clearly from Guadw., eh. 2, from Sendbr. 4?, and the tables appended 
thereto (material to which Stoudt refers), which will receive more 
detailed consideration in chs. III & IV of the present work. The 
theogony, which is approached in more than one way in Guadw. 2,7 ff. 
and which cannot be simply equated with the scheme in the first table 
("I. Eine Tabula oder Entwerffung/zu betrachten... ")appended to Sendbr. 
7, arises from a pattern of impulses and relationships, which is 
similar to its other applications in creation, namely the Seven 
Properties. And the "Ungrund" underlies them all. Boehme shows 
this in the table now under discussion, as he separates "Ungrund/ 
Nichts/und Alles" from the Will - i. e. where the "Ungrund" forms 
itself in the Father, which results in its further organization as 
"Lust" (Son) and "Scientz" (Spirit). The complete pattern, the 
Trinity, may be viewed as "Wort", i. e. God as He is in Himself, 
self-manifesting, self-organizing ("Wort in Gott"), or as "Weissheit", 
as He is seen in the fullness of His being, the effectiveness of His 
Word. "JE-, HO- VA-" are the three stages of the unfolding of the 
Trinity, called 
"Wort in Gott. " "Weissheit" Boehme explains as 
follows: "Also wird Gott ausser Natur und Creatur betrachtet/was er 
in sich selber sey. " And God, having organized and contemplated 
Himself, now makes this very contemplation the occasion ('the 
"beginning": "I I. Allhie f äbet nun au das MYSTERIUM MAGNUM") for 
making His presence felt in actual creation. For this He uses the 
Seven Properties, by speaking according to love and wrath: "Da das 
Wort durch die Weissheit schiedlich/und natfirlich/auch natürlich/ 
sinnlich/empfindlich/und findlich wird: Da man den ewigen Angang/ 
ternflss die PRINCIPIEN mit Gottes Liebe und Zorn in Liecht und Fine 
verstebet. Dazu die sieben Haubtgestalten der Natur: " in other 
words, the Seven Properties are in God's speaking, thus in His 
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(145) contd. "Weissheit", from eternity. But it is also true - 
and Stoudt is right to point this out - that their mode of 
effectiveness enters a new stage after the theogony: "Wie sich 
das Ausseprechen in sieben Gestälte einführet/und durch die sieben 
in unendlich... " 
Page 92 
(146) This is also considered in terms of language in ch. III. 
(4) This is the traditional view of mystics generally: of. 
CSJAC, BMystK., p. 262 (but see the whole context, where it is 
connected with human conflict and the soul's choosing to dwell in 
God's city); UNDERHILL, Mym., pp. 345 ff. It is a very important 
point in baroque mysticism: of. ANGELUS SILESIUS, CherWand., it 
39(p. 27), 82 ( . 32) 176 (p"Lf1+); V, 127 (p. 190), 257 (p. 207)etc.; but esp. I, 14ý5 
(p. 
403: 
"Der Himmel ist in dir/und auch der Höllen Qual: 
Was du erkiest und wilst/das hastu überall. " 
(of. also the quotation from Bonaventura in ORCIBAL, BTtrChW., p. 499, 
which appears to have influenced Angelus Silesius) 
It was later taken up by the Romantics, primarily by Novalis: 
of. PLOOS, MystPhil. , pp. 251/2. 
It is part of the Paraoelsan tradition: of. Paracelsus' refer- 
ence to Lk. 17,21: II, 34OB; also his Astronomia Olympi novi (in 
WEIGEL, PhMyst., pp. 33/3u. Weigel, in the Introductio hominis 
(WWIG1L, PbNyst., pp. 228ff, esp. p. 240), connects it with the doctrine 
of "Studium Universale"; in the Scholasterium Christian um (ibid. p. 193) 
he refers to Luther, while in the Eynf rung in die teutsche 
Theologiam (ibid., pp. 144ff) his dependence on the older speculative 
mysticism is obvious. 
With Weigel, as with speculative tradition, it is connected, 
not only with the soul's attitude of "Gelassenheit" - surrender, dying to the world in union with Christ (on "Gelassenheit" of. 
Appx. VIII) - but also with the indwelling of God in the eternal 
ground of the soul (therefore also, as in II Cor. 12, lff, the soul 
dwelling in God): of. ch. III, esp. note 26 thereto. 
This motif of indwelling is particularly strong in Augustine 
and Eckhart. The latter says (ECRHAF. T. W: dt & lat., (a) dt., vol. V, 
pp. 11/12): 
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(14-7) oontd. "Sant Augustinus sprichet: gote enist niht verre noch 
lane. Wiift1, daz dir naht verre noch lang ensi, s$ vuege dich ze gote, 
gran dg eint ttIsent jär als der tao haute. Alle spri^ohe: in vote 
enist niht trýQricheit noch leit noch ungemach. Wilts ledig s'ih alles 
Ungemaches und leides, db halt dich und Are dich lfterliche ze gote 
aleine. 
Ungl'Ich und ungereht enmtShte niht noch iht gemachen noch ges- 
chaffen den gerehten leidic machen, wan allen, daz geschaffen ist, 
daz ist verre under im als verre als under gote und enhat keinen 
1ndruk noch '3nvluz in den gerehten noch gebirt sich niht in in, des 
vater got aleine ist. Herumbe sol der mensche gar vlizio sin, daz er 
sich entbilde s'n selbes und aller cr4atQren, noch vater wiaze dan got 
aleine; se enmac in niht leidic gemachen noch betrieben, weder go, 
noch crdat%re, noch geschaffenez noch ungeschaffenez, und allez sin 
wesen, leben, bekennen, wizzen und minnen ist 1z Bote und in gote 
und got. 0 
Thus, being in God, or separated from God, are states of being 
not dependent on space and time; Heaven and Hell are not as such 
spatial or temporal concepts. This is vei clear in Dante, e. g. when 
he maeets Friar Alberigo in Hell (DANTE, p. Li9; Inf. )r. XXIII, 109 ff. )p 
where the latter suffers torment, while he is still alive on earth. 
On the other hand, it is also clear, that there is a difference 
between the experience of Heaven or Hell in this life and that of the 
final state of blessedness or damnation. For earthly experience cannot 
reach that fullness of knowing and enjoying which is given at the 
end (I. Cor. 13,12 ). The clearest literary expression of a geography, 
in which Heaven and Hell, as well as intermediary states, are assigned 
definite sections of space is, surely, the Divine Comedy,, which thus 
appears to stand in direct contradiction to the teaching of the 
Formula of Concord (of. Appendix II). Yet we may well ask, what mean- 
ing these spatial locations and relationships have. For not only can 
souls be in this life and in one of the others at the same time, but 
Dante himself is even allowed to traverse the height and the depth of 
all these spheres of existence, the purpose being purgative (DANTE, 
p. 153: par. WIII, 142 ff) and Virgil and Statius are allowed to 
accompany him through spheres which are not their own. Finally, when 
Dante is allowed to look on God Himself (DANTE, p. 152: Par. XXXIII, 49ff) the function of space and time is altogether changed (ibid. 
8,9 ff). When the poet finally returns to mundane life, a further 
transformation takes place which is not discussed. 
Luther and Boehme thus sum up, render more explicit, the broad 
stream of Christian teaching, and especially of isticism. Yet there 
is a difference. Mysticism is more generally concerned with indwelling 
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(147) contd. and purification. Luther and Boehme (though differing, 
owing to their respective preoccupations) lay far greater stress on 
God's action, its dynamic nature (of. Luther quotation in BORNKAMM, 
Las , p. 107) , and on the prophetic 
(i. e. moral and religious) signifi- 
oanoe of Gods personal presence and His grace in overcoming sin by 
the evoking of faith: ibid. pp. 139; 169ff; 234'rf; 268ff. 
(148) There are thus two possible kinds of death; of. the important 
discussion in GRUNSKY, JE., pp. 221; 235ff. 
(119) Gen. 2,19-23. 
(150) Boehme nowhere says explicitly that he is indebted to Paracelsus 
for this doctrine. Yet the resemblance is so close, that we are 
safe in thinking of Boehme's teaching as a taking up and a continu- 
ation of that of Paracelsus - especially since his own connections 
with Paracelsan thinkers were numerous and close. 
(151) In fact, all parts of creation - men, animals, plants, metals 
- develop according to the same principles, as we have seen through- 
out the present chapter, of. Sendbr. 20,9 (but see the whole context). 
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(152) On the nature of "mythopoeio" religion and thought of. BEFORE 
PHILOSOPHY, esp. ch. I, for a general account, and oh. VIII, which 
discusses the Greek and Hebrew revolutions. The Greeks introduced 
impersonal, purely conceptual thought, a trend of thought, which is 
said to have started with the Presocratic philosophers, and been 
completed with Aristotle. For the Hebrews, on the other hand, who did 
not abandon personalist and pictorial forms of thinking, the Universe 
became an absolute monarchy; this can be seen clearly in Psalm 19. 
Thus, while the Greek tendency was to change the basic assumptions 
of thought, the Hebrews retained those assumptions, but changed its 
character, in that they made the One God the sole object of religious 
devotion, the sole principle of all being; the other main aspect of 
the Hebrew revolution was that their religion became supremely moral 
in character. 
According to SCHOLEM, MTrJMym., pp. 7ff., there are three stages in 
religious development. The first is "mythopoeic" (in Frankfort's 
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(152) contd. terminology), the second prophetic, moral; these 
are synthesized in a third, quasi-romantic, stage, in whichmgsticism 
matures. In the first stage nature and divinity are united, but 
naive and external. The second stage realizes the gap between man 
and God, which may only be bridged by God's Word in historic revela- 
tion and in prayer. The third, mystical, stage seeks to restore 
unity of God, nature and man by finding all in 
tod, 
as His Word is 
immediately apprehended in the heart of man: when the Nothing of the 
Godhead merges with the Nothing at the centre of man' a being. 
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(153) of. BERKELEY, PrincHKn., p. 168, footnote 1. 
(154) for Doehme' s attitude as shown in the Aurora of. XOY! 'tf , 
PhJB., pp. 140/1; for the mystics' view of. UNDERMILL, Mym., p. 101. 
of. also references to "vitalism", "philosophy of life" in 
UNDER TILL, Mym. and in BRINTON MystWJB. In the last-named work 
Brinton expresses the opinion 
(pp. 39-43) 
, that 
the issue is one 
between a "rational" and a "moral" view of the Universe ("rational- 
istic" as against "voluntaristic"). But according to SHERRINCTON, 
LU. (cf. esp. pp. 2lff), modern biology, at any rate, does not regard 
"animate" and "inanimate" as two entirely distinct forms of 
existence; in that case neither the "rationa17nor the "moral" view 
could be more than a convenient way of considering limited regions 
of experience. If we added to Sherrington' s organic view the 
anthropomorphism of earlier periods (i. e. from earliest thought 
down to the Renaissance, and into the 17th and 18th centuries), 
we would get again Brinton's "moral" view of life. This, as I am 
trying to show in the present chapter, was quite the usual attitude 
underlying Renaissance thought. But, based perhaps on Aristotle's 
rationalism, Fernel, at any rate, stood out. Does Sherrington 
believe Fernel to be typical of his time? Surely the Paraeelsan 
type of vitalism was far more widespread; it is, perhaps, the nec- 
essary foundation for the doctrine of the analogy of the microcosm 
and the macrocosm, which even Fernel apparently accepted. Perhaps 
his attitude is more typical of a trend of thought, which became 
increasingly prevalent in the 17th and 18th centuries. - On the 
historical changes in the 18th century of. POS, Goethes AuffErk., 
esp. pp. 54,55,59; HELLER, Goethe IdSoTr., pp. 6-9, is also 
relevant. 
Pe 
(155) of. BERDIAEF, JBMystMagn., vol. I, pp. 11,15,27: especially 
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(155) contd. äoehme' s idea of conflict inside God's nature. 
(156) of. BASTIAN, QWirkJD., I, p. 182. 
(157) of. BASTIAN, QWirkJL., II, pp. 43/44. 
(158) of. ch. II, pp. 98ff and notes thereto; Appendices V& VII, 
and notes thereto; Appx. IX considers Schottelius, and although 
indirect influence may have been present, there does not, so far 
as I can see, appear to be any direct link between Schottelius and 
Boehme. 
(159) of. HUTIN, Disc Al! 17/18s., which is a study of this question 
as a whole. It is introduced by an account of Continental trends 
(ch. It pp. 8ff); Gichtel (p. 18 for his influence on the Philadel- 
phians1 is of central importance as a mediator between Germany, 
Holland and England. A general outline also occurs in POPP, JBN. 
(Boehme's influence on Newton, upheld pp. 43ff, 57ff, is refuted by 
Hobhouse in LAW, SelMystWr. Appx. IV (pp. 397ff ). of. also BRINTON, 
MystWJB., pp. 65ff. - On the Philadelphians and Behmenists of. 
HIRST, PJPord., pp. llf. - On Morgan Loyd of EVANS, ML/QExtr. On 
later pietism and quietism of. HOBHOUSE, FidRWL., esp. pp. 352ff 
(esp. Poiret); 359ff (esp. Metternich). - On Coleridge and Blake 
of. notes 174 and 175 to the present ch. below. 
The main work, however, is STRUCK, EinflJBEngl. (esp. pp. 77ff) , 
which gives a detailed survey of the influences at work in the 17th 
century. The sections dealing with the 18th century (pp. 239ff) and 
with Blake and Coleridge (pp. 253-55 ), though less detailed, are also 
excellent. On Freher and the Boehme-followers, esp. In London, at 
the beginning of the 18th century of. MUSES, I11JEWDAF., pp. 15-27; 
VReber' s early connection with Gichtel must have been Pkrtioularly 
fruitful when he joined the Waple-circle. His relationships with 
Law and Lee are discussed on pp. 21ff. On Christopher Walton and 
A. J. Penny of. pp. 27/28. 
(160) of. BASTIAN, QWirkJB., II, pp. 40ff (Schelling), 44/5 (Hegel), 
45-47 (Schopenhauer), 47 (Hartmann). But writers on Boehme refer 
to this point many times. 
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(161) of. OSBORN, FM., pp. 229/30 (but see the whole context); 
also p. 237 for an excellent account of dialectics. This is one 
of the most significant of Boehme's contributions to 19th century 
thought. Prof. Demant calls it 'extraordinarily fruitful" (p. 151 
in DEMANT, ChrPol. ). It is considered in more detail in ch. III 
of the present work. 
(162) of. ScRel. , pp. 37ff. 
(163) of. SHAW, Pl.,, p. 387. - In the passage immediately preced- 
ing our quotation, Don Juan says, that the Life Force "has hit 
on the device of the clock-maker's pendulum, and uses the earth 
for its bob. " The sun "throws off the earth and catches it again 
a thousand times as a circus rider throws up a ball... " 
Boehme's conception of necessity (the "Uhrwerck") and "Spiel" 
is considered in ch. III. Both are necessary aspects of a free, 
creative Will and a Mind which imbues its creation with meaning. 
Boehme does not identify creation with self-knowing; but the 
latter is consequent on the former. God first articulates Himself, 
then creates the world, which in its turn serves as a mirror to 
the divine nature, knowing itself and rejoicing in its glory, its 
"Freudenreich"; the latter now wishes to see its nature also, as 
it were in a mirror, or an image. Thus there is constant reoipro- 
cal movement between God, His Wisdom, and His temporal creatiqn: 




(164) The Paracelsan writings, De Lapide Philosophorum, are parti- 
cularly valuable in this connection. - Diser Geist wird von 
Avicenna genannt die Seel der Welt/dann gleich wie die Seel alle 
glieder des Leibs bewegt/also bewegt dieser geist alle lörfer. 
Und wie die Seel in allen gliedern des Leibe ist/also findt sich 
dieser geist in allen Elementierten geschöpffen:... "(II, 668C). 
"Dann ein jegliches ding auff der Welt hat ein Seel/das Holtz hat 
inwendig ein Kerner/der Mensch ein Seel. Nun ist der Kernen besser 
dann das Fleisch: Also ist auch dass Liecht in der Finsternuse/ 
dann It-he printed text has "wann" - surely a misprintj7 wie köndt 
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(162) contd. ein Baum Frucht bringen/wann er kein ]Kernen hette/ 
wie köndt ein Mensch Menschen machen/wann er kein Seel hett; Also 
komft auch alle ding von dem Liecht/das in der Finsternuss ist/ 
dann das Liecht ist der Geist/der Geist die Seel die dass Leben gibt. " 
(II, 688C). - Earlier in this text (II, 678-82) a whole doctrineof 
salvation is developed for the metals, in which divine grace comes 
to the metals through the "Tinotur/oder Guinta Essentia dess Solis, 
der Anfang unnd Vatter aller Metallen. " The analogy between the 
salvation of man and the salvation of the metals is disnuesed, the 
tincture (or Mercury, or Sol) being the Christ of the metals. In 
later literature (e. g. WASSERSTEIN., pp. 93ff) dependent on 
Paracelsus, and elsewhere, throughout the 17th century, an exact 
Christ-Lapis parallel is worked out. But this tradition is older. 
On this topic of. JUNG, Parao' a. , pp. 70ff; JUNG, AION., pp. 132, 20k, 264,341; note 67 on p. 204 gives the ref. to JUNG, PsAloh. 
(165) Rom. 8,22 (Knox transi. ) - 
as "a Living Creature endowed with 
providence of God", on which this 
in philosophical language, perhaps 
complete form in PLATO, Tim., esp. 
his cosmogony and cosmology). 
This early view of the world 
soul and reason owing to the 
Pauline view rests, is summed up 
for the first time, in a very 
30B/o (from which he then develops 
(166) of. TAYLOR, , Alchats., pp. 9-17,45/46,1Lf5ff 
(ch. XI). 
(167) of. JUNG, PsAlch., pp. 58/59 for the difficulties regarding 
Christian alchemy. Both, alchemy and Hebrew monotheism, are basdd 
on a pan psychic view of the world. But whereas Judaism and Chris- 
tianity 
p(except 
for externals, such as festivals, or even liturg- 
ical forms, weich were often adopted and transformed) overthrew 
pagan cults, alchemy attempted to synthesize the two On its 
efficacy for human salvation cf. JUNG, PaAlch., pp. 481-83, also 
416ff, and esp. 424-26. 
page 98 
(168) On authors read by the Illuminates of. VIATTE, SOccRom., 
vol. I. pp. 27/28; on Novalis and the German Romantios, of. ibid., 
vol. II, pp. 59ff; also BESSET, NovPMyst., pp. 26ff, 43ff. 
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(169) Of course the way was prepared by the Rosicrucian and other 
movements; Boehme took over from there - mainly his Schwenokfeldian 
friends - the cell-system, which proved so important for the 
religious movements of the 17th century, then the pietists, and, 
later, the 18thcentury Illuminates: of. KOPF , PhJD. , pp. 
2/3, 
43ff; PEUCKERT, RosK. esp. pý . 169ff, 185ff, 199ff; STRUCK, Einfl JBEngl., pp. 127ff, 142ff, 148ff (esp. 150-52), 153-57,194ff 211ff, 
225ff, 233ff. On Boehme's cell-system of. GRUNSKY, JD., pp. 46ff. 
On the connection between Boehme and pietism of. DORNKAMM, LJD., 
pp. 268ff; also note 159 to the present ch. above and note 3 to 
Appx. III below. 
Some of the important works read in the 18th century are dis- 
cussed in BARTSCHERER, ParacFaust., pp. 6ff; GRAY, GAst., pp. Off. 
Excellent general accounts of the development in Germany may be 
found in VIATTE, SOocRom., vol. I, pp. 41ff and BESSET, NovPMyst., 
pp. 36ff. - An excellent survey of the tradition as a whole is 
given in FEILCHENFELD, EinflMov., pp. 2ff (the 16th century and 
Boehme, where he uses esp. BASTIAN, Wirk JB. ); pp. 25ff after Boehme. 
(170) of. VIATTE, SOccRom., vol. I, pp. 57ff, 153ff; vol. II, esp. p. 41. 
(171) of. VIATTE, SOocRom., vol. I, p. 73; vol. II, p. 44; a general 
outline may be found in the opening section of ROOS, MystPhil. (pp. 7ff). 
Page 99 
(172) of. VIATTE, SOcoRom., vol. I, pp. 188ff, 270ff; also vol. II, p. 21. 
(173) of. VIATTE, SOocRom., vol. II, pp. 96ff. Her discussion of 
Boehme shows not only an excellent grasp of the subject-matter, but 
also the interest which his ideas had for her and her contemporaries 
and the extent to which these were known and discussed. The follow- 
ing passage shows where the centre of interest lay. - 
"... Il la L. e. la natur2e considere en general comme un emblýme 
des principaux dogmes du christianisme; partout il aroit voir dann 
lea ph6nomches du monde lea traces de la chute do 1'homme et de sa 
r¬gýnLtration, lea effete du principe de la colere et de celui de la 
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(173) contd. misericorde; et tandis que lea philosophes grecs 
tächoient d' expliquer le monde par le m6lange des 16mi ants de 1' air, 
de l'eau, et du feu, Jacob Boehme n'admet aue la combinaison des 
forces morales, et s' appuye sur des passages de 116v angile pour 
interpr6ter l'univers. " (STAEL Del'All., vol. III, le ý? artie, 
Ch- VII, p. 352; but of. the who'e chapter, esp. pp. 352-`4v" 
(1? 4) Tieck (of. EDERHEIMER, JBRom., pp. lff) was one of the 
pioneers among the early Romantics in this respect; it was mainly 
he who drew Novalis' attention to Boehme, as was already noticed 
by Ederheimer: of. op. Cit., pp. 57ff, where Novalis' letter (of. 
NOVALIS, vol. IV, p. 531) is quoted. As a matter of f act, the 
impact of Boehme on poets of that period (through the Jena and Lyons 
circles, through St. -. Martin., Mme. de Staäl, William Law, Eokharts- 
hausen, through Schelling, Hegel, Baader - to name only some of 
the best-known instances of Boehme-propaganda) is far larger than 
might be supposed from explicit statements by the poets themselves; 
the many instances in VIATTE, SOecRom. and ROOS, MystPhil. are 
impressive. Novalis' own statement of gratitude, his poem An Tieck, 
has been rightly regarded as of prime importance by all the writers 
with which I am acquainted. 
On Coleridge's development as a thinker in general of. RICHTER, 
PhWSTCo1VDtPhi1. and MUIRHEAD, Co1Phil., ch. I (pp. 35ff ). His read- 
ing of Boehme, as well as of Spinoza, Bruno, and others prepared 
him for contemporary German Philosophy, more specifically Fichte 
and Schelling. (Muirhead, op. cit., pp. 55/56; Richter, op cit... 
De 







No. C. 126k. 1). This copy contains numerous comments and annotations 
in his hand, which show his interest in the Aurora (the Vorrede is 
not annotated), the Three Principles (notes up to ch. 9), the 
Threefold Life (notes to ch. 1). lavis (a note at the end of the 
explanation of the 7th Property, regarding relationships between 
the Pro erties), De Si natura Rerum (notes to ch. 1) and Mysterium 
Magnum notes to the Vorrede). His interest, therefore, is in 
Naturphilosophie"; and, judging by his later condemnation of 
Boehme, along with Schelling and Spinoza (though he is careful with 
regard to Bruno), his study of Boehme was one-sided. This condemna- 
tion is reprinted in SNYDER, Co1GBruno., pp. 434/35 (but see further 
p. 436: his rebuttal of Tennemann's critique of Bruno' s pantheism). 
Did he not notice that his understanding of Boehme was just as 
inadequate? - Richter's remarks on his attitude to Novalis (op. cit., 
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(174) contd. pp. 319/20) are interesting, but inadequate. Although 
a thorough study of this question would be beyond the scope of 
the present work, the following points should perhaps be mentioned: 
(1) For both, Novalis and Coleridge, "Naturphilosophie" was an 
intermediate stage in their respective developments, leading to 
Theism; but while Novalis incorporated the "Naturphilosophie" in 
his Theism, Coleridge discarded it on the dual ground that it 
taught Pantheism and that it confounded man' a "own peculiar acts 
of association" with "processes in universo" (Muirhead, op. cit., 
pp. 55/56: the criticism is directed against Boehme in particular). 
(2) Novalis' starting point is the philosophy of Fichte; under 
the influence of the Hemsterhuis, Ritter, Werner, Hermetic writers, 
etc. , he comes to formulate his 
"Naturphilosophie" (Die Lehrlinge zu 
Sais and up to Astralis in Heinrich von Ofterdinaen). Under the 
influence of Boehme, in particular, his line of development is 
continued until he finds God. Coleridge, on the other hand, finds 
his way to "Naturphilosophie" by shaking off the earlier influence 
of Locke, Hartley and Hume. The later Berkeley, Spinoza, Bruno, 
Boehme, prepare him for Sohelling. But he discards what he regards 
as their "Pantheism", before finding his way to God (within an 
orthodox Anglican framework). His ultimate view is, however, a 
synthesis of certain elements in Kant and Schelling: Muirhead, op. 
cit. , pp. 
57-59. 
(175) On Blake of. esp. ROOS, MystPhil., pp. l7ff; apparently he 
turned later against Swedenborg and came under the influence of 
Boehme; he seems to have been especially attracted by Freber's 
illustrations in the "Law" edition: of. MUSES, B1JB. - of, further: 
HUTIN, DiscAJB 17/18s., pp. 181ff; STRUCK, EinflJBEngl., pp. 252/53. 
On Novalis see notes 178 and 179 to the present chapter below; 
on Ballanche of. especially ROOS, MystPhil., pp. 360ff. 
(176) of. VIATTE, 8 OcoRom., vol. I, pp. 165ff. 
(177) The intensity and the comprehensiveness of Boehme's impact 
reaches its peak, so it seems to me, in Novalis (I am not here taking 
into account such writers as Stnt Martin or Baader, who are more 
specifically followers of Boehme); most writers were concerned with 
only certain aspects of Boehme' s work. For Novalis, however, Boehme 
confirmed his previous philosophical and cosmological quest, and 
with his rich imagery and prophetic language he helped the poet to 
find the source of nature, of morality and of art in God. Novalis 
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(177) contd. thus sees himself as taking over the prophetic heri- 
tage of Boehme. His Hermetism - and, so one ought to add, his 
philosophizing - find their consummation in God. - for a detailed 
analysis of. Appx. V. 
(173) In HAERING, NovPhil., pp. 605ff there is a survey of Novalis' 
sources. Haering is right in asserting (of. also EDERHEIMER, JBRom., 
p. 110) that Novalis used Fichte, Plotinus, Hemeterhuis, Lavater, 
Boehme (and many other writers) only because they were helping 
him to clarify ideas which he was working out in his own way through- 
out his life; he welcomed these ideas as he reoongized them in 
those writers. Thus it is easy to overestimate the influence 
of Hermetic writers; but for the same reason it is equally easy to 
underestimate them (which is, as it seems to me, what Haering is 
doing); Hermetic doctrines had been widely diffused throughout 
the reading public for some twenty years at least, and in Novalis' 
own general ion these became intertwined with Idealist philosophizing. 
It is difficult, therefore, to assert that Novalis' dialectic or 
his theory of representation (two basic notions appearing again and 
again, therefore, discussed many times in different connections 
throughout Haering's work) is dependent e. g. on Fichte and not on 
Hermetic authors. 
(179) In general, EDERHEIMER, JBRom., pp. 57ff is sound: Novalis' 
first-hand acquaintance to any appreciable extent is late, not 
before 1799 at the earliest. Before the writing of Heinrich von 
Ofterdingen, therefore, his knowledge of Boehme is only indirect, or 
may refer to odd passages. It may, therefore, together with other 
Hermetic authors, have had some influence on earlier writings, but 
this would be slight. Analogies can usually be accounted for by 
reference to other writers, as well as to the trends in his own 
thinking, quite apart from anything he may have read. But Ederheimer' e 
conception of Boehme as a sort of Romantic (op. cit., pp. 10/11) 
vitiates his whole treatment of the question. In his analyses of 
Novalis' earlier works (pp. 67ff) he overestimates Boehme's influence, 
for which he is justly criticized in FEILCHENFELD, EinflJBNov., p. 35. 
The latter's discussion (op. cit., pp. 32ff: general position.. 
indirect influence; pp. 58ff direct influence first seen in e. 5 
of Heinrich von Ofterdingen) is of fundamental importance. More 
recent works are based on it: of. BESSET, NovPMyst., esp. pp. 63ff; 
8008, MystPhil., pp. 195ff (influences in general: pp, 225ff; 
Boehme: pp. 231ff). 
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(180) This is the necessary 
to the terms of his quest. 
interest in (finally intense 
to trace this development in 
Page 101 
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outcome of his thought, according 
It also coincides with his deepening 
study of) Boehme. I have endeavoured 
Appx. V. 
(181) According to Boehme, everything that is or occurs must ori- 
ginate in a will; hence abstract terms, which remain abstract - 
such as "state of being" - find no place in his vocabulary. The 
German equivalent would be "Sein", or rather "Wesen"; and here we 
see that existence has already acquired concrete being. In fact, 
it derives this from the "Wesen aller Wesen", since it is a 
"concretion" - to use one of Whitehead's terms - of the divine 
creative Will. Thus Boehme does not talk about "states of being", 
but of existence unfolding itself in actions such as birth, speech, 
desiring, "quellen" - "Qual" - "Quallit&t", all of which are aspects 
of the motion of fire (of. 3f. L. 8,18 & 19), and frequently also 
the life and growth of plants (of. 3f. L. 1,3, etc. ), 
(182) of. Aur., Vorr. 76. In fact, the whole creation sings and 
makes music; si nature and music always go together: of. ch. III, 
pp. l04-8; 123-28. 
(183) In Boehme's language, "constructed" would be "thought" 
("Verstand", as opposed to superficial, mundane reason, "Vernunft"), 
"pictures", "figures", etc. Our modern conceptual language would 
be quite alien to him. In this he transcends even Paracelean 
vitalism, as I have endeavoured to show in ch. I. (of. also pp. 
57ff in the present ch. ). He does, as a matter of fact, use the tsrm 
"Werckmeister", but with reference to creative craftsmen or artiste 
(the mediaeval "artifices"), or to rulers, not mechanics. 
Compare, for example, Sign. 1,7: "... Dann allda sind drey 
Werokmeister in ihme 5. e. in man welche seine Gestaltn$ss zurichten 
/ale das dreyfache Fiat, nach den drey Welten/und sind im Ringen 
umb die Gestaltn$ss/und wird die GestaltnfAes allda nach dem Ringen 
f iguriret/... "- and RULAND, Diet., pp. 54/55: "Area., gibt den 
Samen. Est naturae dispensator in tribus primis principiis oeoultus, 
unde singula constant; qui rebus omnibus formam, speciem, -& ' sub- 
stantiam cuique suam peculiariter disponit, ut propriam; &'. non 
alienam induat naturam specificam... ist der Geist in d'Natur/der 
ause den dreyen anfängen/allen Dingen/jhr sonder Form/Geschlecht/ 
unnd Substantz gibt... " 
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(183) contd. Boehme's three worlds are the Three Principles, 
Rulan& e are Salt, Mercury and Sulphur. The difference in orienta- 
tion need no further comment. But we may note the similarity in 
the function of Boehme's "Werckmeister" and that of Ruland's 
"diapensator". Ruland himself translates it as "Geist", for the 
term which Boehme uses would have a completely different meaning. 
The "Werekmeister" = nartifex" in alchemy is the alchemist, the 
Philosopher, who performs the Opus, and he is the creative and 
priestly agent of God. The lesser agencies inherent in matter 
are the "seeds", or "principles" - in fact 
Aspirits" ("Geister"5. 
(184) of. ch. III, p. 114. 
(185) of. Sign., 1,11. 
(186) of. Myst. magn., 4,13; Apol. Stief. 39ff (more esp. 49, 
50,55-57). The whole creation is conceived as the expression 
of the dialectic of God's wrath and grace. But man is no exception 
to this: of. Aur. 20,87 & 88. Everything speaks and manifesto 
itself: of. Sign. 1,6-9,16; Myst. magn. 13,9-11; for man of. 
Myst. magn. 16,7-15. 
(187) Thus Boehme goes one step further than the alchemists. The 
perfection of all matter and spirit is attained in a rebirth 
through divine grace; and the fullness of creation is found in 
the Word. 
(188) of. 6 Puncta 1,11-19; 3f. L. 2.15ff (esp. 17-20,26-31). 
The importance of this point, though appreciated in the 17th and 
18th centuries (cf. for example Saint-Martin's doctrine of language 
in FRIEDRICH, IllSt M., esp. pp. 300ff; also Welling, quoted in 
BARTSCHERER, ParacFaust, p. 125, was misunderstood in the last 
century, perhaps because thought with regard to the foundations 
of language, starting with Haucann and Herder (independent, as far 
as I know, of Boehme or his tradition) tended towards the type of 
approach found in Humboldt: of. STEINTHAL, UrafrSfrWiss. This 
is still true of BASTIAN, GottesbJB., where language and alchemy 
is (esp. pp. 25ff) confounded with the more exotic excrescences to 
be found in Boehme, Paraceleus, as well as in the other Hermetic 
authors. The two latest major works, SRUNSKY, JB, and STOUDT, SunrEt 
StJB., give it the central importance that it ought to have (mention 
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(188) contd. should also be made of WEINHANDL, JBLilieAusw. / 
Notes. T. -- Bastian, s great merit, however, is his outline of the 
development of thought. 
Perhaps the following points ought to be made here, from the 
point of view of the present study: - 
Alchemy Boehme, as well as other writers in the Hermetic tradition, 
held that God, nature and man had to be accounted for in a single, 
coherent, personalist system. Alchemy offered the ideal terms 
and criteria - as well as the religious orientation - for such an 
undertaking. 
Language necessarily arises. in a cosmic picture, where everything 
revolves round, comes from, God and man, and where everything 
shares in similar personal characteristics, not least among these 
being that of meaningfulness. 
Development of Boehme's thought This aspect is not given more 
than a passing mention in the present work, because we are mainly 
concerned with Boehme's mature thought. Reference to earlier 
works does not mar this approach, for this development consists 
mainly in deepening and systematizing insights already gained, 
sometimes in a shift of emphasis in the topics discussed or the 
terminology used. This is very well illustrated in STOUDT, SunrEt 
StJB. As regards language, we find interpretations of sound- 
patterns already in Aurora, and his ideas regarding lan uage, 
which we find in the Threefold Life (of. SCHREYER, JBW. 
) 
are quite 
mature. They were, of course, amplified, e. g. in connection with 
the doctrine of signatures, and deepened, more especially in Myst. 
magn. and in Guadw., where Boehme is more particularly concerned 
with the "Heilsgeschichte". How can we account for this early 
maturity of his conception of language, and the lack in further 
development - except in so far as he was able to use such doctrines 
as the Seven Properties of Nature, or the Three Principles, once 
these had matured? The answer to this question lies, I think, in 
the fact that Boehme' s thought was God-centred in approach and 
personalist in character from the beginning. He was always pre- 
occupied with the problem of evil, the solution to which could 
only be found through "Verstand". Thus the Word of God - in the 
Bible, in nature, in the heart of man: active in prophetic insight 
and utterance - was the necessary prerequisite for his quest, even 
before he started work on the Aurora; of. KOYRl, PhJB. , pp. l9ff. 
(189) of. E. H's account for this, and for Boehme' s recognizing 
of the signatures of plants and other objects. - In Lebenebt. 20, 
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(189) contd. Franckenberg 
adopted Latin and other te: 
doctrine of "Natursprache" 
thought - is deeply rooted 
(discussed by Koyre in the 
note (188). 
Page 102 
(190) of. Lebenbt. 29. 
also seeks to explain, why Boehme 
ms and used them in his own way. The 
- as, indeed, every aspect of Boehme's 
in experience: of. also Lebenbt. ll 
passage referred to in the previous 
(191) of. 3 Prine. 27,22-24; Myst. magn. 36,73ff. 
(192) of. Myst. magn. 29,9 & 10; 75,26 & 27; Sign. 13,8; 
40Fr. 1,123 & 124. 
(19 3) GRUNSKY, JB., pp. 32ff, 46ff, gives an excellent account 
of the practical realization of this task. 
page 10 
(194) of. Myst. magn. 67,9-11. 
(195) of. Aur. 3,49, and elsewhere. 
(196) of. Myst. magn., Vorr. 15 & 16, and many other passages. 
The religious interpreters of Boehme, such as Law and A. J. Penny, 
have also insisted on this. 
(197) That is also St Augustine' s view. of. AUGUSTINE, OivD., 
cap. 9,3, col. 150: "... ut fatum a fando dictum intelligamus, id 
eat a loquendo... 11 (but see the whole chapter). 
For the metaphysical implications of the doctrine of "Natur- 
sprache" of. GRUNSKY, JB., pp. 86ff, 188ff, 230ff, 247ff; the 
translation of God's speech into terms of History is discussed 
ibid. ) pp. 273,281ff, esp. 286-88. 
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(1) As a matter of fact, this approach occurs again and again 
throughout his writings; one example is the first chapter of 
Chr. Test. I. But it is carried out most consistently and com- 
prehensively in Von der Genaden-Wahl. 
of. also AUGUSTINE, SermSupp., Semo CXXVIII, para. 8, col. 2000 
(in connection with John 1,1): "... vel quod eat hoc Verbum quod 
dicturus antea non silebat, quo dicto non siluit qui dicebat? Quod 
est Verbum sine tempore, per quod f acta aunt tempora; Verbum quod 
labia nullius aperuit coeptum, vel clausit finitum; Verbum quod 
initium non habet ex ore loquentium, et aperit ora mutorum; Verbum 
quod ungute gentium disertis non fit, et linguae inf antiuni disertas 
facit?... " 
(2) This expression (as can be seen from the passage, Myst. Magn. 
16,24-27, quoted in the text) connotes not only quietness and unity, 
as opposed to movement and diversity, but also the peace of God 
as the proper goal of His activity. 
(3) of. Exod. 20,2; Deut. 6,4; 4,249 
() of. Guadw. 1,9; 2,8. 
(5) of. Guadw. 1, 2ff. 
(6) of. Guadw. 1, 6. 
(7) of. Guadw. 1, 11. 
Page 109 
(8) of. Guadw. 1,10. 
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(9) of. Gu adw. 1,13. 
(10) "Selbstspiel": of. Myst. magn. 29,1-5. - This idea of "Spiel" 
(e. g. "Liebespiel" in Sign., Vorr. 3, to name only one further 
instance) occurs frequently in Boehme's writings. For the mystical 
concept of "ludus amoris", which is (in Boehme' s terminology) the 
interaction of the First and Second Principles, of. UNDERHILL, Mym., 
p. 227. 
(11) of. Guadw. 1,8 & 9; further, on the image of the mirror, Sign. 
9,3; Apol. Tilk. I, 140 & 141; etc. 
(12) of. Sign., Vorr. 
Page 110 
(13) of. ECKHART, W: dt & lat. , 
(a) dt., vol. 1.18. Predigt, esp. 
p. 305; "Wort h&ht ouch groze kraft; man mohte wunder tuon mit 
worten. Allin wort hänt kraft von dem ersten worte. " 
(14) of. Guadw. 2,4; also 1,29 & 30. 
(15) of. Guadw. 2,1-44. 
(16) i. e. Guadw. 2,5 & 6. 
(17) Freedom is one of the central aspects of Boehme's thinking. 
It is treated later in the present chapter (pp. 132/3; of. also 
Appx. VI; for the moral basis: note 116 to the previous chapter) 
in connection with freedom and necessity in speech. The most impor- 
tant references are: 40Fr. 1,7-13,28 & 29; Menschw. 1,3,4-8; 
Sign. 14,19-30; of. also BRINTON, MystWJB., pp. 187-89; in his 
comments on 6 Puncta 1,7-30. - The relevance of Boehme's doctrine 
of freedom and its connection with the problem of evil may be seen 
very clearly in the quotations from Dilthey in the Introduction 
(p. VIII, footnote 1) of KOYRE, PhJB. 
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(18) USchiedligkeit"; "Scientz" is what Boehme calls the Wisdom 
of God as active in the separated forms. 
(19) Boehme' s term is "Gegenwurff" : of. W. z. Chr. 7. Bucht. V. g8tt1. 
Beach. - The dialectic of divine speaking is called "Gegenhall" (as e. g. in Sign. 1,9). For an excellent account of Boehme's 
dialectic of. BUDDECKE, LebJB., pp. 17ff; also GRUNSKY, JB., pp. 
106/7,133/34. 
page 112 
(20) Guaaw. 2,11. 
(21) This part of the argument is mainly based on Guadw. , ohs. 
4& 
5; of. also Aur. , ch. 
6. 
(22) i. e. 2. Büchl. V. hl. Gebt., 54. 
Page 113 
(23) of. Apol. Tilk. I, 412-23, where Boehme characteristically 
quotes (para. 417) 1 Cor. 2,10. The whole passage shows how much 
Boehme is steeped in Pauline mysticism. 
(24) of. Sendbr, 47,6 (quoted on p. 168, in ah. IV). 
page 114 
(25) of. W. z. Chr. 6 Btohl. V. $bers. L. , 1-5; also 
Clav. 49. This 
Mystical doctrine is at least as old at St Paul (II Cor. 12, k); it 
also occurs in AUGUSTINE, Conf., lib. XII (esp. cap. X. 10; XI, 11 
& 12 XV, 18), coil. 830-32; AUGUSTINE, CivD. lib. XVI, cap. VI, 1. 
col. 
484. In AUGUSTINE, CivD., lib. XI, cap. 8 
(col. 323) note the dis- 
tinction: "... verbo intelligibili et sempiterno, non sonabili et 
temporali... " An interesting later example is the passage from St 
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(25) contd. Teresa, quoted in UNDERHILL, Mym., p. 110. 
In the Pauline text, "unutterable" really stands for that which 
may not be uttered because it is too sacred: of. PLUMMER, Comm II 
Cor., p. 345. Hoehme' s "unausssprechlich", on the other hand, 
rather suggests the Nothing of the "Ungrund", possibly also the 
"via negativa" of the mystics. 
(26) Boehme does not seem to experience any difficulty about the 
tension between the historical Christ and the Christ dwelling in 
the soul, which we sometimes find in other mystics. (For an analo- 
gous problem in Jewish mysticism of. SCHOLEN, MTrJMym., pp. llff. ) 
This may be due to Boehme's strong sense of God's revelation as an 
act in History; and, as he regarded himself as a prophet in a time 
of crisis, the revelation of God in the heart is not to be separated 
from the historical act; of. BRUNSKY, JB., pp. 53,282/3. The way 
in which the actual experience comes is, however, different. For 
the mystical dialogues are - not with Christ Himself, as in the 
case of Juliana of Norwich - but with the Virgin Sophia, a compound- 
ing of notions regarding Christ and the Holy Spirit, which becomes 
the mouthpiece for God's Unutterable Word., and it comes to fruition 
in Paradise. Lady Julian has a more intimate personal relationship 
with her Saviour; thus He appears to her in person and speaks with 
her without troubling to use symbols with which to hide Himself 
in the very act of His self-disclosure; of. UNDERHILL, Mym., pp. 90, 
100/101 (there in comparison with Boehme and others), 258,268. 
For a penetrating study of the Virgin Sophia of. BERDIAEFF, 31 
Myst. Magn., vol. I, pp. 29ff; of. further STOUDT SunrEtStJB., pp. 
259ff; for later influence: HUTIN, DiscAJBl7/l6s. pp. 8ff (German 
followers, esp. Gichtel); 116-18,286ff (Jane Leadj; also ARNOLD, 
UKKHist., p. 669 (Th. II, BuchXVII, o. XIX). 
On the whole question of God's indwelling in His creatures, of. 
the excellent treatment of Boehme in PENNY, JBWr., in QUARTERLY, vol. 
I, No. 8. - God's indwelling, the hearing of His Unutterable Word 
or words, the immediate apprehension of Heaven, due to the state of 
complete "at-oneness" with God: - these aspects are of course, 
closely connected, and they result from surrender 
(of. ECKHART, W: 
dt & lat., (a) at., vol. I, 1. Predigt, pp. 14/15), or "Gelassenheit" (of. Appx. VIII ). One may distinguish different grades and functions 
in this relationship of personal intimacy with God - i. e. where He 
comes through a messenger or intermediary (an angel, a vision or 
other ecstatic paranormal experience), or where He manifests Himself 
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(26) contd. through Christ the Word (of. ECKHART, W: dt & lat., 
(a) dt., vol. I, 18. Predigt, pp. 304/5: "... Swenne das wort sprichet 
in die ale und din sale wider svrichet in dem lebenden worte, dä 
wirt der sun lebende in der sele. ") or the Holy Spirit. Again, He 
may come by the speaking of a prophetic word. But the ultimate 
experience is an "at-oneness" of the "Ungrund" (the Nothing, the 
"En Sof", the "Mysterium Magnum") of the soul with that of God: 
of. ECKHART, W: dt 41 lat., (a) dt. vol. I, pp. 90ff (p. 90: "Hie ist gotes grunt min grunt und An grunt gotee grunt. "), 192ff, but esp. first para. of 19. Predigt, p. 312. - of, also WEINHANDL, MEckhQL., pp. 7ff, 10/11. - The position is summarized, with the usual delight in paradoxical language, in ANGELUS SILESIUS, CherWand., 
e. g. II, 54 (p. 68), II2 92 (p. 72), II1 141 (p. 79). 
(27) W. z. C hr. 2. Büchl. V. hl. Gebt., 54. 
(28) Boehme's use of the picture of the Virgin Sophia seems to 
derive from Kabbalistic teaching: of. SCHULZE, JBKAb. , esp. p. 
419; 
also SCHOLEM, MTrJMym., pp. 213/14,219. Its ultimate source was 
perhaps Prov. 1,20-33 and Wisdom 6,24-27 and ohs. 7-10 (esp. 8,2 & 13-18). From this I take it, derive gnostic (cf. JUNG, AION., 
pp. 285/6) and late Greek tcf. MURRAY, 5StGkR., p. 165) conceptions. 
of. further note 26 to the present chapter above, also the two following notes (29,30); notes 8-& 121 to ch. II above. 
( 29) I. e. In 1. Bich1. V. w. B. , 
45-51. 
(30) i. e. In 3 Princ. 12,4off. 
Page 11 
(31) This is especially true of the accounts given in Gugdw. and Clav., but it is never absent from any of the other descriptions in the other writings. 
Page 116 
(32) "Eigenschafften" here has a general meaning, as well as refer- ring specifically to the Seven Properties of Nature. 
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(33) The present part of the argument is mainly based on 
Guadw., ch. 3. 
(34) i. e. of the Three Principles, which are considered in detail 
in Ch. II, pp. 84-86. 
(35) of. ch. II, pp. 64/65, esp. note 46 thereto. 
(36) of. eh. II, p. 61, esp. note 32 thereto. 
(37) of. esp. the 7th Text in Myst. Pausoph., where the three 
archetypal colours stand for the four elements: of. pp. 133-36 
in the present chanter. 
Page 
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(38) already in Aur. 12,20. 
(39) According to Sebastian Franck, the worts is the "Ausdruck 
Gottes, gleich einer Spur und Fusspfad seines Wortes darin Gott 
im Werk und in der Tat mit uns redet, ist tiefer, vollkommener 
... verborgener als irgend eine 
Feder aussprechen kann. " (as 
quoted in KOYRE, FRANCK, p. 14, note 31). 
Page 119 
(40) of. Myst. magn. 37,20, where the duility of divine mani- 
festation is explained in terms of Properties I-VII and VIII-X, 
these being equivalent to the Three Principles. In the context 
this manifestation is in the form of History. As in Clav. 69, 
the ten figures are fire and word. 
Page 120 
( 1) of. Clav. 29ff. 
(42) of. Clav. 38ff. 
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(43) As is shown in ch. II, there are two stages in God's self- 
disclosure: First there is the harshness and the dynamic of Salt, 
Mercury and Sulphur (the First Principle the Father); then, after 
the refining process of Fire, there emerge the higher, more gentle 
and gracious qualities of Venue, Jupiter and Luna (the Second 
Principle, the Son, and also the Holy Spirit and the Wisdom of God 
manifest in created nature - the Third Principle, before the Fall, 
though this might more especially be identified with the Seventh 
Property, i. e. the synthesis of the others). It is here pointed 
out, that these processes, whether they take place on a cosmic or a 
historical plane, or whether they constitute the pattern of the 
individual Christian life, are seen very definitely and specifically 
as the activity of God, which consist in uttering speech. 
(44) cf. Guadw. 3,31. 
(45) of. Guadw. 3,32. 
(46) of. Guadw. 3, 33. 
(47) Of. Guaaw. 3, 37ff. 
(J5) "Beschauligkeit": passive contemplation, "the Eye". - 
"Verstand": active, creative insight, comprehension, precedes 
"Scientz" and the Word (both, in a more general meaning, and in the 
narrower meaning of "das scharffe Fiat"). Both "Beschauli keit" 
and "Verstand" rest in the Mind, "das Gemuht" (or "Gemttth"); for 
the use of this last term of. Menschw. II, 10, k-6; 6 Puncta 4, 
4. -6; Myst. magn. 24,11, etc. 
Page 12 
(49) of. also Myst. magn. 16,20-27; 29,1-5. 
(50) Sign. 16,13. This aspect is touched on in the previous 
chapter. of. also Sign. 1,7; Myst. magn. 9,18 & 19; Guadw. ', 
oh. 3 
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(50) contd. where the distinction is drawn between semi-articulate 
sound and fully articulate speech and song. 
Paracelsus had taught, "... dass Gott in den kranckhiten gleich 
so gross gelobt und geprisen will werden/ in meisterlichen seltzammen 
wercken/als wol in den Blumen des Feldta: Wiewol widerwertig dem 
Menschen. Becht aber an/alle Vögel hatt er beschaffen/das ist jhm 
ein lob: Hingegen auch die Wärm/Spinnen/Basiliseken/ist jhm gleich 
so wol ein lob/als die Nachtigal/der Pfaw: Also auch viel gutter 
gewechsen/als Gold/Perlin/hingegen auch viel Gifft/als Arsenicum, 
Mercurium, &c. ist alles sein lob.... " (I, 570A/B). - Boehme would 
certainly agree with this, for both Principles are creatures and 
servants of God. It is only moral evil, which perverts the potential 
song of praise into "ungleiches Spiel". 
(51) Aur., Vorr. 76,79,80,81. It is noteworthy, that in those 
passages both good and evil speak, but only good can sing. Evil is 
discordant so that there cannot be a harmony of wrath. In Aur. 12, 
22ff the angels are said to be singing, dancing and rejoicing. 
(For synaesthesia it is interesting to compare this passage with the 
quotation from Saint Martin in HAMBERGER, LdtPhJb, p. 65. 
(52) cf. KOYE, PhTH., pp. 1L3/ . 
(53) This is a vast subject. In BEFORE PHILOSOPHY, the authors show 
that whereas the Universe of the pagan cults was a republib of 
forces, in which each force spoke in its own right, the Universe of 
the Hebrews was a monarchy, in which "the Heavens declare the Glory 
of God. " And "declaring" consists in uttering speech, or music, 
dancing, clapping hands, etc.; no sharp distinction is drawn between 
these; one example is Ps. 92,1 & 2. Exactly the same idea is to be 
found in the New Testament, e. g. Eph. 5,17-20. Examples occur 
throughout Christian religious and secular literature. -I will give 
only a few examples. In AUGUSTINE, Conf., lib. XII, esp. XV, 20, 
col. 833, we are referred back to Ps. 118,4; of. further AUGUSTINE, 
CivD., lib. II9 cap. XXI, 1, col. 66, and lib. XVII, cap. XIV, col. 
547; also AUGUSTINE, Ep., Ep. CLXVI (De Or. An. Hom. Lib. ) , cap. V, 13, 
col. %26. A mediaeval example is CHRESTIEN, YVAIN., 11.451-77 (pp. 
13/14). - For the attitude of mystics of. UNDERHILL, Mym., pp. 435ff. 
Milton's Ode At a Solemn Music offers some particularly close para- 
llels to Sign., ch. 16, - An excellent way of summing up this doc- 
trine occurs in PENN, BrAccRPrQu., at the beginning of ch. l, which is 
a general summary of Christian doctrine; describing the perfect state 
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(53) contd. of creation before the Fall, he says (pp. 9/10)... "All 
was then good that the good God had made: And as He blessed the 
Works of His Hands, so their Natures and Harmony magnified Him their 
Creator. Then the Morning Stars Sang together for Joy, and all 
parts of his Works said Amen to His Law.... 0 The praise of the 
firmament, coupled with the excellence of the Law, refers to Ps. 19; 
the morning stars are a reference to Job 38,7. The same biblical 
basis Js surely present in the most celebrated instance in modern 
literature, the opening hymn of praise by the three archangels, in 
the Prologue in Heaven (where Goethe was, in any case, thinking of 
Job 1,6-12). But a comprehensive survey is beyond the scope of 
the present work. 
If Boehme was here influenced by ParaoA. sus, the passages in 
question may well have been e. g. II, 223/24,232. Did he influence 
. ANGELUS 
SILESIUS, OherWaud., V, 343 (p. 222), 366 (p. 225)? 
On Boehme' s teaching of. GRTJNSKY, JB., pp. 69/70,86ff, 204,239. 
Page 124 
(54) This doctrine occurs throughout Boehme's mature writings. As 
a matter of convenience, the present part of the argument is mainly 
based on Sign., ch. 1. 
(55) of. also pp. 112-1b, in the present chapter, for a discussion 
of inevitable signature in the spoken word. 
Page 12 
(56) The two aspects here involved are: ('a) the Paracelsan doctrine 
that, since all knowledge comes only from God, man, in order to know, 
must be in and of God (of. oh. It pp. 31ff ); (b) the mystical doc- 
trine of the divine spark in man. Boehme has incorporated these in 
his doctrine of signatures and has thus given them metaphysical unity. 
(517) Such are Boehme's equivalents to the "causes" of more 
mechanistic types of thought. 
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(58) "weben", "leben und weben" occur frequently in Boehme's 
writings (of. Aur. 3,35; Myst, magn. 7,18; 6,8; Sign. 6,8; etc. ) 
and express admirably his conception of the living process of 
creation. He seems to have taken it from Luther's rendering of 
Acts 17,28, where it is particularly suggestive, as following on 
from the previous verse. As far as I can see (Grimm's Dictionary), 
earlier metaphorical uses of "weben" exist, but this "leben und 
weben" is Luther's own coinage. Goethe would certainly have known 
the Luther version. Did he also know of Boehme's use of this phrase? 
Goethe' s "Gottheit" (i. e. an impersonal view of God) although 
influenced by pantheistic thought, which would be alien 
ýo Boehme's 
teaching, also seems to derive from mystical notions regarding the 
"deus absconditus" - e. g. the Kabbalistic "En Sof", ultimately to 
the One of Neoplatonism. Another influence at work may have been the 
P aracelsan "Mysterium Magnum". Both these influences were surely 
also present in Boehme's own use of more impersonal terms in refer- 
ence to God - "Gottheit", or "Wesen aller Wesen" (Sign. 1,16; - 
compare this with "aller wesenden Wesen" in WEIGEL, PhMyst. , p. l44). 
On the term "Gottheit" of. also BRINTON, MystWJB., pp. 180/81. 
(59) Boehme's thought, which had no small Influence on Romantic 
poets and thinkers, thus lays the foundation for modern philosophies 
of organism. The emphasis on communication is significant, because, 
as I endeavour to show at the conclusion of ch. II, it is this con- 
cept of "Natursprache", which makes Boehme' s cosmology specifically 
theistic. 
We may ask whether it is necessary to put a mind at the centre 
of the Universe, if this is conceived as an organism. If we go with 
Boehme in conceiving the Universe as one with an orderly structure, 
we should find it difficult to answer the question, as to how this 
particular structure, rather than any possible alternative one, has 
come to arise, unless we assume the action of a central creative Mind. 
For JUNKER LG., an objective, transcendental, absolute God does 
not exist (p. 125, and it is significant that he does not have a 
philosophy of language, although the thoughtforms of speculative 
mysticism are used to a large degree (however, their status is changed: 
of. pp. 17-19). The inner life of man and the external processes of 
nature, "Weltweisheit" and "Wertweisheit" are separated, in order to 
liberate the idea of love (cf. p. ll), for this unity had obscured ("verdunkelt"; ) Eckhart' s idea of love. Such a procedure would be in- 
comprehensible to any religious thinker before the 17th century. 
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(60) For a very striking instance of this Of. Myst. magn. 35,69 
(quoted later in the present ch., pp. 150/51). Kabbalists had 
adopted the same procedure: of. SCHOLEM, MTrJMym., pp. 214/15. 
Page 129 
(61) of. Apol. Tilk. 92-108. 
(62) of. BENZ, GesehMetJB.: "So beginnt die Geschichte mit dem 
Fall:, mit dem Sichgegeneinanderkehren der Gegensätze, die in Gott 
beschlossen und temperiert waren... " (p. L35). - "So ist die Geschichte 
der Ort des Vollzugs des Gerichte. 0 (p. 439 ). - On God's self- 
inclusion in History to save man of. p. 440. 
This article, so excellent in its treatment of the theme, as 
illustrated by Aur., Vorr., as well as Myst. magn. and Guadw., yet 
fails to snow that History is really a form of God' a speech. This is 
essentially the approach of the present work. 
Page 130 
(63) The idea of Christ's indwelling was often spoken of as a light (John 1,9) in the soul; the image of the divine spark, which, I take 
to be related, is also very old; of. "... non in eo L. e. in hominy 
tarnen extincta est quaedam velut scintilla rationis, in qua factus 
est ad imaginem Del. " (AUGUSTINE, C ivD. , lib. XXI I, cap. 24-, 2, col. 789; it Is a commonplace of mediaeval speculative mysticism, one 
typical example being ECKHART, Was dt & lat., (a) dt., vol. I, pp. 
332/3: "... daz vdnkel'in der she, daz da ist geschaffen von gote 
und ist ein lieht oben thgedrdoket, und ist ein bilde götlicher 
nature, daz dä kriegende alwegg wider alleng dem daz götlich niht enist 
und enist niht ein kraft der sale, als etliche meister^wolten, und 
ist aiwege geneiget ze guote; nochdenne in der helle da ist ez 
genelget ze guote. " It certainly influenced also Luther, who edited 
the Theologia Germanica, Weigel who commented on it, and was, in 
fact, well-read in mystical and devotional literature (of. for exam- 
ple his Eynftlhrung in teutsche Theologian, pp. 146,184/85; also 
Betrachtung vom Leben Christi, esp. pp. 215-17,222ff; both in WEIGEL, 
PhMyst. ). A Paracelsan example may be found in the passage quoted - 
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(63) contd. in ch. I, on p. 14. of, further note 147 to ch. II 
above. There is thus a very strong tradition throughout the 16th 
and 17th century, in which Boehme and his followers came to occupy 
an important place; this idea of the divine light, or spark, became 
a fundamental notion in Quakerism; through this, through pietism, as 
well as other trends, it reached modern thought. Perhaps it is 
also this which has been influencing modern humanist modes of 
thought, which attach great importance to the dignity, even the 
divinity, of man, without necessarily subscribing to a belief in a 
transcendental Divinity. If my suggestion in Appx. III, p. 214 is 
at all relevant, then the Lord's remark regarding "ein guter Mensch" 
would be an expression of this notion in humanist language. It 
certainly seems to be true that the 18th century Illuminist movements 
(of which Freemasonry Is the main survivor), then Goethe and the 
Romantics, form a bridge from Hermetic and religious thought to 
modern trends, some of which are humanist. But I do not really 
understand the historical connections. 
(64) of. W. z. Chr. V. fibers. L. esp. 6,9,11,15 (1-8 are quoted in ch. 
IV, the insertion, pp. 172a/bj; also Appendix VIII. 
*Gelassenheit".. "einergeben"ý and other similar terms, all con- 
tain the idea of "total surrender , as this term is used in Theology, 
as well as the Pauline "being in Christ". Dying to the self thus liberates man, and enables him not only to taste the joys of 
Paradise, but also to make God's Spirit his very own; of. Sendbr. 
20, esp. 18ff, 34. 
Eckhart's teaching on this point is admirably discussed in 
WEINi3ANDL, MEckhQL. , pp. 17/18. 
(65) For an excellent account of Eckhart's "minne", and how it 
brings about God's birth (out of the unity of "Gottheit") in the 
soul, of. JUNKER, LG., pp. 8/9 (sec. Der Begriff der Liebe bei Plato, 
Ekkehart und Fichte, pp. 7-il). 
Boehme's conception of love is an obvious extension of this. 
For him, it is an aesthetic experience (Aur. 8,92), as well as the 
attitude of concern, as God proceeds creatively (i. e. speaking His 
Word) and redemptively (against "Selbheit") from unity into plurality, 
and back into unity, from the uncreated to the created, and back into 
"das Ein": Myst. magn. 71,15ff. 
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(66) of. especially Guadw. , chs. 7-9. 
(67) of. Guadw. 9, esp. 34 & 35; Myst. magn. 29,55 & 60 (but the 
whole passage is important). 
(68) Accounts of these occur many times throughout Boehme's 
writings. See especially his treatment of biblical History in 
Myst. Magn. and Guadw. 
(69) An example is the treatment of the story of Cain; of. note 67 
to the present ch. above. - On the "typological" method of exegesis 
of. Appx. II, note 6 below. 
(70) of. note 67 to the present ch. above; also GRUNSKY, JB., p. 286. 
Page 131 
(71) of. 3f. L. 11,80-91; 3 Princ. 22,76-83. - This theme is treated 
later in the present chapter, in connection with the five holy vowels 
(pp. l36ff). 
(72) cf. 3 Princ. 21,29ff; LOFr. , 30. Frage. 
(73) of. 3 Prin c. 20,6-12; W. z. Chr. , 2. B-dohl. V. hl. Bebt. , 
42f f. 
The biblical references of particular relevance are Gen. 2,7; Mt. 22, 
11-13; II Cor. 5, l (of. BONHOEFFER, CDisc., p. 186, footnote 1). 
(74) of. the two Sophia dialogues referred to in notes 29 & 30 to 
the present ch. above. - On the Pearl of. Appx. IV. 
(75) of. 3 Prin c. 20,12; W, z. Chr. , 1. Bftchl. V. w. B. 52, and many other passages. 
(76) of. Aur. 19,51-53; 3f. L. , ch. 
4 (esp. end see., paras. 57ff ); Myst. 
magn. 50,49ff " 17,1-9; W. z. Chr. , 3. B1ch1. De Poenit., 16 & 
17; Sign. 9,2; 
Guadw. 2,38- 0; 3,59. 
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(77) of. Aur. 20,91ff; Myst. magn. 17,31-35; . 19,21-23 
(but see the 
whole context; Adam succeeds Lucifer, the previous prince); also ch. 
II, note 131. 
(78) The mechanism of human speaking, where thought is articulated 
by the Three Principles, enters the elemental world; its qualitj' 
depends on which Principle predominates: of. 3 Princ. 16,17-24. 
(79) Of. pp. 110/11 in the present ch., esp. note 17 thereto; pp. 
113/14 in the present ch., and notes thereto; also Myst. magn. 19,24. 
(80) of. Appx. VI; also BERDIAEFF, JB) yatMikgn. , pp. 5-28; BORNKAMM, LJB., 
pp. 114f f. 
Page 133 
(81) of. GRUNSKY, JB., pp. 8lff. 
(82) of. JUNG, PsAlch., pp. 230ff, for the archetypal colours. Jung 
also makes more general remarks on Boehme' s use of alchemistic 
terms and concepts; ibid., p. 290., for Guillaume' s dream (also dis- 
cussed in his Psychology and Religion); ibid., P-318, for the colours 
in the alchemistic process. 
(8 3) of. pp. 67-69 in the previous chapter, esp. note 57 thereto. 
(84) Myst. Pansoph. 7,5. 
Page 1 34 
(85) of. Myst. Pansoph. 7., 6; also 3f. L. 5,80 & 81; Aur. 20,90; 
Sign. 1,1. For the colour black in the literature of the mystics of. 
UNDERHILL, Mym., p. 347. 
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(86) For a striking parallel of. WEIGEL, StudUn iv. , p. Goa. ; further 
note 5 to Appx. IX below. 
(87) Myst. Pansoph. 7,7: "... welches das Mysterium eroffnet und 
den Baum mit den Asten und Zweigen nennet. "- an obvious allusion to 
Adam and the promise of the Old Covenant in the "Bundeslinea", which 
is often represented as a tree. 
(88) ibid. 7,8: ". , welches den Baum mit der Frucht und aller Zierde nennet, welches erst recht die Witze aussepricht... " - 
presumably a reference to the Greek cult of wisdom and beauty (or 
its Renaissance and post-Renaissance counterparts). 
(89) ibid. 7,9: "... da sich viel Völker und Zungen mit behelffen; 
welches den Baum mit seiner Krafft und Tugend aussspricht... "- the 
allusion to the tree seems to indicate Latin as used in the Church, 
i. e. life under the New Covenant, still in the "Bundeslinea", and 
leading to Christ's Second Coming and Last Judgment. 
(9 0) of. BENZ, MetSprJB., pp. 348-51, and quotations there given. 
(91) of. BENZ, MetSprJB., p. 318: "Entwertung" is the term there 
used; the contemporary English usage is perhaps even stronger. 
(92) of. BENZ, MetSprJB., P-348- 
(93) This Is Boehme's term; Benz does not refer to it: op. cit., 
p. 35O. 
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(94) cf. Myst. Pansoph. 7,11-15. 
Page 137 
(95) The one language referred to in Myst. magn. 35,58 is the 
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(95) contd. "sensualische Sprache", thus really the unified sense, 
or meaning, the holy tongues seen in their essential unity, 
instead of in their fivefoldness. That this interpretation, 
although not the obvious one, is yet true is borne out by what 
follows: in para. 60 the spirits speak this one language - 
certainly not Hebrew, or any one other language on a par with 
human languages; Boehme is not here concerned with such actual, 
spoken languages, but with unity of meaning. There is, it is true, 
external form, for in Boehme' s thinking being must manifest, must 
communicate itself. But at this stage of the argument the external 
patterns of speech as such are of no importance. Thus he speaks 
about the ignorance of the scholars in the following para. (61); 
then, in para. 62, he comes to discuss the five holy tongues, 
which are identified with God's Word. 
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(96) of. Myst, magn. 35,71. - cf. further note 5 to Appx. IX below. 
(97) cf. BENZ, MetSprJB., p. 349, where the divine creativity is the 
same, only that the emphasis has shifted from universality to the 
peculiar character of each individual nation. 
(98) 3f " L" 5,73, as above. 
(99) An example of such use made of the text of the German Bible is 
Guadw. 2,10ff, discussed pp. 111/12 in the present chapter; sound 
patterns are considered in ch. IV. 
(100) Aur. 8,72. 
(101) But communication on every level is a divine activity, cor- 
rupted at Babel, reborn at Pentecost; of, Myst. magn. 36,1-7. 
Page 139 
(102) For alchemistic use of colours of. Sign. 11,43, but esp. Sign. 
8,39; 9,30-33, end the context in which these occur. In the 7th 
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(102) contd. Text of Mysterium Panso hicum (ef. earlier in the 
present ch., pp. 133/3 the archetypal colours symbolize the 
Four Elements (thus the diversity of elemental creation), black 
and white the divine unity at the beginning and at the end of all 
things. 
(103) of. 40Fr. , 1,106 & 107. 
(104) of. 3f. L. 5,85ff. 
(105) of. also Boehme' s constant opposition of "so spricht die 
Vernunft" (i. e. limited, corrupt, natural realm) to the divine, 
e. g. in Myst. magn. 35,57-63 & ch. 36. This occurs especially 
in discussions of the problem of evil. - Boehme is quite consistent 
in his use of "Vernunft" (mere external reason) as opposed to 
"Verstand" (sp iritual, divinely inspired insight): of. KOYRt, 
PhJB., pp. x"1/42 (esp. footnote 4 to p. 41); also the important 
discussion of this topic in BRINTON, Myst WJB., pp. 98ff. (The 
misinterpretation of "nothing" in Myst. magn. ý+3,3 on p. 101, does 
not detract from the value of Brinton's critique. 
] 
For parallels of. WEIGEL, PhMyst., p. 146 (in EYnführung in 
teutsche Theologiam), where he speaks of the danger of the Bible 
eil ng read "von untüchtigen Köpffen/dieweil sie allein in dem todten 
Buchstaben ligen. " - also Ibid.., p. 205 (in Vom Himlischen Jerusalem), 
where he draws the contrast between "das innere Wort das innere 
gehör" and "das enssere Wort", or between "Buchstaben" and "Geist". 
(106) How much this is the obvious assumption can be seen e. g. in 
Sign. 14,10, and in all discussions of the Seven Properties of 
Nature; of. also Sign. 1,6 for a general pronouncement on this topic. 
(107) of, Myst. magn. 22,1ff. Language comes straight from God, 
through the Seven Properties of Nature. 
Page 140 
(108) cf. Appx. VII. 
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(109) of. 40Fr. 1,101-107; Auditory and visual patterns finally 
resolve themselves into the "Philosophische Kugel". 
(110) of. Sign. 8,28. 
(111) The whole context from which this passage is taken makes 
man's royal status quite clear, as it is related to God, in the 
cosmic as well as the historical perspectives. 
Page 141 
(112) That is, to "be in Christ. " Boehme's ethic is thus thoroughly 
Pauline, as it centres round the notion of rebirth. On it are based 
mustlo insight, prophetic interpretation and ethical precept. 
For it is by becoming a new man that the servant of Christ attains 
blessedness. His works will be the fruit of love, his knowledge 
will consist in beholding the Unutterable Word, as it unfolds its 
glory, speaks its Wisdom, spreads its grace. 
(113) cf. 40Fr. 1,261ff for the cosmic setting of the Word, the 
Heart, on the Cross. 
(114) i. e. the order or pattern which is His creation, expresses 
His love and His joy in activity and contemplation - in "Sp&Bl". 
Page 142 
(115) However, there is a distinction between the creativit of pro- 
ducing and that of naming things: of. BE1TZ, MetSprJB., pp. 342/3, and 
on the power of the word: pp. 341/2,356/7. 
(116) of. W. z. Chr. , 1. Büchl . V. w. B. 16; 43; Guadw. 8,31 (the name of Jesus). The power of man's name is only in Jesus, for Jesus is the 
only man in whose person God' a wisdom and power is unfettered by 
blindness and sin. But Christ's taking on of human nature is anti- 
cipated, and with it also the power of His name is anticipated, albeit 
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(116) contd. to a limited extent, by the Old Testament patriarchs 
in the"Bundeslinea0 who exemplify the Second Principle (Abel, 
Abraham, Isaac, etc. 
j, 
who speak (i. e. whose names signify and whose 
lives carry forward to fruition) God's promised grace. 
(117) A particularly illuminating example is Jacob's gift to Esau 
as discussed in Myst. magn. 61,10ff; but this treatment of Scripture, 
in particular of the Book of Genesis, runs through the whole of 
Mysterium Magnum. 
Here, ab elsewhere, there is such a wealth of material, that a 
choice of examples is necessarily arbitrary. This and other 
examples have been chosen for convenience, because they can be treated 
by themselves, without undue laborious reference to the whole context. 
(118) of. Mwt. magn. 32,33-37. 
Page 14 
(119) of. Myst. magn. 35,14. 
(120) i. e. of the name "Jehovah". 
Page 4. 
(121) Does that mean that animals enjoy a state of innocence and 
closeness to God such as man once had but has now lost? 
(Page 146 
(122) "Fiat": para. 62, as quoted on p. ]LS. 




(124) In other words, we might say that the "sensualische Sprache" 
is the "Mysterium" of concrete speech. - of. further in the present 
chapter, pp. 153/52+, esp. note 139 thereto. 
(125) Being always manifests itself in outward, communicable form, 
so that Adam certainly spoke a language. But here Boehme is con- 
cerned only with the inner harmony and wisdom of the "sensualische 
Sprache"; of. also Aur. 12,60 & 61. 
(126) of. SCHULZE, JB$ab., PP " 
l'5k/5. 
(127) of. Myst. magn. 35,64. 
(128) This is an allusion to the five sacred tongues and the five 
holy vowels which make up the name of God; of. Myst. magn. 35,49. 
(129) of. Myst. magn. 35,65. 
Page 148 
(130. of. Gen. 11,4. In order to appreciate Boehme' s intuitive 
insight into ancient traditions and the way these are used in the 
Old Testament to express the unique meaning of Hebrew Theology, it 
is rewarding to compare his commentary on this passage in Genesis 
with SKINNER, CommGen., pp. 224-26. Boehme surely did not know that 
the Zikkurat had seven stories, 
(131) of. Gen. 3,14ff. - Discussions of the Fall are frequent. For 
our present purposes ohs. 19ff in Mysterium Magnum is perhaps the 
most useful. The curse is discussed in ch. 24, the sword in ch. 25. 
For Paracelsan accounts of. II, 540-k2; 676. 
(132) of. Myst. magn., ch. 9ý 
(133) The principle of death and regeneration is operative already 
in divine nature, where sin has not been committed., as well as in 
creation, quite apart from the occurrence of evil; of. Menschw. Il, 
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(133) contd. eh. 4; 6 Puneta 6,7-18; 3f. L. 6,59-62. Thus in a 
fallen world salvation may only come about by a return to this root 
principle of existence. And this consists in the willingness to 
surrender the self, in order to become a new creature, where indi- 
vidual experience and a sense of the whole pattern blend in a harmoni- 
ous way. It is by this act of sacrifice (in terms of the personal 
devotional life, "Gelassenheit") that irreconcilable opposites are 
fused; by it temporal and eternal being can maintain existence, 
by it alone can salvation be effected. 
(134) Boehme here compares his position with that of Ezekiel 
(Ezek. 3,17). 
(135) Boehme often uses the term "Wundere to denote the multiplicity 
of God's creative work; this diversity is, however, bound together, 
in that unity of the originating spirit, which is both the beginning 
and the end of the pattern; of. Menschw. III, 3,7; W. z. Chr. 4". Büchl. 
V. w. Gelassht. 1,34; Myst. magn. 37,7. 
(1 36) of. BRINTON, MystWJB., esp. pp. 58ff; PEUCKERT, LJB., sees. 
1-3. This question regarding Boehme's prophetic Ale, and the 
second Reformation which he envisaged, is a complicated one, and 
beyond the scope of the present work. But perhaps the following 
points are worth suggesting here: - (1) There is a strong apocalyptic 
note in the prophetic passages, which suggests that Boehme, like 
so many of his contemporaries, thought that the world would come 
to an end; but he insisted that it was impossible to calculate 
the actual date: of. Bed. Stief. 104ff; Sendbr. 14.3; 41,14ff; 
3f. L. 15 13; - Sendbr. 5,10-13; 12,47; esp. Sendbr. 8,24ff; 11, 
. 
(2 He thought certainly that the age: in which he lived was 
coming to an end, and that the time was ripe for a spiritual re- 
newal, together with new forms of religious life: e. g. Sendbr. 18, 
7-12; hence his pastoral work among small groups of friends, and 
the insistence on inner renewal, a religion of the heart, founded 
on a deepened metaphysical insight. In this he developed Schwenek- 
feldian and Rosicrucian trends, he used such experience as he had 
gained, e. g. in the Moller-circle; but he went beyond these, and 
forewhadowed two centuries of development, starting with 17th 
century sects, continuing through pietism and Illuminism, issuing 
in the movements usually summarized under the name of Romanticism. 
(3) It does seem, therefore, that Boehme anticipated, not only the 
religious and intellectual revolution which was caused mainly by the 
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(136) contd. Thirty Years' War, but he also foreshadowed, and had 
his impact on, those trends, which found their prophets in such 
writers as Novalis and Blake, (4) Boehme's doctrine of language 
foreshadowed those trends in the 17th century which culminated 
in the work of Schottelius and Leibniz. Its cultural significance 
(as well as more generally the social significance of the 
"Sprachgesellschaften", no less than of the religious cell-system) 
is certainly quite considerable. 
page 1 51 
(1 37) It was still quite generally held, that the changes in 
language through History could be related to the Tower of Babel; 
of. Appendix IX. 
Page 153 
(138) For a similar view of language, as carrying within itself 
the two Principles - or cities - of light and darkness (and names 
typifying these Principles), the division into 72 nations, each 
with its separate language, and the reunion at Pentecost, of. 
AUGUSTINE CivD., lib. XV, capita Iff(coll. L1,37ff); lib. XVI, capita 
VI (col1.1184/5), IX (Ooll. 487/8), XI, 1 (col. k90); lib. XVIII, cap. 
XLIX(end: col. 612 ). 
(139) For the term "mentalisoh" cf. also Gnadw. 5,2-4. In general 
Boebme uses the two terms with the following connotations: 
"sensualisch" expresses the exemplification of the divine in natural 
objects; "mentaliech" expresses the divine, spiritual aspect of 
temporal creation. "Mentalische Zungen" are thus the 72 vernacular 
tongues, i. e. God (the Holy Trinity - then the Three Principles) 
in natural creation, as opposed to the five "sensualische Zungen", 
which realize the divine Word in terms of temporal creation. "Die 
sensualische Sprache" can then be divine meaning as such, or the 
"Mysterium" of concrete speech (cf. pp. 1L4-L8 in the present chapter, 
esp. note 124 thereto). 
There are, however, other uses to which these terms are some- 
times put, e. g. in Myst. magn. 36,5, where "sensualisch" is "carnal", 
"temporal", as opposed to "mentalisch", which is "mental", "spiritual". 
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(140) cf. esp. Myst. magn. 36,4-7,10-19. 
(1 1) of. Myst. magn. 36,29ff. 
(142) for the term "Wunder" at. Menschw. III, 7,1; 40Fr. 30,19--21; 
3f. L. 3,36,10,49 & 50. 
(143) of. Myst. magn. 36,47. 
(144) of. 3 Princ. 20,6-8; W. z. Chr. , 2. Büchl. V. hl-Gebt. 50,52, 
etc. - The relevant gospel passage is Mt. 22,11. 
(145) of. Myst. magn. 36,39 & 4O. 
(146) of. Myst. magn. 36, J5ff, 78-85. 
(147) cf. Myst. magn. 36,44-54. The term "Verstand" includes 
both meaning and power of understanding. 
(148) of. Myst. magn. 36,55, as quoted on p. 155. 
(149) of. also Myst. magn. 36,30-32. This is based on Dan. 11,37-39. 
page 156 
(150) Of. Myst. magn. 35,29ff. 
(151) In the rest of this para. we are told that to the new-born 
man, the "Bild-Lehrer" are harmful rather than useful; they intrude 
their picture into the Temple of Christ, thus destroying Christ's 
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(151) contd. image. - Thus there comes a level at which temporal, 
concrete, images must be discarded; this appears, I take it, at 
three points: (1) in the depths of the heart, where contact with 
Christ is immediate and communion therefore intimate, utterly 
personal; (2) in eternity, beyond this life; (3) at the end of 
History. 
(152) of. Myst. magn. 36,75. Considering the identification of 
the five holy vowels with the five holy tongues (7th Text of Myst. 
p an soph., Myst. magn. 36,45-47, etc. ), the distinction drawn 
between the two is verbal and of no further significance. 
(153) cf. Myst. magn. 36,78. 
(15 4) of, Myst, magn. 36,83. 
Page 
(155) in Gen. 6,6. 
(156) Myst. magn. 37,6. 
(157) of. Myst. magn. 35,15ff. 
(158) of. Myst. magn. 37,9,11,114,20,23 (the two last paras. 
for the symbolic use of the number seven). 
iýage 1 58 
(159) also "Maozim: of. ibid. 37,13. 
(160) cf. Myst. magn. 35,58,59; 37,15. 
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(162) for the number ten cf. ibid. 11,34; also LOFr. 1,267. 
(163) e. g. the diagrams to Myst. magn. 30,45 or to the first 
of the Forty Questions. 
pe1 
(164) of. Myst. magn. 29,68; 36,39 & 40 (quoted on pp. 15k/55). 
(165) of. PEUCKERT, LJB., p. 60, where the same observation is made. 
(166) 1 am referring to KAYSER, JBNatSpr. 
Kayser distinguishes two views of "Natursprache", both of which 
are to be found in Boehme's writings: (1) The language of Adam, 
who translates the divine Word into temporal sound patterns; and, 
connected with this, the signatures of objects, which Adam called by their right names beoauep he knew their essence, i. e. recognized their "GestAltnuss", or signature. The signature, the Adamio language, are both accessible to those who are aided by the Holy Spirit. - (2) The approach in this second view is, not from the author (human and divine) of speech, but from the 
sound-patterns themselves. These originate at the various points 
of articulation in the human mouth and throat, and at each point 
one of the Seven Properties of Nature predominates. Thus the Eternal Nature, with its Seven Properties, articulates itself in human speech. 
Both these views are, of course, grounded in the eternal t''ord of God, and in both the exalted position of man is of crucial impor- tance. 
My objection to this analysis is two-fold: (1) Not sufficient 
emphasis is laid on the organic connection between the different views of "Naturspraohe". In any case, it would be better to 
speak of levels of treatment, rather than of views, as Kayser does. A comparison of Sign. 1,4 with Myst. magn. 35,56 & 57 
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(166) contd. (quoted by Kayser) shows how impossible it is to 
distinguish between these levels of treatment. - (2) Kayser 
seems to omit the fact that God speaks through History (though 
his starting-point with John 1,1 would suggest this) and that the 
whole pattern of man' a actions and their motivation are "bezeichnet" 
in the names of the principal personages which occur in the 
biblical narrative; each is a figure of God's will, His wisdom, 
justice and grace. To omit this historical aspect of "Natursprache" 
is to distort the whole trend of Boehme'a thought. It leads to 
the mistaken view, that human "Natursprache" is merely the Adamlo 
language, and thus fails to slow that both the language spoken by 
Adam and that spoken by God's children throughout the ages (especi- 
ally the words of the Bible, whose sound patterns Boehme explores) 
are each a part of the whole historical process, in which God uses 
human speech organs to give utterance to His Word. 
I accept Kayser' s criticism of Hegenicht' s account. The contem- 
porary vernacular tongues are tainted by sin, just as their 
author, fallen man; and the objects designated by those languages 
likewise belong to a fallen order. There cannot therefore be 
that just rapport between object and word, which existed before 
the Fall. Kayser rightly emphasizes in this connection the divine 
illumination which includes not only man but also those parts of 
language, which are sanctified. This casts doubt on the value of 
Hegentdht's account. It can hardly be taken at its face value, 
since it misses "the essential point" (Kayser). But it is, surely, 
based on fact. For with Boehme, thought and experience, intuitive 
vision and concrete fact are closely linked; and it seems to me 
that he not only read "Natursprache" in the Bible, : and in Paracelsan 
or other Hermetic writings, but that he also saw it as vividly in 
the "metals, herbs and stones" as he heard its voice in his own heart. 
(167) This will become clearer when we come to consider Myst. magn. 
35,56 (quoted in the following chapter, on p. 178), where the word "bezeichnet" is actually applied to the forming of words in this 
sense. 
(168) of. Sign. 1,17; Clav. 69. In the earlier part of the argu- 
ment in the present chapter it was shown how speaking is part of the 
natural process. 
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(169) W. z. Chr. , 5. Btiohl. Wiedgbt. 8,6. 
(170) One example is Gnadw. 2,11, ßo which reference was made 
on p. 112, towards the beginning of the present chapter. 
(171) of. esp. Myst. magn. 3b, 54ff. 
(172) The other passage is 3f. L. 5,85ff, which will be considered 
in the following chapter. 
ga! g. e 162 
(173) in Myst. magn. 35,10. 
(174) ibid. 35,50-52. 
(175) ibid. 35,53. 
(174) "in eine äusserliche grobe Form's. (Myst. magn. 35,58). 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER IV 
pie 168 
(1) As far as I know, I was not consciously influenced by PENNY, 
JBWr., vol. I. No. 8, when I wrote this part of the chapter. 
pe 16 
(2) This applies, of course, to both of the eternal Principles. 
of. also 6 Puneta 3,7. 
(3) of. also the Tables appended to the 47th Epistle, more parti- 
cularly the Second: "Tabula des Macrocosmi und Microcosmi. Wie 
sich das Wort hat durch die ersten zwey Principia in die sicht- 
bahre Welt und äussere Natur und Creatur eingeführet. " 
(4) The Third Property is here as well as in Sign. 14,62 (quoted 
on p. 170), more particularly associated with the Word. I take 
it Boehme has the lower triad of Properties as a totality in view: 
i. e. creation by the First Principle, manifest in the Third Principle. 
page 11 
(5) of. SCHREYER, JBW., esp. pp. k74ff, where he therefore speaks 
of the responsibility incumbent on man, as he makes use of the power 
of speech. 
pe12 
(6) of. WEIGEL, PhMyst., p. 157 (i. e. in Schol asterium Christianum): 
",.. da gib dich Gott hin in einem Unwissen da findestu ein Buch in 
dir selbst/in welchem du alles sichest/liesest und erkennest/von 
welchem nicht menschlich ist weiter davon zureden. " 
also Astronomic Olymps nova, Theophrasti (ibid., pp. 33/3 %) : 
"Niemand kan derowegen die Geheimnussen dess Reichs Gottes erkleren/ 
als der selbsten das geheime Wort und der Himmel ist/auff welchen 
alle wahre Glaubigen ihre augen und Hertzen setzen sollen in Ewigkeit 
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(6) contd. Gebt das Gesicht dem Himmel/der von Ewigkeit ist/(und 
nicht irren kan) in euch selbsten. " 
On the question of the indwelling of God's Word of. also ch. 
III in the present work, pp. 108,11 (esp. notes 1,25,26 thereto). 
1 Page 
(7) The same approach is taken in WWINH»TDL, JBLilieAusw. /Notes, 
pp. 26-30. 
(8) The actual title is: "Hohe und tieffe Grdnde Von dem Dreyfachen 
Leben des Menschen/nach dem Geheimnuss der dreyen Principien 
Göttlicher Offenbahrung. " 
P a-e 
(9) of. BOUTROUX, HistPhilJB., pp. 219ff, but more especially pp. 
236ff. 
(10) of. note 58 to ch. III above. 
(11) of. Franckenberg' s Lebenbt., 20: "... Wie ahme denn das 
Griechische Wörtlein IDEA von mir sonderlich angenehme/und wie era 
nennte/gleichsam eine besondere schöne himmlische Jungfrau/und 
geistlich leiblich erh8hete Göttin war". - of. also note 
47 to the 
present chapter below. 
The Virgin Sophia has been considered in the previous chapter 
(p. 114 and notes thereto) and elsewhere in the present work. 
Such sensitivity to the sound of words went with the constant 
urge to transcend his own medium, German, as we learn from Francken- 
berg earlier in the same para. Indeed, this seeking after new 
expressions arises really from the attempt to use the medium of the 
spoken word for something which lies outside its competence. His 
teaching regarding the "unutterable words", the speech in God's 




(12) The 1715 and 1730 editions, as well as Schiebler, correct 
"im" (an obvious misprint) to "in". 
(13) The account of the Seven Properties given in these early 
chapters of Aurora differs somewhat from the more usua, accounts 
in the mature works; for a discussion of this of. KOYBE, PhJB., 
p. 129. 
page 1 76 
(14) of. 40Fr. 1,103: "Nun nehmet den geschwinden Gang des 
flammenden Blitzes darzu/das is T. die Allmacht des ewigen Gottes... " 
- another example of the visual use of T may be seen in Myst. magn. I, 2-5. 
(15) as in Menschw. I, 6,6; this text - or at any rate the 
tradition which it represents - goes back to the Liber Azoth (ii, 539B). Is this an older piece of Christian Kabbala (Reuchlin 
Pico) ?- 0'., ire. A 41L A&-4,45ýWýina 
irr 
(16 In 3f. L. 16,34 visual and auditory interpretations of T 
are both present. Thus, in "heu-t-e" the association is auditory; 
in "t-äglish" the allusion is to the Cross. 
(17) of. 3f. L. 5,88, the parenthesis, quoted on p. 182. 
(18) Where an analysis is given in full, there are, as is rightly 
pointed out in BENZ, MetBegrSprJB., pp. 352-55, two distinct stages: 
(1) The "Schallanalyse" as such, in which the sounds the their 
effects are carefully recorded; (2) the "Wesensdentung", the explana- 
tion, in the light of the Seven Properties, the Three Principles, 
or other aspects of Boehme's teaching. The example which Benz 
gives is Aur. 18,48ff. 
(19) Such tended to be the opinion also of the Romantics. "Das 
Hören ist ein Sehen von innen, das innerste Bewusstsein, darum 
1&sst sich auch mit dem Gehör tansendmal mehr ausrichten, als mit 
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(19) contd.. Irgendeinem andern Sinn. Der 
einzige allgemeine, der universelle Sinn. 
des Universums ganz und unbedingt, als die 
as quoted in FIESE L, Sp; achphdtRom., p. 25 
of this point pp. 2l 25. 
Gehörsinn ist... der 
Es gibt keine Ansicht 
akustische. " (Ritter 
- but of, her discussion 
The concern here is, of course, aesthetic, rather than moral, 
and corresponds to Novalis' earlier stage, i. e. the programme of 
creative contemplation, as outlined in Die Lehrlinge zu Sais. At 
the end of his development he synthesized the aesthetic and the 
moral, the cosmological and the religious approaches: cf. Appendix V. 
The Romantics tend to differ from Boehme in their conception 
of the hierarchy of sounds. For them music is the symbol of the 
forms which the creative forces and processes of the Universe 
take as they unfold, and of the qualities which they display. 
It is therefore more significant, more powerful, than articulate 
speeon (of. NOVALIS I, p. 263). Hence articulate speech, as used 
by the poet, tries to grow beyond itself, to develop the magical 
qualities of music (of. FIESEL, SprachphdtRom., pp. l2ff ). For 
Boehme, on the other hand, music stands for the signatures of the 
lower orders of creation, in contrast to the higher, freer display 
of creative intelligence in articulate speech. Beyond both lie 
the unutterable Words of God in the ultimate "Mysterium". At the 
same time, of course, music indicates the aesthetic e erience of 
joy and admiration. Thus we are told (of. Lebenbt. 29) that, 
shortly before his death, Boehme heard heavenly music. This would 
mean that he experienced the joy, as well as the promise, of what 
he was soon to see face to face. At the moment of dying, however, 
he said simply: "Nun fahre ich bin ins Paradeiss! " (Lebensbt., 
ibid. ) 
(20) For a very flluminating account of. HAAIKAMER, SprBegrD. , pp. 151ff. - In HANKAMER, JBGGest., p. 123, the act of divine speaking 
is called "schaffende Magie die das Ewig-wesende verleibt und den 
Mensohen fasslich macht. " This is illuminating, if taken against 
the background of such explanations of "Magia" as e. g. in Menachw. 
III3 ch. 3. 
p_age 177 
(21) of. Aur. 6,2ff. 
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(22) An earlier and more picturesque account of the function 
of the five senses and the planets in conceiving and forming the 
meaning and signature of the word occurs in 3 Princ. 16,17ff. 
Notice there esp. the heading: "Die Pforte der Sprache", and the 
use of "zerschneiden" - "vermischen" --"uunterscheiden" - "scheiden" 
in paras. 19 & 20. 
Myst. ted stre 




of. also the Paracel san passage quoted in BORNKANTI, LJB. , p. 216. 
P age 181 
(23) An obvious analogy is the function of metrical and other 
formal devices in poetry, where one and the same device - e. g. 
enjambement - can be used to indicate motionless calm, heightened 
tension, a static, as opposed to a moving, scene, etc., all accord- 
ing to the other formal devices (rhythmic, patterns, rhyme-scheme, 
phonetic quality of the language, syntax, etc. ). the imagery and 
other symbolism, which are employed at the same time, as well as 
the meaning, function and context. 
(24) of. also the function of R in "Er-de": note 29 to the present 
chapter below, and the passage quoted on pp. 184/85, in the present 
chapter. 
(25) For a similar treatment of this theme of. PENNY, JBWr., vol. 
I, No. 8, up to the top of p. 21. Mrs Penny is concerned with the 
whole complex of Boehme's doctrines, mainly in order to elucidate 
its religious value (especially the problem of Evil). Her contrast 
between the first six Properties of Nature, representing "ceaseless 
action", finding rest in the Seventh Property, "the heavenly sub- 
stantiality". seems to me of particular interest. It is really the 
completion, the fulfillment, of the creative process, thus the true 
mirror of the "Ungrund". At this point manifest totality can be- 
come eternal, being united; therefore it can also find union with 
the urmanifest totality, the Ungrund. This accounts for the identi- 
fication of Sophia with the groundless Deity (quotation from 3f. L. , 
pp. 20/21). It is in the light of this conception of the unity of 
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(25) contd. "Ungrund" and Sabbath Rest, that the harmony of 
created and uncreated., outward and inner, temporal and eternal, 
have to be understood (of. pp. 17-20). of. also note 41 to the 
present chapter below. 
(26) of. 3f. L. 5,88 (quoted on pp. 182,186, in the present 
chapter). 
page 182 
(27) cf. MOULTON, JBUR., pp. 83ff. 
(28) of. ELERT, Vo1MJB, esp. pp. 10,47,52ff, 63,82ff, 96ff. 
(29) Thus in Myst. magn. 10,48 the syllable "Er-", in contrast 
to "-de", as well as to "Himmel", represents the First Principle. 
The same meaning without analysis of the sound patterns, occurs 
in Menschw. I, 14,10. - Compare also 3f. L. 1'6,33(quoted on pp. 
184/85, in the present chapter). Indeed, the meaning of syll- 
ables which contain R is quite consistent throughout the inter- 
pretation of the Lord's Prayer; note e. g. the full dialectic of 
love in wrath in 3f. L. 16,35 and 36. 
page 185 
(30) Against this of. the totally different function of M and 
N in Aur. 18,48-56. The reason for this is presumably twofold: 
(1) the function of the vowel A. (2) the meaning which the con- 
text demands. 
(31) "Himmel", in Aur. 13,62, really has the same meaning, 
although the emphasis is on the ambivalence of principles. 
(32) i. e. in 3f. L. 16,31 & 32. 
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(33) This is, of course, only one of many passages dealing with 
the word "schuff". Another one, Gnadw. 3,2, is quoted on p. 115 
(in ch. III). The function of "schuff", as that of "Fiat", is to 
represent the dynamic of creativity in the First Principle. 
page 88 
(34) cf. Myst. magn. 35,55 (quoted in the present chapter, on 
p. 178). 
(35) of. also the interpretation of "barmhertzig" in Aur. 8,72ff; 
the turning-point in that particular drama in sound is the syllable 
"-hertz-" (Aur. 8,76); - "Wan man aber spricht/Barmhertz/so druckt 
man die ender Silbe/hertz/ause der Tieffe des Leibes auss dem 
Hertzen/dan der rechte Geist spricht das Wort HERTZ auss/der sich 
suss der hitze des Hertzens empöret/in welchem das Liecht ausagehet 
und quallet. " Thus the microcosm is at work to express the 
"Verstand" of this word. 
(36) The significance of the vowels is perhaps most clearly shown 
in the treatment of "IEOVA" (of. esp. pp. 192ff in the present 
chapter; also notes 14 and 15 to the present chapter above, and the 
diagram to 40Fr. l, 115ff). AO, U(or V) are usually associated with 
the Heart of God, therefore with Christ, therefore also with the 
Cross and the "Ternarius Sanctus. " 
(37) in 3f. L. 16,40, again summing up all the Three Principles. 
(38) Ibid.,, paras. 44ff. 
ge 189 
(39) ibid. , para. 47. 
(40) The Importance of Boehme Interpretation of the Lord's Prayer 
in 3f. L. , ch. 16, is rightly stressed in SCHREYER, JBW. , pp. 
176-78. 
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(41) of. also GRUNSKY, JB., pp. 95-96. - In the Zohar significance 
is attached to the fact that the Hebrew words for "I ("ant") and 
for "nothing" ("ain") have the same consonants. The Nothing is, 
then, the "En Sof"; the I is God Manifest, at the climax of the 
emanation of the "Seproth" (cf. SCHOIEM, MTrJMym. , p. 
218). 
Boehme also splits the "Mysterium Magnum" up into its primal 
and ultimate aspects, as can be seen in the 7th Text of Mysterium 
pansophicum, considered in the previous chapter. 
pe1 90 
(42) of. Gnadw. 1,16 & 17. 
(43) of. Gnadw. 10,14 & 15; Myst. magn. 35,51 (quoted in the 
present chapter, on pp. 192/93); also elsewhere. In Myst. magn. 8, i 
(quoted in ch. III, on p. 124) this is expressed in general terms 
only. 
The combination of Jesus and Jehova is already used in REUCHLIN, 
V erbMir. , Bk. III, ehs. 15-20. - Reuchlin' s intention was to construct 
a Christian Kabbala. of. Appendix X. 
(44) The full implications of these connections are illustrated 
in Tab. Princ. 9. 
(45) i. e. Jehovah - see Clav. 15 and heading. 
(46) Presumably the visual pattern is meant. 
page 1 91 
(47) The process of outflowing can again be observed in "IDEA", 
which is "eine Figur des heiligen Namens Gottes/ ale des wunder- 
tnuenden Wortes. " (Theos. Fr. 5,8; but see the whole context. ) 
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( 48) This may be an allusion to "Schuft" and the first three 
properties of Nature; but it refers more probably to "Each" 
further on in the same para. 
( 49) of. the Kabbalistic traditions regardhg the three prongs of 
the letter "Shin" (" "- considered in Appx. VII), which may 
underlie this passage. Boehme' s own explanation in the following 
two paras. (151 152) Is in terms of the Seven Properties of 
Nature, though ""der theure Name Jesus" (152) is suggestive; also 
paras. 155ff, more esp. 155: "... Christus war noch im Jehova, als 
im Jesu/im aussprechen des Worts verborgen... " 
(30) of. esp. 40Fr. 1,1-205,115-18. 
(51) of. the passage Clav. 16, quoted in the present chapter, on 
pp. 19 0/91. 
pe 19 3 
(52) Theos. Fr. 2,7 &8 stresses the unity of the Godhead (hence 
there is no mention of the Son), whereas Clav. 16 considers all three 
persons, as well as the unity of the Godhead. 
g! Se 14 
(53) of. Myst. magn. 35,55 (quoted on p. 178) 
(5L) of. Myst. magn. 35,49 (quoted in the previous chapter, on 
p. 162). 
(55) OP. pp. 133-35 in the previous chapter. 
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(56) On the "Tetragrammaton" of. B jCHTOLD STAUBLI, HdtA., II, 
1428; III, 524,888; IV, 699/700; NROMAN, GEnoyclScOcc. , II, 133; Jew Encycl., article Tetragrammaton; SCHOLEM, MTr. JMym. , p. 56; also, 
in the present work, Appx. VII, p. 256 (which is based on SCHOLEN, 
MTKab. /Notes. ). 
Traditionally the name denotes, of course, the four Hebrew 
letters of God's name, and has, therefore, magical power as well 
ae mystical significance in Kabbalistic writings. 
page 1 96 
(57) The argument is seen in further ramifications in subsequent 
questions, also in connection with other words and names, e. . "Jachiel" and "Eliel", "Ja" and "Nein" (Theos. Fr. 5,14 & 15). 
The use of "Adonai" here is obviously due to the six letters 
tt contains. 
(58) cf. ch. II, pp. 83/84. 
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page 201 
(1) An example of this is the work of Edward Taylor, a 17th- 
century disciple of Boehme (of. TAYLOR, E., JBTheosPhV. ). 
(2) of. POPP, JBN., pp. 43/44. - Yet Boehme's endeavours, insofar 
as he seems to have worked in the laboratory at all, were unsuccessful: 
of. PEUCKERT, LJB., pp. 86ff. On the other hand, he claimed to have 
alchemistic knowledge and was recognized by some as an authority: of. 
PEUCKERT, LJB. , pp. 56f f; also eh. I. note 117 above. 
In 1780 there appeared a collection of passages from Boehme' s 
writings t TheosBeschrTincJBSohr. The Opus, so we read here 
(p. 25, 
para. 33) , has two branches, the heavenly and the earthly, i. e. Theosophy as defined by Boehme, and alchemy proper. But the purpose 
of the tincture is really the transmutation of fallen man (ibid., eh. 
IV, pp. J5ff ). Thus alchemy proper is only a very secondary aspect 
of the Art, which is essentially religious. Thus, although Boehme 
was not essentially an alchemist but a mystic, he nevertheless recog- 
nizes the work of alchemists as valid in their own sphere. In LIPPMANN, 
EntAusbrAich., vol. I, pp. 510,680, he is quoted as praising the 
tincture, and it seems to me quite clear, that here the material 
and spiritual connotations go together. That he acquired a reputation 
as one who knew the secret of the Stone can be seen in a work, of 
which I have only indirect knowledge, called Idea Chemiae Boehmianae 
Adeptae... (1690), reprinted unfier tjp title Jacob B8hms Kurtze und 
deutliche Beschreibung des Steins der Weisen... (1747); this purported 
to be Boehme's description of the secret of the Stone. It is, 
however, apocryphal: of. BUDDECKE, JBAusg., pp. 92/93; KOPP, Aich., 
vol. II, p. 173. 
Lenglet du Fresnoy, the 18th-century historian and bibliographer 
of alchemy, studied Boehme because of his reputation, but he was 
disappointed. "Qu'on ne soit pas surpris", he writes (LENGLET DU 
FRESH 0Y, HistPhHerm., vol. I, p. 416), "de ne pas voir ici parmi lea 
grands Mattres Jacob Bohem, dont nous avons plusieurs Ouvrages; cet 
Auteur eat ei obscur & si allegorique, que je me suls repenti de 1' 
avoid 1ý[ croyant y trouver de grandee operations. Joignez a son 
obscurit6 le principe qu'il avoit, que le,, Mercure ýhilosophique 
n' 6toit autre que lea immondices & la boue des rues... "- of. also 
ibid., vol. III, pp. 124/25. 
Polemann (mentioned by Popp - see the beginning of the present 
note; on him of. also STRUCK, EinflJBEng1., pp. 206/7, praises Boehme 
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(2) contd. as a greater Heimont: of. POLEMANN, NovLumMed/G. , p. 96: 
"welches grosse bisshero den Menschen gantz unbekandtes und ver- 
borgenes wunder Gottes und der Natur von unserm Philosopho z. e. 
Helmong durch anstrahlung Gottes zwar erblicket/und gleichsam von 
ferne gesehen/aber nicht so eigendtlieh und vollkommen in allen 
seinen theilen erkandt ist/als von dem hocherleuchteten und gesalbten 
Werckzeuge Gottes/dem teutschen Philosopho und wunder - Manne Jacob 
Böhmen von G8rlitz/... " and he goes on to say how he is to be ad- 
mired for the (ibid., pp. 96/97) "grossen und tieffen Erkändtnüsse/so 
dieser hocherleuchteter Mann Gottes in Göttlichen so wohl als 
Natürlichen heimligkeiten gehabt/... " (in POLEMANN, NovLumMed/E., on 
pp. 113/14), and on p. 99 he refers to Boehme and Helmont "zwey 
hellseheinendeFackeln" (on p. 116 in E. ). This definitely puts 
Boehme in the class of alchemists, though not exclusively; for he is 
also said, in the same context, to have expounded "sondern auch von 
andern und zwar den allergrösten Geheimnüssen Gottes und seiner 
geoffenbahrten Natur" (G., p. 96; E. 2 p. llL) , i. e. those of religion. 
Boehme, in other words, is more than an alchemist, for he knows the 
ultimate mysteries of the human soul and of God; and it is these 
mysteries which the alchemist needs if he is to be successful. "So 
nun der begierige Sucher der Wahrheit dieser information folgen/und 
dieselbe in dbung bringen wird/" so Polemann concludes his book (G., 
p. 181; E., p. 203), "so wird er erfahren dass kein ander weg sey die 
Warheit der natürlichen Kr&ffte zu erkennen/als durch einkehrung der 
Sinne hineinwerts ins centrum der Seelen/alldar Gott wohnet/... ", and 
he again refers the reader to Boehme. 
Boehme' s status was thus ambiguous. His knowledge of the 
mysteries of nature was generally acknowledged. But seekers after 
recipes were usually disappointed, as is shown by the comments of 
Lenglet du Fresnoy. But advocates of "spiritual alchemy" held 
Boehme in high esteem, both for his theoretical teaching regarding 
the natural mysteries, but also for his insight into the mysteries 
of God, on which those of nature were seen to be founded. In this 
way they came back (as the example of Polemann shows) to a position 
very similar to that of Weigel, who sought after universal knowl- 
edge in the depths of the soul, according to his programme of 
"Studium Universale". 
(3) The text of this famous couplet, as given in PEUCKERT, LJB., p. 
106, is as follows: - 
Im Wasser lebt der Fisch, die Pflanze in der Erden, der Vogel in der 
Luft, die Sonn am Firmament, 
Der Salamander muss im Feuer erhalten werden, und Gottes Herz Ist 
Jakob Böhmes Element. 
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(3) contd. Im PEUCKERT, CherWand/Eins., p. XVIII, this is more 
correctly printed in four Alexandrine verse-lines. The author- 
ship, according to Peuckert is doubtful. Perhaps it is based on 
ANGELUS SILESIUS, Cher. Wand., I, 80(p. 32)? - 
"Der Vogel in der Lufft/der Stein ruht auff dem Land/ 
Im Wasser lebt der Fisch/mein Geist in Gottes Hand. " 
It is not quite certain, though highly probable, that Angelus 
Silesius was directly indebted to Boehme (PEUCKERT, CherWand/Einl., 
p. XVIII); his indebtedness to Franekenberg, thus also indirectly to 
Boehme, is clear; Czepko was also very close to the Franckenberg- 
circle (ibid., pp. XIX-XXII). 
(4) of. PEUCKERT, LJB., pp. 25; Aur. 19, Off. -I am here, of course, 
using the terminology of Boehme's mature works. But from the beg n- 
ning he was guided by the realization of the duality which runs 
through all things, as well as by the immanence of God in both Heaven 
and Hell. But these are only half-truths. The first of these is 
only rendered complete, when we go on to say that opposites are 
indissolubly united and manifest their being in actual existence, 
having external shape; and the second (concerning God's immanence) 
would be meaningless without God's transcendence, making possible 
the objective direction of events by God's Providence. 
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NOTE TO APPENDIX I 
Page 20 
(1) of. RULAND, Diet... pp. 298-300; all the Laois-articles run 
pp"273-301; some of these are purely mineralogical. The extracts 
here quoted are more directly relevant to the Opus. As a concise 
summary of Paracelsan alchemy, and (regarding the extracts quoted) 
for its clear presentation of the use of colours, this work is of 
p articular interest. Boehme may have used it (cf. KOYB , PhJB., p. 47, footnote 2). The account of the Opus quoted here should, however, 
be compared with the account in WASSERSTEIN., p30-40, with which 
Boehme was certainly familiar (of. Sendbr. 23, 
P4). 
Both these 
works, moreover, are exceptionally clear and easy to follow, when 
compared with most alchemistic writings. 
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Page 207 
(1) of. Aur. 19,4,6-54. 
(2) of. KRAMM, ThL. , p. -Lf5 
(references given in footnote 2: of. 
esp. W. A., 26, p. 318: Tischr., III). also pp. 57/58, where Luther 
is shown to have regarded Paradise as being everywhere, i. e. not 
only in the Garden of. Eden in Mesopotamia. - of. also BORNKAMM, 
LJB, pp. 207ff, where Luther's and Boehme'e teachings are compared 
with those of Schwenckfeld. 
(3) of. CONCORDIA, Sec. VIII Von den Person Christi (fols. 254ff) 
and Sec. VII Vom heiligen Abendmalýfole. 338v ff 
Page 208 
(4) This analogy Is very old, and occurs again and again in 
Christian literature; of. UNDERHILL, Mym. p. 421; STOUDT, SunrEtStJB., 
pp. 112ff (esp. note 9 on p. 122); pp. 16'/68. - The passages in the 
Formula Concord here under discussion also refer to the use made 
of it in patristic literature. - Boehme makes use of it for a number 
of different meanings: e. g. Myst. magn. 8,20; Bed. Stief. 25; etc. 
(5) of. CONCORDIA, Pole. 366-367. 
(6) Was it this precept that Boehme, together with so many other 
Hermetic philosophers of his age, disregarded? - As to the more usual 
speculations prevalent at that time, Boehme certainly took up a more 
independent position, which I suspect, was not really understood by 
his contemporaries; of. PEUCKERT, LJB., pp. 5-9. But what are we to 
say of his exegetlo .l methods? Peuckert (op. cit., pp. 156ff) gives a 
list of minor aberrations. But broadly speaking, his treatment of 
the Old Testament story consists in tracing the growth of the prin- 
ciples of light and darkness, to use his own terms - or of the heaven- 
ly and the earthly Jerusalem, to use St Augustine's terms (in Bks. XV 
& XVI of AUGUSTINE, CivD. The parallels are very close in many in- 
stances); the whole pattern finally leads up to the climax, when the 
heavenly Principle, expressing God's promise of salvation, given at 
Pe 208 continued 
(6) on e me of Adam's Fall, finally comes to full fruition, 
and Christ is born of a Virgin. This is well within the general 
tradition of Christian interpretation. It is usually called the 
"typological" method of exegesis, and it consists in making objects, 
persons or events into types, i. e. pictures foreshadowing, as well a 
participating in, God's saving acts in the "Heilsgeschichte". a 
ý-+. " .., - -- + i10 V 11i ýV iGýLti \V. 6. M-i. ', 
'f theGhtt 'en r°ßä ; DAN % OU, a' ut. sa Btu §-h- f the 
writers in the 2nd-4th centuries ýaa. 'ý e 
makes the whole of the Old Testament History a series of types 
exemplifying the heavenly and the earthly Jerusalem; in fact, the 
whole of History is included in the grandiose plan of the De Civitate 
Del; and it is this plan, but with its own metaphysical slant, which 
underlies Boehme' s two historical works, the Mysterium Magnum and Von 
der Genaden - Wahl, as well as other passages in which he treats of 
biblical History. This metaphysical slant consists in the applica- 
tion of the doctrine of the Three Principles to the historical types. 
For according to Boehme, divine victory consists, not in the elimina- 
tion of the Dark Principle, but in subordinating it to the Light 
Rtinciple. In other words, Darkness and Light should inhabit 
Actuality (the Third Principle) in harmonious cooperation ("Gleichheit",, 
"Concordantz"). But Boehme goes further, and makes the unravelling 
of the historical and cosmic panorama according to the Three Principles 
the emergence of divine speech out of the unformed Word. The climax 
in this speaking of God Is Christ the Logos incarnate. 
BTOUDT, SunrEtStJB., p. 164, following PEUCKER'f, RosK. (p. 168, 
note 4: "D. 1202. Joachim wrote a harmony and other works. Vide: 
Peuckert, Rosenkreutzer, pp. Llff") thinks that in this threefold 
scheme Boehme was influenced indirectly by Joachim of Flora. 
But the more serious question concerns the direction which 
Boehme's speculations take. And there, it seems to me, he is 
entirely outside the frame of reference of the academic theologians. 
He is not concerned with reasoning out the traditional puzzles of 
Theology, but with recounting and evaluating an experience. The 
theologian is concerned with interpreting and coordinating man's 
religious and moral dilemma in the light of biblical and patristic 
tradition, and the dogmatic formulations which he regards as authori- 
tative. Aspects beyond his natural reason he is content to indicate, 
either by definitions which are designed to exclude what is false, or 
in terms of symbol and analogy, or in frankly paradoxical language. 
Boehme, on the other hand, is not concerned with such purely intellec- 
tual problems. Even when they occur, and when he treats them, he al- 
ways hurries on to the larger question of divine and human mystery - 
the "heart", or the "centre", as he would say. 
To give one example: Myst. magn. 34,25 & 26 might have a semi- 
pelagian meaning. But the burden of the passage is really something 
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(b) contd. quite other than could be expressed in ordinary 
rational language. In fact, the "speculating" of the authors of 
the Augustara and the Formula of Concord would be, in BoehmeIs 
language, the use of mere "Vernunft", which he regards as futile, 
except within a very limited scope. He uses "Verstand", "compre- 
hension", "insight", in order to see the mysteries which are being 
unfolded, as he believed, by God's grace. He uses "Vernunft" 
mainly in order to schematize some of the elements of his vision - 
e. g. the Seven Properties of Nature. (cf. esp. Sendbr. 10, 
L-9, 
where this is especially applied to biblical exegesis and founded 
on the Word of God and the Three Principles. ) But the limits of 
such schematizing are only too apparent: one Property proceeds 
out of the other, their functions overlap, and finally he has to 
recognize that their unity, their simultaneity, is as paramount 
as are their distinctions - once more we speak picture language. 
Or, to take up another example, there are endless complications 
in his accounts of how Lucifer, and then Adam, came to disobey God. 
But the complications are really one vast array of symbols to illus- 
trate the necessary simultaneity of both freedom and necessity. 
Boehme is here in profound agreement with the main trend of Lutheran 
Theology: Faithful to religious experience in its totality, he will 
not resolve the tensions of the various dialectic processes which he 
recognizes in nature and in History, but takes them up into his 
symbols. To say that there is both unity and distinction, is not 
really to resolve the tension, but, on the contrary, to set the 
stage for its unfolding. Its final resolution in eternity is beyond 
the human vision, though it may be anticipated intuitively - as I think 
Boehme does in the Sophia-dialogues. 
For a surprisingly lucid, as well as sympathetic, survey of 
the dogmatic controversies in connection with Boehme's writings 
in the 17th century of. ARNOLD, UKKHist., 2. Th... Buch XVII, 
Capitel XIX, pp. 656ff. 
It is Luther himself, however, who upheld the tensions of 
experience, even where Lutheran theologians would separate the 
elements, or where Boehme would tend to superimpose a hierarchic 
ordering. An example of this is the question regarding the hidden 
and the revealed aspects of God's nature: of. BORNKMM, LJB, pp. 118ff, 
181f f. 
On Boehme's apologetic activity - where, of course, he had to 
employ "Vernunft" - of. STOUDT, SunrEtStJB., ch. 7 (Pp" 124ff ). But 
even there his fundamental concern - as applies also to all explanatory 
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)o d" writing - is "das Hertze der Liebe in Christo Jesu" (Sendbr. V, 
15; this is quoted by Stoudt, op. cit., p. 176, but there is a 
misprint: "para. 14" - but see also the rest of the Epistle, esp. 
paras, 17 & 20). 
In the Preface to the Apology against Esatas Stiefel he_writes: 
"Als habe ich wollen die Arbeit daran wenden/und dieselben Li. e. 
tief el' s "irrige Meynungen" - see previous paraj in richtigerm 
Verstand ausf ähren/nicht jemanden zu turbiren oder zu richten; Sondern 
dass derselbe Verstand möge klä. rer gemacht werden/wegen der Leser/welche 
das Perlein Göttlicher Erkäntnilss mit Ernst suchen/dass denselben ihr 
hungeriges Gemßth in bessere Sicherheit und Ruhe möge eingeführet werden 
/und also mögen Ursach bekommen/dasPerlein Göttlicher Erkäntnüss mit 
grö seerm Ernst zu suchen/und sich damit zu ergetzen/biss wir dessen 
vollkommene Geniessung in jenem Leben/nach dieser Hatten/erlangen mögen; ' 
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NOTES TO APPENDIX III 
page 20 
(1) of. on. II pp. 56, esp. note 15 thereto; also KOYRE, PhJB., pp. 
$6-88 (esp. p. 
67, footnote 1). 
(2) of. BRINTON, MystWJB., pn. 81ff; HUTIN, DiscAJB17/18s. : e. g. Sir 
Thomas Browne (pp. 266/67, note 260), Newton (pp. 162ff, 312ff); even 
Descartes and Leibniz were touched by occultism (p. 332, note 8). 
page 
_210 
(3) of. STOUDT, SunrEtStJB., pp. 172,191 (note), on pietism, and 
the connection of Boehme with Zinzendorf through the Gersdorf family; 
HUTIN, DiscAJB 17/18s., pp. 20ff, 206/7, on cuietism. -A general 
survey is already afforded by ARNOLD, UKKH1et. , 
2. Th. , 17. Buch. 17. 
Capitel, pp. 615 ff (starting with Tauler, Paracelsus, Weigel; then 
going on to the Rosicrucians (18. Capitel, pp. 640ff), to Boehme 
19. Capitel, pp. 656ff) and to his followers (Jane Leads: pp. 681/82); 
further material also in Pts. III & IV. -A more recent survey occurs 
in BESSET, NovPMyst., where the Hermetic (mystical, alchemistic) 
tradition is traced from its roots, through the "Naturmystik" (p. 21) of 
the Renaissance, to Boehme, and thence, through 17th century mysticism, 
to the lodges of the 18th century: ch. I. La Tradition (pp. 11-16); 
oh. II, L'Appel (pp. 
47ff) then establishes the link with the Jena 
circle. - Peuckert calls this movement "die zweite Mystik", and sees 
its culminating point in what he calls the "Paneophie" of Boehme: 
of. PEUCKERT, ZwMykFbt. (This is really a review of recent literature 
on the subject). 
(4) of. ch. II, pp. 92-100, and notes thereto. 
(5) For the Paracelsan view of. I. 213C-223A; II, 365A-367B and many 
other passages. - of. further JUNG, Parac' a. , pp. 
22,32ff, Pt. II 
(pp. 43ff); JUNG, PsAlch., the Epilogue (esp. pp. 645/6). - On trends 
in the History of modern Psychology of. WOODWORTH, CSPSych., ch. 3 (pp. 
37ff: Associationism), ch. 4 (pp. 69ff: behaviourism), ch. 5 (pp. 
120ff: the Gestalt school), ch. 6 (pp. 156ff: Depth Psychology; esp. 
p. 16b for Freud, p. 202 for Jung). 
An excellent summary occurs also in STOUDT, SunrEtStJB., p. 27. 
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(6) of. TAYLOR, Alchets., pp. 204ff, 213ff; READ, PreiCh., pp. 28ff, 
163-5; HOMEYARD, ChTD., pp. 63ff. - The best-known attack on the 
charlatans is, of course, Ben Jonson' s The Alchemist. 
In Boehme's development in the last year of his life, the 
mystical and devotional elements become stronger, those of cosmo- 
logy and alchemy seem to fade into the background: of. STOUDT, 
SunrEtStJB., pp. 159ff. Though that is probably true, it should 
be treated with caution. Alchemistic thought forms were to a 
large extent taken for granted. He did not, it seems to me, 
abjure aichemistic terminology, he only tended to concern himself 
more with the human soul, rather than with nature. This is still 
within the framework of Weigel's "Studium Universale". But there 
we must add Boehme' s metaphysical genius; and the difference that 
that has made is perhaps still in the process of being discovered. 
(7) This is especially due to the work of Descartes and Newton, 
who attempted comprehensive mathematical accounts of the physical 
world. 
(g) of. VIATTE, SOccRom., vol. II, pp 4Off; also BESSET, NovPMyst., 
p. 46. More generally of. ch. Ii, pp. 91f (and notes thereto) In the 
present work. 
(9) In Appendix VI have endeavoured to trace the development of 
Novalis as a Hermetic thinker, who starts with current ideas of his 
time, perhaps under the influence of Schiller, then, as his knowl- 
edge of Hermetic writings, of Neoplatonism, of Hemsterhuis, deepened, 
as his own thought crystallized, he built up his own alchemy of fire 
and water, his own nature-mysticism, in which science and inspiration 
are synthesized. Finally, and very much under the influence of 
Boehme, nature and poetry, morality and religion, point the way to God. 
This should be taken in conjunction with an account of Novalis the 
Idealist philosopher, who uses Fichte, but transcends him (in HAB, RING, 
NovPhil. ), who anticipated a dynamic Theory of Knowledge such as, 
perhaps, we are still waiting for, and whose dialectic is of quite 
extraordinary profundity and finesse. 
Novalis, though outstanding, is typical of the trends of his 
time. This feeling of "men at the crossroads" is very clearly 
conveyed by ROOS, Myst Phil., where the important prophetic aspect 
of the Romantic programmes is also shown up. 
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(10) The argument on pp. 210ff, in the present Appendix, does not, 
of course, pretend to be in any sense a complete interpretation, 
even fror the rather specialized angle of seeing Faust as a 
Magician, in the Paracelsan sense. My aim has been to point out 
the nature of the dilemma of Faust with regard to the Loigos, 
self-surrender and divine grace, and to show how the process of 
purification in the Seven Properties and in Boehme' s devotional 
teaching can be relevant to the motivation of Faust's salvation, 
- Other aspects of alchemistic teaching in Faust are illustrated 
in JUNG, PsAlch., pp. 639/40, where the marriage of Faust with Helena 
("conjunctio oppositorum") is made the starting-point of the argu- 
ment, and In GRAY, GAst., pp. 201ff, which considers the different 
aspects of the Opus (the Mothers, Jomunculus). These are valuable, 
but the necessity of self-surrender - however difficult it may be to 
understand the actual way in which Faust gets himself to do it - 
seems to me to be the fundamental motif. He is blind, he stands 
in a wilderness, powerless, but dreaming of the future happiness of 
the people, who are to dwell on the land which he is wanting to 
make fertile. And he then uses this dream for losing his wager. 
Or, to put it another way: He is "ein guter Mensch", as this 
dream shows. This goodness he makes into the occasion for giving 
himself up to Mephistopheles. Thus he dies to his own self, and God, 
if He will, can save him. It is the right, the only true way, of 
which he as "ein guter Mensch" was well aware, even in his "dark 
striving', or while he was still tapping in the dark. 
page 211 
(11) The text used is that of the Gedenkausgabe for 28th August 
1949: of. Bibliography under GOETHE, Faust. 
(12) "Geistes Krafft" is comparable with Boehme's "Scientz" (as 
this is apprehended by man), "Mund" with the "Fiat". 
(13) These may be seen as equivalents of Boehme' s First and Second 
principles respectively, or of the many pairs of symbols denoting 
action and contemplation. of. also note 20 to the present Appx. 
below. 
page 212 
(1) cf. BARTSCHERER, ParacFauzst., pp. 82ff. 
IoL 
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i 15) Urf P. 12. 
(16) Faust is as yet utterly confused; even after his renunciation 
of suicide he speaks (Der Tragödie Erster Teil, p. 177) to Wagner of 
his longing for "new, gay life". and his prayer for such magic 
spiriting away" in fremde Lander" is answered almost immediately 
by the appearance of the Poodle (ibid. , p. 178). 
page 21 
(17) P rolog im Himmel, p. 151. 
Page 214 
(18) Faust is finally saved by divine grace; it is therefore legi- 
timate to use the term "heavenly Ens" in connection with Faust's 
being "ein guter Mensch", especially since this quality is dynamic 
("in seinem dunklen Drange"). Hermetiem taught Goethe to see the 
human predicament in its cosmic and religious setting; but to under- 
stand the nature of the redicament itself, Goethe used humanist, moral 
language. All the same, Goethe was obviously not simply a humanist. 
Grace, regeneration repentance, as well as love ans striving, are 
necessary; and salvation thus conferred consists in the reintegration 
in the vast community of spirits, whose life centres round the ineff- 
able presence of God: Der Tragödie Zweiter Teil, 5-Akt, p. 520; not- 
ice also the alchemy of heavenly love in the choir of the "vollendeten 
Engel" (ibid., p. 521). Faust, still groping among shadows ("Im 
Vorgefihhl von solchem hohen Glück") had already -expressed this in 
humanist language( "Freiheit... Leben... erobern.. " or earlier in that 
speech: "Nicht sicher zwar, docn tätig-Prei..... f ruchtbar... ") , in 
which love and creativity, without being mentioned, underlie the 
whole trend of his thoughts (ibid., pp. 508/9 ). 
(19) Der Tragödie Zweiter Teil, 5. Akt, p. 509. 
paffe 21 
(20) in DEMANT, TheolSoc., p. 217. - As its place in the dramatic con- 
text shows, it marks Faust's renunciation of the Logos: "Wort... Tat'' 
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(20) contd. is the very divorce of word from deed which Prof. 
Demant discusses. At the same time it is true that, even in the 
integrated Logos, the irrational moment is not lost, and it is 
t lis legitimate, even necessary, voluntarism, which I am here 
discussing. 
(21) This is Elert'e term: of. ELERT, V01MJB., esp. pp. 5,10.27ff. 
page 216 
(22) Der Tragödie Zweiter Teil, 5. Akt, p. 520. - Mediaeval poets had 
spoken, ether of flowers in general (for spring, beauty, freshness, 
joy), in line with meadows, trees and singing birds, or they had 
specified white lilies and red roses, especially in regard to 
the beauty of the beloved lady. Boehme speaks of flowers in 
general to denote the beauty and freshness of the "Wunder' of 
nature 
(parallel e. g. to plants or herbs: e. g. Sign. 4, il) , or 
he uses one flower, the white lily, as a symbol for the new 
spiritual life: cf. Sign. 8,18-27, on the plant and flower in 
general; use of the lily as a symbol is frequent: e. g. 3Prine. 8,14; 
27,34; Menschw. I, 13,8; Apol. Tilk. I, 297; etc. 
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NOTES TO APPENDIX IV 
page 218 
(1) see Bibliography under PERNETY, DictM-Herrn. - On the career of 
Pernety of. VIATTE, SOccRom. , vol. 
I, pp. 92ff. - Against the view 
quoted by Pernety of. LE COUR, DictHerm., article Emeraude des 
Philosophes, p 43, where we are told that only "les ignorane... 
veulent s' en 
L. 
e. la rosee, la perle7servir pour la mati4re du grand 
N oeuvre; .. 
(2) of. LIPPMANN, EntAusbrAlch. , vol. I, p. 299; also pp. 13,44, 108,109,113,329,379,380; for etymology: p. 306. 
(3) of. LIPPMANN, EntAusbraAlch., vol. I, p. 459; BICHTOLD STÄUBLI, 
HdtA., vol. VI, article Perle; FRAZER, GB., Pt. I, vol. I, p. 174. 
(4) in JUNG, P sAleh. , p. 184. 
(5) of. ch. II, p. 72; the biblical reference is given in note 71 
thereto. 
page 21 
(6) of. NEW PEARL GtPr., pp. 6/7. - In THEATRUM CHEMICUM, vol. IV, 
ýp. 821/3, the pearl ("Margarita novella") is connected with the 
lbed ", hence identified with the Lapis in one of its aspects 
(the tract: Davidis Lagnei Harmonia seu Consensus Philosophorum 
Chemicorum, brief title: Harmonia Chemica. The authority is said 
to be Hermes Trismegisthus). 
(7) of. NEW PEARL atPr., P. 1. - also THEATRUM CHEMICUM, vol. I, 
pp. 678/9: "Quinta Essentia ex margaritis extrabitur" (in Bernard 
G. Penoti, Xc. Tractatus varli, de vera praenaratione et usu medica- 
mentorum chemlcorum, brief title: De medicamentis chemicis . 
(8) in chapter I, the passage quoted on p. 22. 
407 
(9) cf. JACOBI, ParacSel. , pp. 
288/89. 
(10) Cf. I, 4930; 505A. - also LE BAILLIF, PTH. , fols. Ni, 
jv-Niijv. 
(11) cf. I, 8490; 860B; 901A. 
4o8 
NOTES TO APPENDIX V 
page 220 
(1) of. note 178 to ch. II above. 
(2) cf. note 179 to ch. II above. 
page 221 
(3) cf. NOVALIS I, Christenheit, no. 279-82; eso. the opening 
sentence (p. 279): "Es waren schöne, gl&uzende Zeiten, wo Europa 
ein christliches Land war, wo eine Christenheit diesen menschlich 
gestalteten Weltteil bewohnte;... " 
(4) ibid., pp. 284f f. 
page 222 
U 
(5) of. SCHILLER, AsthErz. - The crucial points in the argument 
occur in the following letters: 6 (esp. opening, p. 229); 9(esp. 
PP. 2L 0/J1); 12ff (pp" 252ff) , esp. 13 
(beg", pp. 255/56) 1k( p. 260 
/61), 15 (pp. 26L1'/65,269), 18 (p. 272), 20 (p. 281), 22 ýpp. 281/85); 
24-27 (pp. 292-317). 
(6) NOVALIS It Christenheit, pp. 293ff. 
P_aýe 2 
(7) The Romantics (of. FIESEL, SpraehphdtRom., pp. 23ff) generally 
distinguished between the languages actually used by people, and 
the one creative language, which is befind all articulation, and 
provides the key to the ground of all being. To attain to this 
creative language, they abstracted sound and rhythm, rarefied it 
aesthetically in poetry and music, marked the analogies in sounds 
(ibid. , pp. 
26ff), and in contemplating these purer forms, freed 
from the shackles of rigid conventional meanings of speech, they 
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(7) contd. sought after the ultimate language , the ultimate 
meaning, in all nature. Boehme also envisaged meaning behind the 
conventional sounds and symbols, in the "Natursprache". But he 
has different levels of meaning. Thus the signatures of elemental 
and astral creation are no higher than human speech; music is only 
a signpost, like all other expressions of 'being, pointing to the 
Word of God. Above signatures, above music, is the utter charity 
of the Word of God, the expression of His wisdom, His power. 
Beyond this is the ultimate silence of God's unutterable words. 
This could not, of course, be envisaged by a poet - unless he 
also became a mystic. 
8) The fifth of the Hymnen an die Nacht (NOVALIS I, pp. 392/3; 4.06/7) 
envisages just auch a poet. Uniting his contemplation of 
death with the knowledge of love which Christ gives him, he goes 
on, to "Indostan", where he pours out his heart, full of joy and 
"eternal love", "In feurigen Gesängen", 
"Dass tausend Herzen 
Sich zu ihm neigten 
Und die fröhliche Botschaft 
Tausendzweigig emTiorwuchs. " (p. 393) 
The poet's departure prefaces the death of Christ, which unsealed 
the secret of the gods who - 
"Den Schleier der Nacht 
Warfen sie {aber sich 
Die Nacht ward 
Der Offenbarungen 
Fruchtbarer Schoss. " (p. 390) 
His resurrection (P-394) means the burial of the old world, and 
the birth of the new era, when love and death, night and divinity 
would be opened up once more to humanity. Christ's entry into 
death had been a hard struggle, though the moment of transition 
is a release, effected by eternal love: - 
"Hart rang er mit des alten Todes Schrecken 
Schwer lag der Druck der alten Welt auf ihm 
Noch einmal sah er freundlich nach der Mutter - Da kam der ewigen Liebe 
Lösende Hand -- 
Und er entschlief. 0 (p. 393) 
41o 
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($) contd. For the new humanity, however, the entry into eternity 
Is an ecstatic adventure: - 
"Der Liebe süsse Habe 
Wird keinem nicht geraubt. 
Von treuen Himmelskindern 
Wird ihm sein Herz bewacht 
Die Sehnsucht ihm zu lindern 
Begeistert ihm die Nacht. 
Getrost das Leben schreitet 
Zum ewgen Leben hin 
Von Innrer Glut geweitet 
Verklärt sich unser Sinn. " (P-396. - of. also 
the sixth Hymn, 
pp-397/98) 
The unsealing of Night was effected by Christ, divine love was made 
real to man by Mary and the Heavenly Virgin. But man's eyes were 
opened to it, men's hearts moved to pursuit, through the poet; it 
is in terms of song, therefore, that the presence of God is 
apprehended: - 
"Nur eine Nacht der Wonne 
Ein ewiges Gedicht - 
Und unser aller Sonne 
Ist Gottes Angericht. " (p. 396) 
jgho is the poet? To try and identify him either with a historical 
personage, or with Novalis himself, is unsatisfactory. To see 
reflected in his röte earlier experiences, which the poet had recor- 
ded in the third Hymn, though illuminating, does not explain much. 
"Mais malgr6 tout, le sens de cette figure symbolique reste obscur. 
Peutetre n' y faut-il pas voir plus qu' une personnification mythique 
de is. reponse que l'Humanite fait it l' appel de la puissance de la 
Nuit" (BESSETT, NovPMyst., p. 147). That is true as far as it goes. 
But, so it seems to me, one must add that the poet also represents 
t: cze means whereby Love and the Truth of Night are communicated to 
man; it is, in fact, the lesson which Heinrich von Ofterdingen has 
to learn, so that he might hear God speak in the common voice of 
love and beauty. 
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(9) cf. The discussion between Klingsohr and Heinrich in Pt. I, 
ch. 8, of Heinrich von Ofterdin en (NOVALIS I, pp. 133ff). Novalis, 
writing to Friedrich Schlegel Weissenfels 5th April 1800; NOVALIS 
IV, p. 536) says that he would be pleased, ".,. wenn Ihr Roman und 
Märchen in einer glücklichen Mischung zu bemerken glaubtet und der 
erste Teil Buch eine noch innigere Mischung im zweiten Teile 
prophezeite. Der Romansoll allmählich in Märchen übergehen. 4This 
ie adumbrated by the way in which Part One issues in Klingsohr s 
Tale] Es sind einige Lieder drin, die ich Euch mit einiger 
Gewissheit schon vorlegen kann. Am neugierigsten bin ich auf Euer 
Urteil vom Schlusse des ersten Teils. " - In other words, Novalis 
attached great importance to the prophetic function, not only of 
the work as a whole, but even of the "Mirchen" and songs as works 
in their own right; and the method of achieving his effect - taking 
the work as a whole - is by taking the reader, through the world 
of mundane characters, events (the novel), then on into the life 
where language has to use muth and song (transition to the "Märchen". ) 
(10) of. the passage from Novalis' letter to Fr. Schlegel in the 
previous note 9 ). 
I hesitate to put Novalist prose works in a definite category, 
even one with such a wide frame of reference as the novel. Heinrich 
von 0fterdingen was conceived as an "anti-Meister" (cf. BESSET, 
NoVPMyst., pp. 159/60) therefore - as far as it really is supposed 
to be just that - it bears a certain resemblance to that type of 
0811dungsroman". But, even when we bear in mind the allegorical 
character of much prose writing of that period, it is still unique 
in its poetic conception; and the complete pattern can hardly be 
gtased at, considering the surprises which are hinted at in the 
notes for the completion of the work (NOVALIS I, pp. 202ff). - of. 
further note 54 to the present Appx. below. 
pe 224 
(11) NOVALIS I, Lehrlinge, p. 235. - Of. NOVALIS II, Die Enzyklop&die 
Its p. 87, No. 271: "Man muss die Wahrheit nberall vergegenwärtigen - &berall repräsentieren (im t&tigen produzierenden Sinn können, " 
Also Ibid., No. 192 (p. 62), No. 194 (, ßp. 62/6 3) ;- also NOVALIS I, 
Glauben und Liebe, No. 134, p. 350. - The concept of representation 
is of fundamental importance, as is rightly pointed out in HAERIN. 
NovPhil. (of. esp. pp. 173ff for language; pp. 185ff for cosmology); it is 
here, especially, that the Hermetic and the discursive thought of 
Novalis meet, 
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(12) NOVALIS I, Lehrlinge, p. 237. 
(13) The third traveller's first speech: ibid., pp. 260/61. - of. 
also NOVALIS I. Glauben und Liebe, No. 133, P. 350; vol. II, Die 
Enzvklopaedie II, pp. 76/78, Nos. 235/36; vol. III, Lo, ologische 
Fragmente, No. 1918, PP. 51/52. 
pa 
{l ) of. NOVALIS I, Lehrlinge, pp. 255/56. 
(15ý cf. ibid., p. 250. 
Page 226 
(16) This part of the argument is summarized on pp. 365/67 of 
SCHILLER, NSentD. 
(17) t ... 
Wir sehen, dass in dem Masse, als, in der organischen 
Welt, die Reflexion dunkler und schwacher wird, die Grazie darin 
immer strahlender und herrschender hervortritt. - ... so findet 
sich auch, wenn die Erkenntnis gleichsam durch ein Unendliches 
gegangen ist, die Grazie wieder ein, so, dass sie, zu gleicher 
Zeit, in demjenigen menschlichen Urperbau am reinsten erscheint, 
der entweder gar keine oder ein unendliches Bewusstsein hat, d. h. 
in dem Gliedermann, oder in dem Gott. 
Mithin, sagte ich ein wenig zerstreut, mussten wir wieder 
on dem Baum der Erkenntnis essen, um in den Stand der Unschuld 
zur4c k zuf allen? 
, Allerdings, antwortete er; das ist das letzte Kapitel von der 
Geschichte der Welt. " (über das Marionettentheater, conclusion: 
ICLEIST, W. , p. 342. 
) 




(19) "Einem geland es - er hob den Schleier der Göttin zu Sais. Aber was sah er? Er sah - Wunder des Wunders - sich selbst. « (NOVALIS I, Aufzeichnungen zu den 
Lehrlingen zu Sale, No. l, p. 275. 
This famous distych is thus playful on two levels, but in no sense 
ironic. - ef. further vol. II, Die Enzyklopädie I, No. 60, p. 26. 
Page 228 
(20) NOVALIS I, Lehrlinge, pp. 234ff. 
(21) of. note 81 to ch. II above (esp. the quotation from GRAY, L. ). 
(22) of. NOVALIS I, Lehrlinge, p. 269. 
pe2 30 
(23) ef. NOVALIS I, Lehrlinge, pp. 265ff. 
(24) ibid., pp. 272f f. 
(25) ibid., pp. 268ff. 
(26) ibid. , pp. 
267/689 
page 21 
(27) ibid., pp. 272-75. 
(28) ibid., p. 274. 
(29) ibid., P. 275. 
(30) 
, 
Ibid., P. 273. 
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( 31) ibid., p. 274 - but see the whole context. 
(32) see note 19 to the present ah. above. 
(33) of. NOVALIS I, Auf zeiohnungen zu den Lehrlingen zu Sate, No. 
3, P. 276. 
( 34) ibid. 
(35) Ibid. 
(36) ibid. 
(37) ibid. - This represents a departure from alchemietic symbolism, 




(41) NOVALIS I, Lehrlinge, pp. 234/35. 
(42) ibid. , p. 
271. 
pe2 
(143) I am, of course, referring to the functions of the "Mysterium 
Magnum", which are considered in ch. I of the present work. 
(4. ) This refers not only to the mature doctrine, but also to the 
earlier formulations, especially in Aurora, which latter work exercised 
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(44) contd. a particular fascination over Novalis, Tieck, and the 
other Romantic poets. 
(1+5) The scientific aspect of nature, which Novalis called the 
Geogra by and the History of Nature (cf. NOVALIS I. Lehrlinge, pp. 
260/613) is also envisaged as being mathematical: of. the latter 
part of the note in Dichterische PIäne quoted on p. 235: "Wunderbar- 
keit der mathematischen Figuren. Ober die Methode, die Heilkunde 
wirklich als experimentale Physik zu behandeln. " - Such ideas also 
occur elsewhere - e. . in NOVALIS II, Die Enz klo ädie III, Nos. 
328 (pp. 108/9), 349 (p. 112), 360 (PP"113 1,361 (p. 11 4)p 388 (p1.2l), 
389 (p. 121), 392 (p. 122); etc. 
(4 6) of. NOVALIS I, Christenheit, pp. 291/92. 
pe9 . 
Lb 
(47) of. NOVALIS I, H. V. Ofterdingen I. ch. 1, pp. 16-18. 
(48) ibid., ch. 9, pp. 141ff. 
(49) ibid., ch. 2, pp. 29ff: notice the transition from factual 
statements to ideas and dreams, finally to the two tales. 
(50) ibid., ch. 1, pp. 22-24. 
( 51ý ibid. 2 ch. 
3, pp, 4Off. 
(52) The work is dedicated to Her whom the poet loves, that is, 
She who gives him love, as well as poetic inspiration. - cf. NOVALIS I, 
H, v. Ofterdingen I, Zueignung, p. 13. - 
First sonnet: "Du hast in mir den edlen Trieb erregt 
Tiel ins Gemüt der Welt zu schauen; 
Ist nicht mein Herz und Leben ewig dein? Und schirmt mich deine Liebe nicht auf Erden? 
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(52) contd. Ich darf für dich der edlen Kunst mich weihn; 
Denn du, Geliebte, willst die Muse werden, 
Und stiller Schutzgeist meiner Dichtung sein. " 
Second Sonnet: "In ewigen Verwandlungen begrüsst 
Uns des Gesangs geheime Macht hienieden; 
Sie ist's, die Licht in unsre Augen giesst, 
Die uns den Sinn für jede Kunst beschieden; 
An ihrem vollen Busen trank ich Leben; 
Ich ward durch sie zu allem, was ich bin, 
Und durfte froh mein Angesicht erheben. 
Noch schlummerte mein allerhöchster Sinn; 
Da sah ich sie als Engel zu mir schweben 
Und flog, erwacht, in ihrem Arm dahin. " 
The "ewige Verwandlungen" of song are the reflections of those in 
life; they arise from the latter, as well as furthering them; for 
it takes the poet's imagination to bind together the "Bergmann", 
Graf. v. Hohenzollern and Klingsohr, finally Sylvester; Zulima, 
Mathilde, Maria; these characters are linked together by the tale, 
the dreams, the parents, because they Lead "Immer nach Hause" 
(NOVALIS I, H. v. Ofterdingen II, p. 188). The theory underlying 
these links is discussed by Hohenzollern, when Heinrich, the 
"Bergmann" and the traveller first meet him (NOVALIS I, H. V. 
pf terdingen I, pp. 97ff). Referring to the study of History in 
general, as well as family and personal reminiscences) he says (p. 97): 
"Die nächsten Ereignisse scheinen nur locker verknüpft, aber sie 
sympathisieren desto wunderbarer mit entfernteren; ... 
" in other 
words, we are here confronted with a special application of the 
theory of representation. 
pe 237 
)53) Water in Heinrich's dream (NOVALIS I, H. v. Of terdingen I, p. 47) 
links Heinrich von Ofterd&ngen with the fire-water alchemy of Die 
Lehrlinge zu Sais; the blue flower, which combines darkness in its 
colour 'night with the ecstasy of poetry and love, recalls the 
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(53) contd. Hymnen an die Nacht. These two symbols provide the 
formal setting, but more, the basis and the aim, of Heinrich' s 
career. For, to use the language of the Lehrlinge, he who is called 
to be a teacher (a poet, in the larger terms of reference of 
ofterdingen) must renounce profane daylight. Or, to use Boehme's 
language: Luna is all-embracing, and it leads to, in fact it 
realizes, it is, Eternal Nature, Wisdom: Sophia. Boehme's colour- 
scheme, more faithful to the Paracelsan tradition, is, of course, 
different. With him black (or darkness) is at the beginning of the 
Opus. Red is the colour of the tincture (Venus). Multiplicity of 
colours comes before Sol, the lightning flash (in Oil, Mars, the 
Third Property) And beyond Paracelsan alchemy, the overcoming of 
the "Proba of f ire leads to whiteness. 
We note that the fire-water alchemy of the Lehrlinge still re- 
calls the pre-Paracelsan dualism. In Heinrich von Ofterdingen 
night-water is the more important aspect. Further, its connection 
with Sophie in Die Hymnen an die Nacht reminds one of the unitive 
function of Boehme' s Luna and Sophia. - Perhaps this is, in fact, 
one of the points where Boehme made his impact on Novalis. 
Bay way of contrast: in Fragment 223 (NOVALIS II, Die 
En zyklopä. die II, p. 73), where he discusses the resemblance of 
Fichte with Plotinus in the ontological status of their respective 
dialectic schemes, he sp. es the interplay of thought and speech as 
performing the "miracles of producing - and being produced by - 
eine Substanz (Flamme) "; this is reminiscent of the Heraclitean 
priority of Fire-Logos, which is also represented in the tradition 
of alchemy: cf. JUNG, AION., pp. 357-59. 
(54) This statement should be qualified in terms of note 10 to the 
present Appx. above. It would, of course, be quite wrong to call 
Heinrich von Ofterdingen formless. It is, on the contrary, a tour 
de force, in its development from dream and memory (Heinrich' s 
father, Heinrich), through fact (the journey), to myth (Klingsohr's 
tale - but this prepared by previous tales, forming, in fact, the 
climax of a series) at the end of Part I. Klingsohr' s tale thus 
ties together the lives, the tales, the discussions, dreams and 
memories recounted, as well as providing a fitting image for the 
longing, in love and in art, of Heinrich. This myth, concluding 
part I, also provides an easy transition to the -poem Astralis, 
which opens Part II (NOVALIS I, H. v, Of terdingen II, pp . l? 
$-81); 
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(54) contd. In this way the drawing together of past, present and 
future for "home" is eternal), as Heinrioh speaks with Maria and 
Sylvester, of memory, dream and fact, provides the setting within 
which Heinrich can hear God. This will prepare him for his further 
adventures and eventual "transfiguration" ("Verklä, rung"), which, as 
Tieck says (NOVALIS I, H v. Ofterdin en: Tiecks Bericht fiber die 
Fortsetzung, p. 211), 'ist die Aufl8sung des ganzen Werks, die 
Erfullung des M&rehens, welches den ersten Teil beschliesst. " 
This symmetry would represent at once the development of 
Heinrich, and the cycle of life, growth, death, life, which always 
leads "nach Hause". This movement, which is at once forward and 
cyclic, is in the European epic tradition of Ulysses Charlemagne, 
and, perhaps, Leverkdhn. It may still be called an 'Entwicklungs- 
roman", insofar as we are prepared thus to label its counterpart, 
Wilhelm Meister; his nearness to Goethe in that respect is noted in 
fragments 21& 2442 (NOVALIS III, Auf zelohnun en zu Auseinander- 
setzungen mit "Wilhelm Meister", pp. 178/79); one is left wondering 
by the note: "'Meister' ist reiner Roman; nicht wie die andern 
Romane mit einem Beiworte. Historische Ansicht 'Meisters'. " (ibid. 
No. 2437, p"174) - But while Goethe, in Novalis' view showed himself 
essentially "ganz praktischer Dichter" (ibid. , No. 2438 p. 174 - 
hence his eventual opposition to Goethe: Nos. 244,2446 2448; 
though even this is not unambiguous: No. 2447: pp. 180163), Novalis 
deliberately set about breaking the "Scheidewand zwischen Fabel und 
Wahrheit" (NOVALIS I, H. v. Ofterdinaen: Tiecks Bericht fiber die 
Forteetzun .. 
p. 211), and thus, we may add, between epic and lyric 
modes. Here he has, surely, gone outside the limits of any literary 
genre, however wide its scope. 
The form of Heinrich von Ofterdingen, therefore, is based on 
that of the "Entwicklungsroman", but it is quite unique. 
For an excellent discussion of this question of. BORCHERDT, RGZ/ 
3 Nov. 
(55) of. NOVALIS I, H. v. Ofterd. ingen I, ch. 9, p-p. 14iff. 
(56) ibid. , p. 156. 
(57) ibid. 2 p. 144. 
(58) ibid. , p. 145. 
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(59) ibid., p. 147 - of. PERNETY, DiotM-Herm., pp. 461/62, article: 
"Serpent qui d6vore sa queue, etoit celui que Von mettoit ä la main 
de Saturne, comme symbole de l' oeuvre, dont la fin, disent lee 
philo sophes, rend temoignage au commencement. C'est le mercure 
des Sages, suivant Philalethe. Planiscam i 1' interprete de l' esprit 
de vitriol cohobe plusieurs foss sur la t&te morte.... " - further 
LE DOUX, D. ctHerm., p. 185, article "Le Serpent des Philosopher: 
c' est le afe"me Mercure, qul etant excit pr le feu exterieur, 
inonte & circule dann l'oeuf en serpentant. " 
of. also TAYLOR, Alchetr. , Fig. 9 on p. 52 and comments p. 58; further JUNG, AION., esp. pp. 368ff. 
(6 0) NOVALIS I, H. v. Ofterdingen I. p. 157 is a particularly telling 
example. Fabel looks from below, through the opening, at the con- 
stellation of Phoenix ---symbol of regeneration, and turns this into 
the prophetic song, "Erwacht in euren Zellen... " As Arctur arranges 
the stars, we must presume that he is displaying this constellation. 
( 61) ibid., pp. 165ff. 
(62) ibid., p. 167: "Die Schere flog von selbst dem Schilde zu"- 
i. e. the synthesis of the two Principles of Power and Wisdom - "und Fabel bat ihn, Eros' Flügel damit zu verschneiden" - thus 
bringing "Begierde" into "Conoordantz" - "und dann mit seinem 
Schilde die Schwestern zu verewigen" - the final overcoming of Hell 
and "Unsinnigkeit", thus completing the spiritual Opus: und das 
grosse Werk zu vollenden. " - of. also the use of the term "Blick" 
in Gnadw. 3,21: the context there treats of the Fourth Property, 
the equivalent of this bein here the flowers of fire (NOVALIS I. 
H. VOfterdingen I. p. 1665. - We note that the sisters dance 
twice, just as the diabolic frenzy in the Seven Properties undergoes, 
first the revolving wheel in the Third Property, then the "Schrack" 
in the Fourth Property. 
The Opus is spiritual but the visible metals (ibid., pp. 169/70) 
express its mode of operation on a higher level, after the synthesis 
of fire and water (ibid. , p. 168). This marks, surely, a step 
forward from the essentially cosmological fire-water alchemy of 
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(62) contd Die Lehrlinge zu Sais. The two metals are Fabel' s 
new retainers, Cold und Zink - really the Copper of Venus and the 
Tin of Jupiter, rather than the Gold and Mercury of the lower 
Properties (and of more conventional alchemy). 
(63) ibid., p. 173. - This occurs in the last stage of the Opus. 
pe2 
(64) ibid., pp. 167ff: These are only the most salient features 
of the Opus. Death and regeneration is the central feature of the 
pattern, as, indeed, Sophie points out (p. 171). But this does not 
preclude the continuity of past and present, lower and higher - 
e. g. 0... in Tränen wird Asche zum Trank des ewigen Lebens aufgelöst": 
thus Water (or Liquid in general), so important in elemental nature, 
now reappears in a transcendental r01e. Notice also the second awak- 
ening - the first having taken place at the beginning of the story. 
The outward symbol of regeneration, the Phoenix, also appears here 
for the second time. 
The inner action of the Opus consists in the regenerative 
death, out of chaos, of the father and the mother (cf. Ibid., p. 171: 
Sophie: "In jedem wohnt die himmlische Mutter, um jedes Kind ewig 
zu gebären"), which leads to the marriage of "Begierde" (Eros) and 
"Imagination" (Ginnistan or Freya),, under the aegis of the stare 
(Arctur) and of heavenly Wisdom (Sophia). Fabel represents Novalis' 
conception of love and poetry, and it combines the functions of 
Boehme's Venue (the love-tincture) and Jupiter (signatures, utter- 
ance in word and music). 
(65) i. e. the chessboard, the spindle - of. note 63 to the present 
Appx, above. 
(66) Boehme's Fourth Property may be regarded as both a synthesis 
of the lower triad, and a mediator between the lower and the higher 
triads. As such, it anticipites in some measure (albeit without love) 
not only the life of Venus, the expressiveness of Jupiter and the 
drawing together of Luna, but also, in the "Blick", the wisdom of 
Sophia. Seen from this angle, the Properties are rea7. ly eight in 
number, and form two analogous quaternities, 
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(66) contd. Novalis has separated the regenerative and the mediating 
functions (fire - the sphinx). They are connected, spatially, for 
Fabel (the tincture) traverses Uhem and is able, from the nether 
region, to see the Phoenix. The sphinx as mediator and exact 
counterpart of Sophie is one of the most remarkable features of 
Novalis' symbolism. 
(67) The Opus is thus a picture, within creation. The true search 
18, beyond both alchemy and poetry, for God. 
(68) of. NOVALIS I, H. v. Ofterdingen I. pp. 152ff. 
(69) ibid. , p. 154. - cf. W. z. Chr. , 
4. Büch1. V. w. Gelaaaht. 2, 
46 & 47. - Sopme is, o course, herself a symbol of God's Wisdom, 
God's Presence. 
(70) so far we may presume, that the flame 
or yellow colour. But now (NOVALIS I. H. 
it became "weisser und machtiger je fahler 
p age 240 
( 71) of. ibid. 0 p. 156. 
has had the usual red 
V. Of to rdingen I., p. 164) 
die Sonne ward. " 
(72) ibid., p. 164. - The dualism, flame-veil, is, of course, analogoue 
to fire and water, or to Boehme' s Two Principles. 
(73) ibid., p. 175. - This sentence is, incidentally, the exact 
equivalent of Goethe' s "Das Ewigweibliche zieht uns hinau" (of. 
A, ppx. III, pp. 216/17). 
Although God is not found until Part II, Die Erf6llung, He is very 
active in shaping the course of events both for Heinrich, and for 
the characters of Klingeohr's tale (the latter indirectly, through 
Arctur and the stare). But, as with Boehme, He does appear in the 
guise of Sophie and the various Sophia-figures. 
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(74) "Asche": in Sophie's speech, "Das grosse Geheimnis ist 
allen offenbart... in Tranen wird die Asche zum Tränk des ewi en 
Lebens aufgelöst... " (NOVALIS I, H. v. Ofterdingen I p. 171). 
"Schlacke": "Endlich war nichts von der Sonne mehr übrig, als 
eine schwarze ausgebrannte Schlacke, die herunter ins Meer fiel... " 
(ibid., p. 164). Those are the two kinds of death. The sisters, 
as we saw, were banned into the chessboard (ibid., p. 173), for 
theirs is only a subordinate röle in the drama of regeneration. 
As to the "Taranteln" (ibid., p. 167), I take it that they are 
already serving Arctur and Fabel, are therefore in "Concordantz", 
and do not have to undergo any change. Nothing further is said 
of them after they have performed their task. 
(75) ibid. , p. 154. 
(76) of. NOVALIS I, H. v. Ofterdingen II, p. 1880 
(77) the conversation: ibid., pp. 192ff. 
( 78) ibid. , p. 198. 
(79) ibid., pp. 198/99: note here the difference between Sylvester's 
reference to "Gott" and Heinrich's as yet rather more distant 
"Gottheit". 
(80) ibid.,, p. 199. 
page 242 
(81) NOVALIS I, H. v. Ofterd"en" Tiecks Bericht fiber die 
Fortsetzun , p. 200. - Tieck a remarks are, however, to be regarded 
with caution, as Novalis may have changed his plans for the work: 
of. BORCHERDT, RGZ/3 Nov., p. 371. 
page_242 
(82) NOVALIS I, H. v. Ofterdingen, pp. 203/4. 
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(8 3) ibid., p. 205. - The "Loge" is, of course, a well-known 
feature of the Hermetism of the period, and it figures in the 
literature which makes use of Hermetic (or Masonic) features. 
(84) ibid. 
(85) ibid.., p. 208, last verse. 
(86) ibid.. last line. 
(87) ibid., pp. 209-11. 
(88) ibid., p. 211. - The apparent discrepancy between this and 
the more usual part which Klingsohr plays - plays, indeed, again 
in the land of Sophia (ibid. , p. 212) - would be resolved, if we 
had the complete version of this section of the work rather than 
the cryptic note (p. 211): "In bacchischer Trunkenheit wetten die 
Dichter aus Enthusiasmus um den Tod. " The three obvious associ- 
ations that spring to mind are: 
(1) The Might-eroticism of the 
Hymnen an die Nacht; (2) Boebme' s ambivalent use of the term "evil" 
in connection with the First Principle; (3) Goethe's conception of 
Mephistopheles (GOETHE, Faust., Der Tragödie Erster Teil, p. 184): 
"Ein Teil der Finsternis, die sich das Licht gebar. " 
But in view of the scanty material, it would be unwise to 
attempt an interpretation. 
(89) of. NOVALIS Is H. v. Ofterdingen: Tiecks Bericht fiber die 
Fortsetzun1, pp. 211/12. - This transformation of fact History into 
myth or "M&rchen", or poetry: in short, mystic-prophetic revelation) 
iSA an imoorttýant aspect of Novalis' intention: of. BORCHERDT, RGZ/ 
3 Nov., P" 
(90) NOVALIS I, H. v. Ofterdingen: Tiecks Bericht über die 
Fortsetzung, p. 213. 
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Ae2 
(1) of. WHITEHEAD, SoModW., p. 202. 
PR&e 247 
(2) At the same time this argument is a restatement, in completely 
general terms, of Aristotle's view of actualization. We may note 
that, just as Aristotle had condemned the idea of the emergence 
of determinate objects out of indeterminate chaos, so Whitehead 
here attacks the idea of emanation. Boehme, the mystic, has all 
three conceptions: emanation, determination, actualization. How 
is this possible? The answer to this may be found in the fact 
that the underlying view of all three conceptions is the same, 
namely, that actual existence is a realized possibility; in other 
words, it might have become other than what it is, or, again, it 
might not have been at all. Emanation and determination are, so 
to speak, myths; illustrating this view, and therefore acceptable 
to mystics such as Plato, Plotinus or Boehme. To the metaphysicians, 
Aristotle and Whitehead, who need concepts, not pictures, they 
only confuse the issue. Their account, that of actualization, is 
purely structural. 
(3) of. WHITEHEAD, SoModW. , p. 203. 
(4) of. WHITEHEAD, Adold., p. 132, on the "Receptacle", which is 
surely the Platonic equivalent, if not the ancestor, of Whitehead's 
"unfathomable possibility" (on which of. note 9 to the present 
Appx. below); of. further ibid. , pp. 143ff. 
(5) of. MULLACHIUS, FragmPhilGr., vol. I, p. 210; also DIELS, 
FragmVorsokr., vol. I, pp. 15-18, fragments Nos. 9-15; a somewhat 
different view appears, however, in Augustine' s report (ibid., No. 17, 
p. 18), although this does not necessarily contradict the other 
fragments. 
(6) of. UNDERHILL, Mym., pp. 109/10. 
(7) Note the way, for example, in which he uses the term "value": WHITEHEAD, SoModW. 
, p. 207. 
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(8) Boehme' s "Ungrund" is both mystical and metaphysical. In 
BERDIAEFF, JBMystMagn., pp. l5ff, it is termed "llinditermine". 
page 248 
(9) i. e. Whitehead' s "unfathomable possibility": WHITEHEAD, 
ScMod1f., p. 203. - of. also note 2 to the present Appx. above. 
(10) WHITEHEAD, ScModll., p. 208: "a ground of limitation... the 
ultimate irrationality. 
(ii) This is typical for any exercise of the will in a choice. 
There is the negative, irrational, as well as the positive, rational, 
element; - cf. ch. II, p. 90, esp. note 137 thereto. 
E _-a e2 
p 
(12) WHITEHEAD, ScModW., p. 208. 
(13) ibid. , p. 206. 
(1tß) ibid.., p. 207. 
taae 20 
(15) 11 hoice" has thus a connotation which really involves a para- 
dox. There is something impersonal, pre-rational about "Sientz: ' 
Now Boehme really describes the saying of the "yea" and the' "no" 
as acts of speech: he calls it "das Fiat"; and his "Begierde", 
with its sensitivity, its striving for manifestation, involves 
specifically personal qualities, which on the cognitive level, are 
described as "willing"; the result of a power of choice exercised 
by wisdom. But Boehme does not always distinguish too sharply 
between the pre-cognitive and the cognitive levels of willing; in 
fact, there is a unity between what are, as a matter of fact, two 
aspects of the divine nature. For the cognitive, articulate 
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(15) contd. Trinity is already inherent in the pre-articulate 
Godhead, das Ein". And the key to this mystery le to be sought 
in the fact that Boehme is not so much concerned with the paradox 
of the pre-rational, prepersonal, containing already the rational, 
personal, nature, but rather with the dialectic tension, which 
arises, when the supra-personal God, with the eternal simultaneity 
of envisaged and actualized thought, is apprehended by a person, 
whose humanity limits him, both in the act of experiencing, and 
in the mode of describing such experience, such ins,., i. ght, within 
the dimensions of space and time. 
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page 2 52 
(1) of. HEBBELYNCK, MystLGr., pp. 9-I1. 
(2) I have used Hebbelynck's translation throughout. 
pe Z53 
(3) of. HEBBELYNCK, MystLGr., pp. 25-28. 
(4) ibid., p. 25. 
(5) ibid. , p. 
26. 
(6) ibid. pp. 28/29., 29/30 (where the twenty-two works of creation 
are listedj. 
(7) ibid., pp. 30/31,31-34 (where the twenty-two works of Christ 
are listed. 
(8) Ibid.., p. 35, and at she end of this para. (P. 36): "En outre, 
11 0a une or¬ature composee, dome dune voia: c'est 1'homme 
mortel et immortel, ä 1'image du Christ. " 
(9) the whole of this argument, ibid., pn pp. 34/36. 
t lo) ibid. , pp. 3L/35,36/37. 
(11) ibid. , pp. 37-39. 
(12) ibid. , p. 25. The position of this letter in the Greek alpha- 
bet may perhaps be compared with BoehmeIs interpretation of the 
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(12) contd. letters 0 (the heart) and T (cross, omnipotence), 
individually, or taken together (the two halves of the philosoph- 
ical sphere on the cross) - though Boehme's symbolism is far more 
elaborate; of. also, on the "episimon", HEBBELYNCK, MystLGr., 
pp. 161ff. 
(i3) ibid.., pp. 44ff. 
(i4) ibid. , p. 
49. 
(15) ibid., pp. 25,156/59. 
(16) Ibid. , pp. 162ff. 
(17) ibid.,, pp. 166ff. 
(18) Ibid.., p. 172. 
(19) I follow in gneral Prof. Scholem, more especially SCHOLEM, 
MTKab. /Notes., on pp. 255ff of the present chapter; and SCHOLEM, 
MTrJMym: more particularly relevant to Boehme is subject matter 
presented on pp. 205ff (for "En Sof0 esp. pp. 207/8), 235ff (evil), 
lo-1' (language), 130ff (Abulafia, name of God., alphabet),. 
SCHULZE, JBKab., discusses several points of resemblance 
between Boehme and the Kabbala. of. pp. 454ff on language. I do 
not., oever, agree with his remarks on the Adamic language 
(pp. w of. eh. III, p. 147, in the present work. 
pe 211 
(20) or the whole of the present part of the argument cf. HANKAMER, 
gprBegrD., esp. pp. 11ff, 4&f. On Reuchlin cf. further Appx. X 
in the present work. 
(21) cf. PEUCKERT, LJB., pp. 100ff; STOUDT, SunrEtStJB., p. 96. 
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(22) of. HANKAMER, SprBegtD., pp. 97ff, 121/22 (on the poets), 
117ff, 123ff (Schottelius and other philologists); lý7ff (Leibniz: 
dependent cn Schottelius and Boehme, but non-mystical ; 151ff, 
195f f (Boehme). - CL08S, GGL., pp. 156 (Schottelius), 161 (Czepko), 
179ff ("Wortalchemie", Angelus Silesius). For the Boehme-circle, 
esp. Franckenberg, and their impact on baroque trends: BENZ, 
SprAlchDtBMyk. 
Schottellus seems to have been influenced indirectly by Reuchlin, 
His own researches, though religious in character, are not mystic- 
ally oriented. Even if he knew Boehme I have not found a single 
reference to his name. Rather does he base himself on the tradition 
of classical, late classical and mediaeval grammarians, and - 
particularly as regards German - on the work of Renaissance scholars 
and writers of his own period. Together with these writers, his 
view of language is based on the Cratylus. The religious aspect 
is biblical. - of. further Appx. IX. 
Boehme's 18th century disciple Saint Martin developed the 
doctrine of "Natursprache" so as to be able to deal with the 
linguistic and philosophical problems of his day (cf. FRIEDRICH, 
illStM., pp. 299ff ). His influence on later writers was profound. 
Thus, to quote only one example, de Bonald, who despised Illuminism, 
was able 
to write (quoted FRIEDRICH, IliStM., p. 109): "Lk parole 
eat pour nous comme is. vie dont noun jouiasons sans connatre ce 
quelle eat et sans rgflbichir a ce aui l'entretient... Tout ce cue 
is. langue nomme eat ou peut etre; seul, le neant et 1' impossible 
n' ont pas de nom... Tous lea jours, eile tire l' esprit de 1' homme du 
neant, comme aux premiers jours du monde une parole f6cond. e tira 
l' univers du chaos; eile est le plus profond myst're de notre ^etre, 
et loin d' avoir pu 1' inventer, 1'homme ne peut pas meine la comprendre. " 
On the historical connections of. ibid., pp. 307ff. - The point 
at which a rationalist writer like Rivarol pointed the way to a 
more vital view of man and of language was in his use of "sentiment" 
as the true centre of man (ibid. , P-3107). 
On Eckhartshausen, who preserved this mystical doctrine of 
language in the German tradition (and he was widely read in the last 
quarter of the 18th century) cf. VIATTE, SOccRom., vol. II, pp. l44-49. 
Another trend in the 18th century had its roots in Hamann, who 
was inspired by Luther's conception of the Word: cf. BORNKAMNT, 
LSpdtGG., p. 19. - But this tradition, through Herder and Humboldt, 
issued in philosophical and philological trends of the 19th century: 
of. STEINTH. AL, UrsprSprWiss. 
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(23) that is, the literal, the haggadic, the philosophical, the 
theosophical levels of interpretation. 
page 260 
(2 4) in JUNG, L., he cites Prof. Scholem as his authority for 
this statement. Reference to this point was also made in SCHOLEM, 
MTKab. , 'Notes. - For another tradition regarding the "Shin" cf. 
SCHOLEN, AlchKab., p. 32. It is perhaps this latter tradition 
which provided the basis for Apol. Stief. 150 (quoted in ch. IV, 
pp. 191/92, of the present work. 
(25) In fact, Boehme's system of numbers, letters and names, 
which centre around the name of God, is new - hence (inter alia) 
also the difference in singificance of the names "Jehovah" and 
"Tetragrammaton", which are discussed in ch. IV. Like Reuchlin 
(of. Appx. X), he put the name "Jesus" e. t the centre of his 
interpretation of History. 
pie 2bl 
(26) cf. Myst. magn. 35,56. 
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page 262 
(1) For Boehmeis attitude to the alchemists cf. ch. I, note 117. 
For his attitude to Weigel, Schwenckfeld, etc. Sendbr. 12 is of 
central importance; of, further ch. I, note 116. 
page 2b4 
(2) of. further ibid. , pp, 14Off, 193 - to name only some striking 
passages. As regards Paracelsus, I have Only a' oted the most 
Significant passage; the whole e4atex- starting at f. 40) 
however, repays careful study. 
`4ý 
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p age 26 
(1) of. ch. I, note 67. 
(2) of. DUBELLAY, DefIll., Livre remier, Chap. I fol. aiiii; 
e. g. 
4I. aiiiiV: ... veu qu' ellee , e. lea langue;; 
ý 
viennent touter 
divine mesme source, & origine; c' est la fantasie des hommes: & 
ff es langue2s ont ete formees d' ijti mesme iugement, I º, ine mesme fin: 
cleat pour signifier entre nous les conceptions, & intelligences 
de 1' esprit. " The development of languages "ne se dolt attribuer 
a la felicite desdites Langues, ains au Beul artifice, & Industrie 
des homme s. 0 
(3) in general of. HANKAMER, SprBegtD.; KAYSER, JBNatSpr., 
pp. 528ff. NOLL, TRelGrl6JhIck., where the efforts of grammarians 
are traced back to mystical and biblical roots (Eckhart, Luther, 
Carlstadt, Schwenckfeld, Franck), attacks Hankamer for his view 
of development of the conception of language*, "in einer Zeitspanne, 
die er mit den Humanisten beginnen und mit Jakob Böhme enden l&sst.... 
on einem blossen Mittel zu einem selbständigen, eigengesetzlichen 
Gewächs... " (P-9). 
Schottel represents the climax of this line of religious gram- 
marians, but his work also occurs at its end. We can see this 
when we study MORHOF, UdtSprPoes., which came out towards the 
end of the century. With Schottel, Morhof accepts the idea that 
language mirrors the nature of things, and that German is parti- 
cularly favoured in this respect (op. cit., pp. 6-8), but this 
i8 not developed any further. He discusses the speculations of 
writers of the 16th and 17th centuries (of whom he displays encyclo- 
paedic knowledge) and comes to the conclusion (ibid., p. 5) that 
none of the existing languages can lay claim to being the original 
language. However, the more primitive languages (ibid. , pp. 
69ff ) 
or the more primitive phases of the existing languages, approachc: i 
more Closely to it than those which have been refined in the course 
of man's civilizing activity. Comparing the European languages, 
going back to their earlier phases (ibid. , p. 70) Ocscan, 
Tuscan, 
and ogler dialects for Latin; Pelasgian for Greek; pp. 108/9: the 
dialects of Languedoc, Picardie, Provence for the present language 
of the French court), he finds common elements, and wants eventually 
to arrive at a mother-language of the European languages; these 
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(3) con td. were originally only dialects but, through phonetic 
Changes, have grown away from each other 
Ipp. 30ff) . And he thinks, 
"dass die alte Scythische die rechte Hauptquelle der Europeischen 
Sprachen sey/ause welcher die alte Teuteche und Gothische zu erst 
entsprungen: wo sie nicht fast eben dieselbe gewesen/und der 
Griechischen und Lateinischen zum Theil ihre Stammwörter ge eben/ 
Welches zu beweisen keine so grosse Mithe erfordern würde. 11 
(p. 
68 ) 
Examples of such German elements are said to occur throughout the 
European languages, and Morhof endeavours to demonstrate this 
throughout the work; but he goes on and maintains, that German 
elements are even found in Oriental lange es; Persian is parti- 
cularly closely related to German (pp. 39ff). 
Morhof lays down three principles (pp. 67ff: chs. IV-VI; 
"Gründe der Ableitung") for the comparative and historical study of 
languages, which modern Philologists obey, only in a stricter and 
more comprehensive way than Morhof himself had done. 
In MORHOF, POLYHISTOR., Tom. I, Lib. IV, capita IIIff, pp. 733ff, 
these views are restated. The religious approach to language is 
thus entirely absent; but this goes deeper, for we see again and 
again, also in other sections of the work, that speculative mysti- 
cism, and, with it, the relevance of the doctrine of the Word of 
God., is alien to Morhof' s habits of thought. Thus Paracelsus 
and Boehme amaze and puzzle him (ibid.. tom. I, lib. I, cap. X, 
paras. 24-28, PP"92-93; the section on Nostradamus, which follows, 
is nearly three times as long, '; tom. II, lib. I, cap. XV, para. 16, 
pp. 118/19; tom. II, lib. II, part. I, cap. III, para. 8,1.166 ), 
while Vielgel is condemned 
(tom. III, lib. V, para. 36 PP. 
554/5). 
Reuchlin (tom-I, lib. I, cap. XIX, para. 36, pp. 233/4; tom-I, 
lib. I, caP. X, para. 23, p. 92; tom. II, lib. III, para. 17, p. J61) 
is praised for his Hebrew scholarship and Kabbalistic knowledge. 
The Date Cabalistic& is mentioned, but not the De Verbo Mirifico. 
In the section on Christian mysticism (tom. I, para. 2, p. 92, ref. 
as above), he 
first discusses Pseudo-Dionysius, then he goes on: 
nFuere omni tempore, qui hujus generis libros scripsere; nullum 
vero eorum scriptorum feracius est, quarr hoc & superius seculum. " 
A. n example of the latter is Paracelsus. That is all he has to 
say about Eckhart, 
Tauler, Ruysbroek, Richard Rolle, Mechthild of 
Magdeburg - to name only a few, whose names are not ever, as far 
as I can see, mentioned. 
No wonder, therefore, that he completely 
misses the mark with the doctrine of signatures, which he relegates 
to the section on Botany; he does not, incidentally, seem to be 
aware of the Paracelsan version of that doctrine (tom. Il, lib. II, 
part II, can. XL, para. 6, pp. 
126/27 ). Having mentioned Oswaldus 
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(3) contd. Crollius and Joh. Baptista Porta ("primus, quantum 
memini, plenius paulo hoc argumentum, & magis philosophice, 
persecutus est"), he goes on: "Jac. Boehmius quoque de siRnatura 
rum Tractatus emisit Germanicum, sed mire, ut omnia ejus aunt, 
fanaticum, & in quo, non tam de plantis, quam c? e allis rebus, ag&t. 
This doctrine, just as the religious and. mystical approach to 
language, rests, after all, on a view of the word, according to 
wr: ich every creature is an expression of Goy? ' s creative and redemp- 
tive speech. 
Morhof is more scientific than Paracelsus, Ickelsamer, Boehme 
and Schottel; but their depth is lacking. t, 'e have to wait for 
Hamann, later in the 18th century, for a. revival of ti is religious 
approach to language. 
(4) of . cii. I, p. 35, esp. note 
67 thereto. 
(5) Accord r to , 
IBLIAN ER, RCom., pp. 213, there are ?7 main 
languages( these 
were used b the Holy Spirit at Pentecost. Hebrew is the first 
language. But there are many secondary ones (pp. 3ff; - German dialects: pp. 15ff; the angels speak, to men in their own languages: 
p. 21). Bibliander also speaks (p. 21) of three principal languages 
(Latin, Greek, Hebrew) and nine others (referring to Babel) "quae 
barbarae solent appellari, indigno, ut equidem indico, nominee 
(presumably because of the use to which they are nut at Pentecost, 
as against the wisdom of the Jewish Sanhedrin: p. 2). 
Yet despite this diversity of tongues, the underlying unity 
of intelligence, God's gift to Adam, is not lost: "Nam ratio 
ipsa eibi non discrepat. " (p. 21; on the whole of this argument cf. 
esp. pp. 21/22,30). Hebrew is the original language (P. 3? ); 
but later languages also carry the divine imprint: "Aut auomodo 
absolutum simu4O*rum conditoris dei expressuni foret in homine, 
sinon di*inae mentis lese per uerbum ab aeterno generantis, imago 
fuissetexpressa? " (p. 36). Latin is especially singled out for 
its excellence: "Nam illa perfectissima esset omnium, cuius Iterba 
rerum naturas explanarent. Qualem credibile est fuiase illam, 
Qua. Adam singulis rebus nomina imposuit. 11 (p. 31). 
of. further pp. 267/8 in the present Appendix. 
ýýw ýº'ý. 
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(6) of. note 3 to the present Appendix above; also note 22 to 
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(6) contd. Appendix VII above. 
(7) of. the passage quoted on p. 268 in the present Appendix. 
(8) cf. esp. SCHOTTELIUS, AusfArbTHSpr., Die Dritte Lobrede, pp. 30-35, 
(9) of. SCHOTTELIUS, AuofkrbTHSpr., Die Sechste Lobrede, para. 2, p. 
74; of.. also NOLL, TRe1Gr16JhIck., pp. l 17. 
(10) of, note 22 to Appx. VII above. 
(11) cf. SCHOTTELIUS, AusfArbTHSpr., Lib. V: Von Teutschiands und 
Teutschen Scribenten, p. 1208. 
(12) ibid., pp. 1198/9. 
(13) ibid., pp. 1199ff; as far as I can see this is especially the 
case with Ickelsamer, who was closely connected with Schwenckfeld, 
and seems in his own right to have come very near to a doctrine 
of "Natursprache": of. NOLL, TRelGrl6JhIck., pp. 46-62, esp. pp. 
51-56. Any resemblance with Boehme as regards the sounds them- 
selves (pp. 56-59) would appear to be only superficial. 
(114) ibid., p. 1214; also earlier in this book, pp. 1173-77. 
page 26 
(15) of. SCHOTTELIUS, AusfArbTHSpr., Die Dritte Lobrede, pp. 30ff. 
There is en apparent resemblance to Boehme on p. 34, where 72, or 69 
languages are said to have originated at the Tower of Babel. Yet 
this is superficial. Schottel merely counts the tribes, where 
Boehme looks for symbolic meaning. of, further ibid., Die Achte 
Lobrede, pp. 122ff. 
(16) of. GOROPIUS BEC ANUS, OPERA, p. 6, where Laevinus Torcentius, 
speaking of Goropius Becanus, says (bottom para. ): "Quod verö eo auo- 
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(16) contd. que progressus eat, ut diuinitatem hanc ubiaue 
sparsam in litteris etiam ataue vocabuli4 eorumque tum conformatione 
turn usu deprehendi posse assereret; ita ut cuiusaue rei proprietas ex 
ipso nomine cognoscatur:... " For this Goropius Becanus is to be 
praised. He excelled in the conventional studies, but also 
Mpatrio idiomati, quod a Celtis olim Teutonisaue per menus acceptum 
ad Septentrionem late patet, mentem animumque adi jciens, assidua 
exercitatione eousque promouit; " (fols. A3v-A4r; fols. A3 and A4 
are both paginated 5/6). In this way, L. Torrentius goes on to 
Bay, our common German language ("nisi quod pronunciations & 
dialecto differimus" ), which Goropius Becanue calls "Cymric" ("Cim- 
bricam") once despised as barbarous, is now worthy of high 
respect 
(ibid., fol. A4r). L. Torrentius then goes on, in agree- 
mnent with Goropius Becanus, to assert (ibid.. ) that it was used by 
Noah before the Flood; and he joins with the tradition of the 
Adamic language and the Cratylus in asserting the divine character 
of the language (fol. A4r v. 
Goro himalf (p. 204ý, beg. of Liber IX of the Hermathena) 
asserts that "Cymric" is the first language. Earlier on, however, 
(p. 102) he speaks of "architectus linguae nostrae Orpheus". 
pe _g 
ZO 
(i7) The printed text here has "Risser" - surely a misprint; - see 
also ibid., para. 5. 
pe2l 
(18) The primacy of auditory patterns has been considered in chs. 
IV and V of the present work. 
(19) cf. CYSARZ, DtBkLyk, p. 6. 
(20) This complex of ideas runs through, not only the work of 
Marguerite de Navarre, of her circle and of the Plelade, but also 
through that of advocates of the "old school" (who were, after all, 
just as much children of their age). One very good example occurs 
in SIBILET, ArtPFr., Chapitre I, PP. 5-7 (e. g. p. 6: "... Pourtent 
appelloit Platon leg Poetes, enfans des dieux... "); of. further OPITI, 
BdtP., (I. Capitel, p. l: 11 ... 
(welcher Li. e. der Poete/schrifften aus 
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( 20) contd. einem Göttlichen abtriebe und von natur herkommen/wie 
Plato hin annd wieder Ilervon redet)... "; VIII. Capitel, p. 96: refer- 
ence to Ovid: "'Est Deus in nobis,... ' ... ' Es ist ein Geist in uns.. '. " 
and immediately below: "... diese Natürliche regung... /welche Plato 
einen Göttlichen Furor nennet... 0), where this is recalled as a 
commonplace. 
(21) The priestly or prophetic role of the poet in bringing about 
the new religious and cultural outlook of humanity is a commonplace 
of early Romanticism. Poets and thinkers of that period absorbed 
Neoplatonic and Hermetic influences, and with these they built a 
view of the world and of the human soul as representations of God' s 
ideas, emanations of His Spirit and creative power. Hence also the 
crucial place that God's Work and human (especially the poet's ) 
language occupies. Blake (cf. ROOS, MystPhil., pp. 61ff, 156ff), 
Ballanche (cf. ibid., pp. 354) and Novalis (cf. ibid., esp. pp. 152, 
164/65; also Appx. V in the present work) are pioneers in this com- 
plex of movements and trends. But less sociable poets, who went 
more their own way, and did not necessarily identify themselves with 
any school or circle 
(e. g. H8lderlin) shared the came views and 
aspirations. of. FIESEL, SprachphdtRom., esp. pp. 8ff, 22. 
(22) i. e. CICERO, Scr. , cap. 25, P. 302, 
(23) of. SCHOTTELIUS, AusfArbTHSpr., 4 Lobrede, pp. 57/58. 
(214) ibid., para. 21, p. 58: the "d" in the printed text is an 
obvious misprint. 
Pae22 
(25) SCHOTTELIUS, TeEinl., Kurtze Erk1 . rung zu RR. 60.61., pp. 82-8L. 
(26) Ickelsamer; SC HOTTELIUS, AusfArbTHSpr. , 
4. Lobrede, para. 25, 
p. 59. 
(27) cf. Bibliography: GOROPIUS BECANUS, OPERA. 
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(28) "... Vnd ich weis nicht/ob man das wort liebe/auch so hertz- 
11. ah und gnugsam in Lateinischer oder andern sprachen reden müg/da. s 
also dringe und klinge ynns hertz/durch alle sinne wie es thut in 
vneer sprache. " (LUTHER, Sendbrpol. , fol. biv). 
Yelp 
(29) cf. SCHOTTELIUS, AusfArbTHSpr. , p. 19, para. 16, where he 
refers to Ickelsamer s Telýche Grammatica as "ein lein gutes 
g$chlein/aber Ziemlich alt"; he praises that author's research 
regarding "Etymologia & compositione, das ist/in der ausforechung 
und verdoppelungearten unserer Teutschen Wörter:... " He goes on: 
wEe ist kein Wort bey uns/sagt angezogener Author gleichfals/das 
wicht seinen Nahmen aus einer sonderlichen Geheimnisse und 
Bedeutung habe. " of. also NOLL, TRe1Grl6JhIck., p. 59; further note 
13 to the present Appx. above. -I have not had the opportunity of 
reading Ickelsamer' s two main grammatical works at first hand; 
Noll (op. cit. ) discusses them in great detail. 
( 30) I have not been able to find the source for this. Another 
reference to Gustavus Selenue 
(i. e. Augustus II, Duke of Brunswick- 
y, neburg) occurs on p. 1214 in SCHOTTELIUS, AusfArbTHSpr. 
(31) of. note 5 to the present Appx. above. 
( 32) I. e. SCHOTTELIUS, AusfArbTHSpr., pp. 101+/5. 
pe ? 24 
t 33) With them he shared the belief that language was divinely 
in0tituted, and arose from an insight into the true nature of 
things; he asserted the extreme antiquity and divine status of 
German, but he sided with Bibliander, and against Goropius Becanus 
and Ai s school in 
believing Hebrew to be the first 1 snguPge. Through 
the authors he mentions, Schottel's ideas link up Arstwith the Neo- 
platonism and Kabbalism of the Renaissance. Had he not himself read 
at least Reuchlin? 
I cannot find C. single mention of his name; yet 
it seems incredible to me that he should not have had some knowledge 
of Reuchlin - at least at second-hand, or through quotations! 
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(34) i. e. SCHOTTELIUS, AusfArbTHSpr., 3. Traktat, pp. 1102ff, 
esp. paras. 3-11. 
page 275 
(35) ibid.., 3. Traktat, paras. 1&2, p. 1102. 
( 36) ibid., para. 3, P. 1102. 
get 
( 37) ibid., pp 1102. 
pe2 
(38) ibid... para. 7, pp. 1103/J. 
( 39) ibid. , paras. 
8&9, pp. 1104/5. 
(i. o) ibid., para. 10, pp. 1105/6. 
( J41) Ibid. , pp. 1106ff. 
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NOTES TO APPENDIX X 
page 28 
(1) of. for example the reference to Zechariah (REUCHLIN, VerbMir., 
Liber II)2 in the discussion of God's one name and His unity as 
seen in the "I am that I am": fol. dar., Jacob's ladder, the number 
72 and the Psalms: fol. e2v., or St Paul and the Logos: in Liber 
III, fols. fl & 2. 
(2) e. g. Origen: Liber II, fols. d2 & 3; Jerome: Liber III, 
fol. g2v. 
(3) the Timaeus on the One: Liber II, fol. d3; and the Cratylus: 
"Quoniam uero nomen: ut in Cratylo ait Plato: essentiae ipsius 
est imitatio:... " (Liber II, fol. e2v). 
(4) Liber II, fol, d3v (unity and simplicity of God) ; Liber III, 
fol. f1Q (the Logos). 
(5) A particularly interesting example is the discussion of the 
trinity-and quaternity-symbolisms in Liber II, fol, e1+, where 
Orphic and Pythagorean teaching is brought together with the Kabbal- 
istic doctrine of the "Sefiroth". 
c f. also ibid., fol. d5, on "Hochma" (Wisdomj)Z gel. , 
17 v vwý ýý--- -"" a...... ý. ... , ., vag vaav as-ý+a+v v, v- - . -. +, ." 
is followed by a discussion of the more usual "Tetragrammaton 
The latter is interpreted by a "Notarikon", ibid., fol. e4v. 
(6) on fol. f1r. 
(7) Ibid., fol. fl. 
page 2 
(8) ibid., Liber III, fol. f3. 
(9) ibid. , fo1 s. g2-L. 
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(10) For the whole of this argument of. ibid., Liber III, fols. g2-4. 
(11) ibid., fol. g3. 
page 281 
(12) ibid. , fol., ggr. 
(13) ibid., fol. gi. 
(14) For a fuller discussion of this and other devices of. REUCHLIN, 
ArtCab., fol. LXIII, where he leans on the authority of Pico della 
Mirandola, perhaps the earliest of the great Christian experts on 
Kabbalism in the Renaissance. 
(15) The passages in question occur in REUCHLIN, VerbMir., Liber II, 
on fol. c5. 
page 282 
(16) of. ibid.., fol. c5r: "cuius L. e. Microcosmi, homini7 coniter- 
satione plusquam mundi se deus ipse oblectat. " 
(17) For the whole of the argument that follows of. Ibid., Liber II, 
fols. c5r-6r. 
eýge 28 
(18) Ibid.., fol. c6r. - Agrippa v. Nettesheim, a follower of Reuchlin 
(cf. AGRIPPA, E=VerbMir., fol. Diir) , put this intimacy with God 
even above the spiritual, Cabalistic annroacl to God (cf. AGRIPPA, 
TriplRCognD., fol. Fvr/v: "Constat itaque Moysen in monte duplicem 
legen, videlicet, literalem & spiritualem accenisse... quarr Hebraei 
voc&nt Cabalam,,., "); it is the Gospel, not the Law, and it is the 
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(18) contd. love of Christ, received, in faith and. rendered in 
discipleship (ibid., fol. Fviiir); but it goes deeper: "Bed quae 
anima hgc eat, nisi qug indubia spe, & superni numinis desiderio 
phantasiam silere iubet, & aug veram fidem firmster amplexa, 
assuetis rationis naturalls discursibus ammodo non confidit, & 
quae ardenti amore adhaerens deo, Bola vilkit mente, euasit angelus, 
capit toto pectore deem. 
hde illud Hieremiae: In hoc glorietur, 
qui gioriatur scire me. Hine Zoroastes vetustissimus philosophus: 
pima (inquit) hominis deum quodammodo contrahit in seipsurn, quöMADW 
n1. hi1 retinefls mortale, tota diulnis haustibus inebriatur:... It 6enu- 
data ab omni carnalitate deponat omnes potentias, operatione" 
animates, & rationales, ac cola mente viuens, ape decora, fide 
di. reota, amore flagrans, tota ad deum conuersa, & in deo foeoundn. ta 
deo regnante, fiat des filius, pariatque nouum Immanuel. Et tails 
anima quotiens dimissis actionibus in Be ipsam regreditur, & ad 
aeternum deum contemplandum Be plectit:... " (ibid... fol. Gir/v). 
(19) BEUCHLIN, VerbMir., Liber II, fol. o6r. 
(20) of. notes 5& 16 to the previous Appx. above. 
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The Hamberger selection of passages: cf. HAMBERGER, LdtPhJB. The so-called "Law-" edition (described in BUDDECKE, JBAusgÜbers. 
pp. 4,9-6o, items 44,45,46). 
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BOEHME - The Confessions of Jacob Boehme: see under: UNDERHILL, ConfJB. 
The texts, though excellent, are of no academic interest. 
Evelyn Underhill's Introduction is, however, valuable. 
BOE}ME: THE JACOB BOEHIME SOCIETY QUARTERLY: see under QUARTERLY, 
BOMBAST von HOHENHEIM - see PARACELSUS. 
BONFOEFFER, ODiso. 
Dietrich Bonhoeffer, The Cost of Discipleship. 
Translated by R. H. Fuller. Foreword by the Bishop of Chichester 
and Memoir by G. Leibholz. 
Reprinted edn. of this abridged trans- 
lation: London, 1951 
BONUS of Ferrara: see under: NEW PEARL GtPr. 
BOROHERDT, RGZ/3Nov. 
Hans Heinrich Boreherdt, Der Roman der Goethezeit. 
Stuttgart, 1949 
Drittes Kapitel. Der Bildungsroman der Hochklassik und 
Hochromantik: pp. 263ff. The last section in this chapter 
(pp. 363-82) deals with Novalis' Heinrichvon Ofterdingen. 
BC)gNg i, LJB, 
Heinrich Bornkamm, Luther und Böhme. Bonn, 1925 
BORNKjM, LSpdtGG. 
Heinrich Bornkaxm, Luther im Spiegel der deutschen Geistes- 
geschichte. Mit ausgewählten Texten von Lessing bis zur Gegenwart 
Heidelberg, 1955 
BOUTRp , Hi stPhilJB. i1e_Boutroux, Etudes d'Histoire de la Philosophie. 
Deuxiime edition, revue. Paris 1901. 
pp. 211-288: Le Philosophe Allemand Jacob Boehme. -( Travail lu 
devsnt l'AcadLmie des Sciences morales et politiques en 1888 
et publie dens le compte rendu. ) 
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BRIGGS, CommPa. 
Charles Augustus Briggs and 
and Exegetioal Commentary on 
Psalms. 
vol. I: Psalms I-L. 
vol. II: Psalms LI-CL. 
(belongs to InternCrComm. ) 
Emilie Grace Briggs, A Critical 
the Book of(Edinburgh, 1906) 
BRINTON, My stWJB. 
Howard H. Brinton, The Mystic Will. Based on a Study of the 
philosophy of Jacob Boehme. London, 1931. 
ßVDDECKE, JBAusg. 
Werner Buddecke, Die Jakob Böhme - Ausgaben. Ein beschreibendes 
Verzeichnis. 
1. Teil: Die Ausgaben in deutscher Sprache. 
Hainbergschriften. Arbeiten Göttinger Bibliothekare. 
Herausgegeben von Julius Hartmann und Hand Füchsel. 
5. Heft. 
Göttingen, 19 37. 
BUDDED , JBAusgÜbers Werner Buddecke, Die Jakob Böhme-Ausgaben. Ein beschreibendes 
Verzeichnis... 
2. Teil: Die Übersetzungen. 
Arbeiten aus der Staats-und Universitätsbibliothek Göttingen. 
Hainbergachriften. Neue Folge. Herausgegeben von Karl Julius 
Hartmann. Band. 2. 
Göttingen, 1957. 
gtTDDECKE, LebJB. 
Dr Werner Buddecke, Der lebendige Jakob Böhme. 
Vortrag gehalten zum Gedächtnis des 300. Todestages Jakob 
Böhmea... in der Deutschen Philosophischen Gesellschaft an der 
Universität Greifswald. 
Greifswald, 1924. 
C ApNION: see under: REUCHLIN 
, K1RE 
TIEN, YVAIN. 0 
Chrestien de Troyes, Yvain (Le Chevalier au Lion). 
The critical text of Wendelin Foerster with introduction, notes 





M. Tullis Ciceronis Scripta quae manserunt omnia, recognovit 
C. F. W. Mueller. 
Partie IV, vol. I... 
Lipsiae in Aedibue 
B. G. Teubneri, 1878. 
CLAVEU5 (i. e. Gaston Le Doux) : see under: LE DOUX, DiotHerm. 
cl avsap. CLAVIS Sapientiae Das ist Ein Edles und köstliches Büchlein 
vom Stein der Weysen welcher genant wird der Schl$ssel der 
grössern Weissheit. Vor etlich hundert Jahren in Lateinischer 
Sprache beschrieben von dem Uhralten Mago; unnd Philosopho, 
Artephio jtzt ins Teutsch versetzet etc. 
Halle, 1618. 
(This is a well-known treatise, though the identity of the 
author, to whom are also ascribed other works, is uncertain. 
He may have been the eminent Arab poet and alchemist Al-Thugrt' i, 
writing in the 12th century. But this cannot be proved: of. KOPP, 
Alch., vol. I, pp. 100/1; LIPPMANN, EntAusbrAlch., vol. II, p. 45. ) 
GLOSS, GGL. 
A. Closs, The Genius of the German Lyric. An historic survey of 
its formal and metaphysical values. 
London, 1938. 
CO}! ENIUS-GESELLSCHAFT, MONATSHEFTE: see under WYNEKEN, ParaOJB. 
C ONC ORDIA, 
Concordia... Christliche Aliderholete/einmütige Bekentnus nach- 
benanter Churfürsten/Forsten und Stende Augepurgischer Confession/ 
und derselben Theologen Lere/und Glaubens: Mit aeheffter/in 
Gottes Wort/als der einigen Richtschnur/wolgegrändter erklerung 
etlicher Artickel/bey welchen nach D. Martin Luthers seligen 
absterben Disputation und streit vorgefallen... Magdeburg, 1580. 
This is a cheap reprint (according to the introductory edict 
regarding the local copyright, under supervision of Thomas 
Frantz: fol. xviiv) of the original Dresden folio edition, also 
of 1580. It is a collection of the classical ecumenical creeds 
and the 16th century formulations of Lutheran Theology, recog- 
nized as binding by most Lutheran Churches. It is usually known 
as the Book of Concord (Konkordienbuch), though in t. 1s century 
it has become more usual to call it Die Bekenntnisschriften der 
evengelisch-lutherischen Kirche (latest edition by the Deutsche Evangelische Kirchenaussc'liuss, Göttingen, 1956). The title-page 
of the Formula of Concord is on p. 267r. The text begins on p. 267v. 
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QgewphRel. 
Cahiers de la Revue d'histoire et de philosophie religieuses. 
No. 21: see KOY , WEIGEL. No. 24: see KOY, FRANCK. 
GygARZ, DtBkLyk. 
Deutsche Barock-Lyrik.., Eine Auswahl]. Herausgegeben und 
eingeleitet von Herbert Cysarz. 
Reclam-Verlag, Stuttgart, 195" 
Einleitung: Was Ist Barock: pn. 3-16. 
p, ANALOV, SacrFut. 
Jean Daniglou, Sacramentum Future. Etudes sur les originee de 
la typologie biblique. 
Paris, 1950. 
DE- 
Dante Alighieri, Tutte le Opere... 3rd edn. ed. Dr. E. Moore. 
Oxford, 19o4. 
VEMANT, ChrPol. 
V. A. Demant, Christian Polity. London, 1936. 
p04ANT, TheolSoc. V. A. Demant, Theology of Society. More Essays in Christian 
Polity. London, 9427. 
DEUTSCHE BAROCK-LYRIK: see under: CYSARZ, DtBkLyk. 
DEUTSCHES VOLKSTUM: see under: SCHREYER, JBW. 
DEUTSCHE VIERGE JAHRSSC FT FÜR LITERATURWISSENSCHAFT UND 




DIOETTJNG UND VOLKSTUM: 




DICTIONAIRE HERMETIQUE: see under: LE DOUX, DictHerm. 
DIELS, FragmVorsokr. 
Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker. Griechisch und deutsch von 
Hermann Diels. Vierte Akflage, Abdruck der dritten mit 
Nachträgen. 
3 vols. Berlin, 1922. 
Anaximan der: vol. I, pp. 14-21. 
Heraclitus: vol. I, pp. 67-113. 
DI ONYSIUS AREBPAGITA (Pseud. ),, CI. 
Sancti Dionysii Areopagitae Liber Primus De Caelesti 
jerarchia. 
The text used is MIGNE, Patr., TOMUS CUII. 
DORN, ComArchParac. 
Gerhard Dorn, Commentaria in Archidoxorum Libros X D. Doctoris 
Theophrasti Paracelsi,.... uibus accessit Compendium Astronomiae 




Gerhard Dorn, Dictionarium Theophraati Par 
acs... Framncofurti, 15$3. 
DORN, A. , NotesCAMI1IJB. Alfred Dorn, Notes on C. A. Muses' "Illumination on Jacob 
Boehme", Columbia University, 1951. 
(QUARTERLY, vol. I. No. 6, Winter, 1953-4. pp. 16-20. ) 
DiNat-Lit. 
Deutsche National-Litteratur. 
Band 129,1: Schillers Werke, 12. Teil, Erste Abteilung. ed. 




Über die ästhetische Erziehung des M nschen, in 
einer Reihe von Briefen. see under: SCHILLER, AsthErz. 
pp. 341ff: 
Über naive und sentimentalische Dichtung. see 
under: SCHILLER, NSentD. 
DU BELLAY, Defill. 
I. D. B. A. (i. e. Joachim Du Bellay, Angevin), La Deffence, et Illustration de la Langue Francoyse. Paris, 1549. 
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ECKHART, W: dt & lat. ,(( 
b)lat. 
Meister Eckhart, Die deutschen und lateinischen Werke. 
Herausgegeben im Auftrage der Deutschen Forschungsgemeinschaft. 
Stuttgart-Berlin j1936-/ (a) dt.: Die deutschen Werke. Herausgegeben von Josef Quint. - to be found in the British Museum: 
Erster Band: Meister Eckharts Predigten. 
(Lieferungen 1-6/7: pp. 1-512. 
Fünfter Band: Meister Eckharts 
Traktate. 
(Lieferungen 1&2.: pp. 1-136. ) (b)lat: Die lateinischen Werke. Herausgegeben von Konrad Weiss, 
Joseph Koch, Karl Christ, Ernst Benz, Bernhard Geyer, Erich 
Seeberg. 
Erster Band: Prologi in Onus Tripartitum. Expositio 
Libri Genesis. (Lieferungen 1-3: pp. 1-224 
Zweiter Band: Expositio Libri Exodi. 8ermones et 
Leotiones super Ecclesiastics 0.24,23-31. 
(Lieferungen 1-3/4: pp. 1-256. ) 
Dritter Band: Expositio Sancti Evangelic secundum 
Johannem. 
(Lieferungen 1-4: pp. 1-304. ) 
Vierter Band: Sermones. (Lieferungen 1-6/7: pp. l-479. ) 
Fünfter Band: Collatio in Libros Sententiarum. 
Quaestiones Parisienses. Sermo Die B. Augustini 
Parisaus Habitus. Tractatus super Oratione Dominica. (Lieferungen 1/2: pp. 1-128. ) 
EDERHEIMER, JBRom. 
Edgar Ederheimer, Jakob Boehme und die Romantiker. I. & II. 
Teil: Jakob Boehmes Einfluss auf Tieck und Novalis. 
Heidelberg, 1904. 
EKG. 
Evangelisches Kirchengesangbuch. Ausgabe für die evanýelisch- 
lutherischen Kirchen Niedersachsens. Hannover..... 
Göttingen, 1955. 
ELERT, Vo1M B. 
W. Elert, Die voluntaristische Mystik Jacob Böhmes. Eine 
Psychologische Studie. 
(Neue Studien zur Geschichte der Theologie und der Kirche. 
Neunzehntes Steick. Berlin, 1913. ) 
ENCYCLOPEDIE (GRAND ) DES SCIENCES OCCULT: 
see under: ROMAN, GEncyciScOcc. 
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ERIGENA, Joannes Scotus: see under: 
JOANNES SCOTUS ERIGENA, ExpCI. 
E[TPHORION: see under; BENZ, SprAlchDtBMyk. 
BENZ,, MetBegrSprJB. 
KAYSER, JBNatSpr. 
EVAN S, ML. 
E. Lewis Evans, Morgan Llwyd Zanglicized form: 
Morgan Lloy7..... Wales, 1931. 
I used an English translation of chs. VI-VIII (pp. 95-170) in 
MS, lent to me by Dr Evans. 
EVANS, ML/QExtr. 
E. Lewis Evans, Morgan Lloyd and Jacob Boehme. (This article is a series of translated extracts from EVANS, ML. ) 
(QUARTERLY.., vol. I, No. 4, Summer, 1953. pp. 11-16) 
FEILCHENFELD, EinflJBNov. 
Walter Feilchenfeld, Der Einfluse Jacob Böhmes auf Novalis. 
(Germatll. 8che Studien, Heft 22. Berlin, 1922. ) 
FIESEL, SprachphdtRom. 
Eva Fiesel, Die SprachphilosoThie der deutschen Romantik. 
T, lbingen, 1927. 
FRAGMENTA PHIL030PHORUM GRAMORUM: 
see under: MTILLACHIUS, FragmPhi1Gr. 
FRAGMENTE (die) DER VORSOKRATIKER: 
see under: DIELS, FragmVorsokr. 
FRANKFORT, H. and H. A. - see under; BEFORE PHILOSOPHY. 
FRANZ, Marie-Louise (contributor to Aion): 
see under: JUNG, AION. 
FRAZER, GB. 
Sir James George Frazer, The Golden Bough. A Study in Ma. ic 
and Religion. Third. Edition. " 
Pts. I-VII : 11 vols. Pt. VIII : Bibliography and general 
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FRAZER, GB. (contd. ) 
index: vol. 12. 
(Pts. I, IV, V. VII are each in 2 vols. ) 
Kondon, 1935/36. 
FRIEDRICH, I11StM. 
Hugo Friedrich, Die Sprachtheorie der französischen Illuminaten 
des 18. Jahrhunderts, insbesondere Saint-Martins. 
(Deutsche Viertel jahrsschrift fflr Literaturwissenschaft und 
Geistesgeschichte. 13. Jahrgang, Halle, 1935. Heft II. 
pp. 29 3ff. ) 
GARRISON, IntrHMed. 
Fielding H. Garrison, An Introduction to the History of Medicine 
..... Fourth Edition, Revised and Enlarged. 
Philadelphia & London, 1929. 
GERMANISCHE STUDIEN: see under: FEILCHENFELD, EinflJBNov. 
GOETHE, Faust. 
Johann Wolfgang Goethe. Gedenkausgabe der Werke, Briefe und 
Gespr&cne. 28. August 1949. Herausgegeben von Einst Beiltler. 
Die Ausgabe wird gefördert durch die GOtthestiftung für Kunst 
und Wissenschaft in Zürich. Zurich, 1950. 
vol. V: Die Faustdichtungen (ed. BelLtler). 
Urfaust: pp. 9-65. 
Faust ein Fragment: pp. 69-137. 
Faust eine Tragödie: 
Zueignung; Vorspiel auf dem Theater; Prolog im Himmel: « pp. 141-52 
Der Tragödie Erster Teil: pp. 155-288. 
Der Tragödie Zweiter Teil, in fünf Akten: pp. 291-526. 
Goethe 1. yisBIGK. 
Goethe und die Wissenschaft. Vortrage gehalten anlässlich des 
Internationalen Gelehrtenkongresses zu Frankfurt am Main Im 
August 1949. 
see under: POS, Goethes AuffErk. 
Frankfurt am Mai-1,1251 
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GOROPIUS BECANUS, OPERA. 
Joan. Goropius Becanus, Opera... Hactenus in lucem non edita: 
nempe, Hermathena, Hjeroglyphica, Vertumnus, Gallica, 
Francica, Hispanics. 
Antverpiae 1580. 
Each work has its own pagination, title page, editor' s 
dedicatory epistle and index. These are in each case placed before the work itself. The first dedicatory epistle (i. e. to 
the Hermathena) is by Laevinus Torrentius. The others are by Christophorus PlaWtinus. The whole of this collection of works 
is a posthumous publication, apparently under the joint editor- 
ship of L. Torrentius and C. Pla*tinus: of. last para. (fol. L7r]) of L. Torrentius' Prae tio. 
The title page of the Hermathena is on fol. Air. This is followed (fols. A2r-[A7 7 pp. 3 -13 by the Praefatio L. Torrentii ad Ariam Montanuni (headed: "Benediotio Ariae Montano 
Laevinus Torrentius S. . After the Index and Summa Privilegii, the text of the Hermathena itself runs on pp. 1-237 (fols. 
alr-v5r). 
GRANDE ENCYCLOPfDIE DES SCIENCES OCCULTES: 
see under: NAH, GEncycl fScOcc. 
GRAY, GAst. 
Ronald Douglas Gray, Goethe the Alchemist. A study of 
alchemical symbolism in Goethe's literary and scientific works. 
Cambridge, 1952. 
GRAY, L. 
Ronald Gray (signed), a letter to me, written from Cambridge, dated 21st July 1953. (It was in answer to some questions on 
alchemy, more particularly the use of the pearl as a symbol. ) 
GRUNSKY, JB. 
Hans Grunsky, Jacob Boehme. (No. XXXIV in FrommannsKlassiker 
der Philosophie). Stuttgart, 1956. (This work is discussed in PEUCKERT, ZwMykFbt., pp. 298-300. ) 
HAERING, NovPhil. 




Julius Hamberger, Die Lehre des deutschen Philosophen Jakob 
Böhme in einem systematiochen Buszuge aue dessen smmtlichen 
Schriften... München, 1844. 
11 
HANDWO14TERBUCH DS DEUTSCHEN ABERGLAUBENS: see under: 
BACHTOLD-STAUBLI, HdtA. 
HANKAMER, JBGGest. 
Paul Hsnkamer, Jakob B! hme. Gestalt und Gestaltung. 
Bonn, 192k. 
HANKAN: ER, SprBegrD. 
Paul Hankamer, Die Sprache. Ihr Begriff und ihre Deutung im 
16. und 17. Jahrhundert. Bonn, 1927. 
HARLESS, JBAlch. 
Gottlieb Christoph Adolph von Harless, Jacob B8bme end die 
Alchymieten. Ein Beitrag zum Verständniss J. Böhme' s... 
Berlin, 1870. 
HEBBELYNCK, MystLGr. 
A. Hebbelynck (editor 
Greccues, d'sprýs un 
bod1f ienne d' Oxford. 
N. B.: At the head of 
VII, on p. 252, it is 
and translator), Les Hystbres des Lettres 
manuscrit coute-arabe de la biblioth6aue 
Texte conte, traduction, notes. 
Louvain, 19.02. 
the quotation from this work in Appendix 
simply referred to as Hebbelynck. 
HELLER, GoetheIdSoTr. 
Erich Heller, Goethe and the Idea of Scientific Truth. Inaugu- 
ral and Goethe Bicentenary Lecture, University College of 
Swansea. Swansea, 19.50. 
This lecture is also reprinted on on. 1-26 in The Disinherited 
Mind.. Essays in Modern Literature and Thought (by the same 
author). Cambridge, 1952. 
HERACLITUS of Ephesus: Bee under: DIELS, FragmVorso1: r., vol. I. 
HIFST, RJPord. 
Desiree Hirst, The P1 a? e of John Porda. e. 
ýQUARTýRLY. 
, vol. I, No. 
0, '.,? inter, 1)? 1-L. -)n. 5, -1k. ) 
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HISTORISCHE STUDIEN: see under; ZELLER, SehrVW. 
HOBHOUSE, FIdRWL. 
Stephen Hobhouse, Fides et Ratio. The Book which introduced 
Jacob Boehme to William Law. 
(The Journal of Theological Studies, Oct. 1936. vol. XXXVII, 
No. 148. pp, 350ff. ) 
HOBHOUSE, Stephen, William Law. Selected 
iritings. 
see under: 
LAW, S e1My stWWWr. 
HOFFT: ANN-KRAYER (special contributor to Handwörterbuch des deutschen 
Abergl ubens): lee under: 
B CHTOLD-STUBLI, HdtA. 
HOHE-IHEIM - see PARACELSUS. 
HOLSIYARD, Al chy. 
E. J. Holmyard, Alchemy. 
HOU ARD, C hTD. 
E. J. Holnmyard, Chemistry to 
the History of Science, III. 
General editor of the series: 
Penguin Books, 1957. 
the Time of Dalton. Chapters in 
Charles Singer. 
London, 1925. 
HUTIN, Di scAJB17/18 s. 
Serge Hutin Les Disciples Anglais de Jacob Boehme au 17eme et 
au 18eme Si6cles. (These commmentaire 'your le Doctorat L*s 
Lettres. ) Fontenay aux Roses, 
1953-1955. 
Typescript copy in Dr rNTilliams's Library, Gordon Sauare, London, 
! I'. C. 1. 
InternCrComm. 
The International Critical Commentary on the Holy Scriptures 
of the Old and New Testaments. 
General editors: S. R. Driver, A. Plurmrmer, C. A. Briggs. 
see under: BRIGGS, CommPB. 




see under: GoetheWiesIGK. 
P05, Goethes AuffErk. 
JACOB BOE1 E SOCIETY QUARTERLY : 
see under: QUARTERLY. 
JACOBI, ParacSel. 
Paracelsus. Selected writings. Edited with an introduction by 
Jolande Jacobi. Translated by ?? orbert Guterman. 
London, 1951. 
JANUS LACINIUS the Calabricn: see under: NEW PEARL GtPr. 
JEW E NNCYCL. The Jewish Encyclopaedia. A descriptive Record of the History, 
Religion, Literature, and Customs of the Jewish People from the 
Earliest Times to the Present Day. 
New Edition. games of the members of the editorial board a -oear 
on the title Dage of each volume] 
12 vols. New York & London, 1925. 
JOA: 'IdES SCOTUS ERIGETiA, ExoCI. I 
Exoositiones Joannas Scoti super trarchias Sancti Dionysii. 
The text used Is MIGNE, Patr., Tomus CXXII. 
JOHAi1 ES ANGELUS SILESIUS: see under: ANGELUS SILESIUS, CherWand. 
JOUFNAL OF ENGLISH PTE, GERMANIC PHILOLOGY - see under: MOULTON, JBUR. 
JOURNAL OF THEOLOGICAL STUDIES: see under: HOBHOUSE, FidRWL. 
JUNG, AION. 
C. G. Jung, Aion. Untersuchungen 
einem Beitrag von Dr. Phil. 
Marie-Louise von Franz. 
I. 'geil: Beiträge zur Symbolik 
II. Teil: Die Passio Peroetuae. 
zur Symbolgeschichte, mit 
ZiMrich, 1951. 
des Selbst. /Jun , r' 
13 
ZF-ran7. pp. ? 89 ff. 
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JUNG, L. 
C. G. Jung (signed), a letter to me, written from Küsnacht-Zürich, 
dated 18th Nov-1954. (It was in answer to an Inquiry with regard 
to tiie Liber Azoth. ) 
JUNG, Parat 1 a. 
Carl Gustav Jung, Paracelsica. Zwei Vorlesungen fiber den Arzt und 
Philosophen Theophrastus. 
Zürich & Leipzig, 1942. 
JUNG, PsAlch. 
Carl Gustav Jung, Psychologie und Alchemie..,,. 
ri Zuch, 1944. (Psychologische Abhandlungen. Bd. 5. ) 
J JG, SymbG. 
C. G. Jung, Symbolik des Geistes. Studien über psychische Phl nomenologie mit einem Beitrag von Dr. phil. Riwkah Schärf Lr. e. III 
Die Gestalt Satans im Alten Testament, n-ß. 151-3l27. 
Zürich, 1948. 
JUNKER, LG. 
Paul Junker, Liebe und Gott. Ein Aueschmitt aus der Philosophie des Ungegebenen. 
(Beiträge zur Philosophie des deutschen Idealismus. Folge der 
Beihefte: 12. Erfurt, 1923. ) 
KAISER, JBNatSpr. 
ýti'olfgang Kayser, Böhmes Natursprachenlehre und ihre Grundlagen. (Euphorion. 31. Band, Stuttgart, 1930, rn. 521-62. ) 
KLEIST, W. 
Heinrich von Kleist, Sämtliche Werke und Briefe. Herausgegeben von Helmut Sembdner, Manchen, 19 2. 
Erster Band: Versdichtung. 
Zweiter Band: Prosa. 
IOPP9 Al eh. 
Hermann Kopp, Die Alchemie in i. lterer und neuerer Zeit. Ein 
Beitrag zur. Culturgeschichte. Erster Theil: Die Alchemie bis zum letzten Viertel des 
18. J? lirhunderts. 
Zweiter Theil: Die Alchemie vom letzten Viertel des 
18. Jahrhunderts an. ueic? elberg, 1836. 
l6o 
KOYRf, FR-470 K. 
Alexandre Koyrf, Sigbastien Franck. Paris, 1932. 
(No. 24 of CRevPhRel. ) 
KOMA, PhJB. 
Alexandre Koyr*, La Philosophie cue Jacob Boe7, me. 
Paris, 1929. 
KOYRf, WEIGEL. 
Alexandre Koyrr, Un mystique protestant: Mattre Valentin Weigel. 
Paris, 1930. 
(no. 21 of CRevPhFRel. ) 
KRM, M, ThL. 
H. H. Kramre, The Theology of Martin Lut':, er. 
London, 1947. 
LACINIUS, Janus, the Calabrian: see under: NEW PEARL GtPr. 
LAEVINUS TORREITTIUS, Editor: see under: GOROPIUS BECANUS, OPERA. 
LAW, Se1UiystWr. 
William Law, Selected Mystical Writings... edited with notes and 
twenty-four studies in the mystical Theology of '. 'illiam Law and 
Jacob Boehme and an enouiry into the influence of Jacob Boehme 
on Isaac Newton by Stephen Hobhouce, M. A. Foreword by Aldous 
Huxley. Lone on, 1918. 
LE BAILLIF, PTH. 
Roc Le Baillif, Sieur de la Riuiere, Premier Traicte de 1'homme, 
et son essentielle anatomie, auec lee Elemens, & ce eul est en 
eux: De see ? aladies, Medecine, & absoluts remedes tfs Tainctures 
d' Cr, Corail, & Antimoine: & Magistere des Perles: & de leur 
extraction. 
Paris, 1530. 
('T: iie work is a sumEary of the Paracelsan view of man anc_ of 
Paraceisa^ medicine. ) 
LE DOUX, DictHerm. 
Gaston Le Doug: (ot . er nr: mes ane. titles: un Amateur de la S'l 'nce, C1rzveus, De ^laves, Dulco, rmcteur des Veritez : Herrseticuee), 
Diction, -.. ire -ermetiaue, Contenant L'ý'a^oý ication des Terces, Fa. b? et En!, --nec, P blemes - ma. nieres, de -)v. rler des vrp_is Prllono : es. Accompa nerde deux Tr<^. itez sin -ulierr. '- utiles aux Curleux de 1' Art. Paris, 159;. 
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LENGLET DU FRESNOY, HistPhHerm. 
Lenglet du Fresnoy, Histoire de la Philosophie Hermetia, ue. 
3 tom. La Haye, 1742. 
LETTRES GRECQES - Mystbres: 
see under: HEBBELYNCK, MystLGr. 
LEWIS, PrefParL. 
C. S. Lewis, A Preface to Paradise Lost, Being the Ballard 
Matthews Lectures delivered at University College, North 
Wales, 19+1. Revised and enlarged. 
London, 1942. 
LIPPMANN, EntAusbrAlch. 
Edmund 0. von Lippmann, Entstehung und Ausbreitung der Alchemie. 
Mit einem Anhanges Zur M. lteren Geschichte der Metalle. Ein 
Beitrag zur Kulturgeschichte. 
vol. I (the main work): Berlin, 1919. 
Vol. II (really a supplement; its subtitle is: "Ein Lese- 
und Nachschlage-Buch") : Berlin, 1931. 
LUTHER, Sendbrpoj. 
Martin Luther, Ein Sendbrief vom very Dolmetechen und Fdrbitte der Heiligen. Nürnberg, 1530. 
The complete title page reads: "Ein sendbrieff D. M. Luthers, 
Von Dolmetzschenn und Färbit der heiligenn. M. D. ) ." 
(fol. ?. 1 r) 
On fol. aiv there is an introductory epistle by the. editor: 
"Wenczeslaus Linck allen Christglaubigenn" , written 
"Zu INürmberg 
am 15. Septembris. Anno 1530. " Luther's text starts on fol. 
a ij r. 
MARIE TSEN, JB. 
Hans L. Martensen, Jacob 
Life ans Teec : ing,.. Tran 
New revised edition T, itn 
Hobhouse, 2. A. Foreword 
Boelvne (1575-1624). Studies in Inis 
slated from the Danish by T. Rhys Evans. 
Notes end Annend. ices, by Ste-ýhen 
by Canon Peter Green, D. D... . London, 19". 
MARX, jlE se. 




Erwin Metzger, Die "Skepsis" des 
(Deutsche Vierteljahrsschrift 
und Geistesgeschichte. 13. 
Heft III. pp. 407ff. ) 
Agrippa von Nettesheim. 
für Literaturwissenschaft 
Jahrgang, Halle, 1935. 
MEYER-STEINEG & SUDHOFF, GMed. 
h. Meyer -Steineg und Karl Sudhoff, Geschichte der r"aedizin im berblick mit Abbildungen. Jena, 1921. 
I. Teil: Primitive Medizin. (Meyer-Steineg). pp. 9-148. 
II. Teil: Die mittlere Zeit. (Sudhoff). 08. pp. 151- 




J. -P. Migne, Patrologiae Cursus Completus... 
Tomus XXXII: S. Aurelii Augustini Tomus Primus: 
coil. 659-868: Confessionum Libri Tredecim. Paris, 1845: 
see under: AUGUSTINE, Conf. 
Tomus XLI: S. Aurelii Augustini Tomus Septimus: 
coil. 13-804: De Civitate Del contra paganos Libri Viginti Duo. 
Paris, 1845: see under: AUGUSTINE, CivD. 
Tomus CXXII: Joannes Scotus Erigena. Adrianus ? apa II. 
Tomus Unicus: coil. 126-267: Expositionen Joannas 
Scot! super erarchias Sancti Dionysii; coil. 1023- 
1194: Joann s Scoti Versio Onerun S. Di onysii 
Areopagitae, of which coil. 1035-70: De C aelesti 
erarchia. Paris, 1853: A see under: JOANNIN? ES SCOTUS ERIGET'A, E CI. 
DIONYSIUS AREOPAGITA (Pseud. )CI. Toraus XXXIX: S. Aurelii Augustini Tomus Quintus (Pars Altera): 
coil. 1735-2354: Appendix tomi quinti 0perm S. Augustini 
complectens sermones sunoosititios,... Paris, 1845: see 
under: AUGUSTINE, SermSupp. 
Tomus XXXIII: S. Aurelii Augustini Tomuo Secundus: Enistolarum 
Classes Quatuor. Paris, 1841: see 
under: AUGUSTINE, Ep. 
MODERN LAI GUAGE "', O TEES: see under: STJ-11DER, Co1GBruno. 
MO JATSEEFTE DER CO MEINIUS-GESELLSCHAFT: see under WYNEKEII, ParacJB. 
ý3 
MORHOF, POLYHISTOR. 
Daniel Georg Morhof, Polyhistor, Literarius, Philosophicus 
et Practicus. Cum accessionibus virorum clarissimorum 
Joannis Frickii et Johannis Molleri, Flensburgensis. 
Editio Quarta. Cui praefationem, notitianoue diariorum 
litterariorum Europae uraemisit Jo. Albertus Frabricius... 
Nunc auctsm et ad annum MDCCXLVII. continuatam... 
Lubecae, 1`747. 
? tom. (tom. II L III are to¬et'_ier, pagination follows on. ) 
VORHOF, UdtSprPoes. 
Daniel Georg Morhof, Unterricht Von Der Teutschen Sprache 
und Poesie/deren Uhrsprung/Fortgang und Lehrsg. tzen. 1. W7obey 
auch von der reimenden Poeterey der AupslAnder mit mehren 
gehandelt wird.  
I. Tiieil. Von c_er Teutschen Sprache: 
II. Theil. Von der Teutschen Poeterey 
III. Theil. Von der meutschen Poeterey 
Bound in vith thie work is a collection 
Kitt, 1682. 
pp. 1-150. 
Uhrsprung und Fortgang: 
pp. 151-446. 
an ihr selhsten: 
1)1). 447-908. 
of ? Forhof' s German poems. ) 
MOULTON, JBUR. 
William G. Moulton, Jacob Boehme' s Uvular r. 
(The Journal of English and Germanic Philology. vol. 51. 
PP. 83ff. ) Urbana, Illinois, 1952. 
MUIRHEAD, Co1PLi1. 
John H. Muirhead, Coleridge as a Phhiloeo7, her. 
Library of Philosophy. London, 1930. 
14ULLACHIU5, FragmPüilGr. 
Fr. Gull. Aug. P: ullac_Aus, Frgmenta Philosophorum Graecorum.... 
3 vols. Paris, 1360-81. (vol. I: 1860) 
Anaximvnr'. er: vol. I, T). 240. 
MURRAY, 5StGkR. 
Gilbert 2- urr&y, Five Ste s of Greef, Religion. Studies based 
on a Course of Lectures d. ei ivered in April ? 912 at Columbia 
University. Second Edition. 
Tire ý pinker' s Librý. ry, ? 'o. 52. Lon on, 1946. 
?: USES, editor; see under Q'UARTE'RLY. 
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MUSES , B1JB. C. A. Muses, Blake and Boehme. 
(QUARTERLY, vol. I, No. 6, Winter, 1953-4. p. 15) 
MUSES, I1IJBWDAF. 
Charles A. Muses, Illuminetion on Jacob Boehme. 
The ? y; ork of Dionysius Andreas Freher. 
New York, 1951. 
MUSES, ParacJBAlch. 
C. A. Muses, Paracelsus, Jacob Boehme and Alchemy(QUARTERLY., 
vol. I, No. 1, Autumn, 1952. pi. 12-h. ) 
NYSThES DES LETTRES GRECQUES - see under: HEBBELYNCK, MystLGr. 
NATURE: see under: READ, AAlchsts. 
NfROMAN, GEnchclScOcc. 
D. Nt'roman (editor), Grande Encyclov'edie Illustre des 
Sciences Occultes.... PrLfface de '. Maurice Magre. 2 tom. 
Strasbourg, 193?. 
NEUE STUDIEN ZUR GESCHICHTE DER THEOLOGIE UND DER KIRCHE: 
see under; ELERT, Vo1MJB. 
NEt. PEARL GtPr. 
The New Pearl of Great Price. A treatise concerning the 
treasure and most precious stone of the Philosophers. On 
the method and procedure of this divine Art... Britten b Bonus of Ferrara, edited by Janus Lacinius the 
Calabrian . The original Aldine edition translated into Enr; lieh by Arthur Edward ''ait7. 
London, 1894. 
TdOLL, TRelsrl Jhlck. 
Heinrich Noll, Der Ty-aus des religiösen Grammatikers im lo. 
J Urhundert. Ostgestellt an Valentin Ickeleamer. Ina. uý urel - 
Di^Gertation zur Er1c1 rung der Do -torwürde der P ilo o Machen 
F -ult At der P i1in-oc-? 'niver it"t zu ::,, fjrburr-. 
2_; arbur`_ , 193 . 
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NOVALIS. 
Novalis. Werke/Briefe, Dokumente. Herausjegeben von Ewald 
ly'asmuth. Feidelberg. 
I. Erster Band/Die Dichtungen. 1953- 
I I. Zweiter B 'nd/Frarngente I. 1957. 
III. Dritter Band/Framgente II. 1957. 
IV. Vierter Band/Briefe und Dokumente. 195. 
OCCULTS (SCIEnCES) - Grande Encyclo die: see under: 
NEROMAN, GEncyclScOcc. 
OPITZ, BdtP. 
Martin Opitz, Proeodia Gerrsanica, Oder Buch von der Teutschen 
Poeterey/In welchem alle jhre Eygenschafft und Zugehör 
gränd1ich erzehlet/vnd mit Exempeln ausegeführet wird... Jetzo 
aber von Enoch Hannman an vnterschiedlichen Orthen vermehrt 
und mit schönen Anmerckun ; en verbessert. Nunmehr zum eechrten- 
mahl correct getruckt. Franckfurt am Tý: ayn, 
1645. 
ORCIBAL, SttrChW. 
Jean Orcibal, Les sources etrang res du "Cherubinischer 
Wandersmann" (16-'7) d' aprl6s in biblioth 'ue d' AnF7elus Sile^ius. 
Paris, 19^8. 
(Revue de Litt6rature Compar6e; Extract du num¬ro 71 - Juillet- 
Sentembre 1918. ) 
OSBORIT, FM. 
R. Osborn, Freud and '_: arx. A dialectical study, with an Intro- 
duction by John Strachey. London, 1937. 
PAL1+. R, Scott, editor Pr. ct coL-oiler, The Confessions of Jacob 
Boelme; see under: UNDERHILL, ConfJB. 
P ARASEL3 JS 
All ouotati»ns end references, as vel. __ pG nnxnes of titles are based on the Strassburg edition: - 
Vol. is 1o03 (cescr' ced in S''D `^FF, peracSchr. It item 25 , 
VO-1 . ?I, lob 
(i'Id. 
)I ter: _ ? ý1, p. 
Reference co been mp. c'e to the 
Jacobi ( see JACOB , Pp. racSel. 
) 
, rýn, -5 e first n^rt of 'i I; r Ph2: yGt. (On tie cuer! tir)n of `enuineners cf. 
o6). 
selection of texts by 
to the iritin, -, s printed in 
c=., T, , ., te 7'). 
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PATROLOGIA, PATROLOGIAE CURSUS COMPLETUS: see under: MIGNE, Patr. 
PEARL - New, of Great Price: see under: NEW PEARL GtPr. 
PENN, BrAccRPrQu. 
W. Penn, A Brief Account of the Rise and Progress of the People 
called Quakers... 
London, 1694. 
(This is the sec^nd edition. Originally t' : is work had appeared in the seine year, as tiie Preface to George Fox's Journal). 
PENi; Y, JBWr. 
A. J. Penny, Jacob B8hme's VV4ritinýs: - as reor_inted in: QUARTERLY, vol. I, No. 7, Spring, 19 pp. 15-28. 
No. 8, Summer, 1954, ? ßn. 5-19. 
PERNETY, Dict. d-therm. 
Antoine Joseph Pernety, Dictionnaire mytho-hermetiaue; dann leauel on trouve les ai1.4gories fnbuleuees.., et lee termer 
barbares des pýiiloso_^'. -iee herm ticues ex)liouf s. 
Paris, 1787. 
N. B.: At the head of the auotäti on on v. 218 this work is 
quoted simply as Pernety. 
PEUCKERT, CherWWTand/Einl. 
Angelus Silesius. Cherubinischer "'andersmann. 
Eingeleitet und erleutert von ', 'il"--Erich Peuckert. 
Lei-nzi g Z'9727. (Peuckert' e Introduction is on -op. v i-K`GxV. ) 
PEUCKERT, LJB. 
T, 'il?. -Ericlli Peuckert, Das Leben Je-hob B8h es, 
Jena., 1924. 
PEUCKERT, RocK. 
Will-Erich Peuckert, Die 2, o; -enkreutzer. Zur Geechichte einer 
Reformation. 
Jen, a, 1928. 
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PEUCKERT, ZWykFbt. 
Will-Erich Peuckert, Die Zweite Mystik. 
Ein Forschungsbericht. 
(Deutsche Viertel jahreschrift/f$r Litern. turwissenschaft und 
Geistesgeschichte. Stuttgart. 
32, Jerrgang. 1958. Heft 2/M rz. Win. 286-, 04. 
P' ILIPPUS THEOP_HRASTUS - see PARACELSUS. 
PLATO, Crat. 
Plato, with an Englisn translation. 
VI: Cratylus, Parmenides, Greater Hip ia_s, Lesser Hipnias, 
ed. E,, -. transl. H. N. Fowler. 
The Loeb Classical Library. 
revised and reprinted edn. London, 17153. 
Cratylus: - introduction: pp. 3-5. 
text with translsti on: pp. 6-lQl. 
PLATO, Tim. 
Plato with an English translation. 
VII: Timaeus, Critias, Cleitorhon, r: enexenus, Epistles. 
ed. and trend. R. G. Bury. 
The Loeb Claseica1 Library. London, 195 2. 
T'im^eus: - 
introduction: nn. 3-15. 
text with translation: pp. 16-253. 
PLIT MER, CommllCor. 
Alfred Plummer, A Critical and Exegetical Commenter:,, on the 
Second Epistle of St Paul to the Corinthians. 
Edinburgh, 1915. 
(belonj s to In ternCrCorý: ri. ) 
POLE? f: A: 'IT, NovLumbied/E. 
Joachim Polemcn, "'ovum Lumen V edicum; , 'herein the Excellent and 
most Negeosary Doctrine Of the Highly-gifted Phil oso , her :? elmont 
Concerning the Great : ystery Of the Philosophers Suhhur Is 
fune, leaente1-ly cle'red... Written by the Author in the GermPn 
tongue, incl now E'ng . 
'i^hed by v Gerr: pn. 
London, lo 2. 
46 8 
POLEMANN, NovLum1,1ed/G. 
Joachimus Polemann, Novum Lumen Medicum. In welchem Die 
vortreffliche und hochnötige Lehre des hochbegabten Philosoohi 
Helmontil, Vo12 dem hohen Geheimnils des Sulnhuris Philosorhorum... 
gränälich er . ret wirdt/... 
Amsterdam, 1659. 
POPP, JBN. 
Karl Robert Popp, Jakob Böhme und Isaac Newton. Studien und 
Bibliographien zur. GegenVwa. rtsphilosorhie. Herausgegeben von 
Dr Werner Schingnitz. Zwölftes Heft. 4/ 
J 
7935 
POS, Goethes AuffErk. 
H. J. Pos, Goethes Auff aesung der Erkenntnis. 
Th a lecture is printed on pn. 52-62 of Goethei-lissIGK. 
PractLeonVir. 
Practica Leonis Viridis, Das Ist: Der Rechte und wahre 
Fusssteig zu dem K8niglichen Chymischen Hochzeit Saal. R. C. R. 
Neben einem Anhang uund explication zweyer Tage der Chymischen 
Hochzeit... 1619. 
Vorrede: pp. 1-14. 
Practica Leonis Viridis: tin. 15-22. 
Secunda Praeparatio, operas P_iilosoohorum: uv. 23-39. 
Appendix sive Exulicatio der Chymischen 
Hochzeit 1. e. first day of the chym. marriF. ge of 
Christian Rosencreut7: rr. »-72. 
Dies Z. L. e. Second Dart of the Appendix, second day of the 
chym. marria: pn. 73-132. 
, 
ýfhe two ports of the Appendix are a commentary, interspersed 
with cuot r,. tions from the tex7 
PRESOCRATIC P_ ILOSCP: ERS, Fragments: see under; DIELS, Fre. mVorsokr. 
PSEUDO-DIONYSIUS: see under: DIO'YSIUS AREOPAGITA (Pgeuý_. ) , CI. 
QTJARTERLY. 
Tie Jacob Hoehme Society Gu . rter1 y. A periodicrl 
r. evoted to the 
thou, -., it of Jacob Boeüme... edited unc er the ^usp1ces of the Jacob 
Doeiýne Society by C. A. Muses, B. Sc. , M. A. , P_i. D. ew "or/, U.. A. 1? 5 - 




Join Read, Alchemy -nd Alchemists. (Nature, No. 4279, vol. 168, pp. 759ff. London, Sat-3rd Nov. 1951) 
READ, PrelCh. 
John Read, Prelude to Chemistry. An Outline of Alchemy, Its 
Literature and Relationships. 
London, 1936. 
REOEJAC 
, BMy stK. E. Rýc6 j ac, Essay on the Bases of the Mystic Knowledg e. 
Translated by Sara Carr Upton. London, 189Q. 
REUCHLI T, ArtC ab. 
Johannes Reuc_, lin Phorcensis (Capmion), De Arte Caba? istica. 
Hagenau, 1517. 
The titlepage reads as follows: "Johsnnis Reuchlin Ph-Lorcensis 
LL. Doc. be Arte Caba'istica Libri Tre9 Leoni X. Dicati... It 
Printed below the enc. of the work, on the last nage (fol. Lxxx7a) : "Hagenau anus? T: homsm Anshelmum 1ense ? `artio. M:. D. XTII. " 
REUCHLII:, VerbMir. 
Johan n-. es Reuc_1in P:: orcen si s (C apnion) , De Verbo Mirifico. Basle, 14,94(? ) 
I have used the con in the British M_, seum (1'79-37306). 
On the title-pi e ally) only the title itself is printed. 
Further details (author's name, details of the other i-terns bound 
together in the same volt%ae) have been added in ink. The author's name is given in the commendatory epistle 
#alv: 
"Conradus Leontorius: Jacopo Vinphelingo. S. P. ") , s-G w---L as in the headin[7s to the -preface and to all three 'conks of he ; -or: Itself. 
Probable place and date of r_ublication also a- rear in tine co-__en- datory epistle, at the end. The text runs as follot-'s: "... ruare 
mi Jacone cum Augustsm ^im netiturus: D- nescism cuo tee amore Baeilaearn nerueniam: uelim sump cure. & 'i igent_la scribas Ior: nni 
orbachio irn-oressori : : ut in Catalogo" suum Jonnni Reuc. l in 
Phorcen. locums assignet. Vale mi iucundissime Iecope laetus 
foelix. S-5-oirae. xj. kai'. a. is. s. 11". cccc. xciii j. " (Bound in the came volume i- r loo 'uco of °t Victor, De 
s1, _crarentis) 
REVUE DE LITT RATTJF COIL. PARfE: see under: ORCIBAL, 5ftrChi% 
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RICHTER, PhWSTColVDtPhil. 
HElene Richter, Die philosophische 7eltanschauung von S. ý. 
Coleridge und ihr Verhältnis zur deutschen Philosophie. 
(Anglia. Zeitschrift für englische Philologie. 
Bind XLIV. Neue Folge Band XXXII. pp. 261-90 and 297-_24. 
Halle, 1920. ) 
ROOS, MystPhil. 
Jacques Roos, Aspects Littgrairee du Mysticisme Philosophique 
et l'influence de Boelime et de Swedenborg au debut du 
Romantisme: William Blake. 1 1ova1 is. Ballanche. 
StrasbourL. T952 
RULKID, Dict. 
Martin Rulend the Eleer, Lexicon Alchemiae live Dictionarium 
A1ctiemieticum, cum obscuriorum Verboram, °: Rerun Hermeticarum, 
turn Theophrast-Paracelsicarum Phra^iin^, 73lenam Explicationem 
continens. ZF-ranikfurt-a. -N , 1612. 
SA -EPSON, ZODIAC. 
Walter H. Sampson, The Zodiac: A Life Epitome, beine a compari- 
son of the Zodiacal elements... Lona. on, 1923. 
SCHEFFLER: see under: ANGELUS SILESI? 1S, C: zert,, a7d. 
ter., e SC_. ILLER, Astl, rz. 
Schiller, Uber die ästhetische Erziehung des Menschen, in einer 
Reihe von Briefen. 
The text used is Dt', Tat-Lit., Band 129, I. 
SCHILLLR, PNSent . Sclliller, ber naive uid sentimentalleche Dichtuni. 
The text used is Dt''at-Lit. , B^nd 129, I. 
5CHOLE'., AlcnKab. 
Dr Gerhard Scholem Gershom G. Sc', ole, 7, Alchemie un1i 
Kabbala. Ein Kapitel aus Oer Geschichte der N, Ystii:. ýerlin, 192f/ 
SCHOLEN., MTKab. /Notes. 
Gershom G. Sc : olen,, The 2"ieanins-. of the 
notes of two lectures -iven at Senate (enonsorFd by the Sci: ooý of African Pnd Oct. 11th rne_ l th, 19ý res-nectively. 
Torah in Kabbaliera. - !. t y 
u. -e, TTn1 veer ty of Tondon 
Crie nt, pill on 
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SCHOLEN, MTrJMym. 
Gershom G. Scholem, Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism. Based on 
the Hilda Strook Lectures, delivered at the Jewish Institute 
Cf Religion, New York. Third edition. London, 1955. 
SCHOTTELIUS, AusfArbTHSpr. 
Justus Georgius Schottelius, Ausführliche Arbeit Von der 
Teutschen H aubtSprache/... 
Abgetheilet in Fünf Bucher... 
Brs. unschwe3g, 166-1. 
SCHO TELIUS, TSEinl. 
Justus Georgius SchotteliuQ, Der Teutschen Sprach Einleitung/ 
Zu richtiger gewisheit und grundmessigem vermuten der Teutschen 
'r'_aubtsprache/samt beygefügten Erklärungen.. . Liftbeck, 104'1 je 
SCHREYER, JB', i . Lothar Schreyer, Jacob Böhme und das 'Fort. (Deutsc les VVcstum. Heft 11-PP-473-478) Hainburg, 1924. 
Photostat copy sent fro-, Ger ieny bfr Dr Pucldecke. 
SCHULZE, JBKab. 
Wilhelm August Schulze, J« ob ? 38hme und_ ý i_e Kabbala. (Zeitschrift für rhilosoohische Forschung. Bd. IX, 1955. 
pp. l47ff. ) 'vieisenheim/G1anKoblenz). 
SCIENCES OCCULTES - Grcnde Encyc1opgdie: see under: NfRONAN, GEncyclScOcc. 
SCOTT S ERIGE?? A, Jopnnes: see under: JOAN'T'ES SCO"_"TS ERIGET, A, ExpCI. 
ScRel. 
Science rnd ReliCion. A Symposium. Lorc'on, 193L" ZAK series of twelve broadcast tgikq, getr. -^ec. 193Q7 
P1. 
_ The Complete Plays of 3ern^rd S: ý . ý". London ßi9; 
7. 
LV. 
Sir C: _, trýes c:. errin: -ton, OIM., ? ife' - Unfold-, r. v-. Ln reprint of t. _rFe c: P. nterr of an on -Iie i ature, rein- t: e 
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SHERRINGON, LV. (contd. ) 
Gifford Lectures, delivered in Ed'nburgh, 1937-3ßs] 
The Thinker's Library, NTo. 94 (Science Section). 
London, 1945. 
SIBILET, ArtPFr. 
ZT-1lomae Sibilet, or Sfbille7, Art Poetioue Francois, Pour 
1' instruction des leunes studieux, & encor' peu au8ncez en la 
Pogsie Frengoise. Auec le Quintil Horatian ff. e. aanarently 
Barth'elfmy Aneau, not Charles Fontaine , cur 
in defense 
illustration de la lanCue Frengoise y J. Du Bella-v. Reueu, 
& augmentg. 
pn. 229-267: Autre art Po8tieue Feduit en Bonne ? fethode Ly 
Y. Dole . Lyon, 1556. Previous known editions: 1551,1555. It is rossible thst there 
may be sn even earlier edition of 1550. There are, 'owever, 
two previous edit ions, bot'_ in 1548, of the Art Po$ticjue by 
itself. 
SIGERIST, GrAe. 
Henry E. Sigerist, Grosse Ärzte. Eine Gesc:, ichte c? er Heilkunde 
in Lebensbildern. München, 19 32. 
SILESILTS, Johannes Angelus: see under: ANGELUS SILESIUS, Cherii and. 
5:: ": GER (general editor), CA? pters in the History of Science: 
see under: HOLt ", ChTD. 
SMGER, istBiol. 
Charles Singer, A History of BioloCy. A general introduction 
to tue study of liv L nM th n_s. Revised edition. 
London, 1150. 
°II GER, MtoSc. 
Charles Singer, From ? `hic to Science. 'ecnys on the "cientific 
Twuii ht. London, l9ý . 
3K-I: ' 'R, Co=Gen. 
Jo .n Skinner, A Criticp? ci Exeretical Comr. ntary on Genesis. Second. Ee-i ti on. Ec9inburgh, 1910. 
(celon r to In`err. CrCorl.. ) 
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SNYDER, ColGBruno. 
Alice D. Snyder, Coleridge on Giordano Bruno. 
(Modern Language Notes, vol. XLII, No. 7, Nov. 1927, pp. 27-36) 
Baltimore 
STAEL, Del' All. 
Mme. la Baronne de StaAl Holstein, De L' Allemagne. 
3 vols. Londres 1813. 
(This is a reprint of the first edn.: Paris, 18101 
STEINTHAL, UrsprSprWiss. 
H. Steinthal, Der Ursprung der Sprache, im Zussammenhange mit den 
letzten Fragen alles ''issens. Eine Darstellung der Ansicht 
Wilhelm v. Humboldts, verglichen mit denen Herders und Hamafns. 
Berlin, 135. j1. 
STOUDT, SunrEtStJB. 
Jonas Joseph Stoudt, Sunrise to Eternity. A Study in Jacob 
Boehme' s Life and Thought. _ Philadelphia L195ß]. 
STOUDT, WzChr. 
John Joseph Stoudt, Jacob Boehme' s The ', 'ay to Christ. In a 
new translation... New York & London 
Li94. z7. 
STRUCK, EinflJBEngl. 
Wilhelm Struck, Der Einfluss Jakob Boehmes auf die englische *Ltteratur des 17. Jahrhunderts. Neue deutsche Forschungen. 
Abteilung englische Philologie. Band b. Berlin, 1936. 
SUDHOFF and MEYER-STEINEG, Geschichte der Medizin: see under: 
MEYER-STEITIEG & SUDHOFF, GMed. 
SUDHOFF, P arac Schr. 
Karl Sudhoff, Versuch einer Kritik der Echtheit der Paraeelsischen 
Schriften. 
I. Theil: Die unter Hohenheim's Namen erschienenen 
Druckschriften. Berlin, 1394. 
II. Theil: Pa. racelsische Handschriften. Berlin, 1899. 
TAYLOR, Alchsts. 
F. Sherwood Taylor, The Alchemists. Founders of Modern Chemistry. 
London, 1951. 
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TAYLOR, E. , JBTheosPhU. Edward Taylor, Jaco 
London, 1691: - as QUARTERLY., vol. II: 
vol. III: 
b Behmen'S Theos 
reprinted in: 
No. 1, Autumn, 
No. 2, Winter, 
No. 3, Spring, 








5. pp. 6-31. 
PA. 5-32. 
pp. 23-30. 
THEATRUM CH XICUM. 
Lazarus Zetzl*erus (editor), Theatrum Chemicum, Praecinuos 
selectorum auctorum tractatXs de chemiae et lapidis philosophici 
entiauitate, veritate, jure, praestantia, & operationibus, 
continens: in gratiam verae chemiae, et medicinae Chemicae 
studiosorum (ut nui uberrimam inO_e optimorum remediorum messem 
facere poterunt) congestum, ' in euatuor vartes seu volumina 
digestum;... 
Vol S. I& 
vol. V: 






T. HEOPHRASTtTS PARACELSUS - see PARACELSUS. 
Argentorati. 
Theo sBeschrTincJBSchr. 
Theosophische Beschreibung der Tinktur der reisen und der Cur 
aller Krankheiten, aus des Gottseligen Jakob Böhmens Schriften 
herausgegeben von einem Liebhaber göttlicher Weisheit. 
This werk is quoted and discussed in BUDDECKE, JBAusg. , p. 107, item No. 58. 
TORE TILTS, LAEVINUS, editor: see under: GOROPIUS BECANUS, OPERA. 
UNDEIIKHILýL ConfJB. 
The Confessions of Jacob Boehme, compiled and edited by ". Scott 
Pa_mer, With an introduction by Evelyn Underhill. 
London, 1920. 
UNDERHILL, l: ym. 
Evelyn Under : ilI , Mysticism. 
A Study in the Nature and Deve? op- 
ment of 'an's Spiritual Conec_ousneTs. 12th edition. 
London, 19 'ßb. 
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VIATTE, SöccRom. 
Auguste Viatte, Lee sources occultes du romsntisme. 
Illuminisme - Thhosophie. 1770-1820. Paris, 1928. 
vol. I: Le prgromantisme. 
vol. II : La g6n¬ration de 1' Empire. 
VORSOKRATIKER, Die Fragmente der: see under; DIELS, FragmVorsokr. 
WAITE, translator of The New Pearl of Greet Price: see under: 
NEW PEARL GtPr. 
WWarnFBAlchGrändtlUnterr. 
Warnung für der falschen betrieglichen Alchimey.... Das Ist 
Grändtlicher Unterricht/wie man die falschen betriegerischen 
Alchimistischen Process examiniren/erkennen und von der alten 
wahren Hermetischen Philosophischen Medicin unterscheiden soll/ 
auch wie dem Fundament derselben nachzusinnen. Item was die 
Philosophi rar besondere cualiteten, Eygenschafft und Seereta 
zu derselben erfordern etc... Hall in Sachsen, 1619. 
S'WASSERSTEIN. 
Wasserstein der Weysen/Das Ist/ein Chymisch Tractätlein/darin 
der weg gezeiget/die Materia genennet/und der Process beschrieben 
tieird/zu dem hohen geheymnuss der Vniversal Tinctur zukommen/vor 
diesem niemalem gesehen. Darbey auch zwey... andere Büchlein der 
Gleichform1gkeit... engehenckt/Nem? ich/&. Johan von Lesung. 
2. Via'ireritatis der einigen warheit... Francofurti, 1o19. 
WEIGEL - on genuineness: clz. I, note 73. 
VEIGEL, Anw. 
Valentin Weigel, Soll Deo Gloria, Drey 'heil einer gr{indlichen/ 
und wol Probirten Anweisung und Anleitung der Anfah*nden/ 
einfeltigen Christen zu der Rechten Schulen Gottes/... 
Newenstacýt, 1613. 
3 parts: I: pp. 1-14. 
II: Scala Jacobea. vp. 15-47, 
III: , .. von : ýer u --ung durch den Schlf1sse? David, k-R -3 
i. B.: Tiiie work is discussed In ZELLER, SchrW. , pp. 34-40, üA is a variant title of the Inforna. torium. In the table, 
p. 08, it is listed as genuine. 
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WEIGEL, Gnothi. ^' 
YT W. Nosce Teipsum. Erkenne Valentin , -Teigel, rNSL02ER , 
dich selbst ... Newenstatt, 1618. Three books: Books I and II constitute a continuous series, 
both for chapter headings and pag nation. Book III is 
separate. Its title-page reads as follows: - 
Dritter Theil Dess Gnothi Seagton Oder Cognosce Teipsum 
genandt. Das Newe Erkenne dich selbst So71sten Philosophic 
r'lntiouissima ideoq; verissima. 
I lewenstadt, 1613. 
Discussed in ZELLER, Schrr'', pn. 22/23, listed as genuine 
in table, p. 68. 
VTEIGEL, PhM4yst. 
Philosophia mystica, darinn begriffen ellff vnterschidene 
theologico-philosophische, doch teutsche Tractätlein, zum 
theil suss Theophrasti Paracelsi, zum theil auch M. Valentini 
: leigelii... mannuscriptis... An jtzo... in offenen Truck gegeben... 
Discussed in ZELLER SchrV! WT., Newstadt, 1613. 
Pp. 15-22,29/30,44-46, and on the table nn. 68/69 varying 
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Libri Primae Partie 
1. De Poenitentiie, Theophrasti. 
2. Astronomia Olympi novi, Theonhrasti. 
3. Theologia Qabalistica de perfecto homine in Christo Jesu, 
& contra, Theonhrasti. - 4. Commentarius in Denielem Prophetam, Theoohrasti. 
5. Das Leben und Lehrouncten C_ese Einsiedlers Bruder Nicol, -. i 
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Libri Secundae Partie 
1. Eynfi Krung in teutsche Theologiam. 
2. Scholasterium Chri^tianum. 
3. Vom Iiimliechen Jerusalem. ) Weigeli j. 
4. Betrachtung vors Leben C_Zrleti. ) 
5. Dass Gott .:?. leingut sey. 
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b. Introductio horinis, oder kurtze enleitung zu elm 
C : rist1lci_en Leben/put?, oris anonyms. 
WEiGEL, StudUn1v. 
Valentin "-, ei[-, -el, Studium T_"niversa2. e, Das iet alles das jenige/so 
von Anfang der Welt biss sn das Ende je gelebet/geschrieben/ 
gelesen/oder 
, 
e_ernet... T"rerden ! nöc ate. 
'_'eývenstý. dt, 1b13. 
1_. is : or : is I iýted in ZELL--'F, Schr7. °. , in tab=e, 
tu e 
anoer; 'Thai ý" or'-s. 
y 
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WEINHANDL, JBLilie Ausw. /Notes. 
Ferdinand ITeinhcndi, Jakob Böhme. Eine Lilie blüht über 
Berg und Tal. Grundtexte des Myetikers... ausgewhhlt und 
eingeführt von Ferdinand Weinhandl. Stuttgart, 1954. 
Einführung: pp. 26-30. 
Notes sent by Dr Buddecke. I have not been able to see 
the book itself. 
WEINHANDL, MEckhQL. 
Ferdinand Weinhandl, Meister Eckehart im Quellpunkt seiner 
Lehre. 
(Beiträge zur Philoso--. hie des deutschen Idealismus. Folge 
der Beihefte: 11. Erfurt, 1923) 
WHITEHEAD, AdvId. 
Alfred North Whitehead, Adventures of Ideas. 
Penguin Books, 1942. 
W-. -' ITEHEAD, SeMod_W. 
A. N. Whitehead, Science end the Modern World. 
Penguin Books, 1938. 
WOLFRAM. 
Wolfram von Eschenbach. Herausgegeben von Albert Leitzmenn. 
(Altdeutsche Textbibliothek: 12. -16. Heft: Halle, 19025" 
13. Heft (Parzifal, VII-XI): 4. verbesserte Atflage: 
Thbingen, 1955. 
WOODWORTH, CSPsycli. 
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WYNEKEI4, ParacJB. 
G. A. Wyneken, Von Parace1 eue 
lic, er laturnhiloso'zie. 
(: onats . efte der Coneniue-Ges 
Copt/ in the erburg IT: etitute 
London, S. 1'7.7. 
zu Böhme. Ein Jahrhundert christ- 
e? lschaft. vol. 9,1900. pn. 7Bff. ) 
LIbrArv, Imneria Institute Road, 
ZEITSC` IFi FýR P-: ILOS^P'_I TJND P: 'ILOSOP? ISCý? F ? CP. I^TY: see under: 
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, CWIrl TB. 
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ZELLER, SchrVW. 
Winfried Zeller, Die Schriften Valentin Weigels. 
Eine literarkritische Untersuchung. 
(Historische Studien. Heft 370. Berlin, 1940) 
ZETZNERUS (editor): see under: T''EATRIIE CHENICtTIi. 
